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MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT 

MONDAY, JUNE 2,1980 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOl\:(MI'ITEE ON CON
SUMER PROTEC'.rION AND FINANOE, COMMITTEE ON INTER
STATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE, AND ·.rIIE SUBCOMMITI'EE 
ON INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS, COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS, 

New Yark, N.Y. 
The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice at 10 a.m., 26 Federal 

Plaza, room 305, Hon. James H. Scheuer, chairman of Subcommittee 
on Consumer Protection and Finance, presiding. Hon. Gus Yatron, 
chairman, Subcommittee on Inter-American Affl',lrs. 

Mr. SOIlEUER. The hearing will now be in order. 
This is the first day of hearings on H.R. 4178, which is the Motor 

Vehicle Theft Prevention Act, authored by my colleague, William 
Green of New York City, from whom you will hear very shortly. 

These hearings are joint hearings between the Consumer Protection 
and Finance Subcommittee of the House Interstate and Foreign Com
merce Committee and the Inter-American Affairs Subcommittee of 
the Foreign Affairs Committee, chairecl by Congressman Gus Yatron 
of Pennsylvania. 

This bill, authored by Congressman Green, we estimate would cut 
auto thefts by approximately half. At the present time, auto thefts 
constitute a $4 billion price tag to American society. About $3 billi.on 
is the cost of the thefts themselves and about anothet $1 billion is 
the cost of the Government law enforcement efforts involved with 
them. 

The auto theft business increases the cost of insurance in New York 
State anywhere to nine times the cost of auto theft insurance. 

Abuut a decade ago, I wrote a book about crime. At that time, auto 
theft, which was of course important, was mostly a teenaged crime, 
the freckle-faced kid down the block who had a beer too many and 
went on a joyride. At that time, we recovered 80 percent of the cars 
just a block or two from where they were first stolen and we had a 
25-percent arrest rate because these kids were amateurs. 

Today instead of 80 percent recovery, we have about 40 percent 
recovery and instead of a 25-percent arrest rate we have a 15-percent 
arrest rate because the perpetrators today are no longer amateurs. 
They are tough, hard professionals. 

They are organized crime. There is no question that organized 
crime has infiltrated and is now dominating the auto theft business. 

What would this bill do ~ No.1, it would harden criminal penrulties 
all the way up and down the line for auto theft, including the chop shop 
owners, the crooked repair shopowners, who constitute the market for 
these stolen cars. 

Second, it would enable U.S. marshals, U.S. Customs Service people 
at our ports, at our airports, at our docks, to make a through inspection 

(1) 
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of the documentation of the -cars that were ,being shipped out of the 
country to make sure that a car that was lifted in Fl1abbush was not on 
its way to Latin America, Asia, or Africa a few hours later. 

No.3, and perhaps most important, the bill would require that a 
VIN, V-I-N, a vehicle inspection number, be stamped on each major 
part, on the doors, on the fenders, on the hood, on the trunk covel', so 
that in a repair shop the parts that were being put on the car after an 
accident could he identified. 

If they could be identified, that means that the auto rcpair owner, 
the shopowner, would not be willing to buy parts from a cal' that had 
been stolen and sold to him by organized crime. That would eliminate 
the markets for the major parts of the oar. That would eliminate the 
incentive for organized crime to stay in the business of systematically 
organizing the cal' theft racket in the United States. 

At this time, before introducing our major witness, I would Hke to 
call upon the author of this hill, Congressman 'William Green of New 
York, who deserves a groot deal of credit for his diligence and his 
leadership for putting this bil.l together. 

Congressman Green? 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you very much. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Representative Scheuer 

for his role in moving this legislation forward a.nd for setting up this 
series of hearings here in New York and later in the month in "Wash
ington on tIllS legislation. I would rulso like to thank Represenbative 
Gihnan, the ranking minority member in the Inter-American Affairs 
SUlbcOlllnlittee, for his participation in this hearing. 

The basic purpose of this legislaation is to try to take the profit out 
of auto theft. The basic purpose is to make parts essentially unsalable 
in the black market through the vehicle identification numbers and 
to make it harder to get into cars through improved locking devices. 

I think it is very interesting in the work that I have done on this bill 
t.hat I have discovered that when cars are stolen and taken to so-called 
chop shops to be disassembled into parts, almost invariably the auto
matic transmission is thrown away, despite the fact that it is a very 
valuable part of the car, because of the fact that it has a vehicle 
identification number on it; whereas bhe so-called front clip and the 
back clip and the doors, which do not have these kinds of identification 
numbers, are highly marketable in the black market. 

So basically what we are trying to do is to take this situation that 
is costing Americans $4 billion a year and make it unprofitable for 
organized crime to operate in this area. 

I am looking forward to the testimony that Chairman Scheuer has 
assembled today to enlighten us furthcr about this problem and I hope 
that that will be a basis on which this subcommittee, fivE' of whose seven 
members are cosponsors of the bill, including Chairman Scheuer and 
'Mr. Gilman will, on the conclusion of the testimony, decide that this 
will be !t useful effort and report the bill to the full committee for 
further consicler!ttion. 

Tha.nk you very much. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you, Congressman Green. 
Without objection, the text of R.R. 4178 and agency reports thereon. 

will be printed at this point in the record. 
[Testimony resumes on p. '38.] 
[Text of R.R. 4118 and agency reports thereon follow:] 
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[H.R. 4178, introduced by Mr. Greene (for himself, Mr. Bafalis, Mr. Carter, Mr. 
Corrada, Mr. Downey, Mr. Forsythe, Mr. Garcia, Mr. Gillman, Mr. Guarini, 
Ms. Holtzman, Mr. Horton, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Jenrette, Mr. Lederer, Mr. Lee, 
Mr. McEwen, Mr. Moakley, Mr. Mottl, Mr. Murphy of Pennsylvania, Mr. Rangel, 
Mr. Roc, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Wolff, and Mr. Zeferetti), on May 22, 1979. 

Cosponsored on June 21, 1979, by: 
Mr. Addabbo, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Hollenbeck, Mr. Fish, Mr. Luken, 

Mr. Burgener, Mr. Cotter, Mr. Mitchell of New York, Mr. Solarz, and Mr. 
Bingham; 

Cosponsored on November 13, 1979, by: 
Mr. FIOl:io; 

Cosponsored on January 22,1980, by: 
Mr. Weaver, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Stark, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Biaggi, Mr. 

Carney, Mr. Hanley, Mr. Kemp, Mr. Rosenthal, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Wydler, and 
Mr. Lundine; 

Cosponsored on February 12, 1980, by: 
Mr. Rinaldo; 

Cosponsored on May 5, 1980, by: 
Mr. Devine and Mr. BaileYi 

Cosponsored on May 14, 1980, by: 
Mr. Ottinger] 

A BILL 
To improve the physical security features of the motor vehicle 

and its parts, to increase the criminal penalties of persons 

trafficking in stolen motor vehicles and parts, to curtail the 

exportation of stolen motor vehicles, to stem the growing 

problem of "chop shops," and for other purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled" 

w 
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1 That this Act may be cited as the "Motor Vehicle Theft Pre-

2 vention Act of 1979." 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

ing: 

TITLE I-FINDINGS AND PURPOSES 

SEC. 101. The Congress finds and declares the follow-

(a) The annual number of reported motor vehicle 

thefts is approaching one million vehicles. Approxi

mately 50 per centum of all larcenies reported to law 

enforcement authorities in the United States are direct

ed against the motor vehicle, its accessories, or its con

tents. The recovery rate of stolen vehicles has signifi

cantly decreased over the past decade. 

(b) The theft and disposition of stolen motor vehi

cles and their parts is becoming more professional in 

nature. It has also attracted elements of organized 

crime which have used intimidation and violence as a 

means of obtaining increased control of "chop shop" 

operations. These activities are having a serious effect 

on interstate and foreign commerce. There is indication 

that organized crime is using auto theft proceeds to 

purchase addictive and illegal drugs for resale and for 

other illicit activities that are extremely harmful to our 

society. 

(c) The theft of motor vehicles has brought in

creased and unnecessary burdens to automobile users 
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1 and to American taxpayers as the national financial 

2 cost of motor vehicle-related theft offenses now ap-

3 proaches 4 billion dollars annually. This has hM an 

4 impact on the overall rate of inflation through higher 

5 insurance rates. 

6 (d) National and international uniformity on cer-

7 tain standards such as vehicle identification and titling 

8 would further facilitate commerce and prevent criminal 

9 abuse. 

10 (e) A cooperative partnership between the States 

11 and the Federal Government is required to devise ap-

12 propriate intelTelated systems in the area of motor ve-

13 hicle titling and registration in order to help curb 

14 motor vehicle theft. 

15 (f) Farm and industrial users are concerned with 

16 the theft of their self-propelled vehicles. Due to a lack 

17 of meaningful data in this area, a need exists to study 

18 this problem. 

19 (g) The theft of motor vehicles and their parts and 

20 their unlawful disposition can be significantly curtailed 

21 through the more effective use of the facilities of the 

22 National Orime Information Oenter by both law en-

23 forcement authorities and the State motor vehicle reg-

24 istrars, 
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1 (h) The cooperation and assistance of the auto-

2 mobile insurance industry is needed to curb the grow-

3 ing problem of insurance fraud through improvements 

4 in their procedures for their claim processes, disposition 

5 of salvage vehicles, and issuance of policies. 

6 (i) Automobile anti-theft campaigns at the 10ilal 

7 level which have increased citizen involvement and 

8 have been sponsored by the insurance industry have 

9 been effective in reducing motor vehicle theft. 

10 G) An increased 'vigilance by used motor vehicle 

11 dealers, motor vehicle dismantlers, recyclers, and sal-

12 vage dealers, and by motor vehicle repair and body , 

13 shops is crucial to curtail their important industries 

14 from being used to facilitate crime through the disposi-

15 tion of stolen motor vehicles and their parts. 

16 (k) The shipment of stolen motor vehicles and 

17 their parts as well as farm and industrial equipment 

18 outside the United States is a serious problem. The co-

19 operation of shippers and operators of the nation's ves-

20 sels, railroads, and aircraft is necessary to hinder such 

21 illicit exportation. 

22 (1) The continued assistance and cooperation of 

23 our sovereign neiglihors, Oanada and Mexico, are key 

24 ingredients necessary to aid us in our efforts to protect 

25 our citizens' property by limiting the opportunity for 
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1 stolen motor vehicles to enter their respective countries 

2 from the United States. 

3 (m) )...n increased prosecutive emphasis must be 

4 given by Federal, State, and local prosecutors to motor 

5 vehicie theft violations with particular emphasis being 

6 given to professional theft rings and "chop shops". 

7 (n) The commendable and constructive efforts of 

8 the Attorney General, Secretary of Transportation, 

9 Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of State, and 

10 Secretary of Commerce in the formation of the Inter-

11 agency Committee on Auto Theft Prevention, with the 

12 cooperation from the private sector, should be contin-

13 ued and expanded upon. 

14 SE~. 102. The purposes of this Act are to-

15 (a) improve the standards for security devices for 

16 motor vehicles; 

17 (b) improve the identification numbering systems 

18 for motor vehicles and their ms-jor components; 

19 (c) increase the Federar-;criminal penalties for 

20 those persons trafficking in stolen motor vehicles and 

21 their parts; and 

22 (d) establish procedures to r~duce opportunities for 

. 23 exporting stolen motor vehicles. 
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1 TITLE II-IMPROVED SECURITY FOR MOTOR 

2 VEHICLES AND MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS 

3 'SEC. 201. Section 103 of the National Traffic and 

4 Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 1392) is 

5 amended by adding at the end the following new subsection: 

6 "G) Standards established by the Secretary under this 

7 section shall include standards to reduce the theft of the 

8 motor vehicle and its parts, taking into accouut-

9 1/(1) the cost of implementing the standard and 

10 the benefits attaiur;ble as a result of the implementa-

11 tion of the standard; 

12 1/(2) the effect of implementation of the standard 

13 on the cost of automobile insurance; 

14 1/(3) savings in terms of consumer time and incon-

15 veuience; and 

16 1/(4) considerations of safety.". 

17 SEC. 202. (a) In exercising the authority given to the 

18 Secretary of Transportation uuder section 103G) of the Na-

19 tional Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 

20 U.S.C. 1392), as added by section 201 of this Act, the Secre-

21 tary shall consult closely with the Attorney General, the In-

22 ternational Association of Chiefs of Police, the International 

23 Association of Auto Theft Investigators, the National Auto-

24 mobile Theft Bureau, and other groups and individuals inter-

25 ested in or affected by the ~otor vehicle theft problem. 
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1 (b)(1) Within twelve months after the date of enactment 

2 of this Act, the Secretary of Transportation shall issue pro-

3 posed notices of rulemaking covering the areas of unauthor-

4 ized starting of the motor vehicle and major component iden-

5 tification. 

6 (2) The proposed rule covering the prevention of the 

7 unauthorized starting of the motor vehicle shall take into 

8 consideration ongoing technological developments relating to 

9 the utilization of the microelectronics in the motor vehicle, 

10 automatic activation of the security system, and possible 

11 elimination of the. existing metallic mechanical key system 

12 presently used to activate the motor vehicle. 

13 (3) The proposed rule relating to the theft of motor vehi-

14 cle parts shall take into consideration ongoing technological 

15 developments, including laser marking machines, to place 

16 identification numbers on those major components which are 

17 the primary target of the "chop shops". 

18 (4) After an appropriate comment period and the analy-

19 sis thereof, the Secretary of Transportation shall issue final 

20 rules as soon as possible, but not later than twenty-four 

21 months after the date of enactment of this Act. The initial 

2~ effective date of such final rules shall be as soon as practica-

23 ble but before the introduction of two model years or two 

24 calendar years, whichever is shorter, following the issuance 

25 of any final rule. :Any final rule shall encourage and permit 
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1 the manufacturer to conform to its requirements before the 

2 rule's mandatory effective date. 

3 SEC. 203. Whenever there is in effect a Federal motor 

4 vehicle security standard relating to a motor vehicle's start-

5 ing system, the locking systems for the engine, passenger, 

6 and trunk compartments, and component part identification 

7 established under this title, no State or political subdivision of 

8 a State shall have any authority to establish or to continue in 

9 effect, with respect to any motor vehicle or motor vehicle 

10 part, any security standard relating to those same systems 

11 which is not identical to such Federal standard. 

12 TITLE m-ANTIFENCING MEASURES 

13 SEC. 301. (a) Chapter 25 of title 18, United States 

14 Code, is amended by a.ddi..'1g after section 509 the following 

15 new sections: 

16 "§ 510. Altering or removing motor vehicle identification 

17 numbers 

18 "Whoever knowingly removes, obliterates, tampers 

19 with, or alters any identification number for any motor vehi-

20 cle or part thereof required under regulations issued by the 

21 Secretary of TransportatiOl~ shall be fined not more than 

22 $5,000, imprisoned not mor£J than five years, or both. 
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1 "§ 511. Forfeiture of motor vehicles and their parts which 

2 have had identification numbers altered or 

3 removed 

4 "(a) PROPERTY SUBJECT. TO FORFEITURE.-Any 

5 lliotor vehicle or motor vehicle part required to have an iden-

6 tification number pursuant to regulations issued by the Secre~ 

7 tary of Transportation which has had such number removed, 

8 obliterated, tampered with, or altered shall be subject to 

9 seizure and forfeiture to the United States unless-

10 "(1) such motor vehicle part has been attached to 

11 a motor vehicle owned by an innocent purchaser of 

12 such part; or 

13 (2) such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part has a 

14 replacement identification munber which is authorized 

15 by the Secretary of Transportation or is in conformity 

16 with the applicable law of the St!l,te where such motor 

17 vehicle or motor vehicle part was seized. 

18 (b) FORFEITURE PROOEDURES.-AlI provisions of law 

19 relating to the seizures, summary and judicial forfeiture pro-

20 cedures, and condemnation of vessels, vehicles, merchandise 

21 and baggage for violation of customs laws; the disposition of 

22 such vessels, vehicles, merchandise and baggage or the pro-

23 cceds from such sale; the remission or mitigation of such for-

24 feitures; and the compromise of claims and the award of com-

25 pensation to informers in respect of such forfeitures shall 
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1 apply to seizures and forfeitures incurred or alleged to have 

2 incurred under the provisions of this section, insofar as appli-

3 cable and not inconsistent with such provisions. Such duties 

4 as are imposed upon the collector of customs or any other 

5 person in respect to the seizure and forfeiture of vessels, ve-

6 hicles, merchandise and baggage under the customs laws 

7 shall be performed with respect to seizures and forfeitures of 

8 property under this section by such officers, agents, or other 

9 persons as may be designated for that purpq,se by the Attor-

10 ney General.". 

11 (b) The table of sections for chapter 25 of title 18, 

12 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof 

13 the follo'\\ring new items: 

14 "§510. Altering or removing motor vehicle identification 

15 numbers. 

16 "§511. Forfeitu!."e of motor vehicles and their parts which 

17 have had identification numbers altered or 

18 removed .... 

19 SEC. 302. Section 2311 of title 18, United States Code, 

20 is amended in the definition of "Securities" by inserting im-

21 mediately after "voting trust certificate;" the following: 

22 "motor vehicle title until it is cancelled by the State indicated 

23 thereon or blank motor vehicle title;". 

24 SEC. 303. Section 2313 of title 18, United States Code, 

25 is amended- . 

l ____ ~ ___________________ __I 
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1 (1) by striking out "moving as, or which is a part 

2 of, or which constitutes interstate or foreign com-

3 merce," and inserting in lieu thereof "which has 

4 crossed a State or United States boundary after being 

5 stolen,"; and 

6 (2) by inserting "possesses,'" immediately after 

7 "receives,". 

8 SEO. 304. (a) Chapter 113 of title 18, United States 

9 Code, is amended by adding at the end the followi..'1g new 

10 section: 

11 I/§ 2319. Trafficking in motor vehicles or their parts which 

12 

13 

have had identification numbers altered or 

removed. 

14 "Whoever buys, receives, possesses, or obtains control 

15 of, with intent to sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or other-

16 wise dispose of, any motor vehicle or motor vehicle part, 

17 knowing that an identification number required pursuant to 

18 regulations issued by the Secretary of Transportation has 

19 been removed, obliterated, tampered with, or altered, shall be 

20 fined not more than $25,000, imprisoned not more than ten 

21 years, or both.". 

22 (b) The table of sections for chapter 113 of title 18, 

23 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof 

24 the following: 
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1 § 2319. Trafficking in motor vehicles or their parts which 

2 have had identification numbers altered or 

3 removed.". 

4 SEC. 305: Section 1961(1) of title 18, United States 

5 Code, is amended-

6 (1) by inserting "sections 2312 and 2313 (relating 

7 to interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicles)," 

8 immediately after "section l!J55 (relating to the prohi-

9 bition of illegal gambling business),"; and 

10 (2) by inserting "section 2319 (relating to the 

11 trafficking in motor vehicles or their parts with altered 

12 or removed identification numbers)," immediately after 

13 "sections 2314 and 2315 (relating to the interstate 

14 transportation of stolen property),". 

15 SEC. 306. (a) Section 3002 of title 39, United States 

16 Code, is amended-

17 (1) in the section heading, by inserting "and ma-

18 nipulative devices" after "keys"; 

19 (2) in subsection (a), by striking out "subsection 

20 (b)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (c)"; 

21 (3) by redesignating subsections (b) and (c) as sub-

22 sections (c) and (d), respectively; 

23 (4) in subsection (c), as redesignated by paragraph 

24 (3) of this section, by inserting "and subsection (b)" 

25 immediately after "subsection (a)"; 
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1 (5) by inserting after subsection (a) a new subsec-

2 tion (b) to read as follows: 

3 H(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, 

4 any manipulative type device which is designed or adapted to 

5 operate, circumvent, remove, or render inoperable the igni

S tion switch, ignition lock, door lock, or trunk lock of two or 

7 more motor vehicles, or any advertisement for the sale of any 

8 such manipulative type device is nonmailable matter and 

9 shall not be carried or delivered by mail."; and 

10 (6) by adding at the end a new subsection (e) to 

11 read as follows: 

12 "(e) Upon evidence satisfactory to the Postal Service 

13 that any person is engaged in a scheme or device for obtain-

14 ing money or property through the mail by advertising or 

15 offering for sale any motor vehicle master key or manipula-

16 tive device made nonmailable by this section, the Postal 

17 Service may issue an order of the same kind and with the 

18 same incidents as that authorized by section 3005 of this 

19 title.". 

20 (b) The table of sections for chapter 30 of title 39, 

21 United States Code, is amended in the item relating to sec-

22 tion 3002 by inserting Iland manipulative devices" after 

23 "keys". 
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1 SEC. 307. (a) Section 1716A of title 18, United States 

2 Code, is amended in the section heading by inserting "and 

3 manipulative devices" after "keys". 

4 (b) The table of sections for chapter 83 of title 18, 

5 United States Code, is amended in the item relating to sec-

6 tion 1716A by inserting "and manipulative devices" after 

7 "keys". 

8 TITLE IV-IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION 

9 MEASURES 

10 SEC. 401. (a) Chapter 27 of title 18, United States 

11 Code, is amended by adding after section 552 the following 

12 new section: 

13 u§ 553. Unlawful importation or exportation of stolen self-

14 propelled vehicles, vessels, or aircraft. 

15 H(a) Whoever imports, exports, or attempts to import or 

16 export (1) any self-propelled vehicle, or part of a self-pro-

17 pelled vehicle, vessel, or aircraft, knowing the same to have 

18 been stolen, or (2) any self-propelled vehicle or part of a self-

19 propelled vehicle, knowing that its identification number has 

20 been removed, obliterated, tampered ,vith, or altered, shall be 

21 fined not more than $10,000, imprisoned not more than five 

22 years, or both. 

23 "(b) For purposes of this section, the term-

24 "(1) 'self-propelled vehicle' includes any auto-

25 mobile, truck, tractor, bus, motorcycle, motor home, 
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1 and any other se1f~propened agricultural machinery, 

2 self~propelled construction equipment, self~propelled 

a special use equipment, and any other self-propelled ve-

4 hicle used or designed for running on land but not on 

5 rail; 

6 "(2) Ivessel' has the meaning given to it in section 

7 401 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1401); and 

8 "(3) 'aircraft' has the meaning given to it in sec-

9 tion 101(5) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 

10 U.S.C. 1301(5».". 

11 (b) The table of sections for ohapter 27 of title 18, 

12 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof 

13 the following: 

14 "553. Unlawful importation or exportation of stolen self-

15 propelled vehicles, vessels, or aircraft.". 

16 SEC. 402. The Tariff Act of 1930 is amended by adding 

17 after section 624 (19 U.S.C. 1624) the following new sec-

. 18 tions: 

19 "SEC. 625. UNLAWFUL IMPORTATION OR EXPORTATION OF 

20 

21 

STOLEN SELF·PROPELLED VEHICLES, VESSELS, 

OR AIRCRAFT; CIVIL PENALTY. 

22 H(a) Whoever knowingly imports, exports, or attempts 

23 to import Of export (1) any stolen self-propelled vehicle, 

24 vessel, aircraft, or part of a self-propelled vehicle, vessel, or 

25 aircraft, or (2) any self-propelled vehicle or part of self-pro~ 
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1 pelled vehicle from whiiih the identification number has been 

2 removed, obliterated, tampered with, or altered, shall be sub-

3 . ject to a civil penalty in an amount determined by the Secre-

4 tary, not to exceed $10,000 for each violation. 

5 "(b) Any violation of this section shall make such self-

6 propelled vehicle, vessel, aircraft, or part thereof subject to 

7 seizure and forfeiture under this Act. 

S "SEC. 62<1. INSPECTION OF USED SELF.PROPELLED VEHICLES 

9 TO BE EXPORTED; DEFINITIONS. 

10 "(a) A person attempting to export a used self-propelled 

11 vehicle shall present, pursuant to regulations prescribed by 

12 the Secretary, to the appropriate customs officer both the 

13 vehicle and a document describing that vehicle which in-

14 cludes the vehicle identification number, before lading if the 

15 vehicle is to be transported by vessel or aircraft, or prior to 

16 export if the vehicle is to be transported by rail, highway, or 

17 under its own power. Failure to comply with the regulations 

18 of the Secretary shall subject the exporter to a penalty of not 

19 more than $500 for each violation. 

20 "(b). For purposes of this section and section 625, the 

21 term-

22 "(1) 'self-propelled vehicle' includes any auto-

23 mobile, truck, tractor, bus, motorcycle, motor home, 

24 self-propelled agricultural machinery, self-propelled 

25 construction equipment, self-propelled special use 
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1 equipment, and any other self,.propelled vehicle used or 

2 designed for running on land but not on rail; 

3 "(2) 'aircraft' has the meaning given to it in sec-

4 tion 101(5) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 

5 U.S.C. 1301(5»; and 

6 11(3) 'used' refers to any self-propelled vehicle 

7 other than a new self-propelled vehicle which is ex-

8 ported by the original manufacturer or by such manu-

9 facturer's authorized agent.". 

10 SEC. 403. The Tariff Act of 1930 is further amended by 

11 adding after section 588 (19 U.S.C. 1588) the following new 

12 section: 

13 "SEC. 589. ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY FOR UNITED STATES CUS-

14 TOMS SERVICE. 

15 "A customs officer, as defined in section 401(i) of this 

16 Act, may (1) carry firearms, execute and serve search war-

17 rants and arrest warrants, and serve subpenas and sum-

18 monses issued under the authority of the United States, and 

19 (2) make arrests without warrant for any offense against the 

20 United States committed in his presence or for any felony 

21 cognizable under the laws of the United States if he has rea-

22 sonable grounds to beHeve that the person to be arrested has 

23 committed, or is committing, such a felony.". 

24 SE~. 404. (a}(l) Section 7607 of the Internal Revenue 

25 Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 7607) is repealed. 

1 
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1 (2) The table of sections for subchapter A of chapter 78 

2 is amended in the item relating to section 7607 by striking 

3 out" Additional authority for Bureau of Customs" and insert-

4 ing in lieu thereof "Repealed". 

5 (b) A prosecution under section 7607 of the Internal 

6 Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 7607) for any violation of 

7 law occurring before the effective date of subsection (a) of 

8 this section shall not be affected by the repeal made by such 

9 subsection or abated by reason thereof. 

10 (c) Civil seizure, forfeiture, and injunctive proceedings 

11 commenced under section 7607 of the Internal Revenue 

12 Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 7607) before the effective date of 

13 subsection (a) of this section shall not be affected by the 

14 repeal made by such subsection or abated by reason thereof. 

15 TITLE V -REJ:lORTING REQUIREMENTS 

16 SEO. 501. (a) Within eighteen months after the date of 

17 the enactment of this Act the Attorney General, after consul-

18 tation with the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Trans-

19 portation, and the Treasury, shall submit to the Congress a 

20 report on the developments in the area of the theft of off-

21 highway vehicles and the steps being taken to help prevent 

22 their theft as well as hinder their subsequent disposition, and 

23 facilitate. their recovery. Included in the report shall be-

24 (1) the progress 'being made by the various manu-

25 facturers of off-highway vehicles to develop identmca-
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1 tion numbering systems effective in identifying such 

2 vehicles; 

3 (2) the effectiveness of the location and manner by 

4 which such identification numbers are affixed to the 

5 off-highway vehicle by the manufacturer, including the 

6 affIxing of such number in a confidential location; 

7 (3) the degree to which the various manufacturers 

8 are reporting the characteristics of their numbering 

9 identification systems for off-highway vehicles to the 

10 National Crime Information Center (NCIC) so that ap-

11 propriate edit controls over entries and inqUiries can be 

12 established by NClO; 

13 (4) the progress being made toward the establish-

14 ment within the off-highway vehicle industry of an in-

15 dustry-wide unique identification numbering system; 

16 (5) the degree to which manufacturers of off-high-

17 way vehicles have affixed unique identification numbers 

< 18 to the major components of the vehicle; 

19 (6) the degree to which manufacturers of off-high-

20 way vehicles have established record systems which 

21 permit a cross-referencing between the identification 

22 numbers of the vehicle and those of the ml1jor compo-

23 nents; 

------------------------------
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1 (7) changes being made to the format and proce-

2 dures of the NOlO to better deal with the theft of '- :f-

3 highway vehicles and their major components; 

4 (8) the degree of cooperation of the various malll ,-

5 facturers of such off-highway vehicles with thE! l-',a-

6 tion's law enforcement community to reduce the theft 

7 problem in this area; 

8 (9) the efforts being made by thl-j owners of exist-

9 ing off-highway vehicles to affix an owner applied 

10 number (OAN) to such vehicles and the major compo-

11 nents thereof; 

12 (10) the passage of any State laws relating to the 

13 titling or deeding of off-highway vehicles; 

14 (11) the passage of any Stat~\ lawg which make it 

15 a State crime to remove, obliterate, tamper with, or 

16 alter the identification number affixed by the manufac-

17 turers to any off-highway vehicle or major component 

18 of such vehicle; 

19 (12) the passage of any State laws permitting the 

20 seizure by law enforcement for investigative purposes 

21 and possible forfeiture of any off-highway vehicle or 

22 major component thereof which has had its manufac-

23 turer's affixed identification l~ai.lber removed, obliterat-

24 ed, tampered with, or altered; 

I 
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1 (13) the degree to which manufacturers of off-

2 highway vehicles have developed a manufacturer's cer-

S tificate of origin which contains adequate internal secu-

4 nty features to guard against forgery, alteration, and 

5 counterfeitip.g, lists the serial number of the vehicle 

6 itself as well as the serial numbers of any major com-

7 ponents, and can serve as a de facto title for such vehi-

8 cle by assignment to subsequent purchasers; 

9 (14) the steps being taken by those elements of 

10 the private sector which auction off, make loans on, 

11 and insure off-highway vehicles to help deter stolen 

12 off-highway vehicles from being reintroduced into the 

13 channels of legitimate commerce; and . 

14 (15) any assessments of the scope of the problem 

15 as well as any recommendations the Attorney General 

16 may deem appropriate. 

17 (b) For purposes of this section, the term "off-highway 

18 vehicle" means a vehicle or work machine that is self-pro-

19 pelled or pushed or towed by a self-propelled vehicle and the 

20 primary function of which is off-highway in application. Any 

21 on-highway operation is incidental to the vehicle's primary 

22 function. This includes self-propelled agricultural, forestry, 

23 industrial, construction, and any I')ther non-transportation 

24 special use equipment. 
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1 SEC. 502. On or before the first June 30 which occurs 

2 at least fifteen montHs after the date of enactment of this 

3 Act, and on or before each June 30 thereafter for the follow-

4 ing nine successive years, the Attorney General, in consulta-

5 tion with the Secretary of Transportation, the Secretary of 

6 the Treasury, and the Postmaster General, shall submit to 

7 the Oongress a report on the implementation and develop

S ment of the provisions of titles II, ill, and IV of this Act and 

9 the effectiveness of such provisions in helping to prevent and 

10 reduce motor vehicle-related theft. 

o 
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GENERAl- COUNSEL OF THE 

2. tl ~d 1979 

Hon. Harley O. staggers 
Chairman, Committee on 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Washington, D.C, 20230 

Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Hr. Chairman: 

This is in reply to you~ request for the views of this Department 
on H.R. 1955, a bill 

"To improve the physical security features of 
the motor vehicle and its parts, increase the 
criminal penalties of persons trafficking in 
stolen motor vehicles and parts, and to cur
tail the exportation of stolen motor vehicles 
and for other purposes." 

As a member of the Federal Interagency Committe~ on Auto Theft 
Prevention, the Department of Commerce fully supports the bill 
which provides, 'inter alia, the following: 

1. Requires automobile manufacturers to install more secure 
locking systems, and to place the vehicle identification numbers 
(VIN) on all principal body parts) 

2. Makes it a Federal offense punishable by a $5,000 fine 
or 5 years imprisonment or both, to alter the VIN. Professional 
"chop-,.hop" operators could be fined $25,000 or imprisoned 10 
years,' or both; 

3. Amends the National Stolen Property Act to include vehicle 
titles, so as to restrain fraudulent titling schemes, 

4. Expands the racketeering influence and corrupt organi
zations (RICO) statute to cover "chop-shop· operations. Those 
individuals who tr.affic i'n stolen vehicles ·and their parts could 
have their businesses seized by Federal authorities, and forfeited; 
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5. Prohibits the sale or advertisement of devices used to 
break into automobiles; 

-6. permits the U.S. Customs Service to arrest individuals 
attempting to export a stolen vehicle. Currently. Customs Agents 
can only arrest narcotics or navigation law violators; 

7. Gives authority to the Secretary of Treasury to make it 
more difficult to export stolen motor vehicles; 

8. Directs the Attorney General to conduct a comprehensive 
study of the growing theft of agricultural and construction 
equipment; 

9. Requires that on or before the first June 30 which occurs 
at least 15 months after the enactment of this legislation and On 
or before each June 30 thereafter for the following four successive 
years J the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretaries 
of Transportation and Treasury, and the Postmaster General submit 
a report to the Congress On the implementation of various provisions 
of the Act and the effectiveness of such provisions in helping to 
prevent and reduce motor vehicle related theft; and 

10. Finally, the bill grants the Secretary of Transportation 
authority to establish vehicle standards to reduce theft. 

Motor vehicle theft imposes casts primarily on the vehicle owner 
aither directly or through the owner's insurer. We recognize that 
there are moral hazards and law enforcement aspects as well. How
ever, because of the predominance of private costs, the criteria 
for establishing standards should be clearly directed at the costs 
and bene fi ts to the ve"hicle purchaser. These include monetary. 
inconvenfence, and safety dimensions. 

One of the options open to the Secretary of Transportation should 
clearly be no standard at all. Alternative means of theft pre
vention, such as consumer education about the risks and costs of 
theft and insurance premium incentives for theft control, should be 
actively considered along with evaluation of the feasibility and 
effectiveness of vehicle standards. 
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Nothwithstanding our comment above, the Departmentof Commerce 
strongly endorses the enactment of such legislation as a very 
important initiative in combating the theft of motor vehicles. 
The United States Pepartment of Justice esti~ates that the 
cost to the Am2rican consumer and taxpayer for automobile 
theft and enforcement efforts exceeds $4 billion annually. It 
is also of great concern to the Department of Justice that 
few ~mericans realize that the crime of automobile theft is 
no longer one confined to the recalcitrant youth interested 
in joyriding. The problem of auto theft is one in which 
organized crime elements in our society have become involved 
and is "the most lucrative illegitimate business today" 
according to the FBI. 

You have also requested our views O~.~l~ a bill for the 
same general purpose. We would defer 0 e views of the 
Attorney General and the Secretary of Transportation as to 
which of these' bills is better suited to meet the objective of 
reducing motor vehicle thefts. 

We have been advised by the Office of Managelnent and Budget that 
there would be no Objection to the submission of our report to 
the Congress from the standpoint of the Administration's program. 

c. L .. Haslam 
General Counsel 
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).U'iTA~": A"TTO"N.EV IIEN""'''L 
LEGIIL.ATIYE .. 1' ......... 1. 

l1eparimtui of Justk, 
lIulttugtou. lUI. 211$30 

NOV 2 6 1979 

Honorable Harley O. Staggers 
Chairman, Committee on Interstate 

and Foreign Commerce 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This is in response to your request for our views' on 
H.R. 1955 and H.R. 4178, both of which are entitled the 
IIMotor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979. 11 H.R. 4247, 
which is identical to H.R. 1955, will also be covered by our 
report. 

Both H.R. 1955 and H.R. 4178 are based upon H.R~ 14252 
Qf the 95th Congress. H.R. 14252 was submitted to the Congress 
for its consideration by this Department on September 6. 1978. 
The various modifications made to H.R. 14252 by H.R. 1955 and 
H.R. 4178 are improvements and generally meet with the approval 
of this Department. We do, however, have three suggested 
changes which we will make reference to later in our·report. 
We hav~ attached hereto a memorandum which details the differ~ 
ences between these bills. Since H.R. 4178 is the most com
prehe~sive of the measures and includes all the additional 
provisions of H.R. 1955, we consider H.R. 4178 to be the 
primary bill. As of this time H.R. 4178 has over 45 co-sponsors 
in the House. An identical version to H.R. 4178 has been intro
duced in the Senate (S. 1214). Because the section-by-section 
analysis for S. 1214 is applicable to H.R. 4178, we are ~ 
attaching a copy of a Senate Congressional Record reprint which 
pertains to S. 1214. 
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Basically, the changes made by H.R. 4178 to H.R. 14252 
consist of (1) an improved articulation of the findings and 
purposes of the legislation; (2) the imposition of time limits 
for the imvlementation of the regulations required under the 
bill relating to component identification and unauthorized 
starting of the motor vehicle; (3) the removal of the possibility 
of seizure and forfeiture of motor vehicles and motor .vehicle 
parts in two limited situations where their required identifica
tion number has been removed, obliterated, tampered with or 
altered;, and (4) expansion of the scope of the study relating 
to theft of off-highway vehicles used in the construction and 
fa~~g, industries. 

There are three areas in Title II of H.R~ 4178, however, 
where we would recommend change. They are: 

1) Section 202 (b) (2) and (3) state that the Secretary of 
Transportation must take into account in the proposed and 
final standards certain specific ongoing technological 
developments. While we believe that the specific technolo
gical areas cited should be fully considered, we are 
apprehensive that focusing the rulemaking process by 
statute on specific technology could predetermine the 
result and undermine the whole program. Accordingly, we 
recommend that section 202 (b) (2) be amended to read: 

"(2) the proposed rules concerning the prevention 
of the unauthorized starting of the motor vehicle 
and the theft of motor vehicle parts shall take 
into account ongoing technological developments ~ II 

Section 202 (b) (3) should then be deleted and paragraph 
11(4)" should be renumbered paragraph "(3)"~ The specific 
technological areas presently cited could then be set 
forth in the section-by-section analysis of the bill. 
This approach would accomplish the purposes of the provi
sion without unduly prejudicing the rulemaking process~ 

2) In Section 202(a) of the bill there is reference to 
, several specific groups with which the Secretary must 

consult closely in exercising his authority~ While each 
of the specific groups mentioned should be consulted 
there are undoubtedly others. Accordingly, we recommend 
that Section 202(a) be amended to read in relevant part: 
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" • • • , the Secretary shall consult closely 
with the Attorney General, the law enforcement 
community, the insurance industry, the motor 
vehicle manufacturers, and any other groups and 
individuals interested in or affected by the motor 
vehicle theft problem. II 

Of course, the specific groups now listed as well as 
other equally capable groups could be set forth in the 
section-by-section analysis of the bill. 

3) Finally, we believe in the section-by-section 
analysis of Section 201 of the bill it would be advis
able to use appropriate language to show that the 
cost/benefit analysis that the Secretary must make is 
one of judgment and that an absolute conclusiveness for 
his determination is not required, if such were indeed 
possible, in such an area where the various contributing 
factors to motor vehicle theft are not humanly control
lable and are constantly changing~ 

Motor vehicle related theft is a serious national crime 
problem. Thefts of the motor vehicle, its contents and its 
accessories accounted for over 45 percent of all larcenies 
reported to law enforcement in 1978~ The combined costs to the 
public attributable to these thefts approached $4 billion in 
1978. Of course, all of us as consumers and taxpayers must 
bear the costs of these vehicle related crimes~ Motor vehicle 
theft has over the past decade evolved more and more into a 
professional crime. While juveniles arrested for motor vehicle 
theft still constitute more than 50 percent of those arrested, 
the juvenile participation rate has been declining~ In fact, 
the solution rate itself for motor vehicle theft has declined 
from 24.3 percent in 1967 to 16.3 percent in 1978~ This 
represents a decline of 33 percent~ Moreover, the value recovery 
rate of 86 percent of all stolen motor vehicles in 1967 has 
dropped to 61 percent in 1978. These statistics clearly indicate 
that professional thieves have increasingly entered into the 
stolen motor vehicle area of crime. Especially alarming is that 
the initial crime reports for the first six months of this year 
show a national increase in motor vehicle theft of 13 percent 
over the corresponding time period of 1978. Some cities are 
experiencing increases of over 40 percent this year. The increase 
is reflected in all geographical areas, north, south, east, west, 
urban, suburban and rural. 
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The enactment of H.R~ 4178 will provide government 
with important new tools and weapons in its fight against pro
fessional crime~ The Department of Justice urges prompt 
passage of this legi~lation. 

The Office of Management and Budget advises that the 
enactment of this legislation would be consistent with the 
objectives of the Administration~ 

Sincerely, 

~q.~ 
Alan A. Parker 
Assistant Attorney General 

Attachments 
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Comparison Between H.R. 14252, H.R. 1955 
(including H.R. 4247) and H.R. 4178 

"Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Acts" 

H.R. 14252 (95th Congress) 

This bill was submitted to the Congress on September 6, 
1978 by the Department of Justice. It was introduced by 
Congressman Green on October 5, 1978. It expired when the 
95th Congress adjourned. It,was identical to S. 3531 intro
duced by Senators Biden, Percy, and Thurmond in the Senate 
on September 27, 1978. 

H.R. 1955 (96th Congress) 

This bill was introduced by Congressman Green on February 8, 
1979. It is very similar to the previous H.R. 14252 with two 
additions. They are: 

(1) Added to Section 101 of Title I - Findings and 
Purposes, was a new paragraph (k) relating to the 
need for increased prosecutive emphasis for motor 
vehicle theft violations; and 

(2) Added to Section 50l(a) of Title V - Reporting 
Requirements was a new subparagraph (13) relating 
to developments concerning the use of a manu
facturer's certificate of origin for off-road 
vehicles. 

H.R. 4247 (96th Congress) 

This bill was introduced by Congressman Gonzalez on 
May 3D, 1978. It is identical to H.R. 1955. 
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H.R. 4178 (96th ccngress) 
\ 

This bill was introduced on May 22, 1979 by Congr~ssman 
Green and 23 other co-sponsors. Since then it has acqui~ed 
over 20 additional co-sponsors. It is identical to S. 1214 
also introduced in the Senate.on May 22, 1979 by Senators 
Biden and Percy. The bill represents ·a rewrite of H.R. 14252 
and S. 3531 by the staffs of Senators Biden and Percy and 
Congressman Green in consultation with the Department of 
Justice. It includes all the changes made by H.R. 1955. A 
title by title analysis of the changes made to H.R. 14252 by 
H.R. 4178 follows. 

TITLE I - Findings and Purposes 

In general, H.R. 4178 retains all the. findings and purposes 
of H.R. 14252. It rearranges their order and makes some 
linguistic changes. It places a greater stress on the organized 
crime aspect of the motor vehicle theft problem. In particular, 
it adds a new paragraph (f) to Section 101 relating to the 
theft of farming and construction equipment. It highlights in 
paragraph ~) of Section 101 the need for the insurance industry 
to improve its procedures. It adds a new paragraph (m) in 
Section 101 relating to an increased prosecutive emphasis for 
motor vehicle theft violations. 

TITLE II - Improved Security for Motor 
Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Parts 

Section 201 This provision was changed in H.R. 4178 to 
speci·fically require the Secretary of Transportation to issue 
anti-theft .standards instead of merely· permitting the issuance 
of.such standards. .Also, the word "consumer" was added to 
line 14 in order to clearly show it was consumer time and 
consumer inconvenience which the Secretary had to take into 
account. 
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Section 202 This section is all new. It requires 
consultation with the law enforcement community in the 
promulgation of the anti-theft standards. It imposes time 
limits on the issuance of the regulations and it requires a 
careful examination of ongoing technological developments in 
the design of such regulations. • 

Section 203 This is new. Although the National Traffic 
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 had a federal preemption 
provision, it was felt that such was not quite adequate to 
deal with the component part numbering aspect. 

TITLE III - Anti-fencing Measures 

Section 301 Significant changes were made to the 
corresponding provision in H.R. 14252. First of all, two 
exceptions were created to the statutory right of seizure. 
They were i.n those sit:uations where a part whose number had 
been removed or falsified had been attached back to a vehicle 
of 8tl innocent purchaser of such part and where the vehicle or 
part, having lost its original number applied by the manu
facturer, 4ad l,ad a replacement number applied in accordance 
with appropriate laws. It was never intended to permit seizure 
in the latter situation and the new language makes this clear. 
The former exception is intendad to ease the burdens on a 
person who has his car repaired and, unknowing to him, the 
repairman uses stolen parts with falsified or reuoved identifi
cation numbers to fix it. 

Another major change is that f.nstead of the mandatory 
seizure called for under H.R. 14252, the provision now permits 
a discretionary use of sl1ch authority. The final major change 
is the incorporation by reference of the custom law's procedures 
for the disposal of any seized motor vehicles or parts. 

Section 303 This change to present 18 USC 2313 was not in 
H.R. 14252. 
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TITLE IV ~ Importation and 
Exportation Measures 

The only change in this title is that the term "motor 
vehicle" in H.R. 14252 has been replaced by the term "self
propelled vehicle. 1t This does not change at all the scope 
and coverage of the title. 

TITLE V - Reporting .Requirements 

.Section 501 H.R. 4178 ~xpands upon the scope of the 
study. It changes the term "off-road motor vehicle" to 
"off-highwayvehicle." It adds -three new S!Jbpar;lgraphs to the 
study (ie.13 - 15). It changes the definition of "off-highway 
vehicle" to exclude those components which are not pushed or 
towed by a self-propelled vehicle. 

Section 502 H.R. 4178 increases the number of annual 
reports to Congress from 5 to 10 years. It was felt that this 
extended period was necessary to fairly judge the Act's 
effectiveness since the requirements of Title II will not 
show up in manufactured motor vehicles unt~l 4 or so years 
after the enactment of xhe legislation. After which. it will 
take several additi-onal years of such new vehicles to materially 
affect the total vehicle population. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20503 

Honorable Harley O. staggers 
Chairman 
Committee on Interstate 

and Foreign Commerce 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

NOV 5 1979 

This is in response to your reqUp.5t for the views of the 
Office of Management and Budg~t on H.R. 4178, the "Motor 
Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979." 

For the reasons stated in the report sent to you by the 
Department of Justice, the Office of Management and 
Budget supports enactment of H.R. 4178, subject to the 
changes recommended by the Department. 

Sincerely, 

~ .. ~~.~.~ 
ames M. Frey _/ 

Assistant Director for 
Legislative Reference 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

W .. hlngton. D,C. 2052Q 

s't.t' 28 \919 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

On behalf of Secretary Vance, I am responding 
to your request for the views of the Department of 
state on two bills, H.R. 1955 and H.R. 4178, dealing 
with procedures and programs designed to curb the 
theft and disposition of stolen motor vehicles and 
their parts. 

The Department of State has ~bjection to the 
enactment of either H.R. 1955 or H.R~ 4~ 

The Office of, Management and Budget advises 
that, from the standpoint of the Administration's 
program. , there is no objection to the submission 
of this report. 

The Honorable 
Harley O. Staggers, 

Chairman, 

Sincerely, 

J. Brian Atwood 
Assistant Secretary 

for Congressional Relations 

Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce, 

House of Representatives. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. "Ve will now hea,r from our first witness who is a 
convicted felon under custody of the authorities who may be asked 
to testify in criminal cases. We intend thoroughly to protect his 
anonymity. We will call the witness "John Doe." He is experienced 
in every aspect of car theft, all the way from entering into a locked, 
parked car to changing the vehicle identification number to fraudu
lently securing official documents, which makes it possible to sell the 
car to unsuspecting parties. 

We will not ask any questions that will require the witness to refer 
to his identity or any questions that might jeopardize the pending 
Federal investigations. 

"Ve had a very talent~d young lady from the Department of Justice, 
an attorney with the U.S. attorney's office in the eastern district of 
New York, Mrs. Shira Scheindlin, and we have asked her to interrupt 
very rapidly if any of us, by mischance or pemdventure, ask any 
questions which might jeopardize the Federal anticrime effort. 

Ms. Scheindlin, I hope you will interrupt us in midair if any of us 
are guilty of a slip of the tongue. 

Weare very grateful to Ms. Sche.indlin and the Department of 
Justice for their splendid cooperation which makes it possible for us 
to have this expert witness, and I do mean expert. 

Many of us have seen John Doe downstairs in the garage of this 
Federal building show us how easy it is for a skilled thief to overcome 
all of the existing mechanical safeguards that are built into autos. 

We will now he~r from him on other aspects of this crime and other 
aspects of the auto theft business as it exists today. 

Mr. John Doe, we appreciate your being here. We appreicate your 
making your expertise available to us and we now give you the floor 
and suggest that you sim)?ly proceed in informally chatting with us 
just as if you were in our hying room and tell us what you know about 
the organized auto theft business. 

Mr. DOE. I will be glad to. I will start by reading this prepared 
statement, then. 

Mr. SOHEUER. You can read it or you can just talk to us, whichever 
you prefer. 

How long is the statement ~ 
Mr. DOE. I do not believe it is very long. It is a few minutes. 
Mr. SOlIEUER. "Vhy do you not read it ~ 
Mr. DOE. You might see some part of it that you want to ask a 

question about. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Very good. 

STATEMENT OF JOlIN DOE 

Mr. DOE. My experiences with stolen automobiles started in 1963 
and ended in 1979. During that time, I have been involved with the 
theft and resale of approximately 150 automobiles, about '75 percent of 
these cars being late model luxury cars manufactured by General 
Motors. 

Mr. SOHEUER. "Vhat made you honor General Motors rather than 
Ford or Chrysler ~ • 

Mr. DOE. It is the biggest selling item. There is a high demand for it. 
Stop me whenever you would like to, no problem. 
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During 1979, I participated in the theft and resale of stolen con
struction equipment manufactured by Caterpillar, and trailer tractors 
manufactured by Mack. 

My first experience with auto theft and resale was much like my 
last. This process involved using the documents from late model 
wrecked automobiles on the stolen duplicate of that wrecked automo
bile for resale. Naturally, the identification numbers of the stolen autos 
were altered to match the documents from the wreck. 

Occasionally you would receive a junked vehicle form with 'a wreck 
instead of an open New York State title. What you had to do before 
New York State Motor Vehicles would issue a title was have the car 
inspected. An inspection without showing the car cost $10. 

The only change that has taken place in the procedure of using 
wrecked vehicle documents on stolen vehicles is the expense. 

Forging and counterfeiting motor vehicle registrations and titles 
has always been popular and relatively easy. The key element here is 
a printer willing to make titles. Due to the lack of correspondence be
tween motor vehicles of different States, exchanging counterfeit titles 
for good ones without being detected can be accomplished. 

The issuance of the new NYS titles did create a slight problem. To 
overcome this, titles from States that did not use the complex printing 
techniques used on NYS titles were duplicated. 

My personal involvement in the auto theft for parts business was a 
limited one. Had I wanted to I could have been deeply involved. There 
were, and to my knowledge still are, standing offers for parts that 
could keep a crew of four men busy 7 days a week. A standing order 
would be all the late model GM n08",S and doors you could deliver for 
It set fee. 

The crews that I was associated with filled orders for body shops. 
These crews would have a few body shops as customers, and they 
would supply them with all the major crash parts that they needed. 

The mechanics of stealing an auto is not a complex procedure. The 
tools you need can be bought at any auto supply store. They consist of 
a metal ruler, a body dent puller and a replacement ignition. The ruler 
is used to gain entry, the body dent puller to ~un out ignition and the 
replacement ignition used to start the cal'. The whole process takes 
about 3 to 5 minutes from approach to target auto. 

Right now, construction equipment is high priority amongst thieves. 
This is due to the large amount of money they are worth and the ease 
with which they can be stolen. Machines manufactured by Caterpillar 
are the ones most sought after. The market for this equipment is an 
international one, and with the right connection you can sell as many 
as you can deliver. 

Mack trailer tractors are another internationally sought after item. 
The most popular model is the R700 series. 

Construction equipment and trucks ttre not the only commodities 
sought after internationally. American cars are, also. And once this 
stuff leaves American soil, It is impossible to detect. 

Mr. SOl-lEUER. Is that the end of your statement? . 
Mr. DOE. Yes, that is pretty much a summary of it. 
Mr. SCHEUER. I am going to turn to Congressman Green and ask 

you, Bill, if you have any questions. 
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Mr. GREEN. You mentioned the export market for which you stole. 
Would you have any lmowledge of what percentage o£ the stolen calls 
wind up either whole or in parts for export as opposed to being used 
domestically ~ 

Mr. DOE. From mx knowledge, most of them are staying right here 
in the automobiles. rhere are some crews that ship 20 cars a month, 
25 cars a month, out of the country. 

Mr. GREEN. Those would be whole cars ~ 
Mr. DOE. Whole cars, complete cars, with counterieit titles or docu

ments and they ship them right out. 
Mr. GREEN. So that the export market is basically a whole car market 

rather than a parts market ~ 
Mr. DOE. Yes. 
Mr. SCHEUER. VYhat percentage of all of the cars that get stolen are 

destined for the overseas market ~ 
Mr. DOE. That is hard to say. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Any guesstimate ~ 
Mr. DOE. Myself, I have never shipped a car overseas. I was involved 

with shipping heavy equipment, not automobiles, although I did sup
ply certain crews with certain items they needed for shipment overseas. 

To my knowledge, they were shipping, like I said, 20 cars a month. 
Mr. GREEN. What is the basic modus operandi in the business ~ Could 

you explain your relationship to the chop shops and the chop shop's 
relationship to its customers, whoever they may be ~ 

Mr. DOE. I guess it is a simple one. A car gets smacked up and gets 
into a body shop. It is a late model GM car and it might cost legiti
mately $3,000 in parts to put the car together. So the body shop gIves 
an auto theft crew an order for the parts he needs and he may spend 
$1,000 to $1,200 for the parts. 

Mr. GREEN. So that basically you would be stealing to order? 
Mr. DOE. With the body shop, like I mentioned, the guys that filled 

the orders £01' the body shops, those are all orders. They fill orders, but 
there are enough orders to keep these guys very busy. 

From my experience, all body shops are susceptible to stolen parts. 
Mr. GREEN. What is the price that you char~e the body shop for 

stolen parts as compared with the price of legitImate parts? 
Mr. DOE. Well, a late model Cadillac, just say you got one of the 

nose and the doors and the interior, you mi~ht get like $1,500 off the 
guy for the parts. Now, i£ he wanted to buy It, I am sure it is going to 
cost him close to $4,000 to $4,500. 

Mr. GREEN. I heard some estimate that a car that had originally cost 
$5,000 could be broken into parts and sold for as much as $25,000 in 
parts. 

Does your experience verify that? 
Mr. DOE. That is legitimately speaking. If you were to sell each part 

legitimately, you could probably get more than the original cost o£ the 
car. But when you are selling as stolen, the price depreciates a great 
deal. 

Mr. LUKEN. Would the gentleman yield for one question ~ 
Mr. GREEN. Yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. We are talking about "noses," and I would like to iden

tify the nose. Is that the external parts o£ the automobile, the hood and 
the fender and the bumped 

1 
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Mr. DOE. It is just the front fenders, the hood and the bumpers if 
the guy wants them. It is pretty much the three parts in the front. 

Mr. LUKEN. Nothing to do with the engine or anything like that~ 
Mr. DOE. No. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Would these vehicle inspection numbers that we are 

talking about, in your opinion, discourage car theft, discourage their 
being delivered at chop shops for resale? 

Mr. DOE. I think at first it might. If they can find a way of forging 
or counterfeiting these numbers, they are just not going to stop. In 
other words, if a guy can buy a wreck and then renumber the stolen 
parts to match the numbers of the wreck be bought, he is pretty much 
covered. 
If you ask him, ""Vhere did you get that ~" -
"Oh, I bought it here. Here is the wrecked papers for that part." 
You look nt it, and if it is a good counterfeit job on the numbers, 

how would you tell unless you put an expert on it and analyzed the 
numbers to see if they were counterfe,ited or not. 

But 'a general motor vehicle inspector, or an inspector who inspects 
cars for insuuance companies, he does not lmow a damn thing. 

Mr. SCHEUER. So you ,are a little skeptical as to the value of the 
vehicle identification numbers being stamped on them? 

Mr. DOE. Yes and no. 
Mr. SCHEUER. If it is not susceptible to being counterfeited, you 

think it might work? 
Mr. DOE. Exactly. If it cannot be counterfe,jted or it cannot be. 

forged, it seems like it would be a good idea. 
Mr. GREEN. I get the impression from what you say t!}rat there is 

a good deal of laxity in the opeuation of State titling systems. Would 
you care to comment on that? 

Mr. DOE. You can go to a number of States in this country with a 
counterfeit title and register a oar and receive a good title in exchange 
for it, and the counterfeit title you give them, they just bury in their 
paperwork. They do not send it back to the State that supposedly 
issued this counterfeit title to verify its being counterfeit or leJg1al. 

Mr. G~N. Are there any States in particular that you tended to 
use for thIS purpose because they were less careful than any other 
States? 

Mr. DOE. This would be just word of mouth. I never myself did it. 
I heard that Virginia was one, Pennsylvania was one. I understand 

Connecticut, you can sell a car to a dealer with a counterfeit title and 
he issues a Q-l form and never turns in the title to the Motor Vehicle 
Bureau, and on the Q-l form, a title issued. 

You would have to look into that yourself, but there are some Stwtes 
that you can bypass with the counterfeit title. 

lvIr. GREEN. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SCI-lEUER. There is a Federal sticker in the door jamb or a ear 

!low that identifies that car. Supposedly it is put on in such a way that 
!t cannot be removed, that you would have to destroy it to remove 
It. 

Can you remove it without destroying it? Please do not say how. 
Just tell us if it can be removed without destroying it. 

Mr. DOE. It can be removed. intact and reused any wa.y you want 
to reuse it. 

68-093 0 - so - 4 
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Mr. SCHEUF.R. How long would it take you to remove it ~ 
Mr. DOB. To remove it, it might take maybe 5 minutes. 
~Ir. SCHEUER. Have you ever stolen a car from an organized crime 

figure by accident ~ 
Mr. DOE. Yes. 
Mr. SCHEUER. ·What happened ~ 
Mr. DOE. We had to return it. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You did not get shot in the lmees ~ 
Mr. DOE. No; we We7:e just told to return it and no questions would 

be asked. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Would a national title certificate like the New York 

title ma.ke it harder to forego titles ~ 
Mr. DOE. Absolutely. I think so. The printing is a complex one and 

the average printer cannot duplicate it. 
MI'. SCHEUER. You think that would be harder to duplicate than the 

VIN -or the Vehicle Inspection Number-being stamped on the parts ~ 
Mr. DOE. Well, now you are talking about counterfeit. If you are 

concerned about the parts business, the title has nothing to do with 
that. 

Mr. SCHEUER. I understand that. "'¥hat you are saying is you are a 
little skeptical about the vehicle inspection number, the so-called VIN, 
as the key to stopping auto theft, because you say it can be counter
feited or forged ~ 

Mr. DOE. If it can be. You see, if a person that owns a wrecking 
yard has every make and model of GM car in his yard, OK, or a paper
work for every make and model of GM carin his yard, then he can 
resell those parts over and over again. 
If you ever go into his yard to have him verify his parts as being 

legal and he has the paperwork to cover it, and if he can renumber 
those parts to match the paperwork, then he is covered. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Can you tell us something about the so-called confi
dential VIN's, where they are located and how confidential they 
really are ~ 

Mr. DOE. To my knowledge, there, you are talking about paperwork 
that is hidden under the dashboard and in the interior of cars, and no 
one ever looks at that stuff. You just take it out of the car. That is just 
a piece of paper. You can have any printer make it for you and dupli
cate it yourself. 
If you are talking about numbers on rails, well, if the car is worth it, 

it pays to raise the body and reforge those numbers. If the car is not 
worth it, you either do not do it or do not use the parts. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Did the numbering, the vehicle inspection numbering 
on transmissions and on motors have any effect in making it more 
dangerous to sell that part? 

Mr. DOE. No; because those numbers can be changed very easily. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You think the automobile companies are going to have 

to figure out a better way of putting on a vehicle inspection number 
than the present system of numbering engines and transmission ~ 

Mr. DOE. I guess they would have to figure out a better way. Then 
again, motors and transmissions are not, from my experience, the big 
resale item. 

Mr. SCHEUER. If weasle you for some advice ~'n what kind of a sys
tem we could produce that would be, let's say, tGl'ge-proof, that you 
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gestions be ~ 

Mr. DOE. A locking system. 
Mr. SOHEUER. A locking system that you could not open up in 15 to 

30 seconds as you did downstairs a few minutes ago ~ 
Mr. DoE. That is hard to say because pretty much any locking sys

tem that you make locksmiths are immediately shown how to get 
through it. Once a locksmith is shown how to bypass a locking system, 
every thief knows because locksmiths are the ones who taught me how 
to break into cars. 

Mr. SOHEUER. So you do not rely very much on improving locks. 
How about on improved vehicle inspection numbers? 

Mr. DOE. You mean body numbers and stuff like that ~ 
Mr. SOHEUER. Improved vehicle inspection numbers in terms of 

making them less susceptible of being forged. 
Mr. DOE. If you can accomplish that absolutely. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Do you have any other ideas on how we can improve 

the system to make it more dangerous and less profitable to steal cars, 
reduce the benefits and raise the risk ~ 

Mr. DOE. With inflation, that is hard. 
Mr. SOHEUER. How much does a person get paid who lifts one of 

these cars and then drops it off ~ 
Mr. DOE. Just for a theft of a car, a guy could probably get $250 just 

for the theft of the car. 
Mr. SOHEUER~ Just picking it up and delivering it 10 or 20 or 30 

blocks or 1 mile away ~ 
Mr. DOE. Absolutely. 
Mr. SOHEUR. Congressman Luken? 
Mr. LUKEN. You mentioned remembering to match renumbering a 

vehicle'. Now these VIN numbers, just how are they impressed upon the 
automobile, the parts of the automobile ~ 

I was under the impression that it was difficult to renumber them. Is 
not it some kind of glass that puts a blemish, scars the vehicle if it is 
erased, or attempted to be erased ~ 

Mr. DOE. You mean on the Federal sf.ickers ~ 
Mr. LUKEN. No. I am not sure what I mean, that is why I am asking 

the question. Federal stickers are just some kind of paper, plastic, are 
they not? 

Mr. DOE. Yes, it is a piece of plastic. 
Mr. LUKEN. But the VIN number that you have been talking to the 

Chairman about, this is a newel' kind of impression that is made, a 
numbering system which I understand the technology is totally dif
ferent. 

Mr. DOE. You have a VIN plate on the dashboard that can be coun
terfeited very easily. 

Mr. LUKEN. Counterfeited, but now are you going to remove that 
plate? Are you going to erase it and substitute it ~ 

Mr. DOE. You take the plute off and put another plate on it. 
Mr. LUKEN. Is it just a plate 1 
Mr. DOE. The VIN tag on tlhe dashboard is only a small piece of 

metal. 
Mr. LUKEN. Like the old serial numbers ~ 



Mr. DOE. Exactly, the same thing, only now it is visible on the dash-
board. 

Mr. LUKEN. That is no problem, is it ~ 
Mr. DOE. No problem at all. 
Mr. LUKEN. I was just talking to some one of the experts downstairs 

who told me the VIN numbers, either now or in prospect, are going 
to be placed on in such a way that they are stamped into the metal 
and tlhat because of the particular properties of what is used, any 
attempt to remove them or alter them would scar the metal and would 
show an attempt to deface has occurred. 

Could that not be done ~ 
Mr. DOE. It sounds like something like that could be done. It has 

not been done, to my knowledge. You are not speaking about VIN 
tags. You are speaking about some other number stamped in the 
automobile. 

Mr. LUKEN. You have nevp!' seen that ~ 
Mr. DOE. I have never come across that. 
Mr. SCHEUER. I tlhink Ford and General Motors are experimenting 

with that kind of a system. 
Mr. LUKEN. I was just trying to test this witness's knowledge on 

it, since he is on the very practical end of it. In the ring we read about, 
the automobile theft ring and so on, without describing your particu
lar situation, who does the theft, that is, the one who actually steals 
bhe automobile, who does he usually know in such a situation ~ 

Mr. DOE. ·Whoever is paying him, or whoever is ordering the 
automobile. 

Mr. LUKEN. He just knows one person ~ 
Mr. DOE. He just knows one usually. Sometimes he will know more 

than one, but usually he will just know the person who gives him the 
order for the car. Many times a thief is just a drug addict supporting 
a habit and he will go out and steal two cars a day for the guy and de
liver them somewhere and that will be the end of it. 

Mr. LUKEN. Your princi1?al part was in stealing the automobile ~ 
Mr. DOE. To be honest wlth you, I have not stole a car in quite a few 

years. I have pretty much covered every aspect of the auto theft in 
depth, except parts. I was involved in a lot of counterfeiting and 
tlhmgs like that. 

Mr. LUKEN. In the international operation, you said you really have 
not been involved in that, have you ~ 

Mr. DOE. With cars 1 
Mr. LUKEN. With cars, shipping them overseas. 
Mr. DOE. Right. 
Mr. LUKEN. Is the shipper in such a case a knowledgable party or 

is the shipper an innocent shipper who is simply used? 
There has to 'be somebody at this end and somebody to receive it. 
Mr. DOE. The person receiving it, I am sure he would not even care. 

Once the car gets where it is going, or once the machinery gets where 
it is going, it is put through legal channels and it never presents a 
problem to the person who bought it. The shipper could not care 
anyway, because he is getting business. He is making money on 
shipping an item. He does not look twice at it as long as, for all intents 
and purposes, it looks okay and you have papers for it. 
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on the ship and it will go." 

Mr. LUKEN. Sort of !ike a common carrier, this kind of thing? 
Mr. DOE. Sure. You book 'passage on a ship and he tells you when 

to deliver it and you deliver it and it goes on a ship. 
Mr. LUKEN. Thank you. 
Mr. GILMAN. What sort of papers are you required to have when 

you are preparing to ship it overseas? 
Mr. DOE. This, I am really not sure a:bout. 
Mr. GILMAN. You have never shipped overseas ~ 
l\q:r. DOE. At one time, I was making arrangements to ship some 

eqUlpment overseas and I was never asked for paperwork. In fact, 
I was told that to faciltate the shipping for a small fee, the day 
I brought this machine to the docks, it would be put on a ship. In 
other words, this guy is telling me it will be safe from detection because 
once it is on the ship it is home free. As long as it is on the dock, it is 
in danger, and it seemed to me that he was reading between the lines 
that this was a ,piece of stolen equipment. . 

Like he said to me, "When you are ready to ship it, you let me know 
and I will tell you when to bring it and that same day it will be loaded 
on a foreign vessel." 

Mr. GILMAN. Do you know if there is a substantial number leaving 
New York Harbor by vessel? 

Mr. DOE. I would guess that, yes, a substantial number. 
Mr. GILMAN. I thank the gentleman. 
Mr. LUKEN. I have just one other question. If we required a VIN 

number which was actually stamped into the metal of the automobile, 
not just a couple of parts, but into various component parts, that would 
cause a lot of problems for the thieves in the theft rings, would it not? 

Mr. DOE. I really do not think so. It might. 
Mr. LUKEN. It is something- that you have never run into? 
Mr. DOE. Immediately it might cause a problem, but I am sure they 

will find a way to get around it if there is a way of getting around it. 
In other words, if just forging those numbers can keep a body shop 
within legal limits, or when he makes the order he says he wants all of 
these parts to fit this number or he does not want stolen numbers on 
the parts, if that can be feasibly done, then I would suspect it would 
be done. 

Mr. LUKEN. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Do you think the theft could be feasibly done unless 

the system were absolutely not susceptible to fraudulent forgery? 
Mr. DOE. Absolutely. It seems in most cases the insurance company 

is required to release a check upon inspectin~ a vehicle being completed. 
It seems that maybe the insurance compames could assume some kind 
of the financial costs in assuring that this stuff is not stolen. 

I mean, if this guy is going to give a check for the parts, who is 
going to check them? 

Mr. SOHEUER. You think the insurance companies should be required 
to check that the parts were not stolen before giving the check? 

Mr. DOE. I would think so. I mean, I have seen situations where the 
person bought a new car and had the duplicate of it stolen? wrecked it, 
renumbered it and had the stolen cal' wrecked, brought It to a body 
shop, had the insurance company guy come down and pay to have the 
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car fixed, but then just take the wreck and dispose of it and come up 
with the original god one and this guy thinks the car is fixed and he 
gives up a check for a car that was a stolen wrecked car. 

They never look past the number on the windshield. I mean, I have 
seen them giving checks up for counterfeit Federal emission stickers 
that anyone could see that they were counterfeit, and never even look 
at them to see, just look at the tag on the windshield, give up the 
check and walk away. 

Mr. SOHEUER. How long have you been in this business of car theft ~ 
You mentioned it before. 

Mr. DOE. Since 1963. 
Mr. SOHEUER, It is our understanding that in 1963, most of the car 

thefts were by kids for joy rides but that the whole name of the game 
has changed now, and that now most of them are by organized crime 
or by, as you said, by drug addicts who are :picking up cars and deliver
ing it on order to an organized crime syndIcate. 

Does that conform to your experience or do you have a different 
view? 

Mr. DOE. That conforms to it. 
Mr. LUKEN. I have one more question, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. Is the New York title law as effective as in IRny of the 

States 1 I mean, I just want to take a title law, which is a strong one, 
more foolproof than the others. 

Mr. DOE. If you are dealing with rebuilding wrecked automobiles, 
I think New York is a very poor one. 

Mr. LUKEN. What is a good one? 
Mr. DOE. I hlRve run across situations where cars in Jersey that were 

wrecked were not allowed to be put back on the road because they 
were wrecked so bad. That kind of a system would seem a lot better 
to me, when you are dealing with rebuilding wrecks of stolen 
automobiles. 

Mr. LUKEN. So in your opinion, the New Jersey title laws are the 
ones that you know of which might be the most effective1 

Mr. DOE. In dealing with wrecks, yes, because the situation, I think, 
when the police get the oar, they declare it an unrebuildable wreck and 
the car can be sold for parts only; whereas in New York, regardless 
of how ;bad a car is wrecked, as long as it can be presented to an in
spection station and pass inspection, it can be put back on the street. 

Mr. LUKEN. Ifill.lllaws, all State laws, werethesrumeasNew Jersey's, 
would that complicate the problem of the thiefs and the theft rings 1 

Mr. DOE. In that situation, yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. As far as parts 1 
Mr. DOE. I do not know rubout parts, but as far as retitling wrecked 

automobiles. 
Mr. LUKEN. All right. As far as retitling wrecked vehicles? 
Mr. DOE. Yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. It would be a lla.tionallaw, national guidetlimes that 

would require all of the States to have similar legislation. That would 
cause you problems 1 

Mr. DOE. Yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. ThaIikyou, Mr. Ohairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Mr. Gilman? 
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Mr. GILMAN. Are you fwmiliar with any of the stolen auto trafficking 
across our borders into Canada or Mexico 'I 

Mr. DOE. No. 
Mr. GILMAN. Have any of the cars which you have stolen ever been 

shipped across the borders ~ 
Mr .. DOE. Not to my knowledge. All of the cars went into the ~tates. 
Mr. GILMAN. You have no familiarity then with any of that sort of 

trafficking ~ 
Mr. DOE. No. 
Mr. GILMAN. Was a large share of your stolen oar product shipped 

to other countries ~ 
Mr. DOE. Cars~ No. 
Mr. GILMAN. Parts ~ 
Mr. DOE. There, again, I, myself never got involved with the part 

business to allY great extent. Through the crews I dealt with, you hear 
a.bout things going on. Direct knowledge, no, I never have, but J 
have heard about parts being shipped out of the country. 

Mr. GILMAN. You have had no direct involvement with that, either ~ 
Mr. DOE. No. 
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you. 
No further questions, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. John Doe, you have been very candid and forthright 

with us. You have answered your questions to the best of your ability 
and we appreciate your cooperation. Thank you very much. 

Mr. DOE. You are welcome. 
Mr. SOHEUER. The witness is excused, and we will go to the next 

witness. 
We will have a panel next. Sergeal'lt Frank Martin of the Auto 

Crime Unit here in New York City and Col. Clinton L. Pagano of 
the New Jersey State Police Headquarters from West Trenton, N.J. 

Will the two gentlemen, Frank Martin and Clinton Pagano, come 
up to the table, please ~ 

We will extend the courtesy of first testifying to Mr. Olinton Pagano 
and we will ask Oongressman Luken to introduce you and to chair 
the session while Colonel Pagano is testifying. 

Mr. LUKEN [presiding]. 'l'hank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
I understand that Mr. Martin is a Sergeant with the New York Oity 

Police Department in the Auto Crime Division and that he has ex
tensive experience in the Auto Orime investigations. 

So that is Sergeant Martin and Oolonel Pagano is the 
Superintendent. 

STATEMENT OF COL. CLINTON L. PAGANO, SUPERINTENDENT, 
DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND PU:BLIC SAFETY, NEW JERSEY 
DIVISION OF STATE POLICE, ACCOMPANIED BY SGT. FRANK 
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY STATE POLICE j SGT. FRANK MAR· 
TIN, AUTa CRIME UNIT, NEW YORK CITY POLICE HEAD· 
QUARTERS; AND DETECTIVE GRINENKO, NEW YORK dITY 
POLICE HEADQUARTERS 

Colonel PAGANO. I am Colonel Pagano, the superintendent of the 
New Jersey State Police. This is Sergeant Frank Martin on my left 
of the New York City Police and I brought with me Detective Sfc. 
Frank Caldwell of the New Jersey State Police. 

_I 
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I have not actually done, like your first witness, the work in the 
field in a number of years, so I need someone to nudge me once in a 
while to remind me of something I am going to miss, and that is 
Sergeant Caldwell. 

Mr. LUKEN. Why don't you proceed with your testimony~ I might 
add from my standpoint, so as to make the presentation as smooth as 
possible, w,e are looking at legislation and if you are a ware of the pro
posed legislation that we are looking at you might comment on it in 
the context of your testimony so that we will not have to quiz you on 
it. 

Colonel PAGANO. Surely. We have a prepared statement, Mr. Luken, 
which essentially goes toward the billl-I.R. 41'78, and we have tailored 
our comments to dovetail with those provisions of H.R. 4178 which 
we feel aTe important. 

I am not going to read the entire statement, but I would like to high
light those points ",~'hich we want to make. 

Mr. LUKEN. Without objection your statement will be received into 
the record. You may proceed any way you wish. 

rTestimony resumes p. 61.J . 
[Colonel Pagano's .prepared statement follows:J 
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@ltate of N eUt 3Jersey 
DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

DIVISION OF STATE POLICE 
POST OFFICE BOX 7068 

WEST TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08625 
(609) 882·2000 

Hay 23, 1980 

H.R. 4178 

THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT 

INTRODUCTION: 

The motor vehicle has become a significant influence 

in the life of each citizen. It has ,been reHorted that 

nearly every occupation in the United States is dependent, 

to some degree, directly or indirectly, on the motor 

vehicle or its use. Furthermore, one in every six jobs 

is dependent on the manufacture, distribution, service, 

or commercial use of motor vehicles. 

Motor vehicle thefts in Ne\~ Jersey have been 

steadily increasing over the past three (3) years at an 

alarming rate! The recovery rate has been decreasing! 

In New Jersey, mounting public concern is surfacing 

in the form of various special interest groups. The 

insllranc,e industry has formed the )<lew Jersey Anti-Car 

Theft Committee (ACT), whose goals are to study the 

vehicle theft phenomenon and make recommendations in the 

form of legislative proposals, governmental programs 

designed to combat the problem, and public education. 

The N.J. Motor Truck Association and the Construction 

Industry Advancement Program have also formed Anti-Theft 
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Committees, whose goals are similar in nature. 

Indeed the sole purpose of our ~resence here 

today is to give and hear testimony concerning the 

product of exhaustive studies and hearings completed 

by the United States Congress in response to the 

needs of our citizenry, H.R. 4178. 

With this in mind, permit me to define the 

problem in New Jersey, describe our techniques for 

attacking the problem, demonstrate how H.R:.4178 ,.ill 

aid us, and offer a suggestion for an additional 

program. 

NEW JERSEY VEHICLE THEFT PROBLEH STATEHENT 

An analysis of the uniform crime reports (UCR), 

compiled by the New Jersey State Police Uniform Crime 

Reporting Unit indicates that since 1977 the incidence 

of motor vehicle thefts ha~ been increasing at an 

alar.ming rate. In 1977, there "ere 37,492 motor 

vehicle thefts. In 1978, an increase of 9.5% over the 

1977 figures or 41,037 thefts was experienced. In 1979, 

an unprecedented increase of 24%, 51,006 thefts was 

reported. 

Tha total value of motor vehicles stolen in 1978 

was $94.5 million. In 1979, the total value of stolen 

motor vehic1e~ increased to $130.5 million! In fact, 
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this figure represents 47% of the total value of all 

stolen property reported in the State, 277.6 million • . 
Even more alarming is the recovery rate. In 1967, 

the recovery rate was 83% and it has steadily declined -

to a catastrophic low of 60.3% in 1979. The value of 

stolen motor vehicles, \~hich I~ere not recovered, 

represents a loss of $57.2 million to the citizens of 

New Jersey. 

In an attem'1t to explain the increaseCi activity in 

this criminal specialty, we, in 1\e\,' Jersey, must 

hypothe~ize utilizing intelligence and experience to 

arrive at a reasonable explanation. Intelligence 

gathered to date indicates a diversion by organized theft 

groups to vehicle stripping or dismantling operations. 

The parts market has become very attractive to organized 

theft groups. In fact, at the recent U.S. Senate Sub-

'commi ttee hearings in Washington. testimony has established 

that a "relatively low priced car, \dth a $5,741.00 sticker 

price, contains parts worth $26,418.00 if they are purchased 

separately Qn the retail market (Xel"s\,'eek, 'December 10,1979, 

issue). In addition to the parts racket, our intelligence 

has indicated more incidents of the "phantom car fraud" 

scheme. In this scheme, non-existent motor vehicles are 

titled by presenting counterfeit proofs of ownership to 

the New Jersey Division of !lotor \"ehicles. A legitimate 
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certificate of ownership is issued. The actor insures the 

phantom vehicle, reports it stolen, and collects on the 

insurance claim. 

Another hypothesis formed f'rom experience in dealing 

with auto theft, is that complacency is a contributor to 

the high incidence of thefts and the 101; recovery rate. 

Organized criminals seek to indulge in criminal activities 

,~hich offer the greatest monetary return at the lowest risk. 

Auto theft is treated as a juvenile crime. It is also 

characterized as non-violent in nature. The "hue and cry" 

of the public is not aroused by auto theft. Generally 

speaking, the media does not report to any great extent 

incidents of auto theft. Enforcement, prosecution, the 

courts and legislators respond to public outcry. As a result, 

the investigation of the theft of a 510,000 automobile is 

treated as routine when compared to the investigation of a 

$100.00 robbery. Enforcement manpO\~er is not allo,cated in 

sufficient numbers to define and attack the problem. In 

fact, most New Jersey police departments assign one man to 

auto theft responsibilities, whose main responsibility rests 

with record keeping, identification, an~ relea~ing reco¥ered 

vehicles. Prosecutors are more prone to plea-bargain in 

auto theft related crimes to clear their case loads and try 

cases having more public appeal. The courts are more likely 

to hand down suspended sentences and probation to persons 

found guilty of auto theft related crimes to save space in 
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the correctional institutions for criminals deemed 

a greater threat to society. Federal and State 

legislators are not likely to provide funds for 

programs and resources designed to attack the problew. 

In New Jersey, as well as allover the country, 

re-sales of stolen vehicles claim another victim, the 

"innocent purchaser". In resale operations an.organi:ed 

group of criminals perpetrate a theft, change the iden:i

fication of the motor vehicle by alteration of the 

vehicle identification number (VIN), and the acquisition 

of a bogus negotiable certificate of O\~nership, and sell 

the stolen vehicle at retail value to an unsuspecting 

innocent purchaser. When this vehicle is recovered 

and returned to its rightful owner, the innocent pur

chaser becomes a victim of fraud. He or she loses t~e 

car and the money paid for it. Statistics are not k~p: 

for the amount of monetary loss suffered by the inno=e~t 

purchaser. 

TECHNIQUES FOR ATTACKING AUTO THEFT I~ XEl': JERSEY 

. The techniques for attacking auto theft in ~el\ Jerser 

deployed by the New Jersey State Police are t,,·ofold. First, 

our road personnel receive training in the academy on 

techniques of effecting patrol related detection and 

perform accordingly. For the most part, this type of 

detection results in the arrests of i~di¥iduals comconly 
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referred to as the "joy rider" or "transportation thief". 

For the purpose of this testimony, I will describe our 

techniques for combating organized or commercial auto 

theft operations. Within the Criminal Investigation 

Section, we have formed an Auto Theft Unit, comprised of .. 

tl~el ve detectives, trained and experienced in deal ing ld th 

the investigation of the commercial auto theft ring. The 

Auto Unit's main responsibility is to conduct "target type" 

or proactive investigations in the field of organized ring 

cases. The Auto Unit is mainly concerned ldth the actors 

who cause the 39.8% unrecovered stolen v.ehicle statistics 

reported for 1979. Unit personnel receive training in 

tactical intelligence analysis, which is utilized to analyze 

the significance of intelligence received from informants, 

contacts, and other sources. Once an analysis is completed,· 

decisions are made as to the necessary amount of resources 

to be deployed to attack the problem. For instance, an 

analysis might dictate that probable cause exists to apply 

for court authorized wire-tapping and that this method of 

attack is the only one feasible in effecting the complete 

elimination of all the actors in a ring case; The theory 

behind the target-type investigation is to target in on a 

particular group engaged in a particular specialty in auto 

theft related crimes, i.e., re-sale on chop-shop operations, 
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and if successful, the statistics Idll fall accordingly. 

In engaging in these types of investigations, Auto Unit 

personnel work closely with the F.B.I., county and 

municipal police departments within the state and the 

same agencies in other states. In New Jersey the nature 

of our problems are both intrastate and interstate 

oriented. Cooperation with outside agencies is imperative. 

In furtherance of this cooperative effort I~i th outs ide 

agencies, our Auto Unit personnel are encouraged to become 

members of the International Association of Auto Theft 

Investigators (I.A.~.T.I.). both the Northeast Chapter 

and the International Chapter, and the neldy formed ~e" 

Jersey Vehicle Theft Investigators Association (V.T.I.). 

Both chapters of I.A.A.T.I. hold seminars ",here enforce

ment personnel engage in dialogue of mutual concern 

involving the auto theft problem. V.T.I. meets monthly, 

a!ld also holds annual training seminars. Our personnel 

have lectured at all of the above seminars and aTe recog

nized as experts in the field. In addition to conducting 

prr.-active investigations, the Auto Unit assists the 

F.B.I., local,and county enforcenent agencies eng~ged 

in auto theft investigations. 
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HOW H.R. 4178 AIDS AUTO THEFT I~VESTIGAT10N 

The most important aspect of H.R. 4178 in aiding 

New Jersey enforcement agencies in cOr.lbating the auto 

theft problem is Title II, sec. 203, whic~ relates to 

locking systems and component Darts identification. 

It forces the state ~o enact laws identical to the 

Federal standard. As it pertains to co~ponent parts 

identification, it affords an investigator the opportunity 

to success fully conclude chop - shop in\"es tigat,~ons, by" 

either identifying the part as being stolen and thus 

making the arrest for receiving stolen property, or in 

those instanceswher~ the VIN is remoyec or altered, an 

arrest can be made for buying stolen parts \d th the VIN 

al teredo Auto Unit personnel have long been th\,'arted by 

this identification problem. I'm sure that organized crime 

will recognize this feature as a real risk in engaging in 

chop-shop type operations. Ne\, Jerse}' has a statute 

permitting the seizure of a motor vehicle with an altered 

or changed V.I.N., similar to Title II, but none for the 

seizure of .component parts. Again, this prov~sion th1'larts 

the operation of chop-shops, and would be extremely useful 

to our personnel. 

Perhaps, equally important is Ti tIe II I, \~hich provides 

increased penalties to discourage fencinl operations One 
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caution here is that although the increased penalties 

are provided, there is no guarantee they will be 

imposed. OUT courts must recognize the significance 

of imposing the maximum sentence, our prosecutors must 

refrain ,from unrealistic plea·bargaining, and enforce- .. 

ment must provide both with the facts to justify 

their more stringent action. 

The section under Title III, providing penalties 

for the mailing of certain items used to encourage 

and/or enh~nce motor vehicle theft, brings-the U.S. 

Postal Authorities into the arena. Title IV, concerning 

Importation and Exportation of Stolen Self-propelled 

vehicles and their component parts, affords the state 

with the assistance of the U.S. CustOMS Service. Long 

an adv.ocate of cooperative investigations, I welcome 

these allies and applaud the ';ectlons of this Act that 

make it possible. 

Finally, Section V, Reporting Requi renents, \~ould 

require the Attorney General ld thin eighteen months 

after the enactment of this Act, to submit a'report to 

Congress to include developMents concerning' a V.I.~. 

System, the passage pf State Titling Le\,'s, the passage 

of State Laws concerning the altering of a V, I. N., and 

the development of a Manufacturer's Certificate of Origin 

fOT off-highway vehicles. I would add that our experience 

se~093 0 - so - s 
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dictates a need for the manufacturers of off-road equipment 

to develop a more sophisticated ignition locking system. 

We, in New Jersey, can report from our experiences in 

conducting investigations into the thefts of off-road 

equipment, that a State Titling Law is definitely needed. 

The construction industry has resisted a titling.law in 

the past, because of a fear that the states would cha~ge 

exorbi tant fees for the service, but 'vi thout a titling la,v, 

an off-road vehicle theft ring can make any representation 

concerning the origin of the unit to a prospective purchaser 

they deem necessary. When caught 'vith a stolen off-road 

Vehicle, a purchaser can produce any form and represent it as 

a receipt of purchase. Without a titling law, it just makes 

it easier for an off-road ring to operate. 

SUGGESTION FOR AN ADDITIONAL PROGRAlo! (COI-IPUTER ANALYSIS PROGRAloll 

Our experience has dictated a need to identify on a 

monthly and annual basis geographic locations of thefts and 

recoveries. It is also necessary to identify the condition 

of a motor vehicle 1Vhen it is recovered, i.e., driveable -

VIN changed or not changed, engine or transmission missing, 

burned, wrecked, or stripped of body parts. This data "ould 

tend to identify the types of theft rings operating in various 

geographic areas within this state and surrounding states. 

Most of the data needed to provide this type of report exists 
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,dthin the data base of the National Crime Information. 

Center (N.C.LC.). ~Iy suggestion is that a study be 

conducted to determine the feasibility of providing this 

analysis service nationwide. 

The types of- reports indicated above can be correlated 

with profiles of theft groups gathered from intelligence 

and enable investigative personnel to define: 

1. The types of operations, i.e. re-sale, 

stripping or chop-shops, insuranr~ fraud, etc. 

2. The extent of the operation. 

3. The geographic span of a theft ring, including 

interstate. 

4. The amount of personnel needed to attack the 

problem. 

5. The need of outside agency cooperation. 

The California Highway Patrol !las had an analysis 

system (Vehicle Theft Information System) for reveral years 

\4hich has proven to be quite effective. California's recovery 

rate is 87%. 

CONCLUSION 

Generally, as you may haye gathered from 1'\y previous 

comments, I am in total agreeJ:lent with H.R. 4178. The only 

area where I have some reserYations is Title I, Findings and 

Purposes. I do not find any SUb-section suggesting a need 

for federally funded programs. In the past ten (10) years, 
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most of the successful programs instituted around the 

country have begun \~i th the ass is tance of a La\~ 

Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) grant. In 

New Jersey, we have made great strides in the investigation 

of Organized Crime, Narcotics, Arson, and Official 

Corruption. 

Indeed, the 

These programs started Idth federal funding. 

highly successful October, 1978 Workshop on 

Auto Theft Prevention, received its start by virtue of 

a grant from LEAA. One of the resolutions passed at this 

memorable seminar encouraged feder~l funding through the 

Federal" Highway Safety Act. 

Finally, let me add that it is hearings such as this 

that best exemplify the magnitude of input and studies 

that go into the passage of importan: legislation. 

have been honored by your invitation to testify, and I 

want to assure you of the desire of the Xe\~ Jersey State 

Police to c0ntinue coo~erating in matters of mutual concern. 
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Colonel PAGANO. Thank you. 
If it pleases the committee, motor vehicle theft in New Jersey has 

been steadily increasing in the past 3 years at an alarming rate and the 
recovery rate has been decreasing. I might point out that I was as
signed to auto theft in 1955 and was an auto theft specialist myself 
personally for 8 years. 

My background in policing is in investigations and I was an in
vestigator for 23 years before becoming superintendent in 1975. 

In New Jersey, the insurance industry has formed the New Jersey 
Anti-Car Theft Committee whose goals are to study the vehicle theft 
phenomenon and make recommendations in the form of legislative 
proposals. As a result of this activity already in New Jersey, we have 
introduced legislatjon that will complement and go in the direction 
that H.R. 4178 directs. 

Several other groups, the New Jersey Motor Truck Association and 
the Construction Industry Advancement Program have also formed 
auto theft committees. 

When you analyze the uniform crime reports in New Jersey which 
are compiled by the New Jersey State Police, you will find that since 
1977 the incidence of motor vehicle theft have been increasing at an 
alarming rate. In 1977, there were 37,000 motor vehicle thefts; in 1978, 
an increase of 9.5 percent over 1977, or 41,000 vehicles; in 1979, an 
unprecedented increase of 24 percent, 51,000 vehicles reported. 

In 1977, the recovery rate was 83 percent and it has steadily declined 
to a catastrophic low of 60.3 percent in 1979. 

Mr. LUKEN. I am sure I should know the answer to this, 'but are you 
aware of what the national figures have been in the same period of 
time ~ Have they been similad 

Colonel PAGANO. No. I think in New Jersey, we are kind of leading 
the pack in some respects, although there are areas where there are 
higher rates than ours. This, on the heels of my ownl'ecollection, when 
I went into the auto theft business in 1955 there was a recoyery rate of 
97 percent and obviously nowhere near the figures in total number of 
thefts. 

Intelligence gathered to date indicates a diversion by organized 
theft groups in that yehicle stripping or dismantlin~ the parts has 
become yery attractive to organized theft groups. InCIdents of phan
tom car fraud, scheming fraud, the kind of actiyity described by your 
John Doe witness, are increasing, not only in New Jersey but through
out the entire country. 

In this scheme, nonexistent motor vehicles aro titled by presenting 
counterfeit. proofs of ownership to the New Jersey Diyision of Motor 
Vehicles. An automobile is never involved. It is strictly a fraudulent 
titling conversion activity. 

Another hypothesis formed from experience in auto theft is that 
complacency has contributed to the high incidence of theft and low 
l'ecovery rate. In most areas, auto tl1eft is still treated as a juvenile 
crime. It is characterized as nonviolent in nature. The public is not 
aroused by auto theft and, an that extent, I think the committee 
should be complemented on the kind of in-depth program that you 
are doing because you at'e going to get to the heart of the problem. 

The media does not report to any great extent incidents of auto 
theft. Enforcement, prosecution, the courts and legislators respond 
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to public outcry. Enforcement manpower is notallocated in sufficient 
numbers to define and v.Unck the problem. 

Prosecutors are more prone to plea bargain auto theft related cases 
to clear their case loads ~md try cases having more public appeal. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Could prosecutors distinguish between some kid 
down the block who has taken a joyride and the kind of person who 
was described by .John Doe who was a professional thief and who, in 
effect, is an extension of organized crime 1 

Colonel PAGANO. In most cases, Mr. Chairman, without doubt. 
Mr. SCHEUER. It seems to me then that they would plea bargain less 

with the latter and be a little more lenient with the former. 
Colonel PAGANO. I think it has gone a few steps beyond that. We 

are almost overlooking the latter and the former is the subject of the 
plea bargaining, the type that you had in here a few moments ago 
who actually, in my listening, sounded very, very credible. He was 
consistent; he was experienced; he was knowledgeable. 

He is the kind of !my who, because of the lack of public appeal in 
an auto theft case, all too frequently is plea bargained out of the sys
tem. Your bill will make some changes in that kind of situation. 

Mr. LUKEN. I do not quite follow that. If I l.mderstood the ques
tion, the question was can the prosecutors today make a distinction 
between the joyrider and the professional thief who is a part of that 
rlllg~ 

I understood you to say that yes, the prosecutor can. 
Colonel PAGANO. That is right. 
But the witness here, of course, was a professional. 
Colonel PAGANO. That is right. 
Mr. LUKEN. He would not, then, be the one who would be able to 

manage the plea bargaining ~ 
Colonel ? AGANO. That is the unfortunate part of it. I believe he is 

the one who does. 
Mr. LUKEN. I thought you said that, but I did not follow in the 

context of how it follows. Would you explain it ~ 
Colonel PAGANO. It becomes a case of volume. The volume i~J such 

that the prosecutor frequently does not even address himself, or the 
labor of plea bargaining, to a juvenile offender. He is moved into the 
PTI, pre trail intervention kind of situation, or his case is tried in an 
entirely differ611t forum. 

W11en you have 51,000 vehicles stolen, as we did in New J()rsey in 
1979, even that t.ype of individual wlto was here represents part of an 
absolutely difficult volume to handle. So his kind of case is plea 
bargained. 

Mr. LUKEN. I am not so sure you have explained. it. Thl~ type of 
individual who was hel'e, I believe he stated he has not stolen cars 
for some years. 

Colonel PAGANO. That is right. 
Mr. LUKEN. Yet he has been involved in the b!iiJ.i1ess, right~ 
Colonel PAGANO. Yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. So j.t appears to me that probably he, or others similar 

to him, are hirin,g people, including' young people, and that they very 
well might slip through the cmcks "1nd not he recognized by a prose
cutor because of the volume and oilier problems as being pll.rt of the 
ring, part of t.he system which is the big problem here. 
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Colonel PAGANO. That is correct. Ver~ infrequently is the supplier 
type thief tha.t you are talking about here ever e.ven apprehended 
because law enforcement does not direct its resources toward the appre
hension of the thief. 

We look for the individual who has been in business for 20 years, 
no longer steals, no longer gets his $250, but the individual who 
actually is running the operation. 

Mr. LUKEN. You areon]y going to c').tch the kid, or the person, or 
the supplier, as you call him? 

Colonel PAGANO. The patrols frequently catch that type of 
individual. 

Mr. LUKEN. You catch him only I),t that end, shortly after he has 
made the theft, but you do not catch him on the other end when you 
discover, if you ever do, theautomob.ile having gone to a chop shop or 
having been sold or disposed of? 

Colonel PAGANO. That is absolutely right. 
Mr. GlLl\IAN . "Would the gentlemrLn yield? 
Mr. LUKEN. Yes. 
Mr. GILl\IAN. Have you ever broken up a chop shop ring or a dis

tributor operation? 
Colonel PAGANO. We have had. cases through the years where the 

dealer who ultimately sold the automobile, but frequently and more 
often than not, you never get down to the thief. 

I think one thing that ought to be made clear that in a total of 
51,000 theits, with say a 60-pereent recovery rate, 60 per.cent of that 
51,000 were stolen by the juvenile type offender who comes· into the 
system also and is in no way a part of the auto theft for resale busi
ness. He is just a car thief and in the auto theft for resale business. 
It is at that point in time, Mr. Gilman, that we frequently apprehend 
the thief. 

,Ve are apprehending those 'individuals where we feel we are making 
the most impact. 

Mr. LUKEN. Are you saying, by the way, that only 60 percent of 
the automr,biles stolen in New Jersey are recovered at alH 

Colonel PAGANO. 60.3 perCl.mt last year. 
Mr. LUKEN. Are recovered at all, ever? 
Colonel PAGANO. That is l'ight. 
Mr. LUKEN. That is shocking. 
Colonel PAGANO. That is why we need the kind of legislation that 

has been introduced in the Congress and in our own New Jersey 
Legislator. 

Mr. GREEN, Actually, I think they are doing a better joh than most. 
Colonel PAGANO. UnIol'ttmately, Mt'. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. Thf,l,t does show a, professional larcenous operation. 
Colonel PAGANO. That shows a sit,uation that somebody has to do 

something about. 
Mr. LUKEN. It is very prevalent. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Do you think that States like New J"ersey can handle 

the problem or is Federal legislation desirable or necessary ~ 
Colonel PAGANO. I think that joint functioning is necessary, that 

your bill tied into the kind of situation that will be mandated for 
the States will be the most effective. 
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Mr. GREEN. John Doe seemed to be rather skeptical that improve
ments in the "8hicle identification number systems and locking devices 
would really be effective against the professional. Why do you think 
that they could be ~ 

Colonel PAGANO. I will go in two directions and I think Sergeant 
Martin can add to it in his testimony. First of all, the actual theft of 
the automobile will be mitigated. It will give enforcement and oppor
tunity to possibly see or apprehend more frequently, but I am not 
convinced that any antitheft device will be tota.lly impenetrable. 

But contrary to Mr. John Doe, when you complicate-and I think 
that was Mr. Luken's word-when you complicate a situation you 
impede and you give government a better opportunity to apprehend 
and to solve and to take effective action. 

So that VIN number is going to be very essential. It is not going 
to mean that much, maybe, in the long run. It means another chore 
for the thief; it means more work for him but if the profit is still 
there, he will function. He probably will not function as effectively 
nor will he function as much as he does volumewise. 

Mr. SCHEUER. It may slow down the professional and it may weed 
"out the amateurs, like these Congressmen who tried to open the door 
and blew it. 

Colonel PAGANO. It might be, Congressman Scheuer. I can tell you 
what it will do. It will give enforcement some tools and backbone that 
we presently do not have. I think that this is very important. 

Mr. LUKEN. I think we have allowed this to get a little disorderly 
here in the 'way we are approaching it, and I am reproaching myself 
on this, Mr. Chai.rman, and not anybody else, and that is totally bad 
because we are getting some good questions and good information. 

But since I am chairing this segment of it, I would like to ask two 
questions, since we have already gotten there, and we will conduct the 
rest of your presentation on a question and answer basis, if you do 
not mind. 

The two questions I would like to ask, one is a narrow one. What 
is the VIN system~ You have heard some questions on that. What 
kind of numbering is there now and is there potentially, to your 
knowledge of the panel's knowledge, and the other is I would like 
to testify, withoutintellruption hopefully, as to what you think, and 
I will try to abide by that, of the selling provisions of this legislation, 
why you think it is good. 

You have just said it is the best approach, and what the drawbacks 
might be, or the defects or deficiencies. First of all, on the VIN. 

Colonel PAGANO. On the VIN, the VIN is the vehicle identifi,cation 
number. Most frequently, it is observed by everyone on the dash of 
the vehicle, observed by every law enforcement officer who makes a 
vehicle stop for one reason or another and checked against the papers 
carried by the driver. 

Also on some vehicle models, placed on the engine and the transmis
sion so they can later be identified. 

In virtually every instance it is placed in a confidential location 
lmown to very few people other th3Jll those specialized auto theft 
investigators who, in most insuLnces, rely upont he National Auto 
Theft Bureau for technical examination: 
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The VIN number that we are talking about now is going to be 
placed on those component parts which are most often ta~en .from 
stolen vehicles and sold into what we call a "chop shop" wlhch IS the 
newest development into the auto theft scheme. 

Mr. LUKEN. How will it be attached or impressed on the part ~ 
Mr. Luken, how will it be attached or impressed on the part ~ 
Colonel PAGANO. We are goiug to plan, or we are looking now 

toward, an actual impression being placed. 
Mr. LUKEN. Sort of a stamp ~ 
Colonel PAGANO. A stamp by the manufacturer, but in New Jersey 

we have an additional plan of attaching a decal that is going to be 
furnished· by the division of motor vehicles whenever a vehicle is 
being used by a legitimate individual who is reselling the nose, or 
as you referred to, Mr. Luken, the nose of that automobile. 

vVe have a double kind of hit coming in in New Jersey. The bulk 
of the work in this area is done by legItimate operators who have a 
legitimate need to function. It is the illegitimate guy who has injected 
himself into the scene primarily because of the availability of its parts 
and the quick availability of parts. . 

Mr. LUKEN. Do the other members of the panel want to say any
thing about the technology of that VIN number ~ 

Sergeant MARTIN. The VIN number itself, you seem to be stressing 
the type of impression it is. 

Mr. LUKEN. Exactly. 
Sergeant MARTIN. There is a way of making a VIN number, an 

impression, a number stamped into metal. There is a way of making 
it tamper-proof. Some of the foreign manufacturers have a system 
where the place where the VIN number is stamped in the engine or 
the transmission or the frame or whatever, has a very fine impression 
of the logo of the mu.nufacturer. 

As an example, Triumph motorcycles has a very small Triumph 
logo all across whore the VIN number is stamped. Now, when the 
number is stamped over the top of these manufacturing logos, if that 
number is sanded in any way, it disrupts the miniature logo char
acteristic of that particular piece of metal and it is very easy to 
determine that the vehicle Identification number was tampered with. 

Mr. LUKEN. Of course, that is just the beginning of the process of 
unraveling it. 

Sergeant MARTIN. Exactly. 
Mr. LUKEN. All that says is there is something rotten in Denmark, 

but it does not say what. 
Sergeant MARTIN. It just tells the tmined and untrained eye that 

that particular number has been tampered with. 
Mr. LUKEN. So we have to go further. 
Sergeant MARTIN. The idea of the VIN number, regardless of how 

many numbers we put on a particular vehicle, I mean" we could num
ber every part, you are not going to deter 100 percent vehicle theft. 
It is a big business. 

Mr. LUKEN. We could set up a whale of a bureaucracy in 'bhe effort. 
Sergeanit MARTIN. E1mc'tly. You make reference Ito differentsy9tems 

in difierenl Stakes. The problem is nolt with the· individual States. Jer
sey has a particular system; we ha va 'U pamicular sys'tem in New York; 
COnnecticu1 has a paJ:lticular system. There 'are 50 different document 
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systems in the United States all of them having their own unique 
characteristics. 

The problem is not the fact that one is bad and one is better and one 
is not so good, it is the mot that they are all different that makes it dif
ficult to work with. 

Mr. LUKEN. That is what. I was getlting!IJt I was getting at picking 
out a good one and making it uniform. 

Sergeant MARTIN. Aotually: Congressman: you can pick anyone of 
the 50, if you make it uniform. 

Mr. LUKEN. Except Kentucky. 
Sergeant MARTIN. I <think you mean AlillJbama. 
Mr. LUKEN. No; I mean Kentucky. I am ramiliar 'with Kentucky. It 

is right !lJCross the border. I think there are virtually none, so we will 
not count that. 

Ser~eant ~L\RTIN. The point I ~m tryin~ to make, 00':lgress~an, is 
regardless of the system you use, If every State was fumihar WIth the 
documents with the forms used, with the requirements for that particu
lar Stwte, then you would not have counterfeit documents being slip'ped 
by clerksM motor vehicle offices that have no idea whether they are 
good or bad. 

Mr. LUKEN. I do not want to monopolize this. 
Colonel PAGANO. I think we have not covered that other part. 
Mr. LUKJoJN. I think since that might take us more time than I am 

allotted, I will let the other members of the panel address those 
questions. 

Mr. Gilman? 
Mr. GILMAN. Thank YOlU, Mr. Chairman. 
How much of the aui'O ,the:lit is involved in iniernrutiol1'al trafficking? 
Colonel PAGANO. I do not think anyone can really give you a statistic 

that 'Would be credible. I think that everyone would agree tlhrut there 
has always been 'an element of foreign shipping of stolen vehicles. 

Mr. GILlIfAN. \Vhat 'll:bout those coming out of New Jersey? Do you 
have any information rubout 'any trafficking going out of the Jersey 
harbors overseas? 

Oolonel P AGANO. Yes; we have. 
Mr. GILlIfAN. Do you have any idea W'hrut thai 'amounts to and how it 

goes out? 
Oolonel PAGANO. I would not even attach an adjetive designator. I 

would not call it sizruble or minimal. It is just something we know 
exists. We have had cases in that area 'and I think in that respect, your 
bill gives us a leg up becaruse it ties in the Oustoms people now. 

Mr. GILMAN. Do you have 'any inform!IJtion about border crossings 
into Mexico or Oanada from this country? 

Colonel PAGANO. We have had that kind (\f theft activity reported 
and it has come to our attention through the years, mostly outgoing. 
Frequently, of course, as a matter of procedure, we will get inquiries 
from the Oanadian Government to check an automobile that went in 
on a routine business and was not reported coming out. 

They really are looking not so much for the theft situation. They 
are looking for the resale and the tax end of it. A lot of that turns into, 
ultimately, an auto theft situation where a stolen car was taken to 
Oanada. 
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Mr. GILMAN. You have never broken up any ring or any distribution 
route that was shIpping ovel'seas 'I 

Colonel PAGANO. We have opened up a number of them thx-ough the 
years. 

Mr. GILMAN. That were shipping overseas? 
Colonel PAGANO. Yes. 
Mr. GILMAN. What countries were they shippingto? 
Colonel PAGANO. Generally the South .A.merican countries, but I can 

recall cases of special cars going to England. 
Mr. SOHEID1R. What do you mean by "special cars"? 
Colonel PAGANO. Generally the larger luxury cars. Sometimes we 

would have vehicles that had antique value. Rolls-Royce was the one 
I am thinking of which was specifically stolen and sent back to Eng
land. This was a case a number of years ago. 

Mr. GILlIAN. Have you been involved with any cases consisting of 
parts shipments overseas? 

Colonel PAGANO. Not that I am aware of. Frank? 
Mr. CALDWELL. No; we have not really gotten into anything lately 

along those lines. I might add that the FEI just currently are involved, 
or have been involved, in h-lvestigations in involving recovery of about 
160 cars that were being shipped overseas. 

Mr. SCHEUER. To where? 
Mr. CALDWELL. Well, they were being shipped to South .A.merican 

countries. . 
Mr. GILMAN. Was that one distributor who was shipping it all ~ 
Mr. CALDWELL.l had no know ledge as to that. 
Mr. GILMAN. Sergeant, do you have any information to add? 
Sergeant MARTIN, The shipping of parts is a problem, particularly 

truck parts. We haVE; had cases where components from trucks, any 
year, l?rimarily Mack, they take these component parts and they weld 
them mto containers. In other words, the containers are completely 
sealed. You cannot really tell what is being shipped and they labal 
them "Miscellaneous Machine Parts" and they will ship them overseas 
that way. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Do they get past the customs ~ 
Sergeant MARTIN. Absolutely. 
Mr: SOHEUER. Why do not the customs insist they be shipped in 

contamers that can be inspected ~ 
Sergeant MARTIN. I have met with customs on this problem and 

they do have the ability and the authority to inspect these containers, 
but the problem is that the shippers are in the business of shipping. 
The steamship lines are in the business of sailing and if you do open 
up one of these welded compartments and unload it, then it is the 
responsibility of customs to reload it. 

It delays shipping and it is just an astronomical problem. 
Earlier, one of you gentlemen asked John Doe whether the shipper 

was involved. They are not involved. They are in the business primarily 
of shipping goods, whether it be soybeans or coffee beans or 
automobiles. . 

You drive a vehicle onto a pier, for the most part, that vehicle will 
be loaded and shipped out without being inspected. The individual 
that accepts the property looks at a piece of paper. It could be any 
piece 0:£ paper. 
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In fact, you do not even need documents to ship vehicles. 
Mr. GIL1\fAN. Sergeant, have you interrupted any shipments out of 

the New York Hu,l'bor ~ 
Sergeant MARTIN. Yes; we have. In fact, I have some slides which 

I ha,ve with me. 
Mr. SCHEUER. l'V ould you like to show the slides now ~ 
Sergeant MARTIN. Whatever pleases you. 
Colonel PAGANO. Incidentally, our experience concurs in deta,il with 

Sergeu,nt Martin's presentation. 
Sergeant MARTIN. In putting together this tray of slides, we tried 

to covel' as many aspects of the problem as we possibly could fit in. 
What we are looking at is the building on the right of the collision 
shop, one garage door. 

When you open the garage door, this is what we found. This is a 
typical cutting operation. I hesitate to say New York style but I do 
not think it has ever been duplicated. . 

l'Vhat they did here was, they rented a building, an empty ware
house, and their method of operation was to work their way forward 
stacking these vehicles one on top of another after they took the desir
able parts off of them and worked their way to the front of the build
ing. When they filled up the building, they would walk away from it. 
They used a fictitious name to rent it, and they would leave the owner 
of the building ,,,ith the responsibility of cleaning all of this out. 

Now, the oldest vehicle you see here is a 1911, and I believe there 
is only one of those. The rest are newer than 1977. Most are 1918's, 
191!}'s and a few 1980's. This operation was taken in 1979 so you can 
see the 1980's were barely on the street and they already had them 
stolen. 

This gives you an idea of the colossal waste that chop shops engage 
in. Most of these vehicles will never be streetworthy again because 
they are stacked on top of one another, they are crushed. They do 110t 
even take the engines and transmissions out because the engines and 
transmissions have numbers on them. 

As you can see, the doors and the nose clip and the tires, of course, 
are the primary targets for these particular thieves. 

Mr. Scheuer, does that indicate to you that the vehicle identification 
number system works and that the elements of the cars that now have 
the VIN on them are not that approprip,te for trade in the illegal 
market~ 

Sergeant MARTIN. "\J\Tell, in this particular situation it works. They 
will get around any numbering system that we come up with becu,us,:) 
history has proven that they have gotten around any system that we 
have come up with. 

I threw in a few of these slides just to show that many times when 
we go into a cutting operation there is no real way of telling the vol
unlO that that particular operation is handling. These are small parts 
that have no numbers and no means of identi'fication hut they are all 
from brandnew vehicles. This is often what you find aloJ',g the walls 
of a cutting shop, windshields. 

This is the exception. These license plates, of course, can be traced. 
This is primarily what a stripped vehicle looks like after a cut s~op 
is finished with it. This particular piece, they needed the l'oof hne. 
The reason for that is that it had a sun roof in it and what they do is 
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out a sunroof. 

This is just to show that cutting shops are not strictly automobiles. 
This particular chop shop was a closed down movie theatre which they 
used to cut up tractor trailers. Since Detective Grinenko was down 
there, maybe he could comment on it. 

Mr. GRINENKO. This was, as Sergeant Martin said, a movie theater 
in the heart of Brooklyn. We had 17 new trucks. Out of these 17 new 
trucks we were able to recover one engine. The purpose of cutting of 
trucks is primarily for the engine, transmission and drive train. After 
that, the rest of the vehicle is scrapped. 

Here you have 17 trucks. The truck right there directly in the center 
was a 1978 Freightliner. It was one of three stolen from aNew Jersey 
dealer. 

Mr. SOHEUER. How much are they worth ~ 
Mr. GRINENKO. That one in particular is wOl-th over $70,000. The 

other two are in the $60,000's. The total value of the trucks in this par
ticular operation is over $580,000, the initial theft value. 

The problem here is that most of the independents that lost their 
t.rucks here did not have insurance. They were not able to afford the 
insurance. Subsequently, they either went out of business or on unem
ployment. 

Sergeant MARTIN. One of the problems with trucks that we have is 
that the numbering systems on the component parts do not necessarily 
match the VIN number in the truck itself. Many times an individual 
that requires a truck to be built for him will order a particu1ar engine. 

As an example, you can buy a Mack tractor with a Cummings diesel 
and a different name brand transmission, depending on the type of 
heavy duty work you have slated for that particular vehicle. So when 
you buy a truck it is not like buying an Oldsmobile off a production 
line. 

You order the truck and then the truck is built to your specifications. 
Mr. GIL1\IAN. All of those numbers are known to the owner and are 

registered. 
Sergeant MARTIN. The numbers are known to the owner, but unfor

tunately, depending- on the manufacturer you are dealing with, :Mjack 
happen .. ., to 00 very, very good. They have all of their componoot 
parts c.ross-referenc.ed at the factory to the original unit that that 
particular component was plae-ed into. 

But some of the other true-k manufa:cturers do not have, this ability 
to cross-reference these nnmoors. So it is very difficult for us when 
we stop a vehicle. with a Cummings diesel in it. Let say we 'Stop an 
old truck with 'a brand new engi,ne. It is very difficult for us to imme
diately asce>rtain, number one~ whether the. component part, is stolen 
and, number two, who in fact it belongs to. 

Mr. GRINENKO. There were two trucks iu this parti{)ular movie 
theater that were not cut up yet. Initially, they started stripping them 
but they were not cut up . 
. This one truck we managed to reassemble. This was a 1978 Freight-

1mer, again, a very expensive model with 'a slOO1'er. The. only tihing 
that w~ ,!,ere not able to recover from this particul'ar truck was the 
trallSIlliSSlOn. Every other component part we had. EverytJhing was 
cut, though, in such a fashion that it could be easily sold. 
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Now, what happens to these parts ~ ""Ve took 'a fleet of 11 trucks from 
one contr.actor. That fleet of 11 trucks was assembled with 26 stolen 
trucks. Every truckk you see here had at least one stolen part, and in 
one instance, one truck entirely stol~n, and in a few instances every 
component pal~t was stolen, meaning 0.ump body, engine Clab. ill one 
instance, tires we were able. to identify~.3 stolen. 

Mr. GILlIAN. 'Was this aJl from one !;ompany~ 
Mr. GRINENKO. This Wias all from one company, 26 stolen trucks to 

assemble 11 whole trucks. 
Sergeant MARTIN. These are brand new vehicles that were taken 

from a dealership parking lot. We recovered them on the pier slated 
to be shipped out of the country. You can see they were sLated for 
Beirut, but just about any South Americ<'tn country accepts vehicles. 
They were worth a tremendous amount of money outside of the Upited 
States, :Dar more than they are worth within the Continental United 
States. 

Mr. GIL}IAN. Have any identification marks been er.adicated on those 
vehicles? 

Sergeant MARTIN. No, sir. There is really no need to alter the vehicle 
to ship it out of the country. 

Mr. SCHEUER. And Customs does not make a systematic check on 
vehicles to see if they are stolen? 

Sergeant MARTIN. They do. Recently ~ustoms has become actively 
involved in inspecting these vehicles. In fact, the auto crime division 
has trained several of the customs offieers in the confidential locations 
and that type of thing, but just from sheer volume they do not have 
the ability to inspect every vehicle. I have met with th(lm. ""What I 
believe should happen is that in order to ship a vehicle outside Qf 
the country, you should be required to bring that vehicle to the pier 
maybe 4 or 5 days in advance of shipment. This way it allows the 
customs people time to inspect the vehicle. 

As it stands now, you can drive up 20 minutes before the ship is 
leaving and actually drive the vehicle right onto the ship. 

Mr. GRINENKO. This is a Caterpillar, also slated for shipment. This 
was one of two stolen from the same contractor. This was the other one. 
It was already manifested. The number was slightly changed. This is 
the vehicle identification plate. It really 'was not a professional job. 
The only thing that was done to it, at the far right you see it is actually 
a number, that little number that is almost half the size of the rest of 
the numbers, it was just added on. 

lt was obviously a nonprofessional type of job and it was manifested, 
marked up, on its way to Maracaibo. 

Sergeant MARTIN. This particular alteration on the VIN plate was 
not even necessary. No one would have picked up this vehicle. They 
just took an extra dye stamp and hit an extra number on the VIN 
just in case an inspector happened to run it in the computer. But it 
was highly unlikely that that woulcl happen. 

Just to give you an idea of how ihorough the thie,ves are, these are 
all motor vehicle d001lHlentfl from various States. ""Ve were able to 
make several arrests on this. We exe.cuted a search warrant in a two
family house in Brooklyn and we recovered everything from counter
feit airline tickets to counterfeit Polish money to VIN plates which 
were blank, counterfeit VIN plates. 
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I do not know if you can make it out, but on tJhe right there are some 
Porsche plates, Mercedes-Benz plates, Case heavy duty equipment 
plates. All of these plates, all that had to be done was to bave the 
numbers stamped in the plates and put on a vehicle. 

Mr. GlUNENKO. We mentioned titles before. There you have a New 
Jersey title, a Connecticut title, a .Florida title. 

Sergeant MARTIN. That stack of titles, the green ones with the pink 
sitting on top of it, that particular title is a Connecticut title, I believe, 
and that stack represents 90 vehicles which can be insured in this State 
and have the insurance collected without ever having a vehicle meet 
the road. 

Mr. GRINENKO. These are offset dyeplates to make the vehicle iden
tification numbers for Mercedes and (Jase equ1pment. They even had 
full packages. If you wanted a new identity, they had birth certificates, 
licenses, whatever else you wanted. 

Here is what we considet, a full package, a stolen car. 'l1he VIN 
plate itself is an altered plat:. This is the VIN plate, a counterfeit 
VIN plate, a counterfeit Federal sticker that normally appears on 
the door, a counterfeit Connecticut registration, a good Connecticut 
license plate that actually went to a 1962 Chevy. 

Mr. LUKEN. Could we go back to the VIN plate? Now, that is the 
current state of the ar't for VIN plates, right? 

Mr. GlUNENKO. For a counterfeit. They are much better. 
Mr. LUKEN. Is it a good counterfeit? 
Mr. GlUNENKO. That is a· very poor counterfeit. 
Mr. LUKEN. But it looks something like the original? 
Sergeant MARl'IN. Yes. It would get passed 'the average purchaser of 

a vehicle with no problem at all. 
Mr. LUKEN. That is just a plate that screws on? 
Sergeant MARTIN. Actually, you only see the front portion of it, 

Congressman. The padding of the dashboard goes over the rest of it, 
so you would only see the portion where the numbers sit. 

Oolonel PAGANO. It may not get past a good patrol officer. He would 
recognize it. . 

Mr. LUkEN. They could counterfeit the plate. If they are good 
counterfeiters, they can replace it and it can go undetected, right? 

Mr. GlUNEUKO. Yes. 
Mr. LUKEN. Thank you. 
Mr. GlUNENKO. Federal sticker, counterfeit registration, the good 

Oonnecticut plate, a counterfeit New York license and a social security 
card to back the license up and a board of elections card. 

Mr. LUKEN. That is important. 
Mr. GlUNENKO. That is your full package. 
Mr. LUKEN. Mr. Gilman. 
Mr. GILMAN. Has there been a good interchange between the States 

an.d the FBI on auto theft? 
Do you have a good interchange of information in the central 

computer? 
Oolonel PAGANO. There is an excellent relationship between our 

State and the FBI. You have the NOrC program which, essentially, 
gives you that centralized data base, but working with organizations 
like the New York Oity Police Department and the National Auto 
Theft Bureau, plays a very important role in bringing it altogether 
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from the insurance company view. The whole thing goes together in 
such a fashion as to maximize, if possible', those facilities that we do 
have. 

Mr. GIL1\IAN. Can the police officer out on the highway get a quick 
response if he suspects that the vehicle has been stolen out of a central 
computer bank? 

Colonel PAGANO. In most instances, yes. In the instance of the ve
hicle that is altered, it depends upon his own observations, his own 
training, and the investigation that he takes for it, a,nd obviously 
even with all of that full package as the slides portray, some officer 
somehow was able to detect the ent.ire issue. 

Mr. GIL1\rAN. There is a national reporting system on all auto ve
hicles and that information is available to the officer out on the 
highway? 

Colonel PAGANO. That is correct. 
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
:Mr. LUKEN. Mr. Gr-een? 
Mr. GREEN. Under the hill the National Highway Tl'Iaffic Safety 

Administration could only require, numbering of additional parts if 
it found that it was cost effe.ctive to do so. 'Would you have any idea, 
in your judgment, as to what parts you think that wowd means, or 
how many parts? 

Colonel PAGANO. I think NTSA has a pretty good handle on this 
issue. I think what your bill does, H.ll. 4178, kind of brings the law 
into the state. of the art or in tanq.em with the state of the a.rt. Right 
now, we are talking primarily about the noses, the engines and trans
mission, which are in every'instJance not numbered, but those parts 
which ttre clearly recog-nizn:blle as ibeing a part of the theft problem. 

Mr. GREEN. Because the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis
tration, as you say, is already involved in this, we are not creating any 
new ,bureaucracy ~ 

Colonel PAGANO. It is already there as a ibureaucracy, for want of a 
better word, but I think t.hat they have been active with the chiefs as
sociation, they have been active with the insurance industry. 

I :believe that in the scheme of government, NTSA has probably the 
best han(~le on what is going on in this area and probably, as:a Federal 
agency, has been the most active. 

Mr. GRF..EN •• Tust for the record-and I know we have to move on
I 'would like to be ruble to submit and include, in the record a study on 
the eost-effectiveness issue which was done on the Senate side which I 
think might be useful. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Without objection, it is so ordered. We will hold the 
record open for another 10 days or 2 weeks until you get. the request in. 

[The fdllowing information was received for the record:] 

COST BENEFI'r OF H.R. 4178 TO AMERICAN MOTORISTS 

G08t: MilIiol~ per year 
1. Additional parts numbering for estimatetl10 million vehicles sold annually _________________________________________________ $50 

2. l\faximum estimated costs for effective antitheft device for esti-
mated 10 million vehicles sold nnllually_____________________ 360 

Total __________________________________________________ 410 
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Benefit: Per year 

1. Savings in insurance payouts and overhead costs for unrecovered thefts _________________________________________ . __________ $730, 095,456 
2. Savings in insnrance payouts and overhead costs for amateur theft _____ ~ ______________________________________________ 158,220,000 

3. Savings in out-of-pocket victim costs_________________________ 100,000,000 
Total __________________________________________________ 988,315,456 

~et savings per year __________________________________________ 578,315,456 
Savings per $1 of cost_________________________________________ 2.41 

Stady prepared by the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. 

Mr. LUKE~. Mr. Chairman, unless you have something, I think that 
concludes this panel. 

Ms. DURBIN. As you recall, our witness John Doe indicated he had 
learned his teclmiques for illegally entering a car from a locksmith. 
He did not believe that the locking system provision would be particu
larly helpful in deterring auto theft. 

Could you comment on that? 
Colonel PAGANO. It will deter a good number of thieves, because 

obviously from the statistics that we are quoting here today, the bulk 
of the thievery is still being carried on by people who are other than 
the professional. 

I think it will deter them. 
Frank? 
Sergeant MARTIN. I think we have to realize that locks were made to 

keep honest people honest. The first person to buy a new lock that hits 
the market are the thieves, the idea being to defeat the lock. 

I do not really believe that the whole answer is in improving the 
locking system or the numbering system or anything else. The idea 
is that we have to somehow take away the tremendous profits in auto 
theft in order to deter the thief. 

It is a big business. These people are making hundreds of thousands 
of dollars each and every year. They look upon new legislation, new 
locking systems, new numbering systems, simply as annoying overhead 
costs wl11ch they have to overcome to continue on with theIl' tremen
dously profitable business. 

Along those lines, before you dismiss us, I would just like to make a 
few comments on the bill itself. I would like to preface my comments 
by saying that I am not here to, in any way, disparage yOUI' efforts or 
to knock the bill itself. 

Mr. SOIIEUER. Sergeant, let me make it clear. "Ve are here to get 
your comments, to get yom' views, to get your suggestions, to get your 
criticism. The. purpose of this hearing is to give us t~le knowledge that 
will improve 0'11' legislative capability and improve this product, so 
we want you to be completely iorthcommg with us. 

Any suggestions or criticisms that you may have, please give them. 
That is the whole purgose of this exercise. 

Sergeant MARTIN. Congressman, I am not in the business of writing 
laws. 

Mr. SOHEUER. We understand that. 
Sergeant MARTIN. I am in the business of trying to enforce them 

after they come down through the channels. 
Mr. SOI.JEUER. So, from your viewpoint, tell us how we can improve 

this legislation or make it work better. ' 

68-093 0 - 80 - 6 
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Sergeant MARTIN. There are three areas which, when I looked 
through this bill, sort of struck me. The first and foremost is that we 
have to somehow put some presumptions in this law with reference 
to dealers. 

On page 11, in one paragraph, I see two outs for every dealer in 
motor vehicle parts written right into this legislation and that being 
the comment. "vVith intent to sell" and the word "lmowingly." 

Now, I think if a police-department or law enforcement officer enters 
into an auto parts dealer and finds an altered or stolen part in that 
dealership, it should be presumed that the part, that the owner of that 
dealership had intent to sell that part. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You think we should require them to make an inspec
tion ~ I do not know if you can impute knowledge unless you require 
him to make an inspection. vVe still have a Constitution in this country. 

Sergeant MARTIN. If It parts dealer takes in a vehicle or a component 
part. that has a number, he is required to enter that part number in his 
book, if he is a licensed dealer-and he has to look at the number. He 
is forced to by 'existing legislation. 

I do not see where that is putting any undue responsibility on the 
part of the dealer. 

Second, knowledge-I mean, if a man is dealing in auto parts, he 
should 'have Imowledge when a number has been altered or wiped or 
eradicated or ground off. If it is obvious to the untrained eye that a 
number has been removed from an engine block, it should be obvious 
to a dealer. But if I go into court with this chap, the first thing he is 
going to say is, "I did not intend to sell that part. That was for my 
wife's car." And the second thing he is going to say is, "I did not know 
it was altered." 

So there are two outs in that one paragraph which I think can be 
overcome with a slight change in wording. 

Mr. SCHEUER. The word "intent" and the word "knowingly" ~ 
Sergeant :w.u.RTIN. Exactly. 
Mr. SOHEUER. OK. 
Sergeant MAUTIN. The other thing is under the forfeiture 

proceedings. 
Mr. LUKEN. Mr. Chairman, I think that is an interpretation. I think 

the lawyers and the courts are going to insist that we keep that in there, 
but I do not think that is a subject to get into. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Right now we ate taking testimony, OK. We are 
ultimately going to lie marking up the bill. 

Sergeant MAUTIN. The second thing is the portion of the bill which 
refers to forfeiture of the altered component parts or stolen parts. I 
think it is good, but we have to realize that the parts were never owned 
by the individual they were taking them from anyway. If he had them 
stolen for him or he got them in some illegal way, he did not pay for 
them. So by taking away these parts from him, we are not really hurt
ing the dealer himself. 

I believe that the equipment that is being used to cut these vehicles 
should he subject to forfeiture, the flatbed trucks. Any to", truck that is 
used for transportation of stolen or altered numbers should be the 
subject of forfeiture proceedings. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Just the way you can forfeit a boat or airplane in 
which drugs are being transported ~ 
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Ser~eant MARTIN. I think the only way you are going to deter auto 
theft 1S to take a way the profits. Now, to remove stolen parts from an 
individual who did not legally possess them in the first place, you are 
not really hurting him because he can go out and replace them just like 
he did the original set. But if you take away $100,000 worth of equip
ment that he has to use for his day-to-day business, he is going to think 
twice about being caught with altered or stolen equipment. That is all 
I had. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Congressman Gilman ~ 
Mr. GILMAN. Sergeant, in the city of New York, what do you esti

mate the loss of automobiles by theft to be last year? 
Sergeant MARTIN. It was in the high 80,000's. I believe it was 87,000-

some-odd vehicles. 
Mr. GILMAN. 87,000vehicles~ 
Sergeant MaRTIN. In New York City, yes. 
Mr. GILMAN. How many people are m your unit ~ 
Sergeant~IARTIN. Presently we have 53. 
Mr. GILMAN. DOloU have sufficient personnel to do an adequate job 

with that number 0 auto thefts ~ 
Sergeant MARTIN. Well, that is kind of a loaded question and I am 

really not in a position to comment on the police department's allo
cation of their availa:ble manpower. I will say that traditionally and 
historically auto crime has been a property crime and it is sort of low 
on the ladder of priorities because it is "a victimless crime" although I 
would like to debate that with you if we had the time. But it is con
sidered a victimless crime. 

The victim is generally reimbursed by his insurance company, if not 
totally, almost totally, and it is really a property crime that is not taken 
very seriously. 

Mr. Gru.UN. The victim is really the other policyholders and thf' 
taxpayer, I guess ~ 

Sergeant MARTIN. Exactly. 
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you. 
Mr. SOHEUER [presiding]. All right. Thank you very much. "Va 

appreciate your very thoughtful testimony. 
Next we will hear from Mr. Albert Lewis, superintendent of insur

ance, the State of New York. 
Mr. Lewis, we are happy to have you. vVe apolo~ize for the mixup 

in scheduling. Your testimony will be printed in fUll [see p. 82] and 
if you would like to chat with us informally and hit the high spots, 
that would be fine. 

STATEMENT OF AL13ERT :B. LEWIS, SUPERINTENDENT OF HI
SURANCE, STATE OF NEW YORK 

Mr. LEWIS. Let me spe'\k about the impact in the city of New York 
concerning theft. I will give some comparisons. 

The national average premium of auto theft is $29 to $31. In New 
York it is $277. Some say it is over $200 and some of my people say 
$300, but $277 is the average cost of auto theft premium. 

Mr. LUKEN. Is that the annual premium just for theft ~ , 
Mr. LEWIS. Yas. If in addition you have collision insuranc-e it repre

sents 30 cents of every dollar of your automobile premium. In other 
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words, you have liability, no fault, collision, and comprehensive; 30 
percent of it is fire and theft and if you do not have the collision, 40 
percent or more is fire and theft. Auto theft is moving out of the city 
and moving out into the rural and suburban areas, according to the 
latest statistics. 

I want to say that New York has done everything that we could 
conceive, with the gentleman who was speaking here from the New 
York City Auto Theft Bureau assisting Senator Caemmerer and my 
department and DMV to try to approach some of our problems. 

We have some different but similar statistics. We estimate that 60 
percent of the vehicles stolen are stolen for parts and some 20 or more 
percent are stolen by people who steal their own cars for the insurance 
opportunity. 

Mr. ';':;.fIEUER. 'What happens to the other 20 pc;l'rent ~ 
Mr. LEWIS. We do not have a breakdown of these statistics. Some 

of them we believe are phantom cars, cars that never existed and are 
insured, and the rest of them are those that go ov.~rseas, that either 
they are stolen before they go overseas or they are shipped overseas 
and then reported stolen. 

Just recently I am sure you have soon, they found 104 vehicles on 
the dockside. They were not found by part of a normal routine exami· 
nation but a Customs official just became suspicious and reported it 
to the FBI. This is a situation that does not only occur in N ew York 
City. It has been a fact in San Francisco also. In fact, the statistics 
in port of entry and port of export are higher for auto theft, especially 
the expensive cars. 

Mr. SCHEUER. "\Yhat made him suspicious ~ 
Mr. LEWIS. I just read it from the newspaper article. He says, '~U.S. 

Customs agent alerted the FBI after he became suspicious of N1rs 
awaiting transit to the ship," McDonald said. This happened 3 weeks 
or 1 month ago. 

Mr. SCHEUER. It seems to me that these cars being weigh:>.d to be 
shipped abroad should be routinely and systematjcally inspected. 

Mr. LEWIS. It is not enough, Congressman. If you inspect the doou
ments and that ClLr is not stolen, how do we know that that will not 
become a crime statistic. It would be foolish to have a car shipped 
abroad that is stolen. Why not ship it abroad not stolen and then 
report it stolen ~ There are no documentations to show it left the 
United States. 

The question that I have on this bill what if it is exported and then 
l'eported stolen ~ Are those b~.atistics going to be utilized ~ Are we going 
to utilize those statistics in a national computed 

Nsw YOl'k State has moved that way. 'When I speak to you about 
phantom cars, those are cars that were insured not in just one com
pany but were insured in several companies. The car never existed. 
SomeoHe bought, a wreck somewhere, bought indicia of title, and 
insured the car five, six, seven 01' eight times. Companies did not use 
a national computer to indicate that It car had been stolen. 

vVe have ('.hanged the law in New York. ""Ye have selected NATB, 
the National Auto Theft Bureau, as a statistical reporting area or 
comput~r and we req~ire that no cal' theft to be paid by insurance 
compames shall be paId unless they check with N ATB, so we stopped 
that duplication. 
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We would expect that this legislation would require, and I am 
not selling NATE. I think it is nonprofit, but I am saying we would 
have to use NATB. So when the car is exported anyone mowing the 
United. States, insuring that car that something is wrong, that cal' 
would have to be imported and checked accordingly. 

I concur with what the Sergeant said and what Jolm Doe said that 
no matter how many devices you are going to prepare you ar~ going 
to .find someone who is going to break it. I would ask, if you would, 
that General Motors had a summary of automotive theft and how it 
occurred. It was done on March 1, 1978. It was very interesting to 
see how the thefts occur even with a burglar alarm and all. The thefts 
occurred, and I give it to vour committee and make it available. 

What I want to say about why I think the bill has merit, especially 
in the theft for component crash parts, since wo expect that the in
surance industry would be the final stop in this whole proceeding. 
A.fter all, the end result of this is ~n insurance company paying for 
these parts. That is where the money comes in and that would be the 
bottom line. 

We would expect that, when this legislation is passed, insurance 
companies throughout the United States would not pay a claim, would' 
not pay a claim for any part replacement, unless the part identification 
number is put into a schedule, the sched.ule is then reported to a central 
statistical computer agency that would indicate fnat that part is a 
part that is in the commerce as a properly manufactured replacement. 
part: Th~t part so serial numbered once used in a vehicle as a replace
ment would not be able to be used again. 

So no matter how many times they changed the serial number, that 
serial number would have, to have a logical source from whence it 
came and it would have to come from a recognized commercial 
situation. 

New York changed the law. John Doe spoke about the fact that 
you could ta,ke a car, change the VIN number and get it reissued in 
New York State. Effective April 1, 1!J80, totaled cars, I mean totaled 
with the parenthesis, will not have the VIN number replaced, will 
not be able to be registered unless the DMV makes a full inspection 
at a cost of $25 and they must check to see that the car didn't become 
a miraculous automobile but, in fact, was the car that started out and 
had been substantially changed. 

Again, when you speak about the phantom car, this is how it arises, 
you pick up a wrecked or totaled car. The car has ceased to exist. You 
get the indicia of title. You come and insure it in New York. Insurance 
companies were not doing what they were supposed to do. In fact, 
insurance companies were somehow collusive in the situation. because 
that car that was totaled by an insurance carrier and then their sell
ing that title into the marketplace. It is interesting to see that the 
amount they sold that title for had nothing to do with the lump of 
junk that was left over. It was determined by the resale value of that 
car on what I would consider to be the illeo:al market. 

So, if a Jag was wrecked, that Jag would be a bundle of steel that 
might be worth $50 if they sold it for junk, yet they would sell that for 
$1,000, just the indicia of title and somebody's stolen Jag would have 
a miraculous conversion into the VIN numbers of the junked vehicle. 

That was a situation that we saw in New York. Again, we can't 
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insurance companies cannot sell their title papers or wrecked vehicles. 

Mr. SOHEUER. 'What was their reaction to that legislation ~ 
Mr, LEWIS. They have accepted it very well. We enforce it. Unfor

tunately, what they do in New York is great. What they might do in 
another State, I do not know. 

Mr. SOHEUER. This points up to the national legislation, I take it. 
Mr. LEWIS. Absolutely. 
Mr. LUKEN. Do you mean uniformity? 
Mr. LEWIS. I don't want to get into uniformity because I do not be

lieve in uniformity. 
Mr. LUKEN. ,Vhat did you mean in answer to chairman's question '? 
Mr. LEWIS. I mean that if you are going to build a boat and you are 

going to build a hull and the hull is going to have to be watertight, you 
cannot leave a hole in it. I am saying not so much for uniformity, but 
for a situation that each State and the insurance companies operating 
in those States should do everything they can to protect another State 
or another insurance company from this type of situation. 

I do not know if it is uniformity because I have testified before the 
Congress and said that sometimes uniformity insurance is not neces
sarily desirable because each State might have a particular problem 
that they recognize. 

In this case, 9, wrecked vehicle that is totalled should not be allowed 
to come back to the marketplace unless there be some examination by 
';omeone "\"ho is reputable and objective, hopefully a governmental unit 
that will apprO'le the car as being the cal' that was repaired. Other
wise, what has been happening in New York State and still happen
ing, I would imagine, you get a wrecked vehicle. They get the title, 
they come in, they insure it, somehow they get a safety inspection 
from New York State and they insure it with five or six or seven 
('ompanies. 

Now, someone says "How many phantom cars are there~" It is hard 
to tell. We do not know. "Ve know that we put in a photo inspection 
program where the car is examined, it is photographed. I do not think 
that is going to stop these thieves to that extent, but at least some of 
thE; honest thieves we have attempted to stop. 

::.\fr. SCHEUER. The honest thief is the thief who can measure risks 
and benefits ~ If it becomes too expensive and too risky he gets out of 
that business~ 

Mr. LEWIS. I think if you asked this man who was here who sounded 
very intelligent, there is very little risk. I did some crimill&'.l defend
ant's work and an individual who was a schoolteacher tOld me that this 
was less tension than teaching because he picked up the car, there was 
110 confrontation, there was never any physical violence. 

Mr. SCHEUER. It is less hassling than the blackboard jungle ~ 
Mr. LEWIS. Yes. I am just saymg that it is not a theft, you do not 

have to carry a weapon. It is very simple. 
Again, I am just saying that in New York we passed legislation ef

fective April 1, 1980. We reauire that situation. "Ve have increased the 
crime to an E felony. . 

Mr. SCHEUER. To a what~ 
Mr. LEWIS. An E felony for a fraudulent auto claim. 
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Mr. SCHEUER. What does that mean, an "E felony," for the benefit 
of my colleagues? 

Mr. LEWIS. I think it is a year and a day to,3 years. It is worse than 
having your library card taken away. You have to serve, time. I think 
it is a year to three. We have also given an opportunity to insurance 
companies to have immunity when they know that there is somebody 
that is pulling these shenamgans again and again. 

The fact of the matter is, in the attempt to enforce this crime, I think 
you have the statistics, only 15 percent of the perpetrators are, in fact, 
apprehended. 

Maybe the bottom line to what I want to say is that I believe, I tell 
you now, that the State has done everything they possibly could. There 
is no way I could comprehend, other than t(\ be demagogic and. say 
well, we need more police or that type of situation. 

I do not think the State can move in any way now to inhibit auto 
crime. I think that if we got this legislation, if I understand. that we 
would be using the export documents to triger an NATB-I~ype com
puter and we, the insurance industry, would move to reqnire that no 
insurance claim is made unless that part that is replaced h,.s an iden
tification number that is referable to a commercial part. I beli~ve that 
we can reduce insurance rates in New York by 18 percent and that, I 
think, is a very, very strong situation. 

Mr. GREEN. How much per year is that? 
Mr. LEWIS. You take your policy, Oongressman, and if you do not 

have collision, it is more. What I am saying is that r believe that 60 
percent of the claims could be arrested or prevented. This man said 
$225. When I was representing criminals, they would pay a-kid $75 to 
$125 for a car, and you must understand that there is another part of 
the crash part thing and that is the opr index, which has nothing to 
do with the crash part index. 

And I hope that if you have an opportunity, if you wish, you can 
see State Farm has done a check. 

Mr. SCHEUER. CPI is what ~ 
Mr. LEWIS. The Consumer Price Index. 
Mr. SOHEUER. The cost of car parts is going up far higher than the 

Consumer Price Index, far faster? 
Mr. LEWIS. I mean by six or seven times. When sales go down, crash 

part.s go up. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Why is that? 
Mr. LEWIS. You had better ask the mannfacturers. I really do not 

know, because yon cannot buy it anywhere else. 
It is interesting when I say that batteries, wheels, tires, they follow 

the CPI because, yon can buy them in a competitive market. Crash 
parts, a $300 hood for a Oadillac is one single piece of maybe 7 or eight 
pou~ds of metal stamped out When GM was making refrigerators, the 
reirlgerat?rs sold for less than the GM: hood part. 

Part of It, I do not know, because I have never been involved in their 
cost accounting I do not know what their problem is, but I am just 
saying that that is where the pressur~ is and the impetus. . 

As tre part goes up, they go out and steal. 
N0Yf' you do not need a body and fender shop to put up a sign that 

says, Fellow, steal today GM:." They have a teletype and I am speak-
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ing about the normal, properly commercial operation. A teletype com~s 
out, saying, "vVe need the following we need these and these are 111 

short supply." , • 
Any self-respecting auto thief will get that teletype and say, ' ThIs 

is w hat is hot and this is what we needY 
Mr. SOHEUER. Where do they get it from ~ , 
Mr. LEWIS. Every auto part dealer who needs parts puts a request m, 

goes on the teletype and presto, would you believe it, the part comes, in. 
i think if you were to follow the statistics I have, suddenly there IS a 
rash of these cars. 

About 1 or 2 years ago Chrysler was not making that many replace
ment parts for the new cars and so they were in tight supply. Well, 
there were more new Chrysler cars being picked up. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Can you tell us how the auto insurance discount would 
work for an antitheft device ~ 

Mr. LEWIS. I cannot tell you because we are not working on that in 
our legislation that passed April 1, 1980. "Va are trying to find out what 
we consider to be a secure device and we are trying to get the statistics. 

How, and the way we work it, at this time we are still coming up with 
some idea!? We are considering burglar alarms, types of burglar 
alarms, factory-installed, nonfactory-installed. These statistics indi
cate to me that sometimes some type of burglar alarm protects, 
depending on the thief. 

I mean, we have seen that if you have a burglar alarm that is hooked 
up to your battery, they spike your battery. 'When the acid comes out 
of the battery they come back and then take the car or else they will 
come with tow trucks and the tow truck picks it up and away you go. 

New York City requires two trucks to be licensed with a number. It 
is surprising how many tow trucks, when you are int~resting in watch
ing, have no number. I just wonder who and where they are taking the 
cars they have on them. 

We are working on that. We have a mandate from the legislature to 
eome up with something and when I do, I will submit it to you. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Can the individual States, in your opinion, move effec
tively in requiring the manufacturers to upgrade their security fea
tures on the cars? 

Mr. LEWIS. You could, but it is like throwing pebbles at an elephant. 
We have had some ideas. I think Senator Pisani in the New York 
State Legislature has put in legislation that New York State will not 
nllow you to sella car in their State unless the car has the following 
factors. 

I recommended to the Governor at one time that maybe New York 
State should not buy their vehicles unless they have that number, but 
I think it is really in the province of the Congress to react to that, and 
no State can do it. 

Mr. SOHEUER. What were the results of the temporary program re-
quiring vehicle identification for cars scheduled for export~ 

Mr. LEWIS. I still have not received that report. 
Mr. SOHEUER. That report from whom? 
Mr. LEWIS. As I understand, the original legislation, they were sup

pORed to report in 1979. 
Mr. SOFIEUEU. Is that the New York State Legislature you are talk

ing about~ 
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Mr. LEWIS. I understand that the Federal Government '<'lent ahead 
and, by regulation, had the Customs do something, if that is ~h('; ques
tion you are asking. I do not lmow what that is. I imagine NATB 
would be able to give you some information on that. It was Federal. 

Incidentally, just for the city of New York, we have gotten the 
cooperation of the :M:ayor. "'\Ve had a situation of people stealing cars, 
not in the city of New York, leaving them in the city of New York, 
because you ca,n take your license plate off to wash it and by the time 
you come back the next day there is no car if you park it in certain 
areas of New York, near incinerators and other places. 

vVhat we have done in New York now, we have gotten New York 
City and the insurance companies to agree on a pickup period. "'\Vhen 
a stolen car is recovered in the city of New York, the car is immediately 
picked up and taken to a safe, place. That was not done and we found 
out it had an impact not only on the cit.y of New York but, for the most 
part, on the surrounding eounties. 

rTestimony resumes on p. 95.J 
rMr. Lewis~ prepared statement follows:J 
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TESTIMONY OF ALBERT B. LEWIS, N.Y.S. SUPERINTENDENT OF INSURANCE 

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSU~lER PROTECTION AND FINANCE 

AND THE HOUSE Cor1MITIEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE 

AT 26 FEDERAL PLAZA 

JUNE 2, 1930 

CHAIRMAN YATRONE, CONGRESSMAN SCHEUER, AND MEMBERS OF 

THE SUBCOMMITIEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE AND THE COMMITTEE 

ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE. 

I THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY AT THIS JOINT 

HEARING TODAY. AUTO THEFT IS A MAJOR CRIr1E OPERATED BY ORGANIZED 

CRIMINAL RINGS AND PROBABLY MAKES MORE MONEY THAN AUTO ~~ANUFACTURERS 

.~ND DEALERS OPERATING IN THE LEGITIMATE MARKETPLACE. IT IS ESTIMATED 

THAT THE COST FOR THE YEAR 1978 OF STOLEN VEHICLES IS APPROXIr'lATELY 

$4 BILLION. AT ONE TINE AUTO THEFT WAS A SIGNIFICANT NORTHEAST 

AND URBAi'J PROBLEM. RECENT STATISTICS, HOWEVER, INDICATE THAT AUTO 

THEFT KNOWS NO GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARY AND IT IS IMPACTING EVERY STATE 

Irl THE UN ION. 

IN 1978, 99L 611 AUTO THEFTS WERE REPORTED, AN INCREASE 

OF 2.4% OVER 1977. OF THESE THEFTS 24% OCCURRED IN THE SOUTHERN 
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AREA, AN INCREASE OF 10% OVER 1977, WESTERN AREA 23%, AN INCREASE 

OF 7%, WHILE THE NORTHEAST SUSTAINED 30%, A DECREASE OF 3% AND THE 

NORTH CENTRAL 23%, A DECREASE OF 1%. THESE STATISTICS) COMPILED 

IN THE FBI'S UNIFORM CRIMINAL REPORT FOR 1978 ARE CLEARLY 

SUBSTANTIATION OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THESE OCCURRENCES AND THEIR 

WIDESPREAD GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION. 

IN ADDITION TO THESE GEOGRAPHIC STATISTICS, THE AUTO THEFTS 

IN RURAL AND SUBURBAN AREAS ARE ON THE INCREASE. BETWEEN 1977 AND 

1978 URBAN (CITIES OVER 250,000) THEFTS DECREASED BY 3% WHILE 

SUBDRBAN INCREASED BY 4% AND RURAL BY 7%. 

IN NEH YORK STATE MOTORISTS PAY 220% MORE IN AUTO 

COMPREHENSIVE PREMIUMS rHAN THE NATIONAL AVERAGE. NEW YORK STILL 

SUSTAINS OVER 10% OF ALL NATIONAL AUTO THEFTS. 

AUTO THEFT INSURANCE NATIONALLY AVERP.ciES $29 PER YEAR AND 

IN NEW YORK CITY IT AVERAGES $277. 

OF THE AVERAGE AUTO POLICY PREMIUM WHICH INCLUDES 

COLLISION, COMPREHENSIVE AND LIABILITY, 30% OF SAME REPRESENTS THE 

COMPREHENSIVE (FIRE AND THEFT> PORTION OF THE CHARGE. IN AN AUTO 

POLICY WITHOUT COLLISION, IT REPRESENTS 43% OF THE PREMIUM. 
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'PART OF THE PROBLEM IN THE COST OF THEFT INSURANCE IS THE 

NATIONAL PRICING OF CRASH PARTS. THESE ITEMS ARE MANUFACTURED BY 

AND ARE PRICED ENTIRELY UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE AUTO MANUFACTURERS. 

CRASH PARTS, WHICH INCLUDE FRONT END, DOORS, AND REAR TRUNK 

ASSEMBLY HAVE INCREASED FROM 1974 TO 1976 BY 74%. DURING THE SAME 

TIME THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ROSE BY ONLY 18.6%. THE COST FOR 

THESE CRASH PARTS CONTINUED TO ESCALATE AND FRO~l JANUARY 1976 TO 

TO JANUARY 1980 ;T INCREASED BY 48.1 PERCENT. THE HIGH PRICE OF 

THESE CRASH PARTS IS THE REAL IMPETUS TO THE LARGEST PERCENTAGE OF 

AUTO THEFTS. IT GUARANTEES PROFITS TO THE AUTO THIEVES WHO STEAL 

FOR THESE PARTS. 

AUTO THEFT IN NEW YORK HAS BEEN ESTIMATED TO RESULT FROM 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS: 

20% OF THE AUTOS ARE STOLEN BY THEIR OWNERS FOR 

THE INSURANCE, 

55% ARE STOLEN FOR THE STRIPPING OF CRASH PARTS, 

THE REMAINDER WOULD EE AUTOS STOLEN FOR SHIPMENT 

OVERSEAS, JOY RIDING, PHANTOM AUTOS AND FOR USE 

IN ANOTHER CRIME. 
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EVERY STATE OWES TO ITS CITIZENS ITS FULL AND COMPLETE 

EFFORT TO FIGHT THIS TYPE OF CRIME AND PROTECT THE CONSUMERS WHO 

PAY THE HIGH PRICE OF INSURANCE PREM!UMS. GOVERNOR HUGH CAREY 

AND THE LEGISLATURE IN NEW YORK STATE HAVE ACTED 

IN THOSE AREAS WHERE THEY COULD EFFECTIVELY FIGHT AUTO CRIMES. 

THEIR RESPONSE WILL HELP PREVENT SOME OF THE CAUSES OF THE 

ESCALATION OF LOSSES AND THE ESCALATION OF PREMIUMS. 

THESE LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES ADDRESSED THE CAUSES OF AUTO THEFT 

AS FOLLOWS: 
TO PREVENT THE THEFT OF CARS BY INSUREDS, NEW YORK 

HAS INITIATED A MANDATED PHOTO INSPECTION PROGRAM TO INDICATE 

PRIOR DAMAGE AND TO MITIGATE AGAINST A PROFIT INCENTIVE TO 

THE INSURED TO GET RID OF A DAMAGED OR WORN OUT CAR FOR AN 

INSURANCE CLAIM. 

NEW YORK HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO MEASURE AUTO THEFT 

STATISTICS WHICH INCLUDE PHANTOM AUTOS OR THOSE THAT DID 

NOT PHYSICALLY EXIST PRIOR TO THEIR BEING INSURED. THIS 

SITUATION COMMENCES WHEN A CAR HAS BEEN DESTROYED IN AN 

ACCIDENT OR HAS BEEN TOTALLY DESTROYED BY FIRE OR THEFT 
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AND THE INSURANCE COMPANY PAYS THE LOSS AND TAKES POSSESSION 

OF THE WRECK AND INIDICIA OF OWNERSHIP. THE INDICIA OF 

OWNERSHIP TO THIS CAR IS SOLD BY THE INSURANCE Cor1PANY. THE 

PURCHASER THEN INSURES THE WRECK AS A PERFECT AUTO WITH 

SEVERAL INSURANCE COMPANIES. IT IS THEN REPORTED STOLEN. 

NEW YORK STATE'S PHOTO INSPECTION PROGRAM IS USED TO PREVENT 

THIS FRAUD. THIS INSPECTION WILL PROVE THAT AN AUTO EXISTS 

AND IS IN GOOD CONDITION. 

WE HAVE ALSO HAD THE COOPERATION OF THE MAYOR AND THE 

CITY COUNCIL OF NEW YORK CITY IN LEGISLATION THAT PROVIDES 

IMMEDIATE PICK UP OF LOCATED VEHICLES, TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM 

RECOVERY OF VALUE AND THUS PREVENT THE STRIPPING AND 

VANDALIZING OF AUTOS ON THE STREETS. IN MANY CASES THESE 

AUTOS REPRESENT VEHICLES STOLEN BY THEIR O~NERS AND WHEN 

THE POLICE NOTIFY THE OWNERS OF THEIR RECOVERY, THE OWNER 

DOESN'T ACT OR INFORM THE INSURANCE COMPANY. 

THE NEW YORK STATE AUTO THEFT REFORM ACT OF 1979, 

EFFECTIVE APRIL L 1980, WAS A COMPREHENSIVE BILL DEVELOPED 

OVER THE COURSE OF MY ADMINISTRATION AT GOVERNOR CAREY'S 
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DIRlCTION AND IN COOPERATION WITH SENATOR JOHN CAEMMERER, 

TO DEAL EXCLUSIVELY WITH AUTO THEFT IN THE STATE, 

THE ACT INCLUDED A NUMBER OF PROVISIONS AFFECTING THE 

INSURANCE LAWS AS WELL AS VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC LAWS OF THE 

STATE, 
(A) IT ESTABLISHED A CENTRAL ORGANIZATION, THE NATB, 

TO ACT AS A CLEARING HOUSE FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES WITH 

RESPECT TO INFORMATION ON AUTO THEFTS AND RECOVERIES, PRIOR 

TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS ACT MANY OF THOSE INSURERS WHO 

WERE ALREADY MEMBERS OF THE NATB FAILED TO COMPLY WITH NATB'S 

REPORTING AND VERIFICATION REQUIRE~lENTS, THE REGULATION 

DESIGNATING NATB ALSO REQUIRES INSURERS TO REPORT ALL TOTAL 

LOSSES TO THEM AND TO VERIFY THEFT AND FIRE LOSSES PRIOR TO 

PAYMENT AND, WITHIN SPECIFIED TIME FRAMES, IF ALL INSURERS 

CIJOPEPATED NATIONWIDE IN SUCH A PROGRAM, "PHANTOM" CAR 

LOSSES AND DUPLICATE CLAI~l PAYMENTS WOULD BE VIRTUALLY 

ELIMINATED, 

(B) THE ACT PROVIDED FOR INSURANCE RATE MODIFICATION 

COMMENCING AUGUST I, 1980, AS AN INCENTIVE TO USE ANTI-THEFT 
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DEVICES. 

(0 THE ACT RAISED THE CRIME OF A FALSE INSURANCE 

CLAIM OR FALSE WRITTEN STATEMENT ALLEGING A CAR THEFT FROM 

A MISDEMEANOR TO AN I/EI/ FELONY. 

(D) INSURANCE COMPANY ACTIVITIES IN THIS AREA ARE 

CONTROLLED BY REQUIRING INSURER COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS 

OF THE INSURANCE LAW AND THE VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC LAW IN 

DISPOSIrlG OF SALVAGE VEHICLES. IT SPECIFICALLY REQUIRED 

THAT ALL REGISTRATIONS OF TOTALLED VEHICLES BE VOIDED AND 

THAT SUCH VEHICLES NOT BE REREGISTERED WITHOUT DEPARTMENT 

OF MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION. 

(E) THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IS REQUIRED TO 

INSPECT TOTALLED, JUNKED OR SALVAGED VEHICLES FUK IDENTIFICATION 

PURPOSES TO ASCERTAIN THAT IT IS THE ORIGINAL REPAIRED AUTO 

BEFORE THEY MAY BE REGISTERED FOR USE ON THE ROAD. SUCH 

RENUMBERING MUST NOW BE REPORTED TO NATB. 

(F) THE BILL ALSO REGULATED THE ACTIVITIES OF PEOPLE 

ENGAGED IN THE TRANSFER, SALE OR DISPOSAL OF SALVAGE VEHICLES 

AND PARTS. VEHICLE DISMANTLERS, SALVAGE POOLS, MOBILE CAR 

1 
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CRUSHERS, ITINERANT VEHICLE COLLECTORS, VEHICLE REBUILDERS, 

SCRAP PROCESSORS, SCRAP COLLECTORS, REPAIR SHOPS AND DEALERS 

ARE SUBJECT TO REGULATION, REGISTRATION OR CERTIFICATION AND 

RECORD KEEPING PROVISIONS OF THE LAW, 

(G) A MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION PROGRAM WAS 

ESTABLISHED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO PROVIDE 

FOR INVESTIGATIONS OF POTENTIAL SOURCES FOR DISPOSING OF 

STOLEN VEHICLES, AND FOR THEIR COOPERATION WITH LAW 

ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, THE CO~1~lISSIONER OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

MUST SUBMIT A REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND LEGISLATURE BY 

JANUARY I, 1982, REPORTING ON THE OPERATION OF THIS THEFT 

PREVENT ION PROGRAM, 

THE MEASURES I HAVE DISCUSSED HAVE BEEN AND WILL BE 

PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL, LOSS RATIOS FOR PHYSICAL DAMAGE INSURANCE 

HAVE DECLINED FROM 96,5% IN 1976, TO 71,2% IN 1977, 65,3% IN 

1978, AND 64,6% IN THE FIRST THREE QUARTERS OF 1979, 

THE THEFTS, HOWEVER, ARE CONTINUING AT TOO HIGH A LEVEL 

AND THE COST IS AN UNCONSCIONABLE BURDEN ON THE PUBLIC, 

68-093 0 - 80 - 7 
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ALTHOUGH NEW YORK STATE/S APPROACH HAS HAD SOME EFFECT) 

IT DOES NOT AND C.~NNOT ATTACK AUTO THEFT FOR PARTS) NOR THE LOSS 

THAT OCCURS AS A RESULT OF VEHICLES BEING STOLEN AND SHIPPED 

ABROAD) OR VEHICLES BEING INSURED BY THE EXPORTER) SHIPPED ABROAD 

AND THEN BEING REPORTED STOLEN. ONLY A FEDERAL RESPONSE BY AN 

ENACTMENT OF LEGISLA7i..i;~ ENCOMPASSED IN H.R. 4178 COULD ATTACK 

THIS PROBLEM. 

AN INDIVIDUAL STATE CANNOT CALL UPON AUTO MANUFACTURERS 

TO IMPROVE THE PHYSICAL SECURITY FEATURES OF THE CARS AND PARTS 

THEY PRODUCE) NOR TO UNILATERALLY IMPROVE THE VIN SYSTEMS FOR 

VEHICLES AND THEIR PARTS. NO STATE CAN IMPOSE CRIMINAL PENALTIES 

FOR PEOPLE TRAFFICKING IN STOLEN CARS AND PARTS BEYOND THEIR OWN 

BORDERS) DESPITE THE FACT THt,T THE STATE MAY BE SERIOUSLY AFFECTED 

BY SUCH TRAFFICKING. NEITHER STATES NOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS CAN ACT 

TO CURTAIL THE EXPORTATION OF STOLEN VEHICLES) A SITUATION AFFLICT

ING EVERY AREA NEAR A PORT FACILITY. NHI YORK CAN ENACT LEGISLATION 

TO INHIBIT THE "CHOP SHOP"OPERATIONS) HOWEVER) WE KNOW THESE OPERATIONS 

CAN EASILY BE MOVED OUT OF REACH ACROSS THE STATE BORDERS. THESE 

TYPES OF LOSSES ACCOUNT FOR THE NATIONAL STATISTICS OF 41.7% OF 
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THE STOLEN CARS NOT BEING RECOVERED. IN ANALYZING THE STATISTICS 

OF AUTO T~EFT RECOVERY THE REAL USE OF STOLEN VEHICLES IS INDI-, 

CATED. IN 1960, .92% OF STOLEN AUTOS WERE RECOVERED, AS COMPARED 

TO 41.7% IN 1979. IN COMPARING EFFECTIVE ARREST AND PROSECUTION 

IN 1960,26% OF THE CRH1ES RESULTED IN ARREST, TODAY APPROXIMATELY 

15% ARE ARRESTED. 

ORGANIZED CRIME IS HEAVILY INVOLVED AND DOZENS OF MURDERS 

HAVE OCCURRED IN ILLINOIS AND NEW YORK. 

H.R. 4178 WOULD EFFECTIVELY ATTACK THE GENERAL PROBLEM 

OF AUTO THEFT IN THE COUNTRY AND THE SPECIALI~ED PROBLEM OF STOLEN 

VEHICLES BEING EXPORTED TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

IT IS AN OMNIBUS BILL "TO IMPROVE THE PHYSICAL SECURITY 

FEATURES OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE AND ITS PARTS, TO INCREASE THE 

CRIMINAL PErlALTIES OF PERSONS TRAFFICKING IN STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLES 

AND PARTS, TO CURTAIL THE EXPORTATION OF STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLES" 

AND "TO STEM THE GROylING PROBLEM OF I CHOP SHOPS I." 

IT GIVES ADDITIONAL STRENGTH TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 

IN THEIR FIGHT AGAINST PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN VEHICLE CRIME . 

. -------------------------- --
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IT DECLARES THAT "THE COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE OF 

THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE INDUSTRY IS NEEDED TO CURB THE GROWING 

PROBLEM OF INSURANCE FRAUD THROUGH IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR PROCED

URES FOR THEIR CLAIM PROCESSES, DISPOSITION OF SALVAGED VEHICLES, 

AND ISSUANCE OF POLICIES", WE NEED INSURANCE COMPANIES THROUGH

OUT THE COUNTRY TO STOP THE SALE OF TOTALLED VEHICLES IN FURTHER

ING AUTO THEFTS OR FRAUDULENT THEFT CLAIMS, 

THE ACT OF 1979 HAS A PROVISION FOR EXAMINATION OF 

MOTOR VEHICLES AND THEIR DOCUMENTS BEFORE THEY ARE SHIPPED OUT 

OF THE COUNTRY, UNTIL LAST NOVEMBER A SHIPPER DID NOT HAVE TO 

PRODUCE SUCH PAPERIIORK UNTIL AFTER SHIPMENT. FOR THE PAST SIX 

MONTHS, A TEMPORARY AMENDMENT TO THE FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS 

REGULATIONS HAS REQUIRED THAT DOCUMENTATION BE SUBMITTED TO 

CUSTOMS 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE OF THE SHIPMENT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE, 

THE REGULATION EXPIRED MAY 31 1 1979, IN APRIL, 1980 IN NEW YORK 

AND NEW JERSEY 104 STOLEN VEHICLES WERE SEIZED ON THE DOCK ON 

THEIR WAY TO KUWAIT, THIS FORTUITOUS EVENT OCCURRED ONLY BECAUSE 

A CUSTOMS AGENT BECAME SUSPICIOUS, IT WAS NOT A PART OF HIS DUTIES, 
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PERHAPS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROVISION IN THIS LEGISLATION 

IS POWER GIVEN TO THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION TO REQUIRE 

IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR COMPONENT CRASH PARTS OF AN AUTO, 

IF WE COULD SERIAL NUMBER FIVE MAJOR PARTS OF AN AUTO 

AND CONTROL THESE NUMBERS BY A COMPUTER BANK, THEN 50 TO 60% OF 

THE AUTO THEFTS WOULD BE STOPPED, IF ALL DOORS, TRUNK LIDS, HOODS 

AND FRONT ASSEMBLIES WERE SERIAL NUMBERED, THEN THE THEFT FOR 

PARTS WOULD LOSE THEIR FINANCIAL INCENTIVE, NO INTELLIGENT AND 

ENTERPRISING THIEF WOULD BE ABLE TO MAINTAIN A PROFITABLE OPERA

TION WITH THE ~lEAGER MONIES OBTAINED FROM THE SALE OF WHEELS AND 

TIRES, RADIOS AND BATTERIES, 

AUTO RINGS OPERATE WiTH CERTAIN COSTS AND THEY MUST SHOW 

SUBSTANTIAL PROFITS WITH MI'HMUM EXPOSURE. THEY USUALLY HAVE A 

GROUP OF AUTO PROCURERS THAT ARE PAID ON A PER CAR STOLEN BASIS, 

THIS COST RANGES FROM $75 TO $125 PER CAR, THIS CAR IS BROUGHT 

TO A LOCATION THAT IS RENTED FOR A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME, THE CAR 

IS STRIPPED OF ITS WHEELS, DOORS, HOOD, TRUNK, FENDERS AND FRONT 

END IN LESS THAN AN HOUR, 

IF THIS LEGISLATION BECOMES EFFECTIVE, THEN NO INSURANCE 
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COMPANY WOULD PAY A CLAIM FOR ANY REPAIR THAT INCLUDES REPLACEMENT 

OF A MAJOR AUTO PART UNLESS THE PART'S SERIAL NUMBER WAS CHECKED 

BY THE ADJUSTER, INCLUDED IN HIS REPORT, AND VERIFIED IN THE 

COMPUTER ~S A PROPER SALEABLE PART, NO STOLEN PART OF A CAR 

COULD BE USED TO RECEIVE AN INSURANCE PAYMENT, 

I BELIEVE THAT PASSAGE OF THIS LEGISLATION WILL PROVIDE 

A LOSS CURTAILMENT THAT COULD REDUCE BY 18% THE COST OF AUTO 

INSURANCE IN NEW YORK, A SIMILAR AMOUNT IN PORT CITIES AND A 

LESSER PERCENT IN THE REST OF THE COUNTRY, 

I URGE YOU TO PASS THIS LEGISLATION AT ONCE, IT IS 

VITALLY NEEDED TO PROTECT THE DRIVING PUBLIC IN THE STATE OF NEW 

YORK, AS WELL AS THE COUNTRY, 
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Mr. GREEN. I have no questions. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Luken_~ 
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Mr. LUKEN. "\Vould you elaborate a little bit on the VIN ~ You seem 
to be placing a good deal of credence on the effectiveness of legislation 
which. would require. a YIN. "\Voulcl you elaborate :a little on wh~t 
the specifics are of that YIN, >how many component parts we want It 
on, what kind of a marking it should be-is there a tanlperproof VIN 
or something akin to a tampel'proof VIN ~ 

Mr. LEWIS. Congressman, 1 am really not able to answer that. I 
would imagine that anything on there would be t!¥Upel'ed with .a.n.d 
be removed. 

Mr. LUKEN. Of course, if it is stamped into the metal, then there 
would be some evidence left tha,t something was done, if nothing else, 
then there was an. obliteration that occurred. 

Mr. LEWIS. Congressman, if you are riding through. Queens to go 
back to "\Vnshington, you might come across wrecks that are out on 
the stroot. You will aLways find that. the most expensive part of that 
wreck is always left on the street, and that is the motor, the engine, 
the power train. 

Mr. SCHEUER. That is because they do have a VIN ~ 
Mr. LEWIS. That is because it has·an identification. number. 
Mr. LUKEN. It has an engine number stamped into the block. 
Mr. LEWIS. l~ight. 
1\:[1'. LUKEN. Not any seal put on. the outside. 
Mr. LEWIS. Right. 
But, UongressnlJan, it would be my nnderstanding tJhat if they are 

going to tamper and take the munber off, somehow that number has 
to have a. response. Just as we could nm a VIN number to see about 
the motor vehicle, the motor vehicle has to be a validly nonstolen 
vehicle. 

What I -am afraid of in this thing is that this is motherhood legis
lation. I consider it motherhood legislation. I run just afraid that the 
automobile man.ufacturers that I have discussed this with when they 
have come to me about problems hlvolving insumnce are not interested 
in it. Then when they get to something called Senate-House conference, 
what starts out like a horse ends up looking like a camel. 

I am just afraid as we make it more difficult, the cost of this thing 
starts to become an area where the manufactures would back off. 

I would like to see it simple. I would hope that the computer would 
be able to show us a way in which the insurance companies~that is 
where they have to stop it--the insurance companies do not pay until 
they get a valid part fromla valid source. 

Then they are going to have to look for anotJher business. They will 
probably steal more votes. Then we will be here again. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Not before this subcommittee. Thank you very much 
for your very thoughtful testimony. 

"\Ve will now hear from Mr. Paul Gilliland of the National Automo
bile Theft Bureau . 
. Mr. Gillil~d, we are running a little bit Late as you lmow. We appre

cLate your patIence and tolerance. 
Your entire prepared testimony will be printed in full in the record 

[~ee.p. 99]. ~o I.would suggest th.at you just talk to us informally, 
hlttl11g the hlghlIghts of your testImony, and then I aan sure we wiIll 
have some questions for you. 
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STATEMENT OF PAUL W. GILLILAND, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL 
AUTOMOBILE THEFT BUREAU 

Mr. GILLILAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to elaborate, 
if I may, just on certain points of the bill. 

Mr. LUKEN. Mr. Chairman, for the uninformed, what is your 
bureau~ 

Mr. GILLILAND. The National Automobile Theft Bureau has been in 
operation since 1912. "\iV e are supported by approximately 500 of the 
major property casualty insurance companies in the United States. 
We have a staff of special agents that work throughout the United 
States. They are former law enforcement officers, FBI agents, State 
police officers, city police officers who work with the duly constituted 
authorities in dealing with commercial motor vehicle theft rings and 
in dealings with fraud operations. 

Before the NCIC was created many years ago, the NATB main
tained, for law enforcement, the one national stolen car file maintained 
in the United States. 

Mr. SClIEUFJR. The NCIC is'~ 
Mr. GILLILAND. The National Crime Information Center, which is 

controlled by the Federal Bureau of Investigat,ion now under their au
thority. 'We still maintain '£I, large, computerized file of stolen vehicles 
which are reported to us by the insurance industry. It not only includes 
automobiles but trailers, motorcycles, trucks. 

Mr. LUKEN. So .the central reporting system is your principal-
Mr. GILLILAND. Yes, including heavy equipment and marine equip-

ment generally, stolen,):.ransportable, uniquely identifiable equipment. 
Mr. LUKEN. Tl1J1t.ties in with law enforcement~ 
Mr. GILLIL~-NJ5: Yes, sir. 
Mr. LUI{EN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. GILLILAND. If I might, one point that I have heard many ques

tions addressed to this morning deals with the identification of a motor 
vehicle. If I could give you just a brief bit of the ~listory : Many years 
ago there was a serIal number, referred to as a serIal number, that was 
normally affixed to the doorpost of a motor vehicle. There was also a 
motor number called a motor number which actually was an engine 
number, which was different than the serial number. 

As the years progressed, these numbers developed into the vehicle 
identification number. This was moved to the dash area, or the wind
shield area of the vehide, because of some search and seizure problems 
in one respect dealing with the opening of the vehicle door in order to 
copy dOW~l the vehicl!;', identification number. It is always applied to an 
area that IS least probable to be damaged and hoped to be the most per
manent part of the vehicle. That is why it appears in the dash area. 

Engine numbers and transmission numbers 'are derivatives of th'UJt 
numbN. Sometimes the entire vehicle identification number is not 
repeated hut derivrutives o:f the VIN 'are repeated fur the purpose of 
identifying engines and transmissions . 

• Tust recently, the Nrutional Highway Traffic Safety Administra
tion has issued a stanclard which should go into effMt with the begin
ning of nex,t year's model whidh will standardize that VIN to:17 posi
tions and that is the vehicle idelltificrution numiJJer-VIN -that the 
witne.ss!;'s are t,alkillg about. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. Is tlutt susceptible to forgery ~ 
Mr. GILTJILAND. lit is, to some extent, and I would like to explain this 

to y'Ou. 
Mr. LUKEN. The 'Old engine numbers were st&mped into the block~ 
Mr. GILLILAND. They were and are die stJamped. The numbers thrut 

appear on the dash now are, f'Or the most part, embossed, are pushed 
from underneatJh on a metal plate. These plates can be replaced; h'Ow
ever, there are other areas Ito look--

Mr. LUKEN. Look ror what ~ 
Mr. GILLILAND. Look for additional numbers. 
Mr. LUKEN. Those are the component parts~ 
Mr. GILLILAND. Yes. 
Now f the point that I think is vel'S important here is thTht the pro

posed legisirution pr'Oposes componenrt identification and tilis w'Ould 
increase the number of unique identifiers that would appear on that 
vellicle. 

N'Ow, 'certainly they can be gr'Oundoff, 'tJhey can be obliterated. 
Sometimes they are skillfully replaced, or restamped. 

,V" e are successful, in many instances, in restoring these numbers by 
,the use of a haa,t process 'Or by an acid elootrolytic process where they 
al' aotually restored and can be read. 

But the one major point that· should be recognized is that the more 
numbers that are on a vehicle, the better the probability there is to 
identify the vehlcle. 

The secQnd item of importance is thrut many 'Of these valruruble parts 
that you heard discussed, or referred to this morning, are not identifi
a!ble once they lea.ve the vehicle: once 'they are disassembled from the 
vellicle. The proposed component identifiorutiQn would identify those 
parts. 

As I read the proPQsed legisl'rutiQn, if one of the pal'lts 'thrut was man
dated to be identified by ;the Se<:rciary 'Of Transportation was round 
in the possession 'Of an individual witlh. that number missing 'Or 'Obliter
ated\ that in and 'Of itself it w'Ould be a vi'OhttiQn of Vhe law. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Without any proof of intent or knowledge? 
Mr. GILLILAND. I think you would have to assume that once it became 

common knowledge that these parts are identified and once everybody 
was notified t,hat there should be an identification number there, I thlnk 
that the courts then probably would accept the responsibility of 
knowledge. 

1-Ve assume that everybody knows that there is a vehicle identifica
tion number on every automobile and the assumption would simply be 
broadened. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You heard one of the former witnesses recommended 
that we take out the words "knowledge" and "intent." Do you support 
that~ 

Mr. GILLILAND. Knowledge is a very difficult element at law, as you 
know, to prQve. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Well, you have just said it isn't difficult in this case to 
prove. 

Mr. GILLII.AND. I am saying that if it is assumed that once everyone 
knows that these major component parts have identification numbers 
on them, that we would hope that the court would assume that every
one would have knowledge that there should be a number there and 
should look for that number. 

i 

! 
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Mr. SCHEUER. Are you saying that knowledge should be in the bill 
and intent, or should be left out of the bill and simply let the court 
impute knowledge? 

Mr. GILLILAND. I really do not think that you can write the bill any 
differently than it is proposed, and maintain constitutionality. 

Mr. SOHEUER. So you would not advocate that we change it to take 
out knowledge and intent ~ 

Mr. GILLILAND. No, sir. 
Mr. LUKEN. I think that whether we did or not, the Supreme Court 

would require the same degree of proof. 
Mr. GILLILAND. That is right. 
Mr. GREEN. I gather that you think that the vehicle identification 

system on additional parts, even though not foolproof, would be cost
effective in terms of dealing w~th auto theft ;9roblems? 

Mr. GILLILAND. I think that It has to be. 
Mr. GREEN. I gather that the cost to, say, half a dozen additional 

vehicle identification numb.:lrs would be soinething small. 'When you 
get to locking devices you are getting to something that is somewhat 
more expensive, and there the numbers get into two figures. , 

Do you think that improved locking devices would be of sufficient 
deterrence that they would be cost-effective even though they are a 
more expensive thing than the vehicle identification numbers? 

Mr. GILLILAND. Right now, two of the major manufacturers, General 
Motors and Ford, have experimental programs where they are iden
tifyinO' major component parts so there will be some experience Jealing 
with the results of this identification, hopefully available within the 
luture. 

As to locking devices, you saw the demonstration this morning that 
was 1?resented here. Any of these recommendations that are ir,cluded 
in thIS bill in and of themselves individually are not the total answer, 
but they are in combination a major step in the right direction. 
If the locking device is more effective then there is more of a delay, 

the longer the delay the greater probability of the individual being 
observed and the greater probability of his beiIlg observed, the greater 
the pr?bability of his apprehension and arrest and subsequent 
convlctlOn. 

Mr. GREEN. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much, :Mr. Gilliland. You have been 

very helpful and we very much appreciate it.. 
fTestimony resumes on p. 118.] . 
[Mr. Gilliland's prepared statement and attachment follows:] 
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My name is Paul W. Gilliland. I am President of 

the National Automobile Theft Bureau. NATB is a crime 

prevention organization supported by more than 500 

property-casualty insurance companies to provide as

sistance to law enforcement agencies, insurers and the 

public. The Bureau is an agency for the investigation, 

location and identification of stolen vehicles and for 

the p'romotion of auto theft, arson and fraud prevention 

activities. We appreciate the opportunity to present 

our views on the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act 

before this Committee. NATB's position is that we favor 

sound anti-vehicle theft legislation at all levels of 

government. 

The profile of motor vehicle theft has dramatically 

changed during the past 20 years, In 1960, vehicle theft 

was considered to be primarily a juvenile problem. Our 

records show that approximately 94% of all vehicles re

ported to NATB as stolen were located. (See Exhibit #1.) 

In the years that followed the percent of "vehicles 

located" rapidly decreased as professional criminals 

became increasingly involved with vehicle theft. Law 

enforcement agencies engaged in combatting vehicie theft 
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agree that it is much more difficult to locate vehicles 

stolen by professional thieves. 

By 1965 our percentage of locations dropped to 

78%; in 1970, 69%; and in 1~78 and 1979, NATB located 

55% of ::0.11 vehicles reported to the Bureau as stolen. 

It must be noted that some jurisdictions report greater 

recovery percentages and others report significantly 

less; however, today four out of every 10 cars stolen are 

never located--a significant indicator of organized 

crime's involvement in vehicle theft. (See Exhibit *1.) 

Ring activities also are indicative of the growing 

'participation of professional criminals in vehicle 

theft. In 1977, NATB participated in investigating 288 

theft ring' cases, locating 3,817 vehicles. During the 

next year, 339 new theft ring cases were investigated 

with 4,730 vehicles located. In 19'79, the Bureau 

participated in the investigation of 402 new theft ring 

cases, which resulted in the location of 4,604 vehicles. 

This reflects a 39.6% increase in professional ring 

cases since 1978. 

Currently, the United States finds itself in a 

position where organized crime is heavily entangled in 

.mo1:or vehicle crime. The increased involvement of the 

...... ~apg-............... ~.a ______________________________ . ____ __ 
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the professional criminal necessitates a revamping of 

both federal and state laws in order to provide law 

enforcement agencies with the proper working tools 

which are So vitally needed if they are to efficiently 

cope with the situation. If enacted, the proposed 

Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979 will provide 

many of these tools. 

At this point, I would like to examine the major 

provisions of the Act as analyzed by NATB. 

Title I describes the extent of the motor vehicle 

theft problem in the United states today, offering a 

factual basis for the proposed legislation. NATB's 

independent data tends to support points set forth in 

Title I, indicating an alarming current upward trend 

in vehicle theft. During 1979, N~TB processed 88.4% 

more theft reports than were processed in 1969, a decade 

earlier. The past year (1979) revealed a significant 

11.4% increase in vehicle theft over the preceeding 

year (1978). The 11.4% increase is ominous when compared 

to annual increases of a 3% growth in 1978 and a 1% 

increase in 1977. 

Our records indicate 1979's upward trend of vehicle 

theft affected all geographic regions, with the Southwestern 
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Division reporting a 35.8% increase, the Pacific 

coast Division up 23.5%; the Southern Division up 

21.5%; the western Division up 9.2% and the Eastern 

Division up 3.0%. 

It would appear, therefore, that motor vehicle theft 

is a national problem whose substantial increases are 

not materially affected by population changes; changes 

in reporting procedures; or other variables. The in

creases must be directly attributed to an increase in 

organized crime's involvement. 

Data for my next t;wo comments is drawn from FBI 

and New York State Uniform Crime Reports. On the 

positive side, vehicle thefts were down 7.02% over the 

preceeding year in the state of New York. The state 

also reported a 10.77% decrease in 1978 and a 0012% 

increase in 1977. This is in contrast to a 14.81% 

increase in 1976. (See Exhibit #2.) 

New York city reported a 7.98% growth of vehicle 

thefts in 1979 in contrast to an 11.97% decrease in 1978 

and a 2.34% reduction in 1977. (See Exhibit #2.) 

In our opinion, the favorable experience can be 

attributed, in part, to the meaningful anti-vehicle 

theft legislatIon enacted by NelO/ York's legislature 

during the past several years • 

........ _-----------------------_._--------- --- --
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NATB data generally reflects the hard-core theft 

data on stolen vehicles normally not located and re

covered within the first 48 to 72 hours after the 

theft. This data, therefore, is highly indicative of 

commercial activity. Our latest data available indicates 

a countrywide increase of 15.5% for January through 

April, 1980, compared to a 12.7% increase for the same 

period of time during 1979 over 1978. On the other hand, 

the first four months of 1980 show a 30.2% increase over 

the first four months for 1978--just two years ago. 

NATB's statistics for the state of New York for 

January through April 1980, reflect similar increasing 

trends as compared to a 16% decrease, for January through 

April, 1979. 

Our New Jersey and Pennsylvania data also reflects 

meaningful increases for the first four months of 1979. 

The vehicle theft problem does exist and it's 

growing every day. We must move aggressively to con

front the problem. Meaningful legislation must be 

enacted at both the federal and state level to provide 

law enforcement agencies with the assistance needed in 

their confrontation with vehicle crime. 
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In the proposed federal legislative package, pro

visions included in Title II would give the Secretary of 

Transportation through the National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration, authority to issue standards 

which will improve the security of motor vehicles and 

their parts. 

A major section of Title II authorizes the place

ment of additional numbers on major component parts of 

a vehicle. The method of marking the parts would be 

selected after a year of study by the National Highway 

Safety Administration. 

Earlier, I pointed out that approximately four out 

of every 10 stolen vehicles are never recovered. It's 

reasonable to conclude that many of these vehicles 

currently end up in chop shops. A new, late model 

vehicle can be disassembled by two chop shop employees 

in approximately 40 minutes. The sorry situation is 

that in most cases, the major component parts of a 

vehicle are not identifiable once they are separated 

from the vehicle. The placement of additional permanent 

numbers on major component parts would provide important 

assistance to law enforcement by offering the means to 

68-093 0 - 80 - 8 
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identify the fruits of chop shop crimes. The end result 

would be increased prosecutions and convictions which 

are recognized deterrents to crime. 

At this point, I would like to suggest that if 

numbers are to be placed on the major cOlnponent parts 

of a vehicle, the placement should be made by the vehicle 

manufacturers at the time of assembly. Their engineering 

expertise,internal control, knowledge of the numbering 

system and experience in past identification processes 

are necessary to preserve the integrity of numbers 

placed on component parts. 

While after-market identification procedures 

obviously have a deterrent affect--and are efficient as 

a theft deterrent to some degree--the possibility always 

exists that a car bearing after-market identification 

could already have been stolen and disguised before 

being marked. In this type of situation the after-market 

identification only compounds the vehicle's disguised 

identity. 

A major section of Title II proposes to give the 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration the 

authority to create standards which would increase the 

efficiency of existent vehicle security systems. In this 
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way, it would take a thief a longer period of time to 

circumvent the system. Reports from the field tell us 

that the experienced thief has reached a degree of 

expertise where many current locking dev~ces serve to 

delay him no longer than 40 seconds. In recent years, 

several major changes have been implemented by the 

manufacturers to delay the thief. It's obvious, however, 

that if the problem is to be firmly dealt with the 

consumer who purchases a new car must be provided with 

a more effective and efficient security device than 

presently is being offered. 

Title III of the proposed legislation will provide 

law enforcement with needed legal tools to combat 

professional vehicle theft. Currently, stolen vehicles 

transported in interstate commerce are dealt with under 

the Dyer Act, which was enacted many years ago. Today, 

our problem is not exclusively the interstate transportation 

of a stolen motor vehicle, but includes the interstate 

transportation of stolen expensive vehicle parts. It 

is not unusual for vehicles to be stolen, disassembled 

and the major component parts transported by surface or 

air across the United States in short periods of time. 
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Organized crime is involved in this highly lucrative 

activity. Federal law enforcement authorities must be 

given the jurisdiction to deal with the interstate 

transportation of this property. 

Title 18 of the United States Code would be amended 

to make it a federal crime to remove, obliterate or 

tamper with a federally-mandated vehicle identification 

number. 

In addition, any motor vehicle part with an altered 

number could be seized for further investigation and 

disposition. 

Another provision of Title III amends the definition 

of "securities" in the National Stolen Property Act to 

cover motor vehicle titles until cancelled by the state 

of issuance. Certificate of titles for motor vehicles, 

which in some cases describe vehicies worth as much as 

$50,000, are stolen or counterfeited, then trafficked 

in interstate commerce. Subsequently, they may be 

presented as collateral to secure fraudulent financing 

or used to secure certificates of title in another state 

for misrepresentation and fraud. In the past, this type 

of operation has not been subject to federal control even 

though it frequently has involved interstate conunerce. 
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The proposed federal legislation would provide additional 

protection to the consumer and would assist law enforce

ment in combatting this type of operation. 

Another .section of Title III provides for a $25,000 

fine or up to ten years imprisonment, or both, for those 

who traffic in motor vehicles o~ motor vehicle parts 

which have had their identification numbers removed or 

altered. In addition, the RICO statute (Racketeer In

fluenced and Corrupt Organizations) would be expanded 

to include trafficking in stolen motor vehicles and 

their parts. This would be accomplished by incorporating 

the present Dyer Act and the new trafficking statute 

just described, within the purview of the RICO Statute. 

This section of the law would serve to deter organized 

crime from investing in chop shop operations, since 

professional criminals will know their business and 

assets could be seized by the federal government. 

Enactment of this legislation will provide government 

prosecutors with additional legal mechanisms to pro

secute organized crime involved in the theft and dis

mantling of stolen vehicles. 

An additional provision of Title III amends the 

Master Key Act to prohibit the mailing of manipulative' 
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devices designed to circumvent motor vehicle locking 

devices. A section of the Act also prohibits any 

advertisement of such a device. Currently, these types 

of tools are readily available for purchase by anyone 

with sufficient money. This portion of the proposed 

Bill is designed to help curb amateur thefts as well 

as to make it more difficult for the professionals to 

obtain necessary tools of the trade. 

Title IV of the proposed federal legislation 

authorizes the Secretary of Treasury to issue regulations 

controlling the illegal exportation and importation of 

motor vehicles. Many vehicles which are the property 

of u.s. citizens are stolen and shipped out of the 

united States. Although we do not know of all such 

violations, we suspect that the number of vehicles 

illegally exported has a material.; impact on the deteri-

orating recovery percentage. For example, one expert 

yarns that at least 10,000 stolen vehicles are taken 

annually to Mexico. (1) This estimate does not include 

seaport export:ation of vehicles being sent to Central 

America, We~it Africa, the Caribbean, the Philippines 

~ld other countries. 

(1) Howard S. l~arks, Investigator to the Minority, 
United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
of the Cornwittee on Governmental Affairs, Washington, 
UC--Remarks before the 1980 Annual NATB Membership Meeting, 
Atlanta, Georgia, March 26, 1980 
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One indicator pointing to an increase in exported 

stolen vehicles is the number of NATB vehicle locations 

in Mexico. Our number of locations in 1979 increased 

171% over vehicles located in 1978. If the current 

trends continue, we'll locate 46.3% more vehicles in 

1980 than we did in 1979. It seems reasonable to assume 

that if more vehicles are being located out of the country, 

more vehicles are being stolen and transported outside 

the United states. 

H.R. 4178 attacks the exportation of stolen vehicles 

by requiring exporters to record the VIN and to file the 

export declaration with Customs before sailing. In 

addition, Customs would be given new arrest powers. 

Moreover, anyone who exports or imports a vehicle with 

an altered federally-mandated VIN could be fined up 

to $10,000 and given up to 5 years imprisonment. This 

section of the proposed legislation would give law en

forcement needed powers where presently amazingly few 

exist. Protection of a U.S. citizen's stolen property 

illegally introduced into international commerce is a 

primary responsibility of the U.S. government. 

The final segment of H.R. 4178, Title VI empowers 

the Attorney General to prepare a report on the growing 

-------------------------------
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problem of "off-road" motor vehicle theft. The report 

would include steps being taken to help prevent off-road 

equipment theft. 

Theft of off-road units--farm tractors, bulldozers, 

etc.--has emerged as a profitable enterprise of commercial 

crime. A recent segment on television's 60 Minutes de

scribed the problem to a n~tional audience. currently, 

a number of newspaper articleu also have further 

depicted the problem. Latest data available from the 

Associated General Contractors of America estimates 

heavy equipment theft losses of $13,869,000 for 1978. 

The Association's survey points out that these statistics 

are conservative in that they represent only losses for 

the general contracting segment of the construction 

industry. They believe other segments such as sub

contractors, suppliers, equipment distributors and rental 

firms probably have higher losses. 

Lack of a standard system for identifying heavy 

equipment contributes to the theft problem. Unlike 

automobiles with vehicle identification numbers, heavy 

equipment is extremely diversified and is not identi.fied 

by a universal system. Each manufacturer has its own 

method of marking equipment. As a result, in some 

instances, it's extremely difficult for investigators to 

identify the stolen equipment. 
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As a result of the growing commercial involvement 

in the theft of this type of equipment it is extremely 

hard to establish documentation and proof of ownership. 

NATB currently is building a data base on stolen 

heavy equipment--both agricultural and construction-

that should count~r some of the problems which exist 

in this area. Records are cross-indexed by a product 

identification number and by other unique numbers on 

the principal sub-assemblies such as engines, trans

missions and peripheral equipment. This information 

,.,ill be available to law enforcement agencies on a 

24-hour, 7-day a week basis and is national in origin. 

Currently, law enforcement agencies on the federal, 

state and local levels; the manufacturers; and NATB 

are cooperating in examining additional measures to 

combat off-road equipment theft. 

Mr. Chairman, enactment of H.R. 4178 would serve 

to create standards which many states may adopt and 

expand upon. Adoption of this proposed legislation 

will provide law enforcement agencies with many of the 

tools needed to effectively battle vehicle theft on an 

interstate and an international level. 
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No one organization; no one industry; no one agency 

can stabilize and control vehicle theft and fraud. If 

we are to be successful, there must be massive, aggressive, 

cost-efficient, coordinated efforts by many organizations 

working together. 

The NATB, therefore, endorses the concept of the 

Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act because of the much 

needed additional strength it will provide to law en

forcement agencies in their continuing fight against 

professional involvement in vehicle crime. 

# # # 
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STUDY OF NEW YORK CITY AND 
STATE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFTS 

1975 Through 1979 

1975 1976 1977 ~ 1979 -
New York City 83,201 96,682 94,42"0 83,112 89,748 

+16.2% -2.34% -11.97% +7.98% 

New York State 116,274 133,504 133,669 119,264 110,881 I-' 

+14.81% +.12% -10.77% -7.02% I-' ' 
0':> 

New Jersey 39,337 37,462 37,489 41,075 Not Avail. 

-4.76% +.07% +9.56% 

united States 1~100,500 957,600 968,400 991,611 1,100,688 
-4.28% +1.13% +2.39% +10.·99% 

Sources: FBI Uniform Crime Report 
Ne'YT York Uniform Crime Report EXHIBIT #2 
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FBI UNIFORN CRIHE REPORT 
THEFT STATISTICS 

TOTAL + INCREASE +l INCR. AVG. % CLEAREI 
~ ~ - DECREASE =.LQg:.!l.:. ~ ~ J3~ 
1957 276,000 
19f" 282,800 + 6,800 + 3 
19~_ 288,300 + 5,500 + 2 92 $ 829.00 26.2 1960 321,400 + 27,600 + 9 92 830.00 25.7 1961 326,200 + 7,700 + 2 90 840.00 27.S 1962 356,100 + 29,900 + 9 90 866.00 25.0 1963 399,000 + 42,900 + 11 91 927.00 26.0 1964 ~63,000 + 64,000 + 16 89 1,048.00 26.0 1965 49·3,100 + 30,100 + 5 SS 1,038.00 25.0 . 1966 557,000 + 63,900 + 13 90 1,029.00 23.0 1967 654,900 + 97,900 + 18 86 1,017.00 ... "'.0 1968 777,800 + 122,900 + 19 86 991. P' 19 0 1969 871,900 + 94,100 + 12 84 99-.00 18.0 1970 921,400 + 49,500 + 6 84 .• S.OO 17.0 1971 941,600 + 20,200 + 2 82 933.00 16.0 1972 881,000 60,600 6 *74 935.00 17.0 1973 923,600 + 42,600 + 5 72 1,095.00 16.0 1974 973,SOO +. 50,200 + 5 - 66 1,246.00 15.0 1975 1,000,500 + 26,700 + 3 62 1,457.00 14.0 1976 957,600 42,900 4 59 1,741. 00 14.0 1977 968,400 + 10,SOO + 1 60 1,992.00 14.0 19~8 991,600 + 23,200 + 2 60" 2,325.00 15.0 

t*l~ J 1,100,676 + 109,076 + 11 59 2,675.00 14.0 

. Beginning 1972, recovered p~rcentage refers to va+ue of vehicles . 
** Estimated based on Jan - Sept 79 UCR Release EXHIBIT i3 
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:Mr. SOHEUER. Now we will heM' from :Mr. Donald J. Bardell, 
executive director of the American Association of Motor Vehicle 
Administrators. 

You have your colleague with you. 1Vould you identify him, please ~ 

STATEMENT OF DONALD J. BARDELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE ADMINISTRA
TORS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT BROWN, DIRECTOR, PUB
LIC AFFAIRS, AAMVA 

Mr. BARDELL. This is Mr. Robert Brown, our Director of Public 
Affairs at AAMVA. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Now, we are running late, as you know, and we want 
to apologize for that. ,Ve thank you for your patjence anc1 for your 
tolerance. 

Did both of you have statements, or just yourself~ 
Mr. BARDELL. No, I only have a statement. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Your statement will be printed in full. 
Mr. BARDELL. Yes, with the appendices Lsee p.122]. 
MI'. SCHEUER. So we hope you will simply talk to us informally and 

hit the high spots. 
MI'. BARDELL. I will try and cut it down. I have a statement that 

is approximately 10 to 12 minutes long. 
MI'. SCHEUER. lYe would rather you not reac1 it. because we only 

have 15 minutes. 
Mr. BARDELL. You mentioned AAMVA, who we are. I do want to 

point out that the reason I am he1'e1 is that I have close identity with 
New York State. I was previously the general eounsel and d.eputy 
commissioner of motor vehicles in the I:;tate of New York. I was 
involved with developing some of the administrative scheme relating 
to motor vehicle theft prevention. 

I want to point out, at the beginning, that .AAMV A vigorously 
supports the concept and the purposes of H.R. 4178 but we have three 
major concerns with respect to title II. 

They are, No.1-clarification of the question of preemption with 
respect to the extent of State enforcement of identical Federal 
standards adopted by the States pursuant to the National Traffic and 
Motor Velu.cle Act of 1966 and as this act would be amended by 
title II of H.R. 4178. 

No.2-in view of the k~y role motor vehicle administrators 
plu,y in the vehicle theft prevention system, an amendment that 
specifically designates AAMV A as one of the organizations named 
in section 202(a) to be consulted within the formulation of security 
standards. 

And No.3-to assure a meaningful consultative process, an amend
ment that directs the Secretary of Transportation to develop a con
sensus with the groups named in section 202(a) and to further consult 
with other interested palties. 
If I mu.y, and with your indulgence, Mr .. Chairman, I would like 

to int.roduce on behalf, and at the request of, the International Asso
ciation of the Chiefs of Police, a resolution passed at the IACP's last 
in~ernational conference which substantially supports our position 
WIth respect to our concerns of H.R. 4178. 
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Mr. SCHEUER. ",Ve will put that in the record immediate1/ after 
your prepared te~i. with your prepared testimony [see p. 264] If there 
is no objection. 

With no objection, it is so ordered. 
Mr. GREEN. May I ask you a question on the preemption issue~ 
The impression, both from hearing you and reading your prepared 

text, is that the problem with preemption is not limited to the amend
ment proposed to be made by this bill but that it, in fact, relates to 
the underlying legislation. 

Mr. BARDELL. Yes; it is. Therefore, I believe you have to look to the 
underlying legislation in order to glean what the congressional intent 
would be; particularly with section 203 of your bill. 

That is why I addressed myself to the underlying legislation and 
specifically section 103 (d), the preemption section under the Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. 

Mr. GREEN. In terms of the consultative process to which you refer, 
would it be your feeling that the Secretary should not be permitted 
to go forward unless there is some percentage of people agreeing ~ Or 
do you think that is something that has ultimately got to be his 
judgment~ 

Mr. BARDELL. r think that what we are attempting to do, to be very 
candid, is to be sure that those parties who are directly affected by 
any standards promulgated by the Secretary have an opportunity to 
sit down with the Secretary, or his designee, prior to a notice of pro
posed rulemaking coming out so that they will be able to provide 
meaningful input to the Secretary. I am thinking in terms of the 
parties designated in section 202 ( a), and that in addition to them, it 
would be appropriate to add the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Asso
ciation, the Motor Equipment Manufacturers Association and the 
insurance industry. They would be directly affected and to insure that 
a consensus--which is not necessarily a majority and not necessarily 
unanimity-is reached. The Secretary, as the duly appointed author
ity, would make the final determination as to whether substantial 
agreement--consensus-has been developed. 

vVe do not want to restrict the Secretary in his rulemaking, but we 
do want to make sure that a meaningful consultation takes place, 
because the consultative process, communicative rapport, changes with 
each Secretary. Each has a different philosophy. Each of us, as admin
ist.rators, have a different philosophy and we wanl; to make sure that 
there is a continuity of the philosophy of meaningful consultation, 
not only today but tomorrow. 

Mr. SCHEUER. This whole question of preemption is a very compli
cated one. ",Ve understand that there is some concern on that matter. 
The business of requiring consensus in effecl; is a formula for doing 
nothing because it gives everybody a veto, or everybody has a veto 
and nothing happens. 

So it is a complicated sensitive area and we will be exploring it in 
depth later this year or early next year. We will be conSUlting with 
you as well as some of the other interested parties on an informal 
basis to see if we can get consensus on whether there should be 
consensus. 

Does anybody else have any questions? 
This is our staff director. 
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Mr. ROVNER. In vour testimony, you say you do not think it is 
likely, or is is not fruitful, to rely on inspection in the States that 
have auto inspection to ask the inspection facility to look at the VIN 
and the confidential VIN when they are in inspecting the cal' anyway. 

Mr. BARDELL. No, I did not say that, I said that I felt it was un
realistic to only check the public VIN as it relates to a viable and 
meaningful antitheft program. 
If they check both the public VIN and the confidential VIN, I 

would be foursquare with you, 
Mr. ROVN,ER. That was the question I had. 
Mr. SOHEUER. "Ye assume you have been foursquare with us all 

along. 
MI'. BARDEI,L. Not quite, :Mr. Chairman, but fairly close. 
MI'. SOHEUER. When people tell me they are going to be honest 

with me, I always ask them what they have been up to now. 
You have been very honest and foursquare and thoughtful in your 

testimony and we appreciate it very much. Again, we may have some 
questions to submit to you in writing and we will get them to you 
right away. 

We will hold the record open for 10 or 12 days. 
[See letterd[l,ted June 6, 1980, p. 282, this hearing.] 
Mr. BARDELL. Thank you very much. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Let's go off the record 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. SOHEUER. Back on the record. 
Did you have something furthed 
Mr. BARDELL. If I may, please. 
I have made a number of suggestions relative to amending Con

greeman Green's bill as it relates to title II. I would suggest that 
possibly the committee staff and Congressman Green's staff might like 
to take a look at the legislation and more particularly the underlying 
legislation, to see whether or not it needs amendment or revision, as 
well. 

If I may, let me go right to section 114 of the Motor Vehicle Act of 
1966 and may I quote: 

Every manufacturer or distributor of a motor vehicle or motor vehicle equip
ment shall furnish to the distributor or dealer at the time of delivery of 
such vehicle or equipment by such manufacturer or distributor the certification 
that each such vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment conforms to applicable 
J!'ederal motor vehicle safety standards * * * 

I would assume that you also intend to require certification of that 
vehicle and equipment if it also meets Federal security standards, but 
there is nothing in your bill that would indicate such a requirement. 
That is the reason I raised that. 

There are a number of other sections that I find are not in sync but 
I am no legislative draftsman. 

Mr. ROY:NER. The tel:hnical proposals, they are well taken. 
Mr. BARDELL. Thank you. 
Mr. SOHEUER. It is a pretty good rule in legislative drafting, as well 

as in everything else, to assume no tIling. Your suggestion is well taken 
and very much appreciated. 

Do you have any further suggestions ~ 
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Mr. BARDELL. Everything, I think, has been covered by the previous 
speakers. I do not feel it is necessary for me to repeat what has already 
been stated. 

Mr. SOlIEUER. We very much appreciate your testimony. You have 
been extremely helpful and thoughtful and very much to the point. 

"Ve again apologize for the delay and thank you for your time. 
Mr. BARDELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Congressman 

Green. 
rTrstimony resumes on p. 285.] 
[Mr. Barden's prepared statement and attachments follow:] 

68-093 0 - 80 - 9 
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Statement of Donald J. Bardell 
Executive Director, American Association 

of Motor Vehicle Administrators 
Re: Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act (HR 4178) 
Joint Hearing: Interstate and Foreign Commerce 

Subcomnittee on Consumer Protection and Finance; 
and Foreign Affail's Subcomnittee on Inter-American 
Affairs 

26 Federal Plaza, Room 2-120 
New York, New York 
June 2, 1980 10:00 A.M. 

Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the subcomnittees: I am 
very pleased to be accorded the opportunity to return to I1\Y home state--th~ 
State of New York--to offer comments on behalf of the American Association of 
Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) on the pending Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention 
Act (HR 4178). 

I am Donald J. Bardell, Executive Director of the AAI1VA. To put I1\Y 
statement into perspective, I would like to point out that the AAMVA is' an associa
tion of state and provincial officials, responsible for the administration and 
enforcement of motor vehicle and traffic laws in the United States and Canada. 
Consequently, our members have a substantial role in both the administrative aspects 
of motor vehicle theft prevention, as well as the aspects of enforcement. 

Prior to accepting the position as AAMVA Executive Director four years 
ago, I was Deputy Commissioner and General Counsel for the New York StatEl Department 
of Motor Vehicles. In this capacity, I became acutely aware of the ever-growing 
vehicle theft problem--particular1y as it applied to New York State. As a result, 
I became actively involved in helping develop an administrative scheme, designed to 
inhibit the incidence of vehicle theft. 

The APJ.IVA generally supports the purposes of this legislation, as stated 
in Sec. 102. However, our Association has three major concerns with Title II and 
respectfully request serious consideration be given to these concerns. They are 
as follows: 

(1) Clarification of the question of preemption with 
respect to the extent of state enforcement of 
identical federal standards adopted by the states 
pursuant to the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act of 1966 as amended by Title II, Sec. 203 
of HR 4178; 

---------------------------' 
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(2) In view of the key role that motor vehicle administrators 
and traffic law enforcement officials play in the vehicle 
theft prevention system, an amendment that specifically 
designates the AAHVA as one of the named organizations 
in HR 4178. Sec. 202 (a); and 

(3) To ensure a meaningful, consultative process. an amendment that 
directs the Secretary of Transportation to develop a consensus 
with the named organizatipns in HR 4178, Sec. 202 (a). and 
further to consult with other groups and individuals interested 
in or affected by the motor vehicle theft problem. 

One of our AAMVA members, Commissioner Virginia L. Roberts of the West 
Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles. has been carrying on a discussion on the 
preemption issue, via correspondence~ with the office of Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Committee Chairman Harley O. Staggers. An exchange of correspondence is 
appended to my testimony. Mrs. Roberts' letter to Rep. Staggers, dated April 18, 
1980, is Appendix A; and a reply, on behalf of Mr. Staggers, from Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce Committee Professional Staff Member, John H. Allen, dated May 8. 
1980, is Appendix B. 

Mr. Allen's letter to Mrs. Roberts notes that he has discussed AAMVA's 
interest in this legislation with you, Mr. Chairman, and--taking note of this 
series of hearings--he suggests that whomever represents AAflVA will \;ant to include 
in their testimony any preemptive implications that may be contained in HR 4178. 

Along with Mrs. Roberts' letter to Chairman Staggers. she inclUded two 
papers that the AAMVA has developed, relating to the proposed motor vehicle theft 
prevention legislation. These papers are attached, for the information of the 
subcommittees, as Appendices C and D. 

The first of these papers. Appendix C, entitled "The American Association 
of Motor Vehicle Administrators and the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979," 
details the AM1VA's interest in vehicle theft prevention. outlines our Association's 
concerns with the proposed legislation, examines the apparent extent of preemption 
intended. briefly reviews the legislative history of Sec. 103 (d) of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (known as the preemption section), 
relates this section to judicial and administrative interpretation, explains how 
this particular issue arose and AAflVA's involvement in the matter, and states AAMVA's 
conclusions. The first paper also suggested some proposed amendatory language to 
the motor vehicle theft prevention legislation; but after further study. the second 
paper, Appendix D. entitled "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979," was 
developed, suggesting a more logical methodology for amending the National Traffic 
and i".otor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 to accomplish the objectives in Title II of the 
Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. 

As the result of AA~\vAts research, contained in Appendix C, we do not 
question that the Secretary of Transportation has the authority (within certain 
prescriptions) to promulgate security standards under HR 4l7B, nor does it question 
that once the Secretary has promulgated a, secur-ity standard. that no state may 
promulgate a standard which is dissimilar from that promulgated by the Secretary. 

I 
__ ,I 
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However, a state may adopt the identical standard if it so desires. The 
foregoing has been well settled as it relates to federal motor vehicle safety 
standards promulgated by the Secretary, pursuant to the National Traffic and 
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 as amended, hereinafter referred to as the 
Motor Vehicle Safety Act. It also appears that HR 4178 would permit the states 
to adopt identical federal motor vehicle security standards pursuant to Sec. 203. 
But like Sec. 103 (d) of the 110tor Vehicle Safety Act, Sec. 203 of HR 4178 is 
silent as to the extent of state enforcement of identical federal motor vehicle 
security standards adopted by a state. It is this parallelism that raises a deep 
concern for our Administrators. This concern is that, if our member-states should 
adopt identical federal motor vehicle security standards, to what extent may they 
enforce such standards at the state level, or are they totally preempted from 
enforci ng such standards. 

Since Title II of HR 4178 amends the f10tor Vehicle Safety Act and contains 
a preemption provision similar to Sec. 103 (d) of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act, I 
believe that this Association is justified in saying that it must look to the 
legislative history of the ~Iotor Vehicle Safety Act, more particularly, Sec. 103 (d), 
and any interpretations thereof, whether j~dicial or administrative, in order to 
determine to what extent a state may enforce a federal standard under the flotor 
Vehicle Safety Act, whether it be a federal motor vehicle safety standard or, 
prospectively speaking, a federal motur vehicle security standard. The foregoing 
is reinforced by the section-by-section analysis of S 1214 where it was stated that 
state enforcement is permissible "to the degree authorized by the Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act of 1966, as amended." (Emphasis added.) 

Appendix C adequately details this Association's position with respect to 
the question of preemption as it relates to the extent of enforcement of federal 
standards adopted by our member-sta tes. I bel i eve that Mr. Allen's 1 etter 1 ends 
support to the conclusion reached by this Association in Appendix C, that States can 
develop enforcement schemes for a federal standard under the Motor Vehicle Safety 
Act which are not necessarily identical to the federal enforcement scheme, as long 
as those schemes do not frustrate the objectives of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 
nor create an undue burden on interstate commerce. Thus, the question, as stated by 
Mr. Allen, "appears to be one of how the state enforcement scheme is implemented 
rather than whether there should be an enforcement scheme." Therefore, the primary 
question before any tribunal should be, whether or not the state enforcement scheme 
frustrates the objectives of the Act. If it is found that it does, then the state 
is preempted, but if it is found that it does not, then the state Is not preempted. 
If it is not preempted, it follows that the next question the tribunal should address 
is, does the state scheme create an undue burden on interstate commerce. 

It is the position of this Association that the underlining objective of 
the Motor Vehicle Safety Act was highway safety and uniformity with a minimal 
interference in the initial marketing of a manufacturer's vehicles as well as its 
after-market replacement devices. As this Association sees it, the underlining 
objectives of HR 4178 are the prevention and reduction of auto theft, through the 
development of uniform security standards with a minimal interference in the initial 
marketing of a manufacturer's vehicles as well as its after-market replacement 
devices. Thus, any state enforcement scheme that would inhibit the initial marketing 
of a manufacturer's vehic1esor after-market replacement devices would frustrate 
the objectives of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act and HR 4178, and therefore would be 
preempted. Contrariwi se, any state scheme of enforcement whi ch wou1 d not i nhi bi t 
the initial marketing of a manufacturer's vehicles or after-market replacement 
devices, would not frustrate the objectives of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act and 
HR 4178, and would, accordingly, not be preempted. For example, a state could 
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requi re after-rna rket replacement devi ces to be submitted for approva 1 for sa 1 e 
in a state, provided the manufacturers are allowed to market the devices in that 
state while that state's enforcement scheme is being implemented (in process). If 
a state should find, during the course of enforcement implementation, that the 
devices submitted for approval do not meet federal standards adopted by the state. 
then the state could take appropriate action against the sale of those devices in 
the state. 

I believe the foregoing clearly demonstrates the proper implementation 
of a state enforcement scheme, and is the proper "how." which Mr. Allen refers to 
in his letter to Commissioner Roberts. However. the Middle District Court for 
Pennsylvania. on remand in Truck safet* Equipment Institute v. Kane. 419 F. Supp. 688; 
Vacated and Remanded, 558 F.2d. 1028; 66 f. supp. 1242, found that ~ of 
state enforcement scheme prior to first sale was preempted by the MotorVemcle Safety 
Act (no matter "how" implemented). 

We are somewhat confused by Mr. Allen's reference to the fact that the 
position of this Association and that of the Pennsylvania court decisions are not 
inconsistent. Mr. Allen seems to agree with the court's reasoning that a 
state enforcement scheme is so integrated with a federal motor vehicle safety standard 
that if the enforcement scheme is different (I would assume from the federal enforce
ment scheme), and creates a burden on the manufacturer. then the implementation of 
that scheme wi 11 substantively change the performance cri teri a of the federal motor 
vehicle standard itself. and therefore make it non-identical. It is extremely 
difficult for this Association to understand how a properly implemented state enforce
ment scheme could in some way be so integrated with the substantive criteria of a 
performance standard so as to change that standard and make the performance criteria 
substantively different just because it is state enforced. This is the reason for 
our confusion with respect to Mr. Allen's statement. referred to above, since he 
agrees that a state may have an enforcement scheme. but the court in Pennsy1 vania 
disagrees that a state may not have an enforcement scheme based upon the foregoing 
rationale. Accordingly, our position is at odds and not consistent with the 
Pennsy1 vani a deci sions. 

The Pennsylvania court did not address the propriety of the implementation 
of the new Pennsylvania code as it related to its equipment enforcement scheme 
(Mr. Allen's "how"); nor was it of the opinion that it need address the constitutional 
question of an undue burden on interstate cOlTlllerce. Yet, in order to arrive at its 
decision. the court weaves throughout its opinion matters related to the burden 
question. Indeed. this is the question that the Pennsylvania court should have 
addressed on remand. but it completely ignored the direction of the Third Circuit 
Court that it make a record on the question of burden. The Pennsylvania decisions. 
in effect, laid down a "per se" rule with respect to the question of preemption; 
that is to say, that ~ enforcement scheme by a state of an identical federal motor 
vehicle safety standard prior to first sale is preempted irrespective of the 
propriety of its implementation. However, a close reading of the Third circuit 
Court decision makes manifest that it was extremely concerned that the District Court 
would take such an approach in determining such a sensitive issue as preemption of 
a state program related to highvlay safety. without having before it a record relating 
to undue burden. 
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In reviewing HR 4178, APMVA found that Title I! appears not to 
synchroni ze wi th the rema i nder of the ~lotor Vehi c 1 e Safety Act whi ch it proposes 
to amend. On the other hand, Titles II! and IV of HR 4178 appear to be technically 
correct, in that they appropriately amend acts to which these titles make reference. 
But this does not seem to be the case with respect to Title I!. In view of this, 
and the other concerns of AAMVA, herein identified, our Association respectfully 
suggests the following amendments to the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety 
Act of 1966: 

Amend the purpose clause in the National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 as follows: 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Con9ress assembled, that 
Congress hereby declares that the purpose of this Act is to 
reduce traffic accidents and deaths and injuries to persons 
resulting from traffic accidents, and to improve the physical 
security features of the motor vehicle and its parts. 
Therefore, Congress determi nes that it , s necessary to estab 1 i sh 
motor vehicle safety standards for motor vehicles and equip
ment in interstate commerce; to undertake and support necessary 
safety research and development; and to e·~pand the national 
driver register; and establish physical security standards for 
the motor vehicle and its parts. 

Amend Title I of the National Traffic and r~otor Vehicle Safety 
Act of 1966 as follows: 

TITLE I--MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY, AND SECURITY STANDARDS 

Amend Section 102 of PART A--GENERAL PROVISIONS, Subsection 
(2), into two subparagraphs, as follows: 

(2) (a) "Motor vehicle safety standards" means a minimum 
standard for motor vehicle performance, or motor vehicle 
equipment performance, which is practicable, which meets the 
need for motor vehicle safety and which provides objective 
criteria. 

(b) "Motor vehicle security standards" means a minimum 
performance standard relating to a motor vehicle starting 
system, the locking systems for the engine, Tassenger and 
trunk compartments, and component part ,dent fication. 

Amend Section 103 (a) as follows: 

The Secretary shall establish by order appropriate federal 
motor vehicle safety and security standards. Each such 
Federal motor vehicle safety and security standard shall be 
practicable, shall meet the need for motor vehicle safety 
and security and shall be stated in objective terms. 
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Amend Section 103 (b) as follows: 

The administrative procedures act shall apply to all orders 
establishing, amending, or revoking a federal motor vehicle 
safety and securi ty s tandardi under thl s tit1 e. 

Amend Section 103 (c) by dividing that section into two sub
paragraphs as follows: 

(c) (I) Each order establishing a federal motor vehicle 
safety standard shall specify the date such standard is to 
take effect which shall not be sooner than one hundred and 
eighty days or later than one year from the date such order is 
issued, unless the Secretary finds, for good cause shown, that 
an earlier or later effective date is in the public interest, 
and publishes his reasons for such finding. 

(!l.) The proposed ru1 e coveri ng the preventi on of the 
unauthorized starting of the motor vehicle shall take into 
consideration ongoing technological developments relating to 
the utilization of th~ microelectronics in the motor vehicle, 
automatic activation of the security system, and possible elimina
tion of the existing metallic mechanical key system presently 
used to activate the motor vehlc1e. 

(e) The proposed rule relating to the theft of motor 
vehicle parts shall take lnto consideration ongoing technological 
develo ments, lncludin laser markin machines, to lace 
identificatlon num ers on those ma or com onents w ch are the 
primary target of the chop shOps." 

(0) After an appropriate corrrnent period and the 
analysis-thereof, the Secretary of Transportation shall 
final rules as soon as possible but not later than 
months after the date of enactment of the Motor Vehi 
Prevention Act of 1979. The initial effective date a 
rules shall be as soon as practicable but before the troduction 
of two model years or two calendar years, whichever is shorter, 
following the issuance of any final rule. Any final rule shall 
encourage and pemit the manufacturer to confom to its regui re
ments before the rule'S mandatory effective date. 

"--------------------------------- -
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Amend Section 103 (d) as follows: 

Whenever a federal motor vehicle safety or security standard 
is established under this title is in effect, no state or 
political subdivision of a state shall have any authority either 
to establish, or to continue in effect, with respect to any 
motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle eq'uipment any safety or 
security standard applicable to the same aspect of performance of 
such vehicle or item of equipment or security systems or component 
part identification, which is not identical to the federal standard. 
Provided, however, that a state may adopt identical Federal Motor 
Vehicle safeta, and/or Security Standards promulgated by the 
Secretary, an enforce those standards to the extent allowed under 
state law, so long as such enforcement does not frustrate the 
objective$ and purposes of this Act. Nothlng ln this sectlon 
sha 11 be cons trued to prevent the federal government or the 
government of any state or political subdivision thereof from 
establishing a safety reqUirement applicable to motor vehicles or 
motor vehicle equipment procured for its own use if such require
ment imposes a higher standard of performance than that required 
to comply with the otherwise applicable federal standard. 

Amend Section 103 (e) as follows: 

The Secretary may by order amend or revoke any federal motor 
vehicle safety or security standard established under this 
section. ~uch order shall specify the date on which such amend
ment or revocation is to take effect which shall not be sooner 
than one hundred and eighty days or later than one year from 
the date the order is issued, unless the Secretary finds, for good 
cause shown, that an earlier or later effective date is in the 
public interest, and publishes his reasons for such finding. 

Amend Section 101 (f) by dividing that paragraph into two sub
paragraphs as follows: 

(f) 0) In prescribing safety standards under this section, 
the Secretary shall: 

(A) consider relevant available motor vehicle safety 
data, including the results of research, development, testing 
and evaluation activities conducted pursuant to this Act; 

(~) consult with the Vehicle Equipment Safety 
Commission, and such other state or interstate agencies 
(including legislative committees) as he deems appropriate; 

(~.l consider whether any such proposed standard is 
reasonable, practicable and appropriate for the particular type 
of motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment for which it 
is prescribed; and 
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(0) consider the extent to which such standards will 
contri bute to carryi ng out the purposes of thi s Act. 

(2) In prescribing security standards under this 
section, the Secretary sha 11: 

(~.l take into account the cost of impleme~tin" the 
standard and the benefits attainable as a result oithe 
,implementation of the standard; 

• (J!) take into account the effect of implementation 
01' the standard on the cost of automobile insurance; 

(e) take into account savings in terms of consumer 
time and-i nconveni ence; 

(Q) take into account considerations of safety; and 

(I) develop consensus with the Attorney Gen~ral, the 
Internatlonal Association of Chiefs of Police, the International 
Association of Auto Theft Investigators, the National Automobile 
Theft Bureau, the American Association of flo tor Vehicle 
Administrators, and consult with other groups and individuals 
interested in or affected bY the motor vehicle theft problem. 

In addition to the areas of AAMVA's specific concern with this proposed 
legislation, which I have identified, you--Mr. Chairman--in your May 14, 1980 
letter tJ me, confirming this appearance, asked for our Association's Views on four 
other issues related to HR 4178: 

--The so-called lire-tag" problem; 
--Uses and limitations of ,alvage titles; 
--Prevalence of counterfeit titles; and 
--The feasibility of edding Vehicle Identification 

Number (VIN) number confirmations to state motor 
vehicle inspections 

Since each of these issue areas involve administrative control of vehicle 
theft prevention activities, I would like to cOloment briefly on the AAMVA's recent 
anti-theft programming initiatives, because they, too, involve administrative 
controls. Our Association's efforts are described in greater detail in my column, 
"Comment by the Executive Director, in the January/February 1979 edition of the 
APJ.iVA Bulletin, which is dttached to my statement as Appendix E. 

Herp.tofore, a vast majority of the emphasis in anti-theft efforts has 
been addressed to apprehension and prosecution. Although such activities are 
obviously important, they are limited to catching and prosecuting thieves--after a 
vehicle has actually been stolen. There are a growing number in our profession-
motor vehicle administration--who believe that we currently have laws that are 
adequate for achieving most of our enforcement and prosecution objectives. with 
respect to vehicle theft problems. These individuals are firmly convinced that 
there are real limits to which after-the-fact remedies can usefully be pursued in 
preventing vehicle theft. 
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flany among AAI1VA's membership believe that substantially greater 
inroads can be made in ameliorating the growing number of vehicle theft 
problems--especia lly as they relate to "professi ona I" theft operations--by 
tightening the administrative controls that pertain to proof of ownership of 
a motor vehicle. These controls stress prevention of the theft before it occurs. 
By tightening these administrative controls, motor vehicle administrators can--
we believe--make it significantly more difficult for the professional auto thief 
to operate. These controls can make it tougher for represen~atives of theft rings 
to successfully obtain false documents that make them appear to be the legitimate 
owners of vehicles that have been stolen. 

These tighter controls over proof of vehicle ownership--from the time 
that a vehicle rolls off the assembly line until it is either salvaged, dismantled, 
or consigned to the shredder--also can be helpful in reducing other avenues of 
fraud, on which the professional theft rings have relied heavily. 

The AAMVA already has taken one significant ~tep toward formulating 
more effective admini strati ve control s for motor vehi cl es. Pursuant to a resolution, 
adopted at our Association's 1978 Annual International Conference, we have developed 
security features for the 11anufacturers Certificate of Origin (MCO)--the vehicle's 
"birth certificate." Although implemented in early 1979, almost one-third of the 
states--a total of 17--already have adopted use of the AAflVA-developed MCO with 
security features. Our Association also has several years invested in development 
of a unique Vehicle Identification Number (VItI); one that will provide a competent 
identifier for a vehicle througr.Gut its useful life; a number that also can be 
usefully applied to pr09rams such as component marking. 

AAMVA believes that the two aforementioned pr09rams are but two on a 
lengthy agenda of possible administrative controls th;;t might successfully be applied 
toward prevention of vehicle theft. Others, as noted in my column, include: 
security features for vehicle titles, including return of titles involving inter
jurisdictional transfers; precise controls for tt"ansfer of ownership between 
entities such as the manufacturer, transporter, dealer, purchaser, body shop operator, 
and dismantler; specifiC salvage title procedures; and audit procedures (that 
presume licensing by the state motor vehicle agency) for shredders, to follow 
component parts once the vehicle has lost its identity. This list is, by no means 
all inclusive, but it touches upon some of the major areas that our Association feels 
logically should be considered. 

As a prefacing caveat to AAMVA's commentary on the subjects where the sub
cOll111ittees have asked for our views, I would like to point out that at the conclusion 
to the National Workshop on Auto Theft Prevention--a session held here in New York 
City, October 3-5, 1978--stressed that one of the major difficulties with the auto 
theft issue is that not enough accurate information is available. This also has 
proven to be a major source of frustration to the AAMVA. 

Oespite the major prograll111ing initiative by the AAMVA, in Which our 
Association has sought to take the lead in developing and implementing anti-theft 
programs, as well as developing reliable statistical data on state participation in 
these efforts, we still are constrained to acknowledge that there is a dearth of 
reliable data that is available, to date, and which can be readily cited. Therefore, 
I would caution that the observations that the APJ.IVA offers are based on the best 
information that we could secure; that in sonJe instances the corrment may be 
addressed to the experiences of relatively few states; and, that in a few instances 
the information may appear to be contradictory. 
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All of the states contacted by AAMVA felt that "re-tagging" of 
vehicles is a major. theft-related problem. For example: Statistics furnished 
by the California Highway Patrol (CHP) indicate that approximately 160.000 vehicles 
are reported stolen in that state annually. The CHP estimates that 10 to 15 
percent of the cars recovered have obviously been re-tagged. But the Assistant 
Chief of the CHP and Enforcement Services Oirector. further estimates that 50 
percent of the vehicles that are not recovered--several thousand--are not 
recovered because they have been re-tagged in such a ski 11 ful manner-t'iiat the 
re-tagging Job is not discernible. 

However. most of the states surveyed by the AAMVA firmly believe that 
the re-tagging of whole vehicles can be successfully controlled. by a combination 
of an effective salvage title law and VIN verification--of both the public and 
confidential VINs--either at the time that a rebuilt vehicle is retitled (i.e •• 
is issued a negotiable title instrument). or at the time that an out-of-state 
vehicle is initially titled in anY state. But the problem that is running 
rampantly out of control. and seemi ngly esca 1 ati ng. is the problem of "chop shops." 
Control of these operations. which We are finding in some instances have been 
taken over by elements of organized crime. require substantially greater admin
istrative controls. working in tandem with vigorous enforcement of these laws and 
regulations. 

Illinois has been one of the leaders in addressing both the re-tag problem 
and control of chop shops. In an initial effort tz defeat re-tagging--which also 
is convnonly known in the trade as a "salvage ~witch"--the Illinois Office of the 
Secretary of State. on June 1. 1978. implp;;,ented the use of a new title form 
with security features. 

The Illinois title is printed on bank note paper. with a border of 
intaglio steel printing. making it virtually as difficult to counterfeit as currency. 
~Ioreover. the vital information on the title--make and model. year. body style 
and VIN--is covered by a film lamination. and any attempt to remove it destroys the 
printed information beneath. Illinois also issues a salvage certificate (title) 
for vehicles intended to be dismantled. recycled. or junked. Concomitant with the 
security title. Illinois also has formed a new title verification unit. assigned 
exclusively to checking certificates of title for suspicion of altering or counter
feiting. 

New York State also has been active in formulating administrative controls 
to bolster its effort in combatting a rapidly escalating vehicle theft problem. 
Recently. it has added to its arsenal a Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Program 
housed in the New York State Department Qf l~otor Vehicles. The program is under 
the purview of the Office for Audit and Review. part of which is the investigative 
arm for the DMV--the personnel of which are peace officers. 

The New York law empowers the investigators: To conduct detailed 
investigations in cooperation with other enforcement officials; to determine the 
reliability of applicants required to be registered; to provide assistance to law 
enforcement personnel in determining sources of outlets for stolen motor vehicle 
parts; to cooperate with law enforcement personnel in the investigation of organized 
motor vehicle theft rings; to examine motor vehicles prior to the issuance of a 
New York State motor vehicle title, at the discretion of the OfW Commissioner. 

I 

I 

I 
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For years the DlW has been examining motor vehicles at the request of individuals 
whose VIN plates have been stolen or who wish to put a salvage vehicle back on the 
road, which does not have a public VIN. However, the Department has never been 
able to examine all those vehicles which have been declared junk and salvage, and 
which were being put back on the road and retitled. It nO~1 is the intention of 
the DlW--as mandated by the new law--to examine all of the salvage vehicles for 
which retitling is requested--if sufficient funding ;5 provided by the legislature. 

Pursuant to the DfIV's new mandate, directing its investigators to confirm 
the public VIN and correlate it with the confidential VIN for vehicles being 
retitled, and for some out-of-state vehicles being 1 icensed in New York State for 
the first time, the DMV has received autho\'ization from the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSAl to conduct a pilot program. Although this 
pilot study will not be completed until June 3D, 1980, some of the preliminary 
statistics have important implications for vehicle theft. To date, the DMV has 
written letters to 414 salvage yards, requesting to confirm and correlate the public 
and confidential VINs on vehicles that they have requested be retitled. Out of the 
414 vehicles on which phYsical inspection was sought: 

--25 percent failed to keep their appointment with the 
DMV to have the VINs inspected and confirmed, indicating 
that possible (al the vehicle in question had been 
stolen; or (bl tl,at it is a "phantom" vehicle for which 
a legitimate title is being sought, but which never--in 
fact--existed in the first instance. As of this writing, 
the DfIV still is looking for a vast majority, a total of 
102, of these no-shows. 

--Of the vehicles that did keep thei r appointments, 8 percent 
required further investigation, due to: (al altered VIN 
numbers; (bl non-conformance of the public and confidential 
VINs; and (cl apparent attempts to eradicate one, or both, 
of the VINs. 

--2 percent of those requested to bring vehicles in for 
inspection reported the vehicle stolen between the time 
that they received the DMV letter and the date of the 
appointment. Such action also led the Department to con
clude that: (al the vehicle probably was indeed a stolen 
vehicle; or (bl that the owner of the salvage title did not, 
in fact, have the car in question. 

--14 percent of the letters mailed by the DMV were returned 
by the Postal Service as "undeliverable." 

Therefore, of the 414 vehicles on which the New York State DMV sought to 
perform physical inspection, nearly half produced happenings that cause the Depart
ment to suspect that they might be stolen vehicles. If the statistical sampling 
is a valid indication of statewide experience, then the implication is indeed one for 
great concern. 
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Governor Edward J. King of flassachusetts--the state the has led the 
nation for more than 15 years in motor vehicle theft rate--formulated a special 
Task Force on Automobile Theft late in 1979. to study problems in that state and 
develop recol1l1lendations for their solution. With respect to the "salvage switch" 
issue. the Massachusetts Task Force recol1l1lended that the V!N plate not be removed 
from salvage vehicles. a practice almost universally followed in other states; 
and enactment of a salvage title law, which would assist in establishing proof of 
ownership, provide a~vehi cl e audi t tra il, and--most importantly--remove the standard 
(negotiable) title document from the marketplace, so that it cannot be used for 
illegal vehi cle transactions. 

nost 0'; our states have found that when auto theft rings find it harder 
to move stolen cars intact, via the "salvage switch" routine, organized crime will 
inevitably then resort more and more to chop shops to make money on stolen vehicles. 

Illinois has made inroads into frustrating that technique for auto 
thieves·, too. In this state, the Secretary of State licenses nearly 700 scrap 
processors, junk yards, rebui 1 ders, recycl ers, and used parts dealers. State 1 aw 
requi res the licensees to keep records of the'r transactions and empowers the 
Secretary of State to prescribe rules for the recordkeeping. They have experienced 
a modicum of success in enforcing these recordkeeping requirements, via use of 
admini strati ve heari ngs. 

Illinois has found that the administrative hearings are effective means 
of enforcement. In a criminal trial, proof must be beyond a reasonable doubt; while, 
in a civil administrative hearing, only a preponderance of the evidence is needed 
to justify taking away a license. If the Office of the Secretary finds anyone 
dealing in cars or parts without a license, a cease and desist order is issued. If 
an appropriate license is not obtained, the Attorney General tak~s the Offender to 
court. In such circumstances, some operators obtain a license, while others drop 
out. Illinois currently is working on establishing an audit trail for essential 
components of dismantled cars, to complement the audit trail already in place for 
the cars themselVes, in the motor vehicle agency's registration file. 

New York State has recently initiated a somewhat Similar procedure 
to provide stronger controls on all entities involved in the disposal 
of junk and salvage vehicles. There currently are nine entities that have been 
identified as being involved with junk and salvage vehicles. Five of these are 
~ired to be rerstered with the OMV. These are: (1) vehicle dismantlers; (2) 
salvage pools; (3 mobile car crushers; (4) itinerant vehicle collectors; and (5) 
vehicle rebuilders. The other four are re uired to be certified by the OMV. 
These include: (l) scrap processors; (2 scrap col ectors; 3 repair shops which 
dispose of vehicular scrap to certified scrap processors; and (4) out-of-state 
concerns. This new law further mandates keeping of records by all of these entities, 
as well as specifying that these records are accessible to both polir.e officers and 
agents of the Motor Vehicle Conmissioner. 

California also has laws that provide for the licensing of salvage and 
recycling operations that are administered by the California Highway Patrol. One 
point which AAMVA believes adds to the effectiveness of these laws is a prOVision 
that stipulates that the records th~t these operations are reqUired to keep are the 
property of the State of California. These laws further provide that the records 
can be inspected, anyt1me, dunng normal business hours, by ~he CHP Comnissioner, his 
representative, or other peace officer. Further bolstering the impact of this law 
in controling vehicle theft operations--such as chop shops--is the fact it has biice 
been upheld in court tests. 

L-__________________________________________________________ ._______________________ __ _ 
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As tha subconmittees probably have concluded from the foregoing 
discussion on control of re-tag problems and chop shop operations, the AAMVA 
believes that the salvage vehicle title is a viable administrative tool to be 
used in the combatting of the incidence of motor vehicle theft; provided, at 
least from II1Y personal perspective, that the program must have combined with it 
physical inspection of the VIIls of the vehicles in.question. The problem, however, 
is the funding reality of such a program. 

As tangible evidence of our Association's policy on the salvage vehicle 
title, I have appended to my statement (as Appendix F) a resolution from AAMVA's 
1977 Annual International Conference, which you can see from the legislative sunmary 
of this measure was adopted with but one dissenting vote. The measure, Resolution 
3, entitled "Salvage Vehicle Title Procedures," calls upon the AAMVA membership to urge 
the Governors and Legislators of all states to enact such legislation as they 
deem necessary to implement a salvage title document. 

Over and above funding considerations, there probably are some other 
limitations to the salvage title, but AAMVA firmly believes that they are far out
weighed by this provision to remove negotiable certificates of title from conmerce, 
since the regular certificate of title is the key document in the trafficking of 
stolen vehicles, or in fraudulent insurance claims. 

At the moment, there is a relatively minor disagreement as to how many 
states have enacted salvage title laws. A 1979 study by the National Conmittee 
on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances indicate that 21 states "after receiving the 
certificate of title, issue a salvage title certificate or a permit to dismantle." 
However, the 1979 Annual Report for the National AutomObile Theft Bureau indicates 
that "to date 25 states have enacted varying degrees of salvage title legislation. 

However, I would like to take this opportunity to assure you, Mr. Chairman, 
and the members of the subconmittees, that AAMVA--via its Standing Conmittee on 
Registration, Title, Vehicle Dealers and ~lanufacturers--is working vigorously 
toward securing enactment of viable salvage title laws in each and every state. 

The prevalence of counterfeit titles has been the issue that AAMVA has 
encountered the most frustration in attempting to isolate. As I noted earlier in 
II1Y statement, there are SJme areas in which there is a dearth of tangible statistics. 
This is one such area~ 

A new Illinois Title Verification Unit was able to identify a total of 379 
altered and counterfeit titles in its first 18 months of operation. But checks with 
New York, California, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida indicate that there is no 
statistical data compiled of this particular problem. However, I would suggest that 
the New York pilot study, to verify the public VIN and correlate it with the 
confidential VIN on rebuilt vehicles and vehicles coming from out-of-state--and the 
reluctance of many of those selected to participate in the verification study-
indicates that there probably is a significant number of vehicles being placed back 
into operation that have what New York State DMV officials refer to as "funny paper" 
to support their existence. 

As further evidence of the strong consensus that seemingly exists among 
motor vehlcle administrators that there is a problem with the prevalence of counter
feit titles, I have appended to my statement (as Appendixes G and H) a resolution from 
AAfIVA's 1979 Annual International Conference and a reconmendation from our 1980 
Registration, Ti tl e, Vehi cle Deal ers and Manufacturers Workshop. 
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The resolution, Resolution SA, entitled "Concerning Universal Certificate 
of Title," calls on all AAMVA jurisdictions, in their concern to eliminate counter
feiting and fraudulent use of title documents, to support efforts by the AAMVA 
and the American National Standards Institute 0-19 Committee to expand the uniform 
certificate of title in terms of design, security features and universality of use 
by all jurisdictions. 

The 19S0 recommendation, Recommendation 1, entitled "Utilization by All 
Jurisdictions of a Title Document Containing Security Features," suggests that motor 
vehicle administrators in all non-title jurisdictions and all jurisdictions using 
a title without security features to take immediate steps to require the use of title 
documents containing security features. 

Since the 1979 resolution was adopted with but one dissenting vote, and the 
19S0 workshop recommendation was adopted unanimously, I would respectfully submit--
in the absence of tan9ib1e statistiCS either in support or to the contrary--that there 
is a strong consensus among the nation's motor vehicle administrators that there is 
a problem with the prevalence of counterfeit tit1 es. 

With respect to the feasibility of adding VIN number confirmations to 
state motor vehicle inspections, AAMVA and its members respectfully suggest that it 
is not a realistic objective. 

The 1979 2dition of Summary of State Motor Vehicle Inspection Laws and 
Regulations--a publication jointly produced by the AAMVA and the Motor vehlcle 
Manufacturers Association--indicated that 17 states check the VIN at the time of 
the safety inspection; but further study indicates that virtually all of these VIN 
cheCKS is limited to confirmation of the public VIN, since there is neither time 
nor funding available to conduct the more rigorous correlation with the confidential 
VIN. We submit that in the absence of such correlation, that examination of the 
public VIN is of little value as an anti-theft tool. 

For example, New York State is one of the 17 that indicates it checks the 
VIN al: the time of the safety inspection. However, officials from the State DMV 
have indicated to our Association that in New York inspections, the incidence of 
transcription errors in the VIN is so high that it renders the data "totally 
useless. " 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would 1ike--in behalf of AAMVA and the 
motor vehicle and traffic enforcement administrators throughout the nation--to thank 
you and the SUbcommittees for providing me an opportunity to share with you some 
of our concerns with HR 4178, as well as to share with you some of the things that 
we have been doing to develop effective administrative controls over the growing 
vehicle theft problem. 

I respectfully suggest to you and members of the subcommittees that the 
AAMVA has been doing a great deal in formulating, and enlisting substantially 
broader state partiCipation in, programs that are addressed to the crux of the 
vehicle theft problem. Consequently, we believe that if this legislation is adopted, 
the Secretary of "Transportation can facilitate his charge to develop security standards 
by initiating a close and on-going consultation with the states, in order to benefit 
from the experience that they have gained. Therefore, we feel that the amending 
language that we have suggested are apropos. 

~--------"--------------~--
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But we feel that it is of paramount importance to clarify congressional 
intent with respect to federal preemption, and to clearly articulate in the 
context of this legislation the states' right to enforce identical standards; 
standards that serve to complement tha federal effort under the r~otor Vehicle 
Safety Act of 1966, as amended. 

Thank you. 

-I 



JOH~ D. ROCI.EfELLER 1\' 
Gn\ernor 
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APPENOIX A 

DEPARTMEJliT OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
STATE OFFICE Bl:ILDIl\G 

CHARLESTOS. WEST VIRGll\IA 
mQI 

April 18. 1980 

The Honorable Harley O. Staggers 
Chairman 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Uni1:ed States House of Repl'esen1:atives 
2125 RHOa 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear ~fr. Chairman: 

VIRGINIA L. ROBERTS 
Commissioner 

I was saddened 1:0 learn of your impending retirement at 
the close of the 96th Congress. The respite from public ser
vice and the opportunity to return home obviously are well 
earned. But your distinguished record of service 1:0 the citi
zens of liest \'il'ginia and the outstanding leadership record as 
Chairman of one of the most important committees in the world's 
greatest legislative body are qualities that will be impossible 
to impute to any successor. 

This letter is to call your attention to my visit to your 
Capitol Hill office early last June, during the Orientation 
Seminar for State Motor Vehicle Administrators, sponsored by 
the American .4ssociati·)n of ~Iotor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA). 
1 l\'a8 accompanied on th~s visit by the AAMVA Executive Director, 
~fr. Donald J. Bardell. 

AS you probably wE 1 recall. '.I'e held a length:; conversation 
regard~n" the Salional iraffic and Motor Vehicle Sufety Act of 
19G6. a landmark pioce of legislation, enacted during your ste
wardship as Chairman of' 'the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com
mittee. Our conversation was particularly addressed to Section 
103(d) or this Act; especiallY the degree of federal preemption 
intended by this leGIslation. In this conversation, Mr. Bardell 
outlined to you some of the problems that state officials are eu
countcrin~ du~ 'to the lack of clarity as to the degree of pre
emption intended. 

As we indicated to you, it has always been the pOSition of 
state motor vehicle administrators, and the AA~IVA. that states 
are empowE1red to adopt identical Federal motor vehicle safety 
standards. and 1;0 enforce them by any state .scheme formulated, 
so lon~ as the state enforcement scheme does not (a) frustrate 
th~ ob,)t>cti\'es of the llotor Vehide sufety Act of 1966, and sub
Seltuent amendments: or (b) pro\'ide II burden on im;erstate commerce. 

68-093 0 - 80 - 10 
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As you indicated, it has always been the intent of Congress 
that a meaningful partnership be present; a Federal enforcement 
scheme and a complementary state enforcement scheme. However, 
during my visit we also pointed out that there had been a District 
Court decision in Pennsylvania (Truck Safety Equipment Institute 
vs. PenDOT), in which the decision handed down runs contrary to 
the congressional intent that you expressed. For thds reason, and 
because there are several other pieces of legislation pending in 
the Congress that have similar preemptive overtones, we feel that 
there is an urgent need to obtain from the source the intent of 
Congress with respect to the extent of Federal preemption under 
the );ational Traffic and ~Iotor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. 

Du~ing our conversatjon, Mr. Bardell expressed our concerns 
relati~e to tb~ preemptive implications of the pending Motor Vehicle 
Theft PrevenLion Act of 1979 (HR 4178), sponsored by your colleague 
from Xe\'. York, Rep. William Green, et al. Subsequent to our con
versation, another piece of legislation, the Commercial Motor Car
~ier Safety Act of 1980 (S 1390) has passed the Senate, and cur
rently is under consideration by the House Committee on Public Works 
and Tr.ln"portation. It, too, has preemptive overtones that concern 
s~ate officinls. 

At the close of our conversation, you asked if I would, at 
the appropriate time, submit the information developed by the AAMVA 
relnth'e to this maHer. Therefore, I am enclosing some material 
on the 1~C>tor \'ehicle theft prevention legi.slation for review by 
your staff. so that they can report back to you in the manner that 
you Clutilned. 

Any assistance that you can provide in resolving thiS issue in 
the best jntel'ests of your fellow West Virginians will be deeply 
apprectotf'd. On the ntber hand. if I can ever be of any assistance 
to y()U back hf'rQ at hom<:-. ph~asC' let me know. 

lith WUrmf'Mt persrmnl regards. 

VUt:jb 

J::nt'lo,;ureH 

Sin_c~rcly yours,. I 

/:1 , . ./. < f-' " '6-
.&(.~: :. ./~ .~! t' t:' . 'l ~ /t ... ;....( \..- ~ . 

v;rglnia L. Roberts 
Commissioner 
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APPENDIX B 

~ongttS5 of tfJe 1!lnittb S5>tatt5 P.ECE\\'ED 
~ouBe of l\eprtBenlatibell 8 1" ,~U 

CommfUtt an JntrUlIle anb .1Gui~ c;mmcr~~~ \ ~ S\4" 
l\"m 2123.l\apburn 1110 ... 6111" jIluRbln; ICE 

llaub!nn1on. ilI.lt. 20515 COI\f\IS,IOHERSVP~reLES 
P- OF I-\CTOi! o. 

DE '·WES' ~\i\G\Hll May 8. 1980 

1800 East Washington Street 
Charleston, West Virginia 25305 

Dear Commissioner Roberts: 

Chairman Staggers has discussed with me your letter dated April 18, 
1980, with enclosures, and has asked me to respond to your specific in
quiries concerning the degree of Federal preemption intended in section 
103(d) of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. He also wanted me to tell 
you how much he appreciated your visit with him last June and your willing
ness to share your views on this and other matters relating to motor vehicle 
safety. 

As r am sure you realize, the issue of Federal preemption of State 
motor vehicle safety standards is a complex one, but r believe we are, to 
a great extent, in accord on this matter. 

I would agree with you that Congress did not intend to preempt States 
from adopting safety standards which were identical to Federal standards. 
Tp the extent that the Federal government did not act in an area, the states 
were also free to act as they deemed necessary. I believe this is clear 
from the excellent legislative history prepared by the AAMVA which you were 
kind enough to provide. 

As pointed out, the conference committee narrowed the scope of the pre
emption authority to. in the language of the conference report. "assure that 
there will not be any inadvertent preemption of a State standard applicable 
to an older vehicle by the issuance of a standard with respect to the same 
aspect of performance." Thus, the 1'01 e estab 1 i shed by the Congress for the 
States exists in two instances -- first. when no Federal standard exists and. 
second. When the vehicle being regulated is a vehicle in use. 
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In tenns of the Federal standards. where you and I would a.gree pre-
empt State standards. the question appears to be one of how the State 
enforcement scheme is implemented rather than whether there should be an 
enforcement scheme. This also appears to be the holding in the two deci
sions involving the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. As I 
understand these decisions. the court held that enforcement of a standard 
was an integral part of th~ standard itself and to the extent a different 
enforcement scheme represented a burden on the manufacturer. it represented 
a non-identical standard. This decision is. I believe. consistent with 
your position that State enforcement is legitimate so long as it "does not 
(a) frustrate the objectives of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. and 
subsequent amendments. or (b) provide a burden on interstate commerce." The 
adherence to these criteria in establishing a state enforcement scheme would 
result in complementary State and Federal enforcement schemes which you de
sire. It would also be consistent with the Congressional intent. as expressed 
in the House report. that the pub1 ic and industry can be guided by one set of 
criteria rather than a multiplicity of diverse standards. 

With regard to H.R. 4178. the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979. 
this measure has been referred to the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection 
and Finance of this Committee. I have discussed your interest in this legis
lation with Subcommittee Chairman Scheuer and he has advised that hearings 
will be held on June 10 and 12. I understand that the American Association 
of Motor Vehicle Administrators has asked to appear before these hearings 
and Chairman Scheuer advises that they will be invited to attend for the pur
pose of presenting both oral and written testimony. I am sure that whoever 
represents AAMVA at these hearings will want to include in their testimony 
concern for any preemptive implications that may be contained in the proposed 
legislation. 

I hope this information will be helpful and. if we can be of further 
assistance. please do not hesitate to callan us. 

JHA:rmb 

cc: Han. Harley O. Staggers 
Han. James H. Scheuer 

Sincerely. 

~QA(~ 
John H. Allen 
Professional Staff Member 
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I APPENDIX C 
,AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE ADMINISTRATORS 

An AssocIation of State and ProvincIal Officials R'esponslble 

for the AdmInistration and Enforcement of Motor Vehicle 

and Traffic Laws In the United States and Canada. 

1· .) CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W .. SUITE 910. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 • TELEPHONE 202/296.1955 

THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTiON ACT OF 1979 

(S. 1214 and H.R. 4178) 

The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) 

The AAMVA is a nonprofit. voluntary International organization. Its 

membership is comprised of all of the States and Canadian Provinces and their 

respective territories. The voting members for these governmental entities are 

the chief public administrators. or their designees. having responsibility for 

the administration and enforcement of all motor vehicle and traffic laws in 

their respective jurisdictions. The scope of responsibility of these officials 

is broad and ranges from matters related to the traditional State and Provincial 

responsibilities of registering and titling motor vehicles. licensing drivers and 

traffic enforcement, to the national issues of energy conservation (DOE), clean 

air (EPA). vehicle recall, enforcement of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 

and "prospectively" Federal Motor Vehicle Security Standards (DOT). as well as, 

conurercial truck carrier regulation (OOT) , and standards development and 
II 

certification (FTC) (CPSC). 

Auto Theft and ANWA 

AAMVA's interest in PREVENTING the growing problem of organized theft 

of motor vehicles and the fairly recent development of "chop shop" operations is 

a major priority program of this Association. The Executive Column in AAMVA's 

Jan./Feb. 1979 Bulletin outlines what is felt to be a key element in preventing auto -- Y 
theft problems--the tightening of State and Provincial administrative controls. 

lIFor more detailed information on AAl>IVA, see AAMVA Fact Sheet, attached as Exhibit 1-
YMY,VA Bulletin, Jan./Feb. 1979, p. 2, attached as Exhibit 2; ~ also MMVA Proposal 

on Auto-theft, attached as Exhibit 3. . 

"--------------------------~-- ~-- --
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In addition, and going hand-in hand with the foregoing, is the vigorous enforcement 

of State regulation of certain businesses which relate themselves to organized, 

profess i ona 1 theft ri ngs . 
'# 

The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" (S. 1214 and H.R. 41/3), 

obviously, then, is legislation that would be of keen interest to those of our 

administrators who desire to assist in developing a national program to prevent auto 

theft, trafficking in stolen autos, and the chop shop operation. 

AAMVA's Concerns Relative to S. 1214 and H.R. 4178 
(Assuming for these purposes that the Secretary has the authority to act in 
this area) 

The proposed legislation presents the following conc!!rns to AAMVA. 

(1) Sec. 202, and 203, should, as does Sec. 201, amend the National 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 1392) by 

becoming new sub-sections (k) and (1), respectively. 

(2)(a) The failure to specifically name in Sec. 202, AAMVA, as one of 

the groups the Secretary is to "closely consult with," in view 

of the key role that motor vehicle administrators play within the 

theft prevention system (see supra, p. 1). 

(b) The consultative process referred to above in (2)(a) is not 

sufficiently developed so that input is insured by the named groups, 

as well as, other interes ted parties. Therefore, AAMVA proposes 

the following language (new language underscored): 

Sec. 202 (a) In exercising the authority given to the 
Secretary of Transportation under section 103(j) of the 
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 
(15 U.S.C. 1392), as added by section 201 of this Act, 
the Secretary shall consult closely and develA; consensus 
with the Attorney General, the Internatlonal sociation 
of Chiefs of Police, the International Association of 
Auto Theft Investigators, the National Automobile Theft 
Bureau, the Arneri can Associ ation of ~Iotor Vehi cle 
Administrators, and other groups and individuals interested 
in or affected by the motor vehicle theft problem. 

YAAMVA Bulletin, March 1979, p. 2, attached as Exhibit 4. 
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(3) The extent of federal preem"tion. 

Preemption is one of the primary concerns of AAMVA. 

Preemption-oTo What Extent 

Sec. 203 provides: 

Whenever there is in effect a Federal motor vehicle 
security standard relating to a motor vehicle's 
starting system, the locking systems for the engine, 
passenger, and trunk compartments. and component pdrt 
identification established under this title, no State 
or political subdivision of a State shall have any 
authority to establish or to continue in effect, with 
respect to any motor vehicle or motor- vehicle part, any 
security standard relating to those same systems which 
is not identical to such Federal standard. 

This section is almost in haec verba to Section 103(d) of the National Traffic 
y 

and t~otor Vehi,,·:,~ Safety Act of 1966 hereinafter referred to as the Act. This 

section provi des: 

4/ 

Wh~never a Federal motor vehicle safety standard 
established under this title is in effect, no State 
or political subdivision of a State shall have any 
authority either to establish, or to continue in 
effect, with respect to any motor vehicle or item of 
motor vehicle equipment any safety standard applicable 
to the same aspect of performance of such vehicle or 
item of equipment which is not identical to the Federa.l 
standard. Nothing in this section shall be construed 
to prevent the Federal Government or the government 
of any State or political subdivision thereof from 
est~blishing a safety requirement applicable to motor 
vehicles or motor vehicle equipment procured for its 
own use if such requirement imposes a higher standard 
of performance than that required to comply with the 
otherwise aop1icab1e Federal standard. 

-'15 U.S.C. 1392(d) 

i-___________ ~ ____ ~ ______ _ 
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The section-by-section analysis of S. 1214, more particularly, Section 

203, leaves no room for doubt that "Federal anti-theft standards would preempt 
'# 

any such state legislation which is not identical to the Federal standard." 

The analysis also makes plain that states would not be barred, however, from 

"enacting a state standard identical to the Federal standard and enforcing such· 

standard to the degree authorized by the Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, as 
6/ 

amended. ,,-

AAMVrl. would have no problem with the foregoing and the question of 

preemption, as it reI ates to securi ty standards, but for the 1 anguage, in the 

analysis which qualifies state enforcement activity. That is, "to the degree 

authorized by the Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, as amended." 
1/ 

This qualifying language begs the question that has been lingering 

since the Act's implementation in 1967, and for which AAMVA seeks a determinative 

answer in the forum where the ambiguity, if any, was created. 
§I 

THE QUESTION WAS AND IS UNDER SECTION 103(d) OF THE ACT AND IS 

AND WILL BE UNDER SECTION 103(j) OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION THE FOLLOWING: 

TO WHAT EXTENT MAY A STATE ENFORCE IDENTICAL FEDERAL 
STANDARDS PROMULGATED BY THE SECRETARY UNDER THE ACT. 

The answer to this question must be determined by Congressional intent 

at the time it enacted the Act; therefore, a brief review of the legislative 
ry 

history of Section 103(d) is warranted, as well as, any judicial or administrative 

interpretations of the extent of preemption mandated by this section. 

ilcongressional Record, May 22,1979, S. 6425. 

YIbid. (Emphasis added.) 
1/Ibid. 

§/AAMVA Capital Report, May 18, 1979, pp. 4-5, attached as Exhibit 5. It appears that 
TiiCfiiStry also desires clarification; see MEHA Insight, June 1. 1979, attached as 
Exhibll; 6. 

21That h!story would also shed light, in AAl1VA's opinion, with respect to the extent 
of Federal preemption under the proposed legislation (Section 203). 
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Brief Legislative History of Section l03(d) of the Act 

The legislative history of Section l03(d) is revealing As originally 

written. it read as follows. 

107 

Sec. l02 ... (b) No State or local government law. regulation. 
or ordinance shall establish a safety standard for a motor 
vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment in int~rstate 
comlrerce if a Federal motor vehicle safety standard issued 
in conformance with the provisions of this title is in 
effect with respect to that motor vehi cle or item of motor 
vehicle equipment; and any such law. regulation or ordinance 
purporting to establish such safety standards and providing 
a penalt or unishlrent for an act of noncom liance therewith 
s all he nu l. void. and of no effect .... emphasis added) • .!QI 

- In response to the House COlMlittee's request. AI1II (now known as MVMA) submitted a 
markup of the original Bi 11 which includes a change in the preemption clause. The 
chnnge suggested read as follows (with changes from the original section indicated 
by all capitals and line-outs): 

"No State or local govemlrent law. regulation or ordinance 
shall establish a safety standard for a motor vehicle or 
item of motor vehicle equipment WHICH DIFFERS FROM to 
tR~e~state-Ee ... e~ee-H a Federal Motor Vehi cle standard 
issued BY THE SECRETARY in conformance wHh the provisions 
of this Title tS-tR-effeet with respect to that motor vehicle 
or item of motor vehicle equiplrent; and such law, regulation, 
or ordinance purporting to establish such OIFFERENT safety 
standards and providing a penalty or punishment for an act 
of noncom li ance therewith shall be null voi d, and of no 
~. mp as s a e . 

In addition, the General Counsel for the Commerce Departlrent responded favorably 
to the House Conmittee Report with respect to a mark-up of the original section, 
as follows: 

"In the industry draft on the pre-emption of State Standards, 
there is a sli ght 1 anguage change whi ch will have the effect 
of permitting states to have their own safety standards for 
new motor vehicles so long as those ~ta~dards do not di ffer 
from Federal Standards. We woul d have no objection to maki n9 
the 1 anguage c1 arifi cation sugges ted. lie understand that the 
effect of this language chan fie would only be to Fermit 
lnde endent enforcement b t e States of a standard whi ch is 

entlCa to tee era Stan ar ••• mp as s a e. 
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There is no room for argument. P.s originally written. the preemption 

contemplated was both complete and certain. and state penalties (Enforcement) for 

noncompliance with "any such law. regulation. or ordinance purporting to establish 

State safety standards" were declared to be "null and void and of no effect." 

However. as finally written. it is clear to Ar.~VA that Congress did not 

intend to preempt state regulation and control except in areas where Federal standards 

have been issued. and not even then, except to the extent that state standards are 

not identical to an applicable federal standard. But. Congress did not directly 

address the question as to the extent of state enforcement activity contemplated 

under the 1966 Act; nor does S. 1214 or H.R. 4178 adequately address this question. 

However. a further examination of the legislative history of Section 103(d) indicates 

that the section should be read narro~/1y. and that the states are entitled to play 

a role in the motor vehicle safety area (and we assume the vehicle security area). 

The evolution of the preemption section. from the original bill to the final Act. 

indicates that at each stage of the legislative process. Congress narrowed the 

preemptive effect of the Act to the point where. instead of declaring the State 

standard void where a Federal standard was promulgated. as in the original bill. 

the section was changed to allow concurrent State regulation of a non-conflicting 
11/ 

nature.-
Thus. the 1 anguage whi ch the Congress finally e1 ected to use in Section 

103(d) of the Act. would preserve to the States a significant role in the regulation 

of motor vehl c1es and items of motor vehi c1 e safety equi pll'.ent. i nc1 uding enforcement 

of identi cal Federal standards adopted by the States. For otherwise the section 

would be meaningless; it would be ridiculous for a state to enact a law adopting 

an identical Federal standard and then not be able to thereafter enforce that standard. 

IDS. 3005 and H.R. 13228; compare with 15 U.S.C. 1392(d); House Report. pp. 249-50; 
277-78. 
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that is. to give "it affect." No state would involve itself in such an exercise of 

futility. nor could Congress have intended that it should. 

Judi ci al Interpretati on 

There are very few Court cases on tile issue of preemption and, more 

particularly. on the pre.emptive effect of Section l03(d) on state enforcement 
12/ 

programs.- The Superlite cases have accounted for the majority of the litigation 

over preemption under the Act. These cases arose as a result of several States 

restraining the sale of Chrysler automobiles equipped with auxiliary headlamps. 

Chrysler went to Court to enjoin the States from taking this action. Three United 

States District Court decisions and two United States Court of Appeals decisions 

resulted from the litigation. The State of New Hampshire prevailed against 
13/ 

Chrys1er.- Chrysler prevailed at the District Court level in suits against 
1V 1~ 

Vermont- and against New York.- Chrysler's lower court victories were short-

li'/ed as the Court of Appeals reversed the decisions. 
.!§! 

In the Super1ite cases. Chrysler argued that. with the passage of the 

Act. all State laws pertaining to the performance and equipment of new vehicles 

became void. The corporation asserted that Section l03(d) applied only to used 

vehi cl es. In the alternati ve. Chrysl er argued that the State statutes were preempted 

as regul ating an "aspect of performance." covered by Federal 110tor Vehi cl e Safety 

Standard 108. the only Federal standard that deals with vehicle lighting. This 

standard requi res that vehi cles carry equi pment such as "headl amps." "park; ng 1 i ghts." 

and "turn signal lamps." 

.lYSut see TSEI vs Kane, infra. pp. 10-11. 

WChrysler Corporation v. Rhodes. 294 F. SUP? 665 (196B). affirmed at 416 F. 26 
319 (1st eir .• 1968. 

WChrys1er Corporation v. Malloy. 294 F. Supp. 524 (1968) . 

.liIChrvs1er Corporation v. Tofany. 305 F. Supp. 971 (1969) 

.!§!Chrysler Corporation v. Tofany. 419 F. 2d 499 (2nd Gir .• 1969). 
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The courts eventually rejected both Chrysler argUioonts. The Tofany 

appellate court found that the plain language of section 103(d) and its legislative 

history mandated that the provision be applied to new vehicles and that auxiliary 

lamps were not covered within an "aspect of performance" of standard 108. The 

court noted that. where a State's police power is involved. preemption is not 

presumed. and it stated that the interests of traffic safety dictated that 

section 103(d) be construed narrowly. The court also relied on the Federal 

Government's position that it never intended Standard 108 to deal with an aspect 
17/ 

of performance of a light such as Superlite.-

An Administrative Interpretation 

It is well settled that. citation of authority is unnecessary. that 

administrative interpretations are to be given great weight with respect to laws which 

are to be enforced by a particular agency. 

In 1971 NHTSA Administrator. Douglas Toms. in an interpretation regarding 

the limits on state enforcement procedures. stated: 

It has been the posi tion of this agency that the Act 
permits the States to enforce the standards. independently 
of the Federal enforcement effort. since otherwise there 
would have been no reason for the Act to allow the States 
to have even "identical" standards. The question raised by 
the ... petition is to what extent the States may utilize 
an enforcement scheme t~8t differs from the Federal one 
establ ished by the Act . .!!Y 

Toms continued by stating that the effective date of a standard is 

established on the basis of the agency's judgeMent as to the length of time it 

will take manufacturers to design and prepare to produce a vehicle or item of 

equipment. and is not intended to allow time for obtaining governmental approval 

after production begins. He further stated that: 

lVThe National Highway Traffic Safety Administration argued. as amicus curiae. that 
there was no preemption. ----

lWFederal Register. Volume 36. No. 106 (June 2.1971). pp. 10744-45. 
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It is the position of this agency, therefore, that under 
the Act and the regulatory scheme that has been established 
by its authority a State may not regulate motor vehicles 
or motor vehicle equipment, with respect to aspects of 
performance covered by Federal standards, by requiring prior 
State approval before sale or otherwise restricting the 
manufacture, sale, or movement within the State of products 
that conform to the standards . .!2I 

However, Toms made it plain that the legislative history of the Act did 

not offer specific guidance on the question, especially as it related to items of motor 

vehicle equipment. Toms referred to statements made by Senator Magnuson which related 

solely to the vehicle itself. Accordingly, at least from the foregoing, it is clear 

that states would be prohibited from having an enforcement scheme that would impede the 

free flow of commerce of new vehicles. However, whether a state may have an enforce

ment scheme, with respect to automotive parts and safety equipment, is another 

question. But that question seems to have been answered in favor of state enforcement 

by Toms when he stated that: 

"This interpretation does not preclude State enforce
ment of standards by other reasonable procedures that 
do not impose undue burdens on the manufacturers, includ
ing submission of products for approval within reasonable 
time limits, as long as manufacturers are free to market 
their products while the procedures are being followed, 
as they are under the Federal scheme. "fQ/ 

From AAt·1VA's perspective, a reasonable interpretation of the last-quoted 

material would seem to make clear that a state could require products to be submitted 

for approval for sale in a state, provided, the manufacturers are allowed to market 

their products in that state while that state's enforcement procedures are being 

implemented. If the state should find, during the course of enforcement implementation, 

that the products submitted for approval do not meet Federal standards, then that 

state could take appropriate action against the sale of that product in the state. 

Obviously, the constitutional question of undue burden on corrmerce, may arise 

where a state program may have an effect on interstate commerce. 

l2! 
Ibid. 

W.!hl!!,. (Emphasis added) 

,---- ------ ,---- --
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How the Issue Arose and AM1VA's Invol vement 

AAMVA has been designated as the Safety Equipment Approval Agent for 48 

of the 50 States of the United States and seven Provinces of Canada. Under this 

program, the Association will issue a Certificate of Approval in behalf of the 

participating State or Province, to the manufactu'rers of safety devices, parts, 

material, assemblies, or test equipment. The program is designed to save the 

States, Provinces, and manufacturers time and money by offering a centrali~ed 
21/ 

system of equipment approvals.- The program went into effect on January 1,1967, 

and had the support of industry at that time. However, subsequent to Ik. Toms' 

interpretation of Section 103(d), in 1971, a segment of the automobile parts industry 

took a different position. This segment of the industry took the position that the 

1966 Act established a uniform Federal regulatory scheme and that this uniform 

Federal regulatory scheme preempts state enforcement and prevents any independent, 

parallel, or supplemental enforcement by the states. The uniform Federal regulatory 

scheme, emphasized by this segment of the industry, is primarily that of self

certification. In AM1VA's opinion, the self-certification scheme is of questionable 

value, as the present Congressional hearings on the DC-10 certification process 

indicate. Substantiation is unnecessary to support the statement that the Federal 

bureaucracy is unable to adequately police a self-certification program, and this 

holds fast whether it is the FAA or DOT. State enforcement schemes, whether pre-sale 

approval, market aUditing and retesting in the safety field (safety equipment ~ 

not new vehicles) or junk and salvage enforcement in the vehicle security field, are 
22/ 

needed to complement the Federal scheme if national programs are to succeed.-

21/ 
- AM1VA Manufacturer's Guide for Safety Equipment Services. attached as Exhibit 7. 

£Y There is no doubt that the Executi ve 8ranch comprehen<is the need for complementary 
state enforcement schemes of Federal standards. Stafl~s are presently assisting 
in the national enforcement scheme of the Federal Hi\jl1way Administration, Bureau 
of ~lotor Carriers Safety, with respect to the enforcer.1ent of truck weight standards. 
It was recently proposed by the FHWA that states assist with enforcement of 
Federal criteria as it relates to truck length and width. Moreover, Secretary 
Schlesinger has recently announced that he would favor, upon request from the 
states, their enforcement of certain DOE regulations. 
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Issue was joined in 1975 when a law suit was brought by the Truck Safety 
'!l/ 

Equi plOOnt Ins titute (TSE!) against the COiTJl1Onwealth of Pennsyl vani a. ~ argued 

that enforcelOOnt through a pre-sale approval program, such as that used by 

Pennsylvania, is preempted by the Act. It reached this conclusion by arguing that 

Congress intended that the Federal enforcement scheme 15 exclusive, that the Federal 

regulatory scheme has been so pervasive that there is no roam for supplemental State 

regUlation, that Congress intended that there be one set of criteria for manufacturers 

to follow, and that the goals and objectives of the national safety program are 

frus trated by Pennsyl vani a's pre-sale approval program. 

Pennsyl vani a argued th.at Congress intended that the States part! c! pate 

in promoting traffic safety, the primary purpose of the Act. The State also argued 

that section I03(d) only prevents the States from adopting different standards than 

those adopted by the Federal Government and does not prevent the adoption of different 
24/ 

enforcement procedures ,- especially when such procedures accomplish the goals and 

objectives of the Act. 

In view of the TSEI case, it can be readily seen that the states are 

concerned with the extent of their enforcement roles under S. 1214 Md H.R. 4178. 

ihose motor vehicle administrators familiar with the TSEI case were of the opinion 

that they were to play an active role in the enforcement of identical Federal 

Motor Vehicle Safety Standards a~ they relate to automotive parts and equipment. 

However, if the decision of the Pennsylvania case is iMicative and does truly 

express the intent of Congress, then the role of the states is meaningless as it 

relates to their enactment of identical Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, in 

the automotive parts and equipment area, as well as, identical Federal Motor Vehicle 

Security Standards. 

WTSEI v. Kane (MOPA, Sept. 20, 1976), attached as Exhibit 8. 

WTSEI v. Kane (3rd Cir., July 27, 1977), attached as Exhibit 9. TSEI v. Kane 
(MOPA, Feb. 26, 1979), attached as Exhibit 10. 
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As previously stated, and as indicated here, the Vehicle Theft Act of 

1979 raises parallel and similar questions with respect to the extent of state 

enforcen-ent of identical Federal t10tor Vehicle standards. We have had no 

definitive, judicial interpretations of section 103(d), and the one administrative 

interpretation on the question at hand, to say the least, is somewhat conflicting. 

Therefore, the question is rightfully before the forum where it belongs, the U.S. 

Congress, tn view of the fact that the Congress will be once again addressing 

section 103 of the fiotor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. 

CONCLUSION 

AAMVA is of the opinion that the intent of Congress in 1966 was not to 

bar the States from enforcing Federal t10tor Vehi c1e Safety Standards under schen-es 

promulgated at the state level. 

Congress could not have intended that a state stand idly by and permit 

violations of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, which relate to auto parts 

and safety equipment, adopted by the state, and wait for a Federal initiative in 

order to preclude such activity from continuing where the state has an enforcement 
ill 

program in place. The states, as Congress is well aware, under their police 

powers are obviously in the best position to protect the safety and welfare of 

thei r citi zens. floreove r, state regulatory schemes contemp1 ated by AAMVA serve to 

comp1en-ent the Federal regulatory scheme which the Congress intended when it enacted 
26/ 

the Act.-

So that there is no further misunderstanding of Congressional intent, the 

AM1VA respectfully requests that Section 103(d) of the Act and Section 203 in S. 1214 

and H.R. 4118 be amended as follows: 

'& 
AM1VA Capital Report, tiarch 14,1979, attached as Exhibit 11. 

~§/AAMVA Bulletin, March 1979, pp. 1,7 (refer to Exhibit 4, attached). 

\ 

\ 

\ 
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Section l03(d) 

"Whenever a Federal motor velliele safety standard established 
under this title is in effect, no State or political subdivision 
of a State shall have any authority either to establish, or to 
continue in effect, with respect to any motor vehicle or item 
of motor vehicle equipment any safety standard applicable to the 
same aspect of performance of such vehicle or item of equipment 
which is not identical to the Federal standard. Provided. however, 
that a state may adopt identical Federal Motor Ve~Sdfety 
Standards promul~ated by the Secretary, and enforce those standards 
to the extent al owed under state law so Ion as such enforcement 
oes not rustrate teo ect ves an ur oses 0 t 5 ct. 
othlng ntIs sect on 5 a e construe to prevent t e Federal 

Government or the government of any State or political subdivision 
thereof from establishing a safety requirement applicable to motor 
vehicles or motor vehicle equipment procured for its own use if 
such requirement imposes a higher standard of performance than that 
required to comply with the otherwise applicable Federal Standard." 

Section 203 

"Whenever there is in effect a Federal Motor Vehicle Security 
Standard relating to a motor vehicle's starting system, the 
locking system, the locking systems for the engine, passenger, 
and trunk compartments, and component part identification 
established under this title, no State or political subdiVision 
of a State shal1 have any authority to establish or to continue 
in effect, with respect to any motor vehicle or motor vehicle 
part, any security standard relating to those same systems which 
is not identical to such federal standard. Provided. however, that 
a state may adopt identical Federal f-1otor Vehicle security Standards 
promulgated by the secretarf' and enforce those st.ndards to the 
extent allowed under state aw, so long as, such enforcement does 
not frustrate the objectwes and purposes of this Act. Ii 

The added language would make plain that states can develop enforcement 

programs and Systems which are not necessarily identical to the Federal enforcement 

programs, as long as, those programs and systems complement the Federal scheme of ---- W 
accomplishing the purposes and objectives of the Act, and the proposed 

W 
"That Congress hereby declares that the purpose of this Act is to reduce traffic 
accidents and deaths and injuries to persons resulting from traffic accidents .... " 
(15 U.S.C. 1392) 

68-093 0 - 80 - 11 
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281 
1egls1ation;- provided, however, that such state enforcement schemes do not 

W W 
frustrate the Federal scheme nor create an undue burden on interstate corrmerce. 

W 
The purposes are to improve the standards for security devices for motor 
vehicles; improve the identification numbering systems for motor vehicles and 
their major components; increase the Federal criminal penalties for those persons 
trafficking in stolen motor vehicles and their parts; and establish procedures 
to reduce opportunities for exporting stolen motor vehicles. (5. 1214 and 
H.R. 4178, p. 5) 

WGo1dstein v. California, 93 S.Ct. 2303 (1973). Compare e.F. Jones v. Rath 
Packlng Co., 97 S.Ct. 1305 (1977). (Attached as Exhibit 12). 

~/Raymond Motor Transportation, Inc., v. Rice, 54 L.Ed.2d 664 (Feb. 21,1978). 
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TheAAMVA la an International assoc!atlon. Its mambar 
Jurisdictions are the 50 United States, the District 01 
Columbia and PUlltrto Rico, the 10 canadian provinces, 
and the Yukon Bnd Northwest Territories. 

AcHve Mombershlp: 
The activo-membership 01 the Association consists of 
the matorvohlcle and traffic law enforcement adminis
trators 01 the member Jurisdictions, who are the yotlng 
members: and other -goYarnmental represontatlv85 
serving In aim liar capacities with tho Unlted States and 
canadian federal goYarnmants, who are not voting 
members. 

AIIoclat.;Mombarshlp: 
Msor:iate membership IS'lvsllable to organlzatlona, 
associations, and business enterprises with Interests 
that are mutual to,'or compatible with, tho AAMVA and 
Its programming obJectives. as wallIs to Individuals 
under limited, prescribed circumstances. Associate 
mGmbers must submit an application and be elected to 
memberahlp by the AAMVA Board 01 Dlrectora. 



, 
.. \ .'\ /. , \ 
I .1 ~ &. 

f" ~. 

The American Association of Motor V.hlcl. Ad-

::'d~~S~[r~~~r ~r~~~I~'::I~~'01~~~i~~~d~r~~f~f~i 
officials In tho United St.t.s and Canada, r.spon
slbl. for the .dmlnlstr.tlon and .nforcament of 
I.ws p.rt.lnlng to the motor vehicle Dnd Its use. It 
was founded In 1933. 

!1~U':i~t~::~h~cgr.~r~ ~~'g~lt~~br~~~~~~~J~ 
Rico, the 10 C.n.dl.n provlnc.s, and the Yukon 
and NorthwestTerrltorles.lts prlnclpalende.vors 
• ra .ddr .... d to: 
-Mod.1 program dev.lopm.nt In dlsclplln.s re

lating to motor v.hlcl •• dmlnlstratlon, pollc. 
traffic s.rvlc ••• nd highway s.fety; 

-Serving as an Information cla.rlnghous. for 
the .. same disciplines; 

-Serving as the slnaular spok.sman for these 
Int.rests. 

~~~CI~~~~~~~on~~J'!~g;~~st~~;~::'rf.J~~~~lri~;!; 
as well as liaison with other lev.ls of government 

:~~ t~es~!~~~· aS~f~~r~!tsp~6~PJ:~~~".:lI~~:~~~ 
mora effective public servlc •. 
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Organizations, associations "and business enterprises 
with 8850clate membership Bre entltlod to receive the 
same benefits and privileges as active members, ex
cept they ate not entitled to vote on MMVA legislative 
matters (l.e.--I"8So1utlons. recommend"lIons, and 
other policy matters). 

HClnorary MembershIp: 
There aro two types 01 honorary membership In tho 
Association: 
-Former active members. 
-Thoca who have been alected, as the result of out-

.tandlng contributions In tho field of highway .afaty 
and/or motor vehIcle adminIstration. Such members 
are elected at the Annuallnttrnatlonal Conference . 

Honorary member8hlp Is for life. Honorary members 
have the privilege of taking part In dIscussions and 
serving on committees but cannot vote. 

I 



Th1t Association seeks to achieve Its objectives by pro
viding International leadership In matters re1ated to the 
administration and enforcement ()f laws pertaining to 
the motor vehicle and Its use. 

Association Officers: 
rhe AAMVA's member Jurisdictions annually elect 8 
President, F1rst and Socond Vice Presldenl, and a Sec
rotary from among the active membership. The Execu .. 
tlve Director Is the chief executive and operating oHicer 
of the Association and administers the programming 
activities of the professional staff. He also servos as 0)( 

officio lroasurer of the Associatlo~. 

Board of Dlr8CI0!'S: 
The governlngbody olthe MMVA I,lts Board of Direc
tors. The Board consists of the ottlcers, thtee 'mmedl~ 
ate Past Presidents, ilnd three membars from each of 
the four geographical reglo.1s of the Association. The 
Board may. 1n the elCecution of tho powers granted, 
delegate certain of Its authority to an Executive Com· 
mitt •• , 
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Executive Committee: 
Tho Executive Committee conststs 01 ~he 'Jt1icers of the 
Association and the Immediate Past President. The 
Executive Committee may act In place, and Instead of, 
the Board ot DIrectors between Board meetings on a:U 
matters, except thosa specifically r93erved to the 
Board by the Bylaws. 

However I ecHons of the Executlve '==ommtttee must be 
repcrted to the Board for ratification. The Executive 
Committee serves as an ex off/~/o Budget and Finance 
Committee of the Association. 



Tho Assoclstlon's professional ataff Is composed of 
both goneralistS and specialists with expertise In the 
various aspects of motor vehicle administration and 
hlghway.alaty. 

lExecutlv. staff: 
The executive staH, headed by the Executive Director, 
is based at the International headquarters, 1201 Con~ 
=~.ut Avenue. N.W •• Suite 910, Washington. D.C. 

Among the specific staff services Bvallable from the 
MMVA are advice and counsel In various facets of 
driver services, vehicle &ervlces, safety equipment ser. 
vices. commercial motor CllrrJer activttles, Including 
Inter·state Bnd provincial reciprocity, and program 
plennlng and systems development. 

Regional staff: 
The Association also malntalns a field staff, composed 
of four Regional Directors, situated In various geo
graphical regions. to provide regular liaison and ser ... 
vices to IndIvidual states and provinces. The four 
MMVA regions are; 
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II Region I: Consisting of states and provinces In the 
northeastern United States and eastern Canada. It in· 
eludes Connecticut. Delaware, the District of Colum· 
bla, Maino, Maryland, Maaaachusetts, New Hampshire. 
New Jersey. New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
Vermont; and the provinces of New Brunswick, New
foundland, Nova Scotia. Ontario, Prince Edward Is
land. and Quebec. 

Region II: Consisting of tho states In the southern 
United States. It Includes Alabama. ArkaJ.)sBS, Florida, 
Georgia. Kentucky, Louisiana, MississiPPI, North Caro
lina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vir ... 
gin la, West Virginia, and Puerto Rico. 

Region nI: ConSisting 01 the states In the midwestern 
United States. It Includes illinois, Indiana. Iowa, KAn-
88S, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota. and Wisconsin. 

Region IV: Consisting of the states and provinces In tho 
western United States and western Canada. It Includes 
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado. HawaII. Idaho. 
Montana. Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon. Utah. Wa!lh
Inglon. Wyoming; and the provinces of Alberta, British 
Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and the North
west Bnd Yukon Territories. 



The foundation of· the AAMVA I. Ita committee otruc
ture. State and provincial motor vehicle and traffic 
enforcement oHiclets, admlnlst"rlng law9°relaled to the 
motor vehicle Bnd Its US8. are concerned with a broad 
range of activities. 

Most AssocIation program development Is vested In Its 
nine Standing Committees. Each Sfandlng Committee 
'Consists of a Chairman, Vlc&-Cha\nnan and from 12:tD 
20 membsf'"J. The committees are appointed by the 
MMVA President, with an equal number of represents
tlves on oach committee from each of the Association's 
four regions. 

ihe Standing Committees also provide forums for con~ 
slderatlon and processing of Issues of paramount im
portance to the AAMVA and Its members. Noerly all of 
the Standing Committees have an annual meeting In 
conJunction with the AnnuallnternationBl Conference, 
and most also sponsor either annual or periodic work
shops. 

The Standing Committees and, the workshop sessions 
which they sponsor are: 

-Driver Uco""lng and Controt Comrnltt .. : Spanso", 
an annual Oriver License Workshop. 

-Englnoertng and Vehicle In.poetlon Commltt .. , 
Sponsors an annual Englneerlng/lnspectlon Work
shop. 

-!'IlIIInclll fl •• pcnllbility Committee: Perlodlcelly 
spon£.ora a Financial Rosponslblllty Workshop. 
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-l6g11 Alfolrs CommiHee: Sponsors the annuat Insti
tute on MOlorVehlcle and traffic Laws, addressed to 
curronl major legal Issues In motor vehicle adminIs
tration, police traffic services, and highway safety. 

-Moto< Vehtcle InlorrnaUon SyllDm. Comml" .. : 
Sponsors an annUal Motor Vehicle Information Sys
tems Workshop. 

-Police Traffic Service. Committee: Meets $Onoally at 
the RegIonal and International Conferences. 

-Public: Affairs Committee: Periodically sponsors a 
Public Information Seminar. 

-Reglatra1\on and llUe- Committee: Sponsors an an
nual Reglstratfonrntle Workshop. 

-Vehicle Reciprocity and Internollo,,"1 ~I.trotlon 
Plan Commltt": Sponsors an annual Reclprocltyl 
IRP Workshop_ 

AssocIatIon "legl.laHve Prooell": 
The Standing CommJHee structure Is utilized to pro
cess many AAMVA "legislative" matters (I.e.-resolu
tlons, recommendations, and other polley Initiatives). 
Such malters usually Bre Irdtlsled at one of the interna
tional workshops. Upon endorsement by the work
shop, the maHer Is passed along to the Association's 
four Regional Conferences for review, comment and 
possible concurrence. Tho maHer then Is forwarded to 
the Annuallntarnatlonal Conference. At th!.s session, 
tho Standing Committee which originated the- matter 
reviews II for technical soundness. Tho AAMVA Board 
of Directors reviews It for policy conSistency. prior to 
SUbmitting It to the general membership for conslder
B.Uon. It the matter is approved by the- gen8ra1 member~ 
ship, It become. a part of tha AAMVA's Policy and 
Position Statements. 

In addition to the nine Stendlng Commltt ... , tho 
AAMVA currently serves as sponsor for several other 
long range proJects, vIa special commltteas. 



Tho.AAMVA has what Is, perhaps, the broadest man
date of any International association concerned with 
the motor vehicle and Its use. The Association-by 
virtUe of tho mandates of Its constltuency-ls In con
stant consultation with federal and state executive and 
legislative represontatlves, regarding administration 
and Implementation of the two landmark pieces of 
federal safety legislation enacted by the Congress In 
1966: The Highway Safety Act. basis for the uniform 
National Highway Safety Program Standards; and the 
companion National Motor Vehicle and Traffic Safety 
Act, which relates almost exclusively to vehicles and 
safety equipment. 

The Breas of program discipline encompassed by 
MMVA members has led to an ever broadening Inter
est In activities of the Congress. This Includes clean air 
and other ecology-related legislation. and Its Interac
tion with energy proposals. It also Includes privacy 
legislation and Its Interaction with freedom of Informa
tion pr~vlslons Ijll data bases and their use, as well as 
consum~r pro"';uct safety legislation (re: bicycle regu
lations). 

Besides serving as the spokesman for the Associa
tion's stato and provincial member~Jurlsdlctions In IInl. 
son with other pubJlc and private Interest groups, an
other priority goal of the MMVA Is service to member 
agencies. It is aimed at providing the capability to be ~ 
responsive to the needs of the highway user. 

Driver Services: 
The AAMVA has been the leader In program develop
mont related to driver licensing and control. Its most 
recent effort, "ScreenIng for Driver Limitation," Is a 
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training program to assist license examln~'s In Identi
fying signs and symptoms of medical conditions
physical and emotional-that mey Inhibit an Indlvld· 
ual's ability to drive safely. Developed Jointly with the 
American Medlcel Association, with pr;:,duction fi
nanced by a grant from the National Highway TraHic 
Safety Administration, It consIsts ot a comprehensive 
tralnlng manual and Ilccompanylng audio/visual lec
tures by notod physicians. 

The Association periodically develops a comparative 
data study on administration end operations of driver 
license and control prpcesses In state and provincial 
agencies. A study was recently completed. A special 
section of this study was addressed to administration 
of financial security laws, and Its costs were underwrit
ten by the 8Uto casualty Insunmce Industry, The 
AAMVA Standing Committee on Driver LicenSing and 
Control also Is working on another study with two 
major objectives: (1) Development of guidelines for a 
model classified driver licensing system: Ilnd (2) Devel
opment and documentation ot procedures for further 
Identifying problem drivers. A special MMVA Model 
Driver Standards Committee also Is working toward 
updating and combining two books, Driver License 
Admln/strator's Guide to Driver Improvement, and 
iestlng Drivers: a Manual for Driver License Examiners 
and Administrators. Theseara among the most popular 
college level texts on the subject of driver license ad· 
ministration. 

Vehicle Services: 
The Association also has been 8 prominent leader In 
vehicle services programming. One of the principal 
endeavors has been addressed to development of a 
uniform Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) system, 
capable of providing a unique Identifier for each motor 
vehicle. Such a VIN system has numerousappllcatlons, 
Including reduction of recording errors, simplification 
of data processing programs and procedures, recnll 
programs, accident Invostlgatlon studies, vehicle anU
theft programs, as well as other vehicle registration! 
title and Inspection programs. In a commentnry to tha 
NHTSA, all states and provinces have endorsed the 
concept contained In the system developod by the 
MMVA. 

(Continued • •• ) 

l 



Vehicle Serife .. : (Continued ••• J 

Two other major projects are being developed via 
sponsorship Of American National Standards lnsmute 
(ANSI) commlUees. They are the 0·19 proJect, ad· 
dressed to developmont of Model Registration and 
Certificate of Ownership Procedures; and the [).20 
project, aimed at developing a states' Model Motorist 
Data Base. The AAMVA Standing Committee on Regis
tratlonlTltle Is also working on B study to determine the 
feasibility of developing unIform policies and proce
dures for disclosure of odometer readings on a vehl
cle'stille. 
One of tho Association's largest current programs Is 
thelntemaUonal Registration Plan (lAP). The lAP Is an 

. ngreement governing the administration at registra-
tion teea 'or commercial molor carriers operating on 
an Int~r·lurI8dlctlonal basis. It provides for propor· 
tional payment 01 fees, based on actual fleet miles 
traveled In each lAP Jurisdiction. 

lh9 ospecially unique teature ot ttle lf~P is that, among 
algnatorles, registration Is reqUired only In th6 fleet's 
base Jurisdiction, and only one registration plate and 
one cab card Is Issued for 8ach vehicle registered un4 

der the Plan. 

Safety EquIpment Sorvlces: 
TheAAMVA's Safety Equipment Services Program was 
created to provide a central authority and uniform pro" 
c;adure lor processing approvals for safety equipment 
commonly used In the operation of a motor Vehicle. It 
complements. the federal Motor Vehicle Safety Stan .. 
dards program .at the atate and provincial level, and 
assists In assuring the consumer/purchaser that re
placement aaf&\y ~ulpment meets standards. Also, It 
has saved vastamounts of time and paperwork for8tal& 
snd provincial agenclos and equipment manufoctur .. 
era. 
In addition to the approvals' function, thla program 
BI~ lnclu~ laboratory Bccfedltstlon for aU facUlties 
submitting tsst rflports to the MMVA. which accom
pany the Items and devfces for approval. It also pro--
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vides limited retail market audit and retesting of se
Jected l1ems and devfces that prevfously have been 
certmed, In order to ensure on·golng quality control. 
The AAMVA publishes the Approved Devices Hand. 
book. which contains the name and a complete technl. 
cal description of each item or devfce certified during 
the preiilouG five years. 

ThIs program area also enc:ompaases matters related 
to motor vehlc:le Inspection, Including sponsorship of 
the ANSI 0-7 ltctlvftles on Inspection. and publication 
annually of thaMoto( VehIcle inspoct/on Handbook,l" 
cooperation with tho Molar Vehicle Manufacturers As
socla.tlon. The Standing Committee on Englnoerlng 
and VehIcle Inspection currently Is Walking on a proJ
ect, under tho ousplces of a federal grant, to develop a 
uniform guldellne of motor 'Vehicle eqUipment which 
should be inspected on a periodic basis. 

AdmInIstrative ServIce.: 
The Association's execuUve staff Includes specialists 
with particular expertise In program planning and sys. 
tems devoloprnenl. fegal affairs, and public affairs. to 
ptovld& support In various aspects of programming 
endeavor, as welf as to maintain specific capability to 
provide responses to Inquiries for I(lformatlon In these 
areas, 

AssocIatIon Conferences: 
The Association. also sponsors. an Annuallnternat!onal 
Conference, traditionally hold In the fall In a maJor 
m~trcpolltan ar8a. It brIngs together chief administra
tors and key staff paraonnet 10 discuss major Issues 
aHectlng motor vehicle administration, and to formu
late tontatlvo solutions, Each of the AAMVA's four re .. 
glans also annually sponsor a Rogional Conference. 
These traditionally RrB hald In the spring and Barly 
summor, 

__ J 



The AAMVA maintains a series of regular publications 
In order to maintain a close link of communication with 
Its members. The two principal vehicles of communlca. 
tlooare: 

-TIle AAMVA Bullotln:A 12-pago monlhly ne..,le«or, 
which Is addressed to major programming trends In 
atsle and provincial motor vehlcla and traffic law 
enforcemont agencies. as well as other Bspects of 
the motor vehicle and Its use. It also Includes legal 
trends In a regular monthly feature, "Motor Vehicle 
Law Review"; and major executlvo changes In the 
membership In another feature, "Among Ourselves." 

-Tho Cepltal Report: An executive summary for the 
chhtf administrators In the AS!oclation's member JU. 
risdlctlons, which Is addressed to developments In 
the Congress, the executive department agencies of 
the faderal government, and alate and provincial 
programming trends. It also Includes AAMVA pro-
grem activities. 

Othor Association publlcaUonalncludo: 

-TIIo AAlAVA Ponoonnol Of_cry 01 Member Juris
dictions: A directory containing the names, ad
dressM, tItles and telephone numbers of the chJef 
Administrators In the MMVA'. membor-juriodle
Uons, as well as those administering maJor program .. 
mlng discipline. within these agencl ... 

-AAMVA Policy 1I1<I_lon StaI1Imonta: A digest 01 
the .... loUi pollcl .. and poIltions that ha .. been 
ad<>ptad bytheAssoclltlon'.gon ... a1 membership. 
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-Conference Proceedings: ,\ digest of the melor 
speeches and committee m06\ing activities that tran· 
spire at the Annual Internatlon~1 Conference. It also 
Includes texts of the various re8,,'dutlons and recom· 
mendations adopted, as well as flo legislative hlst"'!"; 
of e8ch of the resolutions that ware consld~dd at the 
Conference general business s8ssl~!". 

-Approved Device. Handbook: An annual volume 
that contains the name and complete technical de
scription of each item, device or component certified 
by the AAMVA's Safety EqUipment Services Program 
during the previous five years. 

-Annual Report: A synopsis of the Association's major 
programming endeavors during a given year. 

-Vehlcl. Inspection Handbook: An annual volume, 
publl.hod In cooporatlon with tho Motor Vehicle 
Manufacturers Association, addressed to proper 
technique for performing the various t~sks com· 
manly associated with motor yehlcle Inspection. 

-AAMVA Fect Sheet: A publication designed to pro
vide a thumbnail sketch of the Association, I~ goals 
and obJectives, and Its programming activities. 



• To promote reasonable and uniform laws 81ld regu
lations "governing the registration, certification of 
ownership, safety equipment and operation of motor 
vehicles, and the Issuance of motor vohlcJe driver's 
licenses. 

• To assist In promoting highway safety programs. 
• To assist In promoting standardization and uniform

.~y In practlces and procedurB3ln the enforcement of 
motor vehicle snd traffic laws. 

• To promote the enactment of laws permitting com
plete reciproCity; the apportionment 01 commercial 
vehicle registration, under the basIng point sYGtem, 
and other comparable systems of registration; and 
to promote a closer relationship among and between 
the states, the District of Columbia, the provinces of 
Canada, MeXico and other American countries In all 
matters pertaining to motor vehicles and their opera
tlon. 

• To promote and conduct tachnlcal and statistical 
studies of the calJses of traffic accldsnts for the 
~purpose of developing ways and meBns for the pre-
vantlon of SUch accidents. 

• To conduct traffic and transport studies In search of 
Information which may be of use In the development 
of traffic control standards. 

• To cooperate In every way possible with all govern
mental agencies and Interested private sector orga
nizations In stUdies relating to safe, economical and 
expeditious highway transportation. 

• To provide continuing encouragement and support 
for the efficient and effective administration 01 finan
cial responsibility, financial security. and related 
lawa. 

• To promote closer personal contacts between mBm
bers cf the MMVA tor 8xchange of Information and 
solutions to mutual problems. 

• To promote and encourage continuing programs of 
education and training of employaas of AAMVA 
member-Jurisdictions. as they relate to the programs 
and goals of the Association. 

'. To provide advisory and consultantaervlcea to mem
bars In the organlzaUon and reorganization 01 var
ious state and provincial agency functions; on pro
posed legislation; to provide assistance or lostrue
lion for new officials concerning the duties and re
aponalbUlUos In the Idmlnhstratlon Bnd enforcement 
of lawl pertaining to the motorvohlole and It .. use. 

Menage from the 
Execullve Director 

The AAMVA's primary 
enrleavor Is addressed 
to providing programs 
and services that are 
responsive to the 
needs of state and pro· 
vlnclal agencies com· 
posing Its member
ship. It seeks to speak 
and act, on behalf of 
these state and provln· 
clal members, In com· 

munlcatlng with organizations and Indlvldua!s 
who share our programming Intorest5. In addl· 
tlon, our Association seeks to forge a vlabla state/ 

• federal "partnership" In our relationships with 
our counterparts In the federal government. The 
AAMVA also seeks to develop a similar partner
ship with organizations In the private sector that 
share our goals and obJectives. 

As the result of those activities, our Association 
has a substantial role In ensuring the safest and 
most eHielent highway transportation system 
possible In each state and province, helping to 
protect the lives and property of tho highway 
users. whom we serve. 

Donald J, Bardell 
Executive DIrector 
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Comment by • •• 

The Executive Director 
By Donald J. Bardell 

Vehicle theft has long been one of the most perplexing pro.,lems related to motor 
vehicle administration. It presents a vast array of problems for state and provincial 
officials responsible for the administration and enforcement of motor vehicle and traffic 

laws, and their counterparts at the 10c&llevels. 
Vehicle theft also poses a similarly vexing'set of problems 

< for prosecutors, jurists, and many in the private sector, as well 
• as to the individual victims among the general public, who 

., suffer substantial economic losses and the loss of their prime 
,,::: source of mobility. 

.• The economic impact of vehicle theft in the United States 
is staggering. One major auto casualty insurance association 
has estimated that the industry-wide losses from vehicle theft 

I in this country approach S4.I-billion annually! 
Furthermore, the problems appear to be rapidly escala

ting-particularly in the area of professional thievery, where 
the stakes are high and the possibilities for immensely profitable theft ring operations 
actually exist. 

Heretofore, a vast majority of the emphasis in anti-theft efforts has been addressed to 
apprehension and prosecution. There have been a few programs targeted toward pre
ventive remedies, but most have stressed catching and prosecuting thieves-after a ve
hicle has actually been stolen. Even today, there are many calling ;Qr more laws and 
more stringent penalties as potential deterrents to those who might be inclined to steal a 
vehicle. 

However, there are a growing number in our profession who believe that we currently 
have laws that are adequate for achieving our enforcement and prosecution objectives, 
with respect to vehicle theft problems. These individuals are firmly convinced that tilere 
are real limits to which after-the-fact remedies can usefully be pursued in preventin~ 
vehicle theft. 

Many among the AAMVA's membership believe that substantially greater inroads can 
be made in ameliorating the growing number of vehicle theft problems-especially as 
they relate to "professional" theft operations-by tightening the administrative controls 
that pertain to proof of ownership of a motor vehicle. These administrative controls 
stress prevention of the theft before it occurs, in contrast to apprehension and prose
cution after-the-fact. 

By tightening these administrative controls, motor vehicle administrators can make it 
significantly more difficult for the professional auto thief to operate. These controls can 
make it tougher for representatlves of theft rings to successfully obtain false documents 
that make them appear to be the I.gitimate owner<; of vehicles that have been stolen. 

These tighter controls over proof of vehicle ownership-from the time that a vehicle 
rolls off the assembly line until it is either salvaged, dismantled or consigned to the 
shredder-also can be helpful in reducing other avenues of fraud, on which the profes
sional theft rings have relied heavily. 

The AAMVA alreadY has taken several significant steps toward formulating more 
effective administrative controls for motor vehicles. Pursuant to a pair of 1978 Annual 
International Conference resolutions, our Association is well along the way to develop· 
ing security features for the Manufacturers Certificate of Origin-a vehicle's "birth 
certificate." We also have several years of AAMVA staff time and resources invested in 
the develorment of a unique Vehicle Identification Number-one that will provide a 
competent identifier for a vehicle throughout its u .. fullife. 

Development of security features for the MCO and our effort toward formulating a 
cOlllPetent VIN are but two items on a lengthy agenda of possible administrative con
trols that might be successfully applied toward the prevention of vehicle ti,eft. Other 
potential alternatives include: security features for titles, including return of titles in
volving inter· jurisdictional transfers; precise controls for transfer of ownership between 
such entities as the manufacturer, transporter, dealer, purchaser, body shop operator 
and dismantler; specific salvage title procedures; and audit procedures for shredders to 
follow once the vehicle has lost its identity. This list is, by no means, all inclusive, but it 
touches on some of the major areas that logically should be considered. 

State and provincial motor vehicle administrators are presented with a unique op
portunity to make a substantial contribution toward vehicle theft prevention, via 
tightening of the administrative controls pertaining to proof of vehicle ownership. Let 
us unite, through our Association, to successfully meet the challenge that is before us. 
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An Outline of 
Motor Vehicle Administrative Controls 

Designed to Prevent Vehicle Theft 

Vehicle theft has long been a major national problem. It presents a 
vast array of problems for state and provincial officials responsible for the 
administration and enforcement of motor vehicle and traffic laws, and their counter
parts at the local levels. It poses a similarly vexing set of problems for 
prosecutors, jurists, and many In the private sector--Includlng the automobile 
Insurance Industry--as well as the Individual victims among the general public, 
who usually suffer substantial economic loss and often lose their prime source of 
mobility. Furthermore, the economic .losses suffered by the general public also 
impact dramatically on insurance companies. 

Vehl cl e Theft: A 
Change in Perspecti ve 

The national perspective on 'vehicle theft has undergone a metalOOrphic 
change in recent years. It was aptly described by I11In~ls Stnator Charles Percy 
while Introducing an anti-theft bill (S 16358) in the 95th Congress. 

In years past. people thought of the crime of vehicle theft In terms 
of teenagers hot-wirin9 a car ~nd cruising down the nearest Interstate Highway untll 
the car r~n out of gas, Senator Percy noted. In this scenario,' the teenagers then 
abandoned the car and hitched a ride home--often before their parents discovered 
they were gone. The car was recovered, and returned to the relieved owner the next 
day, he explained. 

However, he continued, few Americans realize that the crime of yehicle 
theft is no longer just a lark. The recalCitrant youth, interested in thrills, 
Is being quickly replaced by the streetwlse criminal, wflo sees the opportunity to 
make big money at a comparatively low risk. The stolen car is not recovered the 
next day: In fact, It 15 never seen again: Upward of ,4-billion are lost by the 
consumer and taxpayer in stolen cars and efforts annual y. 

Furthermore. the Illinois Senator continued, much of the losses wind-up 
as unreported profits, pocketed by organized crime; and like all of organized 
crime's profits today, these moneys are then being used to buy into legitimate 
businesses, as well as to finance insidious narcotics, prostitution, and gambling 
operations. 

L-______________________________________________________ _ 
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One of the reasons for this significant change in the crime of yehicle 
theft is the errergence of the "steal-to-order" auto parts racket. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation has said this nationwide operation is "the most lucrative. 
illegitimate business today." Both the Department of Justice end automobile 
insurance industry sources estimate that the national cost for vehicle theft today 
is upwards of $4-bi11ion annually. 

"With stakes so high, it is no wonder that organized crime is viciously 
fi ghting among its own ranks for the lion's share of the profi ts." Senator Percy 
reasoned. The impact on the consumer also is overwhelming. One car is being 
stolen every 32 seconds in the United States; and auto theft coverage is sky-
rocketing nati ona 11y. . 

Because of the growing import of vehicle theft problems. the Secretary 
of Transportation moved--in early 1975--to fonnulate a Federal Interagency Conmittee 
on Auto Theft Prevention. The general charge to this task force was to study 
auto theft and develop a plan to reduce vehicle theft losses by 50 percent in five 
years. In addition to OOT. there were representatives from the Office of Management 
and Budget, the Departments of Justice. State. Treasury. and Comnerce. as well as 
officials from the FBI. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. and 
Bureaus of Census and Customs. 

One of the initial actions of the Interagency Committee was aimed at 
stopping the exportation. by ship. 01' stolen vehicles. This was accomplished under 
rulemaklng authority of the Departrrellt of Comrrerce. by requiring the filing. 48 . 
hours prior to sailing, of manifests that contain used automobiles. The manifests 
must include a complete description of the ¥ehicles to be exported. including a 
vehicle identification number (VIN). The manifests are to be checked by Customs 
against stolen vehicle listings. provided by the National Crime Infonnation Center 
(NCIC). Plans are currently underway to expand this program to address stolen 
vehicles being driven out of the United States. Since an estimated 10 percent of 
the stolen vehicles now are mov~d out of this country by ship or overland. these 
procedures promise some potential impact on the vehicle theft problem. 

A report by the Interagency Task Force also was the basis for proposed 
legislation in the 95th Congress known as the "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention 
Act." Senators Joseph Biden. Delaware; Percy. Illinois; and Strom Thurmond. South 
Carolina; were the co-sponsors of the Senate version (S 1635B). and Rep. William 
S. Green. New York. was the sponsor in the House of Representatives (HR 14252). 
Both of these companion bills died at the close of the 95th Congress. in 1978. 

This legislation would have provided for installation of mre secure lock
ing systems on vehicles by the manufacturers. and placement of VINs on all principal 
body parts. _However. a major thrust of this proposed legislation was toward punitive 
penalties. fIlcludin9 forbidding alteration of the YIN ($5.000 fine or 5-year im
prisonment. or both). forbidding operation of a "chop shop" ($25.000 fine I!r lO-year 
imprisonment. or both). and prohibiting the sale or advertisement of devices used to 
break into vehicles. 

flnother outgrowth of the Interagency Committee's activities was the 
suggestion that the National Committee on Unifonn Traffic Laws and Ordinances 
incorporate nlJ1llerous anti-theft ~dented changes into the Unifonn Vehicle Code. 
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Due princip81ly to the long lead time necessuy fn developing the 
consensus necessary to amend the Unlfonn Vehfcle Code. St8te Senator John caenrnerer, 
Chainnan of the New York State Legislature's Joint Cor.rnittee on Transportation, 
sponsored a National Workshop on Auto Theft Prevention. The workshop, funded by I 
grant from the law Enforcement Assistance Administration, was held October 3-5, 
1978, in New York City. 

There was sonething less than unanimity among the participants In the 
New York City workshop as to what steps Should be taken to effectively address 
the vehicle theft problem. There was considerable discussion concerning the 
possibility of Increasing the penalty for vehicle theft to that of a Class 1 crime, 
minimum sentences, and possible prosecution under the racketeering Influenced and 
corrupt organizations (RICO) statute. However, there was a seemingly distinct 
consensus--particularly aMOng the attorneys and other prosecutors present--that we 
do not need either more laws, or tougher penalties for vehicle theft. 

These prosecutors maintained th&t they have neither the manpower, time, 
money, energy, nor judichl backing to aggressively prosecute those charged with 
vehicle theft. They'ful\ther .. m8,intalned that their offices currently could not 
effectively handle ,the-prosecution of the violent crimes perpetrated today, Ind even 
if they cou,ld, -the prisons could not .posslbly accorrrnodate all of those convicted. 
Since the trend has been away'from aggressively prosecuting vehl.cle thieves, to 
date, It appears that tougher laws·cand. tougher penalties would not elicit the 
desired objective, with respect to the vehicle theft problem. 

There also are a growing number of motor vehicle and trAffic law 
enforce~nt administrators who believe that we currently have laws that are adequate 
for achieving our enforcement and prosecution objectives, with respect to vehicle 
theft. These Indlvldu815 are finnly convinced that there are real limits to which 
after-the-fact remedies can usefully be pursued In preventing vehicle theft. 

Vehicle Theft Prevention 
A New Approach 

The AAMVA feels that the metamorphosiS that vehicle theft is undergoing 
warrants a thorough eX8r.1ination of our objectives with respect to the problem, 
and a new approach to amel iorating the situation. Heretofore, a vast II1!Ijorlty of 
the emphasis in:ant.l-theft efforts has been addressed to apprehenSion and prosecu
tion, remedies, but most 'have stressed catching and prosecuting thfeves--after:. 
vehicles have actunlly. been sto1en. Even .today, there Ire $01112 cal1fng Tor IllOre 
-laws and more stringent penalties 's potentfal'deterrents to those who might be 
inclined ,to oSteal B vehic1e • 

• Many among the"AAMVA's membership be1ievethat substantially greater 
Inroads can be IllAde In amelforatlng the growing number of' vehicle theft problems-
"speCially as they re1ate to "professional" theft operations--by tightening the 
Idministrative controls that pertain to proof of ownership of a /IIOtor vfMcle. 
These administrative contr01s stress prev!ntfon of the theft before it occurs, In 
contrast to apprehension of the thief, Ifter-the-flct, and imposing punitive penal
ties. 
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By tightening these administrative controls, motor vehicle administrators 
can make it significantly more difficult for the professional vehicle theft ring 
to operate. These controls can make it significantly tougher for these elements of 
organized crime to successfully obtain false documents that make them appear to be 
the legitimate owners of vehicles that have been stolen. 

These tighter controls over proQf of vehicle ownership--from the time 
that a vehicle rolls off the manufacturer's assembly line until It is either salvaged, 
dismantled or consigned to the shredder--also can be helpful in reducing other 
avenues of fraud, on which the professional theft rings have come to rely heavily. 

Administrative Controls 
To Prevent Vehicle Theft 

Programs to reduce vehitle theft have become a high priority of the AftJiVA. 
The Association's Standing Committee on Registration, Title, Vehicle Dealers and 
Ilanufacturers will be the focal point for formulating these programs. In antlcipatic 
of this development, the scope and jurisdiction of t~is committEe was expanded s1g
nificantly In mid-l977, to include dealer and manufacturer activities. This was 
done primarily to provide a forum for addressing strengthened administrative controls 
throughout the useful life of a vehicle--from the time that it rolls off the assembly 
line at the manufacturer's plant until it 15 salvaged, dismantled or consigned to thE 
shredder. 

The AAMVA already has taken several significant steps toward fOn11ulating 
more effective administrative controls for motor vehicles. Pursuant to two 1978 
AAMVA Annual International Confere~ce resolutions, the Association i5 well along 
the way to developing security features for the Manufacturers Certificate of Origin 
(MCO)--a vehicle's "birth certificate." Heretofore, MCO's have differed by manu
facturer. Since it has been relatively easy to reproduce an MCO on a competent 
photostatic copier, it had not required a great deal of ingenuity on the part of a 
would-be vehicle thief to convert ~ falsified MCO, to an apparently legitimate title, 
to an economic loss for both the vehicle owner ~nd his insurance comp~ny--all without 
a significant opportunity for recovery of the stolen vehicle. 

The AssociBtion also has several years of staff time and resources invested 
in the development of a Vehicle Identif1cation Number (VIN)--one that wlll provide a 
competent, unique identifier for each vehicle in the universal population throughout 
its useful life. . 

Till! motor vehicle administrators' prinCipal interest In the VIN i5 related 
to standardhation, and the facility that it can lend to recordkeeping in their re
spective agency files. The AftJ1VA and its members have long favored a VIN that In
cludes in its attributes a fixed-length and fixed-fields, with the coding within the 
fixed fields standardized. Such a system is conducive to substantially greater admin
istrative control, including easy detection of transcr1ption 'errors, thereby ensuring 
greater integrity for the vehicle agency's VIN file. State law enforcement officials 
also have a substantial interest in a reliable VIN system for precisely identifying 
vehicles that they have stopped. This Is particularly important in apprehending stoler 
vehicles, where an erroneously transcribed VIN would prevent the officer from iden-
tifying such a vehicle. -. .. 
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The VIN is a critical requisite for successfully developing a comprehensive 
Vehicle History Record (VHR), since the VIN provides the unique identifier for tying 
transactions together. The AM'.VA envisions that the VHR will contain substantially 
more infonnation about a vehicle than either the MCa or the VIN. Therefore. the 
Vehicle History Record can provide the framework for tracing the sequ~nce of transfer~ 
of a vehicle throughout its life: from manufacturer to transporter, from transporter 
to dealer, from dealer to the original owner and any subsequent owners, until the 
vehicle is legally conveyed to the individual or organization that w111 preside over 
salvaging, dismantling, or scrapping operations. The Association feels that the VHR 
will pr'Ovide an integral element 1n effectively tightening administrative controls 
over motor vehicles, thereby making it significantly easier to spot irregular trans
actions in the chain of ownership, and to identify potenthl stolen vehicles. 

Subsequent to uttlizing a secure MCO to convey legal possession from the 
manufuturer to the vehicle's original owner, a strong, unifonn title system becomes 
the next critical element in stifling professional vehicle theft operations. 

The AAMVA via its 019.4 Subcommittee on Forms, working in cooperating with 
the Registration, Title, Vehicle Dealers and Manufacturers Conrnittee, has rec!ntly 
developed a standardized title format. However, the challenge that now remains is to 
formulate a uniform procedure for maintaining control of the title system from the 
time of initial issue to a vehicle's origInal owner, through all subsequent legal 
owners, until the time of its final retirement. 

, In order to augment the administrative controls inherent in the title 
system. it would be desirable to perform a phYSical inspection and verification 
of the VIN at the time of transfer of ownership--particu1ar1y in transactions in
volving a transfer from one jurisdiction to another, provided funding sources could 
be identified for a program of this nature. In addition, the Association plans to 
examine the cost-effectiveness of recommending that the states and provinces initiate 
a program to return titles to the original issuing jurisdiction on inter-jurisdiction. 
a 1 transfers. 

AS an older vehicle moves toward obsolescence, there are other consideratior 
In a comprehensive scheme of administrative controls that become important. Some of 
the AAMVA's membership feels that a salvage title law would be desirable, both to 
maintain administrative control over illegitimate operators, seeking to fence stolen 
vehicles and parts, while simultaneously protecting legitimate dismantling and re
cycling operations. VIN markings for major component parts of vehicles also has 
been widely advoc~ted as another means of coping with rapidly growing incidence of 
sale of parts from stolen vehicles. The cost-effectiveness of both of these programm
ing alternatives will be explored in the context of developing a comprehensive anti
theft program. 

A.:"specific procedure for VIN plate replacement, periodic inspection of 
salvage operations, and a system for unifonn disposition of VIN plates of scrapped 
vehicles are other prograllJlling components that bear the scrutiny of the Ai'J',VA in 
the formulation of an anti-theft program. Also, it has been recorrrnended that the 
AsSOCiation examine the possibility of developing audit procedures for dismantlers 
and recyclers that will provide !n accounting for vehicles that are scrapped. 

68-093 0 - 80 - 12 
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In contemporHY motor vehicle administratfon and traffic law tnforctnlent, 
the 8bility to corrrnunieate-,.on 8n almost Instantaneous basis--Is becoming an increas
ingly important fDetor. The APJ'.VA believes that the framework for such inter
jvrisdlctfonal conmunicatlon Is fnherent in the application of the 020 States' 
Hodel ·Motorlst Data .Base. This project Is aimed at provfdlng the unlfonnlty necessary 
to. attain such ft cOllTllunications capability, via the application of the Data Element 
Dictionary. The Dictionary contains uniform definitions for key data elements 1n 
all of the major disciplines of< motor ,vehicle administration. . 

------------~ 
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MJ..t.:YA BULLLETIN 

Guest Comment by . .. 
HAReR 1979 

Illinois Secretary of State 
By Han. Alan J. Dixon 

Hdilor's Note: The column usually written by Executi.e Director Donald J. Bardell 
will not be run this month. Instead, Mr, Bardell I:as asked Illinois Sec/etary of State 
Alan J. Dixon 10 explain that state's new anti·theft program. The Illinois program 
stresses administrati.e controls to address .ehiele theft problems, the subject of Mr. 
Bardell's column In the January·February edition of the Builetin. 

T'.e Office of the Secretary of State in Illinois has begun administrative controls 
mherent in registration and titling - processes seldom used prior to 1978 - to dry up 
the illegitimate market for stolen auto parts in the st.te. 

In fact, I have urged Illinois" law enforcement officers, who 
find difficulty obtaining convictions in Crimiral ('ourt against 
illegal '~chop shop" operators, to refer ~~,eir evidence to the 
Office of the Secr .. tary of State. 

If evidence exists that a wrecker, scrap handler, auto re
builder, auto recycler or used parts dealer is operating without 
a license, the Secretary of State can order him to cease and 
desist. If he fails to comply within 15 days, we will ask the 
Attorney General to take him to court. 

Our plan for using cease and desist a:ld administrative hear
ings was formulated early in 1978, after the Office of the 
Secretary of State received information from the Chicago 

Police Department that it was having difficulty securing criminal court convictions of 
suspected "chop shop" operators. 

If Ulere is evidence that a licensed wrecker, scrap handler, auto rebuilder, recycler or 
used parts dealer has failed to keep required records of parts handler, with full id~nti
fication of both the buyer and seller, or if any of these businesses or individuals is in 
possess.ion of a stolen vehicle or parts, the Secretary of State is empowered to suspend 
or revoke their license, after an administrative hearing to determine that the complaint 
is justified, 

The first subponeas to produce'records were issued to wreckers by my office in late 
February, followed by notices of administrative hearings to examine the charges in the 
complaints. 

On April 25, we issued the first six of 17 cease and desist orders to an un~ C. 'lsed 
operator. Each was given 15 days to comply with the Illinois Vehicle Code requirements 
for licensing, or the 17 to which cease and desist orders were issued, nine came into 
compliance, and the remaining eight were shut down. 

In early August, the Office of the Secretary of State prescribed new, more stringent 
rules for record keeping for Illinois' nearly 700 licensed a'Jto wrecking operations. The 
new rules called for a thorough identification of buyers and sellers for each transaction. 

However, on September II the Cook County Circuit Court, acting on a petition of 
the Northern Illinois Au'tomobile Wreckers and Rebuilders Association, held that the 
proposed lules were unconstitutional, and enjoined my office from enforcing them. 

My office complied with the injunction, but we continued administratlve hearings 
processes under broader ru "," nf the same statute. Subsequ.ntly, on Jannary 26 of this 

·year, the /lIinois Supreme Court overturned the Cook County Circit Court, upholding 
the power of the Secretary of State to promulgate rules regarding aUto dismantl'ng, such 
as those implemented in August. 

It is significant to note that the operators that have been shut down by the Office of 
the Secretary of State, to date, lost their licenses under the Illinois statutory require
ments, which are much less stringent than the new administrative rules that recently 
have been upheld by the Illinois Supreme Court. 

The Illinois Supreme Court has tremendously strengthened the Secretary of State's 
authority to enforce strict record keeping for auto wreckers and dismantlers. 

Subsequent to the High Court's ruling, I have sponsored special workshops in both 
Chicago and Springfield to explain the scope of these new powers to help law 
enforcement, other governmental agencies, and private business to work together against 
auto theft. 
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CAPITAL REPORT 
ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE 

1201 CONNECTICUT AVE .. NW .. SUITE 910, WASHINGTON, O.C. 20036, TELE?HONE 2tl2-296-11155 
May 18, 1979 

_ TO: Chiet" Motor Vehicle Administrators 
& Chief Law Enforcement Officials 

FRO~\: Oonald J. Bardell, Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Congressional Activities 

NEW VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION 
BILL EXPECTED IN SENATE SOOIl: 

Although one bill addressed to strengthen In) vehicle theft prevention 
remedies al ready has been introduced in the House of kepresentatlves in the 96th 
Congress (HR 1955), a new and more comprehensive bill Is expected to be introduced 
in the Senate in the very near future. If the Senate version contains .mat Is 
anticipated, it probably will have the strong backing of the Carter Administration, 
via the U. S. Department of Justice. 

~ 
HR 1955, introduced in the House on February 8, 1979. 1s sponsored by 

Rep. William Green of New York. It Is virtually Identical to bills that were intro
duced in the House and Senate in the 95th Congress (HR 14252 and S 3531). Both 
died at the close of the Congress late last hll. 

HR 1955. known as the "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979," 
cpntains five titles. Purposes. enumerllted In Title I. include to: 

l~l 
(c) 

(d) 

Improve the loc~ing devices for motor vehicles; 
Improve the identific,!tion numbering systems for 

vehicles and their Major components; 
Increase the federal triminal penalties for persons 

trafficking In stolen vehicles and parts; and 
Establish regulatory pl'Ocedures to reduct! the 

opportunity for the criminal to export stolen vehicles. 

Title Il of HR 1955 ""Guld amend the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act of 1966 to give the Secretery of Transportation th" Authority to "inch 
(non-safety related standHds such as) standards to reduce the theft of motor 
vehicles and parts." Such standards COuld require (a) improving the locking devit 
for vehicles, as 'OIe11 as (vehicle) identifit:6tlon numbering systems for certain kl 
--_nnont. of the motor vehicle. • --. , 
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Title III of this bill is aimed at strengthening the federal criminal 
laws as they pertain to the professional vehicle thief. It proposes five Il!Ienclnents 
to Title 18 of the U. S. Code and an amendment to the Master Key Act. rhe five 
amendments to Title 18 would: (al make it a federal crime to alter or remove" 
vehicle or vehicle part identification number required by the Secretary; (b) aWow 
forfeiture to the U. S. ·Government of any vehicle or part which has its VIN removed, 
obliterated or tampered with: (c) add motor vehicle titles to the definition of 
"securities" in the National Stolen Property Act: (d) make it a federal crime to 
traffic vehicles or parts which have had their VIN required by the Secretary removed 
or altered; and (e) amend the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Orga~;-'tions (RIC~' 
Act to inclUde as a racketeering activity trafficking in stolen vehicles and pal._ 
The amendment to the /laster Key Act would prohibit mailing of manipulative devices 
which are designed to open or make illOperable any of the locks on two or IOOre 
vehicles. 

Title IV would make it a federal crime for anyone to import or export (a) 
any vehicle knowing it has been stolen; or (b) any vehicle or part with the knowled9 
that its VIN has been removed, obliterated. tampered with. or altered. Enforcement 
of this section would be vested with the U. S. Customs Service. 

Title V would require the U. S. Attorney General to report to the 
Congress 18 months after passage of the act on developments in the area of vehicle 
identification of off-road motor vehicles. 

The Senate bill that died at the close of the 95th Congress (5 3531) was 
co-sponsored by De laware Senator Joseph Bi den, Chai rman, Senate Judi ci ary 
Subcol'l1\ittee on Criminal Justice; l111nois Senator ChHles Percy. ranking minority 
member of the subcommittee; and South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond. 

AntiCipated New Senate Bill 

It is expected that Sen. Biden and Sen. Percy will be the major sponsors 
of this session's anti-theft legislation. Furthermore, there seemingly is a move
ment afoot in the Congress to consolidate all of the support for anti-theft 
legiSlation behind the draft that is being prepared by Biden and Percy, after it 15 
introduced. A spokesman for the Justice Department. who is responsible for 
coordinating anti-theft legislative activities between that agency and Capitol Hill, 
informed AAMVA that there is a good possibility that Rep. Green will introduce 
another anti-theft bill in the House that is identical .to the Biden/Percy bill, once 
it has been introduced in the Senate. 

Furthermore. the Justice Department source indicated that agency would 
strongly support the aiden/Percy anti-theft btl' "if there are no surprises" 
inserted into the measure between the present and the time that it is introduced 
in the Senate. 

The new bill is expected to be quite similar. in substance. to both 
HR 1955 a~ the Biden/Percy/Tl\\lrmond bin (S. 3531) from the 95th Congress. 
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Among the bas i c objectives of the bil 1 wi" be: 

__ Deterring theft opportunities by requi ring 'that manufacturers 
place stronger, more theft-resistent locks on vehicles; 

--Addressing the "chop shop" problem ily providing for major 
component parts identification; 

--Requiring a study on theft problems related to off-road 
vehicles, including how these problems should be addressed. 

Mong the ~ material that is expected in this year's bill: 

--A specified time frame for the Secretary of Transportation 
to promulgate sandards provided for in this legiSlation. 
"lost likely: 

i. One year from time of enactment for issuing 
Notice of Proposed Rulemakin~H 

ii. One year period for cOlTl1lE!nt (from date of NPru~); 

Iii. Incorporation of a procedure to ensure 'due process 
in the recovery of parts that have been seized. 

Extent of Preenption? 

One of the A~IVA's principal concerns with the proposed anti-theft 
le~islatlon is the provision that would amend the National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 to provide the Secretary of Transportation .the authority 
to include (non-safety related standards such as) standards to reduce the theft of 
motor vehicles and parts. 

Since Title II of the Biden/Percy/Thurmond bill in the 95th Congress 
(5. 3531) and the Green bill in the 96th Congress (HR 1955) are identical, it is 
generally assumed that a similar provision will be in the Biden/Percy bill that 
is bein9 prepared for introduction. 

This provision would amend Section 103 (widely known as the "preell]lltion 
section") of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, adding 8 
new subsection (j). It would provide: 

"0) Standards established by the Secretary under this section 
may include standards to reduce the theft of the motor 
vehicle and its parts by taking into account: 

"(1) the cost of implel!ltnting the standard and the 
benefits attainable as a result of the implementa
tion of the standerd; 

"(2) the effect of the implementation of the standard on 
the cost of automobile insurance; 

"(3) savings in te~ of time and inconvenience; and 

"(4) considerations of safety." 
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The section-by-section analysis of S. 3531, that accompanied it In 
the Congressional Record, noted that" ... any federal standard issued in regard to 
component ldentlflcatlon would preempt any such state legislation when the feder. 
regulation became effective." 

This gives rise to a question to the extent to which preemption tIOuld 
apoly with respect to anti-theft standards that are promulgated by the Secretary of 
Transportation, pursuant to the Nati ona 1 Traffi c and Motor Vehi cle Safety Act. 

'Ie gener~l1y concede that state motor vehicle safety standards are 
preempted to the extent that they cover the same aspect of perfomance and are not 
identical to Federal llotor Vehic e Safety Standards. However, we finnly believe that 
states are eropowered to adopt, and subsequently enforce" standards that are 
identical to federal standards--the deCision of a recent District Court case in 
Pennsylvania notwithstandin9. Therefore, the question arises If this same parallel 
would apply to anti-theft standards promulgated by the Secretary pursuant to this 
legislation. 

Since the Biden/Percy bill has not yet been introduced in the Senate 
and the identical version of this bill has not even been drafted in the House. ~o 
dates have been set for hearings on anti-theft legIslation. 

j)THE!! PROPOSED A!~END'mllS TO VEHICLE ACT, 
iNFOR!1ATION AN~ COST SAVINGS ACT BEING 
CIRCULATED IN HECUTlVE AGENCIES, CONGRESS: 

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has drafted a series of amendme 
to the National Traffic and ~lotor Vehicle Act of 1966 and the Motor Vehicle Infonna
tion and Cost Savings Act, which it hopes to have introduced in this session of the 
Con3ress. The amendments seemingly are addressed to extending the DOT's control 
over automotive component and equipment manufacturers. Through the proposed legislB
tion, Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams is apparently also attempting to 
significantly strengthen and expand DOT's enforcement capabilities on two broad 
fronts: {l l By strengthening and widening legal enforcement options of the DOT; and 
(2) By imposing substantially stIffer monetary penalties and/or jail sentences for 
violations of either art. 

The drafts currently are being circulated by the Office of Management and 
Budget {O'lBl for review and cor.trent to various e~ecuti'le department agencies, 
including the Departments of Justice, Conmerce, Energy, State and Treasury, as well 
as the Federal Trade Corrrnisslon, Office of Consumer Affairs, Environmental 
Protection Agency and National Transportation Safety Board. 

The proposed amendments would require manufacturers of ITDtor vehicle 
equipr.ent to comoly with the public notice requirements in the Motor Vetilcle Act in 
all instances where there was a defect in, or failure to, comply under either 
Section 151 or 152 of the Act. Presently, the public notice requirements apply DIlly 
to equi\llll!nt manufacturers if the Secretary first detennines that public notice 
is necessary,"in the interest of motor vehicle safety. The Secr2tary stll1 would 
be required to' c~nsult with the manufacturer before the public notice requirement 
would have to be implemented. 

L-______________________________________________________________________ __ 
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CIRCULATED IN EXECUTIVE AGENCIES. CONGRESS: (Continued) 

In addition. the -amendments would require equipment manufacturers to 
send by first class mail a "notification" to each first purchaser (or to the IIDst 
recent purchaser known to the manufacturer) of each item of replacement equipment 
containing such defect or failure to comply. The notification would be the one 
that is required under either Sec' ion lSI or 152 of the Act. The net effect of 
this proposal would be to make the r,otification requirements identical for 
manufacturers of motor vehicles. for manufacturers of tires and for manufacturers of 
motor vehicle equipment. 

The proposed amendments to the Cost Savings Act would give OOT authority 
to require manufacturers and distributors of automotive equipment to distribute to 
prospective purchasers information which the Secretary has compiled. pursuant to Sec
tion 201 of that Act. This information is addressed to damage susceptibility. 
degree of crash-worthiness. the ease of diagnosis and repair of mechanical systems. 
as well as the differences in insurance costs for different makes and models of 
passenger motor vehicles based upon differences in damage susceptibility and 
crash-worthiness. Presently. this distribution is limited to dealers. 

Thi s package of proposed amendments al so woul d request Congress to gi ve 
DOT the authority to promulgate Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards which are 
not directly related to safety. but which could serve to reduce motor vehicle theft. 

The flational Highway Traffic Safety Administration's Vehicle Identification 
Number Standard is currently being challenged in Court. where one of the issues is 
that the NHTSA does not have the authority--pursuant to the National Traffic and 
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966--to promulgate such a standard. since it is not 
directly related to safety. If these proposed amendments are enacted by the . 
Con9ress, they apparently would provide Secretary Adams the -authority he is seeking 
with re9ard to this matter. 

STANDBY GASOLINE RATIONING PLAN 
KILLED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; 
CONGRESS TO cMibER ALTERMTIvES: 

The full House of Re~resentatives voted 246-159 on May 10th to reject 
House Resolution (HRes) 212. which called for approval of the Carter Administration's 
Standby Gasoline Rationing Plan. Rejection of the plan. which had been tr~nsmitted 
to Capitol Hill on :-larch 1st by the Department of Energy (DOE). Clme despite some 
last minute I!lOdiflcations by the Administration which would have provided higher 
gasoline allocations for less populated. rural states. 

Therefore. the Carter Plan. which had to be enacted by both houses of the 
Congress within 60 "le~iSlative days"--or by Ma'y 12th--died on that date. 
Subsequent:ly. the Carter Administration has challenged the Congress to come up with 
a workable gasoline rationing_ plan. At first-the House declined to do so. but at 
the present. a group of Congressmen. led by Connecticut Representative A. TDby 
Moffett. is attempting to formulate a plan that would entail requiring IIIOtorhts to 
leave their vehicles home (Le •• not drive them) at least one day per lII!ek. 
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CONGRESS TO CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES: (Continued) 

The preliminary plan being explored by Rep. Moffett and his colleague. 
color-coded stickers, numbered from one to seven, for a vehicle's windshield. 
This sticker would be used to determine the day that the owner was required not 
to drive. The Moffett Plan also would address the problem of "tank topping" by 
forbidding purchases of less than $5.00. Although still in the very pre1imi~ary 
stages, the Moffett Plan tentatively would call for administration of the standby 
gasoline rationing plan by state motor vehicle agencies. 

The Senate, meanwhile, voted 58-39 on flay 9th to approve Senate 
Resolution (SRes) 120, which also called for the approval of the Carter Standby 
Gasoline Rationing Plan. The vote on SRes 120 came following a 66-30 approval by 
the Senate of companion SRes 153, Which contained modifications proposed by the 
Administration to allocate more gasoline for ;ess popu.1ated and rural states. 

Earl ier, the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee voted 
21-20, on May 1st, to send HRes 212 to the House floor without a recommendation for 
passare. This, of course, signaled that the controversial plan was in deep 
troub e on that side of Capitol Hill. In addition, .the 21-20 affirmative vote was 
the House COl'lmerce Committee's fourth vote on the matter. Earlier that day, a 
vote to send HRes 212 to the House floor with a favorable rec~mmendation ended in 
a 21-21 deadlock. On April 25th the Commerce Committee also took two votes on 
HRes 212, and each time it was rejected, by votes of 23-19 and 22-20, respectively. 

The Senate Ener9Y Committee, me~nwhile, had voted 9-8 on April 26th to 
send SRes 120 to the Senate floor with a favorable recommendation for enactment 
SRes 120 and HRes 212 were identical, before the Administration sent the modifying 
amendments to Capitol Hill. 

The AAIWA, on behalf of its members, raised some strong concerns about 
some serious weaknesses that were inhere~t in the Standby Gasoline Rationing Plan 
that the DOE trans.dttlld to the Congress. I outl ined most of these concerns 
in a letter, dated Mar:h 30th, to Rep. John D. Dingell, Chairman, House Commerce 
Subcommittee on Energ} and Power, during the time this subcommittee was holding 
hearings on the Standby Gasoline Rationing Plan. Copies of ·this letter also were 
dispatched to other appropriate Congressional leaders, including Sen. Henry M. 
Jackson, Chairman, Senate Energy Committee, and Secretary of Energy James 
Schlessinger. 

In this letter, I pointed out that the AAMVA supports the use of the 
vehicle registration--as an alternative to the drivers license--as the basis for 
a gasoline allotment. In fact, it noted, comment from our Association was 
instrumental in a DOE decision, back in 1975, to change a then-existing draft plan 
from a driver license basis to one that was vehicle registration-based. Furthermore, 
it was noted that the AAMVA supported a registration-based rationing plan with 
some reservations. Regretfully, most of these concerns were ignored by the DOE when 
it finalizectits rulemak,ng for the current Standby Gasoline Rationing Plan. 
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STANDBY GASOLINE RATIONING PLAN 
KILLED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; 
CONGRESS TO cONsIDER ALTERNAlIV£s: (Continued) 

Our first, ~nd possibly foremost, concern w~s ti1at the DOE Plan that 
was killed by the Congress had been based on the assumptirm that all state motor 
vehicle agencies have the capability to quickly provide I~ll of the dat~ that would 
be needed by the OaE to implement the National Vehicle ~(!gistr~tion File, if the 
Plan is approved by the Congress. 

Energy Secretary James Schlessinger, testifying in behalf of his agency's 
Phn before the House Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and PO~ler, Observed that the 
OOE had been in constant contact with state motor vehicle agencies, and proceeded 
to infer that there would be no problem in quickly obtaining all of the data 
which the OOE might prescribe to develop the National Vehicle Registration File. 

Moreover, the Association expressed deep concern about the creation of 
a National Vehicle Registration File, in which an agency of the federal government 
would have been empowered to prescribe the fonnet in which registration data are 
compiled, as well as thn manner in which it is updated. In our federal system 
of government, my letter emphasized, the states traditionally have had the 
prerogatlve to registe,' and title motor vehicles. These:,st~te agen.cies have always 
done a 'credible job, to date, and we submit that they would continue to do so if 
provided with funding ddequate to cope with the challenge. 

With respect to funding, my letter conveyed gr~ve concern about the 
probable·.costs for bdnging st~te vehicle agency records to a level of responsive
ness that woul d be"commens'urate with the demands of standby rationing. It is 
significant to note that, ~lthough the DOE plan would have provided a total of 
$8.6-million in start-up funding for implementation of the program at the federal 
level, it seemingly was silent ~s to how the states might cope with these added, 
non-budgeted costs. 

In my column in this month's MMVA Bulletin, I believe that I reflect 
the attitude that we find prevalent among our menlbership. The column observes: 

"In a time of genuine national emergency, it is 
difficult for us to conceive that any responsible 
official--at any level of government--would put 
forth anything short of their best effort in coping 
with the situation. However, 1n order for all 'evels 
of government to be in a position to manifest such 
an effort, it might· be well to ree·.amlne some of the 
serious .weaknesses inherent in t~~ current DOE 
Standby, Gasoline Rationinn Plan before going forth 
with a plan that is likely to ,field chaos--instead of 
the desired results--in a tin" of crisis." 

djb 
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MOTOR & ECUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION! 222 CEOA~ LANE. TEANECK. N, J, 07566 . PHONE l!Ol-836-9500 

June 1. 1979 

BILLS INTRODUCED IN CONGRESS TO CREATE 
"MJTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1~79" 

No. 11-79-20 
ROUTE TO: 

Federal vs. State Safety Standards Also Could Be Dt~~ 

The introduction of two pieces of legislation in the Congress on Hay 22, 1979. 
has opened the door for a full-blown discussion of State enforcement of motor 
vehicle safety standards. Senator Charles Percy (R.-Ill.) and Senator Joseph 
Biden (D.-Del.) introduced 5.1214. the "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 
1979" in the Senate. while Representative 1If111am Green of New York Introduced 
a cOl1lJanion Bill· H.R.417B before the House. 

While the stated purpose of both Bills Is to "improve the physical $ecuri~ 
features of the motor vehicle and its parts," there 1s no question that this 
legislation will create a public forum wherein the entire issue of State enforce
mellt of motor vehicle safety and security standards can be discussed. Clear 
Congressional direction can be given to 1ndustry and all government officials who 
are concerned with the enforcement aspects of thi~ type of legfslation. 

Both pieces of legislation contain a preemption section which reads: 

"SEC. 203. ltihenever there Is in effect a Federal motor vehicle security 
standard relating to a motor vehicle's starting system, the locking 
systems for the engine. passenger, and trunk cOl1lJlIrtments, and col\1lO
nent part identification established under this title. no State or 
political subdivision of a State shall have any authorl~ to establish 
or to continue In effect. with respect to any motor vehicle or motor 
vehicle part. any security standard relating to those same systems 
which is not identical to such Federal standard." 

Although the lIDove preemption clause only relates to "security" standards. 
introductioll of such language will obviously open up Congressional reView, con
sideration, and discussion of the entire issue of State enforcement of motor 
vehicle safety standards. 
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Stated purpose of the B111s also is "to increase the criminal penalties of 
person~ trafficking in stolen motor vehicles and parts, to curtail the exporta
tion of stolen motor vehicles, to stem the growing problem of 'chop shops,' 
and for other purposes." 

Judging from the number of sponsors of both Bills (23 Representatives co-sponsored 
the House Bill), it is virtually certain that this legislation will coma before 
one or more Committees of Congress in the near future. The Senate Bill has been 
referred to the Committees on the J"diciary and Commerce. Science, and Trans
portat'lon. The House B111 has been referred jointly to the Committee on Inter
state and Foreign Commerce. the Judiciary, Ways and Means, Post Office and 
Civil Service. and Foreign Affairs Committees. . 

On February B. 1979, Representative Green virtually re-introduced the Anti-Theft 
Bill that he introduced previously ••• however. the earlier Bills did not 
contain the preemption languare that was inserted in the Bills introduced Hay 22. 
From studying this past legis ation and its most recent history. it can be assumed 
that an all-out effort will be made to bring the preemption State enforcement 
issue before the Congress for full review and discussion before the current 
session of Congress adjourns. 

Most recently the preemption issue of Federal vs. State safety standards and 
State enforcement and approval methods was adjudicated in favor of the automotive 
industry (See MEMA Insight/SAFETY bulletin of April 23. 1979.) In a strongly-worded 
opinion handed down by the U.S. District Court in Harrisburg. PAt the precedent
setting decision held that "Pennsylvania's motor vehicle equipment approval ' 
program is preempted by the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act to 
the extent that it reaches federally-regulated eqUipment." MEW!. SDid this 
major court victory would greatly 1mpact the industry: the preemptive section 1n 
this new proposed legislation bears this out. 

In Pennsylvania's case, the American Association of Hotor Vehicle Administntors 
(AAMVA) was struck down as that State's official approval agent. AAMVA alluded 
to that issue recently in discussing the proposed Theft Prevention Act: 

"We generally concede that state motor vehicle safety standards are 
preempted to the extent that they cover the same Ilspect of performance 
Dnd are not identical to federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. However. 
we firmly believe that st8tes are empowered to adopt. and subsequently 
enforce. standards that are identical to federal standards---the decision 
of a recent District Court case in Pennsylvania notwithstanding. Therefo.re. 
the question arises if this same parallel would apply to anti-theft stan
dards promulgated by the Secretary pursuant to this legislation." 

MEMA's Washington. D.C. office will monitor this new legislation very closely. 
Members interested in discussing it in more detail should contact Joanna Lehane, 
HEMA Director of Government Relations at (202) 293-5300. 

* * * 
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History 

The AAMVA Equipment Approval Prognun is 
traceable to a 1956 Annual Conference resolutioo 
which recommended: "That member jurisdictions 
consider .eeking authority for the 'motor vehicle 
administrator to .adopt standards accepted by the 
AAMV A as minimum requirements for legal usc, 
instead of requiring the administrator to issue 
equipment approvals." 

The AAMV A fo ... saw the need JlDd desirability of 
a uniram system of administering equipment cer· 
tification a full decade before tho National Motor 
Vebiclo Traffic Safety Administration Act of 1966. 

Lack of staff at the time prevented the AAMV A 
from Implementing the resolution prompUy. In the 
succeeding decade, securing individual jurisdic. 
tional approvals become increalingly complex and 
the need for uniformity and an expeditious proce· 
dure increased. 

Aimed at satisfying the Intent of the 1956 resolu· 
tion, the AAMVA implemented a modest Eq~ip
ment Approval Prognun on January I, 1967. At the 
onset, the responsibility for approvals W1U assigned 
to an AAMVA staff member as an auxiliary duty, 
but acceptance and the rapid growth resuited in tho 
addition of a full·timo staff member for this function 
on September 25, 1967-10" than one year into the 
prognun. 

Not far into the program, it became nbvious that 
the Director should be oriented technologically as 
well as admini.tratively. It was most desirable to 
have a Director with an automotive ctl$ineering 
background. On February 2, 1970, the MMVA 
secured the services of Armond Cardarelli. He bas 
heen associated with manufacturers of highway 
safety equipment and automotive products for ap
proximately slltleen years-i>rlncipally In engineer' 
ing. Further, he bas extensive experience In quality 
control, product cortilicaUon and administrative 
management. 

A Laboratory Accreditation Prognun was im
plemented in late 1970 and, in early 1971, publica
tion of the mndbook of Approved Vehlel. Devices 
was initiated to identify items approved by the 
AAMVA prognun. To further strenathen quality 
control, a random retesting program for items pre .. 
viously cenilied was developed during 1972. 

The AAMVA'. Product Safety Proaram
including retall market surveillance-was added on 
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January I, 1973. It was designed to provide assur· 
ance to consumers of ;notor vehicle safety equip
ment that the devices have been duly certified ac
cording to the state and provincial laws and regula .. 
tions. The need for such a program became appar
ent when a concentrated effort was initiated to re .. 
quire approval-via the AAMV A Equipment Ap
proval Progrum-of all safety items and devices 
specified by tile laws and regulations of the rcspec· 
tive pllrticiyatingjurisdictions. 

Advantages of 
Participation In the AAfIN A 

. Equlpment·Approval Program 
'The benefits derived from participation in the 

AAMVA Equipment Approval Program are numer· 
ous to both the motor vehicle administrator and the 
vehicle equipment manufacturer. 

Among the more obvious are the following: 
1. A vast reduction in the amount of time nnd paper 

work involved when compared with obtaining 
approvals from individuwjurisdictions. 

2. A substantial cost reduction to the manufacturer 
when he can obtain R blanket approval from all 
participating states and provinces for the one 
$250.00 fee. 

3. Elimination of the need for sending a sample of 
each item or device to each jurisdiction since 
only s.ufficient photographic documentation is 
required by AAMV A for approval in all par. 
ticipatingjurisdictions. 

4. There is no cost to a state or provincial jurisdic. 
tion for participation in the Equipment Approval 
Prosrnm. 
For the Equipment Approval Program to function 

to the ultimate benefit of both the jurisdictional par
ticipants and the manufacturers, participation by all 
states and provinces is desirable. 

When this becomes a reality t manufacturers will 
need only apply to the AAMV A (acting as the ap· 
provals' agent on behalf of the jurisdiction)fumlsh· 
ing the necessary supporting document and photo. 
graphic documentation to gain an approval instead 
of having to apply to each Slate nod/or Province 
which is not a participant on an individual basis. 
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LaboratCHy Accreditation 
Program 

A Laboratory Acereditation Program was im
plemented by the AAMV A in late 1970 to insure 
quality control in testing procedures for AAMVA
approved equipment. The program was signiflcanUy 
strengthened by expansion to include both indepen
dent and manufacturers' testing facilities 

F~r a testing laboratory 10 receive AAMV A ac
crcd'tation, the laboratory must submit a completed 
.. Application for Laboratory Approval" (Form 
EA-5) and any supporting documentation as 
specified ir. the "Criteria and Procedures for Ap
proval of Testing Laboratories" 0$ revised Sep
tember 1. 1974. The application for approval IIIId 
supporting documentation shaII be In the English 
~,f.'ase and shall be treru.ed as privileged informa-

Upon satisfactory compliance with the wrilten 
submittal documentation, lUI "on-site" inspection is 
scheduled by an AAMVA-approved Acereditation 
Team. Some of the important items to be deter
mined by the team arc as follows: 

- That the laboratory lesl work is being performed 
under tbe technical supervision of • licensed 
professional engineer, scientist, or qualified test
ins engineer. 

- That the laboratory is malntaining reference 
standards traceable to the Noliolud Bureau of 
~tandards of Ihe United States, or, to th. Na
lional Standards body of the country In which 
the laboratory i, located, and that tbe .. stan
~~ ~tar;:~~led to thosc of the NBS in the 

- That tbe laboratory maintains test Instruments in 
calibmlion in accordance with the manulac
tucer's specification. or .tandarda sci forth for 
IIIch te,tlnl Instrument •. 

- And, that the laboratory i. capable of malcing 
and repeating measuremenls wi:hln a prescribed 
degree o(accuracy, 

Upon aati.(lICIory compliance with the require
",.ents oC the appUcation and .:ompl.ticn or l1li "on. 
'ite" inspection, au AAMVA Ccrtilicale of Ap
proval (Form EA-4) IhaIJ be issued to the lAbo.a
tory. Thi, actlon will permit the AAMVA ac. 
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ccptance of test reports for specific types of devices 
covering a period of two years or, at the: discretion 
of the Safety Equipment Services Director, for a 
longer period. 

Laboratories can request reapproval by notifying 
the AAMVA Sarety Equipmen\ Services Director 
not less than 30. nor more than 60 days before the 
expiration dale of the current Certificate. The re
quirements for reapproval are identical to those (or 
the original approval. Upon satisfaclory com
pliance, accreditation shan be revalidated. 

If Ihe AAMVA Safety Equipment Services Direc· 
tor determines that an approved laboratory is not 
complying with the requirements, he may. with 
thirty days notice to the laboratory, implemenl the 
procedure for revocation. A laboratory whose ioi .. 
tial application has been rejected or ex.isting ap· 
proval has been withdrawn or suspended shall have 
Ihe right to .ppeal such action. The requesl for re
consideration ,hall be submitted in writing 10 Ihe 
AAMV A SafelY Equipment Approval Appeals 
Board. This Board shall be designaled by the 
AAMVA and shall nol be staffed by any participal
ing member of the initial Hon_site" inspection or 
subsequent reinspection groups. 

Appendix "A" lists Ihe AAMVA approved lesl· 
ing laboratories and the specifiC types of devices 
authorized to test. 

RetestIng Program for 
Previously Approved EquIpment 

As a further sophisticating uqualhy lUsurance" 
feature, a retesting program for previously ap
proved equipment bogan in 1972. It is desigaed to 
assure thai lbe quality of approved devices being 
marketed remains at or above the minimum perfor .. 
mance reqUirements Ihroughoul Ihc liCe of its pro
duction. The AAMV A will noUfy all Equipmenl 
Approval Program participants and Ihe National 
Hi,hway Tmffic Safety A~",inislralion (NHTSA) 
of any devices which, under the retesting program, 
r.ulo meet the applicable standards, 

Handbook of Approved 
Vehicle DevIces 

Durins eruiy 1971, Ibe AAMVA began publica. 
tion of the Handbook a! Appravtd Vehicle De.lets. 



This publict.!ion, which identifies each device eer· 
tified by Ibe AAMVA Equipmenl Approval Pr0-
gram, is a valuable adjuncllo Stale end Provincial
level motor vehicle inspection programs and has B 
significant consumer protection feature. In late 1976 
compulerizalion of lhis Handbook began with the 
firsl prinling scheduled for Spring of 1977. Quar
terly supplemenls will be utilized 10 mainlain Ihe 
Handbook in a currenl stalus. 

Through utilizalion of this Handbook, Stale and 
Provincial administrators can ensure that retail 
items of safety equipment offered for sale in their 
jurisdiction have been lesled ar.d approved 10 al'" 
propriale safely standards. 

Annual SUbscriptions to the basic publication and 
supplements may be purchased from the Director t 
.Safety Equipment Services. American Association 
of Motor Vehicle Administrators. 1201 Connecticut 
Avenue, N.W., Suile 910, Washington, D.C. 20036 
al an annual price of $13.00 for domestic addresse. 
and $15.00 for foreign addresses. 

Equipment Approval 
Standard Procedures 

The AAMVA Certificale of Approval (Form 
EA-I) granls a uniform approval for use of a device 
in the jurisdictions participating in this program. 

The word "device" t as used in this context. shall 
mean any device, part, material, fluid, assembly, or 
brand nrune. Equipmenl Approval Standard Proce
dures, here:iuaf'ter referred to as HEASP," have 
been promnls.'lted for submission requirements. 
The foHowing areas are covered: (1) obtaining a 
Cerlifi.,ale of Approval, (2) incomplele submission 
of docume!!~tion or denial of approval, (3) amend. 
ing an AAMVA Certificale of Approval, and (4) 
family/series Iype device approvals. 

EASP1 

Safety Equlpment'Certlllcate of Approval 
The AAMV A 00 Application for Approval of 

Molar Vehicle Safely Equipmenl Devices, Paris, 
Malerial., or Assemblies" (Form EA-3) can be 
submitted by • manufaclurer or his agenl. The three 
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basic requireme:lts for approval of a device are as 
follows: 

1. A completed application. 

2. Two copies of a lesl report from an AAMVA
approved testing laboratory indicating that the 
device meets the minimal requirements of the 
applicable standards and one or more 8" x Hr 
glossy pholographs or halftone prinls showing 
the device in a three·quarter view and any other 
additional views that will clearly define the iden
tification markings. The photographic require. 
ment is waived for safety glass and safety glazing 
material, and for brand registration. 

3. An approval fee of $250.00 or as specified for 
certain device categories. 
Upon receipt of the required documentation, the 

AAMVA shall ascertain that the app1ication is com
plete and correet~ the test reports are from an 
AAMVA-approved lesting laboralory, Ihe device 
meets the minimal requirements of the applicable 
standards, and that the fee is correct. 

If there is a discrepancy in any of the require
menls, Ihe applicanl shall be nOlified and Ihe 
documentation held, pending correction in accor
dance wilh EASP 2. 

If there is no discrepancy I an AAMV A Certificate 
of Approval. with use limitations if applicable, shall 
be issued for Ihe device. The Certificale shall be 
forwarded 10 Ihe applicanl and a copy 10 Ihe par
ticipating state and provineialjurisdictlons for which 
the AAMV A serves as approvals agent. The initial 
approval remains valid for a five (5) year period from 
Ihe dale oflhe lesl report. 

EASP2 

Subml.slon oIln.omplel. 
Documentallon or Denial of Appro.al 
A. Submission of incomplete documentation -

If, upon notification of a discrepancy in the 
documentation submitted, the applicant fails to 
advise the AAMV A of the corrective action 
within ninety days from the date of notification. 
the documentation and approval fcc. less a 
$15.00 handling charge, will be relurned 10 Ihe 
applicanl. 
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B. Denial of Approval-
If the device fails to meet the minimal require
ments of the applicable standards. the documen
tation and approval fcc. less a S15.OO handling 
charge. will be returned to the applicant. 

C. Upon return of the documentation to the appli
cant under '"A" or liB" above t the AAMVA file 
for this device shan be closed. Resubmission of 
this device for AAMVA approval shall be con
'Sidered as a new applicatlon. 

EASP3 
. Amending an AAMVA 

Certificate 01 Approval 
AU correspondence regarding an amendment 

must contain the propcrrcfercnce to the pre"- >llsly 
approved AAMV A Certificate of Approva:. ! ... oer. 
Please note that nn amendment does nol extend the 
expiration date of the existing Certificate of Ap"
proval. 

The following requirements must be met in order 
to obtain cn amended Certificate of Approval: 

I. A new application fonn (EA-3) must be submit
ted with an accompanying statement that the reO' 
quest for amendment is being made because DC a 
minor change such as: 
•• A change of identification or model number. 
b. A change of company namc~ 
c. A minor device modification which does not 

materially affect the engineering specifica
tions of the original device. 

d. Addition of brand names, model names, or 
identification codes. 

2. An appendix to the test report (which must be 
from the same testing laboratory) certifying that 
the device is not changed functionally and that 
the engineering characteristics and resultant per· 
rormance data remain in compliance. 

3. Accompanying the test report appendix, one 8" x 
10" glossy photograph or halftone print which 
clearly renects the change in the device when 
applicable. A proof copy of the logo or brand 
name label will be necessary for braKe nuid, an
tirreeze or glazing materials in Heu of a photo
graph. 

II 
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4. An amendment fee of $50,00 per Certificate. 

An amended Certificate of Approval shall be is
sued and identified by the following legend: 

CERTIFICATE AMENDED (pate) 
(Reason for amendment) 

EASP4 

Family/Series Type Co.lcos 
Certain devices can be of the family/series type. 

As used in this context, the family/series type de
vice applies to any single or combination type de
vice having identical structural design of basic com
ponents (i.e. lens and housing). Typical familyl 
series device variations will consist of any special 
mo~nting arrangement or bracket aUachments. and 
type of light source (i.e. single or double corttact 
bulb systems). Listed below are the device 
categories and their typical variations. 

Device Category 
t. Lighting Device •• with 
Identical housing and 
lens 
2. Seat Belt Systems, with 
Identical hardware com
ponents and type of wub .. 
bing 

3. Motorcycle Goggles 
and Face Shields, with 
identical frame, lens ma~ 
terlal and thickness 
4. Trall.r Hitch Sy.tem, 
utlllzing a basic design 
concept 

Typical Variations 

Varying mounting at
tachment and bulb sys
tem 
Length of webbing In lap 
or shoulder harness 

Varying color tints 

Varying sizes, to suit in .. 
stallatlon on motor vehi
cles wHhln B specific 
hitch classification 

In addition to the basic application requirements 
listed previously. the following addi~ional documen
tation and fee is required: 

1. A separate application for each model variation 
within n family/series with supporting informa
tion pertaining to the devtce. 

2. A test report which shows additional data results 
for the mechanical, photometries. or other re-

12 
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quirements when perfonnWlce aspects differ be .. 
tween model variations. 

3. An approval fee of 5250.00 plus 550.00 for each 
additional model varie.tion in the family/series. 
The AAMV A sh.,:j determine if the model varia

tions fall within the family/series. Devices not 
within the family/series will be subject to regularly 
prescribed appre val requirements. Each model vnr .. 
ialion within the family/series shall be issued a sepa
rate Certificate of Approval. 

Expansion of the family/series is permitted, and 
can be requested, via the amendment process as 
shown in EASP 3. 

EASP5 

R.approval 
The requirements for reapproval of a certificate arc 
identical to the requiremenlS outlined in EASP-I. 

Approval Criteria 
for Device Categories 

The basic application requirements shown in 
EASP 1 have been expanded to clarify the approval 
criteria for device categories and the need for addi .. 
tional documentation for some devices. 

These devices, with the additional requirements, 
are listed in alphabetical order for rcady reference. 

Brake HoaeB 
Air. Vacuum, Hydraulic 

These AAMV A Certificates of Approval are for 
air and vacuum type brake hose or hydraulic brake 
hose assembly. The basic application requirements 
previously listed are applicable except for the 
photographic requirement oC the markings. A sepa~ 
rate application is required for each diameter of 
brake hose. 
A. Air and Vacuum Brake Hose 

An air or vacuum brake hose consists' of a length 
oC brake hose of a specific diameter without end 
fiuings. If markings are shown on the brake 
hose, they shall be used for identification pur
poses. If there are no markings on the brake 
hose, the manufacturer's part number or 
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catalogue number shall be shown on the applica
tion and test reports. and shall be used to iden
tify the brake hose. 

B. Hydraulic Brake Hose Assembly 
A hydraulic brake hose assembly consists of a 
length of brake hose of a specific diameter with 
end fiUings permanently auached. If the mark
ings are shown on the brake hose and/or end 
fittings, these markings shall be used to identify 
the assembly. If there are no markings on the 
brake hose andlor end fittings, the manufac
turer's part number or catalogue number shall 
be shown on the application nnd test reports, 
and shall be used to identify the assembly. 

The applicable standards nre shown on the All
/ommh'e Equipment Requiring Jurisdictional Ape 
prOl'al chart (Form EA-7). 

The initial Certificate of Approval 'can be 
amended via the amendment process as shown in 
EASP3. 

Brake Materials 
These AAMVA Certificates of Approval are for 

the material Cormulation and other designated iden
tification markings affixed on these devices. The 
AAMV A shall verify the prefix identifier selected 
by the manufacturer and, If found to have been pre .. 
viously assigned, will recommend a new identifier. 
The manufacturer can either accept the recom .. 
mended prefix identifier or suggest a new one which 
does not conflict with the existing identifiers. 

In a~.dition, if the device is produced for other 
compa,ties. the applicant shall also specify the 
name! of the companies and the applicable identifi· 
catiCl:t markings. No additional fee is required for 
ottJcr company identification markings listed at the 
time of initial application. 

The applicable standards are shown on the Au~ 
'amative Equipmetll Requiring Jurisdictional Ap· 
prov.1 chart (Form EA-7). 

The initial Certificate of Approval can be 
amended or additional identification markings can 
be added after issuance via the amendment process 
as shown in EASP 3. 

Eye Protective Devices 
These AAMV A Certificates of Approval are for 

the manufacturers' trade name and model designa" 
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tion and, if applicable, various brand names of the 
same initial model produced for marketing outlets. 
H a company uses the same trade name for more 
than one model, different model number: designa. 
tions must be used to clearly identify the variation. 

In addition to the basic application requirements 
previously listed, if the device is produced for other 
companies under various bntnd names, the name 
and address of the company for each applicable 
brand name shall be shown. ThOle is no additional 
fee for the additional brand names listed at the time 
of the initial application. 

The applicable standards are shown on the Au. 
tomotive Equipmenl Requiring Jurisdictional Ap" 
proval chan (Form EA·1). 

The initial Certificate of Approval can be 
amended or additional brand names can be added 
after issuance via the amendment process as shown 
inEASP3. 

Hydraulic Brako Fluid 
Englna Coolllnt 
A permanenJ formukJlion ldenJi/ier shaU be Issued by 
lbe nuuuifaclurer for each prime formuloJion. 

These AAMVA Certificates of Approval are di· 
vided into three typeS! 
A. Manufacturer Only ....... company engaged in tbe 

manufacturer of tbe prime formulation of tlJe 
fluid. 

B. Manufacturer/packager-a. company engaged in 
the manufacture or the prime fonnulation, and in 
Ibe packaging of the fluid under various brand 
names and subsequently distributes for retail. 
sale. This type of approval is for the Cormulation 
and listed brand names, and is valid Cor five 
ye .... from the date of the test report. 

C. Packager Only-the purchaser of previously ap· 
proved bulk fluid who packages under various 
brand names and subsequently distributes for 
retail sale. A separate Certificate of Approval, 
bearing the legend "Brand Registration", is is· 
sued for each brand name listed &Dd is valid for 
one year from Ihe date of processing the applica' 
tion. 

Application requirements for a I'Manufacturer 
Only" are identical to the basic certifkation re
quirements listed pre'fiously. A "Manufacturerl 
Packager", in addition '0 the ba:jc requirem~nts, 
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shan provide a list of brand names. name and ad
dress of each brand name company, and a label 
proof of each brand name listed. Brand name regis" 
tration is applicable to n "Packager Only". The re
quirements for brand name regi.stra.tion are as. fol
lows: 
1. A completed application (Form EA·3). 
2. A current affidavit stating that the formulation 

being packaged under the brand names listed is 
an approved formulation. The formulation 
number and the AAMVA Certificate of Approval 
number for the formulation must be included in 
the affidavit. 

3. The company name and address for each brand 
name listed shall be shown and a label proof for 
each brand name shall be submitted. 

4. A registration fee of $SO.oo for each brand name 
certificate. 

The applicable standards are shown on the Au· 
tomotive Equlpmelll Requiring Jurisdictional Ap" 
proval chart (Form EA·1). 

The initial Certificate of Approval can be 
amended or additional brand names can be added 
after issuance via the amendment process as shown 
in EASP3. 

Lighting DevlceB 
These AAMV A Certificates of Approval are is· 

sued for required lighting devices andlor lighting 
device systems used for illumination. communica
tion (signaling), and identification purposes. 

In addition to the basic application requirements 
previously listed, the functlon(s), as speciued in the 
applicable standards. of each device must be 
shown. 

The applicable standards are shown on the Au" 
tomolive Eqllipment Requiring Jurisdictional Ap
proval chart (Form EA·?). 

The initial Certificate of Approval can be 
amended via the amendment process as shown in 
EASP3. 

Motorcycle Halmeta 
These AAMVA Certificates of Approval are for 

the manufacturer's model number and, if appUca
ble, various trade names/numbers of the same 
model produced for other companies. 
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If a company uses the same trade name for more 
than one modeJ, different model disignations must 
be used to clearly Identify the various models. 

Each helmet shall be permanenUy and legibly 
labeled jn a manner so thatth. label(s) can be easily 
read without removing the padding or any other 
permanent part. The label should contain the fQI· 
lowing: 
I. Manufacturer's name or identification 
2. Precise model designation 
J. Size 

4. Month and year of manufacture. This may be 
spelled out or expressed in numerals. 

S. Instructions to the purchaser 
6. The symbol "DOTu constituting the manufac. 

turer's certification that the helmet conforms to 
the applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard. This ,ymbol shall appear on the outer 
surface, in a color that contrasts with the 
background and in leuers at least ;)8·1nch high. 
on the back of the helmet. 
In addition to the basic application requirements, 

previously listed, if the devjcc is produced for other 
companies under various trade names/numbers, the 
nome and address of the company for each applica. 
ble trade namelnumber shall be shown. There is no 
additional fee for th. additional trade names! 
numbers listed at the time of the initialapplicatlon. 

The applicable standards are shown on the Au· 
lomolive Equlpmenl Requiring Jurisdictional Ap
proval chart (Form EA·7). 

The initial Certificate of Approval can be 
amended or additional trade names/numbers can be 
added after issuance via the amendment process as 
shown in EASP 3. 

Safety Gla.a! 
Sofely Glazing Matarlal 

These AAMVA Certificates of Approval are for 
the prime gJazing material manufacturer's model 
number and trademark, and if applicable, various 
trademarks of the sam. model number produced for 
other companies. All safety glazing material used in 
a motor vehicle shall have legible and permanent 
identification markings consisting of the following: 
I. "AS" followed by a numeral from I \0 13. 
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2. HM" roHowed by a model number, 10 identify 
the different construction specifications of the 
safety glaling material. 

3. Prime glazing material manufacturer's DOT .. 
assigned identification code number. 

4. Distinctive designation or trademark. 

If the applicant is a prime glazing material man· 
ufacturer, the basic application requirements previ· 
ously listed, are applicable and a copy of the per .. 
manent identification markings (logo) must be sub
mitted. If the device is produced for other com· 
panies, proof copies of the markings must be sub .. 
mitted. 

The prime glazing material manufacturer, which 
produces glazing that is designed to be cut into 
components for use in motor vehicles. must mark 
each piece of such glazing, us outlined above, ex· 
cept that the use of the symbol "DOT" and the 
code number is optional. 

The manufacturer or distributor who cuts pieces 
from large sheets nlUst mark each such piece with 
the same markings that appear on the large sheet 
from which it was cul, excepl for the symbol 
"DOTu and a code number. The manufacturer or 
distributor may. however, mark those pieces with 
the symbol "DOT" and the prime glazing manufac· 
turer's code number (the company which produces 
the large sheets) if that manufacturer grants permis. 
sion for such use of his code number. 

If the applicant is a manufacturer or distriburor 
which cuts pieces from large sheets, the fonowing 
requirements are applicable: 

t. A completed application 

2. An affidavit from the manufacturer or distributor 
that the safety glazing material is an approved 
material. The ptime glazing material manufac· 
turer's DOT.assigned code "umbel· and the 
AAMVA Certificate of Approval number must 
be included in the affidavit. 

3. Proof copies of the markings on the material 

4. An approval fee of $250.00 
There is no additional fee for trademarks listed at 
the time of initial application. 

The applicable standards nre shown on the All" 
lomotive EquipmelJl Requiring Jurisdictional Ap· 
pro val chart (Form EA·7). 
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The initial Certificate of Approval can b. 
amended or additional trademarks can be added 
after issuance via the amendment process as shown 
in EASP3. 

S •• tllelt", 
ChUd S.BUng System. 

These AAMV A Certificates of Approval are for 
the manufacturer's model of a Type I or 2 seat belt 
assembly, or a child scating system. 
A. Seat Bell Assembly-an assembly or approved 

sections (i.e. buckle seclion, connector section. 
and shoulder section). that can be used inter
changeably to make more than one model of a 
Cilmplete Type I or 2 seat belt assembly, Is in
cluded in this category. 

B. Child Seating Systems-this device is consid
ered 8S a separate entity and, as such, is subject 
to the requirements ofFMVSS 213. 

The basic application requirements previously 
listed are applicable. A separate appHcation is re
quired for each model. 

The applicable standards are .h~wn on the Au
tomotive Equipment Requiring Jurisdictional Ap
proval chart (Form EA· 7). 

The initial Certificate of Approval can be 
amended via the amendment process as shown in 
EASP3. 

Other Davlce CatlOllorfoa 
These AAMV A Certificates of Approval are for 

the manufacturer's model number of Air CondJtlon
Ing Unlls, Backup Warulng Systems, Emergency 
Sarety Kits, InspectloD Equlpment, Exterior lIDrrors, 
Trailer Hll<b AssembUes, and Wlndsbleld WIper As
IICmbUes and if applicable, various trade names! 
numbers of the same model produced for other 
companies. The basic application requirements 
previously listed are applicable, ·fi,. initial Certifi
cate of ApprovaJ can be amended via the amend
ment process as shown in EASP 3. 

The applicable standards for AIr CondlUonlng 
Unltst BackUp Wamlog SyGtemst Exterior MIrrors, 
and Traller Hltcb AssembUes are shown on the Au· 
tomotive Equipment Requiring Jurisdictional Ap
proval chart (Form EA· 7). 
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The applicable stand.rds for Inspecllon EquIp. 
ment are SAE J602 andlor applicable jurisdictional 
standards. 

There are two types of Emergency Sarety Kits
Type A (Unit Type) and Type B (Commerical 
Type). Both types must meet the requirements of 
Section 393.96 of the U.S. Department ofTr.nspor
tation, Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety Regulations. 

The applicable staad.rds for WIndshield Wiper 
Assemblies are sAE J903 for passeager cars and 
SAB 1198 for trucks, buses, and multi-purpose ve· 
hicles. 
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Automotive 
Equipment Requiring 
Jurisdictional Approval 
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APPENDIX A APPENDIXB 

AAMV A Approved Laboratories 
Listing of AAMVA Approved Loboratorles and the 
Device Clanification Each has been Approved 10 

Test 

In order to facilitate the listing of the various device 
classifications for each laborntory the following vehicle 
devices requiring testing for jurisdictional approval are 
designated by number. The number for each vehicle dCa 

vice a laboratory has been approved to test will appear 
immediately following the name Dnd address of the aP"' 
proved labontory. 

lJ&htlna Equlp .... t 
1 Backup Lamps 
2 Clearance Lamps 
3 Cornering Lamps 
4 Haznrd Warning Light Switches 
S Haznrd Warning Signal Flash.rs 
6 Hazard Wamlng·Tum Signal f1ashcts 
7 Headlamps-Sealed Beam 
8 Hcadlamp Housings-Sealcd Beam 
9 Headlamp Aiming Equlpm,nt 

10 Identification Lamps 
11 License Plate Lamps 
12 Parking Lamps (Front Position Lamps) 
13 Replacement Lenses 
14 Refto;x Reflectors 
IS Runnil18 Lamps 
16 Side Marker Lamps 
17 Sid. Tum Siinal Lamps 
18 Stop Signal Lamps 
19 TaU Lamps (Re.ar Position Lamps) 
20 Tum Signal Flashers 
21 Tum Signal Lamp. 
22 Tum Signal Swltche.-Class A 
13 Tum Signal Switc:hcs-Class B 
24 Triangle Warning Device Kit 
2S 
26 

AuJdUarJ' Ll&btlna Equlp""nt 
27 Auxiliary Low Beam Lamps (PassinS) 
28 Driving LamPS 
29 Fog Lamp. 
30 Fog TaU Lamps 
31 OIr·lliabwDY Lamps 
32 Spot Lamps 
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33 High Mounted Stop and Tum Signal Lamps 
34 

Spc:dal Vehlclc £qt:J"rnenl 
35 Warning Lamps for Emerg!!ncy Vehicles 
36 360 Degfte Emersency Warning Lamps 
37 Oaseous Discharge WamlngLamps 
38 Headlamp Flashing Systems 
39 Sirens 
40 School Bus Alternating Warning Lamps 
41 School Bu! Alternating Warning Lamp Flashers 
42 School Bus Stop Ann 

Motorcycle-Bicycle Equipment 
43 Hcadtamp Assembty-Mo\on:ytlc 
44 Headlamp AssemblY-Motor Driven Cycle 
45 Headlamp Modulators-Motortycle 
46 Wind:;creens 
47 Flice Shields 
48 Ooggles 
49 Helmets 
'sO Relfex Reftectors-Bicycles 
51 Reflex Reflectors-Pedal 
52 Reflex Reflectors-Tire 
53 Tum Signal Lamps-Motorcycle 
54 

Sl"<lol LIghUn& Equlpm.nt 
5.5 Deceleration Indicator Lamps 
56 Colon:d )lulbs 
57 Diffused Non·glanng Lamps 
58 Headlamp Beam Swilching Devices 
59 Headlamp Beam Switching Devices-Semi-

automatic 
60 Ornamental Lamp! 
61 Reserve Lighting Md Outage Indicators 
62 

Sarel)' Equlpmcnt 
63 Air Conditioning Units 
64 Antifrettt and Summer Coolants 
6.S Backup Alarms 
66 Brake fluids 
67 Brake Hose-Air 
18 Brake Hose-Hydraulic 
69 Brake Hose-Vacuum 
70 Brake Lining. 
71 Child Seating Systems 
72 Load Binders 
73 Mlrron-Exterior 
74 Sarety Ofass 
15 Safety OIazing Materials 
76 Seat Belt5 
71 Tire Chains 
78 Trailer Hitches 
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APPENDIXB 

AAMV A Approved laboratories 
Domestic LabOratories 
Aeroqulp Corporate Engineering Test Laborlltory 
2880 Argyle Strccl 
Jackson, Michigan 49202 
(517) 787·8121 

... Items: 67, 68, 69 

Approved Engineering Tc~t Laboratories 
1536 E. Valencb. Drive 
Fullerton, California 92631 
(714) 819-6110 
Item: 49 
T. R. Arnold & Associates, Inc. 

~~~B::~~s:CY A'Icn~ 
Elkhart, Indiana 46514 
(219) 26+0743 
ltcms: 76, 18 

Anociated Testing Laboratories, Inc. 
23 Vincent Street 
Wayne, New ltJl~ey tl-141(} 
(20 I) 628-1363 
Items: 4, .5, 6, 20 

Ban Aerospace Systems Division 
Ball Corporation 
Test Operations Department 
Boulder Industril\l Park 
P.O. Bo. 1062 
Boulder, Colorado 80306 
(303) 441·4000 
Items: H. 7. 8. 1D-14. 16. 18. 19.21·24.27-29.32.35-37. 

41). 43. 44. 5D-52 

BASP Wyandotte Corpowtion 
1609 Biddle Avenue 
Wyandotte, Micblgan 48192 
(313) 282·3300 
Item: 64 

Bow!ter~Morner Testing Laboratories,lnc. 
420 Davis Avenue, P.O. Box.51 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
(513) 25).8805 
ltems: 70, 78 

Dayton T. Brown, Inc. 
Church Street 
Bohemll1, New York 11116 
(516) 589-6300 
Item: 47·49. 71. 16. 78 
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Chrysler Corporation 
Engineering, Purthalins & Quality Offices 
Exterior Ughting Laboratory 
CIMS: 416-32-27 
P.O. Bo. 1118 
Detroit. Michigan 48231 
(313) 9l6-I991 
Items: 1-3.7.8, 1()'14, 16, 18. J9, 21, 27-29, 32 

Chrysler Corporation. Glass b. Optics Laboratory 
Dept. jl20-Organlc: Fluids & General Chemislry 
12800 Oakland Avenue 
Hll!hland Park. Michisan 411093 
(313)9l6-3793 
Items: 74--75 
Detroit Testing Llboratory 
8720 Nonhend A\lcntJe 
Detroit. Michigan 48237 
(313) 398-2100 
Items: 4-6, 20, 22, 23.47-49, 64, 66-73, 76-78 

Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
9·I60l 
Freepon, Texas 77541 
(713) 238-IOll 
item: 64 
ETL Testing laboratories, Inc. 
Induslrill! Park 
Cortland, New York 13045 
(607) 7l3-6711 
Items: 1·24.27-33. 35-l3. 63·6l. 67-78 

Ford Motor Company 
Glllss Research & Development Office 
21100 W. Outer Drive 
Lincoln Park, Michigan 48146 
(313) 322·3000 
Items: 74, 75 
Ford Photometric Laboratory 
Chassis. Body and Materials Department 
20000 Rotunda, Box 2053 
Deurbom. Michlsan 48121 
(313)337-5434 
Items: 1·3.5-8,10-14,16, 18-21, 27~291 32 

Ghesqulere PlIlstic Testing, Inc. 
20304 Harper Avenue 
Harper Woods. Michigan 48236 
(313) 88l-lS3l 
Items: 46-49, 74, 15 

Greening TestIng Laboratories. Inc. 
1946S Mt. Elliott Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48234 
(313) 365-7160 
Items: 67·70, 78 
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Tile Orotc Manufacturing Company 
2600 Lanier Drh'e-Box 766 
Madison, Indiana 41250 
(812) 273-2121 
Items: 1,2.7.8,10-14.16,18.19,21,24,27-29,32,35, 

36.40, 43. 44. 73 

Qulde Lamp Division, GMC 
2915 Pendleton Avenue 
Anderson, Indiana 46011 
(317) 644-SSII 
Items: t.3, 7, 8, 11).14, 16, 18, 19,21,27·29, S9 

Robert W. Hunt Company 
810 S. Clinton Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60607 
(312) 922·0872 
Item!'! 70, 11. 76 

Industrial Testing Laboratories 
2813 Eighth Street 
Berkeley, California 94110 
(415) 848-3746 
Items: 1.14, 16, 18-24,21·29,32,35-37,39·41.43,44, 

So-S2. 6l. 67-69. 73-76 

International Webbins, Inc. 
6th & Union Streets 
Whitehall, ?ennsylvanla 18052 
(2Il) 264-S12S 
Item: 76 

Llbbey.Owens.Ford Company 
Technical Center 
1701 En!t Broadway 
Toledo, Ohio 43605 
(419) 247-3731 
Items: 74, 75 

Link Engineering Company 
13840 Elmira Avenue 
Detroil. Mlchlsan 48227 
(313) 933-4900 
Item: 70 

Patlis Testing Laboratories Co., Inc. 
3922 Oelawllrc Avcnue 
Des Moines. Iowa 50313 
(lIS) 266-S101 
Items: 67·69, 74, 75, 78 

Rohm and Haas Company 
Plastics Enelneerins Laboratory 
P.O. Bo. 219 
Bristol. Pennsyl\1anla 19007 
(215) 785-828l 
Item: 7l 
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Foster D. Snell Division 
Booz, Allen &: Hamillon Inc. 
66 Hano'ler Road 
Florham Park, New Jersey 07932 
\201)377·6700 
l\ems~64,~ 

Southern Weavifl8 Company 
4 Evans Street 
(P.O. Bo. 367) 
OreenviJIe, South Carotins 29602 
(803) 233-163S 
Item: 76 (Webbing) 
Southwest Research Institute 
6220 Culebra Road 
P.O. Prnwer28510 
San Antonio. Texas 78284 
(SI2) 684-S11I 
Item" 49. 64. 66-69 
U-Haullntematlonallnc. 
P.O. lIo. 21S09 
Phoenix, Arizona 85036 
(602) 893-1736 
Item: 78 
Unton Carbide CorpOration 
Home and Automotive Products Division 
Tarrytown Technical Cenler 
Tarrytown, New York 10391 
(914) ,4502241 
Ilem:64 
United States Testing Company, Inc. 
1415 Park Avenue 
Hobo~enj New ltrs~y 01030 
(201) 192·2400 
Items: 46-49, 52, 74-76, 78 

Foreign Laboratories 
British Standl!.rds Institution 
Hemel Hempstead Centre, Maylands Avenue 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts" England 
Items: 1-9. 11-14, 16. 1S-24, 27-29, 32, 3~, 36, 40t 41, 43, 

44,46, 49-S2, 71, 73·76 
Canadian Standards. Association 
178 Rexdale Boulevard 
RexdnJe, Ontario. Ca.nada M9W JR3 
Items: 1-14, 16. 1&-24,27-29,32,35,36.40, -43, -4-4_-46, 

49·SI, 66, 71, 74-16 
Industrial Manuracturers Inspection Insti1ute 
Ministry of International Trade & JndustrY 
15-1, 6-Chomc Oinza, Chuo-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 
Items: 1-8. 10-14, 16, 1&-24,27-29,32,35,36,40,41,43, 

44. 73·7S 
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lnstitut Fur Fallluugtecbnik 
Technische Uni ... ersital Braunschweig 
Hans-Somm~r-Strasse 4 
33 Braunschweig, Oerma(lY 
ltem:70 

lnslitut National Du Verre 
Boulevard DeContaine, 10 
&6000 Charleroi, Belgium 
Hems: 73, 74. 75 

Istituto Eletlrotecnico Nazionale 
Qa1i1eo FerrariS 
Corso Massimo d' Azeglio, 42 
Torino 10m, ItalY 
Items: 1.8, 10-14. 16, 18,24,27·29,32,33,36,40,41,43, 

44, SO-S2 

Japan Vehicle Inspection A"ocl3,ton 
Tokyo Inspection & Testing Laboratories 
7.26-28, Toshima, Kita-Ku 
TQkyol Japan 
Hems: 1-3,7,8, to-14, 16, 18, 19,21,24,21-29,32,35, 

36,40,41,43,44,49-S2 

The Motor lndllstlY Research Assoeiation 
Walling Street, N mcaton 
Warwickshire. C,'lO OTU, Bngland 
lIems: 67·70 

Staatliebts Matcrialpr1lfuhgumt 
4600 Donmuod·Aplerbeek 
Marsbruchstr. 186, Germany 
Items; 74, 75 

Toyoda Gosei Co., Ltd. 
'E"periment & Impection Seetion 
Ilaruhi Plant 
I. Nagahata. Ochlai, }laruhi-Murn 
Nishikasugai.Oun, Aichi·Prefeaurc, lapan 
lIems: 67-69 

\lniroy.1 Ltd. 
Industrial Products Division 
Il!06 Notre Dame St. E. 
Montrtnl, Quebec 
!12K 2N3, Canada 
(SI4) S22-2181 
Item: 69 
Onion Technique de I' Automobile du Motocycle &. du 
Cycle 
Autodrame de Linas·Montlhcry 
Linas.9J~Mont1hel)'t france 
Items: 1·8, 10-14, 16, 18-24,27-29.32.35031,40,41,43, 

441 46.49.50-52,66-69,71,73-76 
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APPENDIXC 

Organizations Concerned with 
Safety Regulations and/or Safety 
Equipment 
1. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA) 
U.S. Depanm,nl ofTran!lportation 
400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20$90 
Issues and enforces Federal Molor ~/th(cle Sa/ety 
Standards and procedures relating ,huelo. 

2, Bureau or Motor Carrier SafelY (OMCS) 
Federal Highway Administration 
U.S. Department ofTransponation 
Washington. D.C. 20590 
Issues and eff/orus Federal so/ery 'fgu/alions rdut
ing 10 Interstatt molor carriers and en/orces noise 
cOnlroJ ,,·gulations relating to Inlustate molor cor
rler vehicles. 

3. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Wwhington, D.C. 20460 
Issues and en/orees Federal molor vehIcle emissIon 
and noise control regu!oliotu. 

4. Department of the Treasury 
Commission of Customs 
Washington. D.C. 20229 
Issues on'd en!or~es J9 CFR J2 requirements in re· 
speCllo imported \.Iehi~les. 

S. U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO) 
Superintendent of Documents 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
Publlshu United Slalts Cod. (USC), Cod. of F.d· 
eral Regulations (CFRJ. Federal Register (FR). Fed· 
eral Motor Vehicle Sa/ety StandPrds (FMVSS). etc. 

6. Nfttional Comminee on Uniform Traffic 
Laws & Ordinances 

1776 MassachUsetts Avenue. N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 200)6 
Prepares the Uniform Vehicle Code (UVe). 

7. Vehicle Equipment Safety Commission (VESe) 
IOJIJ.151h Sired, N.W, 
Suite 908 
Washington. D.C. 20005 
Issues VESC automotive standards. recommen. 
datlons, and codes a/practice. 
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8. American National Slandard~ Institule (ANSI) 
14)" Broadway 
New York. Ne\" York lOCHS 
bsues ANSI natiollul .ftandards. 

9. Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
400 Commonwealth Drive 
Warrendalc. Pennsylvania 15096 
Isslles SAE alltomotive standards. reCommen. 
dalions. and codes o/practice. 

10. American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
1916 Race Sireet 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 
lssllcs standards prfmar;(v ,elmlng 10 enltll1eer/n8 
materials anel Jesl methods. 

t I. Canadian Standards Association (CSA) 
178 Rexdale Boulevard 
Rexdale. Ontario M9W IRJ 
Issues CSA automotive standards. recommen
dot/otis. and ~odes a/practice. 

12, American SocielY of AgriculturuI Engineers 
(ASAE) 

Box 229 
St. Joseph. Michigan 49085 
Isslles ASAE automotive standarell. recommell~ 
dot/ons. alld codes a/practice. 

1). Association of American Railroads (AAOR) 
1920 LSlreet, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 200)6 
Jssues AAOR alUomotil'e standards. recommen· 
datiolls. and cod~s o!practire. 

14. Siale of California Highway Palrol (CHP) 
2611·261h Sireet (P.O. Bo, 893) 
Sacramento. California 95804 
Juues alld enfor~es Stale sa/ety-related regulatiolls 
and operates Stale equipment approval scheme. 

IS. California Air Resources Boarll 
1025 "P" Slre.1 
Sacmmento, California 95814 
Issues and enforces State emission ('onlrol regula
tions and operaltJ certification scheme Ihereunder. 

16. Depanment ofStnte Police 
P.O. Box 1299 
Richmond. Virginia 23210 
Issues and enforces State safely·related regulations 
arid operates Statt eqtllpmetJt appro).'af scheme. 
NOTE: All other stales have rule-making and en· 

forcement schemes but. since they are par· 
ticlpants in the AAMVA Equipment Ap
proval Program, Individual agencies are not 
listed. 
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" 1.9?8.1 
t. $tP<1) . ",,,: 

" 'I.,. ,I; 
UNITED STI'ITES DISTRICT COURT ••... ••. ,~tf!; 

- ..... "T')nT.r.: DISTIUCT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

TP,\.lCK SAFE'!'l{ E("JIP:·:F.',T INSTlTU'fl:l, 
an Illinois not-[or-orotit corporation: 
I'IBEX CORPO!UITICN, SIG:,lIL-ST!\T jnvlsION, 
a Delaware corporation: R. E. PIETZ 
CC!.lPl\!~Y, a Ne'.t{ York corporation: 
GP.Ol'B MI'INl'l-',\Cl%h:·;G CC1·:P,'\l-l"Y, a 
Kcnt"'c1~y corp:.>ration, 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

ROU:'hT KANE, !,ttc.·rney Gon:.'ral l 

Cont:r.onweal t:l of f··;nnsylvnnia: 
J .... '.,::' ":. :~"'~S.~.:?, ::~::i' ~ ';'.:y, r.;ll':t'yl·· 
vania Dcpart~~n~ c~ T~Qns;crtation; 
Sl:~j"NCRi?: G. lZ"l':SOS, Di:-'2ctcr, Sur:'!au 
of Traffic Saf:ty, ?::n:1:;yl\"uni'a. 
neuart~~nt af Tru~=~ortation: 
~·:hP.D E. B.:\tr.·1..~·:H, chi.:f, !n~~~ction 
Division, B·..lr~au c'! 'f;-a:!ic Sa:fet:y, 
Pennsylvania D~part~ent of Tra~~portation: 
CIIROLIN:E: G.~_"<D~:::?, Sut:.E!rvisor. Autor.:otive 
Egu:'p:"",ent 5r=~L.ior., Bt";!'eat: of 'j'~affic 

;~ ::~:·;v~:~~·:~~V~~~7 \.7;~:: ~~;en!n~f th~ir 
~r~i~iai c~;~;it:~~s~ ~. --, . in 

D2:~r\cants 

CIVIL No. 75-636 

FICED 

SEt 1 t' lS7i\ 

[i;),:t.!.P R. E~;;;':Y. C~"K r::n _________ .. , ___ . 
~~.!)JT\· C!.:.r.K 

judg::lent filed by plaintif:::s and defencar.ts in the abo\'e-captic:l~6 
\ . 

case in "'hich plaintif is 5..,e1': declaratory and injunctive ro1 i.ef. 

:Both IT.otions are filed pu'tsuant t.o Rece-ral Rule of Civil Fl'oc"c·.lrt; :'0 

plaintiffs' t;..·c-count complaint, concerni.ng an is!;lle of pr",-;npticn 

1 Plaintiffs have also sulmitted extensive doc:urnen-.:atic;n 
of the legislative history of the National Traffic a"'ld Hoter Vehicle 
Saf~ty Aot of 19EG (Safety Act), 15 U.S.C. §§ 1381, et seq •• as 
amended, which ~ct they contend preemots ~he particular previsions 
of the penneyl"O\nia Notor V~hicle Code. is P.S. §§ 101, et seq .. 
providing for the ul<lte equipment apprO'Jill program. and other 
materials evidcn~ing tho ~eneral background ~nd nature of the Fedoral 
regulatory p~ogram for motor vehicle equipment. 

"-----------------------. 
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under the Sup.emacy Clallse of the Constitution, Article VI, Clal!f!e 

Jurisdiction in :'r:dcrlll court in this case is predi.;a-

ted upon 28 U.S.C. § 1337 providing for jurisdiction in the 

district courts for civil actions arising under acts of Congress 

regulating cotr'.mQrce. 2£'l, GENERAL·r·10'l\)RS CORP. v. VOLPE, 321 

F.Supp. 1112 (O .. Del. 1970), !!,odif.ied !?.!!. ot:h'"r orClmds, 457 F.2d 922 

(3d Cir. 1972), «nd 28 U.S.C. § 1331 governing matters or a federal 

question. It has also been recently established that this court 

may properly consider the statutory. preemption claim set forth in 

Count 1 and arrsing under the Supre:n3cy Clause prior tc- conY'ming 

a three-judge court Jnder 28·U.S.C. § 2281, as it existed at the 

time of the filing of this. suit, for the pux'pose of decicing the 

.constitutional claim involving the Com."lIerce Clause which is 

contained in Count 2. I'.hGA.''1S v. Ll\\'!NE, ';15 t'.S. 526, 39 L Ed Zd 

577 (1974). 

Horeover, in light of thc fa,=t that "'.:: a:::-e :-:=SL:.!"':'c-:::;.c 

to review of the preer.1ption clair.; undar the ?ost~re 0::: this case, 

we shall not cC:'1sider defenClants I challen;;e to the validity of the 

motor vehicle safety standards here in question as that challenge 

pertains to the absence of consultation between the Secretary of 

'rransportatiCl:l and the Vehicle Eqlli;:"r.lent Sa{et~' c:::mI7i!'sicn (\"!:SC) 

prior to the promulgation of the stancarcs contained in 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1381, ;t seq., and as purportedly rE'quired in § 1392 (!) (2), 26 

U.S.C.~ 

The pertinent section of " the Safety Act governing the 

preenptive effect of the motor vehicle safety sta:-.carcs issued b~' 

the Secretary unde~ tr,3t Act is § 1392(d) of the Act ~mich states: 

"Wh2never a F'edE?ra1 mo':or vehicle 
safety standard established under this 
subchapter is in effect, no state or 

2 In any event, it appears that for at least certain 
of the standards issued by the S~cretar~'pursuant to the Safety: 
Act sufficient consultation with the various enumerated interest 
groups was undertaken prior to the i55uance of such standards. 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & ACCJ::SSORIES M,SN. v. ooro, 407 F.2d 330, 334 n.5 
(O.C.Cir. 1968). 

2. 
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.. ,l'L'-", ~ .. l,,1ivision of a state shall have 
nny i!Dthority either to establish, or to 
continue in ~f.fect, with respect to any ~otor 
vchicle or i-:E'M of: motor vehicle equipment 
any saicty st":l(lilrd applicable to the same 
a!:pcct of pCl'forno:;lIce of s\lch vcr,icle or item 
of equipm·~nt which is not identical to the 
Federal standilrd. Nothing in this section 
shall be construcd to orevent the Federal 
Government or the government of any state or 
polit.ica1 subdivislon thereof from establish
ing a safety rcquiri:lment noolicable to motor 
vehicles or motor vehicle ~quip:nent procured 
for its own ut .. e if such rl'quire::nlont imposes a 
higher stilnda.:d of !?e.::'or:~'ln=c thiln th:lt 
required to corrply \~ith the otherwise 
applicable Federal standard." 

. Section lJ97 (b) further provides that the Federal standards are 

designed to apply to motor vehicles prior to alld at the time of 

their initial sale and introduction into the market in interstate 

commerce; that is, to manufacturers, distributors ~nd dealers, and 

.. that state standards are to be effective and enforced as to used 

motor vehicles in the possession~of consumers in order. to assure a 

':' . continuing and effective national traffic safety program. 

In light of these e~?ress terms establishing the scope 

and !:>rcadth of the Federal regulator}' scheme of motor vehicle 

eguip~ent, defcnoants concede that to the ex~ent the State's 

,s\.ar,,:':=rcs regulating motor vehicle equipment are not identical tc 

lawfully acopted Fede::-"l standards, tbe~' are null and void and 

stant:arc.s in th~ir e.ntil:-=t:' are non-id.entical \,·ith the ~cr!".2:?~:tc~;'ns 

Federal sta:-,oarcs a:-.C t~"~at the State has reco~niz.ed this fact a:1d 

chosen to treat it.s O'~'n d:'vergent st.ancarcs as if they were 

identical to the Fede::-al standards ano to informally enforce the~e 

"conformed" standards without having actually formally enacted or 

issued (:it~icr th::ough the leS'l~lat.iv~ 'br,anch c·r the ad!'!llnist:"ative 

hranch "identical" standarcs. h"hile ot'fendants represent '.:r.al: such 

identical standards are in the making and when enacted will be 

enforced independently of the Federal enforcement effort but with 

due regard to the Federal standarcswhile the State enforcement 

procedure~ are being completed, they contnnd that at this time there 

3. 
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is no viable case or controversy which cpuld establish jurisdiction 

"f the ~'edera 1 courts. Ani'! .1.n the event that this court docs find 

the cxist°.ence of a concrete case or controversy underlying this 

pres~nt action, defendants finally maintain that the state h~s made 

no effort to impose civil sanctions or otherwise enforce the State 

s';;llndards a'gidnst plaintiffs and that, acC'ordingly, any case or 

controversy is not ripe for adjud50cntien by t1-ois co\:rt. 

We agree that to the extent the state standards 

governing aspects of performance for equipr.lent on motor vehicles are 

cO.o(>xtensive with Federal standards and non-identical such Stnte 

standards are null and void and unenforceable. In view of the 

comprehensive nature of the Federal and State standards encompassing 

nearly the same motor vchicle equipment and covering ma~y of the 

same aspects of performance howe~er, it would be incredible that 

some of the stantlarcs were not id;;ntical. In :r.any respects, t:~e too"o 

dif!ersnt £tc.i"~a!"dS' of p£:rformance for li~:e t~",?es 0: e,:,:\~:':~;;.":lt, ;,ut 

in certain areas k~asic t~'?~s of 1!!~\lip:nQnt Rre irlcl~J::;d i:-: 1:.-:-;:h s·::ts 

of stanearas ana are subject to identical :t2r.5arcs. Fo~ j::st"r'lce, 

as plaintiff5 point out both the Federal and State standards 

re~uire that certain vehicles be equipped with two red tail1i~~ts 

mounted on the !Oear: two IS toplights, one mounted on each s ido; "f 

the rear; four loed ref1o:;ctors, wi tl' two mounted on the rear and O:1e 

mounted on &ach slode near the rear: two amber reflectors. :T,,:-u!1ted 

on t:,e sides ncar the frc.nt; and fou~' :;ignal lights, t·,oo r.!ou:1ted 

on the front and tHO mounted on the rear. Cor:?are, ?ennsy::.\"ania 

Motor Vehicle Cod,., 75 P.S. §§ 801 (d). (e). (f): 802 fc) (1) ana (c) 

(2) with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety St~naard 108, 49 C.F.R. § 

571.108, Tables I-IV. Cf, Appendix Vol.l, pp. 303, 307. 317, 347, 

367, plaintiffs' motion for summary j\ld9~oent. ;.dopting the same 

narrow construction of the "aspect of perform<.nce" language in the 

preemption section of the Act as was utilized in CHRYSLER CORP. v. 

~FN~Y, 419 F.2d 499 (2d Cir. 1969), We ~re nevertheless compell~d 

.4. 
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to conclude tr.~t an actual case and controversy does in fact exist 
") 
.11 this case upon which to establ:is~'·jurisdiction in the Fed'crlll 

courts. 3 

Furthermore, defendants ildmittcdly are informally 

enforcing the Stilte st:1ndil1Cds as they exist at prosent while con

~t:cuing thorn so that thei' are in "conformity" with tho Federal , 
st,mdilrds. Defendants h<lvO also indicated their intention to "n3ct 

identical Gtate stand:lrds in tho future and to enforce tllcm 

independently of but in conjunction \dth Federal enforcement proce

dures. While defendants contend they do not intend to pros"cute 

under the present State stiindards and thili: the}' m:.rcly seek the 

I voluntary cooperation of m:lnu·facturcrs and dish' ibutors, plainti:fs 

remain subje'ct to tho Stilte standards and accordingly, unc.:>i- th:se 

circunstilnces, \,'e b"licve there is a rip", justiciable .controversy 

at hand. Cf, Appendix Vo1.l, pp~. 422-423, plaintiffs' motion for 

aX's raised in t:,e brie!s and affidavits subrr.ittcd P~{·~ot'h ::.art.:es in 

'that t.hese ci5p\Jted facts are neither c':."'itical to nor dis:pos.it:':'\,·e-

of tl1Q ?r=~7:'\ption issue pcsec. before the court and J accordi~gly, "'le 

these til;:" t tc!."'s • Co:"!=:.ning our attention to the ?:-e~;;.?ticn :.£~::=, 

therefore, 'he =urth~r cone] uce that whi~.e nei -:~er ~~'Press no.!' cl i.~ar, 

t'h!! natu:-e, s:c:cpe and circumstances cnderlying the erJactment of the 

safety Act and the issuance of the r~lated Fed"ral motor vehicle 

safety standa~ds necessarily imply that such provisions were 

intended to preer..pt both the creation and the enforcement of 

identical standa::ds by the state concerning motor vehicle equipment 

up until the time of the vehicle's first: purchase. 

3 At the same time we frown on the possibility that 
defendants could avoid the effect of the preemption section ~y 
informally enforcing non-identical standards "deemed" to be lon 
conformity with the Federal standards and essentially seeking 
voluntary compliance and cooperation by the manufacturers of motor 
v"hicles under the ind"p"ndent state enforcement procedures through 
alleged "threats" of actual prosecution and enforcement. 

s. 
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The Fei!eral program for enforcing the duly promulgated 

motor vehicle safety standardG essential:'y c ... ,· i.;ts of a sc.lJ:

certification proccss by cach motor vahicl", manufactul'er, distribator 

or dealer in \-"hich they are required to certify that cach vehicle 

or item of motor vehicle equipment subject to the standards are in 

compliance prior to the first purch<lse of the item. The Safety Act 

makes it unlawful to certify that an item of motor vehicle 

equipment conforms to an applicable Federal sta:1dard if the 

manufacturer in the exercise of "due care" has reason to know that 

such certification is false or misleading in any material respect. 

15 U.S.C. § 1397 (a) (1) (C). The Act is administ.1rcd by the Naticnal 

Highway Traffic safety Administration (NHTSA) of the united ~tates 

Department of Transportation and the Secretary is afforded broad 

investigative pOVlers to aid in ent0rcement of the ."ct's pro,·isions. 

15 U.S.C. § 1401. NHTSA enforces the Act by requiring, inter alia, 

detailed re.corci~:e-~pir.g and data sl:b:ni,;sion evichncing the 

tr,anufacturer's co=r:pliance ",·ith th~ 'Act and the :-.a:-is for t:';oir sel=:

certification. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1401, i41B. In aci~ition, NI!'rS." 

conducts ccmpl iar.ce testing of eql:ip::1ent with the Federal sta:1dards 

on a random basis and also authorizes 't't2call c;;'·.1...oaisns \·:here 

equipment is not in conformity with .the Feoeral standc.rds or whele 

it contains a safety-related defect. The Sc .... ety .r.ct provia.:-", :or 

civil penaltiES, l~ U.S.C. ~ 1398, and the '..'nH~·d S,ates' is al~o 

permitted to seek injunctive relief in Federal district co~rts ~o 

restrain violations of the Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1399. 

The Pennsylvania enforcem'ent schEme of previsicns in 

the Vehicle Code regulating motor vehicle equip~ent; on the other 

hand, entails the "approval" of each regulat~d item of equipment 

prior to its sale or usc and also requires such approval prior to 

the sale, use or inspection of any vehicl.e on "":'1ich such equipment 

is installed. See, 75 P.S. §§ 807, 80B, B12 and 819(e). Approval 

~ust be sought either through the St~te itself by the filing of the 

neccsllary materials, or throllgh the 1Imerican Association of Motor 

Vehicle Administra tors (AAloIV1I) , Pennsylvania's recognized equipnlent 

6. 
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"?F~:lVal ogent. In either event neither Pennsylvania nor the w'\:,lVA 

'onducts complionce tests themself, but rat:her thejf :..cqu:"'c: l:11e 

submission of test reports from approved laboratories upon which 

coch relics in establi"hing the manufacturer' s eor,lpliance with t!le 

applicable State safety standards. The M~IVA also periodically 

re-tests the equipment ond spot-checks the market for unapproved 

equipment. 1'1I1ethor approval is obtained through th= State or 

through tile .VJ.:'l.l" h::""cv .. r, compliance \lith tl:o F~dE:ral enforC'l';,I':'nt 

procedure and self-certification by the manufact:urer that its 

equipment conforms to the effective F'ederal standards is not 

!:uffi::iC!nt in a:":d of: i ts~' f b., t!S'3urc cc:r1,linnc!' with the Sta t.e 

standards a:1d receipt of the ,necessary "opproval" under t.he corres

po~ding State enforcement program. The State Vehicle Code provicos 

criminal sanctions fot" violations of tho aquip::'lc1'lt ilpp!."o\·al 

provisions, 75 P.S. §§ 807, 808 .. and also restricts the titling, 

to the ti.~i,e of the first pcrC'h::;se of such eC1ui?:n~nt. \1:= are 

co::~t!:aifl~c3 to c()nc-lude that the Polnns~'l\:'·j\nia motor vehicle E"ct~i?-

Defend6nts ap:,~ar lo aC'i~nC'-wledge tha't the pree:nptl.on section 

contained in 15 U.S.C. § 1392(d) prae~?ts and precludes any State 
\ 

standards which are "not i:ientical" to corresponding Federal 

standards. ~ne thrust of their primary argument in cppositiC'n to 

cOm?lete pr&eroptipn is, however, that by virtue of the fact the 

states ... ·ere enabled to r.::tain "iaentical" standares it must 

necessarily iollow that Con'Jress int.ended that the states be a11ol,'ed 

to observe difierent ~nfo~~ procedures, pre-sale and post-sale, 

provided that mamlfacturcrs be al1o\~ed to market their equipment 

where they have obtained compliance with thp. Federal procedures and 

1. 
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are a~;ai ting pcnding state "approval". In support of this argument, 

de4'''!ndants emphasize l1na"::';Il' ,t'.'... ., ' .. ~-:"'., of tl1e Safety Act as 

express1y set forth in l~ U.S.c. § 1381 is the reduction of "traf£ic 

accidents anu uC!aths nnd injuries to persons resulting from tr.:lffic 

accidents" and not the count.ervailing policy of uniformity in 

enforcement. Dcf~ndnnts stress the experience and expertise which 

the various ~tat.es have acquired in regulating mot.or vehicle equip

ment ana contemu that their diverse enforc('ment practices would 

suppleillent and enhance the Federal enforcement effort. in an other

wise burdensome task on a national scale; independent state 

enforcement procedures arc dec:lled to be encouraged by the Act in 

order to advance the uniform Federal stanctard and the policy of less 

. 'traffic accident!.' at the e:.:pense of uniform regulation, "'hich, is 

considered only a scC'onc.1ary consideration u'loc-rlying the stnl1f.a..cds. 

Assuming, arqu~ndo, ~hat the intent of Congress as 

and enforced pre-sale not only by the K:!'·S."I but by ind,,?snd,~:ot 

could be effectuated without nece£sarily resulti:og in either 

pe.intless c"J:,1ic;:ti\.'~ clfor-ts en th·~ ;'c!'t of the :;ta~es or, in tOni: 

tal tc=rnative, tha ir:.stittlt 1.on of a c.i...f f=r~nt, t':"l~:-:_ic~:-~tica~t. u 

standard by the s~at~s. To affora thg =ta~es t:,~ aU1"hority to &:'.Ea.:t 

enforcement prog:rams I.<'hich are cO;7'pati"cle but not nacessi'lrily' 

identical to the Federal enforcement sch~:ne in oreer to ac.:ount !or 

Congress' implied permission to the states to adopt "identical" 

standards appears to mask a distinction without a difference: where 

motor vehicle equipment is ultimately subject to the sa",e iucntical 

standard ",hether scrutinized under both a state a;)d a Fecieral 

enforcement scheme or solely under the Federal ~c~erne, it does not 

appear that a separate state enforcement program, pre-sale, could 

be of benefit or legitimatized in any way • 

. B. 
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r·or ,inh till'ICC f _61 t..llc S i t.un tion where a manufacturlJr has , 
properly self-cerl:ified COlnpU""cn with Lhe Fc-dcral standards un,1,·r 

tho Federal e;1forcr".,ont pr.oc",Jurc und is wlrk~t\ng the product 

~.'hi1e awaiting approval by the state on a pending "pplicatiCI1, C:1\1 

the state do other"'ise than grant the npproval \dtho'.lt neces:snrily 

establishit\9 or invoking a different ""tunl.1'tni" l:y l:,':'';on of its 

diffel'ent enforcement proclH]ure and there'by ~·,,!.,l;:~·i!\,] the Fcd,,:.:al 

enforcement !,rocedure a nullity? Congrt::ss intended a uniform 

minimum national standard for specified aspects of motor vehicle 

acmi tted for lrkct in all states, nnd it pro\'ided a C'o::iprL!her!: iv'c 

cnforremcm t S ::stelO under which all manufacturers. distributors and 

dc·alers are to cor tify c:~~pliHnce with this standard. c=, ApFnncii~ 

Vol.II, pp. 786, 664, plaintiffs' motion for s:u~ary judgment. 
,,-" 

Uncer thes:? ci:-curt.stn:1ces, to allC''''- a sta'~e 1 S f?nicrC'';.;;'',;i.t F-=-C'c~.5~:-es 

injustice to a uniform and id~ntical FQj~ral Gtan~ard. 

wit},in the ;":ianing of th; Supr~macy ClauS'e, but in lisht 0: the fact 

p!'c:,::co.ur~s \;":)uld m~::t!ly co!":stitl!t~ a dup1.ica~i\"e eifort, we arc 

co:-.strained to concJuce that pree"n:,tion is IT"',?licit in the anact:r·C:'nt 

of ~he SE&i·rd:y nct ana C'"!:! prc.;:mlsation oi cxt~nsive p::,:-sa1e :.ot.:·r 

v·3hicle eguiZ:'J;lent saf~ty standards:. Under the test enunciated in 

Flr.·R!DA 1,1!.lE [., AVOC]>J)O GROr.:;RS v. ?lIUL, 373 U.S. 132, 10 L Ed :<d 

2,(,5 (:'..963) ;:,r10 P.l:~::S v. !:.;VXDOh'j'4Z, 31~ l'.S. :'~t 85 lo E-3 ~Sl (JS~l) 

for determining \~hcn Fcoceral pre~mption is necessary and justiiiec,4 

4 In rLORID~ LIME & AVOClillO GRO\~RS v. PAUL. 10 L Ed 
2d, at 2SG-!'>7, th~ Supreme Court stated: "Io/hether a State may 
constitutionally rejc-ct com!llodities which a federal authority has 
certified to be narketable depends upon wnether the state 
regulation 'stanus as an obsti\cl~ to the accornplish:nt:'nt and 
execution of t.ho full purposes and objec~~vcs of Congress.' InNES 
v. DAVIDOWITZ, 312 U.S. 52, 67 • • •• The test of whether both 

9. 
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it is evid<mt that both the state :lnd the ~'ederal enforcement 

p; ?edures cilnnot be executed pre-sale wftllOUt creating doubts and 

confusion as to the applicable and required standard and thereby 

impa.tr it·.,;; lLhe effectiveness of the Ft·dc:rn l stann:lrd and the .·ed,~ral 

method of enforccrnnnt, and frustrating the >l'"t·c·l .... nli~h:.1cnt of the 

Safilt.y Act's full pu'C'poses and objectives. Cf, 1':O'l'OR C'Ol,CH 

El·:PLOYEES v. 'LOCKRIDGE, 403 U.S. 27·1, 29 I, .:-'1 2d ';'/3 (1971l; 

CAl>:PBELL v. HUSSl:.'Y, 36B U.S. 297, 7 L Ell ::d Z99 (1961). 

The Federal enforcement scheme relics .on a se1f-

certification process, and because of·the comprehensive nature a:1d 

national application of the Federal standards the NH'::'SlI is 

"nde~'standably unable to conduct actual tests on each it,em of 

equi~:~,snt and verify its compliance with the Fe,;eral standards pd.or 

to its entrance into the market for sale. Clearly there is room 

for additional, stricter enforcement on a more localized basis and 

this we belisv!! "I'as the role intendC'd by Congress to l:~ giyon to the 

states - as to post··salc £.l)i,oJ.-c€frI::nt of the F~c~'Cal st~l1C.a:"cs 

during use of the equipment by the cconsumer. S Congress' cesire to 

involve the states in a ronsultativa role during the rcrl:\Ulat.i~n of 

the individual r'e.d"ral stundards, its e);preES c1alegation to the 

states of the function 0:: inspecting used mctor "ehicles: that· is, 

motor vehicles after the first purchase, and its ir.:plieCi in;:cndon 

n.4 contd: 

federal and state regulations may operate, cor the state rcgulatie.n 
must give way, is whether both regulaticns can be enforce6 without 
im:?airing the {cdcral superintenden~e of the field, not Whether 
ti-.ey arc aime.d at sil'li1ar or rlifferant o'l:-jecti..,:;s. 

"The principle to be c5.crived i.c"1TI cur oeci!1icn is 
that feCieral regulation of a field of cco",,,,e>:ce shOUld not ::'e c~·~::."d 
preemptive of state regulatory power in the absence. of per.su"sive 
reasons- either that the nature of the regulatl~d H1b~ect rr3tter 
permits no other conclusion, or that tho Congress has unmistakably 
So ordained •. " (Citation omitted) 

5 The states have also been afforded, hc·.,·ever. the 
rol~ of enforcing the Federal standards in new equipment ite~s by. 
reason of the "approved" aspect of their program and t.he stat~s' 
ability to act swiftly in cases \~hcre the new equipment poses an 
actual and immediate dilngcr to the public. CHR'io?LER CORP. v. 
TO FlINY, 419 F.2d 499 (2d Cir. 19(.9). 

10. 
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meaning if it is rccognizt'd thnt the F'o,l.:rnl olt(11l0ll1'd \,'n8 inbmd,~d . 
to" be enforced by the Fedo):al author i tins ilt thl! 'mnnufactul'cr, 

, 
dis tributor. and dClllcr' s level and hy lhe stntcs .in a cornplimcntury 

fashion on II pont·.sillo 1,,1\si5 in ordcr to llt'IlI1T.C n ('.)I11oiI1U1119 n:ld 

effp.ct:ivo nntional tr,lt"fi,: !;<1.foty l'rcgrnm. ef, 1'.p1"':I1.:1ix Vol. I:r, 

p. 664, plaintiffs' moticn 1'01' lJurrJ",\llry judgl"\"nt. }:orClw<'r, it vlould 
, 

nppear thilt the l;o.}n .. n:'1.t ';'c;;1· . .:iW' (.'l)Lnilil'lU !!~lf-~~·:·~"t.i':1.C:lt~o,j. '.:oulo. 

be morl! proper and 5uiL ... ble at lhe m:.l1~uf.lct\lrin'.l (lnd d~s lr ihlting 

level which is more of a national charactel' and scope lind 

encol'lpasscs i1\1Hlufac:tu':ors nnd distributors dealing in a large v()lur.le 

motor vahicls cquiFr:t~nt at the,c()ns\h~,~r 10\'el "'ould be parUcularl~' 

pp. 624-625, plaintiffs' molion for su"':!,i\!'"~' juoS::1snt. 

Furth"rnore. the safety Aot ol\-pressly reservt's cC'c-T.1C':1 

ix.tt2'nt of CC:1CJt!'C::s in adc,?ting the la;'lg~ltlge c$:old in t1':at sectiC'n 

as finally e~act~1. ~ef~nd~nts particularly ~ely on an i~terprp.t3-

Deuglas \~. 'l'o:'Ils. Actin9 ,.,,;:~inistra tor for th~ :\?i:SA, en :-,.a~' 11, 

1971. and p\lb1i!;h,.~d in the i'eneral R~gister, Vol. 36,. No.106, J'lIle 2, 

1971. In that opinion t-!r. Toms states, in part, as follo\~s: 

"IIHhc.'\lgh this st'ction [1392 (<1) J makes it cl(lar 
that utllte st(lIldllrds must be 'identical' to the 
Fcdul:at standa):ds to the extent of the latter's 
coverilge, the pl'ocodul'al relationship bet\olaen 

11. 
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Stil t.0 ilnd FC'Clr"ral en forcemoll·· ... .0-1 .. "no st,ll1<1u ,." .. 
is not c"'"plicitly stiltccl in tho 1Ict. It has 
been tho position of this ngl.!nl7y that tho .\ct 
pen~it::J tho Sl,lles to clli,n'ce thc stilneiu'ds, 
inckp"'nd.:mtly of thr~ FeLiI"rill cnforc;.~mont 
effort, ~inC":o oU,r!r\-lirc 1:11Ct"O \\'l-:\l~d ha\'o bQloln 
no rcnson rO)~ tho 4:'-!C tu i\ 1.' l"'.\1 t ~''''1 otu tcs to 
1,::'Vl' evrm 'jrknlical' nblllfl:o>:ds. • •• Ii\] 
Stato l:oquir'-"'t>llt of obLdn Lng l,rio.r 7,,,:)>:0\'il1 

, bef:ece a prt·rl'lct m~y 1'.'0 "old ,·C'.,1 ~liots 1'/; loh tho 
F~ .. (1f'~1.-i'il r.,~g\lJi'tr"Y ~l!1.::'·.·:1 I in :·~"··.1". .... ":··r~ 5.·; a 
di.i:f:"! ... .'vnl' .. " jn l:\,! l· ... ;!,) ti'··t1 t .. ~:·: ·.n ;.;·.t~ :::.-.Lo':) 
i1Pi>J·ovdl pt·()t'.~f:::' ~'lHl i.,:1iC';:! i·'p"L1. .. t':'l ,;.~ 11,,,1. t'l 
self-ccrtificutionJ ." 

Re),ying on a statement orfered by Senator }lagIiUf10n that the unl I,'as 

dosig71ed to set a minir.lUm stnnclilrd I;hich if co::-.plied Id.th <'!,,,u1.d 

e:1ilblc the vehicle or .1q\li!,:n~nt to 1:>0 admitted t:o all E'tnt,s, I·IT. 

T~ms concludf.1d that So tates could contJ.n\lc "oJith ind~?I~ndcnt l:~'ltOl'CO

rr.ant Pl"'OC.,ilCtl'COS ~.ro\1i.ci,j~ !-2:l.at mill1ufactllrl'!'Cs \:nrc a12.c,;,·ed to ;"'i.!"",t'.:t 

their products c('nfor:lli~lJ l.~o the f'.::d,,·':al sl. ... ho~e \\·~~ile tl~e state 

.' proc~durcs w.:!re cc.r'? 1 eted. 

aspect of Fer IC·l";:lun C~ m\l~t conform to r,?d~ra 1 f-J,:a ndar~s a:H: 

concluc1:~~ tf':at: t:li::. cacisic':'l n\.:st: be 't"cach~:d ~.S t-,,:, .lach : t~·~ :~ ... "rl 
, 

and its s,,?!tciiic provisions.o 

;.,nile the interpretation of the Pl'N'';i'.pt.ion issue • .... hj ch 

6 Plnintiffs milintain that Doclor Haddon's vie'.,·s ret'l'e
serot the l1'.csl: extreme posH:ion taken by the !'l1n'SA ill advocating no 
prE·emption. Plaintiffs deom the subrcq\l.:nt inlN'pretiltion issued 
by Hr. Tops to be a softenillg of that p05it.ion in that it 
recognizes preemption to the extent that the slate approval programs 
preclude the marketing of products I~hich 113ve conformed to federal 
enforcement procedures but are al~aitil\g state approval. Plaintiffs 
also contend that a more rC'cent opinion of the Chief .'1dminis1:l:iltor 
of Im~'SA in 1973, Doctor Jilmes B. Gru\lory, evidances a furthf'r 
retreat from the original position of the ag~ncy ilnd indicab'lI th..!ir 
intention to wHhho1.cl interprotations of the prl!empti .... ., ef!.,~·t ,,£ 
the act .until th~ iusue has, hnl'n ,<'I'!c!.dr.d by the courts. '1'0 l;;'3 

."-'" 12. 
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dv<tllced by Senator MilgnUf.lOn to the' orfdet that a unit.h'm '.1i;l.L~l\·.t 

6~andard was to be observed which would assure v<!hiclcs In c(."",.t t

ance woulu be "omitted to all states, on the other hand it furth,':!; 

r •• ar.ens tllilt: onO,1 nrJmit:tecl to the stnte under the Feeleral enr."r,;c-

men\: schc:m~ it mily theroaiter be prohibited under tho state's 

IlI::.thoc'\ of cnJ:orcement for t.he E:ante Federal stant:ard. Clearly this 

alternative construction voiced by plaintiffs, and runs contrary to 

the previous discussion concerning CQncurrent state and Federal 

r"1fo~ce:nC'nt proc<:ldur£'s ann tho imr"ebabl~ Il'ajl''l'''n?nc~ of a unifo .... 1I' 

set: of Federal standards. Furthermore, the alternative e~~lanatjon 
) 
for cO:1gress' decision to all~w the states to retain "identical" 

~tended to be implemented and enforced on a post-sale basis, 
.' 

conports with the overall enforcer:lent structure estab1:ished by 1::1e 

th=.t s~po.!."a-:e rn:'t:hoc:s of cnfol"ca:i\'2nt '''ure intended .. 

Accordi:1g1y. it is the t;'oncillsion of this court that 

the Safa:-cy Ite'\.. oZ 19156, ...... ithin tho r,~~lanin9 of § 103 (d) of the ';ct, 

1!> tJ.S.C. § 1392 (d), completely prC!cmpts both ?;:r.r,sylvania s ta •• ea: ds 

to the extent tnat th.~y cover the sante aspect of p~rfor:r.atlce an:5 a::e 

non-identical, a.,d any s.tatc m~thod of ~r1;{orc£"7ic.nt of l:5e!'lt.ical 

purchase.. lve r:;:Etch lhis decision ba.5ed on our eonclusic·n as to the 

... \, . t' h 1" l.n ~ent o'!: Ct :')gress l.n ~r.a.c long 1.. e Act, as 9: caneQ .l..-om tne 

Epecific pl'ov,isions of the lIct arId fi:oin its legislative history • 

. Ii Congress has in fact intandecl otherl.-.i.se, \:hen it is the 

re!1!,or:sibility 20:-.0 c-bH""UO:>:1 ox Ccngrcc:s to (>;.:,:.:'csr.ly and cl-:!'trly 

state its intp.ntjons and conform the slate of the law as it exists 

following these r:!cent judicial c'jcciRions to such illtentions. 

n.6 contd: 

court's kno·.~ledlJ~, however, documcmts containing this opinion by 
Doctor Gregory h~ve not been provided to this court. 

"'13-.-- . 
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UNl'l'CD ST;\TES Dl '~1'jnc'.r CO\JR'l' 

·FOfr '1'B~··I.nnDLE DIS'l'ltlC'!' 01' E'F;l,'·lf;YL\'.'I:ollA 

",t11;C<' s~,\!-'i:lr·{ "':Qt';r~~E:~'JI It;S'!'I'£UTE, 
nn llli."Ioi!i !;oL-I "t:-pt"uClt: COli->l • .l'"~lt:t"'n: 
;,il".:X CGRror.!,TIOZ'l, SrGNAL-S'i'IIT DIVISION, 
a :;'~I j"o !·\)l'-.! I.~C";l",(::_·tl t5.~.,n; H. r.. rr~:,:;'r-..6 
cr;:·~~~.· .. ",y, a t;;:.'", YI.~k C"Ol"po\°:.tl5.c1n: 
C,RCf-::'i: .:·1t\HUrltf;?U~.',t!(i CO:1:'i'IHY, il 
Itcn J;.l.J ;:'<y cO"l:L"ll"a tion I 

?lilintiI is 

v. 

no~::.:::~~ ;:..r·!';E. i'd:.h-.:rntJy GC'JlI:rnl, 
C["~'''··r.·~\o'c.'~' ~'11 r,r ~(·nnqvl'.'::'Hin: 
J:1CC~ G •. ..:::~.:.lB, Sr:e':t;t~':Yt r·:i11u;yl·· 
'.~:H':ia !):;:.:u~!-,!nt: of rr!·n:.r.po:r:t~·J()n: 
.S::;)·"C'R.~ G. :f~~!:~!'ct\, ~l.L·c,:t.~lr, 'DurC:lU 
C'Jf '2!'L1=fic ~"'~':t'::;y, f .. :"'~"~'!','~l,ia 

t.~~ 1·~!~~~.~1.~; .~:~~;.:r·,~~~i;: :~:,t' ~~~~~!~ct .'."l1 
Diviricn, 3~::a~ cf Tr~f!ic Snl~ty, 
Pannsyl:v'ania Dcpar tlj"l\~T,t or 'l'ra,~~or·\:ilt.ion: 

~~:~?::~; C~::"'r';~;P.:... s~!:-:~~·: sc::' I"!\~: ~c,.",.)~t.i\.e 
!:.I-; ....... .: •• t ..... ~_.C" .. :, ')U __ ·~U cr lJ:II~.~ •. C 

S~~o:y, ;~~.'~ylv~n~~ ~~~n~t·':~t ~£ 
·".t'':·~:.-:F01'l::'.:i..::1: :'.'.5:i\·i.c":·~:,;l'.y, ,,,,,d in l:il..!ir 
off~cial c~:~~\t~us, 

Defendants 

jl.:c,;!:nent be and is hereby denied. 

CIVIL No. 75-636 

i)7··.~ "i<o:.· .. d. 

i ~:;:;. 

I T IS Fl:RTH!:R OiIDERJ::D that plaintiffs' matio;) ic:: 

., 

" ".' L " .. ,. < ~:.....:...::...-==-
--"'R=-'-.-=D"(xon !ierman 

united Stales District Judge 
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wwlng dec:id{)d 1n (",vI.lr or: the nffh"miltive on tho 

,,'"cemption clilim frJrl~ari1ea by pl'lillt~£fs. our decision is 

rll"=,v,;it5v'" as to l.oth counts I and II of pl:tilltiffo' cr;:1;>laint 

~"ithol1t the ncccof.lity of ('vnv"ning a tln:Clc-jUd'.lo court to h,'ar lhe 

Cor.."::Jrcp. Clau:;c e laim cunl:::';',I1cd in Count II. Plnint.i rfs' '"'01: ;.0:1 

for sU:1I:1ary ,jurlgmcnt ' .. 'ill bc granted. 

. ... , 

R. Di)".on .iicrman 
U;,it.;o.::l S'Lntes Di~trict J\~dge 

;;. 

14. 
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This uppc, 1 ar.ises out of litigation which 

presents the queDtion whether the National Traffic and 
1 

Ilotor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 preempts state 

enforcement of safety standards, identical t.o federal 

motor vehicl~ safety standard~ against pre-consumer 

links in the chnin of distribution. The district court 

concluded that there is such preemption. However, because 

the state statute considered by the district court has 

now been repJacen by new legislation, we vacate the 

judgment of the district court and remand for develop

ment of a record pertaining to the ne~1 enactment and 

reconsideration of the legal issues in light of such 

record. 

I. 

The Natio:1al Traffic and Hotor Vehicle Safet.y 

Act, which is administered by the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), is the mechanism 

by which Congress has sought to achieve the goal of 

greater highway safety. Under the Act, the NHTSA is 

charged ,,·i th the responsibil.ity for promulgating 

federal safety standards applicable to motor 
2 

vehicle equipment. 

1. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1381 ~ ~. 

2. ~.!E..51392(a). 

-1-
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A system of self-certification is the method 

'-:" ""jcll the federal safct~h~~!lDdftr.eo. nr:; er.fcrced; 

::r:r'.'fucturers, distributors and dealers, lpon transfer-

ring a new vehicle or piece of equil~ent, must certify 

that the vehicle or equipment com~lics wit.h relevant 
3 

federal standards. The Act makes it unlawful to 

"manufacture, sell or offer for sale a new vehicle or 

item or equipment which does not conform to federal 
4 

safety standards. Violators are subject to civil 
" penalties of up to ~800,OOO for each transgressior. In 

addition, the Act authorizes suits to enjoin th'~ sale 
6 

of non-conforming vehicles und equipment, and subjects 

manufacturers and distributors to repurchase and re

placement obligations as to defective vehicles and 

equipment. 

Finally, the Act contains an explicit pre

emption section which provides: B 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

~id. 

~i!h 

~~ 

~~~ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

(d) Whene"er a Federal ~otor ".hiole safet), standard" establi.hed 
under this subch.pter is in e(fect, no State or political subdh'ision ,,' 
• State shall hO\'e any authol'ity eithel' to establish, or to continue in 
effect, with respect to any motor ,,:ehic!e Dr item of motol· vehicle 
equipment any safety standard applicable .\0 the some aspoet of per· 
formanee of such ,'ehiole or item of equipm,,"l whieh Is nol identical 
to the Fedo,'ol stando,d, Nothine in this seetion sh.ll be eonstrued to 
'pre"ent tho Fede .. ol Go,'ernment or the go,'omment of Mil)' Stnte or 
political subdh'ision the,'eo! f,'orn establishlne a safety requirement 
applicable to motor ,'chicles or motor ,'ehiole equipm.nl proeured for 
its 0\\11 use if such requirement imposes a hieher standard of pOI'" 
form'mco lh.n th.t roquired to comply with the otherwise applic.bl. 
Federal standard, 

1397. 

1397(a) 

1398. 

1399 

7. Sec id. § 1400. tlanufa'cturers are also subject to a 
ii'iiiiibcrof aclrli lionaJ. obliga tlons undlll': the Act. 
See icl. ~5 1411-14. ---,-

o. ~ S 1392(cl). 

-2-
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At the time the disl..ricL cou:.:t decided this 

case , l'cnnsylvnnia law required state approvill of motor 

vehicle equipment us a precondition to the sale and 
, 9 

use of such equipment within the Commonwealth. Under 

this la"" the Commonwealth regulated a wide range of 

items,. I~any of which were the subject of federal safety 

'standards. In order to obtain state approval, a manu

factl1rer ~ .. as required to submit a photograph of the 

item of equipment or a sample, a laboratory test 
10 11 

report, and an approval fee to the American Associ-

ation of Ilotor Vehicle Administrators (l\M;VA), 

Pennsylvania's approval agent. 

Pennsylvania law made it a misdemeanor for 

a manufacturer or distributor to sell or offer to 

sell certain unapproved equipment within the Common

wealth. Other provisions I'lere also pesigned to p1'e-

vent the introduction of unapproved equipment into 
12 

the state. 

9.
! 

The content of Pennsylvania law \~as somewhat tangled. 
See page 4 infra. 

10. 11 federal self-certification form was not acceptable 
as a substitute for the laboratory report. 

11. The fees ranged from $50 to $200. 

12. For example, the Pennsylvania Vehicle Code for
bade the operation of vehicles with unapproved 
equipment and prohibited the titling or registra
tion of vehicles cont~ining such equipmell,t. 

-3-
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In 1972, the Atl"rney General of Penn-

1:.. .... ..: •• ~.1 '·I"'.1n50n stating that the Common-
f~ .r: Of 1 •.. " 

VI'- •• ch' 5 approval mechanism was p'r-ecmpted by federal 

li\\~ as to tho!::e items which were the subject of 

federal -safety standurds. The Director of the Bureau 

of Traffic Safety then handed down a directive which 

called ~or strict adherence to the opinion of the 

Attorney General. However, it appears that Pennsylvania's 

approval program contillued in operation. 

This suit was filed in 1975 by several manu

facturers of automotive lighting equipment who had 
13 

not obtained 1IJ..1WlI approval for their products. 

The manufacturers sought a declaratory judgment that 

the Pennsylvania approval mechanism was preerepted by 

federal law Clr was contrary to the Commerce Clause. 

Aft!"r extensive discovery ~Ias had, Judge Herman granted 

plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment and issued a 

supporting opinion.
l4 

There were two aspects to Judge Herman's 

opinion. First, he had to deal Idth the Commonwealth's 

argument that there was no live case or controversy. 

At the outset of that argument, the Commom~ealth con

ceded that state safe'ty standards not identical to 

federal safety standards were void. But the Common

wealth went on to urge that it had ~ extant standards 

identical to federal standards, thus suggesting 

that the question of the validity of state 

13. It appoars from the record that, prior to the 
institution of this litigation, the Commoimealth 
undertook numer.ous nctivities designod to win 
these manufacturers' compliance with the apPL'oval 
program. 

14. ~ 4l!l F. Supp. GOO (M.D. Pa. 197G). 
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enforcement of identical stnndards was not before 
15 

the court. The c1istrict judge concludcd, however, 

·.·t),at i"Mt'" . ...,ro ; n existence certain state standards 
16 

identicnl· ',r 'f,'.:feral s ' and that a viable 

cas~ or·contrDversy thus exlsted. He then turned to 

the question of pr.'3~"pt5011 .• nd ruled that the 

National Traffic and ~!otor Vehicle Safety Act excluded 

the Btates from any role in enforcing safety standards 

at the pre-consumer level. This appeal then ensued. 

II. 

On June 17, 1976, the Governor of Penn

sylvania approved Act Number 81, which repealed the 

existing vehicle code ~nd enacted a new one to go 

into effect on July 1, 1977. Several sections of the 

nell code bear on the problem that Judge Herman confronted. 

The ne\" vehicle code provides for the adop

tion by the Commonwealth of existing federal safety , 
17 

standards, thus obviating any future questions as to 

" ' '15.· The co;runonwealth, recognn~ng thnt non-identical' 
safety standards were void, had decided informally to 
treat such non-identical standnrds as if they 
were identical to federal safety standards. Before 
the district court, however, the Commonwealth urged 
that this informal action did not comply \~ith state 
administration procedures and that the de facto 
identical standards must therefore be deemed ineffective. 

16. Judge Herman's conclusion appears to have rested on 
two bases. First, he stated that given the fact 
that the federal government and the Commonwealth both 
regulated many of the snme items of automotive 
equipment, it ~Ias inconceivable that there would not 
be sor,\e identical standards. See 419 F. Supp. at 
691-2. Second, he noted that tho fec1eral standards 
and the Pennsylvania !:tandards required the identi
cal amount of lights on automobiles. ~ ~ nt 692. 

17. See FA. STlIT. ANN. t:it. 75 55 4l03(b)-(c) (Purdon 
SUP!? 1977). 

-5-
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~lheUler the stnte sl:ilooru'd:; are identical to federal st.1ndanis. 

Tt .~, "," ~ .. , ... ~, -' . ", "'V',' .'O~ ""'''\1;)'0. the Pennsylvania 

Depnrtment of Transpc'" '.; r, to adc':lt .. program of 
\8 

equipment. approval. 'rhe nel, code states that if an 

approv"l system is 1"11: into force by regulation, it 

sh?ll be illegal to sell or offer to sell any equip-

ment that does not conform with existing regulations. 
19 

Finally, the 'new code provides the outlines for the approval 

program, should one be adopted, including 'the pay-

ment of approval fees and the requirement of the sub-
20 

mission of laboratory test reports. 

Although Judge Herman rendered his decision 

subsequent to the passage of Act Number 81, his opinion 

did not advert to the ne\~ legislation. Instead, it 

focused on the provisions of the then-existing 

vehicle code, \o,'hich has no\~ been repealed. In place 

of the code that Judge Herman considered now stands 

the new vehicle code which, instead of being self-

executing as to the existence and operation of an 

approval system, leaves the adoption of such a program 

to aaministrative regulations. And it appears 'that, 

as of this time, no regulations have been promulgated 

or proposed regarding the establishment of an 
21 

approval system pursuant to the new code. 

18. lli § 4104. 

19. rd. § 1407(,,). As opposed to the state of affairs 
iii'iii'er the old Code, violators are nOl'/ suhject solely 
to civil penalties and not to criminal sanctions. 

20. ~ S§ 1954, 4104-05. 

21. On June 13, 1977, the Commom~ealth temporarily re
adopted all regulalionn promulgated under the old 
Veh~cle Code. These temporary regulations will 
remain in effect until replacement regulations are 
«dopted. See Pa. nulletin, Vol. 7, No. 25 at 1647. 
This ruodoption, hOl~over, .. !ford!,; no cluen as to t:lle 
content of .. ny repli1cement re\juJations. 

-G-
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Under thcse circumstances, we believe thOlt 

the approprl.u ~c t.:uur ~l.: 0.1 Ql,.\. ... vu .l.="j to ...-ett.. ... tl thl.s 

case to the cligtrict court for the taking of eVidence 

regarding the new statute. The pivotal reason is the 

fact that Judge Herman hOls not ha~ an opportunity to 

scrutinize the new statute, which might prove to be 

'somewhOlt different in operOltion from the repealed 

code. A remand in order to avoid the necessity of 

our passing on the constitutionality of a state statute' 

in the absence of any record would appear to be 

especially apt in view of the national significance 

of the legal issues posed by this case. 

Our conclUsion is fortified by several other 

considerations. First, the Conunonl~e"lth has not yet 

taken any steps to authorize an approval system under 

the nev.' vehicle code. 111 though plaintiffs have urged 

that the adoption of such a program is inevitable, 

and that we should rely on the oral representations of 

counsel for the Co~~onwealth that such a system will 
22 ' 

ultimately go into force, we do not believe that 

;,,,~~!,cc~la~~0!1,,,on, our p,a~.t,}s,y)}h,~, ,~~:~r,~",~,~gu,~a:~~:." ~,~t~~;".,:, 
of the Commonwealth is in order. A remand might go 

22. Plaintiffs urge that such reliance is mandated 
by our en bane decision in United States v. 
FrumentQ7 552 F.2d 534 (3d Cil'. 1977). We 
are unable to accept this proposition. In 
Frumento, this Court relied upon statements of 
counsel not to indicate that the government was 
definitely going to take certain actions, but only 
to estilbllsh that a certilin occurrence - the calling 
of: a recalcitl'ilnt witness before grand juries -- was 
cilpilble of repetition for purposes of the "caphble 
of repetition yet eVilding revie~I" exception to the 
mootnass doct:rine. lIere, howevcr, \'Ie ~Io\lld be re
quired to accept iln orOll represcntation by counsel 
as a definitive stOltement of the future course of 
the Commonl~eill th I s ildministrat.ive rule-making process, 
a fnr rnOl'C serious step, and one whit'h we Olre um"ill
in\1 to tnke. 

-7-
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for to remove the need for !;uch guesr:work, either 

by means of a stipul(ltion between the i' ..:I:.~es. 

~d i ti ona lly, the absence ·0£ il record as to 'fe 

nature of the_new vehicle code and (lny app!'oval sys.!;,m 

which,.might be promulgated~7eunder deprives us .... of 

~e abi~\' to assess the burdens a new approval 

system might impose upon manufacturers. For example, 
.. & .. 

there is no evidence as to the level of approval fees 

that might be charged under the new code. Since ~Ie do 

not have before us information that might well be 

crucial to the disposition of this case, either in 

the district court or in this Court, it is advisable 
23 

to remand the matter to the district court. 

We are, of course, al~are that a remand 

IdH necessarily cause some delay in the u1ti-

mate resolution of this litigation. Hmlever, we are 

confident that the district court I-lill give prompt 

" ,h. ", .'~. :; ~._ • 

23. It is true that Judge Herman's opinion did not 
advert to the burdens imposed'by the approval system 
under the old vehicle code. Instead, he premised 
his prec~ption decision on the conclusion that the 
National Safety Act precluded any state enforcement 
at the pre-cons~~er level. 

The fact that Judge Herman adopted this approach 
does not militate against a remand for development 
of a record as to the new code. If the new 
code produces more substantial burdens than the 
old, it is possible that .Judge lIerman might premise 
a decir:ion that Pennsylvania's enforcement program, 
assuming that one is adopted, is preempted for such 
rcnsons inutead of relying on a ~ so rule. And assum
ing that Judge lIernu\n he\~z to his original position, 
if this CO,urt would' dl.:tel'mine that a I?Cl.!' se rule is 
not appropriate, we would need a recoru-in-
order to decide whcth"r the Pennsylvania program 
unconstitutionally burdens the plaintiffs and is 
thus pl:eempted by {etlcrn1 law. 

-8-
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I1Hl'rED 5'l'II'1'BS COUlVl' OF 1\1'l'lll\1.S l'On 'l'lIB 'l'lIlltD CIltCUIT 

0" ",. 

NO. 76-2519 

'I'nUCK SlIrm'Y EQUII'I·lEIlT INSTITU'fE, an Illinois 
not-for-profj t corp. 1 lIUE>: CORl'OHIITION, SIGIU\L
S'J.'IIT DJVISIOIl, a Delill·/are corporation; R. E. 
PIETZ CO::l'i\:!i', a Nel'l Yor): Corporation; GROTE 
!1I1HUrllC'J'UHIllG CO:,:PlIHY, a K~ntucky corporation 

v • . ' 
RODJ::RT P. KIIIlE, Attorney General, Conunonwealth 
of POl.; JlICOD G. KASSA13, Secretary, Penna. Dept. , 
of Tl'ansportatiollj J. A. TROI1BET'l'II, Director, 
Bureau of Traffic Safety, Penna. Dept. of 
Tr.annportation: l'lARD B. 13I1UJIBIICIl, Chief, Inspector 
Division, Bureau· of Traffic Safety, Penna. Dept •. 
of Transportation: CIIROLINE GARDNER, Supervisor, 
lIutolnotive Equipment Section, Bureau of Traffic . 
Safety, Penna. Dept. of Transportation: individually 
and in their official capacities, SEY/IORE G. . 
IIEYISOH, Director, Bureau of Traffic Safety, 
Pa. Dept. of Transp. 

Robert Kime, Jacob K"ssab (nOli IUlliam H • 
. Sherlock) Seymore Heyison, Nard B. Baumbach, 
and Caroline Gardner. 

. :Appellants. 

On Appeal from the United States District Court 
for the /·liddle District of Pennsylvania 

Civil No. 75-536 

Present: VA.'1·lXlSEN,ADIIHS and GIBBa-lS, Circuit Judges 

JUDGJ.lENT 

'lllis cause carne on to be heard on the record fran the United States District;. 

Court for the ~liddle District of p~y1va.n:ia and was argued by counsel on June 14, . . , 

1977. 

O'l consideration whereof, it ;.5 nr:M h~e ordered and adjudgeq by this Court . 

that the judgnent of the said District Court entered Septesrber 16,· 1976, be,' and 

. the SaIlC is he~cby vOlcated and the cause remanded for proceedings in accordrince with 

the opinion of this Court. 

July 27, 1977 
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attention to this matter, thus 'l'l.'l.i..lIl .. ,:,.,e,; t!".e p09si-
24 

bility of undue hardGhip. 

The judgment of the district court \~ill be 

vacated and the cause remanded for procoedings con-

sistent with this opinion. 

',I'O TlIE CLERK: 

Kindly file the foregoing per curiam opinion. 

Circuit Judge 

DATED: 

. ',' 

24. In addition,' counsel for the Conunom~ealth stated 
lit oral (lrgument that no enforccment actions would 
he initiated against the plnintiffs d~ring the 
pendency of proceedings on remand. 

-9-
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COr.l:r::1Wi!11: I Of Pe:,:r':~r;t 
Oep:'!~::":Jnt ~ r Tra's~or:a: ... ", 
!,~:;C:":IVl!O 

f::; 2 ~ 1.79 

OFFICE cr "Il£f CC:t!~!Sa 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTR:ICr- COURT 
FOR THE HIDDLE DISTRICT OF PElmSYLVANIA 

TRUCK SAFETY EQUIPHEIIT INSTITUTE, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation: 
ABEX CORPORATION. SIGNAL-STAT DIVISION, 
a Delaware corporation: R. E. DIETZ COMPANY, 
a New York corporation: GROTE 11ANUFACTURING 
COMPANY, a Kentucky corporation. 

Plaintiffs 

vs, 

ROBERT ~~E, Attorney General. Co~onwealth 
of Pennsylvania; JAMES B. WILSON, Secretary. 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation: 
SEYMORE G. HEYISON. Director, Bureau of 
Traffic Safetv, Pennsylvania Department of 
Transportation; WARD B,'BAIDlBACH, Chief, 
Inspection Division, Bureau of Traffic Safety, 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation: 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 75-636' 

I 
CAROLINE GARDNER. Supervisor, Automotive 
Equipment Section, Bureau of Traffic Safety, 

I Pennsylvania Department of Transportation; I indi'/idual:y and in their offic,ial capacities, 

... 'Il \","\ ~~? '::)'\~ Defendants 

s~i~~~111i.J".).··'~'·"'\1" ~ 
~I·,···\" ~ 

-.~,,-, ~.~~" In 1975 Truck Safety Equipment Institute, a trade assoc~;. .. ..-__ .,:-'1')\ { ... 

I iation for manufacturers of lighting equipment and three manufact-

\ urers of such lighting equipment instituted this action challenging 

I the enforcement of Pennsylvania's program for approval of certain 

III types of lighcing equipment regulated by the National Traffic and 

Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, 15 U.S.C. §138l et seq. 

I II At that time, on summary judgment motions, we entered a 

I 
declaratory judgment in favor of the Plaintiffs, holding that the 

enforcement by Pennsylvania of the identical standards regulated by 

i the national Traffic and Hotor Vehicle SafetY,Act (hereinafter the 

I "National Safety Act") was preeC1pted by the said Act pursuant to 

the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution (Article VI. 

Sec, 2).1 

,lopinion of this Court reported in 419 F. SUP? at 688. 
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.. ,~ ·"~"sylv!l%l.ia Law with which 1;his Court WIlS concerned. 

at that tima~ """'5 repealed, the new law to become effective July 1, 

1977. On appeal from this Court's decision the United States Court 

of Appeals for this Circuit vacated and remanded the case for 

further consideration in the light of the New Vehicle Code which 

had not been in effect when our judgment was entered. 

After a supplemental complaint and answer were filed the 

parties agreed upon a detailed statement of facts and thereafter 

both Plaintiffs and Defendants again sought summary judgment on the 

preemption claim set forth in Count I of the complaint. 3 

The agreed statement of facts sets forth in some detail 

the new provisions of the law that are attacked and the regulations 

that were promulgated pursuant to the new state law as well as the 

regulations covering the same lighting equl.pmen t in effect under 

the National Sa:ety Act. 

Plaintiffs again seek a declaratory judgment that under 

the lie" Vehicle Code and regulations, Pennsylvania's program for 

approval of,federally regulated items of the subject motor vehicle 

lighting equipment is preempted by the National Safety Act and is 

therefore invalid and unenforceable. Plaintiffs further seek to 

enjoin the Defendants from taking any actions to implement the 

State's equipment approval program. Defendants ask that we declare 

the Pennsylvania Law not preempted. 

2pennsylvania Vehicle Code, Title 75, (Pa. Stat. Ann. 
Purdon 1971) (hereina:ter called "1959 Vehicle Code"). Repealed by 
P.L. 162, Act No. 81, June 17, 1976 (hereinafter the "Hew Vehicle Co ,,' 
(75 Pa. Stat. Ann. §§l951., 4103 through 41013). 

3Count II of the complaint avers that the sections of the 
New Vehicle Code (§§1954, 4103 through 4108) objected to, insofar as 
they relate to items of federally regulated motor vehicle equipment, 
create an undue restraint on commerce, in conflict with the Commerce 
Clause, Article 1, Section 8, Clause 3 of the United States Constitu 
tion. We do not reach the Commerce Clause contention at this time. 

- 2 -
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The stipulatell facts reveal that the National Safety Act, 

I
I ~5 U.S.C. 1."\J. e\. seq., ~caJlle law on SeptetJIber 9, 1966 because 

I 
among other ear-ons of the need to establish and insure compliance 

I wi th unifon.: 'laf-ional safety standards for motor vehicles and motor 

vehicle eq\'~I',nenl: in interstate conunerce. 4 / With the passage of 

this Act Congress created a comprehensive federal motor vehicle 

safety program which involves promulgation of detailed performance 

standards for certain items of motor vehicle equipment and self

certification by manufacturers that their equipment conforms to 

these stancards. 

The National Safety Act makes it unlawful to sell or 

offer to sell in interstate co~erce any new item of motor vehicle 

equipment which is covered by a federal motor vehicle safety 

II 

standard (fl1VSS) unless it conforms to the applicable standard and 

the manufacturer or distributor so certifies. The Act provides 

II penalties up to $600,000 f01: viol;ltions of the Act and injunctive 

~ relief. Both manufacturers and distributors are subject to the 

i statutory repurchase and replacement of items of equipment which 

are found to contain safety defects or are othen-1ise not in conform 

ity with the applicable FHVSS. Hanufacturers are also required to 

give detailed notice, repa~r, replace and refund of money for non

conforming equipment. The federal enforcement of motor vehicle 

safety standards is directed only to manufacturers and distributors 

and not to the purchaser, 15 U.S.C. l397(b)(l). 

The National Safety Act is administered by the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Admird.stration ("IlIlTSA") of the United 

States Department of Transportation. The Secretary of the Depart

ment is given broad investigative powers under the Act to aid in 

the enforcement of its proviSions as well as the power t~ establish 

appropriate Federal standards. Detailed record keeping and data 

submission requirements are imposed upon manufacturers. The 

4The basic purpose of the Act as later herein quoted was 
to reduce traf=ic accidents and deaths and injuries to persons 
resulting from traffic accidents. 15 U,S.C. 1381 

- 3 -
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~ operation of IlHTSA in the enforcement of safety standards is a 

'. multi.-,.·· ·~:..on dollar' operaC1u:,:.· ~ m:vS~ compliance tests are made by 

many laboratories approved by and.,;:,perating for NHTSA. 

Lighting equipment has been tested for ~omp1iance with 

FMVSS 108 every year since 1968. From 1968 uncil C~~ober 1977, 

2,681 separate lighting devices were compliance-tested by llHTSA, 

714 of which were tested during the first 10 months of 1977. All 

of the Plaintiff manufacturers have had their l:l.ghting equipment 

purchased and tested by NHTSA. Additionally, each year NHTSA makes 

hundreds of formal requests that manufacturers fut~ish perfOrMance 

and other uata to establish the basis for their self-certification 

of compliance with the appropriate B1VSS. When non-compliance is 

discovered, corrective action is sought and if not resolved by the 

m~ufacturer the matter is reported to the Attorney General for 

appr~priate a~tion. 

Statutory penalties in over a million dollars have been 

collected from manufacturers. 

IlHTSA also conducts recall campaigns covering both non

conformance with FMVSS and safety-related defects. Over 12 million 

vehicles were recalled in 1977 lmd some two and one-half million 

equipment items have been recalled over the years. 

Standa:ds Nos. 108 and 125 apply to lighting equipment 

sold by the Plaintiff manufacturers. Standard No. 108 specifies 

among other things the requirements for original and replacement 

lamps for autonobiles, and Standard No, 125 pertains to reflective 

I triangles or warning devices without self-~ontained energy sources. 

II The federal standards are periodically reviewed and 

II amended, 110. 108 for example has beEm amended many times. i 
1\ These facts have been set down in some detail to indicate I 

the comprehensive nature and the pervasiveness of the federal I 
scbeme. _ 4 - i 
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Under this federal regulatory scheme, mrrSA does not 

approveS vehicles .:>r equipment as co"._ th safety standards: 

instead, manufacturers certify thai; thai.: " ,'"ct:s comply. The 

manufacturer is not required to 1'9.y governme·,t fees, submit saoples 

or laboratory test reports or obtain product apvr~val from states 

or their agents. 

The llational Safety Act: provides that: where a federal 

motor vehicle safety standard is in effect every state standard is 

preempted unless it is identical to th~ federal one: and while the 

extent to which states may ~ identical standards is not 

exoresslv covered by the Act it appears to.us to be evident from 

the language Congress used, the pervasiveness of the Act and the 

legislative history that t~e type of enforcement attempted by 

Pennsylvania here cannot stand. 

With this explanation of the federal regulatory scheme, 

we turn now to the stipUlated facts concerning the New Vehicle Code 

and the regulations promulgated thereunder. 

The Pennsylvania law and regulations establishing identic 1 

standards, 75 Pa. C.S.A. 4101 et seq. and 67 Pa. Code Ch. 410 now 

require that items ox vehiele safety equipment be "submitted for 

approval" as a condition precedent to the lawful sale of such 

equi?ment in the Commonwealth. 6 Hany of these items of equipment 

~Ihich are subj ect to Pennsylvania approval are also regulated by 

the FHVSS and are manufactured by the Plaintiff manufacturers. 

SEmphasis ours unless otherwise noted. 

6The Pennsylvania enforcement scheme under the 1959 
Vehicle Code (now repealed as far as this matter is concerned), see 
75 P.S. 807, S03, 812 and 819, required "approval" and not merely 
the "suboiss::'on for approval" before the equipment could be legally 
sold in Pennsylvania. The Defendants' pOSition is that this change 
cures the pree~ption problem we found in our earlier consideration 
of this ca&e. He cannot agree. 

- 5 -
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1;: suet: ie;o.::: ,,~ Ulu;pme.nt JO- "v' .... .!!;~E~r! for approval 

or submitted .~~d subsequently disapproved by the Commonwealth the 

sale of such iteu~ (or of the vehicle to which the item is attached 

in the Commonwealth ev'!l' though they comply with the applicable 

federal standards and are so certified by the manufacturer cannot 

be lawfully sold or offered for sale here, and it is unlawful to 

operate a vehicle equipped with such equipment. 

If state approval is denied for any reason, even thougi1 

the item of equipment has been certified as meeting all federal 

standards, the manufacturer must "assure" that such item of equip

ment is not offered for sale in the Commonwealth and must obtain 

from the wholesalers and dealers all unsold inventory of the item 

which had been distributed after ap?ov~l was sought and before it 

was denied. After state appro""al is granted, it may be revoked and 

an injunction against its sale in Pennsy1vania may be sought. 

Approval may be sought from the Acerican Association of 

:10tor Vehicle Admi.~istrators ("AAMVA"> a voluntary association of 

state officials, of which Pennsylvania is a member and which is 

Pennsylvania's approval agent, or from the Department of Transporta 

tion directly. In either event fees must be paid by the manufact-

1/ urer for testing and approval of the equipment. AAMVA also require 

1 reapproval of lighting equipment every five years with the submissi n 

I of a new laboratory test report and the payment of another fee. 

i Although both AAMVA and the Commonwealth through the 

I Secretary of Transportation require the testing of equipment for 

i compliance with safety standards neither entity has ever had any 
I' il testing facilities. 

:: 
II A test report to satisfy AA.'NA must come from a laborator 

1

'1 approved by ~rvA or from a manufacturer's laboratory providing it 

I meets certain qualifications, all at additional expense to the 

I manufacturer. 

I - 6 -
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Apart from the testing and retesting, AAMVA conducts on a 

random basis a c'nec:.. un _ufi "·Ii:.~~e.; "f'·3ai;:J,!;y~~~....:lp~mt:~-f~.: _~?rov~l 

status. Unapproved means only .that AAlWA has not been paid a fee 

or been furnished photographs or a test report from an approved 

laboratory and not that it is unsafe or not certified under the , 
National Safety Act. AAMVA maintains a list of unapproved items 

which is not always current. 

Imen a manufacturer elects to seek approval from the 

Pe!lnsylvani~ Department of Transportation (."PennDot") he must 

submit an application, a copy of a laboratory test report prepared 

by a laboratory approved either by AAl·WA or PennDot, a sample of 

the item or a photograph of it and p~y a fee ranging from $25 to 

$100. 

If in the course of its required market surveillance 

program it is revealed that an item of equipment which is certified 

as being in compliance with applicable FMVSS, but which has not 

been submitted for approval or which has been disapproved by PennDo 

the New Vehicle Code (75 P.S. 4i06(c» directs that written notice 

of such unapproved status be given to the dealer, distributor, 

wholesaler or manufacturer and the dealer thereafter shall not sell 

the equipment and the distributor, wholesaler or manufacturer shall 

recall all of the equipment from all dealers. This is so even 

though the item is in compliance with all requirements of federal 

law. 

A good portion of the Plaint:iff manufacturers' sales of 

automobile headlamps, stoplamps, turn signals, etc., all regulated 

by the !lational Safety Act, are for use in Pennsylvania and must 

satisfy Pen!lsylvania's approval requirements. 7 

7The Commonwealth ~f Pennsylvania has agreed not to enforce 
its law and .egulations against these Plaintiffs pending the outcom1 
of these p.oceedings. 

- 7 -
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The New Vehicle Code contains a number of sections to 

force the compliance with the Comfnonweal'Lh"la: 'jlP""···' ........... "m .. nts, 

inclu~ng the prohibition against. registration or reregistration' 

of vehicles on which equipment has not been submitted fill' 'I'proval 

and the prohibition against the driving of such vehicle. 

The stipulated facts disclose that to comply with the 

Pennsylvania approval program would cost the Plaintiffs substantial 

amounts of money for example Dietz paid to AAMVA from 1970 through 

1974 $19,000 approval and reapproval fees and. Grote paid $22,900 

fees during the same period. Thes two Plaintiffs together during 

this period were obliged to spend more than $120,000 for the 

required laboratory test reports to be filed with AAMVA before 

approval could be granted. Additionally, there are administrative 

expenses the manufacturers are obliged to incur in preparing and 

filing forms and in some cases great expense to s~pply samples to 

the laboratories. 

Manufacturers are delayed sometimes for months in placing 

their already federally certified items of safety equipment on the 

~arket in Pennsylvania because of the Pennsylvania approval program. 

In some instances approval is held up because of a dispute over 

the proper filing fee; whether approval is required for a previousl 

approved item that has been changed in an apparently insignificant 

way or over a question of what parts of lighting equipment require 

approval. 

With that recital of the pertinent facts we turn now to 

the legal issues. 

It is appropriate to consider this preemptive matter on 

motions for summary judgment since the material facts have all 

been stipulated. ~ RAY v. ATLANTIC RICHFIELD CO., __ U.S, __ , 

55 L. Ed. 2d 179 (1978). 

- 8 • 
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.-- ~:,. as we can deteI'!1l}ne non .. f)f tl,e ~~ .... """,ling 

with t~,e Cjl..estion of preemption under the National S'l£".~~ Act 

dealt w:'eh the problem of the enforcement by the states of standard 

identical with those promulgated under the National Act. ~ 

CHRYSLER v, RHODES, 416 F.2d 319 (1st Cir. 1969); CHRYSLER CORP. v. 

I~LLOY, 294 F. Supp. 524 (D. Vt. 1968) rev'd sub nom CHRYSLER 

CORP. v. TOFFANY, 419 F.2d 499 (2d Cir. 1969) which generally deal 

with regulations by the states of state standards not clearly 

governed by the Federal standards. 

The Commonwealth's regulations concerning safety on the 

highway pursuant to the Hotor Vehicle Code have their basis in the 

police power and it is well-settled that where a state's police 

power is involved, preemption "ill not be presumed, CHRYSLER 

CORP. v. ~~ODES, ~ n.S; CHRYSLER CORP. v. TOFA.~Y at 511; 

j: LOCOHOTIVE ENGINEERS v. CHICAGO R.1. & P. R. CO., 382 U. S. 423; 15 

:1 L. Eel. 2d 501 (1966). 

II 
'I !."le Co~o.n'1ealth :naintains tha~ where. as here, the 

II state standards are identical to those of the federal government 

the state :nay "complement" the federal enforcement of such standard 

1 and that such enforcement. 1f10uld not in any way interfere with the 

I federal regulations. \ole are constrained to conclude othel:'<ise. 

I
, It is not contended that the fede:::al government cannot 

I regulate in this area. It must be conceded that the field of 

I

, highway sa:ety in interstate commerce is particularly susceptible 

to Cor:;;;ressional control. The declaration of purpose of the Act 

I, discloses that, 

!I 
II 

11 

;1 
'I II 

'I 
I 

" ... the purpose of this chapter is to reduce 
traffic accidents and deaths and injuries to 
persons resulting from traffic accidents. 
Therefore, Congress determines that it is 
necessary to establish motor vehicle safety 
standards for motor vehicles and equipment in 
interstate commerce; to undertake and support 
necessary safety research and developmentj .... " 
15 U.S.C. 1381 

- 9 -
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The question is whether Os: .~.,\. ;::()I!gress bas, by this 

Act, excluded the states from the type of enforcement the Common

wealth here is attempting to exert. 

There are certain tests established by case law to 

determine when Congress has in fact preempted a £ield. 

Basically it was held in FLORIDA Lllffi AND AVOCADO GROWERS 

INC. v. PAUL, 373 U.S. 132, 10 L. Ed. 2d 248 at 257 (1963) that 

preemption ~ be found where it is impossib~e for both federal 

and state regulations to exist, a situation not present in the 

instant case but the Supreme Court said in passing that it is not 

important whether the state and federal regulations were aimed at 

similar or different objectives, the test "is whether both regula

tions can be enforced without impairL~g the federal superintendence 

of the field". 

We next consider the statute. Congress has said (15 

: U.S.C. l392d) in part: 

I 

I 

"(d) Whenever a Federal motor vehicle 
safety standard established under this subchapter 
is in effect, no State or political subdivision 
of a State shall have any authority either to 
establieh, or to continue in effect, with 
respect to any motor vehicle or item of motor 
vehicle equipment any safety standard applicable 
to the same aspect of performance of such 
vehicle or item of equipment which is not 
identical to the Federal standard." 

I but has said nothing further on preemption, so if we are to find 

1 preemption where the standards are identical we must look elsewhere 

I While it is true that Congress may manifest its intent 

I, to displace the states from a field by specifically saying so in 

,I the Act, it is equally true tha t such intent may be manifeste,cl by 

!I Congress in ways other than by specific language. 

:,1 As Judge :!athes, Chief Judge of the United States Court 

\

' of A~peals for the Eighth Circuit has so cogently said in NORTHER:;: 

- 10 -
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STATES POWER COHPANY v. STATE OF HINNESOTA, 447 F.2d 1143 (1971) 

aC 1146, 1147: 

..... even where Congress has noC expressly 
prohibiced dual regulation nor unequivocally 
declared ies exclusionary exercise of 
authority over a particular subject maceer, 
federal pre-emption may be implied. (authorities 
omitted) Key factors in the determination 
of whether Congress has, by implication. 
pre-empted a particular area so as to 
preclude state attempts at dual regulation 
include, inter alia: (1) the aim and 
intent of CongreRs as revealed by che 
scatute itself and its legislacive history, 
FLORIDA LIHE & AVOCADO GROWERS, INC. v. 
PAUL, supra, 373 U.S. at 147-150, 83 S.Ct. 
1210; CA}~BELL v. HUSSEY, supra, 368 U.S. 
at 301-302, 82 S.Ct. 327, (2) the penasiveness 
of the federal regulatory scheme as authorized 
and directed by the legislation and as 
carried into effect by the federal administrative 
agency, PEIINSYLVANIA v. "ELSON, 350 U.S. 
497, 502-504, 76 S.Ct. 477, 100 L.Ed. 640 
(1956); RICE v. SANTA rE ELEVATOR CORP., 
supra, 331 U.S. at 230, 67 S,Ct. 1146, 
BETHLEHEl1 STEEL CO, v, NE\o1 YORK STATE LABOR 
RELATIONS BD., supra, 330 U.S. at 774, 67 
S.Ct. 1026, (3) the nature of the subject 
matter regulated and whether it is one 
which demands 'exclusive federal regulation 
in order to achieve uniformity vital to 
national interests.' FLORIDA LIlIE '" AVOCADO 
GROIolERS, mc. v. PAUL, supra, 373 U.S. at 
143-144, 83 S.Ct. ac 1218; SAN DIEGO BUILDING 
TRADES COUNCIL v. GA~~ON, 359 U.S. 236, 
241-244, 79 S.Ct. 773, 3 L.Ed.2d 775 (1959), 
GUSS v. UTAH LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, 353 
U.S. 1, 10-11, 77 S.Ct. 598, 1 L.Ed.2d 601 
(1957). HORGAN v. VIRGINIA, 32B U.S. 373, 
377, 66 S.Ct. 1050, 90 L.Ed. 1317 (1946), 
and ultimately (4) 'whether, under che 
circ~stances of tal parcicular case [seace] 
law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment 
and execution of the full purposes and 
objectives of Congress.' HIllES v. DAVIDOt-lITZ, 
312 U.S. 52, 67, 61 S.Ct. 399, 404, 85 
L.Ed. 581 (1941). See also PEREZ v. CAMPBELL, 
402 U.S. 637, 91 S.Cc. 1704, 29 L.Ed.2d 233 
(1971), BROTHEiUlOOD OF R.R. TRAINNEN v. 
JACKSONVILLE TER:·IINAL CO., 394 U. S. 369, 
344(1969), NASH v. FLORIDA INDUSTRIAL 
COHN'N., 389 U.S. 235, 240, 88 S.Cc. 362, 
19 L.Ed.2d 438 (1967); HILL v. FLORIDA ex 
rel. WATSD:l, 325 U.S. 538, 542, 65 S.Ct. 
1373 89 L.Ed. 1782 (1945), SAVAGE~. 
JONES, 225 U.S. 501, 533, 32 S.C.t. 715, 56 
L. Ed. 1182 (1912)." 

- 11 -
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While it must beconceqed that there is no physical 

impossibility of dual compliance with the manner in which both 

state and federal government enforce the same standard there can 

be no doubt that the enforcement planned by the state under the 

New Vehicle Code and regulation is much more stringent and expensiv 

to the manufactur~ than is the federal enforcement and while we do 

not reach the Co~erce question (See footnote 2) it seems apparent 

to me that such enforcement may very well be burdensome on intersta c 

commerce given the nationwide sale of motor vehicles on which the 

lighting equipment with which we are here concerned is attached. 

The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 

1966 as was shown by the stipulated facts is a most detailed and 

pervasive regulatory scheme designed to reduce traffic accidents 

and deaths and injuries to persons resulting from traffic accidents 

throughout the United States by the requirement of uniform national 

I standa=~s, 

Detailed performance standards have been promulgated: 

specific self-certification was established. A National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration was set up within the Department of 

Transportation to administer the Act. ~he Secretary of the Depart

ment was given broad powers in adopting the standards, investigatin 

violations and enforcing the provisions of the Act. This multi

million dollar operation conducts compliance tests throughout the 

country impOSing statutory penalties in the millions of dollars. 

Thus the very nature of the Act, applying as it does in the 50 

states ~~iformly, and in such detail, plus the specific language 

of §1397(b)(1) limiting the Federal regulations to the first sale, 

is some indication to me that Congressional intent was to preempt 

t.he field at the manufacturing levels leaving to the states the 

regulation of the identical standards at the consumer level by the 

regular periodic inspections. 

In PEREZ v. C&~PBELL, 402 U.S.637 29 L. Ed. 2d 233 

(1971) the COUrt was dealing with a state highway safety statute 

- 12 -
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under ~hich the state ~as attempting to prohibit a bankrupt driver 

from r,,~a~""g his license until "an outstanding automobile accident 

jUdgmen;. ~,,; .;atis!,ied. even though the driver had been declared·a 

bankrupt under the federal bankruptcy statutes. There. in spite 

of the fact that the state ~as proceeding under its police po~er 

\ 

in the field of highl<ay safety and that the Bankruptcy Act did not 

specifically preempt the field the Court found preemption on the 

\ 
I 

ground that to rai: to do so ~ould frustrate Congressional intent. 

In BURBANK v. LOCKEED AIR TERHINAL IIlC .• 411 U.S. 633. 36 L. Ed. 

2d 553 an elq::ess preemption provision in the 'Senate-passed 

version of a federal noise control statute had on final passage 

been deleted by Congress but the Court found preemption in the 

pervasive nature of the federal regulatory scheme in spite of the 

!'act that the control of noise ~as a well recognized part of the 

\ 

police po~er of the states and in spite of the fact that the 

express preeoption provision had been deleted on final passage. 
II 
II 
\, 

In this circuit in a case originating in this District 

II the Court of Appeals in 1976 in NATIO!IAL ASSOCIATION OF REGULATORY 

I UTILITY CO~~I!SSlONERS v. COLE:1EN. 542 F. 2d 11. had before it a 

question of accident reporting by railroads. The federal regulatio s 

set out the requirements for reporting to the federal government 

and the states sought to require additional reporting and argued 

that there should be concurrent reporting in the interest of 

safety to the traveling public. Congress had declared that "standar s 

relating to railroad safety shall be nationally uniform to the 

extent praccicable" 542 F.2d at 13. The declared purpose of the 

Act. ho~ever. was "co promote safety in all areas of railroad 

operations". The Court of Appeals found that the states ~ere 

preempted totally in this field relying in part on the fact that 

if this ~ere not so the railroads could be subject to different 

enforcement reqUirements in 50 different states. This same thing 

could be said of the Plaintiffs in the instant case. 

In F.AY v. ATl.ANTIC RICHFIELD CO. __ U.5. __ • 55 L. 

Ed. 2d 179 (1978) one of the most recent cases in this field, the 

- 13 -
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II 

Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (hereinafter P,W.S.A.) (33 

U.S.C. §§122l et seq. and 46 U.S.C. 391(a) et seq,) controlled in 

!I major respeccs nav1~D·:i.,n on Puget Sound in .the State of Washington 

il I: ~.:::> subj ecced to federal rule the design and operating chara!!te -

J istics of oil tankers. 

The Stata of Washington then in 1975 adopted the Tanker iii 

;\ Law which would regulate in particular respects the design, size 

I and movement of oil tankers in Puget Sound. 

i I The question arose as to whether or not the federal law 

preempted the Washington law. The Court held 'as far as pertinent 

here that it did so preempt under the supremacy clause of the 

Constitution, Article VI, Clause 2, even though there was no 

explicit preemption provision in the Act. 

In finding preemption the Court pointed out the pervasive 

ness of the P.H.S.A. i that the state law stood as an obstacle to 

the accomplishmenc and execution of the full purposes and objective 

of Congressi that the statutory pattern shows that Congress "has 

entrusted to the Secretary the duty of determining which oil 

tankers are sufficiencly safe to be allowed to proceed in the 

navigable wa:ers of the Uniced States. This indicates to us that 

Congress intended uni=orm national standards for design and 

construction of tankers that would foreclose the imposition of 

different or more stringent scate reguirements." 55 L. Ed. 2d 

192. 

The Court further pointed out that Congress surely did 

not anticipate that when a vessel was found to be in compliance 

with the federal law that it could nevertheless be barred by state 

law from operating in the navigable waters of the United States 

and at page 193 found that "Enforcement 0= the state requirements 

would at least frustrate what seems to us to be the evident 

congressiona! intention to establish a uniform federal regime 

controlling the design of oil tankers." 

- 14 -
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The ATL&~TIC RICHFIELD case having many facts similar to 
• • •••• t: .. 

. ;" - in the instant case 'l..' j~'?suasive to us· here. 

Our conclusion is supported, we believe, by the legislati e 

history of the National Safety Act. 

The hearings of the Co~ittee on Interstate and Foreign 

Commerce of the House of Representatives in 1966 on the House Bill 

in the "Findings and Statement of Purpose" states in part that the 

purpose to improve traffic safety shall be acr,ieved "through a 

national orogram for traffic safety .... " 

The report of the Senate Committee on COmlllerCe at page 1 

states that this bill is to provide "a coordinated national safety 

prograc and the establishment of safety standards for motor vehicle 

in interstate commerce ... " and at page 12 under the heading, 

"Effect on State Law" it is said that the safety standards should 

be unifor::l throughout the country ar:d that the "States should be 

free to adopt standards identical to the Federal standards, which 

apply only to ehe first sale of a new vehicle, so that the States 

may play a sig~ificant role in the vehicle safety field by applying 

and enforcing standards over the life of the car." 

The report of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign 

Commerce of the House of Representatives also at page 1 states 

that the House Bill's purpose is "to provide for a coordinated 

national safety program and the establishment of safety standards" ,', .. 

I In the Conference Report on the National Safety Act, 

I Senator :iagnuson, the Manager of the Bill in the Senate had this 

I~ to say, page 14230 of the Congressional Record-Senate, June 24, 

1 1966 : "Sume States have more stringent laws than others but 

I concerning the car itselfS we must have uniformity. That is why 

the bill suggests to States that if we set minimum standards, a 

car complying with such standards should be admitted to all states,' 

SI assume this to be equally true of lighting equipment 
for use on the car, 

- 15 -
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Throughout the legislative history the emphasis on the 

first sales oi the equip1ll1m~ •• ' . 

1:0 the S1:ates the enforcement '" 

first sale .• 

. -:era! standards. reserving 

;!entical standards ili!!. the 

It seems to me that the only logical conclusion we can 

reach is that the Pennsylvania Law and Regulations as far as they 

apply to this case are preempted from enforcement at the manufactur r 

distributor. dealer lEvel. 

Defendants argue that the state may complement Federal 

enforcement of the standa~ds without in any way interfering with 

the Federal detailed scheme and further that the plaintiff manufact 

urers. their distributors and dealers are not handicapped by being 

obligee to comply with both the Federal and State enforcement of 

the same standard because the equipment nC longer needs to be 

"approved" before sale in Pennsylvania but merely "submitted for 

approval" . \.]e have found that the llational Safety Act preempts at 

the first sale level the action contemplated here by the Commonweal h 

II and while "submitted for approval" would seem at first blush to be 

II so innocuous as to be barely noticeable. that is not really the 

i, case. Bven an innocent or inadvertent failure to submit for 

approval as well as disapproval or revocation of approval can 

subJect the manufacturer, distributor or dealer to civil penalties. 

lncluding penalties up to $10,000 and injunction against continued 

I sale of the equipment. 

I 
II In remanding the ease to this Court. the Court of Appeals I 

I) suggested that a ~e" record might reveal more substam:ial burdens 

I on the Plaintiffs than did the earlier law and that we then would 

II want to determine whether or not the Pennsyl·.rania program unconsti

I tutionally burdened the Plaintiffs and was thereby preempted. The 

I stipulated facts and the agreement of t:he parties when filing the 

1 motion for summary judgment presented us with the question of 

! whether on Count 1 of the complaint Pennsylvania's motor vehicle 

- 16 -
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IN '£!i):; UNITED STATES DISTRICT C01"RT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSi'LVANIA 

TRUCK SAFETY EQUIPMENT INSTITUTE, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation; 
ABEX CORPORATION, SIGNAL-STAT DIVISION, 
a Delaware corporation r R. E. DIETZ COHPAl,y, 
a New York corporation; GROTE I~ACTURING 
COMPANY, a Kentucky corporation, 

Plaintiffs 

vs. 

ROBERT ~~E, Attorney General, Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania; JAMES B. WILSON, Secretary, 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation;: 
SEYMORE G. HEYISON, Director, Bureau of 
Traffic Safety, Pennsylvania Department of 
Transportation; HARD B. BAUMBACH, Chief, 
Inspection Division, Bureau of Traffic Safety, 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation; 
CAROLINE GARDNER, Supervisor, Automotive 
Equipment Section, Bureau of Traffic Safety, 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation; 
individually and in their official capacities, 

Defendants 

o R D E R 

" 
CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 75-636 

AlID NOlv, this 26th day of February, 1979, Defendants' 

!1otion for Suomary Judgment is denied. 

Plaintiffs' Hotion for Summary Judgment is granted agains 

the Defendants and it is declared that Pennsylvania's motor vehicle 

equipment approval program is preempted by the National Traffic 

antI Hoter Vehicle Safety Act to the extent that it reaches federal! -

regula:ec equi?ment. 

mlITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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equipment approval program is preempted by the National Traffic 

and Hotor Vehic1e'Safety Act to the extent that it reaches federall -

regulated equipmenc, leaving CtJl ~·t II, the avermene ",<'>t ;":'e 

Pennsylvania prog~am created an undue restraint on interstate 

con1lOerce in confJ.ice wieh ehe Commerce Clause Article I Section 8, 

Clause 3 of ehe United Seates Constitution for later determination 

if necessary. 

As we earlier indicated in this Opinion, the Pennsylvania 

program as ie relates to these Plaintiffs is such a burden that it 

well may inordinately delay the production and discribution of 

improved safecy equipmen~ which would tend to stand as an obstacle 

co the ac,clmplishmen= and execution of the full purposes and 

objectives of Congress, (HINES v. DAVIDOWITZ, supra) still further 

I reason why in this case the Pennsylvania plan should be preempted 

I 
I 

I, 
II 

I 
I 
i 

I 
II 
II 
il 
Ii 

I 

I 

by fece:::al law. 

We conclude that in the light of what we have here said 

the National Safety Act of 1966, particularly section 103 (15 

U.S.C. 1392(d)) completely preempts ehe Pennsylvania standards to 

the extene that they cover ehe satle aspect of performance and are 

not ideneica1 to the federal seandards; and also preempes any 

seace method of eniol'cemenc of idencica1 standards prior Co the 

first purchase. 

Accordingly. we will deny the Defendant's motion for 

s~ry judgmene and grant the mocion of the Plaintiffs entering 

sut:n:\ary judgment against the Defendants declaring that Pennsylvania s 

motor vehicle equipment approval program is preempted by the 

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act to the extent that 

it reaches federally-regulated equipment. 

.~ /(: . !/ 
\..~ . ~I.-~p l iV/v '\ 11----

!L DIXON HE N 
UNITED STATES DlSTRICT JUDGE 

Dated: February 26, 1979 
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CAPITAL REPORT 
ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE 

\:10\ CONNECTICUT AVE .. N.W .. SUITE 9\0, WASHINGTON, D.C. :10036, TEL.EPHONE :102_:196·\955 

March 14. 1979 
SPECIAL EDITION 

TO: Chief Hotor Vehicle Administrators 
& Chief Traffic Enforcelrent Officials 

FRO~I: Donald J. Bardell. Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Recent Pennsylvania Ilistrict Court Decision 

D1STR1CI C LES PEN~SYLVANIA MOTOR 
vrnTIu E PPROV L R GR I~ 
PREEMPTED ICLE SAFETY ACT OF '66 
As REGARDS FEDERALLY REGULATEO ITEMS: 

In the latest development in a lengthy legal battle, a District Court 
decision has decla"ed that Pennsylvania's motor vehicle equiplrent approval program 
is preempted by the National Traffic and ,Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, to 
the extent that it reaches federally regulated equipment, 

The impact of the decision is limited to the COl1'01lOnwealth of Pennsylvania, 
The decision was handed down on February 26 by Judge R. Dixon Herman. of the 
U, S. District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania. in Harrisburg. 
Principal plaintiff in the action was the Truck Safety Equipment Institute (TSEI). 
a trade association for manufacturers of lighting equipment. and three of its 
member-firms: Abex Corporation. Signal Stat Division; R. E. 1lietz Company. and 
Grote Manufacturing, The defendants nalred include the Pennsylvania Attorney General 
and several officials in the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT). 
the agency responsible for regulating vehicle safety equipment in that state. 

The AAMVA has carefully examined the February T5£1 vs PennDOT decision--
a cftse tlnat was remanded to the District Court by the Appea1s Court--and firmly 
believes that it reached an incorrect conclusion. When this case is appealed, there 
Is a good possibility that the points at issue ultimately will be decided by the 
U. S. Supreme Court. 

The February decision by Judge Herman in the TSEI vs PennOOT case is but 
the most recent development in a lengthy litigation proceeding between the phintHfs 
and defendants. Litigation cOlTITIenced when: 
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AS REGARDS FEDERALLY REGULATED ITEMS: (Continued) 

--A complaint was filed May 30, 1975 by TSEI, et aI, which 
cha 11 enged the enforcement of Pennsyl vani a' sprogram 
for approval of certain types of lighting equipment 
regulated by the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety 
Act, 

--Following surrmary judgment motions by both the plaintiffs 
and defendants, on September 16, 1976, the Dis tri ct Court, 
with Judge Herman presiding, entered a declaratory judgment 
in favor of the phintiffs, holding that enforcement by 
Pennsylvani a of the i dent i cal standa"rds regul ated by the 
federal safety act was preempted, pursuant to the Supremacy 
Cl ause of the U. S. Constitution. 

--The Pennsylvania statute under which the original complaint 
was filed was repealed, and replaced by a new law on July I, 
1977. Subsequently, on July 27, 1 977, the U. S. Ci rcui t 
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit vacated Judge tlerman's 
District Court decision and. remanded the case for further 
consideration, in light of the new Pennsylvania Vehicle Code. 

The TSEI vs PennDOT case is based on two Counts. In Count 1 the 
plaintiffs atte~>,t to invoke the preemption doctrine, maintaining that Pennsylvania'$ 
motor vehicle safety equipment approval program is preempted by the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, to the extent that it reaches federally 
regulated equiO"lent. Count II alleges undue burden on interstate commerce created 
by the Pennsyl vani a approval requi rements. 

After the case was remanded to the Distri ct Court level, a supplemental 
co"'plaint and answer were filed. The plaintiffs again sought a declaratory 
judgMent that under the new Pennsylvania Vehicle Code and regulations the state's 
program for approval of federally regulated items was preempted. The plaintiffs 
further sought to enjoin PennDOT from taking any action to implement the state's 
approval program, The defendants. meanwhile. urged the District Court to hal d that 
the Pennsylvania laW was not preempted. Both parties'filed petitions for Summary 
Judg"ent. 

The February decision by Judge Herman declared that the 1966 federal 
Act completely preemots the Pennsylvania standards to the extent that they cover 
the same aspect of performance and are not identical to the federal standards. ~ 
further ruled preemption of any state method of enforcement of identical standards 
prior to the first purchase. Judge Herman's most recent decision did not 
specifically address Count II of the comphint, but in my opjnion did so 
circuitously. 

There are some salient points that ~ :ould be taken into consideration 
when evaluating the so~ndness of Judge Herman's most recent decision. 

more ... 
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DISTRICT COURT RULES PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR 
VEHI ClE E UI PMENT APPROVAL PROGRAII 

HPT BY VEHICL TV '66 
As REGARDS FEDERALLY REGULATED ITEMS: (Continued) 

First, and foremost, the AAMVA finnTy believes that the reasoning of 
Judge Hennan was stretched in order to reach the conclusion that Pennsylvanh 
1S ree~ ted with re ard to an state method of enforcement of state standards 
tt,at are ident1ca to Federa ~lotor Ve c e a et tan ar s MVSS r or to the 
Irst purchase. 

In his decision, Judge Herman wavers on the preemption issue as it 
relates to" enforcement when he states that "it ~ ... to be evident" (emphasis 
added) that the type of enforcerrent attemptedbyPeMsylvania cannot stand. 
Appea rances, a lone, are not legally suffi cient to prohi bi t PennsyT vani a, or any other 
state, fro,", enforcing vehicle safety standards, as case law has well established. 

Preenption can only be ordered by a court when there is clear and 
convincina evidence that either (1) Congress deliberately intendedtnat the federal 
statu~e preeT'lpts states' activities in that area or (2) that violence would be 
done t~ the federal regul atory scheme if the states were allowed to participate 
in regulating the sarre activities. Neither of these situations is present here. 
In fact, the Act specifically allows the states to promulgate motor vehicle safety 
sta"dards w~ich are identical to corresponding federal standards. This fact, 
in and of itself, indicates Congressional support of concurrent federal/state 
enforceT'lent of identical safety standards. legislative history requires the 
foregoi ng concl uS ion. 

The preenption section of the Act states: 

"(d) Whenever a Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 
established under this subchapter is in effect, no 
state or political subdivision of a state shall have 
any authority either to establiGh, or to continue in 
effect, with respect to any motor vehicle or item of 
motor vehicle equipment any safety standard applicable 
to the sarre aspect of perfonnance of such vehicle or 
item of equipment which is not identical to the federal 
standard." (AAMVA's emphasis supplied) 

Judge Herman acknowledged "the extent to which states may enforce identic~' 
s tanda rds is not express ly covered by the Act ... " and, therefore. he ""iiOtid"that he 
was constrained to look elsewhere to substantiate his conclusion of preemption. 

In reaching his decision, Judge Herman was forced to tross over into the 
economic arguments of Count II, alleging undue burden on interstate commerce. Even 
While adrritting that the economic burden issue was not before the court for conside'" 
tion, Judge Herman proceeded to expound on the Conrnerce Clause issue. in order to 
find a basis for his decision when none exists. The ~ decision of the U. S. 
Supreme Court (see Raymond )totor Transfortation, Inc.VSiffCe, U. S. Supreme Court, 
93 S. Ct. 787,54 L. Ed. 2d 664 (1978) , emasculates any allegations of undue 
burden the plaintiffs could possibly make. 

more ••• 
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AS REGARDS FEDERIU.LY REGULATED llEMS: (Continued) 

Furthermore, in reading Judge Herman's decision, one could conclude that 
even if Pennsylvania found that an item of safety equipment, brake fluid for 
exa"lple, di d not meet the prescribed fed~ral ~iotor Vehicle Safety Standards, it 
still could be sold--with impunity--in t.ile state, so long as the manufacturer had 
certified that the item was in compliance with applicable federal standards. 

Congress could not have intended that Pennsylvania. or any other state, 
should stand idly by and permit the sale of such a defective item, and merely wait 
for a federal initiative to preclude the sale of such. 

The State of Pennsylvania, under its police powers, is obviously in the 
best position to move ~ and responsively to protect the safety and welfare 
of its citizens. Moreover, such a state regulatory scheme serves to complement 
the federal regulatory scheme which the Congress intended when it enacted the 
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. 

TEXAS DPS WAR~S OF 2 BRAKE FLUlDS 
PURCH~SED or; RETf,lL M.l.RKET. TESTED 
OAt,GE,OUS FOR USE IN MOTOR VEHICLES: 

The Texas Deoartrrent of ?ublic Safety has warned that samples of two 
different brands of motor vehicle brake fluid, purchased over the retail counter 
by state troopers, have been tested by a laboratory and found to be dangerous 
for use in the brake systems of motor vehicles. The warning came in a March 7 
ne"s release, issued in Austin, by Col. Wilson Eo (Pat) Speir, Director of the 
Texas DPS. 

Col. Speir said the Texas DPS action was prompted by the state's participa
ti on in the AA~:VA' s Sa fety Equipment Approval Program. The AAMVA acts as the 
Texas approvals agent for items of motor vehicle safety equipment, including brake 
fluid. 

The matter originally came to light because of a complaint to the AAMVA, 
lodged by a manufacturer of brake fluid, alleging that some of its competitors were 
atteMpting to market brake fluids that did not comply with all applicable standards. 
SaMples of the brake fluids in question were purchased by AAMVA from the retail 
market and tested by an independent laboratory. After ascertaining that the brake 
fluids did not meet appl icable standards, the m~tter was referred to Texas officials 
for appropriate action, since the manufacturer was located in that state. 

Both the tests by AAMVA, and subsequent confirming tests by the Texas DPS, 
were conducted by the Southwest Research Institute, in San Antonio--an AAAVA
accredited laboratory. All of the brake fluids in question were tested for 
compliance with the new Texas standard for brake flUid, which became effective 
December 22, 1978. It is identical to the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard for 
brake fluid, FMVSS No. 116. Col. Speir said that results of the tests from the 
Southwest Research Institute are being turned over to respective district attorneys 
for further consideration. Violators of the Texas brake fluid law could be subject 
to a county court fine of up to $1,000, or be confined in jail up to six months, 
or both. . 

more ... 
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TEXAS DPS WARNS OF 2 BRAKE flUIDS 
PURCHASED ON RETAIL MARKET, TESTED 
DANGEROUS FOR USE IN MOTOR VEHICLES: (Continued) 

The testing on the motor vehicle hydraulic brake fluid was conducted on 
samples from batches of brake fluid packaged by Eppon Corporation, under the trade 
name of Puma Heavy Duty Drum and Disc Brake Fluid and Technical Chemical Company, 
under the trade name of Certified Hydraulic Heavy Duty Brake Fluid. 

Col. Speir wamed the public that the defective fluid could be 
identified by the trade name and batch number on the bottom of the containers. The 
test failures were on batch number 833 on Certified Hydraulic Heavy Duty Brake· 
Fluid, and on batch number 35 on the Puma Heavy Duty Drum and Disc Brake Fluid. 

"These failures are critical and could lead:to possible failure of the 
brake system on an automobile," Col. Speir stressed. 

The Texas DPS announced late last year the revised rules and regulations 
which established ll'inimuM standards and specifications for brake fluid that could 
be sold in the state. State officers commenced e~forcing those standards on 
December 22, with troopers conducting spot checks and purchases from retail outlets 
to verify that all brake fluid being sold in Texas complied with the rule adopted. 

A 1968 opinion, frol!'. the Assistant Chief Counsel of the U. S. Department 
of Transportation's National Highway Safety Bureau (now National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration) to a Deputy Attorney General for the State of California, 
points out that a state "is not preempted by the federal statute from engaging in 
both presale and post sale enforcement of its regulations which are identical to 
the federal regulations and applicable to the same item of equipment or vehicle." 
The Texas progra'" for enforcement of brake fluid standards serves as Bn excellent 
example of how a state regulatory scheme can serve to complement the federal 
regulatory scheme which the Congress intended when it enacted the N&tional Traffic 
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. 

djb 
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At first glance, the general legal principles ...tU.ch govern this area 

appear to be rather straight-forward, yet, \Iwilen one at:taTpts to analyze 

the case law on pree1ptian, one finds that judicial decisions are not 

as predictable as one might have expected. For exarrple, the preerrption 

cases decided by the United States Supreme Court during the 1930's 

seered to consistently s.;:port State interests at the expense of 

sacrificing federal legislative o!:Jjectives in the process. This trend 

of reasoning gradually began to shift in. the 1940' s so that federal 

legislative interests becarre dcminant over ccr.para!:Jle State interests 

and corresponding legislation and enforo=m=nt activities. This trend 

towards finding preei:ption in favor of the federal governn:e.,t 

characterized the Court's thin.1dng t.'1roughout the 1950' s and early 

1960' s when the Court then began to reverse this direction by re

cognizing that State interests were not autaratically preerpted even 

if the federal goVEirnr:a1t had acted in that sane area. A study of the 

Suprerre Court decisions of the early 1970' s revealed an apparent 

predisposition on the part of the Court to rule in favor of the States 

on the issue of preerrption whenever possible. For those of you wh:l 

may be interested in reviewing the historical aspects of the pre

elption cases, I call your attention to the Note an "The Preenption 

roct.rine: Shifting Perspectives on Federalism and The Burger Q:)urt" 

contained in Vol. 75 of the Co1unbia Law Psview I pages 623 thru 654. 

-2-
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'WHERE WE ARE A'I 

At this point in t..iIre, it appears that we are sareWhere in 

between a "States' rights" Suprerre Court and one that is inclined 

to rule in favor of the federal goverrarent whenever possible. In 

ane of the rrost recent preenption cases, Jones v. Rath Packing ():).,' 

97 S.Ct. 1305 (1977), the Suprere Court abrupUy departed fran the 

line of cases it had been following sina: the mid-1970's and ruled 

in favor of federal prearpt.ion under circ:unstances which led many 
of us to predict the opposi boa result as to one of the statutes in 

questic<n. In Jones, Justice 'l'hurgood Marshall, speaking for the 

():)urt, held that the federal Fair Packaging and Labeling Act did 

NOT preer:pt the california statute in question :!E: the State statute 

was required to "yield" to the Fa:\..r Packaging and Labeling Act be

cause enforoerrent of the State statute and the State regulation 

pramllgated thereunder would prevent "the accatplishment and 

execution of the full purposes and objectives of Ctmgress" in passin; 

the FPLA (97 S.Ct. at 1318). In :reaching this conclusion, the Court 

applied the t..iIre-honored preemption tests which are set out at pa;e 

1309 of its Opinion, as follows: 

"Our prior decisions have clearly laid out the path 

we IlDlSt follCM to answer this question. The first 

~ is whether O:mgress, pursuant to its power 

to :requlate ccmrerce, u.S. Cl:mst., Art. 1, S 8, has 

prcilibited state :requlation of the particular aspects 

of o:mrerce involved in this case. Where, as her, .• , 

-3-
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the field which Congress is said to have pre-enpted 

has been traditionally ocx:upied by the States, see 

e.g. U.S. Const., Art I, § 10; Patapsro Guano Co. v. 

North Carolina, 171 U.S. 345, 358, 18S.Ct. 862, 867, 

43 L.Ed. 191 (1898), " [wJe start with the asstlITption 

that the historic pclice ~.Is of the States were 

not to be superseded by the Federal Act unless that 

was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress." 

Rice v. Sa~ta Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218, 230, 

67 S.Ct. 1146, 1152, 91 L.Ed. 1447 (1947). This 

ass\t;ption provides assurance that "the federal-state 

balance," United states v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 349, 

92 S.Ct. SIS, 523, 30 L.Ed.2d 488 (1971), wil1.not be 

disturbed unintentionally by Congress or unnecessarily 

by the roUIts. But when Congress has "unmistakably 

••• ordained," Florida Li.rre & Avocado Growers, Inc. 

v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132, 142, 83 S.Ct. 1210, 1217, 10 

L.Ed.2d 248 (1963), that its enac:t:rrents alone are to 

regulate a part of o::mrerce, state laws regulatillg . 

that aspect of c:a:meroe must fall. This result is 

cx:rrpelled whether Congress' ccmrand is explicitly stated 

;in the statute's language or inplici Uy rontalned in 

its structure and purpose. City of Burbank v. lockheed 

Air Terminal Inc., 411 U.S. 624, 633, 93 S.r.t. 1854, 

-4-
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1859, 36 L.Ed.2d 547 (1973): Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator 

Cbrp., supra, 331U.5. at 230, 67 S.Ct. at 1152. Con-. 
gressional enact:rrents that do not exclude all state 

legislation in the sarre field nevertheless OI7erride state 

laws with which they conflict. U.S. Const., Art. VI. 

~e criterion fo::: det:eJ:mining whether state and federal 

laws are so inconsistent that the state law ImlSt give 

way is firmly established in our decisions. Our task 

is "to deteJ::m.ine whether under the cirCLll\Stances of this 

particular case, [the state's] la",y stands as a'1 obstacle 

to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes 

and objectives of Congress. II Hi.."'les v. Davidc:!l..'itz, 312 

U.S. 52,67, 61S.Ct. 399,404, 85 L.Ed. 581 (1940). 
,-

Accord, De canas v. Bica, 424 U.S. 351, 363, 96 S.Ct. 

933, 940, 47 L.Ed.2d 43 (1976); Perez v. Campbell, 402 

U.S. 637, 649, 91 S.ct. 1704, 1711, 29 L.Ed.2d 233 (1971); 

Florida L:iJre & Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, supra, 373 

U.S. at 141, 83 S.ct. at 1217; id., at 165, 83 S.Ct. at 

1229; (White, J., dissenting). This in;[uiry requires us 

to consider the relationship between state and federal 

laws as they are inte.."Preted and applied, not merely as 

they are. written. See De canas v. Sica, supra, 424 U.S. 

at 363-365, 96 S.Ct. at 940-941; SWift & Co. v. Wickham, 

230 F.Supp. 398, 408 (S.D.N.Y.1964), appeal dismissed, 

-5- . 
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382 U.S. Ill, 86 S.ct. 258, 15 L.Ed.2d 194 (1965), 

aff'd, 364 F.2d 241 (C.A.2 196q), oert. denied, 

385 U.S. 1036, 87 S.Ct. 776, 17 L.Ed.2d 683 (1967)." 

The Court in ~, when stating that there was no "preenption" 

of the relevant State statute by the FPlA was referring to EXPLICIT 

preerrption. All Justices agreed on this point. What troub~ed t1«> 

of the Justices and surprised many lawyers was the Court's finding 

of INPLICIT preellption under the facts as stated. IIrplicit pre

errption of the California statute was ordered on the basis that there 

COULD possibly be a conflict between its operation and the provisions 

of the FPL"I. 

What I find interesting about the ~ decision is the Suprene 

Court I S appi1rent re-interpretation of the manner in Which the last 

rrentioned preer.ption test should be applied, i.e. consideration by the 

Court of the relationship between State and federal laws as they are 

lNTERPRE.'l'ED and APPLIED - not merely as they are written. Prior to 

the ~ decision of March 29, 1977, the Suprerre Court had generally 

been following the interpretation rendered in the case of Goldstein 

v. california, 93 S.ct. 2303 (1973). This interpretation carefully 

IELINITED the doctrine of preerrption by requiring that in situ,tions 

where there was a possible conflict between the operation of a State 

statute and t.he "purposes" underlying a federal act, the Court had to 

find that lrrpi-mentation of the State law WC"::d INEVITABLY frustrate 

the purpose of the federal statute. AccorcL1g to Goldstein, ti' . 

-6-
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Court had an obligation to distinguish between those situations in 

which the cxmcurrent exercise of a po..."er by the Federal Govem::ent 

lind the states or by the States alone lolMY Pa;SIBLY lead to o:m:licts 

and those situations where conflicts "''ILL NECE:.SS..~ arise. Pre

arption of the State statute could only occur \</here the puriose of 

the federal act would be i."'levitab1y frustra:ted by operation of the 

State statute. The dissenting opinion in ~ recognized that the 

Court had depa..vted fran the Goldstein philosophy in reaching its con

clusion with respect to the Dl?LIClT pree,-:ption of the California 

sta':ute in question by the FPLA. 

Justice Ra"'~'g'.llst, joine-l by Justice Ste..;art in his disse.."lting 

opinion, stated that the Cou...'"t in JO:les had "so_""ious1y misapp:re.':e:nded" 

the carefully delimited nature of the doc'" .... >-ine of pree.";1ption 0: 
Goldstein (97 S.ct. at 1321). 

Before I conclude my rer..arks on the ~ case, I would like to 

point out that Justice V.arshal1, ,,'he "'rOte the majority opinion in 

~,did ~ cite the Goldstei."'l case in hi.s list of authorities set 

out at pa3e 1309 of 97 S.ct. and quoted herein. Also, Justice !-!arsha11, 

in the Goldstein case, filed a di&~.::'T1ting opinion. Personal pJ..ilosophy 

seems to greatly influence the application of preaTption. principles. 

"Where we go fI'Cr.\ here" might best be l!!'lS' ... -ared by analyzing 1:hepolitica1 

preferences of the individual Justices, for it is they wOO are going 

to apply the law and decide what is to be t.'le "proper" balance between 

State and federal relations whe."'l they are required to do so. 

-7-
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Ho,v WE ror THERE 

How we got to the ~ case is a long, long story which I will 

let you read "tmabridged" for yourselves. I will only cover sore of 

the rrore recent cases, and then, only in a general way, so that you 

can have a better un:1erstanding of the direction in "hlch the Suprare 

Cou...-t is headi!'lg t.o:!.ay. 

As I rrentiorlee previously, in the early 1970's, the decisions 

of the Suprerre COlllt in the area of preenption revealed a predisposition 

on the part of the ColLrt to rule in favor of the states whenever possible, 

as exerrp1ified by the Goldstein decision in 1973. During this period, 

the Court sought to ~~CE federal-State relations in such a way that 

State:::;' rights v.-auld be preserved wit.1x>ut having to sacrifice federal 

objectives in the process. The court bent over back\o.;.arus to render 

decisions \-lhich would pe:r:mit the States to wor.·k with the federal govem

nent in an atrrosphere of cooperation by REOO.'iCILlNG the operations of 

both statutory scherres with one another. 

In determining whether a State statute was void under the SUpre:nacy 

Clause of the United States Constitution the Court first rrade a basic 

determination as to whether that lal\T stood as an obstacle to the 

accx:uplishrrent and execution of the full purposes and objectives of 

Congress in enacting the federal lQlo/ with which the State :l ,\W was alleged 

to be in conflict. Kewane: .... Oil CoTpanY v. Bieror! Corp;?ration, 94 S.Ct. 

1879, 1885 (1974); Goldstein v. California, 93 S.Ct. 2303, 2312 (1973); 

Hines v. Davidowitz, 61 S.Ct. 399, 404 (1941). 

-8-
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In making this determination, the Court examined the c:bjectives 

of both the federal statute and the State statute which were al1e;ed 

to be in o::mfllct .... 'ith one another. See Kewanee Oil COr.Pany v. Bicron 

Corpor;.tion, 94 S.Ct. 1879, 1885 (1974). 

Even if a State statute and a federal statute were identical in 

purpose, that did not necessarily Itean that the State statute had to 

be invalidated \.D'lder the Sut'reroacy Clause. O:lloraao A>lti-Discrim. cnn'n 

v. Continental Air L., 83 S.ct. 1022, 1026 (1963). 

As the subjects of rrodern social and econcmic relationships be

carre rrore and rrore oo:t'?l~, the resfOnses proposed by Congress, although 

they were very detailed ar1d extensive in and of themselves, were not, 

neces:;arily, the e.'<clusive lreal1S of rreeting the problem, 'as had been 

recognized by the Court. See, for ~anple, New York State Dep~. of 

Social Services v. o-J!:llino, 93 S.Ct. 2507,2514 (1973); Askew v. 1\merican 

waterways Operators, Inc., 93 S.Ct. 1590 (1973). 

In deter. .. ining whether a federal law prea;pted a State statute, 

the better approac.1-t was to reconcile the operations of both statutoxy 

schemes with one al):lther rather than hold that the State statute was 

CO'l'i'letely. ousted. See Merrill Lynch, Pierce, r"e:mer & Smith, Inc. v. 

~, 94 S.Ct. 383, 389-390, (1973) and cases cited. 

If the; interest of a State in a particular area was strong e.'1ough 

to warrant bhe ~ercise of the State's regul1ltoxy authority, the State 

could act although its action had repercussions beyond State lines. 

Stevens v. 1Irrerica.'1 Service Mutual Insurance Co., 234 A.2d 305 (D.C. 

Court of Appeals - 1967); Osborn v. Ozlin, 60 S.Ct. 758, 761 (1940); 

-9-
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Alaska Packers Ass'n v. Industrial kc. can'n, 55 S.ct. 518, 521 (1935). 

During the early 1970' s the Suprere Court repeatedly refused to 

void a State statute absent a clear Congressional intent to preatpt the 

field. The Court refused to presurce that a federal statute was intended 

to supersede the exercise c-: the po.o;er of a State in that Satre area 

unless there v,'as a clear rra-:.ifestation on the part of Congress of its 

intent to do so. See Ne;~ York State Dept. of Social Services v. Dublino, 

93 S.ct. 2507, 2513 (1973) and cases cited. 

This apparent receptiveness of the Burger Court towards States' 

rights lasted until the JO:1es decision of early 1977. This does not 

necessarily rea') that the "trend" is beginning to reverse itself once 

again. t"nat it d?es rrean, at least in my opinion, is that all of us 

must carefully "Iatch the decisions of the late 1970'; in order to 

ascel'tain \,'here, in fact, "we are going". Hopefully, it will be along 

the path of federal-State oooperation because this is what our system 

of Gove:rnrrent is all about. If we don't ooor>··~ate, we, as a Nation, 

are the ones who are going to suffer in the long run. I personally 

believe that today' s Court is very sensitive to this principle and will, 

in fact, seek to preserve it by maintaining what it perceives to be a 

"proper" allIANCE between State and federal relations. 

WHERE 00 \,'E G)? 

Anyone who is able to answer this question with cny degree of 

certainty is probably endowed with ~crs of clairvoyance that CXluld 

make him a fortune. The best that I can do is make an ~ucated guess 

-10-
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that over the next couple c.-f years, we will nost likely see a 

resurgence of Court decisic~5 which dictate pree:lption in favor of the 

federal gove:rnrrent in those ar.eas where the federal interest is 

IJE:M:NSTRABLY weater than the interest of a State or States in that 

particular area. According to Justice Blac.'<rnun, one such area would 

be that of E!\"VIR:i.'l!.:E:\"!'.l\!. Pro:rE...'"'TIO:-'. , See his concurring opinion in 

National League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833, 856 (1976). The 

rnajodty opiniO:l in National League of Cities, as well as its dissenting 

opinions, make interesting reading for those of you \>om are inclined 

to ccr.-~::~ the diff.?ring politic.::l p:Uloso;::u.es of the Justices in 

this erea. 

B:Jt eve.. in the area of enviro:l.':le.'1tal ptt"'..ectiO:l, the Court is 

not going to IiI'l rou;Jhshod ove::: States' riS-1ts, as evidenced by the 
.. 

series of cases reo:mtly brought by Haryla .... d, Pennsylvania, the District 

of Colu;;-bia, Virginia, california, and Ariz.ona against the EPA wherein 

these States challQl1ged EPA authOrity under the Clean Air JI.ct. 1)ee 

State of }~:~~:iron;rental Protectic:l Ag., 530 F.2d 215 (4 Cir. 1975), 

cer'.:. granted 96 S.Ct. 2224 (1976) i Ccr.r:om,-.;alth of Pa. v. Environ:rental 

Protection Agc),., 500 F.2d 246 (3 Cir. 197<:) i District of CoIllTbia v. 

TraL., 521 F.2d 971 (D.C. Cir. 1975), cert. granted 96 S.ct. 2224 (1976): 

D=c-.;;-. v. r::-:;i:::c;'.:;'c;;tal P:..-ct::c'-..io:-. :.;e..c·'], 521 F. 2d 827 (9 Cir. 1975), 

aer'.:. granted 96 S.Ct. 2224 (1976) i and state of Arizona v. Enviromental 

Protection Agcy., 521 F.2d 825 (9 Cir. 1975), oert. granted 96 S.ct. 

2224 (1976). 

-11-
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The Supreme Court rendered its dec5.sion in these cases on May 

2, 1977. It vacated the judgnents of the respective Courts of ~ 

and remanded the cases for oonsiderat.ion of Il'OOtness on the ground 

that the Gove...·n;rent had renounced an intent to pursue certain regulations 

which were challenged and had admitted that the remaining regulations 

in question were invalid unless rcodified in certain respects. With 

certain exceptions, the Courts of Appeals haa invalidated the challenged 

regulations. 

At this point in tine, I will turn the floor over to Mr. Hertz 

and to Dr. Shutler Vlho \'li11 gh~ you their vie.,·s on federal-State 

relations in their res?,,!c:tive areas of expertise. When b:>th gentlemen 

have =;;>J.cted their presentations, ... :e will entertain questions fran the 

floor. 

-12-
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APPENDIX D 

"Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" 
(Herein referred to as the Act~ 

!NTRODUCTION. 

In r~viewing the Act, it appears to me that, from a purely technical, 

drafting perspective, Title II of the Act does not synchronize with the remainder 

of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 which it purportedly 

amends. Titles III and IV of the Act appear to be technically correct, in 

that they appropriately amend acts to which those titles make reference, but 

this does not seem to be the case with respect to Title II. 

I am personally no legislative draftsman, and what I present here are 

matters that should be considered by those who have greater expertise than I. 

However. I feel that the matters outlined here will make for tighter legislation 

and will ameliorate the concerns of AAMVA. 

1. The purpose clause in the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety 

Act of 1966 should be amended as follows: 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
That Congress hereby declares that the purpose of this 
Act is to reduce traffic accidents and deaths and injuries 
to persons resulting from traffic accidents~, and to improve 
~.physical security features of the motor vehicle and 
~parts. Therefore, Congress determines that it is 
necessary to establish motor vehicle safety standards for 
motor vehicles and equipment in interstate commerce; to 
undertake and support necessary safety research and 
development; and to expand the national driver register; and 
establish physical security standards for the motor vehicle 
and its parts. 

2. Title I of tile National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 

1966 shou:d be amended as follows: 

TITLE I--MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY, AND SECURITY 
STANDARDS 
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3. Sec. 102 of PART A--GENERAL PROVISIONS, Subsection (2), should 

be divided into two subparagraphs, as follows: 

(2) (a) "Hotor vehicle safety standards" means a minimum 
standard for motor vehicle performance, or motor vehicle 
equipment performance, which is practicable, which meets 
the need for mutor vehicle safety and which provides 
objective criteria. 

(b) "Motor vehicle security standards" means a 
minimum performance standard relating to a motor vehicle 
starting system, the locking systems for the engine, 
passenger and trunk compartments, and component part 
identification. 

4. Sec. 103 (a) should be amended, as follows: 

The Secretary shall establish by order appropriate 
Federal motor vp.hicle safety and security standards. 
Each such Federal motor vehicle safety and security 
standard shall be practicable, shall meet the need 
for motor vehicle safety and security and shall be 
stated in objective terms. 

5. Sec. 103 (b) should be amended, as follows: 

The Administrative Procedure Act shall apply to 
all orders establishing, amending, or revoking a 
Federal motor vehicle safety and security standard~ 
under this title. 

6. Sec. 103 (c) should be amended by dividing tbat section into 

two subparagraphs, as follows: 

(c) (1) Each order establishing a Federal motor vehicle 
safety standard shall specify the date such standard is to 
take effect which shall not be soone. than one hundred and 
eighty days or later than one year from the date such order 
is issued, unless the Secretary finds, for good cause shown, 
that an earlier or later effective date is in the public 
interest, and publishes his reasons for such finding. 

(2) (A) Within twelve months after the date of enactment 
of the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979 the 
Secretary of Transportation shall issue proposed notices of 
rulemaking covering the areas of unauthorized starting of 
the motor vehicle and major component identification. 
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(]0 The proposed rule covering the prevention of the 
unautrNrized starting of the motor vehicle shall take into 
consideration ongoing technological developments relatin~ to 
the utilization of the microelectronics in the motor vehic~_ 
automatic activation of the security system, and possible 
elimination of the existing metallic mechanical key system 
presently used to activate the motor vehicle. 

UD The proposed rule relating to the theft of motor 
vehicle parts shall take into consideration ongoing technological 
developments, including laser markins machines, to place 
identification numbers on those major components which are 
the primary target of the "chop shops". 

(Q) After an appropriate comment period and the analysis 
thereof, the Secretary of Transportation shall issue final 
rules as soon as possible, but not later than twenty-four 
months after the date of enactment of the Motor Vehicle Theft 
Prevention Act of 1979. The initial effective date of such 
final rules shall be as soon as practicable but before the 
introduction of two model years or two calendar years, whichever 
is shorter, following the issuance of any final rule. Any 
final rule shall encourage and permit the manufacturer to 
conform to its requirements before the rule's mandatory effective 
date. 

7. Sec. 103 (d) should be amended as follows: 

Whenever a Federal motor vehicle safety or security standard 
established under this title is in effect, no State or 
pelitical subdivision of a State shall have any authority 
either to establish, er to continue in effect, with respect 
to any motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment 
any safety or security standard applicable to the same aspect 
of performance of such vehicle or item of equipment 
or security systems or component part identification, which 
is not identical to the Federal standard. Provided, however, 
that a state may ~dopt identical Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety, and/or Security Standards promulgated by the 
Secretary, and enforce these standards to the extent allowed 
under state law, so long as, such enforcement does not 
frustrate the objectives and purposes of this Act. Nothing 
in this section shall be construed to prevent the Federal 
Government or the government of any State or political 
subdivision thereof from establishing a safety requirement 
applicable to motor v~~icles er motor vehicle equipment 
procured for its own use if such requirement imposes a 
higher standard of performance than that required to 
comply with the otherwise applicable Fed~ral Standard. 
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8. Sec. 103 (e) should be runended as follows: 

The Secretary may by order amend or revoke any Federal 
motor vehicle safety or security standard established 
under this section. Such order shall specify the date 
on which such amendment or revocation is to take 
effect which shall not be sooner than one hundred and 
eighty days or later than one year from the date the 
order is issued, unless the Secretary finds, for good 
cause shown, that an earlier or later effective date 
is in the public interest, and publishes his reasons 
for such finding. 

9. Sec. 103 (f) should be amended by dividing that paragraph into 

two subparagraphs, as follows: 

(f) (!) In prescribing safety standards under this section, 
the Secretary sha11--

CA) consider relevant available motor vehicle safety 
data, including the results of research, development, 
testing and evaluation activities conducted pursuant 
to this Act; 

(B) consult with the Vehicle Equipment Safety Commission, 
and-such other State or interstate agencies (including 
legislative committees) as he deems appropriate; 

(C) consider whether any such proposed standard is 
reasonable, practicable and appropriate for the particular 
type of motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment 
for which it is prescribed; and 

(D) consider the extent to which such standards will 
contribute to carrying out the purposes of this Act. 

(1) In prescribing security standards under this section, 
the Secretary shall--

(~ take into account the cost of implementing the 
standard and the benefits attainable as a result of the 
implementation of the standard; 

(B) take into account the effect of implementation 
of the standard on the cost of automobile insurance; 

(C) take into account savings in terms of consumer 
time and inconvenience; 

(~) take into account considerations of safety; and 

(~) consult closely and develop consensus with the 
Attorney General, the International Association of Chiefs 
of Police, tt~ International Association of Auto Theft 
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Investigators, the National Automobile Theft Bureau, 
the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, 
and other groups and individuals interested in or 
affected by the uotor vehicle theft problem. 

10. In view of the foregoing amendments, Section 203 of the Vehicle 

Theft Prevention Act of 1979 can be deleted in its entirety. 

In addition, from the foregoing, it can be seen that various 

revisions have been made which have, in effect, deleted portions 

of Sections 201 and 202 of the Theft Prevention Act, but the Gum 

and substance of these sections are contained in the amendments 

herein developed with appropriate considerations, as they 

concern AAMVA, inserted where applicable. 

11. There may be other sections of the National Traffic and Motor 

Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 where technical revisions may have 

to be made in order that it not be out of synchroniz,ation w1.th 

the intent and purpose of the Act. However, as I stated earlier, 

those having more expertise than I should make this evaluation. 
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APPENDIX E 

AN1VA BULLE:'IN 

Comment by • •• 
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1979 

The Executive Director 
By Donald J. Bardell 

Vehicle theft has long been one of the most perplexing problems related to motor 
vehicle administration. It presents a vast array of problems for state and provincial 
officials responsible for the administration and enforcement of motor vehicle and traffic 

.• -, laws, and their counterparts at the local levels. 
Vehicle theft also poses a similarly vexing' set of problems 

for prosecutors, jurists, and many in the private sector, as well 
as to the individual victims among the general public, who 
suffer substantial economic losses and the loss of their prime 
source of mobility. ' 

The economic impact of vehicle theft in the United States 
is staggering. One major au to casualty insurance association 
has estimated that the industry-wide losses from vehicle theft 
in this country approach $4. I-billion annually! 

Furthermore, the problems appear to be rapidly escala· 
ting-particularly in the area of professional thievery, whele 

the stakes are high and the possibilities for immensely profitable theft ring operations 
actually exist. 

Heretofore, a vast miliority of the emphasis in anti·theft efforts has been addressed to 
apprehension and prosecution. There have been a few programs targeted toward pre
ventive remedies, but most have stressed catching and prosecuting thieves-after ave
II/ele has actually beell stolell. Even today, there are many calling for more laws and 
more stringent penalties .s potential deterrents to those who might be inclined to steal a 
vehicle. 

However, there are a growing number in our profession Who believe that we currently 
have laws that are adequate for achieving our enforcement and prosecution objectives, 
with respect to vehicle theft problems. These individuals are firmly convinced that there 
are real limits to which after-the-fact remedies can usefully be pursued in preventing 
vehicle theft. 

Many among the AAMVA's membership believe that substantially greater inroads can 
be made in ameliorating the growing number of vehicle theft problems-especially as 
they relate to "professional" theft operations-by tightening the administrative controls 
that pertain to proof of ownership of a motor vehicle. These administrative controls 
stress prevelltion of the theft before it occurs. in contrast to apprehension and prose
cution after·the-fact. 

By tightening these administrative controls, motor vehicle administrators can make it 
significantly more difficult for the professional auto thief to operate. These controls can 
make it tougher for, representatives of theft rings to successfully obtain false documents 
that make them appear to be the legitimate owners of vehicles that have been stolen. 

These tighter controls over proof of vehicle ownership-from the time that a vehicle 
rolls off the assembly line until it is either salvaged, dismantled or consigned to the 
shredder-also can be helpful in reducing other avenues of fraud, on which the profes
sional theft rings have relied heavily. 

The AAMVA already has taken several significant steps toward formulating more 
effective administrative controls for motor vehicles. Pursuant to a pair of 1978 Annual 
International Conference resolutions, our Association is well along the way to develop· 
ing security features for the Manufacturers Certificate of Origin-a vehicle's "birth 
certificate." We also have several years of AAMVA staff time and resources invested in 
the development of a unique Vehicle Identification Number-one that will provide a 
competent identifier for a vehicle throughout its useful life. 

Development of security features for the MCO and our effort toward formulating a 
cOlPopetent VIN are but two items on a lengthy agenda of possible administrative con
trols that might be successfully applieJ toward the prevention of vehicle theft. Other 
potential alternatives include: securit)' features for titles, including return of titles in
volving inter-jurisdictional transfets; rorecise controls for transfer of ownership between 
SUch entities as the manufacturer. transporter, dealer, purchaser, body shop operator 
and dismantler; specific salvage title procedures; and audit procedures for shredders to 
follow once the vehicle has lost its identity. This list Is, by no means, all inclusive, but it 
touches on some of the milior areas that logically should be considered. 

State and provincial motor vehicle administrators are presented with a unique op
portunity to make a substantial contribution toward vehicle theft prevention, vi. 
tightening of the administrative controls pertaining to proof of vehicle ownership. Let 
us unite, through our Association, to suoc~ssfully meet the chall~nge that is before us. 
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APPENDIX F 

AAtWA SEPTEMBER 1977 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

Resolution 3 

SALVAGE VEHICLE TITLE PROCEDURES 

WHEREAS. by reason of various procedures in effect in some states, auto 
thieves are provided with an opportunity to obtain official title docu
mentation to cover illegally obtained motor vehicles; and 

WHEREAS, each state has the responsibility to eliminate all possibilities 
for effecting illegal possession of motor vehicles, by effecting procedural 
safeguards which are necessary; and 

WHEREAS, those states without adequate salvage title laws contribute to 
the auto theft problem in that sales and transfers of motor vehicles in these 
stat~s fail to provide safeguards; now, therefore be it 

RESOL VED. that the AAMV A membership urge the Governors and 
Legislators of all states to enact such lellislation as they deem necessary to 
implement a Salvage Title Document. 

RESOLUTIO:--;'S ORIGI~: AAMVA Registration and Title Workshop; 
REGIOSAL ACTION: Region IV, passed; Region II, passed as a recom
mendation; Region 1II, passed; Region I, passed. ANNUAL INTER
NATIO~A.L CONFERENC[ ACTIO]'\;: Registration and Title Committee, do 
pass. Resolutions Committee, do pass; Board of Directors, do pass. General 
Business Sl!ssion, adopted by voice vote with Vermont wishing to be recorded 
as voting no. 
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APPENDIX G 

AAMVA SEPTEMBER 1979 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

Resolution 8A 

CONCERNING UNIVERSAL CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 

WHEREAS, the multitude of certificate of title forms in use creates signifi
cant document recognition problems resulting in acceptance of fraudulent 
and counterfeit certificates; and, 

WHEREAS, a uniform certificate as to size and format has been designed 
by the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) D-19.4 Subcommittee; 
and, 

WHEREAS, the title document should be not only uniform but also 
universal in design and use and contain appropriate security features; now, 
therefore be it 

RESOLVED, that all jurisdictions, in their concern to eliminate counter
feiting and fraudulent use of title documents, support efforts by the Ameri
can Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators and the ANSI D-19 Com
mittee to expand the uniform certificate of title in terms of desiBn, security 
features and universality for use by all jurisdictions; now, therefore be it 
further 

RESOLVED, that ail jurisdictions take all necessary steps to obtain legis
lation, if necessary and promulgate regulations to support the uniform 
procedures required for a universal certificate of title. 

RESOLUTION'S ORIGIN: International Workshop on Registration, Title, 
Vehicle Dealers and Manufacturers. Regional Action: Region III, passed; 
Region II, passed; Region I, passed; Region IV, passed. ANNUAL INTER
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ACTION: International Committee on Regis
tration, Title, Vehicle Dealers and Manufacturers, recommend do pass as 
amended; Resolutions Committee, do pass; Board of Directors, pass; General 
Business Session, adopted with Maryland voting "no." 
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APPENDIX H 

RECOMMENDATION #1 

UTILIZATION BY ALL JURISDICTIONS OF A TITLE 
DOCUMENT CONTAINING SECURITY fEATURES 

WHEREAS. Motor Vehicle Administrators recognize the need to use a 
Certificate of Title to support ownership of a vehicle; and 

WHEREAS. the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) 
in 1979. approved specifications for security features on the Manufacturers Certifi
cate of Origin (MeO). and more than fifteen jurisdictions are presently requiring 
those security features on the MeO for all new vehicles titled in 1980; and 

WHEREAS. more than twenty-tive jUrisdictions presently, issue a title docu
ment containing a security feature or a combination of security features; and 

WHEREAS, the use of security features on the ownership document is in
tended to prevent fraud upon the motorinQ public and to provide administrative con
trol of the titling process; now. therefore be it 

RECOMMENDED. that Motor Vehicle Administrators in all non-title jurisdic
tions and all jurisdictions using a title without security features should take il1l1\e
diate steps to require the use of title documents containing security features; and. 
be it further 

RECOMMENDED. that AAMVA forward a copy of this recommendation to the Chief 
Executive. the Motor Vehicle Administrator. to the Director of the Title or Reqistra
ticn Ag~ncy of each jurisdiction which does not use a title or security features on 
their Title Certificate, and to the Canadian Conference of Motor Transport Administrators. 

ORIGIN: Registration. Title, Vehicle Dealers and Manufacturers Workshop. 1980 

Reqion IV: 
Region II :'----------
Region Ill: 
Region 1: _________ _ 

Annual Ccnference:, ______ _ 

L.. ________________________________ ,____ __ 
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RESOLUTION OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS 
OF FOLICE--1979 ANNUt'.L CONFERENCE 

ENDORSEMENT OF THE "MOTOR VEHICLE 
THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979" 

1979 

WHEREAS, Motor vehicle th~fts appro~~hed 1,000,000 vehicles in 1978 
and cost the consumer and taxr~yer more than $4 billion; and 

WHEREAS, The preliminary statistics for the first three months of 1979 
show a 15% increase in :llOtor vehicle thefts; lind 

WHEREAS, This increase is reflected in all geographical areas of the 
nation; and 

WHEREAS, The seriousness of motor vehicle theft has for too long been 
neglected by the legislators and policy makers of our nation; and 

WHEREAS, A concerted effort by ali levels of government, the private 
sector, and the motor vehicle owner is crucial to the curbing of this growinp 
epidemic; and 

WHEREAS, While motor vehicle theft remains within the primary responsi
bilities of state and local government, the Federal Government as the national 
government has an obligation to act in those areas where it has the constitu
tional authority and responsibility; and 

WHEREAS, The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" (5. 1214 and 
H.R. 4178) will help prevent the theft of motor vehicles by requiring their 
manufacturers to improve its locking systems and number its major components; 
and 

WHEREAS, The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" will create 3trong 
penalties for persons who remove the identification numbers of motor vehicles Rnd 
motor vehicle parts and who illicitly traffic in such vehicles and parts; and 

WHEREAS, The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" will give the 
United States Customs Service a clear mandate to help its sister law enforce
ment agencies in the fight against motor vehicle theft by giving it authority 
in the area of the imllortation and exportation of the stolen motor vehicle; 
now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police supports 
the passage by the Congress of S. 1214 and H.R. 4178 as amended by the members 
in meeting at the 1979 Annual Conference and attached hereto; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
calls upon its members to actively encourage their perspective Congressional 
delegations to give this important crime prevention measure their full support; 
and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be sent to all the members 
of the Senate and House Committees having jurisdictions over these bills. 
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1 TITLE U-:w:PROVED SECURITY FOR 1l0TOR 

I VEIDCLES AND MOTOR 'VEIDCLE PAliTS 

8 Stc. 101. Section 103 or the NatioDll 'I'ralIic and 

« :Motor Vehicle Salety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 1892) 11 

6 amended by acllling at the elld the (oDowilli Dew IUbsection: 

6 "(j) Sl&DlhrclJ utabllihed by the Seeret&!j UDder this 
limited to thos£ 1i . 

7 aection thaD include Il&lldarcliA \0 iiduce the ihelt a ihe 

8 motor vehicle and Ita PUII)'ta.klDjr into aceOUDt-

9 "(I) the OOit of implementing the ltandard and 

10 the benefits lltaiD&ble as t. result DC &he Implemenla. 

11 &ion oC the Iwdard; 

12 "(2) the effect o! implementation crf the etandard 

IS on the oost or automobile msll1&llce; 

14 "(8) n\"iogs in IeI'lDl of ooDl'JlDer time IDa mcon· 

15 ,.ellience; IIId 

16 "(4) coDlideratioDl or wety .... 

17 Stc. to2. (a) ~ aerciaiD& the authority ai,.en to the 

18 Seeretary crf TraziJportlitiOD UDder IMctiOD 10SQl crf the N •• 

19 tioDll 'l'rrIffic and Hotor Vehicle Salety .Act f4 1966 (15 

10 U.S.C. 1892), III aclded by section tol of thb Act, the Seere. 
and develop consensus 

11 &ary IhalI ooDlult c10aelYAWlih ihe Attorney General, the In. 

12 IernatioDll Auoci&tioD crf Chier. of Police, the Inlenl&tioDll 

18 Allociation DC Auto Thelt Inmti,ratorl, the NatioDll .Auto. 
~ American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrat-

14 mobile Thelt BUfC&ul\and other pupllDd individu&la inler. ~~ 

85 lINd in 01 a!ectod by &he motor 1'IhicIe !.belt p-oblem. ~ 

68-093 0 - 80 - 18 
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1 (b)(1) WiLhin Iwelve months after the bt.e ullIIIICIment 

!I IIf Lhis Act, the Secretary of TtaruportatiOD ah&II Ioue pro-

B posed notices of rulemUlng covering the Ifeu of lID&u~or. 

" Ized starting of the motor vehicle and major component iden· 

Ii tification. 

6 (2) The proposed rule covering the prevention of the 

7 Uilauthorized starting of the motor vehicle shall tale into 

8 consideration ongoing' :echnological developmcllta relating to 

9 the utilization of the microelectronics in the moler ,..hicle, 

10 automatic activation of the teeurity Dylt.em, and pollible 

11 elimination of the existing metallic meclwlical b~ .y.t.em 

12 presently used to activate tl!e motor vehicle. 

18 (8) The propostd rule relating to the theft of motor yehi· 

14 ele parts shall lake into consideration ongoing technological 

15 de"elnpments, incluang laser marking machines, to place 

16 identification numbers OD those major components which Ife 

17 the primary target of the "chop Ihops"" 

18 (4) Alter III appropriate comment period Illd the analy" ~ 
19 lis thereof, the Secretary of Transportation Ihall iuue final ~~ 

" 20 rules ,III loon III pollible, hut 1I0t it.ter th&n twenty·four 

!II months after the date of eIIIctmeni of Lhis Act. The illitial 

22 effective date of IUch final rule! ,haD be III lOOn III practica. 

!IS ble but before the introduction of two model;yW'1 or two 

24 calendar ;yean, whichever iI IIhOrler, following the illUAllce 

!l5 of any final rule. A:ny WIll rule ah&II encourage and permit 
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tht manufacturer &0 conform &0 lu relluiremenu Wore the 

2 rule', mancatory eI!ecti~'e chte. 

S SEC. 203. Whene\'er tbere Is in effect a Federal motor 

4 vehicle lecurity standard relating &0 I motor nhlcle's Itart· 

5 ing system, tbe locking systems for the engine, pusenger, 

6 and trunK compartments, and ccmponent put identification 

7 established under this title, DO State or politicalauhdhision 01 

8 • Slate shall hav, any authority &0 establlib or to continue in 

9 effecl, \\ilh respect to any mbtor nhicle or motor yehicle 

10 pail, any security standard relating to those IIJDe ty.tems 

11 which i~ Dol identical &0 sucb Federal tbllcardf\ 

12 TITLE m-ANTIFENCING ilEASUlI.ES 

13 SEC. SOl. (a) Chapter ali of title 18, United States 

14 Code, ia lIJIlended by adding after lection 509 the following 

%5 De~' sections: 

16 MUIO. Alterlnr or remoyln, lIIotor .ehJcle ldentlllCl"ltlon 

17 Jlumben 

18 "Vi'bocver knowingly removes, obliterates, tampers 

19 with, or aIterlany ident.ilie&tion DWD~r for any 111910r yehi. 

20 cle or part thereof required under flliUlalioDl laaued by the " " 21 Sei:retary or Ti'ansporlltion Ihall be &ned not more thAn ". • 
'" 22 $5,000, Impruoncd Dot more th&n five Jun, or both. 
n 
~ 
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II 
1 "1511. F~,rfellure or 1II0\or vehicle. and their pan.. which 

S' have had klenUncation Bumben lIl~red or 

8 removed 

" "(a) PRorEIITY SI1JIJ"tCT oro FOBrElTU:v.E.-Any 

II molor veb.icle or molor vehicle part required \0 have III iden· 

8 tification JI:\IIIIber purlullll 10 regulations issued by the Secre· 

7 tary of TrU'IIportation which has bad ruch number removed, 

8 obliterated, \.L"Qpered with, or altered ,hall be subject 10 leiz-

9 UTe ~d forfeiture kI the United Statel UIIlen-

10 "(1) IUch ZIlotor vehicle pm bas been attached 10 

11 a molor vehicle oWlled by All Innocent purchaser of 

12 IUch part; or 

IS "(2) such motor nhicle C! motor nhicle part has 

14 a replacement identification lIum~r which is author-

15 ued by the Secrewy of TrIll'portatiOll or is ill eon-

16 formity with the applicable law of the S~te where 

17 IUch motor '!'ehicle or motor nhicle part Viall ..:ized. 

IS "(b) FOIln:ITtl'IIE PaOCJ:Dous.-AlI provilioDJ 01 Ia" 

19 relating to the aeizurel, IIIlIlIIW'j' IlId juwciallorleiture pro-

20 eedures, IDd condemnation 01 nlleb. "ehiclel, merchaDdiJe, 

21 ilia bafgage lor TiOI.tiOD of C\IItoml laWI; the diJpolition of 

22 lUeh venela, "ehielel. merclwulile. IlId baggage or the pro

IS cecds from lUeb aale; the remi.lion or mitigation oIwcb ior

S4 feilurel; ilia the comprl.imile 01 cIaimIllIa the award of com

lI5 penution \0 Wormers in relpecl 01 IUch lorfeituru shall 
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.pply 10 .ehum Ind forfeiturn incurred'or alleged 10 have 

2 incurred under the provisions of this .ection, izuofu IS a~pli. 

8 cable and not inconsistent with .uch provisions. Such dutiu 

" IS are imposed upon the collector of cusloms or Illy o\her 

II person in respect to the .ei:ure and forfeiture of vessels, ve· 

S hieles, merchandise IIId baggage under the customs laws 

7 shall be performed with re.pec! 10 .eaures and forfeitures of 

8 property under this .ection ,,>' IUch officers, agents, or other 

9 persons lS may be designated for that purpose by the Attor-

10 ney General .... 

11 (b) The table of .ections for chapter 25 of title 18, 

12 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof 

18 tbe follo~ing new items: 

"$10. Abe-Me 01' moCl'rin&' motor "lUde il!entifie&tlO1llUmben. 
"611. Forfeiture olmotor fthic1u IDd lobeiT puu: whitlI un U4 Wati6cAlion 

aumbert alt.ett4 Of temQ~d!\ 

14 BEC. 302. Section 2311 of title 18, United States Code, 

15 is amended in the definition of "Securities" by inserting im. 

16 mediately, eJler ·· .. voting trust eertlficatei" the following: 

17 "molor vehicle title until it is cancelled by the State indicated 

18 thereon or blanlt motor vehicle title;", 

19 SEC. 808. Bection 2313 of title 18, United State. Code, 

20 iJ amended-

21 (1) by .lrik.ing out "moving IS, or which ia a part 

22 or, or ';Which con.titutes lntentate or foreign oom. 

23 merce," and Incerting In lieu thereof ''which has 
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1 croned a State or United Statea boundary after being 

2 mIen.", and 

8 (2) by inserting "poneues," immediately after 

" "receiYcli, tt. 

IS SEC. 804. (a) Chapler 11S 01 tille IB, United Stales 

6 Code, il amended by adding at the end the follo'l\iog ne ... · 

7 lection: 

8 ~D2319. Trafficklnlln motor nhlclea Dr their partl which 

9 

10 

ha,·e had Idenllficallon numbera altered Dr 

removed 

II ''Whoever buys, rtceh·es, possesses, or obtains control 

12 01, with intent to lell, transler, distn"bute, diJpense, or other

IS 'lIise dispose 01, any motor vehicle or motor nhicle part, 

14 kno'l\iog that &II identification number required purau&lll to 

15 regulations issued by the Secretary of Transportation has 

16 been removed, obliterated, tampered 'lIith, or altered, aha1I be 

17 fined not more than ,25,000, imprisoned nol more than len 

18 yeus, or both .... 

19 (b) The table of lections jor ehapter 118 of title 18, 

20 United State. Code, II amended by adding It the end thereof 

21 the follo'lling: 

-"19. TnlritlJo& .. _or wh.'clu 1f.1M!r ,.,.. .lIich .. " W 1Aeo1lfic:ollo. 
_ben ohm<! Of ....... 01 .... 

22 ·SEC: 805. Section 1961(1) of title 18, United Statei 

28 Code, is amended-" 
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(1) by lnJeriing "aeclion. :1312 AIId 2S1S (reating 

2 10 intentate transportation of .eolen 1II0lor nhicln)," 

S imnlediately alter ".eetion 1955 (relating 10 We probi· 

" bidon or illegal pm'bling bUJineas),"; ,I%ld 

:; (2) by inlerling "aeotion 2319 '(reating 10 the 

6 t:..tficking in motor nhicles or their pam with ,altered 

7 or removed identification numbenl," immeclli.tely alter 

8 "sections 231." and 2S15 (reating 10 the intentate 

9 t:ansportation of .tolen property),". 

10 Stc. S06. (al Section 8002 01 title 89. United States 

11 Code. is amended-

12 • (1) in the aection headlng, by lnJerthlg "IDd 1IllI1' 

IS ipulative devices" after "keys"; 

14 (2) in IUbsection (a), by tIrlklng out "lUb.ection 

15 (b)" and inrerting in lieu thereof "lUb.eetioD (e)"; 

16 (S) by reduignating IlUbieetions (h) IlId (e) &a IUb· 

17 aeetioD! (e) and (d), reapectively; 

18 (4) in ilIbrectioD (e), u redeJPted by jlU&g'1aph 

19 (S) o~ !.hil section, by buertlng "llId IUb.eetion (h)" 

20 immediately after "lUb.ectiOD (I)"; 

21 (5) by inserting altef IUb.eclion (al c. 'MW IUbrec· 

22 tiOD (h) 10 read ... followl: 

28 "(h) Except u provided in IUbaeetioD (e) of t.hiJ 8IIClion, 

24 Illy m&nipulative type deviee which is ~~F.~ ~, .a,.pted ~. 

25 operate, circumvent, remove, or reDder inopen!>le the i(ni. 
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IS 
1 tion mtch, Ignition lock, door lock, or IruDl:. lock of ",0 or 

2 more motor ,.ehicles, or any advertisement for the we of any 

8 IUch m&nipul&tive type device iI noDJ!1&ilable matter and 

" Ihall not be curled or delivered by nWl."; and 

Ii (6) by adding at the end a nev.' subJection (e) to 

6 read as follow.! 

7 n(e) Upon evidence lltislactory to the POltal Service 

8 that any penon a engaged in I.cheme or device for obtain· 

9 ing money or property through th~ nWl by adverti.Jing or 

10 ollering for sale any motor vehicle master key or manipula. 

11 Ih'e de,;ce made nomnailable by thiJ aeetioD, the' Posl4l 

12 Service may asue an order of the l&Ille kind and with the 

18 lame incidents' as that authomed by Deetion 8005 of !hi. 

14 title .... 

15 (h) The table of lections for chapter 80 of title 89, 

16 United States Coile, a amended in the item relating to ICC' 

17 tion 8002 by werting "and manipulative devices" after 

18 "keys". 

19 SEC. 807. (I) Section 1716A of title 18, United States 

20 Code, a amended in the section heading by werting "and 

21 manipulative devices" after .. key .... 

22 (h) The table of teetiODJ lor chapter 8S of title 18, 

2S United States Code, a amended in the item reJatin& 10 IIIC' 

24 tion 1716A by werting "and manipulative cloviccl" after 

25 ·"key.". 
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TITLE IV-IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION 

2 HEASURES 

8 SEC. 401. (I) Clapter 27 of tille 18, Ullitea Sl&tes 

4 Code, ulIIIlended by &ilding alter section 552 the followins 

Ii ne .... leetion: 

6 u, 553. Unlawful importAtion or exportation or .tolen ul!. 

7 propelled nlllclt., nlnll, or alrcraft 

8 "(a) Whoenr imports, nports, or attempts 10 import or 

9 e%port (l) any leU-propelled uhicle, or part DC • leU-pro-

10 pelled vehicle, '!'eIsel, or aircraft, ino,,"ing the aarne 10 have 

11 been atolen, or (2) Illy leU-propelled vehicle or part of a leU-

12 propelled vehicle, inOv.ing that ill identifiealil>n lIumber has 

18 been removed, ob!iterated, I&mpered with, or altered, aball be 

14 fined 1I0t more tlwI $10,000, imprisoned 1I0t more th&.n five 

15 yean, or both. 

16 "(b) For purpoJel oC this Itetion, the term-

17 "(1) 'lelf-propelled vehicle' includes &II)" &lito-

18 mobile, lrue~, traclor, bus, molorcycle, lIIolor home, 

19 illld aDY other aeU-propelled Jirlcultural maehil1ery, 

20 lelI-propelled corulructioo Gquipmeot, leU-propelled 

21 special UJe equipment, IDd lilY other IelI-propelled Te-

22 hiele uled or deligned ror lIIIII1iDg 00 ~a but 1I0t on 

28 ~; 

24 "(2) 'velie!' hu the meaning \~ven to it in ae~tion 

25 401 of the Ta:riff' Ac! or 1930 (19 U.S.C_ 1401); IDd 
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"(3) 'aircraft' Iw the meaning riven to it In aee-

2 tion 101(5) 01 the Federal Avialicn Act of 11158 <49 

8 U.S.C. 1801(5».". 

" (h) The table of aeclions for chapter 21 of title 18, 

li United States Code, is lIlr.~nded by adding at the end thereof 

6 the lollo'lling: .. 
"653. UDl .... ful boponatiDrI or upol1&110D 01 .. ..6Iu KU.proptDe4 Tthlclu, nault . 

• itJrt:nfl,'·. 

7 SEC. 402. The Tariff Act of 1930 is amended by adding 

8 alter mtion 624 (19 U.S.C. 1624) the foUov.ing new lec-

9 tions: 

10 "SEC. US. UNLAWFUL WPORTATION OR IIXPOBTATION OF 

11 

12 

ITOLEN 8ELr.l'ROPEIJ.!:) VEBICLl:5. VESSELS. 

OR AIRCRAFT: CtVlL PENA".'fY. 

13 "(al Whoever knov.ingly iJnporta, ..... porls, or attempts 

14 to iJnport or export (1) any mIen aeU-pl\.'JleUed "ehicle, 

15 vessel, aircraft, or part of • aeU-pro~Ued nhiele, nllel, or 

16 aircraft, or (2) any .~eU-propeUed vehicle Dr part of lieU-pro-

17 peUed vehicle from which the identification number has been 

18 removed, obliterated, tampered with, or altered, shall be 1Ul>-

19 ject to a civil penalty In an mount determined by the Seere-

20 tary, not to I:lcced 110,000 for each mlation. 

21 "(h) AIly violation of thi. IIection ahall m.al:e well leU-

22 propelled 'fehicle, nl~e), aircralt, Dr part thereof IUbject to 

2S aeizure and forfeiture wider thi. Act. 
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"lite. In. INSPECTION or U8tD I!lELF.PIIOPELL£D VEHIa.ES 

\1 '10 liE Ell'OlITED. DEFINITIONS. 

S "(a) A perlon attemptiDg to upon a uled .ell-propenea 

• vehicle .htJI present, pur'U)Ilt to regulations prelcn"bea by 

6 the Secretary, to the appropriate custQms officer ooth the 

6 vehicle and a dQCument lIelcn"ing Iht vehiele 1rhich in· 

7 eludes the vehicle identiJiellion lIumber, belore !&ding if the 

8 vehicle is to be transported by nnel or aircn!t, or prior to 

9 upon if the vehiele is to be trLnlported by nil, high"'''j. or 

10 under its oWll power. Failure to comply with the regulations 

11 01 the Secretuy .b&lllUbject the uportef to • penalty of 1I0t 

12 more than $500 (or each violation. 

18 u(b) For purposes of thiJ mcction and IeCtioll 625, the 

14 term-

16 "(I) '8Cill-propelled vehicle' Include. any auto· 

16 mobile, truck, tractor, bus, motorcycle, motor home, 

1'1 .eU-propelled llricultural m.aebinery, leU-propelled 

18 coDltnlct1on·. equipment, leU-propelled lpecw lIIe 

19 equipment, and any other DeU-propelled "ehiele Uled or 

20 detigned fOf running 011 land but not 011 nil; 

21 "(2) 'aircraft' hu the meaniDg cinn to It In ICC-

22 tion 101(5) or the Federal Aviatioll Act of 1958 (49 

28 U.S.C. 1801(5»; and 

14 "(8) 'aled' relen to lilly ueU-propelled Tehicle 

25 other than , Dew IIIltr-propelled nhicle which Is u-
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1 ported by the ori&inal ma.nwlCturer or by weh ma.nu-

II f&cturer'. authoNea aceDI. ... 

8 SEC. 403. The Tuilf Act of 1930 ia further ameDded by 

"' &dding £fler lectioD 588 (19 U.S.C. 1588) the following Del" 

/; lection: 

6 "SEC. Ut. ADDITIONAL AUTHORtn' roR UNITED STATES CVS· 

'1 TOMS SERVICE. 

8 "A cuslOms officer, II deliDed in lectioD ",01(1) of this 

9 ACI, may (1) CAlT)' firearms, execute IDd strve leuch war-

10 rants and arrelt warrauU, IDd lerve IUbpeuu and rummODS-

11 ea issued UDder the authority of tht United States, and (2) 

12 malte arrelts without warrant for any olfeDie IIgIinIl the 

IS United State I commit~d in his pmtDCe or for any feloDY 

14 cognizable UDder the law. of the United States if he has rea-

15 aonable grounds 10 believe that the penoD 10 be &!Tuted has 

16 committed, or ia committing, IUcb. feloDY .... 

17 SEC. 404. (&)(1) Section 'lS07 of the Interul ReveDue 

18 Code of 1954 (28 U.S.C. 7607) ia repealed. 

19 (2) The table of te!:tiODI for wbehapter A of chapter 78 

20 is ameDded in the Item relating 10 leetioD '1607 by atrWng 

21 out ",Additional authority for Bureau of CualOms" IDd iDlert

!l2 ing in lieu thereof ''lIepealed''. 

!l3 (b) A proieCUtiOD under ectioD 7607 of the Interual 

• 24 ReveDue Code of 19M (28 U.S.C. 71l07) for any 'fiOlatiOD 01 

25 law occurring before the dective !late of !lIb.eetioD (a) of 
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1 chil lection IhalI not be affected by the repeal made by IUch 

I IUblection tlr abated by reuon thereof. 

a (c) Civil leizure, forfeiture, and injunctive proceedings 

• commenced \Ulder lection 7607 of the Internal Revenue 

6 Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 7607) before the effective date of 

6 IUbsection (a) of chis lection lhall not be affected by the 

7 repeal made by luch IUbsection or abated by reason thereof. 

S TITLE V-REPORTING REQUIREMEl'."TS 

9 SEC. 1501. (a) Within eighteen months after the date of ,.or'-
10 the cnlttment of chis Act the Attorney General, after consul- ~. ~ 

11 tition with the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Trans- 5'( \~~" 
r . 

12 portation, IIld the Treuury, IhalI submit to the Congress a 

18 report OD the developments in the area of the theft of off-

14 high'ai vehicles and the lteps being taken to help prerent 

15 their theft u weU u hinder their IUblequent disposition, and 

16 facililAte their recovery. Included in the report IhalI be-

17 (1) the progrell being made by the ftl'iOUi IIWlU-

18 I&cturen of Orr-highway nhiclel to develop Idcntifica-

19 tion numbering 'YlteDII ilffecL 'e inidentilying IUch ?e-

10 hicles; 

21 (2) the effectiveneu of the location IIld llWUler by 

22 which IUch identification numben are alliIed to the 

SIll off-highway nhicle by the manufacturer, fllcluc!iDg the 

14 aftWDg oflUch number in • confidential location; 

~y 
r" 
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1 (8) the degree 10 which the moUJ manutlCtureri 

2 are reporting the charac:teriltiCI of their I\1IlDbering 

8 identifict.tion 'Yltems lor off-highway 'Jehic)e. 10 the 

" Nationa) Crime Information Center (NCIC) 10 that ap-

1\ propriate edit contrail onr entries and inquiries can be 

6 established by NOIC; 

7 (4) the progress being made Ioward the eltAblish-

8 men! ",itbin the off-highway 'Jehic)e indusUy of IUl in-

9 dustrywide unique identification numbering 'Y1tem; 

10 (5) the degree 10 which manwe.cturera or off-high-

11 ,,"'.Y vehicles have affil:ed unique identification numbers 

12 10 the major Componentl onlle 'Jehic)e; 

1 S (6) the degree to which manute.cturen 01 off-high-

14 way 'Vehicles have eltablilhed record lI)"tems which 

15 permit I. eroll-referencing between the identification 

16 numbers of the vehicle and thole or the major c:lmpo-

17 nents; 

18 (7) ehangea being made 10 the format and proce-

19 durel of the NCIC 10 better deal with the :left of off-

20 highway 'Vehicles and their major components; 

21 (8) the degree of c:ooperation of the varioUJ manu-

22 iacturerl of IUch off-highway 'fehiclea with the Nt-

28 tion', Isw enforcement community 10 reduce the theft 

24 problem in tlW area; 
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20 

(9) the elfortl being made by the CJWlleri of ailt· 

2 ing oft.highway ,-ehiclcs to w an CJWller applied 

8 Dumber (OAll'l \0 fUch vehicles &lid the major compo· 

4 Denll thereof; 

6 (10) the pmage of any State law. relatinB: to the 

6 titling or deeding of off.highway vehicles; 

7 U 1) the paclage of &IIY State laWI which lnake it 

8 a State crime \0 remove, obliterate, &lmper 'liith, or 

. 9 alter the idectification DUIIlber wed by the lIWlufac· 

10 iurers \0 &IIy off.highway vehicle or major component 

11 of IUcb vehicle; 

12 (12) the paclage of &IIY State laWI permitting the 

18 seizure by law enforcement for inveltiptive pU1poJes 

14 and p<!ssible forfeiture of &IIY off·highway vehicle or 

15 major component thereof which has had ita m&Dufac. 

16 iurer'. affixed identification IIU11lber removed, obliterat. 

17 ed, tampered with, or altered; 

18 (18) tlie degree to which llWIufacruron of off. 

19 highway vehicle. have c!evoloped a m&DWacturer'. eer. 

20 tificate of origin which contains adequate inlerll&J IllCU. 

21 rily feaiure. to I'W'd apinst forgery, alteration, IIId 

22 OOWlterfe.iting, mil the terial IIUJ11ber of the nhicle 

28 luell sa weD u the eerial IIUJ11ben of J.Dy major com. 

24 ponellll, IIId WI serve u a de facto lille for ruch vehi. 

25 ele by U'i&'nmont \0 rub.equont purchuen; 
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:11 
(14) the ltepl being !Uen by thole elementa of 

l! the printe Hctor which auction off, make Ioa.nt on, 

8 and insure olf-high" ... y vehicles to help cleter IIolen 

" ol/-high'ay vehicles from being reintroduced mto the 

I) channels of legitimate commerce; and 

6 (15) any usmments of the scope of the problem 

7 as ""ell lS any reeommendations the Attorney General 

B may deem appropriate. 

S (b) For purposes of this oection, the term "off-highway./ 

10 vehicle" means il vehicle or ""ork machille that is BeH-pro-

11 pelled 'Or pusbed or tooo'ed by a leU-propelled vehicle and the 

12 primary function of 1I'hicb iJ off-highWAY m application. Any 

IS on-highway operation is incidental to the vehicle'. primary 

14 function. This includes DeH-propelled agricultural, foreltry, 

15 industrial, construction, and any other 1I0n-b'anaport.ation 

16 special use equipment. 

17 SEC. 502. On or before the first JUlIe so which occurs 

18 at least fifteen montbs after the date of ent.Ctment of this 

19 Act, and on or before each JUlIe 80 thereafter for the follow. 

20 ing ninc IUcceasi"e yells, the Attorney Oenel'lll, m oonaulta· 

21 tion wit~ the Secretary of Tranaport.atiOD, the Secretary of 

22 the TreuulY, BIId the POltmuter Oenel'lll, IhallllUbmit to 

28 the Congress a report on the Implementation ana develop-

24 ment of the provisionl of titles n, m, ana IV of this Act end 
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22 

the ellectiveneu 01 cu:h proviaioDl1n helping to prevent r.nd 

2 reduce motor vehicle·related therl. 

o 

68-093 0 - 80 - 19 
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[The following letter was subsequently received for the record:J. 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF MOTOR VEHICl.E ADMINISTRATORS 

1201 CONNEC'TlCUT AVE., N.W., SUITE 910, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036, TELEPHONE 202/296-1955 

OFFICERS 

President 
• JAMES O. PETERSON 

WIsconsIn 

r Sf VIce Pres/donI 
• EMORY P. AUSTIN, Jr. 
SouthCaro~na 

2nd Vice Pl(lsident 
• FRANK A. MANSHEIM, Jr. 

Colorado 

Secfotary 
• EUGENEP. PElTT.Jr. 

Rhode Island 

Executive Director 
& Treasurer 

DONALD J. BARDEll 
Washing Ion. D.C. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

DORIS AlEXiS 
Califclnla 

• HARRY H, D. COCHRANE 
New BrunswIck 
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CaMomlB 

RICHARD M FLYNN 
New Hampshire 

LEO e. GOSSEIT 
TtllUlS 

C W.KEITH 
Florida 

ELME.~ J. KOHMETSCHER 
Nebraska 

JAMES P. MELTON 
NewYol'k, 

J, M.PENNY 
NorthCato~na 

FRANK SHAW 
Illinois 

GEORGE O. STEVENS 
MIChigan 

PHIUP THORNEYC;IOFT 
Arizona 

AOBERT W. TOWNSLEY 
TaKaS 

DAVID UI110STE 
New Mexico 

ROBERT J. VOSHEll 
Delaware 

a.G,WELCH 
SouthOnkota 

.. ElCocullVe Committee 

June 6, 1980 

Hon. James H. Scheuer, Chainnan 
Interstate and Foreign COlTlllerce COlTlllittee 

SubcolTll1ittee on Consumer Protection 
and Finance 

3275 House Office Building Annex No. 
liashington, D. C. 20515 

and 

Hon. Gus Yatron, Chainnan 
Foreign Affairs COlTll1ittee 

SubcolTll1ittee on Inter-American Affairs 
709 House Office Building Annex No. 1 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Rep. Scheuer and Rep. Yatron: 

I would like to thank you, once more, for the opportunity 
to present, on behalf of the American Association of Motor Vehicle 
Administrators (AAMVA), comments on the pending Motor Vehicle Theft 
Prevention Act (HR 4178), at the joint hearing of the Commerce 
SubcolTll1ittee on Consumer Protection and Finance and the Foreign 
Affairs Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs, June 2nd in New York 
City. As you indicated when chairing the hearing, Congressman Scheuer, 
APMVA's time for its oral presentation was limited, due to time 
constraints. However, you were understanding enough to pennit us to 
discuss with the SubcolTlllittees a number of points, and for this we are 
deeply appreci ated. 

You asked if there was anything further that our Association 
wished to present, in addition to the three major concerns of the 
APMVA: our request to introduce, on behalf of the International Associa
tion of Chiefs of Police, the resolution adopted by its 1979 Inter
national Conference, which--in substance--supports the major concerm; 
of the APMVA: the feasibility of adding a Vehicle Identification 
Number (VIN) confinnation to state motor vehicle inspection programs; 
and, finally, questions related to the consultative process. 
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There are. Chairman Scheuer. several other issues I would like to 
address. I respectfully request that this letter be placed in the record. as 
an addendum to and a part of AAMVA' s testimony, presented to the Subcommi ttees 
on June 2. 1980. at 26 Federal Plaza. Room 305. in New York City. 

Prior to addressing the supplementary issues. I have one other observation 
that I would like to add with respect to th~ issue of preemption. raised in our 
testimony. That is that each state must look at the implementation. including 
enforcement of motor vehicle security standards, from its own frame of reference. 
Each state must concern itself with its resources. fiscal as well as administrative; 
operational as well as polttica1 and otherwise. Thus. the foregoing is the 
predicate on which a state will make a determination as to "how" it will enforce 
a federal standard. 

Chairman Scheuer. you and several of the witnesses at the hearing. raised 
the question of a "National Title" on several occasions. As was indicated by 
other speakers at the hearing, state motor vehicle administrators are the officials 
involved in administering the issuance of original titles. re-tit1ing. and issuance 
of salvage titles for motor vehicles. as well as the imp1ementatory procedures 
that are so important for the effective operation of the vehicle/ownership control 
system. 

The AAMVA assumes that when the term "National Title" was used. you were 
inferring the development of a national performance standard. related to motor 
vehicle titles. to be promulgated by the Secretary of Transportation. pursuant 
to Sec. 201 of the proposed lolotor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. This assumption. 
I believe. is made in view of the fact that Title II of the Vehicle Theft Prevention 
Act relates itself to theft standards •• 'romu1gated by the Secretary. and the 
Congressional findings which make refer~nce to national and international uni
formity on certain standards--such as titling. 

Mr. Chairman. we recognize the concern that you and the members of the 
Subcommittees have for a uniform and se';ure title. We would respectfully suggest. 
however. that such a performance stand:.trd Should be developed by the Secretary of 
Transportation. under his authority in the Highway Safety Act of 1966. as amended. 

I want to make it clear at th!s juncture. that our members would welcome 
title Uniformity provided. however, arl~ this is an important aspect. that there is 
a "meani ngfu1 consul tati ve process" uti 1 i zed by the Secretary. The consul tative 
process should encompass a consensus by those parties directly affected by the 
standard. 

I respectfully submit that a consensus process does not necessarily mean 
that Vie have a situation where "separate vetoes" are involved. The consensus 
process works extremely well in the voluntary sector with respect to development 
of standards. The America~ National Standards Institute has a definition of 
consensus. Let me quote the ANSI's definition and see if I can apply it to the 
situation here in question: 

Substantial agreement reached by concerned interests 
according to the judgement of a duly appointed authority. 
after a concerted attempt at resolving objections. 
Consensus implies much more than the concept of a simple 
majority but not necessarily unanimitY. . 
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Therefore, the Secretary, sitting as the "duly appointed authority, 
would determine when "substantial agreement" was reached by all concerned 
interests, using as his guide that something more than a simple majority of 
those participating, but "not necessarily unanimity" of those participating is 
needed to reach consensus. 

It is extremely important, from our perspective, that the Subcommittees 
note that AAMVA has been extremely active in developing a uniform title 
certificate, having what we feel are the necessary characteristics to insure the 
uniformity of design, format, and data content, as tlell as the criteria of 
security features. Our complete statement submitted for the record fully details 
the foregoi ng. 

I do hope that what we have presented here is helpful to the Subcommittees, 
especially as it relates to the question of title standards and consensus. 

Our Association is looking forward to cooperating with the Subcommittees, 
and the sponsors of HR 4178. in processing this proposed legislation. We stand 
ready to assist in any way possible, and will be pleased to answer any questions 
which you may have. 

DJB/lg 

cc: Hon. Benjamin A. Gilman 
Hon. S. William Green 
Hon. Thomas A. Luken 
Mr. Norman Darwick, Executive Director 

International Association of Chiefs of Pol ice 
Mr. Ronald J. Sostkowski, Director 

Division of State and Provincial Police 
International Association of Chiefs of Police 



Mr. SOHEUER. 'We will now hear from Mr. Noel Chandonnet, as
sistant vice president of GEICO, the Government Employees In
surance Company. Mr. Chandonnet is representing the New York/ 
N:ew Jersey Anti-Cal' Theft Committee. We are very happy to have 
hIm. 

We lrnow that we are running a little bit behind schedule, Mr. 
Chandonnet. We thank you for your tolerance and patience. 

Your tt!stimony, as I said before, will be printed in full in the 
record [see p. 286]. So if you can simply chat with us informally, 
hitting the high spots, I am sure we will have some questions for you. 

STATEMENT OF NOEL CIIANDONNET, ASSISTANT VICE PRESI
DENT, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSURANCE CO. (GEICO), 
REPRESENTING THE NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY ANTI-CAR 
THEFT COMMITTEE 

Mr. CHANDONNET. I would like to start, Mr. Chairman, saying 
that I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning. 
To reiterate what Superintendent Lewis said earlier; he really does 
not lrnow what else can be done to help halt auto theft in New York 
and I think he is correct in saying that. 

The problem is, however, that when you look at salvage title laws, 
for example, only 25 States out of 50 have enacted any meaningful 
salvage title legislation. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Only 25 out of 50 ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. Only 25 States and therein lies the problem. 

Without a cooperate effort between the States and the Federal Gov
ernment, we are not going to lick the problem and make substantial 
inroads in curtailing chop shop operations or whatever. 

The individual States, I think, have been doing a good job for the 
most part but it is a s10w, deliberate process. 

The problem now is that we have to get together and use the re
sources of the Federal Government in order to bring some pressure 
to bear on individual States. 

Mr. Gilliland I think covered in his testimony, or at least the written 
portion of his testimony, that theft is up all over the United States. 
It is up in the Northeast. It is up even more on the ,Vest the Southwest 
and the Southeast. So the problem is getting larger in magnitude, 
it. is not getting any smaller. 

We need the assistance of the Federal Government to bring a sort 
of sense of cohesion to our fight against the problem. . 

Now, in my testimony I have mentioned all that we have done ill 
New York. The industry in cooperation with the State insurance 
department, which has been extremely cooperative, law enforcement, 
has done a great deal in terms of new legislation, the salvage title law 
that we have, making insurance fraud now a felony, granting immunity 
to the insurance industry for making available to law enforcement 
:information on fraudulent cases. 

The New York City tow program has probably done more than 
anything else :in the year that it has been in operation to return more 
whole cars back to their owners than we could possibly imagine. That 
law has undergone revision recently in an effort to make it work a 
little bit more effectively. I am not prepared here this morning to talk 



about what the cost is to the average consumer in this State and every 
other State that has a high theft frequency, but the dollars are 
immense. 

I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have. 
[Mr. Chandonnet's prepared statement follows:] 

S'rATEMENT NOEL A. CHANDONNET, VICE PRESIDENT, NEW YORK-NEW JERSEY 
ANTI-CAR THEFT COMMIT'l'EE 

~Ir. Chairman, I am Noel A. Chandonnet, vice-chairman of the New York-New 
Jersey Anti-Car Theft Committee (ACT), member of the executive committee 
of the Coalition to Halt Auto Theft (CHAT) and assistant vice-president of 
Government Employees Insurance Company (GEICO). I thanl;: you for the 
opportunity to appear before you this morning to address a very important issue. 

With the New York/New Jersey metropolitan area quickly becoming the auto 
theft capital of the world, with over 100,000 cars stolen a year, at a cost of 225 
million dollars, something had to be done. 'rhe auto insurance industry, along 
with the National Automobile Theft Bureau, organized in early 1978 and formed 
the New York-New Jersey Anti-Car Theft Committee. Committees were organized 
and action plans were formulated for a carefully planned, continuing campaign 
to educate the public on automobile thefts. A thorough study of New York State's 
existing legislation and required legislation on the city and State levels was 
accomplished within the committee's first year of operation. 

ACT has since been joined by representatives of the New York Department of 
Vehicles, the New York City Police Department, Nassau County Police Depart
ment, Suffolk County Police Department, the New York State Insurance Depart
ment, and the staffs of several State legislators. All agreed that the public had 
to be made aware of how to give an auto thief a hard time, how to put the car 
thief out of business; but more importantly, how to avoid becoming one of our 
automobile theft statistics. 

Our legislative subcommittee provided an open forum for regulatory agencies, 
law enforcement and insurance carriers to discuss their mutual problems. It has 
worked closely with superintendent Lewis of the New York State Insurance 
Department and the staffs of New York State Senators John Caemmerer and 
Joseph Pisani to help develop the Governors' bill and many other anti-car theft 
iJills which ha·t'e been signed into law in New Yorl;: State. 

One of these measures set up a central computer and investigative organization 
which can be used as a clearing house for all total loss cars, cases of insurance 
fraud and total theft of motor vehicles, und vehicle identification numbers for 
rebuilt vehicles. Other laws clarified the regulations governing repair shops, dis
manUel's and scrap processors. Still others require VIN numbers on all major 
component parts of an automobile, while granting civil immunity to carriers when 
reporting and pursuing investigation of incidents of insurance fraud. The penalty 
for insurance fraud has been raised to a class E felony. 

The most urgent piece of legislation provided for the cities in New York State 
with a population of one million and over to establish a franchi<le system for 
towing, impounding and safeguarding located stolen vehicles. This bill, now law, 
has helped reduce the stripping of abandoned stolen vehicles which are found 
on New York City streets. 

Armed with a knowledge of the legislative process and anticipated delays, our 
committee went a step further by offering New Yorl, City an interim plan for 
flrotecting located stolen vehicles. Under this plan, approved by the New York 
City Council, insurance companies and the National Automobile Theft Bureau 
would bear the cost of protecting "located" stolen vehicles. Our proposal was 
that New Yorl{ City notify the National Automobile Theft Bureau immediately 
upon locating a stolen vehicle, to allow insurance companies to pick up cars with 
It minimum of paper worl{. 

Both of these tow programs received enthusiastic support in Albany and New 
Yorl, City. The New York City rotation tow program went into effect in July 1979. 

Our committee did not stop its work when the rotational tow program went 
into effect. Together with the New York Police Department, the National Auto
mobile Theft Bureau and the insurance industry, we assisted in the implemen
tation and monitoring of the results of this program. Most of the problems are 
being ironed out and as recently as April 1980, the New York Police Department 
was preparing streamlined departmental orders to improve the operation of the 
rotational tow program. 



During the first 9 months of its operation, over 16,000 stolen vehicles have been 
picked up on New York City streets. Prior to this, the majority of these vehicles 
would have been stripped and sold for parts, or crushed in the derelict car 
program. 

Our :finance committee has been hard at work raising funds to support our 
efforts. These funds are coming from insurance companies and related industries. 

We have developed a pamphlet entitled "Your Car Can Be Stolen This Year". 
This pamphlet, as well as key chains displaying the campaign logo, have been 
distributed as part of our "public awareness" campaign. 

Many articles prepared by the ACT committee on the auto theft problem have 
been printed in trade journals, and we've released to the media many statements 
in support of individual legislative proposals. We have also prepared public 
service announcements, which will be used in our overall "public awareness" 
program. 

Periodically, we publish a newsletter entitled "Action", which covers all "ACT" 
activities and keeps all participating organizations up to date. Auto theft news 
is circulated regularly. 

Our speakers bureau has prepared an excellent slide presentation outlining the 
auto theft problem and what can be done by the public to assist in taking the 
profit out of auto theft. This slide presentation has and will be shown to fraternal 
and civic organizations, as well as schools and businesses. 

Our job is far from over. We plan on continuing this fight against auto theft 
in New York. Late in 1979, we commenced our attack on the New Jersey problem, 
under the very able direction of our -other vice-chnirman, :Mr. James Tindall, who 
is regional vice president of State Farm Mutual Insurance Company. 

Our New Jersey legislative sub-committee has also been preparing legislative 
proposals to contain auto theft in New Jersey. These call for: 

Licensing of dismantlers, recyclers and auto body repair shops; 
Tightening of procedures governing the issuance of certificates of title; 
Amendment to the New Jersey Unfair Claims Practices Act Which would 

alloVi insurers sufficient time to investigate auto theft cases; 
Immunity from civil action for insurance companies for supplying infor

mation to law enforcement in fraud cases; and 
Registration of all scrap metal processors. 

We have made a good start in New York and New Jersey, but if we are to 
further control auto theft, we mURt have the cooperation of other States and the 
Federal Government. 

The New York-New Jersey Anti-Car Theft Committee is actively supporting the 
work of the Coalition To Halt Auto Theft and committed til the passage of the 
Motor VE'hicle Theft Prl3vention Act now pending before Congress. 

Without this legislation, we will only chase the car thief from one jurisdiction 
to another. With this legislation, uniform VIN numbers wIll establish a clear, 
understandable chain of title, and major component parts of autos will be uni
formly numbered. A cooperative partnership will be developed between the States 
and Federal Government, so an appropriate interrelated system can be developed 
for uniform titling and registration. But most importantly, this bill can gref.ttly 
assist in stemmiug the flow of motor vehicles outside of the United States. 

In his address to the membership of the National Automobile Theft Bureau at 
its annual meeting in Atlanta on March 26. 1980. Presiclent Paul Gilliland, in 
commE'nting on the anti-vehicle theft: effort, said: "The cooperative effort should 
include represE'ntativE's from immrallre, the courts, law enforcement, tile manu
faetnrel's and otl1er facets of society. No one organization, no one industry, no one 
agency can stabilize and control vehicle theft and fraud. If we are to be suncess
ful, tlwre must be a massive, aggressive coordinated effort by many organizations 
\yorldn!!' together. In this way, we can meet, stabilize and control the crime." 

We are mnking good progress in a growing number of State le!!'islatures. With 
the IHlded eooperation of the Federal Government, we can aucl will win the battle 
n!!'ainst professional cnr theft. 

'I'hankyou. 
Mr. GREEN. In some of the testimony this morning, it bus l~een imli

cated that nutting the VIN on more parts is not rellJlv gome; to be 
effeetive lmless the insurance industry is prepared to take the posture, 
that it will not pav fol' renairs unle,~s it is verified that the parts that 
are being used for repairs art'< not sto1en parts. 
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Is the industry prepared to do that, or do you think that is necessary 
to make this effectlVe '~ 

Mr. OHANDONNET. I do not think it is necessary to make it effective. 
The point you have to remember is whether you can alter the YIN's, 
erase them or whatever. If there are component parts that are found 
where the VIN has been altered or some effort has been made tQ alter it, 
those parts can be seized and the operation brought to a halt. That is 
the key. 

It is not whether or not we are inspecting these parts before they 
are put on the cars to determine whether you can trace the chain of 
ownership of those parts. 

Mr. GREEN. I guess the problem is this. You are not going to have 
a policeman in each of the auto repair shops and if this is going to be 
effective, who is going to be doing the screening to see that the VIN 
appears to have been tampered with~ 

Mr. CH:ANDONNJ<::T. 'Well, let me put it this way, we have been asking 
lor example in New York State, for a right of 1'einspeetion of cars in 
the course of repaid. Although I appreciate the remarks made by the 
superintendent, as yet we have llot been granted that right. 

I would think that this is as good an argument as one could make 
for a right of reinspection in the course of repairs. 

It, is easy to look at a cal' after it has been fixed, but you cannot de
tect everything that was 01' was not done as well as you could if you 
looked at the cal' while it was being repaired. 

Mr. SCHEUER. 'What is your problem in inspecting the cal' during 
the course of repn.ir? . 

Mr. CHANDONNET. vVe do not have one. vVe would like to have 
that right but we do not now have that right under New York law. 

Ml'. ~CHEUER. Can you not say, as a matter of. contract. that you re
serve the right to inspect that cal' during the repair process? 

Mr. CHANDONNE'l'. 'Vell, the department of motor vehicles in New 
York regulates the body shop industry. If the body shop owners tell us 
to get the hell out of there, what can you do'~ That is his business. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You can refuse to pay It claim, for one thing. 
Mr. CHANDON!\"'ET. 'VeIl, can you really ~ 
:Mr. SmIEUlm. Why could you ~ot put that in your contract? 
.Mr. CUANDONNET. I do not t1unk the department would approve 

such restrictive language because the problem is you have your policy
holder squeezed in the middle. If that is going to occur, you are not 
going to get away with introducing that language into the policy 
contract. 

So you have to service the customer. You cnnnot squeeze the cus
tomer. 

Mr. SmmuER. It seems to me the carowner, the policyholder, would 
be ,protected by yo~u' having the ri,ght to inspect that cal' during re
paIr becanse anytlung that makes It more dangerous and more risky 
~nd more costly to use stolen parts, or parts from a stolen carin l'epair
mg cars, would tend to deter the trade, the whole commerce in stolep 
cars. 

Mr. CHANDONNET. I would not disagree with you on that point. 
> Mr. SOIIEUER. "Why would not carowners and policyholders be bene

fited by an act, 01' any system, that tends to deter cal' theft ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. They would. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. Why would the DMV raise problems for you in terms 
of inspecting cars? 

Mr. CHANDONNET. I do not know. 
Mr. SOHEUER. But you think they would? 
Mr. CHANDONNE'f. I think so. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Do you ha.ve any evidence of it ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. "Ve have been kicked out of shops every da.y of 

the week. 
Mr. SOHEUER. But the DMV is not kicking you out of shops. 
lVIr. CHANDONNET. No; but the shops are. I do not know whe.ther 

the legislation enabling DMV to govern the hody shop industry has 
the power to tell them, "You will let this individual in. You will not 
let that individual in." 

I am not aware of that. 
Mr. SOHEUER. They would not have to say anything like that. All 

they would have to say is if an insurance company did not have access 
during the repair of the car d.uring the repair process they would not 
have to pay the claim. Then the carowner would .nake sure when he 
took the car to the shop to have it repaired that they would assure him 
that you would have access to that car for inspection purposes during 
repair. 

Mr. CBANDONNET. I would agree with that. But a,ga.in, the onus 
always comes back to the insurance industry, which was an allusion 
that Superintendent Lewis made earlier that we are responsible just 
because we use used or new PaIts to repair automobiles, that we are 
creating this after market. 

You can al'~ue that from now until doomsday. ",Ve are not in the 
habit of repaIring 5-year-old cars with brandnew parts when suffi
cient, adequate, safe used parts are available to keep the cost of repairs 
down and ultimately the cost of the premium to the consumer. 

It has been said more than once that the industry seems to be 
creating its own problems, just like we are crea,ting the problems with 
automobile theft. That simply is not true. We are very concerned 
about the ease that you have heard about this morning with which 
cars stolen in this country can be exported to Canruda, to Mexico and 
as one of my associates called me severa.l months ago, "How do you 
get this $1501000 Mercedes back from Costa Rica. ?" 

1Vell, if you can walk it down to the docks and put it on board a 
ship this afternoon and ship it out of the country, ancllikewise cat'S 
stolen in Italy and France and Germany can come off ships here and 
be purchased a,t low prices by American citizens, we have a tremendous 
problem. 

So I am back to my original premise that the States really do not 
have the power to go beyond their own borders. If we do a lot in New 
York and the AOT Committee does a lot in New Jersey--

Mr. SCHEUER. 'What was that? 
Mr. OHANDONNET. The New York/New Jersey ACT Committee. 

All we simply do is force the problem over to our sister jurisdictions 
and if they are less concerned or less aggressive in responding to the 
problems than some of the eastern seaboard jurisdictions are then the 
problem will just continue .. 

One has asked the question, well, if we have some l'!'ederallegisla
tion, why do people out in Idaho need this kind of problem? It might 
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be that a lot of people would go to Idaho and Nebraska and Montana 
and so forth to get some of their cars registered assuming that States 
do take an aggressive attitude in passing some of this legislation. But 
the problem continues. 

We have been dealing with it for years and it seems to be magnifying 
in proportion. . 

Mr. SCHEUER. Now, you talked about a proposal here in New York 
State which would require YIN numbers on all mai')r component parts 
of the vehicle. How do you anticipte that this is going to move this 
suggested legislation ~ 

Mr. CHANDONNE'l'. I do not think you can do anything with it ~ 
Mr.ScHEUER.)Vhyisthat~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. Simply because you cannot mf1.ndate that General 

Motors and Ford imprint cars that are sold in New York to meet 
New York requirements. 

Mr. SCHEUER. A couple of States, I think Georgia and one other 
State, Tennessee, required that YIN's be put on the transmission and 
the motors. Because of the fact that they had to put them on in those 
two States, the automobile manufacturers decided to put them on for 
cars in the other 48 States also. 

Might that not happen here ~ 
Mr. CHADONNET. No; I do not think so. All you have to do is look 

at the tremendous decline in new car sales, the tremendous increase 
in crash parts prices, the ballyhoo we have read about for months 
and months over the 5-mile-per-hour bumper standards. 

Mr. SCHEUER. -Would you elaborate on that ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. Pardon? 
Mr. SCHEUER. Would you elaborate on your remark of the bumper 

standards, because that is under the jurIsdiction of this committee 
and we will be meeting in conference with the Senate pretty soon and 
that is going to be an item of controversy and we would like to have 
your views -,n it. 

Mr. CHANDONNET. We cannot seem to get our heads together and 
determine whether or not 5-mile-per-hour bumper standards are going 
to save onlosse8 or not save on losses. 

Mr. SCHEUER. It is not a question of lives, because the whole question 
of 5- or 2%-mile bumpers is strictly a question of money. 

Mr. CHANDONNET. And also, there is the ail' bag question. 
Mr. SCHEUER. How do you feel about air bags ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. I feel very good about air bags being an absolute 

requirement in new model automobiles. They are a proven lifesaver, 
there is no question about that. 

You see, the bottom line of what we are talking about is not whether 
we like this, that or the other thing, but whether we can keep the cost 
of insurance for the consumer public down to reasonable levels. 

Car theft has escalated dramatically in the last few years and, as 
a result, you have heard Superintendent Lewis talk about the theft 
premiums have just gone through the roof, the cost of repairing 
automobiles, the Consumer Price Index versus the Crash Price 
Index:. 

How long can the average consumer stand this ~ This is what we 
are really talking about, the bottom line, and what we are going to 
do about it. 
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Mr. GREEN. I did not have any further questions of Mr. Chandonnet 
but he did mention in his testimony the efforts of the State legislature 
in working on the auto theft problem and I wanted to join with him 
in complimenting the legislature for its efforts. 

I am familiar with the work that Senators Caemmerer and Pisani 
have done in particular. 
It so happens that former Senator McNeil Mitchell, who is one of 

the country's foremost experts on the problem, has assisted them in 
those efforts and I would like to note that Senator :Mitchell was 
invited by the subcommittee to appear today, but unfortunately, was 
unable to be with us. 

Mac is an old personal friend of mine and I have very much appre
ciated his guidance on this legislation. 

That is all I have. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Mr. Chandonnet, what do you suggest that motor 

vehicle owners do to protect their vehicles from theft and take the 
profit out of automobile theft ~ 

Mr. OHANDONNET. We have a number of pamphlets that the ACT 
Committee has published. 

Mr. SOHEUER. The .ACT Committee is 1 
Mr. CHANDONNET. The New York/New Jersey Anti-Car Theft 

Committee. We have conducted a consumer public awareness cam
. paign. and in the pamphlet we explain various ways that the consumer 
can avoid becoming another auto theft statistic. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Do you have copies of that with you ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. I do not have them with me, but I can certainly 

send them to Mary Fran. 
No.1, you can lock the car and put the key in your pocket. You 

start with that and go on from there. 
Mr. SCHEUER. That used to be enough. 
Mr. CIIANDONNET. That slogan was great about 10 or 15 years ago. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Now you have far more sophisticated people in th9 

business of stealing cars. It is not the freckled face kid down the block 
anymore who had a beer too many and was out for a joyride. These 
were professionals. 

We saw a demonstration tIllS morning where this chap, Mr. J olm 
Doe, he got into that oar in about 20 seconds with just a flat piece of 
mBtal that. he insel1ted dO'WIl there wilth some degree of manual dex
terity, I suppose. 

So just locking your ear, it maybe a beginning-hut it is a veryinade
quate beginning. What do you suggest. after I/:Jha.t fur the cal'owned 
Whart: Gan he do ~ 

Mr. OHANDONNET. Certainly we hkwe to have much better looking' 
devices. 

Mr. SCHEUER. That is notlring the carowner can do. Can he go out 
and huy a special sophisticated car-locking device ~ 

Mr. CHANDONNET. We have no nationwide testing results that tell 
us, for example, what 'anticar theft devices-and It,here are hundredr, 
literally, on :the market are Droven effective. I have understood from 
talking to law enforcement people and criminals that we 11ave, at vari
ous meet,ings that I have attended, and the word seems to be that they 
oan overcome any device, hands down. 
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You just let them study it for 11 little bit and they can overcome 
anything. 

'.rhe problem is, of course, even if we should get favQrable results on 
this proposed legislation, with new car sales being down, what can 
we do rih the automQbile manufaclurers? They have tremendQus 
problems. 

Chrysler is QUI' latest; example. W1ha.t do you do to have federally 
mandwt.ed standards to improve locking devices? 

We have 'balked aboot bumper stJandal1ds, we have talked about air 
bags. ':Dhat, as I see it, is your chief challenge, assuming this legislation 
passes sometime in the near future. 

As :fiar as the average consumer is concerned, you just have to play 
heads-up hall, I guess. You have to protoot your car. You have to 
garage it if you possibly can. 

All the consumer can do is use what is at his disposal if the car is 
easy to get into, he oan lock it up in his garage, but a thief oan go 
l:ihrough tha.t very easily. 
If he leaves it in a bright, lighted PQrtiQn of a shopping center, fine, 

but a l1hief can get inJto a car regardless of where it is in a mrutJter of 
seconds. What protecJtiQn is thrut to the CQnsmner, 

So we are really leaving the consumer tooally exposed. We a.re not 
giving him tools Ito help protoot the big investment that he has made 
in his 'automobile. 

So thrut is the best answer I can give you to that question. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You are saying tlhere is not a hell Qf a lot an indi

vidual consumer can do, and we really have 'to look to the automobile 
industry and to the Federal and State governments to come up with 
systems tha;t are going to' deter cal' theft and make it more of a high
risk Qperation? 

:i\fr. CHANDONNET. I think no one agency, no one group, can solve 
the problem. I think it is a cooperative effQrt and it is the best example 
of Gne that I can possibly think of. 

Mr. SCHEUER. \¥ ould a nniform national title certificate help frus-
trate the cGunterfeiters and make this more of a high-risk proposition? 

Mr. CHANDONNET. I think so. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You do not put much stock in it ~ 
Mr. CHANDONNET. I am not saying that, but that is just one piece 

of a whole, entire program that we have to look at. I think the provi
sions of this legislation in question here today are a darned good start. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Do you have any other pieces thl',t would fit in that 
we have not thought of? 

Mr. CHANDONNET. Not today. I really dO' not, but I would be happy 
to correspond with you. . 

Mr. SCHEUER. We will keep the record open for another 2 weeks. 
If you have any ideas of further components that we can crank into 
this machinery, we would very much appredate hearing from. you. 

Let me ask, as a last question, is there any estimate of the savings 
that were realized as a result of the 16,000 vehicles that have been 
picked up under the rotational tow program ~ 

Mr. CHANDONNET. Any time you can get a whole car, I think we 
work on an estimate of about $3,000 a car, $g,500 on average" 'l'hat gives 
yQU some idea as to what we !Lre talking nbout. 

.----~ 
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It seems asthough the recovery rate hationwide seems to be dropping 
year in and year out with only 60 percent, roughly, of the cars being 
recovered. You get some idea of what that might go to, what the 
savings might go to, if you can get these whole cars back. 

The tow program in New York is particularly good because if it is 
spotted by a patrol car or a foot patrolman, we can identify it through 
the insurance ID number in Albany on the teletype-who the carrier IS. 
The tow truck operator can pick this car up, put it in an impound lot. 
We have amended the policy contract in New York which would then 
enable the insurance company to claim that automobile. 
If we have already made a settlement, then we can dispose of that 

whole car by selling it and recoup on our loss and, pass on that savings 
to the customer so the whole program has tremendous potential. 

To the extent that other cities of comparable size to New York, 
Buffalo or whatever can use this type of a program, I think we should 
encourage them to do so. 

That might be, perhaps, a suitable amendment to the bill that we 
are talking about here this morning, making that some type of man
datory requirement in major jurisdictions that have a high theft 
frequency, because when you get a whole car back, there is no sub
stitute in comparison with one that has the doors and the tires and 
the front and rear end gone. 

It is big money. You are talking very, very big money and I think 
the statistIcs are amply lmown to you. 

Mr. SCHEUER. ]\;[1'. Chandonnet, we appreciate very much your 
thoughtful and highly useful testimony mid we also appreciate your 
patience. vYe thank you very much. 

Mr. CHANDONNET. It has been my pleasure. 
Thank you. 
Mr. SCI-IEUER. The hearing will be adjourned today. The next hear

ing will be next week, Tuesday, .Tune 10, at 9 :30 a.m., in the Rayburn 
Building in Washington. 

The meeting is adjourned. 
nVhereupon, at i :10 p.m., the meeting of the subcommittees was 

adjoul'lled until 9 :30 a.m., Tuesday, June 10, 1980.] 



lUOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT 

TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1980 

HOUSE OF REPRESE:NTATIVES, SuncOl\anTTEE ON CONSUMER 
PROTECTION AND FI:NANCE, CO:aElHTTEE ON INTERSTATE 
AND FOUEIGN CO:aaIERCE, AND THE SuncolanT'£EE ON 
INTER-A:aIERICAN AFFAIRS, COMMI'Y.l'EE ON FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS, 

Washington, ]).0. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :30 a.m., in room 2322, 

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer, chairman, 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance, and Hon. Gus 
Yatron, chairman, Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs, presid
inO' jointly. 

~rr. SCHEUER. This joint hearing on auto theft by the Subcommittee 
on Consumer ProtectIon and Finance of the Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Committee and the Subcommittee on Inter-American Af
fail'S of the Foreign Affairs Committee, chaired by my distinguished 
colleague, Gus Yatron, of Pennsylvania, will now come to order. 

Last week, we had a hearing in New York City and we watched a 
professional car thief break into a car in about 10 seconds. He then 
went on to testify-this John Doe witness did-that he not only had 
been very heavily involved in cal' thefts but also he was heavily into 
the theft of heavy construction equipment. 

Many, many witnesses testified that the crime of auto theft which 
used to be a crime of impulse, a crime of opportunity, mostly partic
ipated in by teenagers who had one beer too many, was increasingly 
the operation of organized criminal syndicates that steal cars on a sys
tematic, very well organized basis, which cars are then destined either 
to be shipped abroad to Latin America or Asia in very short order, qr 
to be chopped up into their component parts and sold here in America .. 

Sgt. Frank Martin of the New York City Police Department stated 
the national crime statistics for car theft indicate that the legal profits 
for auto theft are second only to those from narcotics traffic, and are in 
excess of $2 billion. 

Several witnesses testified that the high profit and the low risk of car 
theft makes a lucrative business in every region in the country. Because 
of the fact that we socialize the cost of car theft in our insurance 
policies, New Yorkers pay up to nine times higher premiums for auto 
theft insurance than the l'est of the country. 

In addition to that, we have increased cost of law enforcement and 
terrible financial as ,vell as psychic loss to the victim of car theft. We 
have a car theft industry that is costing us $4 billion a year, $3 billion 
in insurable losses and $1 billion in law enforcement expense. 
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The bill we are considering, the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention 
Act, would significantly reduce incentives to steal vehicles by provid
ing for the marking of major component parts and increased criminal 
penalties for theft and tampering with vehicle identification numbers, 
so-called VIN's. 

We will hear from the Department of Justice, the Department of 
Transportation, from Ford, from General Motors, from automotive 
distributor/dismantlers, the insurance industry and the Coalition to 
Halt Automotive Theft. 

I would like now to call on my distinguished cochairman of these 
hearings, Mr. Gus Yatron, chairman of the Subcommittee on Inter
American Affairs of the Foreign Affairs Committee, for such remarks 
as you would like to make. 

Mr. YATRON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am pleased to have the 0ppol'tunity to hold these hearings with my 

colleague from New York and Chairman of the Subcommittee on Con
sumer Protect.ion and Finance, Mr. Scheuer. 

The Subcommittees on Inter-American Affairs and Consumer Pro
tection and Finance have initiated this series of hearings in considera
tion of R.R. 4178, the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. 

Domestically, professional auto thieves and chop-shop operators 
have been linked to organized crime which results in tremendous prop
erty losses and higher insurance rates for the American public. 

Internationally, exported stolen vehicles and parts offer high resale 
profits for the criminal, and little or no chance for recovery for the 
victim. 

It is the intention of the subcommittees to provide the public with a 
comprehensive examination of this problem and solicit the opinions of 
experts who can evaluate the impact of the Motor Vehicle Theft Pre
vention Act. 

I would like to join. with my cochairman, Mr. Scheuer, in welcom
ing our witnesses. Gentlemen, we look forward to your insights on this 
problem. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman Rosenthal, a very distinguished member. 
Mr. ROSENTHAL. I pass. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman William Green, who is the major spon

sor of this bill, who did the work in putting it. together, we are happy 
to have you here. 

Mr. GREEN. Thank von, Mr. Chairman. 
I do have a very short opening st.atement, just to thank the sub

committees for the attention th(;',y are giving the. Motor Vehicle Theft 
Prevention Act, which I have introduced and which now have over 50 
cosponsors. 

I appreciate the subcommittees' consideration in inviting me to 
participate in this second ronnel. of hearings, and I wish to note pub
licly at this time the leadership which the two chairmen of these 
sub'committees have shown in moving this legislation along in the 
House. For that, I am yery grateful. 

As you noted, Mr. Chairman, it was clearly established in a hear
ing on this bill last week in New York the problem of auto theft is no 
longer primarilv one of the nonprofessional, juvenile offender. Rath
er, it has grown into a very lucrative and increasingly violent enter-
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prise of organized crime, mid.it is.a problem' which is growing at 
an alarming rate. 

For almost a decade auto theft rates held almost even, fluctuating 
only about 1 percent, but in 1978 the rate leaped 21 percent and in 
1979 10 percent, an increase greater than any other type of theft. 

The legislation before us today IS designed to stem that dramatic 
auto theft increase and to strike at the proliferation of illegal chop 
shops, where stolen cars are cut for their parts, and to stem the ex
port of stolen automobiles. 

I am eager to hear the views of the administration, the auto manu
facturers, and the other witnesses who are scheduled to appear today, 
and I am sure that their testimony will help us to understand better 
how to solve this expensive problem. 

Thank you. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Thank you very much, Congressman Green. 
Now we will turn to our first witness, Ms. Joan B. Claybrook, 

Administrator of the National Highway Traffic Safety Admmistra
tion of the Department of Transportation. 

,Ve are happy to have you here with us, Ms. Claybrook. You have 
come on many occasions to the Hill with programs and supporting 
bills that. I find very congenial, but which other Members of the Con
gress find troublesome-the air bags, bumper standards, and so forth. 

I think today we very much appreciate your testimony on some
thing that all of us are very much united behind. So we are glad to 
find you coming up here with something that all of us find salubri
ous. So please proceed with your testimony. 

'Would you first start off by introducing your colleagues to us? 

STATEMENT OF HON. JOAN B. CLAYBROOK, ADMINISTRATOR, 
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR'tATION, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE 
L. PARKER, CHIEF, CRASH AVOIDANCE DIVISION, OFFICE OF 
RULEMAKING; AND JOHN WOMACK, ASSISTANT CHIEF COUNSEL 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
With me today is Mr. George L. Parker, on my right, who is head 

of the Crash Avoidance Division in our Office of Rulemaking and 
Mr. John Womack, Assistant Chief Counsel. vVe are pleased to be here 
to testify today on the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979. 

As you noted, motor vehicle theft is on the rise in the United States 
and significant increases are being reported by law enforcement offi
cials in all regions of the country. 

I am pleased to state that Mr. Philip Heymann from the Depart
ment of Justice will be testifying on behalf of the, administration as 
well. Mr. Heymann has played a crucial role in organizing the admin
istration's support behind this legislation. 

Our role is primarily that of setting standards for motor vehicles, 
including work on identification numbers and steering wheel locks. His 
role is a law enforcement, encouraging improvement in the Criminal 
Code, so that proper enforcement is carried out. It is a crucial role 
indeed. 

We have been working with the Interagency Committee on Auto 
Theft Protection since 1975 in an effort to coordinate the activities of 
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the Government and the private sector in combating automobile theft 
through contacts with the various agencies, State law enforcement 
officials) insurance firms and auto salvage operations. 

This committee, behind which the Justice Department has been the 
major force, has attempted to reduce the incidence of auto theft 
through a variety of means. 

In keeping with the committee's approach, the agency has taken 
several steps to address the problem using existing authority. Among 
these has been 01:; work with the States in development of effective 
vehicle titling procedures to combat fencing of stolen vehicles. 

In this regard, a m-anual of guidelines for State motor vehicle 
licensing programs was published by our agency in January. In New 
York, we assisted the State Department of Motor Vehicles in establish
ing a program for detection of vehicles that have been rebuilt with 
stolen parts. Under the program, vehicle identification numbers on 
rebuilt vehicles are being examined by State investigators prior to the 
issuance of title certificates. 

In the area of vehicle safety standards, we have recently amended 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 115, Vehicle Identifica
tion Number, to standardize identification numbering systems and im
prove the visibility of identification numbers. 

These changes will faeilitate field identification of stolen vehicles 
by law enforcement officials, and apply to all highway vehicles. I 
might note, however, that this standard does not apply to the compo
nent parts of the vehicle, only to the vehicle as a whole. 

Safety Standard No. 114, Theft Protection, which has been in effect 
siace U)'70, requires all passenger cars to have a key-locking system to 
lock the steering wheel or otherwise restrict mobility when the key is 
removed. A warning buzzer or light indicating the key has been left 
in the car is also required. 

1Ye have issued and received comments on a notice of proposed rule
making to E'xtend and upgrade Standard No. 114. In this rlliemaking, 
we have proposed a numher of antitheft modifications to passenger 
cars and haVE' also proposed that the standard be extended to trucks 
and vans with a gross vehicle weight rating of 10,000 pounds or less. 
These ar1."l esspntia lIy the light truck and vans which are used for de-
1iver~r and reereational purposes. 

Between Hl74 and 1978 the percentage of stolen trucks and buses 
increased from 6.4 percent to 11.3 percent of the total of all stolen 
motor vehicles. 1Ye are presently evaluating the costs and benefits of 
these proposals and plan to issue a final rule in the near future. 

Our existing sarety standards, which have been in effect since 1970, 
are aimed prima,rily at preventing auto theft by joyriders, usually 
young people who l:;teal cars on the spur of the moment for pleasure 
and have a disproportionately high accident rate. 

These standards appear to have been e.ffective, judging from the 
steady decline in the number of auto thefts per registered vehicle dur
ing the period 1970 through 1978. However, the recent in(,rease in the 
activities of professional auto thieves, capable of defeating existing 
antitheft technologies, has reversed this trend !Lndled to a search for 
new methods of theft prevention. 

Indications are that professional theft has increased substantially. 
The solution rate for motor vehicle thefts declined by 32.9 percent in 
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the period 1967 to 197'8. At the same time the percentage of stolen cars 
recovered by authorities dropped si~ificantly, suggesting increased 
involvement by theft rinO's and chop ShOp o.J:lerators. 

Recent involvement of organized crime figures in the sale of stolen 
auto parts has given an ominous signal that the teenage joyrider, 
while still important, may no longer be the principal danger in the 
auto theft area. 

In order to counter this trend, we believe that new apI;>roaches must 
be considered. 'Ve support the antifencing measures of tItle III of the 
"Theft Prevention Act" outlawing alteration or removal of vehicle 
identification numbers and trafficking in vehicles and parts with iden
tification numbers altered or removed. 

Similarly, we consider the provisions of title IV restrictin~ importa
tion and exportation of stolen vehicles to be valuable in combating the 
operations uf internationnl theft rings. We believe that title II of the 
act, regarding theft protection standards, also contains useful author
ity, although it must be recognized that it represents only one con
tributing part of an overall effort. 

Our agency, together with the National Bureau of Standards, is 
studying the prospects for improvements in steering wheel and igni
tion locking mechanisms as a means of countering auto theft. Our goal 
is to increase the time factor necessary for the thief to mobilize the 
motor vehicle. Experienced auto thieves have advised that if a vehicle 
takes more than 5 to 10 minutes to activate, their fear of detection will 
lead them to seek more favorable targets. 

A major long-term goal of the Interagency Committee on Auto 
Theft Prevention lIas been to strengthen locking systems to meet this 
10-minute standard. vYhile a determined profeSSIOnal thief would still 
be able, through the use of a tow truck, to steal a vehicle protected with 
such a locking system, his risk would be higher. More importantly, the 
lO-minute time factor would seriously impair the ability of the juvenile 
and the novice to steal the motor vehicles of the mid-1980's. 
If the number of motor vehicle thefts were decreased, law enforce

ment officials would be in a better position to concentrate their limited 
resources on the professional thieves. Thus, the goal of any additional 
legislative authority should be to virtually eliminate juvenile theft 
and seriously hinder the ability of the professional thief to steal a 
vehicle. 

Innovative approaches must now be developed for meeting the 10-
minute objective in a cost effective manner. 

I might mention some of the recent test results we have received 
from the National Bureau of Standards. They are interesting. ",Ve 
found that the number of impacts needed to pull the locking mech
anism from the steering column was very high for all of the General 
Motors cars except Cadillac. One would think Cadillac would be the 
one in which they would install the better system, but it is not. It has 
the old system in it and therefore it was much easier to remove the 
Cadillac system than that or any other General Motors car. 

However, even the Cadillac system was rar superior to those used 
by the other American manufacturers. The locldng mechanisms of 
most Forel, Ch;:ysler, and AMC vehicles were very simple to remove 
by comparison. 'We think that even with existing technology, there 
are some additional steps that the manufacturers, including Cadillac, 
can take. 
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A promising approach in dealing with professional motor vehicle 
theft is the use of identification numbers on parts as an adjunct to 
efforts against trafficking in stolen parts. 

Chop shop operations, in which cars are stolen and disassembled 
for resale as crash parts, have become highly lucrative with the rapid 
increase in the price of auto parts. Front-end assemblies from large, 
late-model cars can be sold for as much as $1,500, while doors can 
bring over $200 each. One operation in the Midwest reportedly stole 
and disassembled 4,000 cars in a 12-month period. 

Identification numbers on auto parts coupled with a vigorous na
tional enforcement effort against traffickers m stolen parts, could put 
many chop shops out of business. These operations now discard any 
part, such as the engine or transmission, which bears an identification 
number. 

If major body components were also labeled, the illegal disassem
blers would be left with little reason for dealing in stolen cars. 

Mr. SCh'"F.UER. Would sale of the tires and the radio, other incidentals, 
be enough of un incentive for organized crime rings to continue in the 
theft business ~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. Not at their present prices. A used tire doesn't bring 
much and radios are not that valuable unless they are unique systems. 

We think identification numbers on major components would sub
stantially eliminate the incentive to steal cars for disassembly. In 
terms of immE'diate impact, we feel that we now have technologY. 
available. It is very simple under the authority provided by this bIll 
to require the identification munbers. The manufacturers could do 
it on their own today. 

A good question for the manufacturers would be, why don't you 
just go ahead and do this? "Ve don't feellmder our present statutory 
authority we have the ability to put those numbers on all the parts. 
But certainly the manufacturers could do that on their own. 

Ford Motor Co., in conjunction with the Department of Justice, 
is now engaged in an experimental program testing the feasibility 
of marking major components of its luxury cars. It seems to me that 
depending on their view am1 so on, this is something that should be 
pursued. 

"Vith regard to specific provisions of the proposed legislation, we 
feel that the listing in section 202 (a) of the act of specific groups 
with which the agency mus!; consult in establishing standards is un
necessary and potentially troublesome. In all agency rulemalring ac
tivities establishing vehicle standards, interested parties are provided 
an opportunit.y to present views and information. Listing particular 
g1'onps may encourage undue emphasis on the views of those groups 
to the excfnsion of yaluable comments from other sources. 

"iVE' rE'commend that this provision be deleted or modified to list 
only geIlPral categories of groups to be consulted. 

The 12-month deadline, imposed by section 202(b) (1), for issu
ance of a notice of proposed rulemaking on unauthorized starting 
may not be realistic in view of additional research needed in this 
area. 

Also, we suggest deletion of the references in section 202 (b) (2) 
and .(3) to specific t~chnologie~ for the prevention of. un~uthorized 
startmg and the labelIng of vehicle components. We thlllk It may not 
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be realistic in view of the additional research that is needed in this 
area. We feel that for the identification number, which we think will 
be a major asset, we could do that easily within 12 months. 

We are concerned with the starting mechanism. We think that 
deadline may be lllrealistic. Our concern is that while there may be 
technology available for preventing starting of the vehicle, it also 
may make repair virtually impossible. We are particularly concerned 
that those tradeoffs be considered so that the technology that is used 
would be one that is not impossible to repair. 

So, we think that kind of tradeoff must be considered. 
)Ve also suggest deletion of reference in 202(b) (2) and (3) to 

specific technologies for prevention of unauthorized starting and the 
labeling of vehicle components. 

Identifying particular technologies may focus interest on these areas 
and restrict the agency's ability to obtain information on a fuUl'ange 
of possible alternatives. 
If the subcommittees believe particular technologies merit agency 

consideration, these could be noted in the section-by-section analysis of 
the bill. 

Finally, given the difficulty in projecting with precision factors such 
as the effectiveness of various antitheft measures, we believe that it 
would be inadvisable to require an affirmative determination regarding 
the costs and benefits of antitheft standards. 

In the bill you note we should consider the benefits and costs. Costs 
are easy to calculate. The benefits are much harder to project with any 
great level of assurance. A broader description of what you mean by 
the benefits in that provision might be ·worthwhile, because whatever 
standard the agency issued could be challenged in court, and if we 
wel:e not able to quantify benefits, perhaps the standard could be in
valIdated. 

The bill does not include any particular allocation of reserve re
sources or staff resources )';01' development of the system. I think for 
the vehicle identification numbers, that is a relatively minor respon
sibility. 

In terms of new activity and work on development of improved 
locking systems for steering columns, it is a more difficult task. 

That completes our statement and we thank you for the opportunity 
to testify. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
I am going to turn the questioning over to Congressman Yatron be

cause we are sharing the chairing of these hearings; but before I do 
I want to ask you this question on costs and benefits. 

As you know, there is quite a movement in Congress where we give 
regulatory agencies the right to .issue regulations to require them to 
justify their arguments on the basis that the benefits exceed the costs. 
It seems to me that you have got the basic data base here to make a 
clear case that the benefits would exceed the cost. 

For example, in the business of marking the parts, you have the cur
rent experience that transmissions and motors are discarded and not 
sold in this illegal commerce because of the fact they already are 
marked. 

It seems to me clear indicia there would be significant benefits com
ing from marking the other parts far in excess of the cost. I myself 
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would be very hesitant to give additional regulatory authority to any 
regulatory agency without requiring that they make a good case on 
adequate grounds, because this has become the accepted norm. I have 
not discussed this with any of my colleagues, but I have the feeling 
that that would be a widespread agreement, that if an agency could 
not make a good case on costs and benefits, maybe they should not have 
the authority. . 

Ms. Cr~AYBROOIL I don't. disagree with you in principle at al,l, I think 
the benefits must be evaJuated for most of the regulatory activities that 
are undertaken, whether lifesaving passive restraint systems, or bump
ers, or theft protection devices. The only point of my comment was that 
what we, are talking about is a prediction and there really is not any 
data which show for an absolute fact that these particular systems are 
going to have the intended effect. 

So, your benefits are predictive benefits. You can make some esti
mate of benefits, but that is all it is, because these kinds of systems 
have not been available before. 

I do agree with you that you could make that kind of a case by 
analogy. "Ve would certainly make that kind of an argument, because 
I personally believe that antitheft standards would have very great 
benefits. In the steering column area, I think the deterrent that the 
existing steering wheel locking requirement has provided for the joy
rider type of thief have been just tremendous, and I think the statistics 
'~how that is the case. 'V'hether or not we could assure t~le Congress and 
the courts that improving those steering wheel ,lock systems in some 
way would deter the professional thief I am not sure. "Ye would make 
the argument. 

I want to point out to the committee the fact that it would be a 
predictive estimatin€-, job, as opposed to having an absolute basis on 
which to make a deCIsion. I just want to be sure to bring that to your 
u U(>ution. 

Mr. YATRON. Ms. Claybrook, early in your statement you mention 
tile National High way Traffic Safety Administration's efforts to de
velop more effective titling procedures with the States. "Vhat is the 
proposed outlook for standard 119 which deals directly with the issue 
of tiHing? 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. It is very bleak. In early 1970 the Public Works 
Committee put a prohibition on the issuance by the agency of any 
more highway safety standards. So that standard has never been is
sued. However, in the absence of that authority, we have nevertheless 
been advocates in trying to persuade the States to improve their titling 
procedures. 

One of the difficulties in traffic enforcement, whether a 55-mile-an
hour speed limit or issuance of lists OT titles of cars, is that we have a 
Federal system that is very diverse. Each State has the responsibility 
iLnd the authority to issue its own requirements and to pass its own 
laws. "Ve have a lot of diversity; a 10t of good social experimentation 
programs going on, but a lot of diversity. 

Mr. YATRON. What is your timetable for issuing the upgraded stand
ard 114 which deals with antitheft devices ~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. We hope to do that shortly. In our notice of pro
rosed rulemn.king we made a number of suggestions. A lot of objec
tions wore raised~by the public because or concern for those folks who 
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routinely lock their keys in the car. If, in order to deter the joyrider, 
we made it impossIble tor the novice-which is most folks who drive 
cars-to get into their car, we would have lots of honest people locked 
out of their cars. 

When we looked at the facts and saw that joyriding was not really 
the main issue here, but what we are l'eally concerned about is the pro
fessional thief, we felt the approach outlined in this legislation was 
Ereferable to making it impossIble for people to get back in their cars. 
We could hear the public hue and cry when people can't get in their 
cars after having locked themselves out. 

We are trying to take 1'\, balanced approach so we don't have vehicle 
owners unable to use their Cf1rs, 

Mr. Y A'l'RON. Has your agency had any input into the proposed 
treaty on motor vehicles with Mexico ~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. No, I don't think so. 
Mr. Y.ATRON. Do you have any dollar value of the parts that are 

crossing the border to Canada? 
Ms. ULAYBROOK. No, I don't think we have such information. 
Mr. Y.ATRON. I note that you emphasize the importance of develop

ing security systems which will take up to 10 minutes to detect. WIll 
thIS significantly contribute to the theft reduction, considering that 
in time the thieves will learn how to gain entry more rapidly and find 
another way to get to the targets, since most automobile dealers and 
people who service the systems will have this information available 
to them~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. No. That is why we think the most cost beneficial 
thing to do now is the labeling of parts with identification numbers. 
Clearly, that is by far the most important thing. 

tVe can try some of these new technologies and experiment with 
them. We feel that is why the 12-month time limit is too short. 

For example, we have looked at different ways of defeating the 
steering lock-by pulling them out or drilling the pin, or whatever
to try to figure ways of avoiding that happening in less than 10 
minutes. 

"While we may hit upon something that works and does not prevent 
repair of the vehicle, I am sure you are right that the thieves will 
shortly take a bunch of cars, practice like mad and figure out how to 
defeat the system. 

Mr. YATRON. Thank you. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Getting back to the question you raised of tradeoff 

between people getting into their own cars and keeping the joyrider 
out, a couple of weeks ago I went to the Metropolitan Opera in New 
York and I found out as I was in their shoving through my pocket, 
that I had left my keys in the cal' and I locked the cal', so durmg the 
intermission I went down to the coat check place and I said, "Do you 
by any chance have a wire coathanged" 

The chap reaches under the desk and comes up with a wire coat
han~er, already twisted and bent into exactly the form you needed for 
gettmg in the door. He obviously thought he was performing an out
standing public service, helping people get back in their cars. 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. I am sure he didn't want you there all night. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Getting back to this question of cost and benefits, on 

the business of marking the component parts, do you have any esti-

I 

I 
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mate of what the cost would be, No.1, to the manufacturing process 
to make that part with some kind of a serial number and, two, the 
recordkeeping, whatever costs would come from computer input, 
computer storage of that, and the retrieval when it was necessary? 
What would the cost of that system be ~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. I don't think we have an estimate. Normally, in this 
kind of project, if the agency has authority to issue a standard, it will 
do some cost estimating before issuing a notice of proposed rulemak
ing. But since we don't have any authority in tllis area, I don't think 
we have developed any particular cost figures. 

The manufacturers might have some idea of what they think it 
would cost. vVe don't have any specifics. 

Mr. SOHEUER. You haven't discussed the matter with the manu
facturers~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. No. There is already a vehicle identification num
ber on the cal' itself, so they do have computer systems set up for that1 
and a manufacturing process set up for the vehicle identification 
number. 

Mr. YATRON. I understand it has been a charge of $15 for each 
automobile. 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. Marking all the major parts. Is that a price to 
the consumer ~ 

Mr. YATRON. Yes. 
Mr. SOHEUER. When Chevettes cost $5,000 to purchase, their parts 

were selling on the market for $28,000, so I suppose if you have a cost 
of marking those parts as reasonable as what you just indicated, that 
with their second-hand value being really up to perhaps five times 
the cost of the original car, you would have an enormous favorable 
cost/benefit ratio because it seems to me you would provide the savings 
that would be provided by even a semi effective deterrent that would 
be astronomically in excess of the cost of providing that deterrent. 

Mr. YATRON. I have no further questions. 
"II'. SOHEUER. Congressman Green, the prime sponsor of the measure. 
Mr. GREEN. During the course of our hearings in New York I had 

the impression that the whole State titling process left a great deal to 
be desired, and that we could be doing a lot better there. 

Do you have any ideas alon~ that line as to what we ought to be 
doing, 01' what we should be urgmg the States to do? 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. vVe put out a manual wllich we should submit for 
the record [see p. 306], Mr. Green, because I think it might be useful 
:for the committee to take a look at. 

We recommended a number of different types of things that should 
happen, and I don't believe there is any State that now adopts most 
of these-perh!\Jps we could submit something for the record. The 
manual included inspection of title, uniform certificates of title, veri
fication of foreign titles, confirmation of valid titles, physical examina
tion of the vehicle in relationship to the title. the assignment of vehicle 
identification numbers, control of salvage vehicles in some way vis-a
vis the titling system; some kinds of work with automobile records 
control, and salvage vehicle ownership. 

So there are a number of different areas and a number of different 
things States can do. Some are more costly than others, such as the 
odometer rollback. which is another area of fraud. 
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The title is also quite important for notification of the odometer 
reading at the time of the, exchange of title. tlo the title is a very 
important part in this whole system, but one that many States have not 
pursued. 

Mr. GREEN. "Vould you have any idea what led the Public Works 
Committee to be so upset at your getting into that area ~ 

Ms. CLAYBROOK. It was not aimed at this particular proposal. They 
were concerned about agency standards tl1at were not covered by 
legislation, so they just put a prohibition on issuance of any highway 
safety program standards. 

vVe have a grant-in-aid program and we provide funds to the States 
for tJhe carrying out of these safety standalds. The prohibition had 
nothing to do with titling standards per se, but we had a proposed 
standard 119 pending. 

There is u,}so some question as to the a.uthority of the agency, which 
is limited to safety requirements, and whether or not it could go 
broadly into the whole area of titling, which addresses tihe theft pro
tection problem. 

So one thing you may want to look at in terms of your own legisla
tion is whether any kind of titling section would be wOlthwhile. 

We would be glad to work with you if you are interested in that 
proposition. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Ms. Durbin. 
Ms. DunBIN. Later this morning we will be hearing from the Coali

tion of Automotive Thefts. They will recommend the inclusion of a 
number of amendments to H.R. 4178. 

Have you had :111 opportunity to review any of those amendments ~ 
Ms. CLAYBROOK. No, we have not. 
Ms. DunBIN,. Could you at some point ~ 
Ms. CLAYBROOK. "Ve would be delighted to, and submit our comments 

for the record. 
Mr. SCHEDER. We will hold the record open for 10 days for any 

comments you ml1y have. 
[Testimony resumes on p. 332.] 
[The following letter and titling manual were received for the 

record :] 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION 
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFrJC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

THE AOMINISTRATOR 

Honorable James H. Scheuel~ 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Consumer Protection and Finance 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C.' 20515 

Dear Mr. Scheuer: 

JUN 2:3 1980 

In the course clf my -testimony concerning the Motor Vehicle 
Theft Prevention P.ct, H.R. 4178, at the June 10, 1980, 
joint hearing of the Subcommittees on Consumer Protection 
and Finance and J:nter-American Affairs, I promised to submit 
for the record. s .. copy of the Department of Transportation IS 

manual of anti-~heft guidelines for State motor vehicle 
titling prograrr.s •. and our views on amendments to the Motor 
Vehicle Theft ?revention Act proposed by the Coalition to 
Halt Automoti"e ~rheft (CHAT). A copy of the titling manual 
is enclosed. 

I would like to c,omment on several of the amendments 
to the Mot07: Vehicle Theft Prevention Act suggested by 
CHAT. First, we believe that the proposed new section 
202(b)(4), requiring consideration of any available 
pilot project results prior to issuance of a final 
xule or> component i.dentification, is unnecessary, 
<lnd potentially cO'1fusing. In accordance \'li th section 
103 (b) of the National Traffic and MotOl;' Vehicle Safety 
A,;:t and section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 
w~·. alrec.dy seek and consider the views and information 
of all interested parties prior to issuance of motor 
vehicle st1'.r.dards. l\ddition of this seemingly redundant 
prClvision could be ccnstrued as suggesting that a rule 
would be subject to c~allenge if the agency fails to 
con.;ider available :re~lUlts of a pilot project, even 
if tr.e manufacturel:' conducting the projact does not 
brin::J the project to t'he attention of the agency. 

\~e consider the sunset provi~ion proposed for inclusion 
in section 204 of the bUl to be reasonable in that it 
provides for a ten year period in which the effectiveness 
of ne .... anti-theft measures can be evaluated. However, we 

REC'D CP&F SUS. 

JUN~31980 
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cannot support t:he addition of groups to the list of those 
with which the agency must consult pursuant to' section 
202(al. A listing of all groups capable of making a 
significant contribution to the consideration of theft 
protection standards would be very lengthy. As I stated 
in my prepared testimony, in order to avoid undue emphasis 
on the views of particular commenters, we recommend that 
section 202(a) list only general. categories of groups to 
be consulted. 

CHAT recommends th~t the legislative history of the bill 
reflect an int.ention that no more than ten components of 
a vehicle be labeled with identification numbers. However, 
even the automotive components listed in the Department of 
Justice paper cited by CHAT add up to thirteen, i.e., engine 
(1), transmission (1), each door (4), hood and trunk lid (2), 
radiator core suppor!:. (1), each front fender (2), frame (1), 
and one confidential location (1). Other components such as 
the two rear fenders also appear to be likely candidates 
for labeling. ThUS, we believe it would be inadvisable to 
place a limit on the number of components which could be 
required to be labeled, at least pending further study of 
the effectiveness and costs of labeling. 

In general, we defer to the Department of Justice as to 
whether the proposed exceptions to the prohibitions on 
altering or removing identification numbers and traf
ficking in parts with altered numbers may interfere 
with enforcement efforts. .We do wish to suggest, 
howev~r, that the propos~d exceptions for collision 
and fire damaged parts in sections S511(a)(3) and 
S23l9(b)(2) be modified to make clear that only parts 
damaged by accidental collision or fire are excluded. 

Also, proposed sections S511(a)(5) and S2319(b)(4) providing 
exceptions from the forfeiture and trafficking provisions for 
scrap dealers in possession of altered parts, in the absence 
of proof of knowledge, may be unnecessary and overly broad. 
Exemption is pr~vided elsewhere in the amendments for 
parts crushed in legitimate salvage operations. Since 
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it is unlikely that anyone would purchase stolen car.s or 
parts, remove the identification numbers, and then sell 
the vehicles or parts as scrap, the only altered parts 
which would come into the possession of the legitimate 
scrap recycler would be those which had been used to 
rebuild or repair vehicles which are later junked. 
Such parts would be so randomly distributed that the 
possibility of an enforcement action involving them 
would be remote. Furthermore, knowledge that iden
tification numbers have been altered is already a 
necessary element of a trafficking offense under 
section s2319. 

I would be pleased to provide any additj-;."al v:.ews or 
. information which may be of value to ~. -,ur consideration 
of this legislation. 

Sincerely, 

J~~~Y~k"ll...a 
Enclosure 
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FOREWORD 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has been involved with anti

theft activities since its origin. Early on, two mutor vehicle safety standards were issued which 
impacted on vehicle anti-theft security systems design. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 
(FMVSS) Number 114 requires that each passenger car have a key-locking system that, whenever 
the key is removed, prevents normal activation of the car's engine and also prevents either steering 
or self-mobility of the car or both. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard Number 115 specifies 
content and format of a number to facilitate identification of a vehicle, and specifies permanent 
affixing of the number on the vehicle. 

Highway Safety Program Standard 'Number 2, Motor Vehicle Registration, provides guidelines 
for State Motor Vehicle Administrators concerning identification of vehicles and owners, and 
assistance in prevention and recovery of stolen vehicles. However, these guidelines and other 
materials issued to date have not attacked the problem of fencing of stolen vehicles through the 
State titling process. Appendix B is NHTSA's recommendations for a motor vehicle, titling, and 
anti-theft guideline program. It is supported by this manual of procedures and should aid States in 
starting or expanding a State program to prevent or reduce the incidence of motor vehicle theft for 
profit. Implementation of the procedures suggested in the manual is directed toward the detection 
of stolen vehicles before they are fenced under the cloak of legitimate ownership documents. 

NHTSA's concern about the stolen vehicle problem has been reinforced by the fo'rmation of 
the Federal Interagency Committee on Auto Theft Prevention, which is cochaired by the 
Departments of Transportation and Justice. The Departments of State, Commerce and Treasury 
are also members. The purpose of the Committee is to coordinate national measures to help reduce 
the number and rate of stolen vehicles. The development and publication of this manual has been 
carried out in coordination with this Committee. 

To provide a broader forum for consideration of auto-thert prevention measures, NHTSA has 
worked with the registration subcommittee of the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws 
and Ordinances. During the August 1979 meeting of the National Committee, the membership 
adopted many of the proposed anti-theft amendments to the Uniform Vehicle Code. NHTSA 
believes broad national agreement exists which supports increased Federal-State activity in this 
important area. NHTSA recommends and encourages the States to use all available sources of 
information and available highway safety grant funds to attack this problem in accordance with th~ 
guidelines and procedures recommended in this manual. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 

A. Summary of the Vehicle Theft Problem 
The problem of motor vehicle thefts has increased significantly during the past decade. Vehicle 

thefts currently total about one million annually, with reported vehicle thefts for the first half of 
1979 showing an increase of 13 percent over the same period of 1978. The percentage of stolen 
motor vehicles that are never located or recovered is about 30 percent overall, although the figures 
for selected vehicle types and individual jurisdictions may vary. Typically, the percentage of 
unrecovered motorcycles is approximately 40-50 percent. Three alternative theories exist to eXplain 
the inability of police and other interested agencies to locate missing vehicles: 

I. The vehicles have been cannibalized for component parts and scrap, and identifiable 
portions of the vehicle no longer exist. 

2. The vehicles have been altered and a new identity created, and then fraudulently retitled. 
3. The vehicles have been exported and are no longer in the United States. 
Unrecovered stolen vehicles are a result of commercial/professional theft operations that use 

the methods of operation identified above. 
The detection of stolen vehicles has not always been viewed by motor vehicle administrators as 

a function within the scope of their responsibilities. Increasing recognition and concern about 
abuses of the titling program related to vehicle theft have altered this view. The increased interest 
of these administrators is much in evidence in the discussions and activities of representative 
organizations such as the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) and 
the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). 

B. Relationship of the Title Process to Vehicle Theft 
It has long been believed by officials concerned with vehicle theft problems that a majority of 

unrecovered stolcn vehicle~ are still in use, albeit operating under the cover of a new identity, 
supported by legitimate and properly issued title and registration documents. There is ample 
evidence that large numbers of stolen vehicles annually receive a false identity and are undetected 
in the title review process. 

Whether ~s a result of title program deficiencies or abuses, commercial/professional theft 
operations may obtain legitimate and State approved titles to stolen vehicles as a result of the 
following: 

I. Title by mail...,.New titles are issued that are unsupported by previous official evidence of 
ownership, with no required examination of the vehicle for which the title was issued. 

2. Fraudulent use of official documents-Documents are often altered, counterfeited or 
stolen. 

3. Lack of plly.ieal examlnntion-Titles are issued without any inspection of the vehicle or 
verification of the data presented as evidence of ownership. 

The adOPtion of State procedures directed toward the reduction of these abuses of the system 
should in~lease the potential for detection of stolen vehicles and misuse of the titling process. 

A <:omprehensive anti-theft program as is suggested throughout this manual, should reduce the 
number of fraudulently titled vehicles, counteract the market for stolen vehicles, and ultimately. 
Hie incidence of motor vehicle theft. 

68-0~3 0 - 80 - 21 
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Chapter II 
THE PROBLEM 

This chapter of the manual summarizes the titling and registration process and identifies the 
points in the process that are susceptible to the techniques that are employed to conceal the 
identity of stolen motor vehicles and thereby, obtain valid titles and registration documents. 

A. Techniques to Re-Title Stolen Vehicles 
The techniques that are described in the following paragraphs are common to 
commercial/professional vehicle theft operations throughout the United States. 

1. Salvage Switch 
The salvage switch is the most commonly encountered tactic that is employed to conceal the 
true character and identity of a stolen vehicle. The thief may dispose of the vehicle by sale 
to an unsuspecting party without first registering the vehicle, or after obtaining legitimate 
ownership I registration dooumentation based on thO! apparent legitimate identity of the 
vehicle. 
Although the salvage switch process is relatively simple, other factors, such as lack of 
control of ownership documents, combine to create a complex series of procedures which 
make detection of the "switched" stolen vehicle extremely difficult. The following is a 
summary of the typical circumstances and problems associated with salvage (total loss) 
vehicles and ownership document control. 
a. A total loss settlement occurs between an insurance company and the insured party 

when the insured vehicle is extensively damaged in some manner, or stolen and not 
recovered. In the case of damage to the vehicle, the settlement is usually made because 
the estimated cost of repairs exceeds the fair market value of replacement cost of the 
vehicle. In the "settlement due to damage" situation the insurer may cause a transfer of 
title for the vehicle, from the insured to another party such as a dismantler. In this 
instance the insurance company may (or may not) send notice of the transaction and 
the executed ownership certificate to the State Motor Vehicle Department (DMV). The 
insurer may also provide the third party buyer with a Salvage Bill of Sale, as evidence 
of ownership. As an alternative, the insured might retain ownership of the damaged 
vehicle, in which case the DMV mayor may not be informed of this disposition. 

b. In a siluation where the settlement is for a total loss unrecovered theft, the insurer 
generally receives title to the missing vehicle. However, procedures developed for total 
loss processing generally are intended to insure notification to DMV of an extensively 
damaged vehicle and to impose certain safety requirements, whenever the vehicle is 
restored to operation. Therefore, the procedures for total loss reporting of stolen 
vehicles generally do not anticipate the use of this process to conceal the identity of 
stolen motor vehicles. 

c. State laws generally do not address the transfer of ownership or disposition of 
ownership documents in the case of a total loss settlement for an unrecovered stolen 
vehicle. DMV registration procedures usually require only that the transfer to the 
insurer be accompanied by an explanatory statement of facts indicating the reason for 
the transfer. 

d. Once the transfer is completed, the recovered vehicle, if the vehicle is recovered, 
becomes the property of the insurance company regardless lIf condition and is usually 
sold at auction or to a salvage/dismantler dealer. In some States specific notice and 
registration procedures become operable if a dismantler acquires the recovered vehicle. 
Otherwise, the transfer of ownership of the vehicle following the total loss insurance 
settlement is generally handled as a "normal" transaction by the DMV. 
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The above described situations demonstrate the conditions and procedures that 
commonly exist to make both valid ownership documents and salvage vehicle available 
to the thief. At this point the method of the salvage switch becomes more direct. 

a. The thief obtains the salvage vehicle and some type of legitimate documentation that is 
associated with the vehicle. 

b. A vehicle similar in year, make, and model to the salvage vehicle is stolen and, using 
the salvage YIN plate, license plates, and any other identifiers, it is converted to the 
identity of the salvage vehicle (the remaining component parts of the salvage vehicle 
may be stripped and sold, or the salvage hulk is abandoned). 

This tactic can be successfully employed using the original registration/ title documents, a 
bill of sale, or similar record of transfer of ownership for the salvage vehicle, or fraudulent 
documents. Titling procedures for the "revived" salvage vehicle which do not require the 
physical inspection of the vehicle by a trained, experienced examiner are generally 
inadequate to deter or discover this method of concealing the identity of the stolen vehicle. 

2. Altered or Stolen Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) 
This method is closely related to the salvage switch and involves the use of a legitimate VIN 
to conceal the identity of the stolen vehicle in order to obtain registration documents. The 
YIN plate is a plate attached in a visible place on the vehicle which contains the unique 
identification number assigned by the manufacturer to the particular vehicle. The current 
NHTSA safety standard requires the VIN plate for passenger cars to be attached within the 
passenger compartment and be visible through the windshield (FMVSS No. 115). 
Typically, a YIN plate is stolen from a vehicle that may be parked, stored, or in a damaged 
condition. The fact that the VIN plate is missing is not normally discovered for an extended 
period of time and, as a result, the VIN may successfully "cover" a stolen vehicle. The 
stolen VIN plate is attached to a stolen vehicle of the year, make, and model similar to the 
vehicle from which the plate was stolen. The vehicle may then be sold directlY, or retitled in 
a State other than the one in which the theft occurred, employing fraudulent documents 
prepared for the vehicle. 
AnC'!her method of altering the YIN plate has been employed with late model vehicles on 
which the YIN plate is attached to the dashboard. The method requires the alteration or 
complete replacement of the "hot" VIN with similar appearing numbers that are not likely 
to be listed as stolen with law enforcement agencies. Techniques employed to alter or 
replace these YIN plates strips include plastic tape, paint, and prepared metal plates. 
This method of concealing the identity of a stolen vehicle does not initially involve or 
employ specific weaknesses in DMY procedures concerning document control. To be 
successful, however, the registration of the stolen vehicle is usually attempted in those 
States where vehicle titling procedures do not require: 
a. Physical inspection of ownership documents, the vehicle, and the VIN at the time of 

retitling. 
b. Verified ownership documents be presented at the time of retitling, andlor specific 

review of out-of-state registrations or special examination for fraudulent documents. 

3. Fraudulent Documents 
Many attempts to conceal and re-register I retitle stolen vehicles require both the alteration 
of the VIN and the use of fraudulent documentation. The most common types and uses of 
fraudulent documents are described below: 

3.1 Counterfeit Documents 
The use of counterfeit documents (e.g., a simulated state-issued title certificate) is 
generally indicative of commercial I professional vehicle theft operations. Commercial 
printing processes are able to produce high quality reproductions of nearly all of the 
title documents in use throughout the country. The use of counterfeit title documents is 
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most prevalent in interstate registration of a stolen vehicle, where registration is sought 
in a State other than the State of original title issue. The use of the fraudulent 
document in this manner serves to minimize the possibility of detection, due to the lack 
of familiarity of State officials with foreign State title documents that are tendered as 
evidence of vehicle ownership. 

Counterfeit documents are most commonly utilized in one of the following transactions: 
a. To conceal the identity of a stolen vehicle that is presented for registration following a 

salvage switch operation. The counterfeit documents (assuming legitimate ownership 
papers were not available when the salvage vehicle was obtained) are (a) offered to 
obtain current registration and ownership records for the vehicle, or (b) to support the 
direct sale of the stolen vehicle to an unsuspecting buyer, often including a used 
automobile dealer. 

b. To record an apparent change of ownership on the vehicle and obtain a genuine title, 
for a fictitious party, which may later be used to sell the vehicle. This transaction most 
often takes place in a State other than the State that issued the title document. This 
transaction is particularly suited for use in those States where title laws have been 
recently enacted and older vehicles are excluded from the provisions of the new law. 

c. To support the sale of a stolen vehicle to an innocent buyer without attempting to 
conceal the true character or identity of the vehicle. This method simply requires the 
use of a counterfeit title, accurately describing the vehicle but bearing a fictitious name, 
to record the t.ansfer of ownership during a direct sale of the vehicle between two 
private parties (the thief and the buyer). The innocent purchaser may be located 
through newspaper ads, contact in bars, garages, etc., and may include used automobile 
dealers. This tactic is especially effective where the close inspection of the title and a 
DMV registration check of the vehicle at the time of sale are not probable. 

In addition to counterfeit title documents, two other items may be fraUdulently produced 
and offered as evidence of ownership. These documents are: 
a. Bill of sale-tendered to demonstrate an apparent change of ownership in support of 

the application for title and registration. 
b. Manufacturer Certificate of Origin (MCO)-produced as proof of ownership in support 

of an application for original title and registration. This document is commonly 
associated with late model (or "new") domestic vehicles or with imported vehicles. 

3.2 Altered Documents 
The use of legitimate documents, altered to correspond to the identifiers of the vehicle for 
which registration is sought, is another technique that is o'!lployed to obtain current 
documents for a stolen vehicle. Alteration of the document may be attempted using a 
variety of methods to defeat (or attempt to avoid) the "safety" characteristics of the title 
paper, including, as examples: 
a. "Washing" and "weathering" the document to minimize color, color contrasts, 

erasures, and other evidence of alteration. 
b. Bleach and re-typing of selected letters or digits to create the desired identifiers. 
c. Partial destruction of the document, including portions of the information that is to be 

altered. 
The actual incidence of use of altered documents at the State registration process is difficult 
to assess. The most common use is believed to occur during the direct sale of the vehicle to 
an innocent buyer. The use of altered documents are particularly appropriate however, 
when: 
a. Title documents are issued over-the-counter, at the time of application and without 

reference to a master title record for the vehicle. 
b. Multiple documents provide carbon copies of the title which are given to the owner of 

the vehicle. 
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c. Safety characteristics such as special paper, inks, or printing processes, are not 
incorporated in the title document. 

d. Photocopied documents are employed and accepted as legitimate evidence of title and 
registration. 

3.3 Slolen Documenls 
The use of stolen title and/ or registration documents has increased in recent years. cor 
example, stolen documents from Canada enable the fraudulent registration of stolen 
vehicles in Canada and, the importation and registration of Canadian stolen vehicles in the 
U.S. More importantly, the availability of these documents also allows the export of U.S. 
stolen vehicles to Canada. 
Documents that describe turrently registered vehicles or temporary operating permits stolen 
from automobile dealers are among the most commonly encountered forms of stolen 
ownership records. These documents may be altered if necessary to describe the stolen 
vehicle for which they are intended or, in the case of blank permits, completed in the 
original to create the impression of legitimacy. The incidence of thefts of blank title 
documents from DMV offices, leased State facilities and printing establishments, While 
infrequent, has caused considerable concern in those States where it lias occurred. 

B. Weaknesses in the Titling/ RegistraHon Process 
The vehicle theft techniques that are described in the previous subsection, when matched with a 
"generalized" or more common title/ registration process, indicate the vulnerability of that 
process and identify the characteristics of the various points in the process which reduce the 
potential for detecting an attempt to register or retitle stolen vehicles. A summary analysis of 
the vulnerability of the title/ registration process follows. The comments provided below are 
applicable to the generalized process and it must be recognized that variations are employed by 
individual States. 

1. Documenllnlake and Processing 
The intake process refers to the receipt of motor vehicle ownership documents by the 
Department of Motor Vehicles in conjunction with applications for titling non-resident 
(foreign) vehicles, re-titling local vehicles or recording changes in ownership. The 
documents submitted to DMV at this time are generally the current, existing title and 
registration certificates. Other documents (e.g., bill of sale, Manufacturer's Certificate of 
Origin, etc.) may be SUbmitted, however, in lieu of missing or nonexistent title/registration 
records. 
The intake process is susceptible to the receipt and acceptance of fraudulent documents 
when the following conditions exist: 
a. The absence of procedures which cause documents to be reviewed and inspected for 

indications of counterfeiting or alteration. Specifically, the intake process does not 
incorporate inspection of the document for integrity or interruption of the safety 
characteristics, or comparison with a known standard for evidence of counterfeiting. 

b. DMV counter clerks and supervisors are not specifically instructed nor trained to 
inspect and recognize indications of altered or counterfeit tltle/ registration documents. 
Most DMV personnel who are experienced in document processing are aware of the 
more obvious evidence of potentially fraudulent documents. However, personnel are 
seldom trained in this aspect of their work nor is its importance adequately stressed. As 
a result, the review of documents is generally cursory as it relates to the detection of 
fraudulent ownership records. 

c, Foreign (outside the issuing StMe) title documents are accepted and a local title issued, 
often without determining the validity of the foreign title. Initially, when foreign title 
documents are received, they are usually processed without reference to a known 
standard or existing document security characteristics. The absence of this specific 
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inspection procedure, even on a random sample basis, provides the opportunity for the 
acceptance of invalid, altered, or counterfeit foreign title documents. Further, many 
States do not communicate with or return foreign documents to the States of origin and 
thereby preclude the possibility of the discovery by the issuing State of the fraudulent 
documents. 

d. The issue of new titles is often completed without reference to the existing master file 
for the motor vehicle in question or without confirmation of the validity of the foreign 
title, in the case of non-resident vehicles. The potential for the acceptance of undetected 
fraudulent documents and the issuance of new valid title/ registration records is 
particularly great where the "over-the·counter" title process is employed. 

e. New titles are issued without reference to a regional or statewide stolen vehicle file or 
the automated Stolen Vehicle File maintained by the National Crime Information 
Center (NCIC). While the volume of routine ownership transfer/retitle transactions 
might prohibit the routine inquiry of the system for all vehicles, this type of inquiry is 
uncOl1tmon in the titling/ registration process. even for eKceptional transactions. High 
theft hazard vehicles. restored salvage vehicles. and title transfers received from several 
specific States whose title processes are susceptible to misuse are appropriate subjects 
for local and NCIC inquiry during title document processing. 

2. Vehicle Processing for Title/ Registration 
"Vehicle processing for title/registration" refers to those procedures that are employed to 
verify the identity of the vehicle for which title and registration documents are sought. 
These procedures are critical to the integrity of the titling process and any weakness in the 
system at this point severely impairs the ability of motor vehicle administrators to detect 
stolen vehicles. The absence of nrocedures providing for the physical inspection of motor 
vehicles. for which title is sought. is such a critical weakness. In the context of this 
discussion. the physical inspection of the vehicle is not for the purpose of approval of 
vehicle safety equipment. but rather is intended to confirm the identity of the vehicle as it is 
described by the related ownership records and to detect alterations of the vehicle' identifiers 
that may conceal a stolen vehicle. 
Vehicle inspection programs. while common to a large number of States, are neither 
universally employed nor effectively conducted. In most instances, only selected vehicles are 
subject to inspection and as a result many high theft hazard vehicles are not inspected in 
this manner during the titling/registration process. Where an inspection process is 
employed. the inspection may be inadequate as a result of: 
a. Failure to interpret the VIN provided on ownership records to determine that the 

vehicle description it contains is consistent with the vehicle that is presented and with 
the vehicle described in the ownership documents. 

b. Failure to inspect the VIN plate for signs of alteration and to interpret the VIN to 
determine that it is consistent with the vehicle on which it is attached. 

c. Acceptance of inconsistencies or apparent errors on documents and the attached VIN 
without reference to other identifiers on the vehicle. 

There is an absence of personnel designated and specially trained to perform the vehicle 
identity inspections. Generally. the vehicle inspection function is performed by any 
available DMV employee and/ or any available local peace officer. Relatively few Stutes 
provide or require speciill training in vehicle identification techniques to support the 
inspection program. As a result. most inspections are performed and the vehicles' identity 
accepted by persons unfamiliar with VIN derivation, VIN alteration methods or the specific 
procedures and techniques by which vehicle identity may be reliably established. 
Procedures to provide replacement of original vehicle identification numbers are generally 
inadequate to protect the integrity of the numbers. or the vehicle to which they are 
aSSigned. These procedures allow specially designated numbers to be placed on a vehicle to 
replace missing or damaged identification numbers. for the purpose of restoring a unique 
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identity to that vehicle. !;uch numbers are also used to provide original identification for 
special constructed, home-made, and similar vehicles for which no manufacturer's identifier 
exists. 
The lack of security and integrity of these numbers and the manner in which they are 
distributed or affixed to a vehicle provides an obvious potential for misuse to conceal the 
identity of stolen vehicles. In those States where special numbering programs exist, many of 
the following program defects impair the integrity of the system: 
a. Absence of control over the inventory and assignment of the special numbers. 
b. Inadequate physical or inventory control of the plates or tags upon which new numbers 

are placed. 
c. Inadequate control over attachment of assigned plates. 

3. Salvage Vehicle and Document Process 
The ability of commercial/professional vehicle theft operators to obtain ownership 
documents and vehicle identifiers from salvage vehicles has been summarized previoljsly in 
this chapter. These items become available as a result of the general absence or 
insufficiency of State controls governing the vehicle salvage/dismantling/rebuilding/scrap 
processing activities. 
The major weaknesses in the control of salvage vehicles and related ownership documents 
are: 
a. Original title documents associated with vehicles declared to be salvage, as a result of a 

total loss insurance settlement, frequently are not surrendered and/or returned to the 
local DMV or the State of issue. 

b. Notification of the salvage/totalloss nature of a vehicle is not routinely provided to 
DMV. 

c. The business operations and practices of auto wreckers, dismantlers, etc. are not 
generally re!;ulated or inspected. As a result: 
(I) Salvage vehicles bearing VIN plates and/or current registration tags may not be 

protected, providing the opportunity for the theft of the identifying numbers and 
tags with minimal hazard of discovery. 

(2) Records of salvage vehicles received and the final disposition of those vehicles are 
incomplete or non-existent. 

(3) Ownership of the vehicle acquired by wreckers and dis man tiers is not subject to 
review. 

(4) Vehicles acquired for salvage may be processed (destroyed) immediately without a 
waiting period following acquisition, thereby limiting the opportunity for inspection 
and the discovery of the stolen nature of the vehicle(s). 

d. VIN plate removal programs, still authorized in several States, eliminate the opportunity 
to inspect and identify salvage vehicles awaiting processing and expose VIN plates to 
loss and theft. 

e. Insurers may, after acql:iring title to totalloss/salvage vehicles, pass the original titles 
to a third party (e.g. auto dismantlers) without properly endorsing the title or otherwise 
being identified as a party to changes in ownership of those vehicles. 

C. Other Weaknesses 
In addition to the specific procedural weaknesses described previously in this chapter, other, 
more general, deficiencies exist that affect the oveml\ titlingiregistration process. 

1. Document Uniformity 
The fifty States employ a wide variety of forms that are intended to provide evidence of 
vehicle ownership. This lack of uniformity is evidenced in document size, appearance, 
presence (or absence) of document safety characteristics and data content. The m'ost 
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obvious results of the lack of title document uniformity include: 
a. The absence of document safety features with the resultant susceptibility of the 

document to alteration and counterfeiting. The ability to detect the misuse of legitimate 
titlc documents is impaired by the absence of these safety features. 

b. Lack of uniformity in document appearance. including size. color. and data format 
hampers the process of determining the validity of foreign title documents. DMV 
clerical personnel are not intimatelY familiar with tbe var:ety of documents they may 
receive for processing. represented to be legitimate certificates of title. Some document 
samples and standards for reference are available to these clerks. However. comparison 
of foreign documents with these references normally takes place only if the clerk has a 
specific concern about a particular document. Comparison of all foreign documents 
with reference samples is not normal proledure. 

c. Document storage capabilities and equipment. generally cannot easily accommodate the 
variety of document sizes that are presently in use. This lack of uniformity impedes 
internal handling procedures and the review of documents for alteration and 
counterfeiting. 

2. Title Document Security 
Weakn~sses exist in the measures taken to protect the safety of original blank title 
documents from th~ft. conversion. and misuse. In many agencies. inadequate procedures 
exist for: 
a. Control and security of original. blank title and registration forms at the time of 

printing. 
b. Inventory control and physical security of original. blank title documents during 

storage. 
c. Control of individual original title documents by the assignment of unique document 

identification numbers. 
d. Security of satellite motor vehicle offices where blank. original and lor completed title 

documents are stored. 
e. Security of motor vehicle dealer offices whe:'e blank. original Temporary Operating 

Permits are stored. 

3. Related Laws 
Several procedural weaknesses related Lv the title/registration process can be attributed to 
insufficient legal authority to monitor and control the process. The specific areas wherein 
the weakne~~es may be found include: 
a. Control 01 original title documents associated with salvage I total loss vehicles. State 

laws related to the total loss settlement I salvage vehicle situation do not uniformly 
require the surrender of the title and notification of this transaction to the DMV. At 
the same ti;ne. laws and DMV regulations are widely disparate concerning the use and 

. control of documents that provide evidence of salvage vehicle ownership and legitimate 
restoration. 

b. Licensing and regulation of the variety of auto wrecking/dismantling and related 
businesses. State laws may not provide adequate controls on the various business 
activities that are susceptible to abuse and aid vehicle theft activities. Where statutes 
exist to support administrative regulations, these controls are often insufficient to 
assure: 
(I) State licensing and regulation of business activities. including fees. infractions. and 

disciplinary procedures. 
(2) Complete business records related to the acquisition and disposition of salvage 

vehicle;, and major component parts. 
(3) Security of the business premises and vehicles in the possession of the business. 
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(4) Identification of vehicles awaiting disposition which allows cross reference to the 
business records. \ 

(5) Holding or waiting period between the acquisition and disposition of salvage 
vehicles, to allow inspection and investigation, if necessary, by local law 
enforcement officials. ' 

(6) Authority of designated officials to enter the business property for the purpose of 
inspecting the inventory and records of the business. 

c. Authority to investigate vehicles that bear altered, illegible, or missing identification 
numbers. Motor vehicle laws generally permit specific enforcement or investigative 
activities that may be necessary to establish vehicle ownership. Few statutes, however, 
expressly permit seizure 'of vehicles bearing a falsified or removed YIN. The absence of 
such legal authority, which is quite common throughout the U.S., is perceived to 
represent an impediment to effective law enforcement and investigation of motor vehicle 
theft. 
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Chapter III 
ANTI-THEFT GUIDELINE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter contains suggested policies and procedures that should be implemented to counteract 
the titling/registration procedural weaknesses described in Chapter II. 

A. Title Document Inspection 

1. Perceived System Weaknesses 
a. Absence of specific inspection and review procedures for the detection of altered or 

otherwise fraudulent documents. 
b. Inadequate standards or criteria for evaluation of documents. 
c. Existing document safety characteristics are not examined. 

2. Policy 
Title documents, foreign and local, should be subjected to inspection and testing 
procedures that are designed to detect fraudulent documents. 

3. Procedures 
a. Development of bi-Ievel (basic and detailed) procedures for evaluation of document 

integrity and value. Examples of typical document inspection procedures include: 
(I) Comparison of the docuw.;;nt to be processed with an accurate reproduction of a 

valid document, notir;g ~uch features as document size, texture, color, arrangement 
of data, type face styles, and the presence of specific document safety features 
(including watermarks, laminated stock, latent images, and ultra violet sensitive 
designs). 

(2) Close inspection of the document adequate to discover erasures, bleaching, artificial 
aging or weathering, retyping or photocopying. 

b. Analysis of the local or statewide motor vehicle theft problems to identify high theft 
hazard vehicles and foreign jurisdiction~ from which the greatest volumes of non
resident stolen vehicles are received, thereby assuring detailed evaluation of 
documentation pertaining to these vehicles. 

c. Analysis of document processing workload to identify the guidelines for the random 
selection of sample documents that are to be subjected to detailed review and 
inspection. 

d. Identification or the procedural locations at which document reviews will take place. 
e. Implementation of title document standards and installation of technical equipment 

necessary to inspect the various document safety characteristics. 

8. Uniform Certificate of Title and Manufacturer Certificate of Origin (MCO) 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

a. The lack of uniformity in size, data content, and format creates confusion and impairs 
the effectiveness and document processing systems. 

b. The lack of uniformity and the absence of uniform document .aret) characteristics 
increases the potential for the use of fraudulent documents ... ' '1.; '-•. J,,' .. ing the ability 
to detect such activity. 

c. Because of the variety of documents that enter the title/ registration process, records 
storage becomes inefficient, costly, and cumbersome. 

2. Policy 
Each State should issue a Certificate of Title a; evidence of motor vehicle ownership. 
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Selected data elements, format and document safety characteristics should be uniform 
among States for those documents designated as a Certificate of Title. 

3. Procedures 

a. Establish minimum requirements for a Certificate of Title and use of a document that is 
uniform in these requirements for data content, format, and safety characteristics. Due 
to the extensive efforts put forth by the American Association of Motor Vehicle 
Administrators (AAMVA) and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
D19.4 Subcommittee, a uniform Certificate of Title has been developed and is now 
available. NHTSA has officially recognized and endorsed this uniform title for 
implementation by the States. Similarly, NHTSA endorses the uniform Manufacturer 
Certificate of Origin that has been developed by the AMvlVA and the ANSI 
Subcommitlee. 

b. Adoption by all States of certificates of title conforming to the standard established by 
the above·mentioned organizations. 

C. Training for Document Intake 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

a. DMV personnel are not adequately instructed or trained, nor is necessary emphasis 
placed on inspection of the documents that are reviewed for indications of alteration or 
counterfeiting. 

b. Title documents, and specifically foreign certificates of title, are not inspected or 
compared against known document standards to determine if the document initially 
appears to be genuine. 

2. Policy 
DMV employees, responsible for conducting document inspectiuns and review, should 
receive specialized training. 

3. Procedures 
n. Creation of a specific training progmm (anent ion is drawn to NHTSA Training 

Program for Titling and Registration Personnel) to instruct selected employees in the 
techniques for: 
(I) Title document recognition. 
(2) Common techniques for alteration/ counterfeiting. 
(3) Use of standards, special equipment, etc. 
(4) Recognition of fraudulent documents. 
(5) Actions to be taken on discovery of fraudulent documents. 

b. Selection and training of personnel designated for the inspection program. 

D. Verification of Foreign Title 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

Local titles are issued, based on foreign title documents tendered as evidence of ownership, 
without communication with the State of origin to ascerlain the validity of the offered title. 
Further, some States do not return the original document to the State of origin, thereby 
reducing the opportunity for the detection of frauduknt documents at the point of issue. 

2. Policy 

Foreign title documents received from applicant~ during the titling! registration process 
should be returned to the State of issue, after il1itial inspection and review for verification 
of title, 
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3. Procedures 
Develop internal procedures to: 

a. Retain information from foreign title documents to provide evidence of ownership to 
support the issue of local title. Where local policy requires documentary evidence of the 
foreign title be retained, a photocopy should be acceptable. 

b. Return original title received during the transaction to the State of origin with a reque~t 
for immediate confirmation of title validity. I f effective interstate procedures can be 
established, exception reporting may be adequate. 

c. Validation by State of origin of vehicle identification and owner~hip infcrmation 
against master files. This also enables States of origin to delete old records from ma,ter 
files, thus reducing unneeded storage space. 

d. Delay final issue of the local title pending foreign title confirmation or until all 

established waiting period has elapsed. The waiting period should be sufticient to permit 
receipt of the foreign title by the State of origin and return of derogatory information 
concerning the title, if any, fro"1 the foreign jurisdlction. 

E. Confirmation of Valid Title 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

Transfer of title to motor vehicles may occur without reference to existing State records 
reflecting the ownership of the vehicle, or to vehicle theft records. to assure that the 

.persons requesting transfer are in legal possession. Under these conditions, evidence of 
fraud or illegal possession may only come to the attention of officials long after issuance of 
legitimate title documents has occurred. 

2. Policy 
Transfer of title to a motor vehicle should occur only after confirmation that the existing 
title and right to possession are as represented in application documents. 

3. Procedures 
a. On completion of initial document inspection and application acceptance processes, a 

conditional ownership permit may be issued pending confirmation of clear title. Sale or 
transfer of vehicles with conditional permits should only occur after final confirmation 
of title by DMV. 

b. State and local law enforcement agencies should report theft of motor vehicles to the 
motor vehicle department. 

c. DMV should "flag" title/registration records of vehicles reported as stolen within the 
State, the code to include the name of the reporting law enforcement agency. 

d. All transfers involving foreign titles, salvage vehicles, recovered vehicles, vehicles with 
questionable physical characteristics or unusual title documents should require direct 
confirmation of prior title by comparison with source records and clearance against 
NCIC and/ or State stolen vehicle listings. 

e. Where title/registration records of State (egistered vehicles have been "flagged," DMV 
should contact the reporting law enforcement agency to confirm the continued stolen 
status of the vehicle prior to reporting location of a "stolen vehicle." 

r. The time period associated with completion of these checks should be adequate to 
assure updating of the reference files and their current status to the date of application. 

g. The title status of all vehicles should be confirmed prior to issuance of clear title. 

F. Physical Examination of Vehicles 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

Title and registration are commonly issued to certain category vehicles without a VIN 
verification inspection or the vehicle inspection is performed by personnel who are 
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untrained and unfamiliar with vehicle identificatior. systems. The absence or inadequacy of 
this inspection represents a major weakness of the title process. 
Sophisticated techniques to alter the VIN and otherwise conceal the identity of a vehicle 
may be detected in the course of a detailed inspection, performed by personnel trained for 
that function. DMV personnel and law enforcement officers are often unfamiliar with 
vehide identification characteristics and the processcs by which the alteration of vehicle 
identification may be accomplished.' 

2. Policy 
Selected categories of motor vehicles should be subject to physical examination by trained 
personnel, at the time of titling/registration for the purpose of vehicle identification and 
verification of the integrity of the VIN. Vehicles subject to examination should include: 
a. Rebuillor restored salvage vehicles. 
b. Specially constructed and homemade vehicles. 
c. Foreign (non-resident) vehicles, both out-of-state and imported. 
d. Vehicles unregistered for more than I year prior to the current registration year. 
c. Selected high theft hazard vehicles as determined from a~alysis of statewide or regional 

vehicle theft records. 

3. Procedures 
a. Development of statute or administrative regulation to require the vehicle identification 

inspection for selected vehicles as necessary condition for the issue of title. 
b. P.ersonnel to be trained and authorized to perform vehicle identification inspections 

should be selected from the following State and local agencies or organizations: 
(I) Local law enfcrc~ment. 
(2) State police/ highway patrol. 
(3) DMV. 

c. As a minimum, the categories of vehicles that should be subject to the physical 
examination should include: 
(I) Rebuilt or restored salvage vehicles, whether or not ownership has transferred and 

regardless of the reason for the initial definition of the vehlcle as salvage. 
(2) Specially constructed and home-made vehicles, in order to identify any existing 

identification numbers and, in the event none are present, to assign and record the 
official identification number. 

(3) Foreign (non-resident) vehicles should be subject to inspection. In the event the 
volume of such vehicles exceeds the resources of a State to inspect every vehicle, 
then specific c1~.sses or types of vehicles within this category should be established 
and the inspection required of these. Typical classes of vchicles in this catcgory 
include: 
(a) high-theft hazard vehicles such as import models. iuxury vehicles, and certain 

motorcycles. 
(b) vehicles previously registered in selected States (e.g., recent title States, major 

vehicl\: theft problem States, adjoining States, etc.). 
(4) Selected high theft hazard vehicles, as determined from analysis of current statewide 

or regional vehicle theft data-the vehicles identified within this category may 
include consistent theft targets together with other vehicles that are determined to be 
current, though not necessarily long-standing theft targets. These additional vehicles 
may be added to the inspection program as necessary and replaced periodically by 
others, as required by the current vehicle theft situation. 

(5) Vehicles unregistered for more than I year prior to the current registration year. 
d. Per~,mllel designated to perform the vehicle identification i'nspections should, as a 

minimum. receiv< specific training and become proficient in the following tasks: 
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(1) Vehicle identification including recognition of the physical characteristics of vehicle 
makes, models. and model years. 

(2) VI N derivation and interpretation of the vehicle description from the content of the 
VIN. 

(3) Location and techniques for the inspection' of the VIN and other vehicle identifiers 
on the vehicle. 

(4) Techniques for al!eration and replacement of the VIN. 
e. The inspection of the vehicle should be conducted with reference to the original 

ownership records that are submitted with the application for title. The inspection 
should, as a minimum. include: 
(1) Comparison of the VIN with the number listed on the ownership records. 
(2) Inspection of the VIN plate to detect possible alteration, modification or other 

evidence of fraud. 
(3; Interpretati()n of the VIN recorded on the original ownership documents to assure 

that it d~scribes the vehicle presented for inspection. 
(4) Resolve any discrepancies that are observed between the attached VIN and the 

ownership documents. 
f. When the inspection determines that an original, assigned identification number is 

required, this assignment should be performed prior to continuation of the application 
intake process. 

G. Vr~hicle Identification Number Assignment 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

States without a "VIN replacement" program lack effective control over a large class of 
vehicles. The lack of a controlled identifier on a vehicle cannot be considered de fact.o 
evidence of illegal possession thereby frustrating one of the principal mechanisms for 
combating fraudulent acquisition of motor vehicles. 
States that do have programs requiring assignment of unique identifiers to vehicles lacking 
a manufacturer generated number or an illegible or otherwise unacceptable number, often 
allow the following practices which limit the effectiveness of those programs: 
a. Numbers are developed and attached to the vehicle by the owner, withollt control or 

involvement by DMV. 
b. Special VIN "plates," bearing the state.assigned identification number are provided to 

the vehicle owner but are attached without the assistance or control of the DMV. 
c. State issued and assigned VIN plates are no'! subject to effective inventory/assignment 

contml procedures. 
This lack of contr,}1 over the assignment and Elttachment of special identification numbers 
impairs 'ihe in\~gritl of the special numbering program and offers the potential for misl!se 
to conc/lal the ider,tity of stolen vehicles. 

2. Policy 

Vehicle. that do not b~ar acceptable (manu.facturer assigned and attached) veh;c\e 
identil!cation n'Jmbers, tags, and markingr., but which can be otherwise legitimately 
identIfied, should have such identificat.torl assigned and attached to the vehicle by the DMV 
in <lccordance wilh Vehicle Equipment Safety Commission Regulation, VESC-18, 
Standardized Replacement vehicle Identification Number System. 

3. Prt~CedllreF. 

a. Enactment of ;,tatute or issu?nce of administrative regulation to describe a stnte· 
contmlled VIN replacement progmm, applicable to specific a~,legories of vehicles, sur.h 
as: 
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(I) Specially conmucted and home-made vehicles which do not bellr an acceptable, 
unique manufacturer-generated identification number. 

(2) All vehicles from which the manufacturer assigned VIN is missing. 
(3) All vehicles which bear an ahered, damaged, or otherwise illegible VIN. 

b. Special procedures should be implemtnted to assure confirmation of original 
identification of the vehicle including orillinally assigned VIN. In all cases the original 
VIN should be utilized as the special ID number when it can be determined. 

c. Recommended special VIN plates should be designed and used. They should be 
permanently attached and sllsceptible to destruction upon removal, once attached. The 
VIN plates should be distinctive, bearing State ide:aification, the manufacturer's VIN 
or replacement VIN, and a State control number. 

d. Attachment of the sped'll plate should be performed only by specially trained 
personnel, designated by the DMV. Storage of plates awaiting use should be secure and 
subject to detailed inventory and assignment controls. 

e. State vehicle titling/ registration records should indicate application of special plates, 
the plate number, and the original VIN when determinable. 

f. Program records should provide detailed inventory control for used and unused plates. 
In addition, each plate assigned should be supported by records identifying the vehicle 
and owner, State personnel involved and the reason for the assignment. 

H. Salvage Vehicle and Document Control 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

Major system procedural weaknesses pertaining to salvage vehicles and associated 
ownership records are as follows: 
a. Original title documents for salvage vehicles are available without notation of the 

condition of the vehicle and are, thereby, susceptible to misuse to conceal the identity 
of stolen vehicles. 

b. The State of issue of the original title may not be notified of the condition of the 
vehicle. 

c. VIN plates are removed from salvage vehicles thereby reducing the later possibility of 
identifying the vehicle. Further, inadequately secured VIN plates are susceptible to theft 
and misuse. 

d. Identification and ownership of major component parts used in the restoratio'. of the 
vehicle need not be demonstrated. 

e. Title certificates issued to rebuilt salvage vehicles do not indicate the previous physical 
condition of the vehicles. 

2. Policy 

A program should be established to require: 
a. The owner of a vehicle, which is the subject of a total loss insurance settlement and 

thereby declared to be a salvage vehicle, to surrender the certificate of title for that 
vehicle to the State in which the salvage occurs. . 

b. The State in which salvage occurs, upon receipt of the original title, issues a salvage 
certificate of title or other appropriate document, and in the case of a foreign title 
document, notifies the State of origin of the salvage action taken when returning the 
original title for confirmation of validity. 

c. Transfer and surrender of the "Certification of Salvage" to the purchaser of salvaged 
vehicles as evidence of purchase from the original holder of the certificate. 

d. Notification to DMV within a specified period of the complete dismantling or 
destru~tion of t.he vehicle by a licensed wrecker / dismantler, or related business. 

e. Re-titling and registration of a rebuilt salvage vehicle after complying with the required 

16 
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physical inspection, demonstrating satisfactory evidence of ownership and complying 
with other applicable laws and regulations. 

f. The Certificate of Title issued following the restoration or rebuilding of a salvage 
vehicle to include a notation stating that the vehicle is rebuilt. 

3. Procedures 

a. The owner of a vehicle, declared to be a salvage vehicle, should surrender the 
Certificate of Title, originally issued for the vehicle, to the State in which salvage occurs 
within ten days of the determination of the status of the vehicle. The surrendered title 
should also contain or be accompanied with evidence of a transfer of ownership, if 
apphc<!!:Jle, of the salvage vehicle. When the salvage vehicle is the subject of a total loss 
insurance settlement, the insurer should receive the title document and be responsible 
for its transmittal to DMV. 

b. The State of issue should return to the specified owner of the vehicle a salvage 
certificate of title which should constitute the sole evidence of ownership of the salvage .. 
The salvage title should be valid for transfer of ownership by assignment. Salvage titles 
should be recognized and accepted by other States as valid proof of ownership in 
interstate title transfer. 

c. The owner of a salvage vehicle acquired for the purpose of dismantling or destruction 
should, within ten days after such acquisition, surrender to DMV the license plates for 
the vehicle (if they are available) and notify DMV of the final status of the vehicle. The 
V1N plate should remain on the vehicle to facilitate inspection of the vehicle, if 
necessary, prior to dismantling or destruction. Vehicles received without VIN must have 
certification of identification by a law enforcement agency and such certification should 
be attached to the certificate of salvage. 

d. Application for title for a rebuilt salvage vehicle should be accompanied by: 
(I) Salvage certificate of title as evidence of ownership. 
(2) Evidence of ownership for those major component parts, specified by the DMV, 

which were required for rebuilding the vehicle. 
e. The re-issued certificate of title should bear a notation describing the vehicle as a rebuilt 

salvage vehicle. 

I. Automobile Wreckers, Dismantlers and Related Businesses 

The lack of regulation of the business conditions and practices of concerns that deal primarily 
in salvage vehicles and vehicle parts provide substantial opportunity for the use of the 
businesses to conceal or destroy stolen vehicle. and market stolen components. Specific vehicle 
theft activities and conditions which impact on the effectiveness of deterrent programs include: 

a. Ability to acquire and dispose of vehicles and major component parts without 
accountability. 

b. Availability, without control, of VIN plates and current license plates. 
c. Lack of security for vehicles awaiting disposition. 

d. The precipitous dismantling or destruction of vehicles of potential concern in 
investigation of vehicle theft cases, thereby eliminating the opportunity of inspection. 

e. Inadequate procedures for the disposition of abandoned vehicles. 

2. Policy 

A program should be established to license and regulate the business practices of concerns 
commonly known as auto wreckers, dismantlers, rebuilders, mobile crushers, demolishers 
and transporters to assure compliance with procedures intended to limit fraudulent practices 
supporting vehicle theft and illegal conversion of vehicle titles. In addition, those municipal 

17 
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areas experiencing high theft rates should consider procedures relating to the Iicensint> and 
bonding of tow truck operators. 

3. Procedures 

a. Development of statutes and administrative regulations to require the licensing, control, 
and inspection of concerns whose primary business is the salvage and sale of motor 
vehicles and their salable component parts, the demolition of motor vehicles or the 
rebuilding of salvage vehicles. 

b. Specific regulatory requirements should include: 
(I) Maintenance of sufficient business records to demonstrate the acquisition and 

disposition of each vehicle and major component parts acquired during the course 
of business. 

(2) Holding period between the acquisition and disposition of vehicles to allow for the 
inspection of the vehicles to determine identity and ownership. 

(3) The surrender of license plates acquired with vehicles. 
(4) A secure storage area for vehicles and component parts. 
(5) Authority for the inspection of the business practices, records. and stored inventory 

by designated officials. 
(6) Specific notification to DMV of the acquisition. status, and disposition of vehicles 

received. 
c. Periodic inspection of businesses licensed as described above for the purpose of 

monitoring the business practices and inspecting the vehicles and component parts 
under the control of the business. 

J. Salvage Vehicle Ownership 
1. Perceived System Weakness 

a. Ownership records and the chain of possession of salvage vehicles are incomplete and 
do not reflect the actual possession, including title. of the vehicle by the insurer. 

b. DMV, which issues and maintains the vehicle ownership records, may not receive either 
timely or accurate notification of the salvage character of the vehicle or the subsequent 
constructive transfer of ownership. 

c. Ownership documents submitted at the time of application for title for a restored 
salvage vehicle may not accurately describe the chain of ownership of the salvage 
vehicle. 

2. Policy 

Each party that receives title to a vehicle declared to be salvage. as the result of a total loss 
insurance settlement, should be endorsed as a title holder on the appropriate ownership 
documents and appear as such in the chain of ownership that will be developed for the 
vehicle. Specifically, the insurer making the total loss settlement should endorse the title 
document to reflect actual possession of title to the salvage vehicle prior to any subsequent 
ownership. 

3. Procedures 

Enactment of statutes or issuance of administrative regulations which, in conjunction with 
the procedures supporting Salvage Vehicle and Document Control. should require the 
endorsement on the original Certificate of Title of the direct transfer of ownership of the 
salvage vehicle from the insured to the insurer or any other party. Each transaction 
subsequent to the initial transfer of ownership should be recorded on the approved Salvage 
Certificate of Title. 

18 
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Appendix B 

NHTSA GUIDELINES FOR STATE MOTOR VEHICLE TITLING 
AND ANTI-THEFT PROGRAMS 

I. Introduction 
This guideline specifies uniform procedures that should be adopted by all States for the 
titling of motor vehicles and for the disposition of titles after vehicles are sold for salvage. 
These model procedures are designed to address the major problems identified in the 
operation of a State motor vehicle titling program as they relate to the reduction of motor 
vehicle theft. 

H. Definitions 
"Certificate of title" means a document issued by a State as proof of a vehicle's ownership 
for purposes of registration or assignment • 
.. Reconstructed motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle which has at any time been a 
salvage nhicle and for which application is made to a State for retitling. 
"Salvage vehicle" means a motor vehicle which is sold for the purpose of being scrapped, 
dismantled, destroyed, or salvaged for parts. 

III. Model Procedures 
Each State should have a motor vehicle titling program which provides for the following: 
A. Requires the issuance of a certificate of title upon proof of purchase to each owner of a 

motor vehicle, other than a dealer who has purchased a vehicle for purposes of resale, 
and should provide space on the certificate of title for an affidavit, or other declaration 
authorized by law, by the seller that the vehicle is or is not being sold as a salvage vehicle. 

B. Requires each owner of a motor vehicle, for which a certificate of title has been issued, 
who scraps, dismantles, destroys, or salvages for parts the vehicle, or who sells the 
vehicle as a salvage vehicle, to surrender the certificate of title to the appropriate agency 
of the issuing State for cancellation. Also, insurance companies, which acquire a vehicle 
after being declared a total loss, should be required to surrender the certificate of title 
to the appropriate agency of the issuing State. 

C. Requires the issuance of a specially designated certificate of title for each reconstructed 
vehicle and that the request for such certificate be accompanied by a cancelled 
certificate of title or by such other evidence of ownership as the State shall require. 

D. Provides that no reconstructed vehicle may be permanently registered for highway use 
unless it has been inspected for safety in accordance with State criteria, and by an 
inspector authorized by the State to determine that the vehicle is in fact the vehicle 
which has been sold for salvage pursuant to (8) above. 

E. Requires a record of the vehicle identification number (VIN) of each vehicle for which a 
title is issued and of each vehicle for which a title is submitted for cancellation pursuant 
ro~~~ . 

F. Requires that the State return to the State of origin the title document obtained in the 
retitling process. 

G. Requires the State to transmit the VIN of each vehicle which is stolen to the National 
Crime Information Center. 

H. Requires the State to query its records to determine if the VIN of the vehicle whose 
owner seeks titling corresponds to a vehicle which has either been stolen or whose title 
has been cancelled and, in the case of an out-of-state vehicle, physically verifying the 
VIN and querying the National Crime Information Center to determine if the vehicle 
has been stolen. 

I. Requires the assignment of license plates to owners and not to vehicles. 
J. Requires the State to provide for the control of salvage vehicle transactions by the 

issuance of a salvage certificate of title, or other document evidencing ownership of the 
salvage vehicle, prior to its being retitled as a motor vehicle. 

K. Requires that sufficient safeguards are attached to the issuance of special and/ or 
replacement vehicle identification plates to eliminate their misuse. 

L. Requires the certificates of title to be manufactured from materials that will reveal 
document counterfeiting and/ or tampering. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. Thank you, Ms. Olaybrook. We are delighted that 
you took the time out from your busy schedule to come up here. 

Next we have Mr. Philip B. Heymaml, Assistant Attorney General 
in charge of the Oriminal Division of the Department of Justice. 

We are happy to have you. Your testimony will be printed in full in 
the record and, as I suggested to Ms. Olaybrook, you might wish to 
proceed informally, chatting with us, and hitting the highlights and 
make any reference you might care to about anything that has tran
spired this morning. 

Before you proceed, would you be kind enough to introduce us to 
this impressive entourage of henchmen you brought with you this 
morning. 

STATEMENT OF PHILIP B. HEYMANN, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY 
GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL ABBELL, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CRIMINAL DIVISION; WILLIAM J. 
RILEY, SPECIAL AGENT, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA· 
TION; RALPII C. CULVER AND STEPHEN M. WEGLIAN, GEN
ERAL LITIGATION AND LEGAL ADVICE SECTION, CRIMINAL 
DIVISION 

Mr. HEYl\IANN. It is because I brought such an array of expertise 
with me, Mr. Scheuer, that I will make my own statement very short. 

At my far left and your right is Mr. Michael Abbell, Director of 
the Oriminal Division's Office of International Affairs. I am relying 
on him to answer your questions. 

Next to him is MI'. William J. Ri]ey, special agent, Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and an expert on property theft. 

On my right and on your left is, first, Ralph Culver, and then Steve 
Weglian, both in the Crimina] Division in the Gf'neral Litigation and 
Legal Advice Section and both specializing in preventive measures. 

With that introduction, I will be very short and go to the informal 
session. 

There has already been reference before this committee, MI'. Ohair
man and members, to the fact that we are. seeing an increase in the 
amount of auto theft .. We are seeing a shift in auto theft apparently 
away from ioyrid!'l's, that number going clown to 50 percent, and in the 
direction of professional activities. We strongly suspect that a great 
part of the professional thefts of cars is accomplished for the purpose 
of chop-shop operations, taking cars apart and selling the pieces at that 
greatly expanded rate that you referred to earlier. 

[Testimony resumes on p: 355.] 
[Mr. Heymann's prepared statement and attachments follow:] 
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My name is Philip B. Heymann. I am the Assistant Attorney 

General in charge of the Criminal Division of the United States 

Department of Justice. I am also Co-chairman of the Federal Inter

egency Committee on Auto Theft Prevention. Accompanying me today 

are four representatives of the Department who are quite knowledge

able about the motor vehicle problem. Messrs. Michael Abbell, 

Ralph C. Culver, and Stephen M. Weg1.ian are attorneys in the Criminal 

Division. Mr. William J. Riley is a Special Agent of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation. Mr. Abbell is the Director of the Criminal 

Divis~ill'S Office of International Affairs. Messrs. Culver and 

Weglian have worked with the Interagency Committee and ~ave helped 

draft the legislation presently before your Subcommittees. 

Mr. Riley is the manager of the General Property Crimes Program 

of the FBI's Criminal Investigative Division. It is a pleasure for 

us to appear before your Subcommittees today. We commend both 

Chairmen and their respective staffs in holding these House hearings 

on one of the most important crime prevention measures presently 

before the Congress. 

}futor vehicle related theft is a serious national crime 

~roblem. In 1978 alone over three million crimes were reported to 

law enforcement relating to the theft of the vehicle itself (991,600), 

ics accessories (1,142,800), and its contents (1,017,200). 
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Of course, countless thousands of such violations, especially 

the last two, were never reported to law enforcement. Besides 

the problem of sheer numbers. this crime produces !nilli.ons of 

victims, increases insurance costs, end taxes the criminal 

justice system. In addition, each year thousands of American 

youths take their first steps towards developing into career 

criminals by stealing a motor vehicle. 

Prior to 1970 the major portion of the motor vehicle theft 

problem related to the juvenile, the so-called "joyrider", But. 

while juveniles still constitute approximately 50 per cent of those 

arrested for motor vehicle theft, statistics show that the crime 

is becoming mOre professional. The professionalization of motor 

vehicle theft is evidenced not only by the declining rate of the 

juvenile share of those arrested for,motor vehicle theft. (down 

from 61.9% in 1967 to 50.6% in 1978) but also by the decreasing 

dollar value of stolen vehicles ever recovered, (down from 86% in 

1967 to 60.6% in 1978), the increased thefts of trucks (up 76.6% 

in 1978 over 1974), and the growing theft of "off-highway" vehicles 

used in the construction and farming industries. As a result of 

the growing "chop shop" problem, the legitimate salvage vehicle 

industry in some geographical areas of the country is teetering on 

the edge of its destruction because it is confronted with growing 

control of its activity by criminal elements. 

. 
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At present it is fair to'say that near~y 50 per cent of all 

vehicle theft is done for profit and fraud and not just for fun and 

transportation. The cost to the owner and tagpayer is estimated to 

be over $4 billion a year. Organized crime groups are becoming 

more involved with this illegal activity because of its immense 

profit potential with minimal risk. And while motor vehicle 

theft statistics had held rather constant during the past decade, 

they increased at an alarming rate of 10 per cent in 1979 over 

1978. The increase was reflected in all geographical areas: 

north, south, east, west, urban, suburban and rural. 

The Criminal Division of the United States Department of 

Justice recognized the changing nature of the motor vehicle theft 

problem in the mid 1970's as did the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion. The number of ring caGes under investigation by the ~~I 

at anyone time increased from 125 in 1970 to nearly 650 in 1979. 

In March 1975 the Federal Interagency Committee on Auto Theft 

Prevention was created. It is co-·chaired by the Department of 

Justice and the Department of Transportation. Representatives on 

the Committee come from three other Federal Departments - Treasury, 

State, and Commerce - and include such agencies as the National Highway 

Traffic and Safety Administration (NHTSA) the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation (FBI), the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). 

the Census Bureau and the United States Customs Service. The ultimate 

goal adopted by the Committee was to reduce the theft of motor 
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vehicles by promoting: (1) The installation of improved locking 

systems for motor vehicles; (2) improvements in motor vehicle 

titling and controls over vehicle salvage; (3) better vehicle 

and component part identification; (4) establishment of export 

controls and recovery of stolen vehicles from foreign countries; 

(5) better coord~.ted law enforcement; and (6) increased citizen 

participation agsJlnst motor vehicle theft. 

The Fedf.tral Interagency Committee, as well as others who 

have studied the problem, realized that the motor vehicle theft 

problem is a very co-mplex one to which there is no single or 

quick solution and that the solution requires the cooperation of 

federal and state governments, the private sector, and the O'Hners 

and users of motor vehicles. In October 1978 the National 

Workshop on Auto Theft Prevention was held in New York City. 

This Workshop, sponsored by the New York State Senate Committee 

on Transportation under an LEAA grant, brought tag~t~~r for the 

first time at a national level all of the parti~s affected by the 

vehicle theft problem. The highly successful Workshop produced 

a ::Jeries of recommendations which are serving as a de facto blue 

print fo~ the actions now underway at the state and federal levels. 

In November and December of 1979 the United States Senate 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations held extensive hearings 

on the professional motor vehicle theft and the chop shop problem. 

I 
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The hearings amply demonstrate the changing nature of motor 

vehicle theft. Director Webster of the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation testified at the hearings and the Department of Justice 

cooperated fully, as did other law enforcement agencies, with this 

Senate investigation. 

As indicated before, the States have a major role to 

play in curb;mg motor vehicle theft. In terms of law enforce-

ment itself they represent over 99 per cent of manpower resources 

that are applied to this criminal activity. They are uniquely 

suited to deal with the juvenile criminal justice aspect. Of 

equal importance, however, from the standpoint of prevention is 

that the states can, through the use of their motor vehicle depart

ments and insurance departments, exercise appropriate controls which 

will help detect and prevent motor vehicle theft and fraud by 

preventing or curbing the ability of the fences to dispose of the 

vehicle in whole or in part after it hall been stolen. The states 

are, therefore, in a unique position to help take the "profit" out 

of stolen motor vehicles. 

The state motor vehicle departments can establish, in coopera

tion with their sister states, a uniform titling system as well as 

controls over the disposition of used motor vehicles and motor 

vehicle parts. The state insurance departments can ensure that 

insurance companies do not contribute to the problem through lax 

business practices. It should be noted that informed persons now 

believe that 10 to 15 per cent of all veh.~cle theft may in fact be 
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an attempt to defraud an insurance company by the owner of the 

vehicle. Accordingly, the motor vehicle theft problem is also 

becoming a white collar crime. 

The Federal Government itself has'a role to play. Con

sistent with the Department of Justice's decision in 1970, its 

investigative and prosecutive priorities are directed toward the 

large interstate ring cases. The FBI currently expends approxi

mately 2 per cent of its resources towards motor vehicle theft. 

Over 80 per cent of this manpower is spent on ring cases and the 

remainder is spent on individual cases involving exceptional cir

cumstances. Contrary to some belief, the Federal Government is 

not out of the motor vehicle theft racket. While the overall 

resources devoted to this activity have been diminished over the 

past decade, the Department of Justice is committed -- consistent 

with the resources and priorities -- to providing its fair share 

to fight the interstate ring activity. 

Besides its supplemental enforcement role, the federal 

Government has, through the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis

tration (NHTSA), utilized the "safety" authority provided under the 

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 to establish 

the first "anti-theft" standard for automobiles manufactured or 

sold after January 1, 1970. Basically, this measure, known as 

Hotor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 114, required the steering column 

to lock when the ignition key was removed. We believe that 

Standard No. 114 did help to stem the rising tide of auto theft in 
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the late 1960's and to hold the national total for motor vehicle 

theft to around one million vehicles a year during the 1970·s, 

Standard 114 was effective against the untrained juvenile and the 

novice. But the growing professionalization of motor vehicle theft 

and its serious increase in 1979 indicate that the security measures 

of Standard No. 114 are no longer sufficient to control the problem 

in the 1980's. 

At present numerous states are examining their laws relating 

to vehicle titling and controls over vehicle salvage. The American 

Association of MOtor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) has increased 

its suPport for strong, but workable, administrative controls in 

this important crime prevention area. The National Association of 

Attorneys General (HAAG) has published a booklet entitled Organized 

Auto Theft which describes the legal activity now underway in ma~y 

states. The New York State Senate Committee on Transportation has 

followed up its excellent work on the National Workshop on Auto Theft 

Prevention by publishing a report entitled Auto Theft, 1979 which 

serves more or less as a ''Who's Who" in the motor vehicle theft 

prevention effort. 

In December 1979 Governor Edward J. King of the Commonwealth 

of Massachusetts created a Task Force on Automobile Theft for his 

State. Massac~etts has led the nation in motor vehicle theft for 

the last 15 years. The Task Force produced a report in March 1980 

entitled "Auto Theft in Massachusetts - An Executive Response. 1I MOst of 

its legislative recommendations have been incorporated into the 

--------------------------------------------------
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legislative package which the Governor has submitted to the state 

legislature. Several of its other recommendations have already 

been partially implemented including increased law enforcement actions . 
by both state agencies and local jurisdictions. This report is 

one of the most comprehensive studies done from the perspective of 

what one state can do to cont~bute to this national effort 

against motor vehicle theft. 

Illinois Secretary of State Alan J. Dixon has been instru

mental in forming the Midwest Task Force on Auto Theft Preven-

tion. This comprehensive Task Force contains representatives from 

Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana, and Michigan. 

They are working together toward a comprehensive regional appr9ach 

to motor vehicle theft'prevention. 

Many other states have recently examined or are presently 

examining their laws concerning the titling of motor vehicles and 

the controls over the disposition of vehicle salvage. There can 

be little doubt that spreading across the nation is a realization 

that there must be adequate, but reasonable,controls over vehicle 

salvage in order to curtail the market for stolen motor vehicles 

and their parts. The broad-based and cooperative efforts being 

undertaken in the various states is a wonderful example of the 

principle of "Federalism" working at its best. 

l 
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The National Highway Traffic Safety Administzation (NHTSA) 

of the United states Department of Transportation has recently 

issued a publication entitled Anti-Theft Guidelines Manual for 

State Motor Vehicle Titling Programs. This manual consolidates 

those principles which are felt by most experts to be necessary 

by the state motor vehicle departments to help control and prevent 

professional motor vehicle theft and fraud. Most of the guidelines 

have already been incorporated in the Uniform Vehicle Code (UVC), 

which serves as the model law for the states on vehicular matters, 

by the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances 

at its meeting in August 1979. It is hoped that the States will use 

all available sources of infornlatj.on and funding to attack this 

problem in accordance with the guidelines and procedures recommended 

in this manual in order to help take the profit out of motor vehicle 

theft. 

The Department of Justice is in the process of revising its 

prosecutive guidelines relating to interstate motor vehicle theft. 

This proposed revision has been carried out in conSUltation with 

the nation's law enforcement community. The proposed revision is 

intended to clarify the goals and procedures of the policy. The 

revision will not change the basic thrust of the existing federal 

policy that federal resources should be expended primarily on 
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interstate ring activity. Efforts are also underway with the 

Republic of Ma~ico to improve the recovery and return of vehicles, 

as well as vessels and aircraft, which were stolen in one country 

and taken to the other. 

While the states, private industry, and indi'ridual vehicle 

owners all have their responsibilities, the federal government 

also has the obligation to do those things which are appropriately 

within the responsibility of the national government. The various 

provisions of H~R. 417&. the MOtor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act, 

reflect those areas where the Federal GoverIlment can contribute 

to this fight. The Federal Interagency Committee helped draft the 

predecessor to H.R. 4178 in the 95th Congress (H.R. 14252). 

The Department of Justice supports the enactment of H.R. 4178. 

We are in agreement with the section-by-section analysis printed in 

the Congressional Record at the time of the introduction of 5.1214 

in the Senate which is identical to H.R. 4178. I have attached a 

copy of the section-by-section analysis as Appendix I. We note 

that both H,R. 4178 and S.U14 have broad-based support in the 

Congress. We do have three specific suggested changes to Title II 

of the bill which are set forth in Appendix II. We feel these 

changes will make the bill more workable. We have seen and reviewed 

the suggested changes to Title III of the bill proposed by the 

Coalition to Halt Auto Theft (CHAT). These suggested changes improve 

the clarity of the bill and meet with our approval. They clearly 

remove from the coverage of the prohibitions of Title III 

certain legal and/or accidental destruction of the 
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identification numbers on motor vehicles and motor vehicle parts. 

We are not in a position at this time to comment upon other 

possible changes to Title II of the bill which we have heard being 

discussed. However, we are not opposed to changes to Title II as 

long as they do not harmfully limit or needlessly hamper the 

security authority being provided the Secretary of Transportation 

under the bill. We and NHTSA are willing to discuss specific 

changes to Title II of the bill with your staff if such consulta

tion is desired. 

In response to questions raised by your staff we will pro

vide some specific comments on some aspects of the bill. 

Title II 

Title II is the cornerstone of this legislative effort. 

It is the essential preventative aspect of the bill. It s~ould be 

remembered that any federal standard issued should be cost

beneficial. The requirements of a standard must take into considera

tion any inconvenience to the consumer. Identification numbers on 

the major components of the motor vehicle are an essential tool 

necessary for law enforcement if the "chop shop" activity is to be 

curtailed. Improved ignition locking systems are also necessary to 

reduce the number of motor vehicle thefts which in 1979 should be 

around 1.1 million vehicles. We concur in the findings of the 

Arthur Little study entitled Yehicle Anti-Theft Security System Design 
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that imp;roved ignition systems can help eliminate "juvenile" 

theft and seriously hinder the ability of professional thieves to 

steal a ~ehicle. We are confident that innovative and cost 

effective systems can be created by the motor vehicle manufacturers 

to accomplish this goal. 

In the absence of a mandatory federal standard there is, 

however, no real incentive for a motor vehicle manufacturer to 

develop such techniques because of the cost disadvantage it would 

create for the manufacturer over its competitors. The manufacturers 

are simply unwilling to risk their limited capital to undertake such 

an effort unless all competitors must do so also. In the last ten 

years manufacturers have improved their locking systems. But the 

fact remains that the increase in deterrence is measured in seconds 

and any thief who has a modicum of experience can steal practically 

any vehicle he desires at any time. Something must be done about 

this. The average retail price of new motor vehicles because of 

inflation will undoubtedly be over $10,000 at the time of the 

realistic effective date of this legislat;i.on should it be enacted by 

Congress this year. A minimal part of the initial cost of a new motor 

vehicle should'be an effective security system. We are confident that 

such.cost-effective systems can be created. As a nation, we have 

lamented for decades about the "joyriderft and all its detrimental 

societal aspects. In the 19PO's the technology has arrived that 

68-093 0 - 80 - 23 
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can substantially eliminate the "joyrider" problem in the future. 

In conclusion, Title II would require that future motor vehicles 

be designed with better security features. This would include 

improved ignition locking systems and identification numbers for 

the major crash components on the vehicle. The former is 

essential to eliminate the "joyrider" and slow down the profes

sional while the latter is essential to help control the "chop shop" 

activity and the disposition of stolen vehicles and their major 

component parts by the fences. 

Title III 

This title squarely places federal criminal law behind the 

prevantative measures of Title II. It wilL give the federal 

government better prosecutive tools to deal with professional inter

state theft rings. It will help take the profit out of the inter

state aspect of this activity. As previously, noted, the suggested 

changes to this title by CHAT improve the bill. The most important 

feature of this title is the application of the RICO statute 

(18 U.S.C. 1961 et seq.) to professional motor vehicle theft rings. 

The forfeiture p=ovisions of RICO can meaningfully·convince business

men not to traffic in stolen motor vehicles and their parts. Title 

III also makes some changes in e:lcisting federal law. One of these 

is Section 303 which will ease the federal jurisdictional burden 
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in present law. This modification is consistent with the approach 

to stolen property taken in the Senate version of the proposed 

new Federal Criminal Code by 5.1722 in Sections 1731-1733 thereof. 

In addition, the insel:'tion of the word "possesses" into the present 

Dyer Act will facilitate our prosecutions of the fences of stolen 

motor vehicles. This provision is also consistent with 5.1722 as 

well as H.R. 6915, the House version of the new Federal Criminal 

Code. Neither of these provisions imposes any affirmative defense 

or other burden on t:he defendant. The prosecutor must still prove 

the defendant knew the vehicle to be stolen (i.e. had guilty 

knowledge). These provisions are intended to facilitate efforts of 

federal pl:osecutors in deal.ing with this interstate crime by 

removing unnec~ssary technical or legal impediments which do not 

concern the guilt or innocence of the accused. 

Title IV 

We are unaware of any objection to the substance of Title 

IV. This is an essential provision to control the exporting of 

stolen vehicles. As we all. know, export and import matters are the 

primary responsibility of the federal government. While some 

objection has been raised to Section 403 of the bill, it should be 

noted that this provision simply provides Custom officers with the 

same authority as now held by other federal law enforcement officers. 

In view of the new responsibilities given by Title IV to the United 
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States Customs Service, it needs authority to enforce such provi

sions. Section 403 sives such authority and brings Customs up to 

the same level as other federal law enforcement agencies. 

Title V 

Section 501 has created some objections. This provision calls 

for a study by the Attorney General of the "off-highway" vehicle 

theft problem. For over the past three years the Department has 

been pressed by the users of such vehicles to do something. We 

have heard complaints about the growing theft of such vehicles. 

We have by our investigated activities observed more criminal 

activity in this area. Because the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) 

does not include these type:; of vehicles as ''motor vehicles" 

within its reporting provisions, we cannot provide concrete sta

tistics on the scope of the theft problem. However, the concern 

of the users and the e."qlerience of our criminal inv<lstigations 

cause us to believe that this is a growing problem which, at the 

least, must be studied, The recent segment on the TV shO',o/ 

60 Minutes concerning this problem more than adequately demonstrates 

the need for this study. In alJ. candc.r, we are somewhat surprised 

by the intensity of the objections to this study. Such fervor 

can almost in and of itself be cause for a thorough study of this 

area. A criminal problem of an estimated magnitude of more than 

$500 million a year cannot be ignored. 

Conc J.us ion 

Finally, I have attached as Appendix III a list of 10 

questions and the answers thereto which are often asked con

cerning this important legislation. We thank you for giving us 

this oppor.tunity to testify on behalf of L~i~ worthwhile legis

lation. 
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Appendix I 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 'May !Je, 1979 
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Appendix II 

There are three areas in Title II of H.R.4178 where we 
would recommend change. They are: 

1) Section 202 (b) (2) and (3) state that the Secretary 
of Transportation must take into aCCOtUlt in the proposed 
and final standards certain specific ongoing technological 
developments. While ... ,e believe that the specific technolo
gical areas cited should be fully considered, we are appre
hensive that focusing the rulemaking process by statute on 
specific technology could predetermine the results and 
tUldermine the whole program. Accordingly, we recommend 
that section 202 (b) (2) be amended to read: 

"(2) the proposed rules concerning the prevention 
of the tUlauthorized starting of the motor vehicle 
and the theft of motor vehicle parts shall take 
into aCCotUlt ongoing technological developments," 

Section 202 (b) (3) should then be deleted and paragraph 
"(4)" should be renumbered paragraph "(3)". The specific 
technological areas presently cited could then be set 
forth in the section-by-section analysis of the bill. 
This approach would accomplish the purposes of the provi
sion without tUlduly prejudicing the rulemaking process. 

2) In section 202(a) of the bill there is reference to 
several specific groups with which the Secretary must 
consult closely in exercising his authority, \~ile each 
of the specific groups mentioned should be consulted 
there are tUldoubtedly others. Accordingly, we recommend 
that Section 202(a) be amended to read in relevant part: 

II • • • , the SecretB.l.'"Y shall consult closely with 
the Attorney General, the lRW enforcement community, 
the insurance industry, the motor vehicle manufacturers, 
and any other groups and individuals interested in or 
affected by the motor vehicle theft problem." 

Of course, the specific groups n~w listed as well as 
other 'equally capable groups could be set forth in the 
section-by-section analysis of the bill. 

3) Finally, we believe in the section-by-section 
analysis of Section 201 of the bill it would be advis
able to use appropriate language to show that the 
cost/benefit analysis that the Secretary must make is 
one of judgment and that an absolute conclusiveness for 
his determination is not required, if such were indeed 
possible, in such an area where the various contributing 
factors to motor vehicle theft are not humanly control
lable and are constantly changing. 

L-______________________________ _ 
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Appendix III 

Ten Questions Often Asked About TIle Motor Vehicle 
Theft Prevention Act (S.12l4 and H.R. 4178) 

1. Q. Does Title II of this legislation give the Secretary 
of Transportation regulatory authority over any state 
agency, vehicle dismantler, rebuj,lder, or scrap pro
cessor? 

A. No. This bill gives authority to the Secretary of 
Transportation to regulate only the manufacturers 
and distributors of new motor vehicles and motor 
vehicle parts by reqUIring them to comply with certain 
federal security standards which the Secretary has 
determined after careful study to be cost beneficial 
to the consumer. 

2. Q. If the Secretary of Transportation has no authority 
under this bill to regulate vehicle dismantlers, vehicle 
rebuilders, scrap processors, etc., who has such 
authority and to what degree should it be exercised? 

A. The states presently have the authority to regulate these 
businesses and will continue to have such authority even 
after the passage of this legislation. The degree to which 
these businesses have to be regulated is a determination 
to be made by each state based upon its own particular 
problems and needs. 

3. Q. Will vehicle dismantlers, rebuilders, scrap processors 
have to keep any special records for any federal agency 
under this legislation? 

A. No. All requirements for business records which must be 
kept for vehicle control purposes by these entities will 
remain governed by state law. 

4. Q. Does Title III of the legislation prohibit states from 
passing or enforcing their own criminal laws relating 
to the removal or falsification of the vehicle identifi
c~tion number (VIN)? 

A. No. On the contrary, the legislation encourages states 
to enact and enforce similar state laws which parallel 
the federal statutes. In fact, over 30 states presently 
make it a state crime to remove or falsify a vehicle 
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identification number. ·It is hoped that all states 
will make such removal or falsification a state crime 
and make any such vehicle or part' having a removed 
or falsified number subject to seizure and possible 
forfeiture under state law. 

5. Q. What exactly is meant when the concept major "cOlli
ponent part markingll is mentioned? 

A. "Component ?art marking" means affixing to certain 
major components of the vehicle the vehicle identifi
cation number (VIN) or a derivative of the VIN so that 
the part can be identified to the vehicle from vehicle 
it came. The marking would take place during the 
original assembly process of the vehicle. 

6. Q. A IOOtor vehicle has thousands of parts, what exactly 
are the major components to be marked with identifica-tion numbers? ' 

A. Component identification is aimed at curtailing pro
fessional IOOtor vehicle theft and the so-called "chop 
shop" operation. The parts most often mentioned for 
automobiles are the motor, transmission, doors, hood, 
both front fenders , radiator core support, deck lid, 
and trunk floor. Most experts agree this is the outer 
limits of the pa~ts needed to be numbered. 

7. 'Q. How much will it cost to number those additional parts 
not already being numbered by the vehicle manufacturers? 

A. Based upon testimony given recently to a United States 
Senate Subcommittee the IOOtor vehicle manufacturers believe 
that such additional numbering can be done by them at a 
cost to the consumer of less than $5 per vehicle and 
probably in the $2-3 range. 

8, Q. Does tr~s legislation interfere with any state law 
relating to the replacement and restoration of missing 
or damaged identification numbers for vehicles or 
vehicle parts? 
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A. No. The legislation recognizes the need for a strong 
state system for replacement and restoration of missing 
or damaged identification numbers. The Vehicle Equip
ment Safety Commission (VESC) has recently approved 
Regulation VESC-1S "Standardized Replacement Vehicle 
Identification Number System". It is hoped that all 
states will adopt laws and procedures consistent with 
this VESC regulation. 

9. Q. Does Title II of this legislation preclude the States 
from passing their own security regulations to which the 
manufacturers and distributors of new motor vehicles 
and pa:cts muse comply? 

A. Title II of the legislation does require for the sake 
of national uniformity that any such state security 
standard must be identical to the federal security stan
dard. As a practical matter, no state has any security 
standard at the present time and only two or three 
states require that the manufacturer identify uniquely 
any part of the motor vehicle and such parts are limited 
to the motor and transmission. 

10. Q. If a state should enact a security standard identj.cal to 
a federal security standard can the state enforce such a 
standard? 

A. To be permitted to enact a standard but not enforce it 
would be a meaningless gesture. However, the degree and 
manner of enforcement may be subject to le~al limitations. 
A recent federal court opinion in the Third Circuit (Truck 
Safety Equipment Institute v.~, 466 F Supp 1242) holds 
that while states may enact safety standards identical to 
the federal safety standard the state may not enforce its 
standard against a manufacturer prior to first sale of the 
product if the manufacturer has certified his compliance 
with the identical federal standard. What this appears to 
mean is that a state cannot require a manufacturer who has 
complied with the requirements of federal certification to 
be subjected to prior testing by each state before sale of 
his federally certified product in that state. However, 
the states are still free to buy such products in the 
marketplace, test them at state expense, and punish in 
accordance with state civil and criminal laws any manufac
turer whose product is not in actual compliance with any 
state safety standard which is identical to the federal 
safety standard. It would appear that the state's enforce
ment power of any identical security standard it may enact 
would be comparable to that which it presently has for any 
identical safety standard. 
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Mr. SCHEUER. "What percentage of the stolen cars do you think end 
up in chop shops and what percentage go swiftly to a dock, onto a 
boat, to sell to developing world countries ~ 

Mr. HEnrA:,N. Here i5 where I go right to my expert. Mr. ",Veglian 
seems to have an. answer .. 

Mr. ,VEGLIAN. Mr. Chairman, we would say probably 'about 25 per
cent for chop shops. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Seventy-five percent for sale overseas ~ 
Mr. WEGLIAN. No, Mr. Chairman. The percentage of vehicles that 

are stolen that go overseas is a very small portion of the total number. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Resale in this country~ 
Mr. WEGLIAN. Right. Most of the vehicles are probably resold in. 

this country; 25 percent are chopped, and the remaining- vehicles, or 
parts of them are recovered. 

Mr. HEnrANN. As you know, the over',:helming volume of law en
forcement resources devoted to auto theft IS as it should be, State and 
local. The Federal Government is moving and has moved 'heavily in 
the direction of auto theft rings. We have more rings under investiga
tion, the FBI does, by a substantial melasure thrun has ever been true 
in tho past. But at the same time we have for a number of years re
duced the Federal presence in single theft cases, particularly joy
riding cases, other than to help the States obta,in the return of a 
suspect. 

We take very seriously the type of measure you have be,fore you, and 
we are urging it strongly, in part because we think that prevention 
has perhaps a bigger role than after-the-fact law enforcement in deal
ing with this very substantial problem, certainly one that involves 
billions of dollars worth of theft. 

We think the original stJanda.rd 114 was helpful with regard to joy
riders, the steering wheel lock, but we think that an additional stand
ard, perhaps developed over a substu.ntial period of time, as Mrs. Clay
brook was suggesting, can further diminish if not come close to ma;king 
manageable the problem of 'amateur joyriding and the theft of cars. 
Hopefully, while still allowing the rest of us to get into our cars, drive 
them and repairmen to get at them. 

'We, like Ms. Claybrook, think the most obvious case is for the ex
pansion of the YIN system to a number of parts in cars. We fLre pre
pared to argU(~ that our estimate&-Jand we are not good at estimating 
costs in the Justice Department-our estimates are $15 a car. I would 
tru~ the IDl!'llufacturers' estimaws are more, but we are talking about 
an mexpensIve---

Mr. SCHEUER. That means less than $15 ~ 
Mr. HEYMANN. We would estimate less than that. I would be happy 

to settle for $15. We are talkinp: about a small aIllount of money. We 
think the technology is there for producing identification which is 
difficult to counterfeit, and we believe that--

Mr. SCHEUER. My staff person tells me the manufacturers are talking 
more or less in the order of magnitude of $5 a car. 

Mr. HEYMANN. That is what our fi.gure should ha,ve been. We 
would have taken a figure in that neighborhood. 

Mr. WEGLL\N. Fifty cents a number is a fair estimate. 
Mr. SCHEUER. V'i1b.en you think that the spare parts. let's say, on 

a car are worth in the order of $25,000 you are talking about one-
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fifth of 1 percent. The cost of the identification system is on the order 
of magnitude of one-fifth of 1 percent of the value of the parts that 
you are protecting. 

We have not impacted into that the cost of the computer storage 
and retrieval system that would be necessary to identify parts in a 
repair car in order to find ('ut whether they were legally or illegally 
procured. 

Mr. HEYMANN. Let me st.>p my prepared statement and say a word 
about that, and if you would let Mr. Weglian say a word about it. 

We anticipate the system, if I underetand it right, would work 
rather simply. Right now, the FBI maintains vehicle identification 
numbers on stolen vehicles. 

Mr. SCHEUER. On the motor and on the transmission ~ 
MI'. HEDIANN. "Ve would think much the same number 01' an 

abbreviated form of that number would be used for all parts. It 
could not be a 17 -digit number which I think the VIN is, but an 
abbreviated form of that number would be used as the parts identifi
cation number. 

A State law enforcement official, a policeman, State trooper, going 
into a parts distributor's establishment would be able to look over 
t.he parts and would be able to say, "Gee, there are pf,l.rts here"-it 
is going to take a while before all parts would be mll,rked-"there 
are parts here with no identification on them." Those parm are subject 
to forfeiture if the identification has been removed willfully. 

Mr. SCHEUER. As I understand, it would be impossible to remove 
that VIN without it being clearly evident that it had been removed. 

Mr. HEDIANN. And I am told it would be difficult to counterfeit 
a substitute once you had removed it. 

The setup I am trying to suggest would not require ela:borate 
recordkeeping. There is some recordkeeping in it but if a State trooper 
went into an establishment that was selling parts and that might 
have bought them from a chop-shop artist, he would either find parts 
with no identification number on them, which would be immediately 
suspicious and subject to forfeiture under the bill, or he would find 
parts with identification numbers on them which he could, if he felt 
like it, randomly check against the numbers that we already have in 
the system with regard to stolen vehicles. 

If he randomly checked three or four. the owner of the legitimate 
parts distributing place would get a little nervous about buying stolen 
p3!rts. 

Yes, they would have their numbers on them. They would have the 
number of the stolen cal', but we already have the number of the stolen 
car. 

Am I getting that right, Steve ~ 
Mr. WEGLIAN. That is correct. 
Mr. HEYMANN. The result of that would be that the person who buys 

parts from an automobile chop shop-somebody who has stolen them 
and torn them aparli-would not like much buying stolen parts. He 
would recognize he was in danger himself of prosecution and certainly 
forfeiture by a simple check of the number on the part against what 
we already have in terms of the numbers of stolen vehicles. 

Mr. SCHEUER. So what you are saying is, it would not require any 
more basic recordkeepin~; that has already been established. rt would 
just provide a few more Items to check agaiust your b!\sic record ~ 
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Mr. HEnrANN. I think that is correct. ",Ve would anticipate that 
States, I believe, might require the owner of a parts shop to list whom 
he bought the parts from and the number or something like that. But 
relatively little recordkeeping. 

Let me turn to lIlY expert. 
Mr. WEGLIAN. Mr. Chairman, in terms of recordkeeping, the only 

additional basic requirement would be chat the parts shop, dlsmantler, 
repair shop, would be required to put the YIN-the identIfication num
ber of the part-on tl1e invoice he now provides to his customers, 
whether it is at wholesale or at retail. 

I would want to correct a little misconception here in terms of the 
number of parts we are talking about when we talk about component 
identification. We are only talking about dealing with the problem of 
the chop shop which steals cars for the repair of cu.rs that were in
volved in other accidents. So we are talking about the sheet metal 
assembly parts of the automobile, like the frontend assembly, the doors, 
the hood, the rear clip, the trunk lid, and so forth. 

vVe are also including motors and transmissions, but they are cur
rently numbered anyway. In reality, what'we are talking about is seven 
additional numbers jf it is a two-door and nine additional numbers if 
it is a four-door. The front end assembly, because it is a collection of 
various pieces~ has to be marked in a couple of locations because you 
can disassemble it and still get a pretty good, valuable piece of 
material. 

But its primary value to the criminal elpments has been as a complete 
assembly, because it is a unit j it is all together; it has hundreds of 
pieces, headlights and all that goes with it. The value has become as 
the complete units, but that part.icular thing has to be marked a couple 
of times because you can throw off a part or two and still have a very 
valuable unit. 

Mr. SCIIEUER. Mr. Yah'on ~ 
Mr. Y A'rRON. Than you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Heymann, if it would be possible, could you give us an esti

mate on the number of stolen vehicles and the dollar value for these 
cars, trucks and. vehicles, including off-the-road equipment that has 
been transported over the Mexican border from Texas, Arizonu, New 
Mexico, and California in 1979, as an example. ~ 

Mr. HEnrANN. Let me turn to Mr. Abbell. He may want to come 
back to till in the record. 

Mr. ABBELL. The estimate I have been given, again from Mr. 
Weglian, is 10,000 to 20,000 vehicles, roughly $100 million to $200 
million in value, going across the southern border of the United 
States. 

Now, a portion of these, of courst', are recovered, especially through 
the recent program we have operating in the. Baja California, are&~ 
where there is excellent cooperation between the State governments 
of the State of California and the Mexican State of Baja California. 

vVe have achieved a good deal of returned automobiles there, but 
there still are some lingering problems. 

Mr. Y ATTION. ",Vould you provide for the subcommittees some details 
of the negotiated treaty with Mexico to improve the recovery and 
return of the vehicles ~ 

Mr. AnBELL. We have had two negotiating sessions with the Gov
ernment of Mexico concel'lling the recovery of stolen vehicles and. 
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aircraft. The first occurred last July and the second occurred this 
past January. 'Ve have reached basic agreem:ent on all issues except 
one point, and that point deals with the treatment of stolen aircraft 
primarily that are used-the stolen and rented aircraft that are used 
in the commission of crimes in the country to which they are taken. 

:Mexico has a very severe problem with illegal contraband goods 
coming into Mexico via aircraft. They estimate as much as $1 billion 
worth of goods, much of which is legally purchased in the United 
States, is transported into Mexic'() every year and sold there. 

The reason why it has value in Mexico is that for electronic ap
pliances and other electronic equipment which are the major part of 
this illegal trade, there arc very high duties in Mexico and it pays 
even to buy them at retail or discount houses in the United States 
and transport them by aircraft to clandestine airfields in Mexico to 
be sold in Mexico. 

Also, there is a certain amount of traffic in firearms, the sale of 
which is prohibited in :Mexico. Mexico is seeking to inhibit this kind 
of activity and they feel, and have taken the firm position thus far, 
that in order to effectively deter it, they have to have the right to 
retain all aircraft that are seized in connection with such contraband 
trafficking. 

We have taken the view, in order to protect. the innocent owners 
of the.c;e aircraft. in the United States, that we are willing to have 
our Customs Service conduct. an investigation of tJlese thefts, of the 
thefts where the planes are then used in bringing cont.raband into 
Mexico, and to provide a copy of that report to the Mexican Govern
ment upon which it can base its decision as to whe.ther the owner was 
truly innocent or was in some way implicated in the theft. 

It is our attempt to try to protect innocent owners of fairly valuable 
planes, some of them, of course, worth hundreds of thousands ot 
dollars. We hope to make some progress on this. . 

Our biggest problem has been the turnover of personnel in the Mexi
can Treasury Department, which is responsible for the negotiations. 
There have been three different heads of the relevant organization since 
May of 1979, and every time we start geting on track with one, he is 
either demoted or promoted and we have had some problems in that 
regard. 

Mr. YNl'RON. Has any progress been made in trying to put in the 
treaty an effort to have the automobiles returned more quickly? I 
understand it. takes about 2 years now for their return. 

Mr. ABBELL. The vehicles, some of them in the Baja California. 
area, are being returned within days of when they are obtained over 
there. This program, through the cooperation of the Mexican Attor
ney General and Mexican Treasury Department's Registry of Motor 
Vehicles, is being extended elsewhere along the border on a piecemeal 
basis and wherever it has been extended we have noticed a sharp 
increase in the number of returned stolen vehicles to the United States. 

Mr. YATRON. Does this also exist in El Paso ~ 
Mr. ABD-ELL. I lw:e to defer to Mr. Weglian on that. 
Mr. WEGLIAN. The Baja progl'aIl! itself has not moveu to the cor

responding states of Mexico that cover that region. There has been 
more willingness and acceptance by Mexican In w enforcement officials 
in other States that border our States to try to work out some informal 
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and easier mechanisms for retUl'n of these vehicles. This is an evolu
tionary process but at least we feel very good about it and the f{'eclback 
we are getting here is that at least progress is being made in areas 
where there has not been progress in decades. 

Mr. YATRON. In what circumstances maya county officer or Federal 
law enforcement officel' stop a vehicle which he suspects is stolen? 

Mr. 'VEGLIAN. He can stop a vehicle if he suspects it is stolen. If 
he has reasonable cause to suspect it is stolen, he can just stop it. Most 
Federal law enforcement officers are not in the process of ehecking 
license plates and things like this in terms of their surveilb.nce ac
tivities. They are not like highway patrol and city police who are con
stantly checking license plates. But notice that a car is stolen can nor
mally come through inquiry of NCIC or lookout report they have 
received. 

Mr. SOHEUER. For the record, would you spell out NCrC? 
Mr. WEGLIAN. NCIC is National Crime Information Center. It is 

a computer network operated for the Nation's law enforcement com-
munity by the FBI. . 

Mr. SOHEUER. On a car being driven across the border, could an 
officer routinely ask for the registration? 

Mr. 'VEGLIAN. The problem with checking vehicles when they leave 
the country, Mr. Chairman, is the sheer volume of the number of ve
hicles. 

Mr. SCHEUER. r am aware of that, but most of these cars are in
spected, they look in the trunk, tll€'y look at the people, they ask who 
the people are. Couldn't thev routinely ask for the registration ~ 

Mr. WEGLIAN. There is "a difference between exiting the coun
try and entering the country. 'Vhen a vehicle enters the country, what 
you haye described does take place. "T"(' are constantly clwckil1g to see 
what is in the vehicles that. is being brought back into the country, 
because the import.ation of illegal goods. That is the basic crime that 
('xists right now along the bord('r. ~ 

"Then a vehicle does come across the border, we do cheek the li
cense plate-"we" meaning the Customs Service-cheeks the license 
plates on all incoming vehicles. 

Mr. SommER. 'Ve are talking about vehicles being shipped abroad 
megally~ 

Mr. "VEGJ~IAN. They are being driven across the border. The num
ber coming across at El Paso and San Ysidro eV(,l'vday measmes in 
t.erms of thousands. Th('re are toUristR going down 'or ijeople coming 
across for work purposes. It is thousmlds. "Then the racetrack used 
to be open they would release thousands of people; they would be 
backed up for miles to get. across the border. 

vVe do not for the most part check vehic.]('s as they leave the coun
t.ry for a Federal pur pORe in terms of cars. Trucks, lll.'avy trucks, that. 
are carrying equipment., are re.quiresl, if they are caI'l'yin~ goods, to 
file a shippers' export declaratIOn WIth the Customs SerVlc(', but the 
checking of vehicleR and vanR, we just do not do that now, and the 
main reason WI.' don't do it at the FederalleYel is twofold: One, it is 
very costIy because--

Mr. SCHEUER. On a random basis you could do it from time to time; 
you could take 5 minutes an hour, 'a different 5 minutes an hour. 
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Mr. WEGLIAN. vVe have encouraged that type of activity. General
ly, the States along the Lorders have tried to do that. It is a question 
of manpower for the most part, Congressman. It is very expensive to 
put personnel to do this. That is part of the problem. 

Ideally, what you describe would be the solution, to check for the 
registration papers when they go across the border. But it is a ques
tion of convenience to the people in terms of trying to get across 
that border, because they zip across some of the borders at 30 or 40 
miles an hour. They don't even have to stop until they get to Mexico. 
That would mean backing them up in the States more than is neces
sary. 

Mr. SCHEUER. That is a subjective judgment "more than is neces
sary." 

Again, we are looking at costs and benefits, inconvenience cost, let 
us say. If it is a question of being held up a minute or two-it seems 
to me it would not take long to check 'a registration-less than a 
minute. 

Mr. VVEGLIAN. A minute is--only 60 cars c.an go through a line 
during' the course of an hour. They are going across at a much rapider 
rate than that. The Department of Justice in California is very con
cerned about the problem also as are equivalent law enforcement 
agencies along the whole borrler. The State of California iR working 
on a pilot program out there to establish some kind of checkpoint 
system at the border crossing points, and they have received the legis
lative n.uthority from the State legislature to do that. And they have 
gone to the insurance industries to seek some, moneys to underwrite the 
cost of this pilot project. 

I think they are asking in the neighborhood of $1.5 million for an 
l8-month proJect to study it and to work with it and see what can be 
done from the standpoint of cost effectiveness along the border. It 
certainly is an area where we are willing to hear any ideas that exist, 
because Mike Abbell and I met out in San Diego about a year ago and 
discussed this with law enforeement, and it is a tough area to try to 
work out. 

Your suggestion ia- the solution if the mone,y is there to do it. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Then it is not a question of inconvenience to people; 

it is a quest~on o~ fun~ing the inspectors you need there, asking people 
to show theIr regIstratIOn? 

Mr. W"EGLIAN. It is both, bl'canse people do complain and if their 
complaints are excessive and extended and they are inconvenienced 
too much, there will be a lot of pressure to terminate it no matter how 
much money is available. 

Mr. AnBELI,. If I might interject, there are two problems: Absent 
a registration c~eck, you may recover only a very small amount of 
cars through tIns means, because so many of the cars are stolen and 
taken across the border before their theft can be reported. It takes a 
clay or so to get into the NCrC system and it is usually long before 
that-cven if it takes only 6 hours-it is long before that that the cars 
are actually taken over the Mexican borclpr. So without a full regis
tration check, which ml'nas stopping every driver and making him 
produce the registration, you have a vpry significant problem. 

Mr. SciIEUER. You say a' fun registration check ~ 
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Mr. ABBELL. Having him produce his registration, checking it 
against his driver's license to see if he is the name or can explain the 
ownership, and so on. 
If you will recall, about 10 years ago or somewhat less, 8 years 

ago-
Mr. SOHEUER. A registration check is simply to see whether that car, 

that registration, matches that license plate r 
Mr. ADDELL. It can also be that the name on the registration card also 

is the name of the driver 01' he can ex:plain--
IvIr. SCHE"L'ER. The driver can be driving somebody else's car. 
Mr. ABDELL. He would have to explain it. 
Mr. SCHEUER. In other words, you are saying if he stole the car 

with the registration in there, then'he could get across, unless--
Mr. ADDEI,L. If he knpw where the registration card is. 
Mr. SCHKUER. It is in the. glove compartment. That is where I 

keep mine. 
Mr. ADDELL. I keep mine there, too. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Most people do, I suppose, but what you are saying, 

this check prOC(lSS could not be just a simple registration check, as I 
was suggesting; it would also haye to be a check on who the guy was 
and if the name on his license was not the name on the registration, 
howcome~ 

Mr. AnDET,r,. There are two aspects: One, we had hoped to study the 
feasibility of optically scanning license plates to get some reaction as 
to how many cars that are going across the border the license plates 
indicate either the license plates or the automobile itself have been 
stolen in the past. The other is stopping the motorists, making 11im 
produce the card anr1 so on. 

If you will recaJI, there was a program attempting to interdict drugs 
coming over the border from Mexico about 8 years ago-lines of peo
ple hours long and people were complaining about these checkr.: that 
were being conducted. I see the same· thing happening going the other 
way with traffic backed up in the United States trying to get across to 
Mexico if we have to stop every car to check registration. 

It is a very grave practical problem. 
Mr. SCHErrER. Just checking the license. plates, I don't think, would 

prove much be('ause I don't think the average guy who stole a cal' and 
drove it across the border would leave those license plates on. 

Mr. VVEGLIAN. EVeI) if he did, they would not be in the system be
cause they will steal the car at 3 in the morning while you are asleep. 
Yon wake up at 7; yon go outside at A ancllook to start your car and 
it is not there. You call the police and they ask what is your vehicle 
identifiC'utioll number, and you say, where did r ever leave my title, 
a.nd you eventually find the VIN on your registration-but the net 
effect is it takes 6 hours to get into the system, or a clay to get jnto 
the system. ,Ve are not saying that once law enforcement gets notice 
of it it takes a day, but it takes a day in the reporting of the relevant 
information to law enforcement so they can put it in the system. 

The way the border situation is, you can drive easily across the 
borcler before anybody wakes up to find their car stolen. 

flo, checking the license plates is not the only solution. It can be part 
of it, and, as I understand it, the scanning project is part of the pilot 
project they want to explore. They are not ruling it out. It is not a 
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panacea. There is no panacea for anything in this area; but a little 
here and a little there. 

Mr. YATRON. Do Mexican customs officials check vehicle registra
tions, and if they do, why aren't they able. to detect--

Mr. AnBELI,. If you are going into the interior of l\:[exico, yes, they 
do check them. You have to have special permits to get into the interior 
of Mexico. That is 15 miles into Mexico. In the border cities they do 
not check. You can drive across to Juarez or Tijuana without .l1ny 
checks. If you try to go down the 10 or 12 roads they have into the in
tador from the border areas, then you are going to have to have special 
permits because they do control cars going in further with much 
greater registration checks. 

Mr. HEYMANN. Do they have our list of stolen vehicles, license 
pl~:d registration, YIN numbers~ 

Mr. ABBELL. They do not at tIllS time ami we have been discussing 
the possibilities of tIllS, but there are some practical problems where 
you have had people who say, "Well, that j:; 1l0t on the list and there
fore it looks like a good stolen car. I am going to help get it in." You 
may have some complicity of certain officials where is causes particular 
problems. 

There has been some reluctance in sharing some infOl'mation in thls 
regard. 

Mr. WEGLIAN. At the border, Mexican customs officials are faced 
with the same problems we are, in the sense that, first of all, a stolen 
vehicle is not of primary importance to the Mexican customs official. 
although if they are going to keep it in Mexico it is because the pP.I %1' 

has to pay the duty. But the Mexican customs official has to be WO",'} i 

about backing up that line of traffic. He has all these pp.oT)lp. trving- tn 
get into Mexico to buy services and goods and he does no!' iVaJH, to in
convenience the American visitor from coming down. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Thank you, Mr. Yatron. 
Mr. Heymann, on page 13 you discuss RICO-Racketeer Influence 

Corrupt Organization-Act. Could you describe fOl' us the RICO 
statute and tell us why this would be of such great help? 

Mr. HEYMANN. The RICO statute passed in 1970, Mr. Chairman. 
It is the single most powerful law enforcement statute we now have. 
It makes it a crime to participate in, invest in, enjoy the proceeds from, 
what is racketeering, defined by statute as a racketeering enterprise. 
A racketeering enterprise is any joining together generally under a 
false legitimate cover, of two or more people who engage in the form 
of that enterprise !n what are statutory listed as racketeering acts
bribery, narcotics, murder. It includes w:t.hin it State rimes. Defined 
State crimes can also be what. we call predicate acts. If a person is 
tightly enough associated with an enterprise that is engaging in this 
seriQus CrIme, defined by Congress, it gives us a set of powers that. are 
rather considerable. 

It has strong forfeiture provisions. You can forfeit. the interest in 
the enterprise. You can forfeit the profits of an enterprise, different 
property of the ente,rprise, and we a.re big on forfeitures in order to 
talm the profit out. of crime. It give.s the. potent.ial of long sentences 
up to 20 years. It. give..'l the power to reach Stare crimes when t.hey 
are committed as part of a substantial organized effort. 
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I think tha.t is appropriate and proper. When it is a large enough 
and substantial enough organization, I think Federal law enforce
ment ought to get into it, or should be free to get into it, even if the 
organization is largely committing State crimes. 

It is true that motor vehicle theft is not at the moment a predicate 
act. You could be running the largest motor vehicle theft ring in 
Michigan and it could be very substantial and you could be stealing 
hundreds of cars, but it would not be a racketeering enterprise. 

,Ve would not be able to act without proving interstate transporta
tion of the Clbr and the suggest:ion on page 13 is to add that as a RICO 
predicate act to the 15 or so that are there which would give us a 
substantial new enforcement device. 

I would like to &ae burglary added at the same time, but I don't 
think that is within your jurisdiction . 

.Mr. SCHE"L"ER. Could you elaborate on your statement, on page 5, 
"There is a danger that insurance companies contribute to the problem 
through their la.~ businesR practices" ~ 

Mr. HEYl\IANN. Since I have leal'lled the notion from Mr. '\Veglian, 
I think I will let Mr. vVeglian take on the insumnce companies, Mr. 
Scheurer. 

Mr. WEGLIAN. There is basically two or three. a.reas where the in
surance companies can help in thIS area. One of them is when they 
issue the policy to begin with-the inspection of the vehicle, to make 
sure that the vehicle does not have any damage to it, that it is what 
it purports to be, an operating vehicle. In terms of the theft, we see 
that 10 to 15 percent of the reported thefts are really-insurance frauds. 

A portion of this problem is insuring a vehicle that does not even 
exist. So one of the things the insurance industry could do is on a 
profile hasis check out a certain number of the new applications for 
insurance, especia.lly when the customer is one that they have not 
b<:'en doing business with and they do not. have a previous car . 

.A second area where the insurance companies can improve their 
op0rations-und I think most of them will admit it themselves-is in 
the area of I'ehicle salvage. Once a vehicle has been damaged, the 
insurance industry tries to recoup. If it takes title and pays off, the 
insurance industry tries to recoup as much as they can from the hulk 
that is left. It is usually sold at auction to people who buy it and 
sometimes there are usable parts. 

If there are no usable parts, there is scrap. One of the techniques of 
vehicle theft is to-let us say a Cadillac or a SP0tiS car or Mercedes
Benz, a very valuable car has bE'en totaUy wrecked in an accidE'nt and 
its only worth for scrap purposes is $200. These will be sold at auction 
will pay large sums of money, i!l1,500, $1,800, to get that. 

Obviously, it is not for the scrap metal content or the few parts that 
are usable. The purposes he wants that cars are for its paper title and 
the vehicle identification number on that. CRT becausE', with thosp two 
things he can go out. and steal a car that i~ very similar and t.ransfer 
t.he iclentificn.tion from the wrecked car to the stolen car and use the 
paper for the wrecked car and get tIl(' cal' retitled. 

Mr. SCHFiPER. He has to forge the VIN ~ 
Mr. HEnIANN. He will remove the VIN from the salvaged car that 

he buys and he will simply put it on the new, shiny stolen car and then 
he will have a car, new, shiny. 
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Having bought a salvaged vehicle from the insurance company, he 
will end up with a brand new, shiny car, with a VIN number for which 
he actually owns the title. He bought that VIN and he bought that 
title £01' the wrecked car. 

Mr. SOHEUER. I don't understand that because the title will have the 
VIN that is on the wrecked car. 

lVII'. "VEGLIAN. That is what he is going to put on the stolen car. 
Mr. SCHEUER. But he has to put that VIN number on all of the parts. 
Mr. 1VEGLIAN. There are very few places where you can see the VINS 

when sitting in the passenger compartment, the numbers are on the 
motor, the transmission. 

Mr. SOHEUER. There is already a number on the motor and the 
transmission that will be hard to remove. 

Mr. HEYMANN. "Ve are not talking about after the passage of this 
statute. ,Ve are talking about now. 

Mr. "VEGLIAN. The motor on the wrecked car could still be usable, 
so he might just put the motor on the stolen car. He might ~ind the 
motor number down. He uses the identity of the wrecked vehicle. He 
uses some of its identification, actmvlly identification plates, but he 
might go further and grind off the VIN, any identification which re
lates to the stolen car. 

It depends on the sophistication and the necessity of the market
place. If law enforcement checks hinl closely, he crosses the t's and 
riots the 1's but-I am from Ohio, so I can say this with no problems
I heard testimony last December from thieves who in Ohio didn't 
bother to change the identification because nobody looked for it. So 
this was the second area, where the insurance industry could do 
something. 

The third area was in their improvement in their processing of 
claims on reported thefts, to check them out, the fraudulent things, 
the after-the-fact-type thing. Several good insurance companies are 
reany getting into this antifraud detection units or whatever they are 
called, and they are finding that it is very profitable for their com
panies to engage in that practice. 

Mr. SCIIEUER. Congressman Green ~ 
Mr. Gr..EEN. I would like to turn, it we could, to the off highway 

vehicles problem, because for some reason even though all the act calls 
for i::; a study, that seems to arouse a good deal of controversy. 

I notice you do make some comments about that. Could you spell 
that out a little more, the scope of the problem? 

Mr. SCHEUER. Are we talking about both construction equipment 
and. agricultural equipment ~ 

:\fl'. GREEN. I would like to get their views on it. 
Mr. HEYl\IAN. I believe we are talking about both agricultural equip

ment and construction equipment. "Ye think the size of the problem 
may be quite large. I think our estimate in testimony was in the nature 
of $% mIllion in thefts. 

I did happen to see, as perhaps some of you did, the 60 Minutes 
piece on this type of equipment. IVe have frankly urged the study be
cause we think sume action is likely to have to be done, and even a study 
is extremely controversial. 

If the question is why would some system of recording numbers be 
extremely contl'overeial, I would have to once again turn to either 
Ralph or Steve. 
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:Mr. WEGLIAN. The Department of Justice for over the last 3 years 
has been very concerned about the growing amonut of theft in this area. 
Our investigations are picking up rings that are stealmg this equip
ment and there has been a growmg amount of it. 

About 3 years ago we-we meaning the FBI-held seminar in 
Q,uantico, in which they invited the major manufactm.·ers of con
struction equipment, which for the most part are the same as the man
ufacturers of agricultural equipment, and went over problems law 
enforcement was having with this type of equipment. 

Basically, the 13 or 14 or 15 items listed on that study are part of the 
problem. it is like all problems, it is not a simple thing. ~o, we, the 
Hureau, the FBI, made several suggestions to the manufacturers, and 
some manufacturers were receptive to it, some were not. 

It is a multifaceted problem, in the sense that law enforcement itself 
has to become more aware of the types of equipment. It is not somc
thing they deal in every day. 

So, the result was there seemed to be a lot of problems that existed 
for the manufacturers, for the users, for law enfrocement, with this 
type of equipment, and that it required that somebody make It con
certed effort to review it all in its entirety to come up with what should 
be done here. 

We are very hopeful that the manufacturers will do most of what 
law enfrocement has been asking it to do. vVe are hopeful that this re
port will generate the private sector to respond without the need for 
any legislative effort. 

But if the magnitude of the problem is what the users have given 
us as estimates, it is a considerable one, and it acts upon the Nation's 
economy and it causes losses of profit to a lot of independent companies 
and when you lose that type of a piece of equipment, it is very incon
yenient. 

Mr. SCHEUER. If you are not insured and you are a small construction 
outfit, you are wiped out. It is the difference between inconvenience 
and total destruction. 

Mr. GREEN. Is there considerable opposition from the users of that 
equipment~ 

Mr. IUY1\IANN. I have not heard from that group in a considerable 
period of time. But the manufacturers have been the most vocal op
ponents, opposed to it. The farmers seem to be more in favor of it be
cause of the fact that they are the victims. 

Mr. GREEN. Is there some concern if we start reporting these num
bers people will start levying taxes at the same time the reporting is 
done~ 

:Mr. WEGLIAN. It is my understanding they ar~ already subject to 
taxes, they are personal property, they are busmess property, and 
hence they are subject to taxation under local ordinances right now. 
And I think what they are afraid of is that if they title them-which 
is one of the suggestions that has been raised-that the State's ability 
to track down the personal property for tax collection purposes would 
beg-reater. 

That could be one of the concerns. We heard that cited on the "60 
Minutes" program as one of the concerns. 

Mr. GREEN. Thankyou,Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. Let me ask on page 4, Mr. Heymann, you talk about 
a number of things that ought to be done. Among them is increase cit
izen participation against the motor vehicle thefts. Can you tell us 
what you have in mind there ~ 

Mr. HEYMANN. This was the list of what has come out of the inter
agency committee eifort, the committee involving transportation and 
justice. I think we have in mind there such self-protective devices as 
locking your own cars, educational devices. Anything else, Ralph ~ 

Mr. CULVER. We definitely had in mind salvage titles. That was un
der the salvage title switch that has been discussed earlier today to 
take steps to cause-many States already have these salvage title laws. 

Unfortunately, the laws are not uniform and we 'Yere tr~7ing to in
clude a method to, hopefully, through a standard wInch has been men
tioned here today, to have those laws brought into uniformity because 
of the dependency of those operations to go to the weakest State. 

Mr. SOHEUER. I am talking about citizen participation. 
Mr. CULVER. Yes. 
Mr. SOHEUER. How does citizen participation relate to this? 
Mr. CULVER. This is done through the ACT committees. This is 

where we have brought in the insurance industry and they have gone 
to various States-to Massachusetts, New York and New Jersey. They 
have also gone to Illinois and Texas, and other States. And they: in 
large part, can vary from media campaigns where they contact tlle 
public, they keep auto theft before the public's eyes-it may be in 
individuvlized instances where there is an auto theft, they broadcast it 
over the radio and alert the public to the theft. 

Mr. WEGLIAN. The basic goal hus been the "lock it and pocket it" cam
paig'lls of the insurance industry. Generally, these campaigns have a 
'favorable impact during their duration, but like everything, once the 
pressure is removed, nature takes its conrse and the forces for theft 
move back into those areas. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Congressman Gilman. 
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Heymann, you testi

fied before with regard to the number of vehicles crossing the border 
illto Mexico. Do we have any information on border crossings into 
Canada~ 

Mr. HEYl\{ANN. I think we, have about the same type of information, 
Mr Gilman. 

Mr. "\V'EGLIAN. To be honest, we do not know in terms of the num
ber. ""Ve do know the problem along the Mexican border is much 
,greater than along the Canadian border. But the number of vehicles 
or the number of vehicle parts, we don't have any statistics on it.. I am 
'>tn's that there are investigations underway, but I have never seen an 
('stimate along the Canadian border. 

That 10,000 to 20,000 figure cited for the l\.fexican border I want to 
make sure· is an estimate based on law enforcement's impression along 
the border and the National Automobile Theft Bureau. It is not a 
Department of Justice estimate per se, but it is a combination of what 
Texas says, what Arizona says, what California says. 

Mr. GILMAN. Do we know whether there is any substantial traffic 
into Canada of stolen autos ~ 

Mr. RILEY. We don't have a good. indication that there is substantial 
traffic, Congressman, as compared to the Mexican horder. The prob-
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lem is a little different. The kind of border we have with Mexico is 
part of an overall problem-growing. 

Specifically, we have a border there-population on both sides of 
the border has been expanded tremendously. Law enforcement is only 
one of the many problems that both the Mexican Government and 
American Government will have to deal with. 

Automobile theft is one of the pieces of this and it is much more 
prevalent there than across the Canadian border. I am thinking back 
over the past 4 or 5 years of major cases that. we should have had in 
interstate transportation of cars across the Canadian border. And I 
come up with one now. 

I am sure there have been some. I cannot say the same for the 
Mexican border. 

Mr. AnBEr~L. One of the factors in the Mexican border is, in Mexico 
there is about as much duty on a car as the value of the car. So if you 
can get a car successfully registered in the interior of Mexico, it is 
worth twice what it was in the United States. That is a big incentive 
to steal in the United States and bring it to Mexico. There is not that 
same difference with Canada. 

:Mr. VVEGLIAN. The other point I want to make is, generally law 
enforcement agencies along the Canadian border and the United States 
border work very good together in joint investigation and things of 
this nature, in sharing of information. And Canadian authorities, I 
believe the Mounted Police, do have a terminal in Ottawa by which 
they can inquire into NCIC for information on stolen motor vehicles. 

In other words, they have their own law enforcement network in 
Canada, but they can interface in Ottawa and come into our data banks 
for information. So, generally, the law enforcement cooperation has 
progressed to a higher degree than it has along the other border. 

Mr. SClIEUER. Do the Mexicans have the capability of interfacing in 
tho same way ~ 

Mr. WEGLIAN. They don't have a system to interface with. They are 
trying to improve their systems and make remarkable changes in their 
professionalization of their law enforcement efforts. But it takes time. 
You want to remember here that NClC itself is only 12 years old, 
created in tho late 1960's, and is still evolving and still developing in 
terms of its potential uses. 

Mr. GILl'tIAN. Has there been some obstacle set up by the Mexican 
authorities with regard to sharing of information ~ 

Mr. ABBELL. Not that I am aware of. We have. gotten a great deal 
of cooperation, especially from the present attorney general's office in 
Mexico. They are trying to do everything they can to assist in this 
effort including recommendations that the Baha, Calif., program be 
implemented all across the border. 

The problem is on a local or regional level where there is a great 
deal of independence of some of the polif',,8 organizations and a few of 
them, some of them-there have been problems of corruption along 
the border that is b(~ing fought by the Mexican attorney general's 
office especially through greater professionalization of his federal 
judicia! police. 

Mr. GILl'tfAN. We have made great strides in obtaining better co
operation with ,Mexican authorities in narcotics interdiction. It would 
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seem to me we should be able to have a similar success with regard to 
auto theft. 

I would hope that, in the joint mechanism on law enforcement with 
the Mexican authorities, that you are raising this issue. And I would 
assume they probably are. Is that so? 

Mr. HEYUANN. Absolutely. Mr. Abbell has been down there several 
times negotiating on that subject. 

Mr. ARBELL. Yes. It was brough:. up in our first law enforcement 
subgroup meeting at the end of l\fay of last year. And that is what 
resulted in the two negotiating sessions we have had on the Motor 
Vehicle Aircraft Recovery Treaty. It resulted out of this law enforce
ment mechanism. 

Mr. GIL~IAN. Has auto theft been made a part of that tagendr, ? 
l\{r.ABBELL.~bsolutely. 
MI'. HEYMANN. It is perhaps the central part. It rulso includes air

planes and sea-going vessels. 
Mr. ARnELL. It is one of the priority items under discussion. 
Mr. WEGLIAN. Another reason why cooperation with Canada is at a 

higher level is because we share a common language for the most part. 
And we are able to communicate rather rapidly. But with Mexico we do 
have the language problem. Not necessarily right along the border, but 
what aJbout a vehicle that was stolen in Oklahoma and ends up 300 miles 
south in Mexico? You have a language problem. 

Mr. S:JHEUER. The problem is the automobile cannot speak Spanish 
or what ;lS the problem? 

Mr. ARBELL. The law enforcement officials in this country generrully 
cannot speak Spanish. 

Mr. SCHEUER. It seems to me that is a terrible reflection on the De
parbment of Justice. If you don't have the ingenuity to get Spanish 
speaking lawyers and professionals in your Department, you have a 
long way to go in getting your act together. I do beHeve that could be a 
problem. Is it a problem, Mr. Heymann 3 

Mr. HEYlIIANN. I am having a problem focusing for the minute on 
exactly how it coneretely gets to be a problem. Maybe we should ask 
:.vIr. Weglilan that and then I can tell you whether we have enough 
Spanish speaking people to handle it. 

Mr. WEGLIAN. I am refelTing to the local authorities in Oklahoma 
and the equivalent authorities in a State in the interior of Mexico. I 
did not have reference to the Department of Justice or to the NATB 
which lare the go-betweens or the interpreters. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Let's zero in on that problem. Some 'Police chief in 
some rurrul town in Oklahoma has a car stolen in his community, OK. 
Where is the problem in language communication? How does it come 
up? 

Mr. WEGLIAN. 'Within the United States there is no problem because 
he puts that information into the computer. 

Mr. SCHEUER. The car turns up in Mexico. 
Mr. WEGLIAN. There will he Ian inquiry made on it. One of the first 

things you have to do, the way the NOlO works, is that the agency 
who makes the inquiry ther. has to confirm it when it gets a hit. That 
means it has to :be able to talk to the person who originally put the 
record into the system. 
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~fr. SOHEUER. Why does he have to talk to him~ Why can't he send 
a message on the telex, yes, car is stolen or yes, that is our car ~ 

Mr. WEGLIAN. 'Whether the communication is written or oral, it has 
to be done. The reason you have to check is Ito verify !the outsbanding 
nature of the thert because the veJhicles could be recovered and they 
may not have been taken out of the system. So one. of 'the -things thaJt 
is necessary is cthart: there be direct communications. 

Now, when you are dealing with a law enforcement agency that 
does not spook the same lang1ll'age, -that means it has to pass through 
a central source, some interpreter. In tllis case it means almost all of 
those would be funneled tJhrough Mexico City, through the Mexican 
Attorney General's Office over to our State Depanmmt to NATB back 
into our system. So it is a time faotor and the difference in language 
causes ,additional people to be. brought inrt:.o the structure. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Mr. Heynnl,nn, maybe you cou1d.look into this prob
lem. It does not seem to me tihat. that should be. a problem. And as theiY 
have all kinds of computerized iruterface, ntiniature electronic com
puters-you can pick up almost any magazine and you can see ad
vertisements of computers that yon put something in in English and it 
goes out in seven different languages. 

You ean buy them for -a couple lumdred bucks. Give us some kind of 
report on this problem. 1£ your Departmerut focused a little alttention 
on it maybe you nlight figure out a way of short circuiting some of 
tlhis el~borate inyolvement of extm people and extra systems and what 
not. 

1£ it is as complicated as you say it is, I can't believe sufficient aJt1ten
tion has been focused on it because it should not be that much of a 
problem. 

Mr. HEnIANN. We will be happy to [see p. 374J. 
:Mr. SCHEUER. We will hold the reeord up for 10 days or 2 weeks to 

let you get a record in. 
The strength of the ehain is the weakest link and if we have tens 

of thousands of cars stolen and tz.ken to Mexico and if the system is 
falling clown beeause some guy call't call some other guy in Spanish, 
on a cost benefit basis, we would be well advised to make an invest
ment in time and efforts to solve that communications problem. 

Mr.lbnIANN. The fi 'Stthing I will do is cross eX:!lJmineMr. Weglian 
and see if tihat is really t.he problem. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You ought to cross examine him in Spanjsh. 
:M1'. GIL~IAN. Mr. Heymann, would your Depal"tmenit have any spe

eifie statistics with regard to whatever information is ,availaJble on 
vehicles recovered from Canada and vehicles recovered from Mexico. 
Could you provide t.hat ? 
. Mr. RILEY. I will make it -avaihtble. You are specifically interested 
Ill--

Mr, GILUA::-r. I am interested in the number of stolen vehicles that 
have been recovered in Oanac1a and in Mexico for the past. few years 
so we have an indieatiol1 of the extent of 'this. I wo.uld like to· include 
that in this portion of the record. 

Mr. HEYl\IANN. The Bureau wHl provide what it ca,n on that 
[see p. 376]. 

Mr. GILl'rIAN. Mr. Heymann. what information do you have with 
rega:rd to stolen vehicles being 'srupped overseas ~ 
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Mr. HEYl\rANN. We believe it is substantial. I don't.lmow whether 
we have amy figurps that adequately document it. We believe it is 
substantial, the motivation of it being the same reason Mr. Abbell 
mentioned earlier with regard to Mexico. And I mentioned differences 
in the value of a car here and in certa.jn parts of the world attribut
able to their local duties. 

Mr. RILEY. As a recent example-we don't have good 'figures
however, on April 24 of this year, Customs, U.S. Cust{)ms agents 
called our Newark office late in the afternoon and said they cliscovered 
there were certain cars, a shipment bound from this country to Kuwait 
that appeared to have altered YIN's. 

Our agents descended upon the loading dock, they checked these 
cars out. They determined that all of a 100-car shipment were stolen 
vehicles. Investigations indicated there were 24 other cars to complete 
the 100-car shipment in a warehouse in N ew York. These cars were 
all seized then along with two stolen shotguns and some other items 
in the warehouse indicating a commercial theft operation underway. 

So, what we had were 100 cars, most of which were stolen out of 
the State, being shipped overseas to a Third 'World country. So there 
is a problem there. The scope, the magnitude of it, I just don't have 
that to give you now. But it is a problem, we lmow. 

Mr. GILl\fAN. Again, Mr. Heymann, if you could provide us with 
whatever statistical information you m;ght have for the past few 
years with regard to any stolen vehicles being shipped or recovered 
overseas, we would welcome having that. I would ask it be made part 
of the reeord at this point, 

Mr. HEYl\IANN. We will eheck with Customs on that [see p. 3'74.J 
Mr. ABBELh If I may, we are beginning to see the problem in 

reverse. Two days ago I received a call from a U.S. attol'llcy who 
said he was investigating the theft of 19 ?\Iercedes from Germany 
and Italy which were in his district and he was asking me to help 
him get witnesses from Italy and Germany for the prosecution in 
connection with thuse stolen Mercedes. So it is beginning to come 
back to us in this way. 

Mr. GILl\fAN. I will be pleased to yield to our subcommittee chair
man. 

Mr. YATRON. We have had some reports that approximately 50 
automobiles a clay are being shipped out of Miami to South America. 
Is there any truth to that ~ 

Mr. 1VEGLIAN. Stolen ~ 
Mr. YATRON. Yes. 
Mr. WEGLL\.N. "iVe have no information. 
lUI'. RILEY. I know nothing about it. 
1\1.1'. HEDIANN. vVe can also give you at lerust a gueSs as to whether 

there is any basis for that by checking with our Miami law enforce
ment people. 

Mr. YATRON. vYe received our information from the, Senate Investi
gating Committee. 

Mr. GILl\fAN. Mr. Heymann, when we conducted the. hearings in 
New York t.here. ,vas some test.imony that those who were shipping 
overseas would make use of t.he contractor and drive the vehicle up 
at the last minute. They would then load it on the ship and with very 
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little checking accomplished. Isn't there some present requirement 
for a bill of lading indicating what is being shipped overseas~ 

Mr. HEDrANN. The.re are limited requirements now. We would 
propose that they be extended under this bill. 

Mr. CULVER. ;U the present time there is a requirement for;a. ship
per's export declaration, but there is no requirement that the declara
tion have the YIN the vehicle's identifiaction number of the auto 
being shipped. 

Mr. GIL~rAN. You can just list that you are shipping 20 Caclillacs 
and you don't ha ve to indicate any serial numbers ~ 

Mr. CULVER. Pnder the present Commerce Department census 
regulations there a,re no requirements. V\T e did have an interim require
ment for 6 months for this to be done, but that time has already 
expired. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Could the Commeree Department change those regu
lations and require, that the YIN's be registered without legislation? 
Could they do that on their own initiative ~ 

Mr. CULVER. I believe the Commerce Department could do that, 
Mr. Chairman, if the.y chose to do so. 

Mr. SmIE1JER. Ane1 you believe that would be helpful? 
Mr. CULVER. That would definitely be helpful if they chose to do 

that. 
Mr. '!\TEGLIAN. Thev can require. the information, but unforttmately 

under their disclosure law they can't tell anybody too much about it. 
This is why the hill gives that authority to Customs, so that a law 
enforcement agency has t.hat authority and can make propel' use of it. 
The c(>nsns l't'gulat.ion is for a very valid purpose. It is to collect in
formation about the valu(> of goods that are leaving the country hI' 
export-import balances and that is the purpose of it. So, it is not 
interest{'d in what Cadillac left the count.rv. It is only interested that 
a 1978 Cadillac left the country having a: value of '$3,000 or $5,000 
or whatever it is so they can total that in a.s an export and generally 
measure the (>xport market for the. use. of chfferent types of property. 

A shippers export declaration has to be filed for all forms of 
property leaving the country, not just for automobiles. 

Mr. GII,~rAN. ThHe wa.."l also some testimony in our New York City 
hearing with regard to shipping by enclosed crates. I ~avp forgotten 
the term they used-where they load these metal contamers, sea con
tainers I guess they call them, on board ship. 

They are sealed and there is no opportunity to examine them. Do 
yon have any recommendations with regard to what can be done to 
give our law enforeement people an opportunity to make proper in
spect.ion and verification of what is in the sea container? 

:NIl'. lVEGLIAN. It. is my understanding dlat We do have the right to 
op(>n these eontaincl's if we have some reason to open them. But it is 
a question uf suspicion, the degree of suspicion warrant.ing the cost 
to the person in regard to deterl<\ining whether these containers have 
been used for shipping stolen motor vehicles. 

Mr. GIL~rAN. Th(>re was testimony that parts were being shipped 
overseas in this manner. There was 'no opportunity to inspect or get 
Yerification on its origin. 

Mr. VVEGI,IAN. I heard that befort', rong~essman, but there are mil
Hons of pounds of property that is being shipped overseas and unless 
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you have some probable cause to believe that that particular container 
contains something illegal, it is just not quite reasonable to teal' it 
apart to look into it, I would imagine. But I would think the Customs 
Service would be in a much better position to answer that question. 

Mr. GIL1\IAN. In the testimony we heard, there was objection to tear
ing apart containers because it delayed the ship. There was cost ill tak
ing it apart and. putting it back together again and this created a 
problem for law enforcement. I was wondering whether the Depart
ment had addressed that problem or not~ 

vVe have the same problem in narcotics. 
Mr. HEYMANN. Mr. Gilman, it would be a problem that Customs 

would have to face. And the best way for us to give you an answer on 
that is to ask Customs whether there is a problem there and. to get 
back to you with it. 

Mr. GIL1tIAN. "Would you have an interagency task force that works 
on this problem ~ 

Mr. HEnrANN. rVe have an interagency task force that works on 
the problem of motor vehicle theft. But the overseas aspect, and par
ticularly the type of questions yon are asking, I take it have not been 
taken up with Cilstoms. 

Mr. VVEGLL\N. Not the practic!LI investigative problems. 
Mr. GIL1tfAN. I would hope at your next interagency task force 

meeting you could take up these issues and give us any recommeng.a
tions that might be beneficial to this legislation. 

Mr. I-IEnrANN. I hope we CI1n give you recommendations within 
the time yon are keeping the record open. rVe will be in touch with 
Customs and see what they have to say. " 

Mr. SCHEUER. I have one last question and then we will move on. 
You mentioned, Mr. Heymann, on page 15, right in the middle, that 
because the uniform crime reports don't include listings of off high
way vehicles as motor vehicles, you can't provide concrete statistics 
on the scope of t.he theft problem. Is a change in the uniform crime 
reports indicated so that you can report off highway vehicle theft ~ 

Mr. HEYl\rANN. Uniform crime reports are kept by the FBI so let me 
ask Bill what it would take whether that would be. right and wha.t 
it would take to change. it. 

Mr. RILEY. I can't give you a strp,ight answl3r boofiltl8e this is not my 
field, uniform crime reports. rVe can find out, and let you know. But 
I am not prepared right now. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Margaret Durbin, minority staff ~ 
Ms. DURBIN. General Motors will be testifying later and I will 

quote them 'as follows. " .. Allother factor to be considered is that not all 
cars need high levels of security. Some oars are not attractive to 
thieves." 

'Would you conunent as to whether or not the criIne. statistics bear 
this out~ 

Mr. HEYl'tIANN. The answer to that is yes. I thought as we were listen
ing to Ms. Chtybrook talk that as w~ give more and more protection 
to more valuable cars, we may find weare moving thie.ves into the less 
valuable cars. 

The ,answer is certain Iy some cars are mUdh more attractive. to thieves 
than others. r had the, good fortune never to have a car that we. own 
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stolen And I had an aunt who used to make it a practice to leave the 
keys in it with the motor running in the hope it would be stolen and 
she never had her car st.olen. 

Ms. DUIillIN. I won't ask what kind of car it was. 
Mr. HEYlIIANN. It was not an attractive car. 
Ms. DUHBIN. In the interest of keeping costs down both for consum

ers and auto manufacturers, shouldn~ this be considered in this 
legislation ~ 

MI'. HBYlIIANN. It depends. At the time,as we are t,alking 'l';bout 
vehicle identification numbers as the sharp focus and the immediate 
focus, we, are talking about a device -and .a proposal so inexpensive and 
with such decent if not high prospects of success, that I can't imagine 
we would want to ex~lu.de any category of new cars from the require
ment.. It would be wlt'lun the power of the Department of Transpor
tation to do that, but I can't imagine that you would WIant to-if 'we 
are talking about $5 or $1:'5 per vehicle-eliminate the smallest com
pacts then. 

Ms. DUIillIN. What about the locking device requirement ~ 
Mr. HBnIANN. I would be speaking for the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration and I don't know what they would do. 
I could imagine you might want to have different requirements for 
different cars in that area. 

Mr. YATHON. In the interest of time I have .a few additional ques
tions. May I submit them in writing for response ~ 

Mr. SCIIEUEH. We will hold the record open for another 2 weeks. 
'We appreciate. your time and efforts and patience and coming and 
talking to us. 1Ve'have Imown you for a long time and your testimony 
and your answers were so interesting. Thank you so much. 

[Testimony resumes on p. 392.] 
[The foliowing letter was received for the record:] 
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1!Jrpartturut of 3Ju5ttr~ 
llIu!li)iugtoll. rL QI. 2U53U 

JUL 211980 

Honorable James H., Scheuer 
Chair.man, Subcommittee on Consumer 

Protection and Finance 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C~ 20515 

Dear Congressman Scheuer: 

During the testimony of Assistant Attorney General 
Philip B~ Heymann on June 10. 1980 concerning H~R. 4178, 
The MOtor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act, several questions 
were asked of Mr~ Heymann for which the answers were not 
immediately available and it was indicated that the Depart
ment would'furnish responses to those questions in writing. 
In addition, several additional questions which were not 
asked at the Hearing were subsequently furnished to 
Mr. Heymann for appropriate response~ Attached hereto are 
the questions asked of Mr~ Heymann both during and subse
quent to his testimony and our responses thereto. It is 
requested that this material be made part of the record~ 

I would also like to advise that during the prepara
tion of the draft for the revised treaty for the recovery 
and return of stolen vehicles, which is presently being 
negotiated with the Republic of Mexico, this Department 
attempted to solicit the advice and recommendations of the 
affected private sector as well as the state and local law 
enforcement authorities for the States of California, 
Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. Pursuant to our request the 
California Department of Justice hosted a meeting in 
San Diego on June 28, 1979. Each Attorney General for these 
border states was asked to seek representation at the 
meeting not only from his own Department but also from the 
State Police, the State Motor Vehicle Department, and 
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hopefully two municipal or cotmty law enforcement agencies 
in his state which were near the Mexican border. In regard 
to Texas we specifically suggested that the Police Depart
ments for the cities of El Paso and/or San Antonio be 
invited. Vfllether these Departments were actually contacted, 
we do not know. 

Forty officials did attend the San Diego meeting. 
Besides the rep~esentatives of the four state Attorneys 
General, i the following agencies were represented: California 
Highway Patrol, San Diego Police Department, California 
Department of Motor Vehicles, Arizona Department of Public 
Safety. Tucson Police Department, New Mexico State Police, 
Texas Department of Public Safety, National Automobile Theft 
Bureau, United States Department of State, United States 
Embassy in Mexico City, United States Consulate in Tijuana, 
United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of 
California, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Criminal 
Division of the United States Department of Justice. 

We hope the information we are providing will be of 
benefit to your Subcommittee in facilitating the enactment 
of H~R. 4178. 

Alan A. Parker 
Assistant Attorney General 

Attachments 
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Q. ~fuat problems do containerized shipments cause the 
United States Customs Service1 

A. 'l'he cost and time required to e:tamine containerized 
imports does present a problem for Customs and Customs 
therefore examines this cargo on a selective basis. 
Customs would not open containers to inspect exports 
unless Customs had reason to believe that the cargo was 
being exported illegally or Customs was conducting a 
random spot check. 

Q. Are you in receipt of information that 50 stolen motor 
vehicles per day are being exported from the port of ~liami? 

A. We are not in receipt of any such inforrQation. 1·filile stolen 
vehicles are undoubtedly being exported from the Niami port, 
we doubt it is a~ such a rate since available statistics 
show that approximately only 100 used motor vehicles are 
exported from }liami on an average daily basis. 

Q. What statistics does the Justice Department have on the 
number of stolen vehicles being exported to foreign countries? 

A. The Departmenc has no figures which accurately reflect the 
total number of stolen vehicles which are exported from the 
tnited States. We have heard that 10,000 to 20,000 stolen 
vehicles may be taken into Mexico each year. As a bes't guess. 
lie would estimate the total number of stolen vehicles exported 
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nationally to be less than 25,000. This figure would 
include those taken into Nexico. In terms of the 1.1 million 
vehicle thefts in 1979, this would nlean that approximately 
2.25% may have been El;{ported. Only a small por.tion of these 
vehicles are ever recovered. They are normally late model 
vehicles or the more e.v;pensive hu.ury vehicle. Consequently, 
they represent a substantially higher propor~ion of the cost 
factor per theft. 

Q. What statistics does the Department of Justice have on 
motor vehicles stolen in the United States and recovered in 
Mexico and Canada. 

A. The Department itself mainta:lns no statistics on such recov
eries. However, to be as helpful as possible we contacted 
several different agencies and obtained the information set 
forth below. It should be noted that it is highly likely 
that the data for recovered vehicles along the He:dcan border 
could be duplicative s:lnce more than one of the agencies may 
have been involved :In a particular vehicle's recovery. Con
sequently, the figur~s should not be totaled together. However, 

'we believe they are sn accurate reflection of the scope of 
the recoveries at different regions along the Me..'dcan border 
and also indicative of any trends for,those perspective regions. 

68-093 0 - kO - 25 

l 
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I Canada 

United States Customs Service advises thet they recovered 
the following number of stolen motor vehicles trying to reenter 
the United States from Clmada: 

1977* 3 
1978 6 
1979 17 

(*It should be noted that the U.S. Customs Service procedure for 
checking license plates on incoming vehicles was not fully opera
tional until October 1977.) 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Ontario PrJvincia1 Police 
and Quebec Provincial Police forces advised they keep no records 
which reflect their recovery of motor'vehicles scolen in the , 
United States. All of these forces advised, however, that a very 
large number of stolen motor vehicles are handled on a local 
informal basis betwElen the United States and Can.~dian law enforce
ment agencies along the United States - Canadian border. 

The Canadian Police Information Center has recorded ''hits'' 
on NeIC for motor vehicles stolen in the United States based upon 
an inquiry made by a Canadian law enforcement agency. Duringthe 
past three years the following ''hits'' were recorded, (\~e are 
unable to say whether the vehicle itself was al~lays recovered 
but such is highly likely in most instances.) 

June 1, 1977 - May 31, 1978 289 
June 1, 1978 May 31, 1979, 385 
June 1, 1979 - May 31, 1980 354 
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II ~ 

United States Customs Service advises that they 
recovered the following number of stolen motor vehicles trying 
to reenter the United States from Mexico: 

1977* 229 
1978 471 
1979 522 

(*It should be noted that the United States Customs Service 
procedure for checking license plates on incoming vehicles 
was not fully operational until October 1977.) 

The National Automobile Theft Bureau (NATB) provided 
the following information: 

PACIFIC SOUTHHEST 
TlllE TOTAL REGION ~ 

Jan. 1 - June 12, 1980 285 252 33 
1979 438 354· 84 
1978 354 N.A. N.A. 
1977 289 N.A. N.A. 

The Pacific Region covers California and Arizona. The Southwest 
Region Vlould include Texas and New Nexico. 

The United States Embassy in Nexico City and the United 
States Consulates in Tijuana, Ciudad Juarez, and ~~tamoros advised 
they do not keep a statistical record of the recoveries in which 
they participated. 

The Texas Department of Public Safety advised that its 
four agents (recently increased to five) which work the Hexican 
border in regard to motor vehicle theft have made the following 
recoveries of stolen vehicles from Mexico: 

1978 84 
1979 93 
1980 (as of June) 72. 
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These figures do not include the recoveries made by other 
municipal or county law enforcement officials in Texas wherein 
the Texas Department of Public Safety did not participate. 

The New Mexico State Police advised that they do not 
keep statistics on the number of vehicles stolen in N~w Mexico 
which were recovered in Mexico. 

The Arizona Department of Public Safety advised that their 
agency was able to recover the following number of vehicles stolen 
in Arizona from Mexico: 

1978 4 
Hn 4 
1980(until May 31, 1980) 0 

Checks with appropriate municipal and county law enforcement 
agencies in Arizona revealed they maintain no statistics on such 
recoveries accomplished by such agencies. NATB investigators 
working the Arizona border recovered the following number of 
vehicles: 

Hn ~ 
1979 25 
1980 (until June 12, 1980) 15 

A large number of these NATB recovered vehicles had been actually 
stolen in California and transported to Mexico through Arizona. 
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The California Department of ~ustice advised that it 
\~ould attempt to collect the desired information for recoveries 
by California lal~ enforcement agencies. but pointed out that no 
central repository of such information existed. As of the date 
of this letter, the compilation of the inform~tion has not been 
accomplished. It is our understanding, hOI~ever. from past con
versations, that the number of recovered vehicles from Nexico 
along the California border is close to a thousa~d a year. Of 
all the border states, California seems to have established the 
best l~orking relationships to accomplish such recoveries and 
returns. 

-
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Q. ~'hat language problem does the'Federal'Government have in 
dealing with the motor vehicle theft problem along the 
Nexican border? 

A.' The FBI and the U.S. Customs Service, which are the two 
·primary fegeral agencies which get involved with stolen 
motor vehicle problems, have a sufficient number of bilingual 
personnel along the Nexican border and in Hexico. Hence, 
the language difference referred to in our testimony is not 
itself a problem of the federal la~, enforcement agencies. 
The reference to the difference in language was 'intended to 
raise an additional factor which could help explain the dif., 
ferences in the nature of the problem between our respective 
borders with Canada and Nexico. Nearly 99% of all law enforce
ment in the United States relating to stolen motor vehicles 
is performed by state and local officials. ~~ny of these juris
dictions, the farther you go away from the Hexican borders, do 
not have available to them at all times bilingual personnel. 
Horeover, law enforcement functions best when there can be 
rapid and accurate communications bettveen law enforcement 
agencies. "Hhen such agencies share a common language, it is 
less cumbersome for them to communicate promptly without the 
need for an interpretor. 

Accordingly, along our border with'Canada the common 
language of English is available to most law enforcement 
agencies on both sides of the border. Hence, the ease of com
munication nurtures continuing informal relationships which 
are essential for effective police work. Noreover, Canadian 
law enforcement officials have the abilicy to directly make an 
inquiry of the National Crime Information Center's (NCIC) files 
relating to stolen property. They can also enter in NCIe pro
perty, including vehicles, which is stolen in Canadian. This 
is accomplished through the Royal Canadian }~unted Police having 
an NeIC termi .. nal in Ottawa, Canada. A Ca:ladian law enforce
ment official is thus able to inquire on a suspicious vehicle 
through a Canadian law enforcement communication system" to 
OttaIVa IVhere such an inquiry is then manually made of NCIC. 
Besides going through OttaIVa, a Canadian officer could ask an 
officer in a United States lalO/ enforcement agency across the 
border to make such an inquiry for him. The method IVhich 
gives him the better service would normally dictate which method 
'he uses, 
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With Mexico there is presently no NCIC terminal in 
Nexico with L'1quiry or ell try capability. Nor has Mexico 
developed its olm computer com:nunicatio(ls natwork for its 
law enforcement agencies. Accord~ngly, at present inquiries 
fro\lI Hexican law enforce'Jlant officials must be channeled 
through a law cnforcemant: agency in the United States. The 
California Department of Justice has established a "hot 
line" by which Mexican law enforcement offi9ia1s in Baja, 
California are able to call Sacramento directly whereupon 
a computer operator who is bilingual will make the inqui1:y 
in the California computer system which interfaces with NCIC 
and promptly notify the Mexican officials of the results. . 
OVer 90% of the ''hits'' have resulted :1:.1 recovered vehicles. 
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Q. ..'hat are the various difficulties in including "off
high\~ay vehicles" used in the construction and farming 
industries as ruotor vehicles for purposes of the Uniform 
Crime Repo~ts? 

A. For the purposes of Uniform Crime Reporting, a motor 
vehicle is generally defined as a self-propelled vehicle 
that runs on the surface and not on rails. .Examples of 
motor vehicles are automobiles, trucks, buses, motorcycles; 
etc. The theft of a ruotor vehicle is considerlld a Crime 
Index offense. The Program collects statisticlI on motor 
vehicle thefts in three subcategories; automobi~les, trucks . 
and buses, and other vehicles. 

Specifically excluded from the motor vehicle category 
are such items as farm equ~pment, construction equipment, 
airplanes, and motor boats. Theft or attempted th,~ft of 
these types of items are scored as a larceny-theft category, 
.also a Crime Index offense. Items such as the foregoing 
are not identified specifically within the Progra:n; therefore, 
the current collection mechanism does not all~' for identi
fying the theft problem connected with such off-street machin
ery. 
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Q. How will :lncreased authority for a CUstoms officer help7 

A. Presently, a Cu~toms officer has authority only to stop ahd 
examine outgoing cornlilerl~ial shipments under authority of the 
Export Adminis tr:ltic;l ':leg-.ll!ltions. HOI,'ever, in situations 
involving stolun v:.Jhi.cles ~·.hich may be cepart'i';\g the United 
States, one can seldom at·ticulate facts sufficient to 
warrant a stop of such a vehicle unless there has been con
siderable evidence gatherl:d beforehand indicative of a com
mercial exportation of said vehicle. In view of the high 
amounts of normal.vehicular traff~c across the land borders, 
such a purpose is difficult to discern. In the absence of 
evidence 0:1: a commercial exportation, any step would neces
sarily be made under the citizen's a=est lavl for that state 
and at the personal risk and liability of tht: Custom's officer. 
Title IV of H.R. 4178 would rectify this sitt;'l.tion by giving 
our Custom's officers the clear legal author:.::y to be!=ter 
detect stolen vehicles attempting to either depart or enter 
the United States and arrest such individtmls responsible 
for such illegal activity. 
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Q. HOI~ will a Customs officer know or suspect that a vehicle 
has been stolen? 

A. There are several ways by which a Customs officer may acquire 
such information. He may have heard a broadcast of a "look 
out" for a particular vehicle which has been actually reported 
as stolen. He may have a tip from au informant that a certain 
type of stolen vehicle is going to be taken across the border 
at a certain time. He may be working off a "profile" of 
stolen vehicles. In this situation he checks out the vehicles 
meeting the profile characteristics more closely. Finally, 
in running a license plate and/or VIN check on the vehicle 
through the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS) 
he may get a "hit" on a vehicle whi.ch has been reported 
stolen and has been entered into the National Crime Informa
tion Center (NCIC) by some law enforcement agency in the 
United States. 

In regard to exports at our seaports the Customs officer 
would be given authority under this legislation to require the 
VIN of the vehicle and some proof of ownership before exporta
tion. ~~e VIN would be checked against NCIC. In. terms of the 
land borders, all incoming vehicles could be checked out because 
they, as at present, can be required to stop. Departing 
vehicles could be stopped on a random basis, pl.,.,file basis, or 
other suitable method l~hich does not needlessly impair vehicu
lar traffic across t~e border. 
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Q. Could a Customs officer stop a vehicle if it is being 
driven by a kno~)n car thief? 

A. Under f'xisting lal'l a Customs officer would have little 
authcrity to stop such a vehicle departing the United States 
I~itv,out knot~ing other relevant fac::ors. Under. the n"'l~ 
aut',10rity giv.:l:.1 by the bill a CUS!:L:rS officer 1I0uid have the 
au';hority to stop such a vehicle O:1.ce it was committed to 
departing the United States. Of course, under existing law, 
the Customs officer does have adequate authority to stop a 
Yehicle entering the United States. However, if it is 
determined that the vehicle is stolen, the vehicle and 
subject must be promptly turned over to a law enforcement 
agency which has jurisdiction over the stolen vehicle since 
Customs presently lacks such criminal jurisdiction. 

Q. Does the Justice Department have any data 10lhich would sub
stantiate the contention that marked parts will decrease 
chop shop activity or vehicle theft activity? 

A. Since component marking has not been i.nstituted by the man
ufacturers, it is impossible to obtain such data outside of 
the two small pilot projects which are being independently 
cO:1.ducted by the Ford Motor Company and General Motors Cor
poration. As L~dicated in Ford's testimony the pilot pro
ject seems to indicate more than a 10% decrease in vehicle 
thefts. But the pilot project has not been operating a suf
ficient time to reach a definite conclusion. 

There is h~wever considerable evidence which supports 
the validity of co~onent numbering. Law enforcement agencies 
are almost unanimous about its need and value. Thieves 
testify they throwaway any parts with traceable numbers 
beca~e of the increased risks such provide. 
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While the statistics available on component identifi
cation are presently limited, an examinatio .. 1. of the Uniform 
Crime Report (UCR) statistics on recovered stolen pro?erty 
may be enlightening. lfuile the va1ue recovery of motor 
vehicles has dropped fro:n 90% to around 60%, this is still 
very favorable compared to all other forms of stolen pro
perty for Ivhich the recovery rate is oaly 10% of its value. 
vfuile the V1N on the vehicle is not the oaly reason for the 
vehicle's high recovery, it certainly assists. The three 
other major factors contribating to the higher recovery rate 
of vehicles are the anntul rngistration of vehicles, the 
titling of vehicles, and the fact that ,these vehicles are 
operated upon the public roadways.mere they are subject to 
the view of la"1 enforcement. This is in contrast to other 
personal property I-Ihich is normally located upon private 
property and is concealed ft'on lal~ enforce:r.ent I s view. 
Nl.l::lbering of COIJpOnent parts supported by licensing of used 
parts, dealers, reasonable record keeping, and physical
inspection of such records and inventory by law enforcement _ 
personnel at reasonable times Idll undoubtedly help deter 
and detect illegal activities relating to such numbered 
~arts in the same manner as it has hel~ed with vehicles. 
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Q. If identification numbers are placed Od major parts, as 
provided in the legislation, how would a Customs officer at 
the New York border knol~ that a part came from a sto1ed 
vehicle in California? 

A. While a Customs officer t~ou1d probably only be inquiring 
upon used parts which are being exported wh~re he has some 
suspicion about their legality, he could determine whether 
the part is stolen by making an inquiry with the National 
Crime Informatioa Center (MCIC). Of course, if the part tqas 
missing its identificatioa number, he 't%u1d have sufficient 
evidence of a crime right from that fact. At present NCIC 
stores the VIN of all stolen vehicles. Hence, if the identi
fication number on the part is the full VINthen a positive 
check can readily be accomplished. As the component identi
fication concept becomes more fonnalized, it is possible that 
the identificatio.1. number for the component part 'to1111 be a 
derivative of the full VIN. If such occurs, it is highly 
likely that NCIC will be reprogrammed to store the derivative 
VIN as well as the full VIM in order to accommodate inquiries 
on numbered parts. 
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Q. So-called gas-guzzlers are driven to }liami for shipment 
to such countries as Ve>lezuela, where gasoline is 40 centS 
a gallon, or rented ~ars are shipped to the Bahamas. 
Another major port is in Belize. Do you have any co~~~~ts 
or reports on such activities? 

A. We have heard similar allegations not only for those cou.~tries 
but other countries in Latin America, as well as countries 
in the }:iddle Eas t, Far Eas t, and Africa. To the extent 
we have sufficient informRtion an appropriate investigation is 
initiated into such allegations. 

Q. Do you think such activity could take place Idthout corrt:p
tion of officials either in this. country or the importing 
countries? 

A. In viel~ of the fact that there is at present no obligation 
to furnish any information to a United States agency which 
would identify a vehicle being exported with sufficient par
ticularity, we seriously doubt l~hether there is presently 
allY need to bribe any public official in the United States. 
To the extent that a foreign country has lal'ls relating to 
the importing of such vehicles and to the extent the importer 
desires to avoid compliance .1ith such lal~s, and to the degree 
that such laws may be enforced by the foreign country, it is 
possible that corruption of some foreign officials may be 
utilized by international theft rings in order to facilitate 
entry of such vehicles into the foreign country. 
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Q. I understand Mexico imposes a 100% import tax on all 
vehicles less than three years old. \vould the num~er of 
cars being taken into the interior of Nexico be due to 
lax law enforcement or possible corruption? 

A. To the extent that }1mdcan officials do not collect the 
proper tax owned on such vehicles when they are registered 
in Nexico and taken out of the "free zone" into the interior 
of Hexico, it is not unreasonable to assume that some public 
officials may not be vigorously enforcing such laws or, if 
such laws are vigorously enforced, that som~one is corrupt
ing some public official to avoid paying the proper tax. 

Q. Is there any ev.idence that cars are being traded for narcotics 
along the Mexican border? 

A. \Ve are aware of instances where we believe such has occurred. 
But we are unable to state that we have evidence of a continu
ing pattern of such eKchanges. 

Q. Could you estimate the dollar amo~~t of stolen parts 
crossing into Canada and the extent of the problem? 

A. Based upon present information available to us we are 
unable to give any estimate for eitner of thes~ items. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. We will now have a panel of two experts, Mr. G. R. 
Williams, vehicle regulations manager, emrironmental safety engineer
ing of Ford Motor Co., and Mr. David E. Martin, director of automo
tive safety engineering for General Motors. Your prepared testimony 
will be included in the record. "Ve are running late so perhaps it would 
be advisable for you to chat with us covering the highlights of your 
testimony and adverting to anything you have heard this morning 
from us or from the witnesses. 

And then we will have some questions. So, Mr. Williams, you go 
ahead first. 

STATEMENTS OF G. R. WILLIAMS, VEHICLE REGULATIONS 
MANAGER, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ENGINEERING, 
FORD MOTOR CO., AND DAVID E. MARTIN, DIRECTOR, AUTO· 
1'.1:0TIVE SAFETY ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVI· 
TIES STAFF, GENERAL MOTORS CORP. 

Mr. WILLIAIIIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are concerned about 
the incidence of vehicle theft and its impact on the total cost of owning 
a Ford vehicle. Because of this concern we have voluntarily instituted 
a number of vehicle security improvements including improved door 
and trunk locking mechanisms to tlrimrt the use of special tools such 
as "slim-jims" and "slam pullers" p,lld strengthened ignition lock cylin
der retention in the steering column. These actions we believe have 
proved successful in deterring or frustrating the amateur or joy-ride 
thief. However, it is important to distinguish between the amateur 
thief and the increasingly sophisticated ~nethods of the professional. 

Ford has a continuing program designed to keep ahead of the pro
fessional thief. Door lock improvements, anti-"slim-jim" shields in 
the doors and strengthened trunk lock designs have deterred the pro
fessional. However, we must candidly admit that new antitheft devices 
and actions are effective for only a limited period of time-until the 
professional thief devises tools and techniques to defeat them. 

Further, our efforts are less effective because the details of new anti
theft devices must be made available to dealer service facilities, inde
pendent repair shops, locksmiths, car rental agencies and others, giv
ing the professional thief access to the design information needed to 
defeat these new devices. 

Compared to vehicle antitheft design improvements-which in time 
are defeated by professional thieves-we believe a more effective ap
proach may be in the area of vehicle identification. To test this theory, 
Ford initiated an experimental program to label major components on 
its 1980 luxury cars. 

In addition to the traditional vehicle identification number (VIN) 
placed on the engine, transmission, left-front door, and dash panel, a 
unique label containing the VIN is affLxed to six other major compo
nents of the 1980 Lincoln Continental and Continental Mark VI. 

These cars were selected because. of their high theft jeopardy and 
because they were all new vehicles whose parts were not interchange
able with previous models. We believe our programs will determine 
the yalue of components identification as It method of avoiding vehicle 
theft and reducing the cost of ownership to the consumer. 
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In our prepared statement we have stated why we are opposed to 
enactment of title II in the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. This 
is a very brief summary of my statement. I hope it will allow you to 
ask me any other questions YOllmay have on our statement. 

[Mr. vVilliams' prepared statement follows:] 

68-093 0 - 80 - 26 I 
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STATE.'IENT OF G.R. WILLIAMS 
Vehicle Regulations Manager, Environmental and Safety Engineerin. 

Ford Motor Company 
Before the Subcommittees on Consumer Protection and Finance and 

Inter-American AffairS, U.S. House of Representatives 

June 10, 1980 

I am Jerry Williams, Vehicle Regulations l~anager, Environmental and Safety 

Engineering Staff, Ford Motor Company. We welcome the o;lportunity to describe Ford I s 

programs aimed .. t reducing vehicle theft and to offer some general comments on this 

subject. 

We are concerned about the incidence of vehicle theft and its impact on the 

total cost 01' owning a Ford vehicle. Because of this concern, we have voluntarily 

instituted a number of vehicle security improvements including improved door and tr,lDk 

locking mechanisms to thwart the use of special tools such as "slim-jims" and "slam 

pullers" and strengthened ignition lock cylinder retention in the steering column. 

These actions we believe have proved successful in deterring or frustrating the 

1lIIIateur or "joy-ride" thief. However, it's important to distinguish between the 

amateur thief and the increasingly sophisticated methods of the professional. 

Reducing professional theft represents a more complex problem. Professional 

thieves utilize sophisticated tools and techniques to gain access to vehicles. They 

have highly org8l)ized affiliations that either change a 7ehicle's identity or dismantle 

a vehicle into its components. And they maintain a network of experts that eXjlort or 

sell vehicles or their components. 

Although difficult to preCisely quantify, it appears that from the declining 

recovery rate of stolen vehicles, professional motor vehicle theft has increased in 

the past several years. We believe this los due to a combination of its high profit

ability and the low risk of prosecution or incarceration. 

Ford has a continuing program designed to keep ahead of the professional 
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thief. Door lock improvements, antillelim-jim" shielde in the doors and strengthened 

trunk lock designs hav", deterred the professional. HOllever, 116 must candidly admit 

that now anti-theft devices and actions are effective for only a limited period of 

time -- until the professional ,thief devises tools and techniques to defeat them. Further, 

our efforts are less effective because the details of new anti-theft devices must 

be made available to dealer service facilities, independent repair shops, locksmiths, 

car r~ntal agencies and others, giving the professional thief access to the design in

formation needed to defeat these new devices. 

Compared to vehicle anti-theft design improvements -- which in time are 

defeated by professional thieves -- we believe a more effective approach,may be in the 

area of vehicle identification. To test this theory, Ford initiated an experimental 

program to label major components on it. 1980 model luxury cars. In addition to the 

traditional vehicle identification number (VIN) placed on the engine, transllission, 

left-front door, and dash panel, a unique label containing the VIN is affixed to six 

other major components of the 1980 Lincols Continental and continental Mark VI. These 

cars were selected because of their hig!! ~heft jeopardy and because th~:r w.:;rq all-new 

vehicles whose parts were not interchangeable with previous models. The components 

identified are each front fender, tho right front door, the hood, the deck lid and the 

rear body structure. 

An iI;ltegral aspect of this experimental program involves working with law 

enforcement offiCial" to determine the effectiveness of cc~onent identification in 

reducing thefts of these vehicles and in thwarting "chop shop" operations. Based on 

data obtained from the FBI, the theft rate of these vehicles (through April, 1980) is 

approximately 10% less than 1979 models and the vehicle recovery rate is slightly 

imprcved (based on thefts compared to 'vehicles sold). 

Although these results are encouraging, it's still too early to determine the 

role the additional component identification has played. To be truly effective, of course, 

a component identification program must be utilized not only by lay enforcement officials 

as evidence in the apprehension and conviction of thieves and illegal salvage yards 
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but muat be recognized and utll1zed by :!naurance companies. To date, lie are not allare 

of any action :!naurance oompanie3 have taken to reduce insurance premiums o.f Ford 

vsh1clee included in the experiment!l1. program. The competitive system will work best 

if demonatrated results from anti-theft measures undertaken by manufacturers reduce 

the cost of O1Illership. Also, car purchasers, :!naurance companies, s!l1.vaga yards and 

car dealers must be encouraged to utilize the id9ntification labels to establish the 

leg! timacy of the vehicles. 

To assure high program visibility, Ford is working with the Departtnent of 

Justice, the FBI, the Departtnent of Transportation, the National Automobile Theft Bureau, 

the American Association of Hotor Vehicle Administrators, the Internatio~al Association 

of Chiefs of Police and the Automotive Dismlllltlers and Recyclers of America. We have 

included a description of the program in ho service publications -- "Body Repair Tips" 

and "Shop Tips" -- which Ford distributes nationally to independent body repair shops, 

Ford and Lincoln-Hercury dealers, insurance companies and wholesale distributors. 

Another approach to making it more dir'ficult to alter the vehicle identification 

ie through the "manufacturer's statement of ori~" (lISa). Ford revised its !ISO beginning 

with 1979 model vehicles in such a lIay as to ensure that alterations and photocopies could 

be detected -- leading the industry in this effort. This document -- like a birth 

certificate for an individual -- is used for titling a nell vehicle. With 1980 model 

vehicles, additional security improvements for !ISO's were dev(lloped in conjunction with 

officials from Hassachusetts, the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, 

the document security industry and auto manufacturers -- and are now utilized industry

lIide. This action 11111 make it ".~tremely difficult for thieves to utilize the lISa to 

falsify vehicle identification. In order for these measures to have substantial impact, 

states should adopt for their vehicle titles security features equ!l1. to those incorporated 

in tho lISa. 

~hose actions represent Ford's principal efforts to date targeted at reducing 

profession!l1. tilefts. If the experimental parts identification program proves successful 

in theft reduction, Ford 1I0uld expand this program. We plan to continue various design 
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actions aimed at theft reduction because this is one area where competitive pressures 

are at work. As stated earlier, reducing theft reduces cost-of -ownership and is an 

important factor in maintaining customer loyalty. Competitive pressure will increase 

as more insurance companies adopt make and D'Jdel rating systems to establish insurance 

premiums based on actual loss experience reflecting damageability, repairability and 

historical theft rates of the vehicles. 

It is important to again emphasize that vehicle security actions are but one 

part of the vehicle theft pioture. We would suirgest the sU:'oommittees I consideration of 

anti-theft measures in a number of other areas. For example, one program already being 

implemented in New Yor!< requires insuranoe oompanies to inspect the vehicle before issuing 

insurance pOlicies in New York City. This precludes an inllividual from insuring a 

non-existent vehicle and then claiming theft -- erroneously inflating theft statistics 

and raising cost-of-ownership. Another potentially effective program has been 

instituted by the statee of Washington and Illinois. Laws in these states require 

vehicle dismantlers, recyclers and salvage yard operatcrs to keep records of transactions 

and state inspectors are sent periodically to review the operators I records. The 

lfashington state police report that the recovery rate for Ford vehicles in 1979 was 

over 90% -- compared with 60% nationwide for all vehicles indicating that professionals 

have drastically reduced operatione in that. state. 

None·of these programs will be sufficiently effective without increasing the 

degree of attention paid to vehicle theft by law enforcement agencies (including 

increased personnel) and \/ithout more severe criminal penalties and certainty of punish

ment for trafficking in stolen vehioles or parts. The fact is, it is merely a 

misdemeanor in some states to alter, obliterate or remove a. UN or to disguise the 

identity of a vehicle for fraudulent purposes. We believe these actions should be 

subject to federal penalties. It is for these reasons that Ford supports enactment of 

Titles III and rv of the "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act." 
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F.tnally, we must wo::k to increase the public's awareness of its responsibility. 

According to Aetna Life and Ca9ualty about 20% of stolen cars are driven away with 

keys left in the ignition and in another 20%, the. keys were "hidden" (in the glove 

compartment, under the floor mat, etc.). 

There is some legitimate concern that the improved anti-theft door locking 

systems present real problems to owners. Recently Ford met wHh a local major insurance 

carrier who indicated that it has claims for vehicle dam~ge when owners inadvertently locked 

themselves out of their cars. We'd like to avoid a situation IIhere the goals of theft

preve"tion are in conflict with customer convenience. 

In summary, Ford believes that automotive manufacturero will continue to 

improve the vehicle secur!.ty features of their products. This can best be accomplished 

b,' allowing manufacturers to maintain their flexibility to react to changing tlll>ft 

patterns. Specific theft standards, as some have suggested, could even make it easier 

for the professional thief to gain access to needed design information and encourage 

'miformity among manufacturer approaches. Therefore, Ford is opposed to Title II of the 

"Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act." 

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss Ford' s views on vehicle theft. I 

would be pleased to ansller any questions you 'might have. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. Why don't we hear from your colleague, Mr. Martin ~ 

STATEMENT OF DA VDJ E. MARTIN 

Mr. MARTIN. I would like to start by just itemizing some things 
that we believe would be the most effectlve solutions in this very seri
ous problem. Increased penalties upon conviction of a theft, more vig
orous law enforcement among all jurisdictions, tighter export con
trols, uniform vehicle titling procedures, more vIgorous efforts in 
prosecuting auto thieves, implementation of uniform salvage titling 
laws, enactment of laws making it a felony to alter any manufacturer
applied vehicle identification number, establishment of a uniform 
vehicle theft data collection system, granting of insurance discounts 
to owners of vehicles equipped with special antitheft systems and edu
cational programs to inform the public of the magnitude of the prob
lem, its costs to society and how individuals can respond 
constructively. 

Each measure would be beneficial but collectively they shoulc1. have 
a significant impact on the overall problem of motor vehicle theft. 
Relative to the vehicle itself experIence indicates the professional 
thief is quite adept at defeating or circumventing in time most anti
theft measures. 

And I think that is evident from other testimony. Their ability to 
cOEe with new designs is enhanced by the necessity of providing de
taIls of our security features to various sen'ice and repalr facilities. 

Unlike bank vault security, where detailed knowledge of design and 
operation call be restricted to a handful of people, details of the anti
theft features of automobiles must be made widely available to those 
who service and maintain vehicles. 

As a result; the professional thief has reasonable access to, and can 
be kept well mformed of what cQuntermeasures &'''e 011 the car, where 
they are located, and even how they operate. 

Unlike bank vault locks, automotive locks and ignition systems are 
not, and cannot, be extremely complex since they must be mass pro
duced, must provide reliable operation through many thousands of 
cycles, must be convenient to use and must be easily serviced. 

I was gratified to see that Ms. Claybrook in her statement alluded 
to t.he possible conflict between an elaborate security system that would 
frustrate a thief and one that might also frustrate service. 

I share her concern that the act's obligation of rules in this area 
could easily be counterproductive. Clearly any antitheft approach 
in vehicle designing must be balanced to consider the owner and the 
mechanic, not just the thief. 

They must be allowed to vary in design and function. In this way, 
the thief's task becomes more complicated since he must overcome 
different obstacles on various cars. 

Our experience indicates tlhat once a few antitheft device is intro
duced, cal' thieves eventually develop new theft techniques. Thus, we 
are confronted with a moving target that requires us to constantly 
adjust our aim in the development of effective countermeasures. 

Again I would like to divert from my text here and just indicate 
that relative to regUlations specifying antitheft featu~'es, I see some 
practical problems in terms of the way the regulatIOns would be 
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d:rafted. Reference has been made to increasing the time it would take 
a thief to enter and start a ('ar to say 10 or 20 minutes. 

Indeed this would be desirable and beneficial because in many 
instances they can do it in dramatically less time than that. However, 
in writing a regulation one cannot specify that it only takes 10 minutes 
or that the vehicle will be theft-proof. That i~ clearly impractical. 

If one specified that you cannot enter and start a car within 10 
minutes, that preposes the existence of an objective and repeatable 
test for that criterion for all different systems and all different designs. 

So I would be very much concerned that any regulation that might 
be promulgated under such authority as envisioned 'by this bill would 
have to take on the character of either a design or functional--

Mr. SCHEUER. Might it be a simple performance standard ~ 
Mr. MARTIN. How would it be specified? Would you say that a per

son cannot steal a vehicle in less than 10 minutes? Then what would 
be the performance criteria against which this was measured? You 
would have to have a standard skill guidance on all different counter
measures. I would be much concerned it would take on the character 
of a design or functional specification which might indeed be counter
productive because it mi~ht inhibit innovation on the part of the 
manufacturers and even gIve a road map to a thief. 

Mr. SCHEUER. It would encourage it if it were a performance stand
ard? We have fire wall performance standards. We say how long a 
wall must resist fire. We don't tell them what the chemical makeup 
should be, whether it's steel or 'tin or aluminum. We leave it to the 
construction industry to meet the performance standard of that fire 
w~L . 

Why couldn't we write the same kind of standard? 
Mr. MARTIN. Under those circumstances you can write an objective 

repeat!l)ble definition of what that fire waH test is. You can specify the 
combustion of the fuel. You can specify the fuel air mixture ratio and 
the precise circumstances under which it must meet that objective. But 
J am at a loss to understand how one would write a compamble objec
tive standard that said you cannot steal a car in less than 10 minutes. 

Mr. VVILLIAl\IS. You would need a human subject and it varies. 
Mr. SCHEUEH. We might train Mr. Heymann. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. We may pass the test, but someone else may come 

along and he could flunk the 10-minute test. 
Mr. GREEN. In the lock industry realistically speaking locks are 

recognized as better or worse. Presumably there is some way to 
ev~uate what is better or worse. Locksmiths will tell you for your 
home door this lock gives you the best protection, and this lock is next 
best, and so on down the line. 

Presumably they have some basis on which to judge. 
Mr. WILLIAl\'IS. 'That may be true. Locksmiths also have contests in 

their magazines for tricks of the trade, how to circumvent locks that 
Ul'e made to keep the bad guys out and they pass this on in their na
tional magazines. Even how to defeat security devices that the manu
facturers have designed into their vehicles. 

Mr. GREEN. I am not suggesting there is ever going to be a device 
that no one will ever be able to overcome. All I am suggesting is there 
does seem to be in the trade a feeling one can say that locking system 
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A is better than locking system B. Therefore there must be standards 
by which thevevaluate. 

Mr. :MARTIN. I would agree that there are relative comparisons, but 
it is difficult to write a relative comparison into an objective perform
ance ?pecification. 

I had not really finished summarizing my statement. 
Coming onto the current or the question relating to parts marking. 

I think our statement makes it evident we do have an intl'rest in this. 
The statement does describe an experimental program we have on our 
Cadillacs. And from this I think you can see we are not opposed to 
parts marking with the identification numbers so long as there is a rea
sonable basis to conclude it will payoff for the consumer. 

However, we don't believe to date there is evidence to indicate that 
the consumer would derive a net benefit. Again I would indicate that 
may not be the only way to accomplish the desired objective on chop 
shops. I believe Vlac1imar Iskovich testified early this year that under 
the autho;:-ity of Illinois laws they were able to have a very dramatic 
effect on the operation of chop shops. 

[Testimony resumes on p. 417.1 
[Mr. Martin's prepared statement and attachment follow:] 

L ____ _ 
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Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am David E. Martin, director, 

Automotive Safety Engineering, General Motors Corporation. 

General Motors welcomes the opportunity to address this sub-

committee on the subject of automobile theft. 

Introduction 

While there are many factors involved, it seems reasonable to con-

clude that the root of the auto theft problem is the high profit-low 

risk presently enjoyed by professional auto thieves. Unless something 

can be done to decrease those profits or to increase the risk of 

apprehension and conviction, it will be difficult, if not 

impossible, to make a significant reduction in motor vehicle 

theft. 

In our view the most effective solutions include the 

following: 

• Increased penalties upon conviction of a theft 

• More vigorous law enforcement among all jurisdictions 

• Tighter export controls 

• Uniform vehicle titling procedures 

• More vigorous efforts in prosecuting auto thieves 

• Implementation of uniform salvage titling laws 

• Enactment of laws making it a felony to alter any 
manufacturer-applied vehicle identification number 
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e Establishment of a unifonn vehicle theft data 
collection system 

• Granting of insurance discounts to owners of 
vehicles equipped with special anti-theft systems 

e Educational programs to inform the public of the 
magnitude of the problem, its costs to society and 
how individuals can respond constructively 

Each.measure would be beneficial, but collectively they should 

have a significant impact on the overall problem of motor vehicle 

theft. 

GM Efforts 

Vehicle improvements are equally important and we fully 

intend to continue our se~rch for effective anti-theft concepts 

to make it more difficuli: to illegally enter and start a GM car. 

To the extent that GM cars are stolen, our customers can 

suffer immediate fi~ancial loss, and inconvenience. There is 

a clear competitive incentive to improve the theft resistance 

of our cars to help us improve owner satisfaction by holding down 

the total cost of ownership. 

Among the most effective anti-theft features introduced on 

GM cars are the increased number of key codes in 1967, the steering 

column lock in 1969, and sepa~ate keys for the door and ignition 

in 1974. Attachment I identifies, by model year, vehicle security 

improvements made by GM since 1967. 
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In 1980, we improved our electronic anti-theft system by 

adding a device which pre'lents the vehicle from being started 

after forced entry. This improved system, available as an 

option on a number of our full-size cars, satisfies the 

definition of a "passive disabling device" as specified 

by the Insurance Services Off~ce (ISO). ThiG qualifies the owner 

for the 15 percent comprehensive premium discount offered by ISO 

members and other insurance companies. 

While we believe that our design changes have improved 

vehicle security, particularly with regard to the amateur thief, 

we have not been 'able to fully verify the individual effec

tiveness of each: More detailed data is needed to assess 

their performance than is available from most theft statistics. 

In 1977, in a joint project with several insurance companies, GM 

conducted a study to identify tne range of data that is needed 

on a continuing basis in order to determine where improvements 

in ~'ti-theft measures could be made. The survey has been made 

available to various state and federal agencies, as a means to 

encourage the development of a comprehensive auto theft data 

retrival system. A copy of the survey is being submitted to 

this subcommittee for the record. 
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Marking Parts 

Recently there has been legislative interest in marking 

vehicle parts as a deterrent to so-called "chop-shop" activities. 

Even though there is no Emperience to indicate that marking parts 

will have the desired result, a number of organizations are 

vigorously supporting legislation in this area. 

In theory, by applying vehicle identification numbers to 

selected component parts, law en~orcement agencies or insurance 

companies could determine whether specific parts came from a stolen 

vehicle. GM has been applying an abbreviated Vehicle Identification 

Number on engines and transmissions since 1968. In addition, we 

have evaluated a number of potential marking methods to uniquely 

identify other parts of the vehicle, such as the fenders, trunk 

lid. doors. hoods. etc. Our ground rules have been that 1) the 

system must resist counterteiting, 2) the markings must resist 

transfer or show evidence of attempted alteration, 3) the system 

must be compatible with current manUfacturing and assembly 

processes, 4) the markings must be durable and remain legible 

during the expected life of the car, and 5) the system must be 

cost effective. 

The current methods of stamping or embossing, used to 

identify engines, transmip.sions and frames were judged not feasible< 

Laser technology provides unique identification that is difficult 
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to reproduce. However, based on our investigation of this process, 

including the use of experimental equipment on a moving assembly l~ne, 

we have concluded it is impractical at the present stage of develop-

ment. 

Recent developments in label technology led us to implement 

a pilot marking program earlier this year, using a label with 

special security features. This experimental program should allow 

us to determine the feasibility and costs of labeling parts on 

an automotive assembly line and, ultimately, to obtain some idea of 

the effectiveness of marking part~ in reducing vehicle thefts. 

The problems encountered thus far are typical of most new 

programs and are not viewed as major obstacles to the program's 

continuation. For the balance of the 1980 model year and for the 

1981 model year, six major body parts on our Cadillac Eldorado 

and Seville models will be marked with computer printed labels. 

We believe it will be necessary to mark at least 200,000 vehicles 

and to monitor their theft experience over a period of about three 

years to obtain a statistically significw~t measure of the effective-

ness of the program. We are informing members of the insurance and 

law enforcement communities of our program and how to authenticate 

the labels. Although we are confident that the security features 

of the l~beis w\11 not be duplicated, further evaluation of their 

durability, transfer-resistance and cost-effectiveness is needed. 
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Future Vehicle Security 

As previously indicated, we believe that among the significant 

steps to reduce auto thefts, there are several that can be classified 

as non-product- related. ~ile we claim no expertise in crime pre

vention, from what we have been able to learn there appears to be 

some significant steps that could be t'aken that would assist in 

curtailing auto theft. These include increased penalties for those 

who deal in stolen motor vehicles and their parts and tighter 

procedures and surveillance when vehicles are exported. 

With respect to the vehicle itself, experience indicates that 

the professional thief is quite adept at defeating or circumventing, 

in time, most anti-theft measures. ~neir ability to cope with new 

designs is enhanced by the necessity of provid~ng details of our 

security features to various service and repair facilities. Unlike 

"bank vault" security, where detailed knowledge of design and oper

ation can be restricted to a handful of people, details of the anti

theft features of automobiles must be made widely available to 

those who service and maintain vehicles. As a result, the pro

fessional thief has reasonable access to and can be kept well 

informed of what countermeasures are on the car, where they are 

located, and even how they operate. 

Unlike bank vault locks, automotive locks and ignition 

systems are not, and cannot be, extremely complex since they 

must be mass produced, must provide reliable operation through 

many thousands of cycles, must be convenient to use and must 
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be easily serviced. Clearly then. any anti-theft approach in 

vehicle design must be balanced and con&ider the owner and the 

mechanic. not just the thief. Further. they must be all~wed to 

vary in design and function. In this way. the thief's task becomes 

more complicated. since he must overcome different obstacles on 

various cars. 

Our experience indicates that once a new anti-theft device 

is introduced, car thieves eventually develop new theft technique~. 

Thus. we are confronted with a moving target that requires us 

to constantly adjust our aim in the development of effective counter

measures. Accordingly. mandating specific anti-theft devices 

tends to limit design flexibility and is not regarded as a 

practical solution to the problem of vehicle theft. Further-

more. publication of government standards, and the public informa

tion exchange that is bound to occur during rulemaking, may 

actually be counterproductive. Access to such information could 

forewarn professional thieves by providing advanced details of 

new countermeasures even before it is produced. Thus. in contrast 

to other types of regulation. such as safety. there is merit in 

keeping advances in theft protection out of public discussion. 

Another factor to be considered is that not all cars need high 

levels of security. Some cars are not attractive to thieves or are 

located in ar,eas of the country where car theft is infrequent. 

Available infot~ation indicates to us that available anti-

theft devices are likely to provide the greatest benefit when used 

68-0930 - 80 - 27 ~~_ 
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on cars operated in and around high theft urban areas. This suggests 

there is merit in promoting optional equipment which owners may elect 

to have installed depending on their location or the type of car they 

are driving. The insurance industry is developing a national program 

of offering economic incentives in the form of comprehensive premium 

"discounts" to owners of vehicles equipped with anti-theft devices" 

meeting certain criteria. We understand that a majority of the major 

insurance companies are participating, ulcluding Motors Insurance 

Corporation, the GM insurance subsidiary. 

Independent aftermarket manufacturers offer the car-buying 

public a variety of anti-theft devices. Their features are varied 

in their design and function, and allow the individual owner a 

choice of s~curity m~asures. We believe that the availability of 

these aftermarket devices, coupled with insurance discounts, would 

address the problem most effectively. 

General Motors will continue its efforts to improve 

security features where \4e can reasonably identify problem areas. 

We urge, however, that improvements in vehicle security design be 

given proper emphasis in the overall strategy of developing cost

effective anti-theft measures. 
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As is evidenced by our current pilot marking programs, we 

are not opposed to the marking of auto parts, so long as there is 

a reasonable basis to conclude it will payoff for the consumer. 

Regrettably, to date there is no basis for such a conclusion. 

Regardless, to achieve any payoff from parts marking, it will be 

necessary to provide adequate penalties for the removal or 

altering the numbers from the parts. 

Currently there are a number of states which have introduced 

legislation establishing recordkeeping requirements for salvage 

yards. The State of Washington. for example. has had such a law 

in effect for about a year. More recently, the State of Illinois 

enacted a similar' regulation. While it is too early to assess 

these state programs relative to their experience in reducing auto 

theft. they may prove to be acceptaLle. cost effective solutions 

when backed up with proper enforcement. 

In view of the lack of data to substantiate the benefits 

that reasonably can be expected if the new car parts are 

required to be marked. we believe the state programs now underway 

should be monitored for their effectiveness and that this effort 

should take precedence over any requirement to mark parts at this 

time. 

SUMMARY 

To summarize, we believe that increased penalties. more vigorous 

law enforcement. tighter export controls. uniform titling procedures 

and salvage titling laws are among the most effective actions that 
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can be taken to curtail auto-theft. Although there is no data to 

indicate that marking auto parts will prove cost effective, we believe 

an evaluation program, such as the one we have underway, could 

provide the necessary data. We urge that parts marking not be 

legislated and that state programs and our labeling program be 

continued and evaluated. 

We strongly urge that manufacturers be allowed design flexibility 

in developing security systems and not be locked into mandated 

equipment. Optional or aftermarket anti-theft devices offered 

in conjunction with insurance discounts should prov~ highly effective 

for car owners living in high theft areas, without penalizing 

those owners living in areas where vehicle theft iS,not a problem. 

Implementing such an overall approach should prove beneficial 

while at the same time provide manufacturers with the necessary 

flexibility to respond to constantly changing vehicle theft techniques. 

* * * * 
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Attachment I 

CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT ANTI-THEFT FEATURES INCORPORATED IN 
GENERAL MOTORS VEHICLES SINCE 1967 

The following chronological outline covers the more significant anti-theft 
features incorporated in General Motors vehicles since the 1967 model 
year. 

1967 4,000 new key codes - a threefold increase over the 1,333 codes 
uSfld in prior years - were introduced. 2,000 of these key codes 
were for ignitions and doors and 2,000 for compartments. 4,000 
additional new codes were introduced in each of the succeeding 
three years, by varying the cross-sections of the keys so that they 
could not be inserted in locks used in previous model years. The 
total available combinations far exceeds the requirements of 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 114 which became effective 
January I, 1970. 

1967 On some vehicles, the door lock actuator button was moved away 
from the rear edge of the door window to make it more difficult to 
unlocl( the button with a tool inserted from outside the car. This 
change was made on additional models in succeeding years. 

1968 Passenger vehicles were equipped with a warning device to notify 
drivers who leave the vehicle with the key still in the ignition. 
This practice was continued in succeeding years and became a 
requirement of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 114, 
Theft Protection, which was effective January I, 1970. 

1968 The public VIN was moved from locations on the pillars or inside 
the compartments to visible locations atop the instrument panel on 
all passenger vehicles except the Corvette where it was located on 
windshield pillar. This practice was continued and became a 
requirement of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. I I 5, 
Vehicle Identification Number, which was effective January I, 
1969. 

1968 The use 01 the VIN derivative on engines and transmissions was 
expanded to all passenger cars. 

1968 An active audible theft alarm system was introduced as an option 
on the Chevrolet Corvette. 

1968 The barrier behind the rear seat was improved to prohibit access 
from the passenger compartment into the trunk. 

1969 A steering column locking system was introduced on all U. S. 
domestic passenger cars, except Corvair. The design included an 
ignition lock, a steering lock, and/or a tramsission shift lock. It 
was designed so that the steering, lock could not inadvertently 
engage while the vehicle is in motion. This practice continued ~nd 
similar requirements became part of the Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standard No. 114, Theft Protection, effective January I, 
1970. 

L._ 
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At the same time, the steering column lock was improved over 
previous ignition locks. An extra cylinder was added which 
completely surrounded the rotating lock cylinder to allow a precise 
fit at the factory. The face of the lock cylinder was equiped with 
a steel disc as an obstacle to forcing tools. The steering column 
instrument panel bracket was designed to cover and obstruct 
access to the column mounted ignition ",witch terminal. 

1970 The key code number was removed fr! m the door lock cylinder on 
all passenger cars. This made it imp Issible to learn the ignition 
key code by reading the key code on the door lock isnce at this 
time, the door and ignition locks on ,,'ach car had the same key 
cOding. 

1971 The re-introduction of inside hood release commenced. 

! 972 An englnl! description code was added to the YIN on passenger car 
models. It provided information on engine type, displacement, 
number of cylinders and net horsepower. 

1972 The optional Corvette audible anti-theft alarm was made part of 
the vehicle's standard equipment. 

1972 The use of the 13-digit YIN was expanded to trucks. 

1972 The application of confidential identification numbers was 
expanded to all GMC produced truck models. 

1973 The use of an engine description code in the VIN was expanded to 
Light Duty Trucks. (Medium and Heavy Duty Trucks continue to 
define only engine type in the YIN.) 

1973 A passive electronic anti-theft alarm system producing an 
audio/visual alarm signal was offered as a factory-installed option 
on all Cadillac models. 

1973 The side door lock retainer was modified to make it more difficult 
to dislodge it by piercing the door panel. 

1973 Conventional Light Duty Trucks (Pick-ups, etc.) with automatic 
transmissions were equipped with the steering column locking 
system. 

1974 The ignition key was separated from the door lock key on all 
passenger cars and all light commercial vehicles. The ignition key 
will not operate the compartment locks on the vehicle and the 
compartment key will not operate the ignition. This feature 
prevents obtaining the ignition key coding from any other key or 
locking cylinder applied to the vehicle. 

1974 The use of a VIN derivative on the engine and transmission was 
expanded to conventi<)nal Light Duty Trucks. 
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1975 The availability of the passive electronic anti-theft alarm system 
as a factory-installed option was expanded to some Oldsmobile 
models. 

1975 The optional electrical remote truck release was interlocked with 
the ignition lock system on all Oldsmobile vehicles so that the 
trunk cannot be unlocked electrica~!y unle:s- the ignition switch is 
in the "On" position. 

1975 The inside door locking button was re-Iocated to the arm rest on 
some models. 

1976 The inside door locking actuator was relocated to a recess in the 
side of the door panel on one model. 

1977 The cable for the inside hood release was rerouted to prevent 
actuation through the grill or from beneath the car. 

1977 The availability of inside hood release was expa"ded to some Light 
Duty Trucks on an optional basis. 

1977 The ignition lock cylinder was modified to prevent the use of a lock 
smith type tool to extract the lock cylinder. 

1978 The background color of tho: VIN plates on most passenger car 
models was changed from matte black to argent-gray to improve 
readability from outside the vehicle under varying light conditions. 
The remaining models will be changed as they are redesigned. 

1978 On all of the "A" body cars (Malibu, Cutlacs, Century and Lemans) 
the door lock cylinders were recessed to make them more difficult 
to grip and twist out. Additionally, changes were made internally 
in the door to make manipulation of the locking rods from outside 
the vehicle more difficult. These changes will be extended across 
all model lines as redesigns occur in later model years. 
19780ptional spoked wheel discs available on some models were 
provided with a unique locking features so that they can be 
removed only· with a special wrench. 

1978 Control of the optional electric trunk release through the ignition 
system was expanded to all passenger car lines that offer the 
option. 

1978 The availability of the passive electronic anti-theft system was a 
factory-installed option was expanded to some Buick models. 

1979 A steering column ignition lock that is much more resistant to 
forcible removal from the column was introduced on all passenger 
cars and conventional Light Duty Trucks. 
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The use of the steering column locks was expanded to the 
remaining conventional Light Duty Trucks. 

The door lock changes initiated in 1978 were adopted on the "E" 
body cars (Rivi(~ra, Eldol'ado, and Toranado). 

The distinct rosette rivets used to mount the ViN plate to the 
instrument panel were el<posed on the "E" body cars and convent
ional Light Duty Trucks and vans. Since they are distincitve in 
shape, making these rivets visible from outside the vheicle makes 
it easier to spot evidence of tampering with the VIN plate. This 
same change will be made as. additional models are redesigned. 

The mounting location of the VIN plates on conventional Light 
Duty Trucks and vans was moved to the left end of the instrument 
panel. 

The VIN plate for the "E" body car has a muted GM logo as part of 
the background. This will be adopted on all car lines in llucceeding 
model years. 

A type-style change to the confidential identification numbers as 
instituted in some assembly plants. This change will follow in 
additional plants all new tools are ordered. These changes are 
intended to aid in identification of partial imprints of these 
numbers. 

The use of the GM log~ in the background of the VIN plate was 
expanded to most passenger cars and vans. 

The use of an inside door locking actuator recessed in the side of 
the door panel was initiated on domestically produced vehicles with 
its introduction on the "K" (Seville) and "X" (Citation, Omega, 
Skylark and Phoenix) bodies. 

A starter interrupt f(~ature was added to the optional passive 
electronic theft deterrent system. Its availability was extendt!d to 
additional Buick and Oldsmobile models. 

A pilot program of putting lables containing the VIN on six m'ljor 
,body parts of the Cadillac "E" (Eldorado) and "K" (Seville) models 
was started during the mt)del year. 

1 
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Mr. SCHEUER. If the witness will yield, do you have any reaction to 
the statement by Mr. Williams of Ford that the 1980 cars that are 
being numbered as a part of their experimental program are being 
stolen at a rate 10 percent under the 1979 model that does not provide 
this numbering? 

Mr. ~1ARTIN. I don't have independent confirmation of that. 
Mr. SCHEUER. He made the statement and now let's assume he is an 

honorable man. 1-Vhat is your reaction to that? Doesn't that suggest 
there is some lrind of deterrent value to the existence of that marking 
system of pULcmg the YIN's on the various parts? 

Mr. MARTIN. If it is a 10-percent effect in reduction-I am sorry I 
did not catch itr--I have not read his statement. A 10-percent reduction 
in the theft rate? Ten percent would certainly be a sizable reduction 
when we are talking about a million vehicles. 

Mr. SCHEUER. I would think so. 
Mr. MARTIN. I would hope that there is good statistical evidence 

there, that those are statistically significant numbers. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Apparently it is based on FBI data and let's assume 

they are professional at Ford and know what they a;l'e doing. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, we indicated in our statement that 

the figures are based on a very small sample. And it is premature to 
say definitely that it is going to carryon through the rest of the year. 
We stated previously we needed at least 2, years to run the entire 
program before we could really get a true handle on the situation. 

Tho evidence to date, through April 1980, does indicate a 10-per
cent reduction oyer the comparable 1970 time period. That is true. 
The actual number was oniy 170 or 175, 1980 Lincolns, Marks, stolen 
in that time period compared to the vehicles sold during that same 
period. 

The automobile market has been distorted considerably in this pe
riod of time. 1-Ve only sold in that time period approximately 60,000 
vehicles compared to about 140,000 vehicles in the 1979 time period. 

Mr. SCIIEUER. You are still talking about a large number of vehie-Ies 
Il,nd it must-

Mr. 'V"ILLIAMS. It is still premature we believe. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You were the ones who picked the number of vehicles 

you were going to run this demonstration problem. I don't think 
Congress told you how many to pick. 

You picked it, right? You must have felt there was some eviden
tiary value in the result of that test with the number of vehicles that 
you picked. 

Now, are you tellinG" me we ran the test, but we really did not in
clude enough cars ane1 your statisticians did not really haye a large 
enough test body for the evidence that we needed? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. You misunderstood me. The trend is definitely in 
the right direction. lam just trying to make the point clear to the 
commIttee that at this particular pomt in time it is too early to base 
any conclusion on these results. Maybe it is going to show more than 
10-percent reduction or maybe no change at all, but at this time the 
sample size is relatively small. 

We feel we need more time and as we have stated previou~ly if the 
trend does continue, we would expand the program. 
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Mr. SCHEUER. How much does it cost you or how much did it cost 
you on this control group to put the YIN's on the parts other than the 
transmission? 

Mr. WILLIA~IS 'With the method we are using on six components, 
we estimate in the neighborhood of $3. 

Mr. SOHEUER. If there is a 10-percent reduction in the theft of 
those cars at a cost of $3 for all of the cars-they are not all stolen 
so it is not $3 a cal' that is stolen-how much does it cost in terms of 
avoidance for cars that weren't stolen because of this test? 

In other words if you had 100,000 cars-and you must have some 
percentage figure of cars that were stolen and therefore a reduction 
of 10 percent-how many cars were not. stolen because of this? And 
can you give us a cost benefit figure if w cars were not stolen and it 
cost y dollars to $3 a car for all the cars and you divided that into 
the number of cars that were not stolen because of the deterrent 
affects, how much does it cost per cal' that was not stolen because of 
the deterrent effect of this system? 

Mr. WILLIA~IS. I am not sure I can answer your question. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Do you understand the question? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not sure I exactly understand it. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Could you give us that in a few days if we hold the 

record open for you? 
Mr. 1VILLIAMS. I know how many vehicles were stolen accordingly 

to NCIC data and I know how many vehicles we built. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You know how many were stolen and you are telling 

us there was a 10-percent reduction? 
Mr. WILLIA1\IS. From 1979. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You can show the number of cars that were not 

stolen because of this deterrent effect. 
Mr. 1VILLIA1\IS. I can. 
Mr. SCHEUER. And you can multiply that by w dollars pel' car for 

identification. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. The ultimate cost saving has to be to the consumer. 

It should be an lllfltmmce reduction of the amount at least of our 
cost to put this identification on the labels. 

Mr. SCHEUER. I agree with you, but it seems to me that the insurance 
companies would be very happy to factor this into their cost, into the 
cost of their auto theft insurance. 1iVould that be compelling to you if 
they were willing to do it? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We would like them to do that. 
Mr. SCHEUER. I would like to ask somebody here why the automobile 

companies weren't thoroughly supportive of airbags when the insur
ance companies said that the cost of the airbags would be more than 
recovered many, many times over by the reduction in au~o ~nsurance. 

I am not gomg to ask you to answer that because that IS Irrelevant, 
but it seems to me that even when the evidence is clear on the face that 
the consumer would be benefited, the industry does not necessarily 
respond. 

The insurance companies came; in unanimously supporting airbags 
and saying the cost of the airbags would be covered many, many times 
over by the reduction in insurance, still the industry seems to be very, 
very reluctant to move ahead with airbags. But this is not the subject 
of the hearings today. 



But it does indicate to me that the industry does not necessarily 
factor reductions in insurance and benefits to the automobile owner 
to their decisionmaking process as to whether they want to put a 
particular system into the car, be it as an antitheft device or an anti
death device. 

But anyway what I am asking you to do-and I would like both of 
you-I am not sure General Motors-have you conducted a test also~ 

lVIr. :MARTIN. vVe have a program we just initiated this year. But our 
data would not allow us to make an independent calculation. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Apparently Ford has moved ~urther ahead. ~d 
would you submit to us the data I asked for, gettmg the total cost for 
your 100,000 cars, figuring out how many thefts you have avoided 
because of the deterrent effect of the system, and then giving us a cQst 
per car theft avoidance ~ 

And we can figure with the benefits would be in terms of reduction 
in insurance rates. And it is obvious there would be a reduction in 
hassle and inconvenience and hardship to the individual. Could you 
give us that ~ 

Mr. WILLIA~rs. I will try, sir. 
[The. following information was received for the record:] 
At the time of the hearing, I reported that comparable FBI theft statistics for 

1979 and 1980 model vehicles (through April) indicated a 10 percent reduction 
in thefts and a slight improvement in recovery (based on thefts compared to 
vehicles sold) for the 1980 model Lincoln Continentals and Continental MarIe 
'iTs. The sample, we felt, was too small to allow any conclusion to be made about 
the effect of our experimental component identification program. Since the hear
ing, ~Iay and June theft and recovery statistics have been provided by the FBI, 
and show an increase in the theft and l'ecovery rates of those models over pre
viou~ months. Thus, comparable theft and recovery figures for the 1979 and 1980 
model years now indicate no ehange in the theft or recovery rates (based on 
thefts to vehicles sold). Consequently, the figures to not presently demonstrate 
that our experimental program is of any benefit to the consumer. However, we 
still believe that the sample is too small to make any conclusive judgments re
garding the success or failure of the experimental program. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Let me ask Mr. lVIartin of GM what was the cost per 
car to you of the component markings which we just heard from Ford 
costs them $3 ~ 

Mr.lVIARTIN. Our cost is less than $5. 
Mr. SCl'IEUER. It seems to be a modest cost per car. So if the system 

works at all, anywhere from 10 percent on up, () percent on up, I 
would think you would have a very clear cost benefit. 

Mr. VVILLIA:r.rs. You have to have other people involved with the 
system . .As Mr. vVeglian mentioned earlier, the number has been on the 
transmission for a long time. Some people don't look at it. You have to 
have law enforcement looking at t.he numbers, being aware they are 
there and using them. 

lVIr. SCHEUER. There is no question for the deterrent effect to work 
some prospective car thief or the organized crime syndicates who are 
in this business must assume that the system of YIN's is going to give 
the law enforcement community the wherewithal to make apprehen
sions and to make things hot for them and increase the risks and to 
decrease the r(~warc1 for organized crime involvemenl; into auto theft 
on a mass basis. 

You are totally correct there. But it does seem to me from all the 
evidence that that deterrent effect seems to be there because the crime 
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syndicates do not regularly bother to move in illegal commerce. The 
component part" that are marked-the engine and transmission-so 
they must feel there is a deterrent effect. 

As they also stated the system is in place. The inspection system and 
the law enforcement system are in place now and apparently it works. 
So it does not seem to me there would be any additional bookkeeping, 
computer system, cost or even law enforcement cost assuming that 
right now engines and transmissions don't move in illegal commerce. 

Mr. WILI.J:AMS. It may be the engines and transmissions are not 
marketable-I forget, who from Justice indicated-that it is the crash 
parts, the fenders and the doors that are the high moving items in a 
chop shop operation. It is in the reta,g operation where the transmis
sion mayor may not be removed from the vehicle in order to keep the 
identity of the vehicles consistent with the title, the paperwork that 
would go along with the vehicle. 

The salvage yards are trying to move fenders and doors, and not 
transmissions. Engines and transmissions from that standpoint last 
a long time period. 

Mr. SOHEUER. And they survive a crash is what you are saying~ 
Mr. WILLIAlIfS. Yes. There may not be the market for the engines 

and transmissions. 
Mr. SOHEUER. I suppose the high cost of replacement of parts by the 

manufacturer also certainly presents the organized crime people with 
a high reward factor. 

Mr. Martin, in your testimony you stated that Motors Insurance 
Corp., which is owned by GM now gives premium discounts for anti
theft devices. Mr. Charles Hannert, vice president of claims for GM, 
has told the congressional staff further reductions in premiums might 
be possible with parts identification as the numbers would reduce 
theft in insurance payouts. 

Why do you think 'that Motors Insurance Corp. vigorously supports 
the whole numbers and VIN system? 

Mr. MARTIN. They are making the judgment that this has potential 
and this is the reason we are pursuing it. "Ye belieye before one re
quires this across the board that there be a thorough evaluation of the 
cost and benefits. 

I know that by comparison to the loss of a particular vehicle which 
runs into thousands of dollars for the vphicle owner, the $5 seems like 
a very modest cost. And it may indeed prove to be 11 very modest cost. 
We are simply urging that alternatives snch as recordkeeping regula
tions be examined as well because $5 a cal' amounts to $50 million a 
year. 

And we think it appropriate before that $50 million, which is the 
cost. to our society, before we commit to that, that we spend a modest 
percentage of that determining what is the best way to go and whether 
or not there will really he the anticipated benefits. 

Mr. SOHEUER. How do we find ont whE'ther there really will be the 
anticipated benefits? . 

Mr. MARTIN. I think several things. A continuation of observing both 
the Ford study and. the G ~l study. IVe anticipate in a few yea~' time 
we should have statistically signifIcant data. I think there ought to be 
an evaluation of the alternatives to factor into all the estimates-and 
indeed they must be estimatE's-whether or not the parts marking 
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when applied to all vehicles will be as effective as when it is applied 
to a very few vehicles. 

Sometimes simply the appearance of 11 label on a house that incli
cates that the house is equipped with antitheft features-a thief will 
go on down the block to a house that is not so protected. So sometimes 
you have a uniqueness charactel'lstic in a study of this nature. 

And we are just suggesting there be proper evaluation of the pros 
and cons. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Maybe you ought to give us a memo suggesting a 
design of a research demonstration program on this matter that would 
be critical to you. If some other things ought to be done why don't you 
tell us what they ought to be and maybe we can save some time ~ 

Mr. :MARTIN . We can respond to that. 
[See letter dated July 15, 1980, p. 426, this hearing.] 
Mr. SCHEUER. The cost of ·waiting [Bveral years before considering 

such a system is enormous. Doing nothing costs an awful lot of money. 
·When you are talking about a ~ billion a year loss, you are talking 
about $10 billion for a couple or 2 to 2% years. You would have to 
show me it is worth it to agree that we are going to spend that $10 
billion and wait 2 or 3 years before execting some kind of disincentive 
system for this organized crime rather than going with what we have. 
I assure you that we in Congress legislate every day on the basis o£ 
a far less compelling knowledge base than we have right here. To us 
the information that Ford has adduced is pretty impressive. ""Ve don't 
generally have a perfect data base on which to go. 

We just go with the best that we have. And we make judgments 
that are not sometimes by instinct and generally with imperfect facts, 
as everybody does, as every businessman does. This just may be a case 
where the perfect is the enemy of the good. 

And the question is is the data that you have already adduced pretty 
good? And it is sufficient for us to make a pretty good value judgment 
that by God we probably have hit pay dirt here? 

And if it is not a 10-percent reduction in theft, maybe it is only 
8 percent or '7 percent or 6 percent or 5 percent. But anywhere in the 
neighborhood of 10 percent at a cost of $3 or $4 or $5 a car would give 
a tremendous cost benefit package. 

Mr. Martin, on page 3 of your testimony you refer to GM's electronic 
antitheft system which qualifies the-owner for a 15-pel'cent competitive 
insurance premium discount. 

Can you tell us how much this improved system costs and what 
percentage of your buyers elect to take that as an option ~ 

Mr. nLmTIN. The cost of that system is approximately $150. I be
Heve it is selected by about 10 percent of the people who purchase cars 
for .., ... hich that option is available. 

Ml'. SmIEUER. Congressman Gilman. 
Mr. GIL~rAN. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. Gentlemen, do you have 

an intercompany group that examines auto theft devices and the way 
to prevent auto theft ~ Do the companies get together and try to 
develop joint approaches to the problem. 

l\fr. \VILLIA~fS. Not. in complying with standards. It is against anti
trust. I can't ask Dave Martin what he is doing jn his 1982 Seville and 
compare what we are doing in our 1982 Lincoln. 
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Mr. GILl\IAN. You are not permitted to discuss that for purposes of 
protection for theft ~ " 

Mr. WILLIAMS. "Ve can't do that legally. 
Mr. SCHEUER. You come afoul of the antitrust laws? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. 
Mr. GILMAN. I am impressed with the documentation General 

Motors presented of what they have 'been trying to do over the years. 
It seems to me that if the experts of the various companies were ruble 
to get together they might be able to incorporate some of the best of 
all of the companies into better devices and better systems. 

Mr. MAR'l'IN. We think it is better that there be a variety of systems. 
As soon as you standardize these features, you make lives easier for the 
thieves. 

Mr. GILMAN. I can't understand that. 
Mr. MARTIN. We believe there is a great deal of benefit in competing 

with one another as we bdievc there is a great deal of benefit in com
peting with one another in other areas. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I would second that. 
Mr. GILl\rAN. So we are clear, while you are advocating that the com

panies proceed with the experiment you still have a great deal of 
hesitancies and reluctan<!e about using identification numbers as a 
preventive for auto theft, is that correct ~ 

Mr. MAR'l'IN. Yes. We are reluctant to see it regulated at this time. 
Mr. GILl\IAN. Your reluctance is based primarily on the ability to 

utilize this kind of system ~ 
Mr. MARTIN. We are not confident that it is going to have tt benefit. 

We are hopeful it certainly will but we don't really have the informa· 
tion that would say let's commit to this course because it is very diffi
cult once we get a regulation to undo it. 

Mr. GILl\IAN. What is your major objection to identification? WhT 
do you feel it would not be helpful? . 

Mr. MARTIN. We are not objecting to it. We are not negative about 
it. If we were not relatively positive, if we were not hopeful this would 
be an effective concept, we would not have voluntarily taken on the 
course that we have. 

Mr. GILl\IAN. What do you see as the sholtcomings of the system? 
Mr. lvUR'l'IN. I don't believe I am so concerned that it has a short

coming as I am concerned that there may be alternatives that I am not 
personally acquainted with. And I am just asking that the alternative 
of recordkeeping requirements for salvage years be examined very 
carefully. 

We are not negative about this. 
Mr. GILl\IAN. Both of you have recommended better export controls. 

What are you suggesting with regard to export controls? 
Mr. MARTIN. I am not an authority in that area. We just observed 

from the record that this does seem to'be one of the avenues that makes 
it a high profit and low risk business. But it is my understanding that 
there is no requirement- tl'at you pven identify the particular vehicle 
that you are shipping outside the country. So recordkeeping in thaL 
regard would seelr. to 1e minimal cost and perhaps a way to plug that 
hole. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Williams. 
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Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not an expert but in listening to the Justice 
Department testimony it would seem to me that to check a YIN with 
NOlC on the vehicle that is going to be exported would be a reasonable 
thing to do and at least require the VIN to be on a manifest before the 
ship can leave the port so you could have some idea if it is stolen-you 
don't have to be conoorned there are 100 Lincolns or Cadillacs going 
on the boat. But there are 100 specific Lincolns on that boat. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. I wanted to note for the record if, in fact, there is a 10-

percent saving here or 10-percent reduction in thefts and we have 8, 

$:I:-billion-a-year problem you are talkmg of a $400 million saving 
against-we hopefully get back to a 10 million car year-somewhere 
from $30 million to $50 million in annual costs. And that strikes me as 
a cost benefit ratio that leaves considerable room for error on that 10 
percent. 

Just one final question. Ms. Claybrook indicated during her testi
mony that for some reason the ignition locking device on the Cadillac 
was not as secure as on the lesser cars that GM turns out. vVould you 
care to comment on that? 

Mr. l\:L'ill'rIN. I believe our Cadillacs have the same column lock de
signs and components as our other vehicles .. A.nd you can be sure I am 
going to look into that when I get home. I was very surprised. 

Mr. GREJ<JN. Could you confirm that to us, that it does have the same 
or let us know ~ 

Mr.l\ifARTIN. I will. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Margaret, briefly. 
Ms. DURBIN. There has been specUlation as to whether or not, in 

light of skyrocketing gas prices, there will be a shift in the types of 
motor vehicles being stolen; that is luxury models which are less fuel 
efficient, will decline as a prime theft target. and smaller, mOl'e fuel 
efficient cars will hit the top of the list. 

Have either of you or both of you seen such a shift taking place as 
yet~ 

Mr. "WILT..:rAlifS. I have done an analysis of 1979 National Auto
mobile Theft Bureau data, the most current data available, to try and 
fmel out if inueed that shift has occurred. There does seem to be a 
trend away from the what we would call luxury cars, larger cars, to 
midsize cars. 

Also, it was surprising to me, many of the imports that generally 
are .claimed to have the most fuel efficient vehicles, although the 
popUlation has increased of those particular vehicles, the theft of 
those vehicles has not increased in proportion to the new popula
tion. 
If what you are suggesting would be true, I expected to see a 

dramatic shift, but I did not see that. Also, cars like our Mustang 
have not evolved as theft targets-the theft rate has not shifted to 
those cars. It seems they !ire shifting to our midsize cars. In 1979 a 
popular car stolen was the Thunderbird. 

Mr. SCH.E"V"ER. We have to get a rollcall vote. You can continue 
answering questions. If you have any fU1'the~' questions, plea~e con
tinue. 1:V e thank you very much for your testImony and we WIll sus
pend until 12 :30 and then we will take on the last three witnesses. 
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Mr. WILLIAMS. The Thunderbird was a midsize car. There was 
a shift to that particular type of car. I have not seen the complete 
shift to smaller cars yet. vVe need more data. 

Ms. DURBIN. A longer period of time. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I WIll have data in probably another 2 months or 

so. I will look at it again to see if that is, in fact, happening. It seems 
~h~ trend is that way but I don't have enough data to say definitely 
ItlS. 

Mr. MARTIN. I don't have sufficient information to give you a good 
answer on that. We did take a look at our new more fuel efficient x 
body. We did not see a significant change, but we will continue to 
look at that. 

Ms. DURBL.'T. Could you elaborate on the manufacturers' certificate 
of origin ~ Specifically, what features of that certificate prevent 
counterfeiting ~ 

Mr. WIL~rs. We can talk about that because the automotive in~ 
dustry worked with, as I mentioned, with officials from the .American 
Association of Motor Vehicles Administration and the document 
security industry and that particular document is used industrywide 
among the major four manufacturers. 

So I can talk about that because it was not as if we were working 
with only one document supplier. We talked with everybody at that 
time so there was not an antitrust problem. The manufacturers state
ment of origin used today by major manufacturers has a border 
that is printed on what is called intaglio printing, the same process 
used for money. 

When you feel a new dollar bill; you can actually feel it. It t~.kes 
a skilled engraver to try and counterfeit that particula.l' method of 
printing. There are only a few printing suppliers that can provide 
that particular type of printing. 

Also, you have to seek to stop the person who w0ulcl try to use 
sophisticat~d copy machines for copying a document. This MSO 
has features, if you would try and USe sophisticated copy machines 
to copy that, "void" appears on the face of the manufacturer's state
ment of origin. 
If you would try and erase a character or alter a character, it is 

evident on the paper that erasure has been a,ttempted. Or if you try 
to bleach a cha.racter out by some acid or bleach method, it oocomes 
very evident that attempts have been made to alter the document. 

So we feel that-I am sure GM and Chrysler ;and AMC feel the 
same way-it would be very difficult for a thief using that document 
to try and duplicate it to fraudulently identify a vehicle. 

The thing that concerns me is that the States must go to at least 
equiValent methods in the title documents. 

Ms. DURBIN. "Will it be able to track this innovation in correlation 
with the auto theft problem ~ 

Mr. VVILLIAMS. That is hard for me to answer because all we do 
is produce it. It is JIsed by the department of motor vehicles in the 
States and they have indicated there had been a problem with counter
feit manufacturer's statements of origin. 

That ,~as one of the reasons for the thrust in providing a secured 
document for the manufacturer's statement of origin. I was at a 
meeting a couple ·of months ago at the Association of Motor Vehicle 
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Administrators. There were not any specific positive things said, but 
I think the feeling was that it was helpful. However, I would have to 
ask someone in the department of motor vehicles to answer that ques
tion. 

Ms. DURBIN. Thank you very much. 
[The following letter was received for the record:] 

68-093 0 - 80 - 28 
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The Honorable James H. Scheuer 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Gus Ya tron 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington DC 20515 
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~ ... ,.,. ...Env~nmental Activities Staff 
REC'D Crt:~~' ~Ut:>. 

General Motors Corporation 

'JUl30 '980General Motors Technical Cenler 
Warren. Michigan 48090 

July 15, 1980 

Dear Messrs: Scheuer and Yatron: 

During testimony by General Motors on June 10, 1980 at the Joint 
Subcommittee hearings on H.R. 4178, the "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention 
Act of 1979," it was requested that we comment on the statement by the 
NHTSA Administrator, Joan Claybrook, that their tests had shown current 
General Motors ignition lock cylinders to be superior except for those used 
in our Cadillac products. 

We have verified that the lock cylinder, its retention method and the 
general configuration of the housing, or cover, in which the steering 
column ignition lock is mounted, is the same for all GM passenger cars, 
including Cadillacs. As the NHTSA test report is not yet available, we are 

. unable to comment on the reasons for any differences it might show in the 
security performance of our lock cylinders. When we receive the report, 
we, will examine the configurations tested, the test method employed and 
the results obtained. 

The present method of lock cylinder retention was introduced at the start 
of the 1979 model year. It is designed to make it more difficult to remove 
the lock cylinder by the lIslam-pullingll theft method. For the 1979 and 1980 
model years the steering column housings, or covers, are molded from glass 
fiber reinforced plastic or cast from zinc or ""'Ilgnesium depending on the 
type of column (i.e., standard, tilt, or till: and telescoping) and the 
particular vehicle. 'l'hese differences should not affect the the~t deter
rence of the design. 

Our independent evaluation, usinp: field reports from our MIC insurance 
subsidiary, indicates a significant J lduction in the number of recovered GM 
vehicles that show evidence of having been stolen by "slam-pulling" the 
ignition lock. Unfortunately, other methods of ignition lock attack are 
increasing. This underscores our view that auto theft presents a "moving 
target," and that design changes, even if mandated, provide only a 
temporary barrier to the ingenuity of thieves. 
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At the hearing a second request was made for our recommendations as to 
what alternatives to parts marking should be evaluated. We believe that 
before we can approach a cost effective solution or solutions, the relative 
significance of each of several facets of the auto theft problem needs to be 
determined since present statistics provide no insight into the disposition 
of stolen vehicles and little information on the condition of recovered 
vehicles. The first of these facets is fraud where either the vehicle never 
existed or its theft was lIarranged." The second is VIN switching where a 
clear title and VIN plate from a salvage vehicle is used to legitimize' a 
similar stolen vehicle. The third is exporting stolen vehicles. And, the 
fourth is the chop shop operations where stolen vehicles are stripped of 
resale able parts and the remains disposed of. 

All of these illicit activities are profitable and possible for a number "f 
reasons. First, state titling and registration agencies, financial institutions 
and insurance companies rarely verify that the vehicles they title, finance 
or insure actually exist or are the vehicles they purport to be. Second, 
insurance companies until recently have generally been reluctant to 
prosecute suspected fraUd. Third, laws governing theft of vehicles, 
reqUirements for salvage titles, YIN tampering, etc., are not sufficiently 
severe, lack uniformity and in some jurisdictions are non-existent. Fourth, 
the law enforcement and criminal justice communities in many areas are 
faced with problems having much higher priorities than auto theft. And, 
fifth, present exportation requirements make it relatively easy to move 
stolen vehicles out of the country rapidly. 

We believe that before legislation aimed at reducing auto theft is enacted 
there should be assurance that the public will realize benefits commen
surate with costs. It, therefore, appears appropriate to us to allocate 
resources in two areas. First, it should be determined that an accurate and 

,manageable data collection system to identify the magnitude of the various 
facets of the auto theft problem can be developed and implemented. 
Second, the effectiveness of some of the on-going programs should be 
evaluated. Among possible candidates for evaluation are programs re
quiring salvage yards to be licensed and to keep records, and the effects of 
newly enacted salvage title. or VIN tampering laws. Since licensing of and 
record keeping by salvage yards are aimed directly at chop shop operations, 
an evaluation of programs currently in place in Washington and Dlinois, 
could form a basis for comparison with ,parts marking. 

As pointed out in testimony before your subcommittee, at ieast two 
manufacturers are attempting to evaluate, through demonstration pro
grams, the effectiveness of parts marking as a means of reducing chop shop 
thefts. GM's program of marking sheet metal parts on certain Cadillac 
models will continue through 1981 model year production. At the end of 
that pilot program we will be able to answer questions about our costs and 
assembly line problems. The real question that needs an answer, however, 
is whether parts marking is an effective deterrent to chop shop thefts. 
Over the past 10 years theft rates of these same models have varied 
substantially. We have not been able to attribute such variations to 
anything we have or haven't done. For this reason, we believe that for the 
parts marking results to be considered significant, the theft rate of those 
vehicles should show at least a one third reduction from the 10 year 
average for both the 1980 and 1981 model years. Beyond that, we will need' 

'-----------------------------
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to determine if such a reduction is a short term effect, or a long term 
prospect. 

The claim has been made that the marking of our engines and transmissions 
over the past 12 years has caused thieves to dispose of those parts rather 
than sell them. However, we believe that engines and transmissions are 
harder to handle than sheet metal parts, and since they are less likely to be 
damaged in collisions, their demand is smaller. For example, if an engine 
is damaged in a collision to the point where it must be replaced, the 
vehicle is almost certainly a total loss. Thus, we believe that the reason 
for disposing of marked engines and transmissions is largely that no sizable 
market for them exists. 

Finally, even if we experience a significant reduction in the theft rates of 
marked Cadillacs; there would be no basis to conclude that similar 
reductions shotUd be expected if we marked other vehicles.. Several factors 
contribute to this conclusion. First, the extent of the chop shop problem 
nationally has not been identified. Second, the sample size of vehicles 
being marked is small compared to the industry's model year production. 
And third, "desirability" cannot be quanitified. By "desirabilityll we mean 
the reason(s) why theft rates for even similar vehicles vary widely. As an 
example, the Cadillac Eldorado, Buick Riviera and Oldsmobile Toronado 
are all similarly appointed OM "E" body cars, yet the theft rate of the 
Eldorado is significantly higher than either of the others. 

While we recognize the seriousness of the auto theft problem, we are 
convinced that unless there is a unified effort by all concerned to close 
loopholes, increase the risks associated with auto theft, and educate the 
public, there will be no substantial long term reduction in auto theft 
through legislative action aimed at regulating the physical security of the 
vehicle. 

BJR/jmp 

Very truly yours, 

1211/;(# Jrv;J~ ,~~ E. Martin, Director 
Automotive Safety Engineering 
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[Brief recess.] 
Mr. SCHEUER. We will come to order. 
We will now hear from Mr. Donn Knight, vice president of Geico, 

Government Employees Insurance CO'7 on behalf of the National 
Association of Independent Insurers, and we will ask Mr. Russell F. 
McKinnon and Mr. Ted Johnson to come uJ? to ube table. Mr. Russell 
F. McKinnon represents the Automotive DISmgntlers & Recyclers of 
America, and Mr. Ted Johnson the Coalition to Halt Automotive 
Theft. 

Mr. Knight, your testimony wHl be printed in full in the record, so 
why don't you chat informally with us, hitting the high spots and mak
ing any reference to anything you have heard this morning that you 
want. , 

STATEMENT OF 1rEB-RILL D. KNIGHT nI, VICE PRESIDENT, 
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSURANCE CO. (GEICO), ON BElla:!.]' 
OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT INSURERS 

Mr. KNIGHT. I apologize for my voice. 
First, MI'. Chairman, I would like to underscore that I am con

veying to you this morning the endorsement not only of the National 
AssoCIation of Independent Insurers but also of the Alliance of Amer
ican Insurers and the American Insurance Association and State 
Farm Insurance Co. In other words, we are conveying the endorse
ment of all three major insurance trade associations plus State Farm 
which is an unaffiliated company but does insure the largest number 
of automobiles in the United States. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Is there any major segment of the insurance industry 
that you do not represent, and who oppose this proposed legislation? 

Mr. KNIGHT. Not to my knowledge. 
Mr. SCHEUER. So you have the whole gamut of the insurance in-

dustry behind you ~ 
Mr. KNIGHT. I believe so. 
Mr. SCIillUER. Very good. 
Mr. KNIGII'l'. The statistics which are included in my statement 

[see p. 436] clearly show that the thefts are up, recovery 1S down. dollar 
losses are up. Premiums nre up as a consequence of increased vehicle 
theft, fewer recoveries of those stolen, and higher dollar losses. 

The insurance consumer will pay $2 billion i.n premiums for vehicle 
theft coverage in 1980. 

Countrywide, ,rehicle theft is the largest single factor in the cost of 
comprehensive coverage and accounts for approximat~ly 50 to 60 
percent of the comprehensive coverage premium. 

We believe that t.he marking of component pa:l.'ts with the VIN
vehicle identification number-is a vital step. 

We believe ths requirement fnr the Se.cretary of Transportation to 
develop security devices is another very important step to meeting 
this kind of loss. Weare prepared to discuss that. 

r would also like to draw attention again to the mfety factor be
cause NHTSA has testified that more stolen vehicles are up to 200 
percent likely to be involved in a loss than vehicles that are not stolen. 

Mr. SCHEUER. In what kind of loss? 

L-______________ _ 

l 
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Mr. KNIGHT. Accidents. I think from my own experience there is 
more severity to those losses; they are operating more recklessly, 
at higher speeds and the injuries are greater and suffering is more. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Do you have a feeling that the cost effectiveness of 
this $3 to $5 expenditure per car in putting on the YIN's is reasonably 
justified by the experience with which you are familiar? 

Mr. KNIGHT. MI'. Chairman, if they are seeing 10 percent savings 
on the first model year, which is not even complete yet, those savings 
are going to certainly multiply over the next 2 to 3 or 4 years when the 
parts are still in demand. 

I think there is no question but what it is cost beneficial. I have 
a gentleman on my staff who has worked in the automobile theft field 
and in law enforcement for 25 years. He estimates this will reduce 
the chop-shop operation by 70 percent when it is fully effective and 
fully enforced. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Maybe you would be prepared to give us a little memo 
in writing in the next week or 10 days, if we keep the record open on 
that subject. 

Mr. KNIGHT. I will be glad to. Some of that is in the statement I 
filed. 

Mr. SCHEUER. If there is any additional information, it would be 
helpful. 

[See letter dated June 17, 1980, p. 433, this hearing.] 
Mr. SCHI<:lUER. I would also say this, you know now there is a con

sensus that the cost pel' cal' of putting in the YIN's is $3 to $5. You 
can take as an assumption a 10-percent reduction in theft for the 
cars that are known, the car models that are known to have the YIN's 
on them. If this were elaborated across the whole system, if this 1egis
:ation gets passed, could you tell us then what the reduction would 
be in auto vehicle thc:'it insurance rates and just from that alone whut 
the cost/benefit would be for that $3 to $5 ~ 

Mr. KNIGHT. I "\vould think it would be paid many times over every 
year by reduction in insurance costs. I can't believe you wouldn't 1.!1vc 
more than a $5 reduction in auto theft insurance costs per year, but 
J don't want to be speculating ju the absence of hard knowledge. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Maybe you could give us an estimate of what the in
surance savings would be, both nationally and total, and to the in
dividual car owner as a result of that extra $3 to $5 investment per 
car by the owner. 

NIl'. KNIGHT. ,Ve will be glad to try to do that. 
[See letter dated June 17,1980, p. 4:33, this hearing.] 
lVIr. KNIGHT. The make and model rating practices which most com

panies are adopting today will reflect any improvement in the theft 
o"'>perience and the rates will be adjusted accordingly. 

;.vIr. SCHEUER. They have speculated that as a result of the YIN for 
lhis particular model that they are already experiencing something 
like a 10-percent reduction in a.uto theft for that model. 

'Vould you extrapolate that, or you could take that one little closed 
e:\periment--if the insurance companies looked at that expel'iment, 
how much would they I'educe in auto theft insurance rates for cars 
::0 equipped, assuming that they could expect a 10-percent reduction 
l!l theft? And then take that and compare it with the original capital, 
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the increased original capital cost of $3 to $5, and I think you would 
come out with some interesting statistics. 

You could make your own cost/benefit analysis. 
Mr. KNIGHT. We will make every effort to do that. 
[See letter dated June 17, 1980, p. 433, this hearing.] 
Mr. SOlIEUER. We appreciate that. . 
Congressman Green ~ 
Mr. GREEN. Along the same lines again, you point to 70 percent re

duction in chop-shop operations. What percentage of auto thefts would 
you ascribe to chop shops ~ 

Mr. KNIGHT. I think we are estimating in the vicinity of 40 percent 
of the thefts today are the result of chop shops. 

Mr. GREEN. So you are talkin~ about a reduction of 28 percent in 
overa,}! thefts if you could achIeve a 70-percent reduction in chop 
shops~ 

Mr. KNl:GHT. Yes, sir. 
Mr. GREEN. That is all, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Mr. Knight) the subcommittee has heard that insur

ance fraud related to vehIcle theft is increasing. Can you tell us some
thing about the steps that have been taken by the insurance industry 
to assure that such schemes as insuring a phantom car are going to be 
made more difficult, more expensive, and more risky? 

Mr. KNIGHT. The National Automobile Theft Bureau has been in 
operation f01' 60 or 70 years. Of course, with the advent of computers 
it has become much more effective in recent years. We are required, 
as a member of NATB, to report not only all stolen vehicles but also 
all total losses as a result of a collision loss where we sell the salvage. 

The VIN is entered into the NATB computer for late-model cars, 
so if someone tries to claim that VIN for a stolen vehicle at a later 
date, the NATB can match it up and identify it as a car that has 
already been totally destroyed, and we can proceed from there. 

Mr. SOlIEUER. Would you say the insurance industry is getting a 
handle on automobile jnsurance fraud and making it tougher, more 
risky, more expensive? 

Mr. KNIGH'l'. As a generalization, I think yes. Every day I become 
convinced there is more of it than we had guessed before, and we have 
to intensify our effort. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Where is it ~ How does it show up? In what form 
other than insuring the phantom car, for example? 

Mr. KNIGHT. The phantom car, of course, results in theft claims, 
but there are staged accidents, agajn using paper cars sometimes l or 
cars that have been acquired just for that purpose. Additional claIms 
are made by nonexistent passengers. It seems to be a very broad spec
trum that this kind of thing covers. 

Mr. SOHEUER. F'or our purposes, we are primarily interested in theft
related claims. Are there any other techniques that are used other than 
insuring the phantom car designed for theft and then a fraudulent 
claim coming in? 

Mr. KNIGHT; There may be the legitimate car, fully insured, prop
erly insured, that the policyholder simply can't keep up his payments 
on, and he abandons the car and reports it stolen or he hits a tree 
coming home at night and leaves it there and calls us the next morning 
Itnd says it was stolen. 



Or he may attempt to dispose of the car through some sort of a fence 
who is operating, we believe, probably in connection with the chop 
shops, but I think the phantom car is the more frequent type of fraud
ulent theft. 

Mr. SOHEUER. How would you suggest we address the prdblem of the 
phantom car, we in Congress ~ 

Mr. KNIGHT. I think the phantom car problem is more likely to be 
solved by uniform salvage title laws than any other piece of legis
lation. 

Mr. SOHEUER. On pa~e 3 of your testimony you endorse the issuance 
of standards requiring Improved locking devices for automobiles. Now, 
presumably this would raise by a modest amount the retail price of 
cars, and presumably it. would also decrease car theft. 

Can we reasonably expect the insurance company to give reduced 
rates for cars that have this type of improved security system~? 

Mr. KNIGHT. There are already some rating plans filed wIth the 
States which provide for those discounts, sir. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Are there any provisions for reduced rates for after
market devices? 

MI'. KNIGHT. Yes, sir; I believe these rating plans do include after
market devices. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Could you give us statistiC's on that-how much reduc
tion iS j in the next 10 or 12 dttys~ for the record? . 

Mr. KNIGHT. I wm be glad to. 
[The following letter and attachments were received for the record:] 
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National Association 
ftl;C'o ~p 

of Independent lns1freJ!p· 
JUN1.91980 

Atthur C. Mertz. President 

499 SOUTH CAPITOL ST., SW., SUITE 401, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20003 

202/484·2350 

June 17, 1~80 

Honorable James H. Scheuer, Chairman 
Consumer Protection and Finance Subcommittee 
U. S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Chattos A. Taylor. III 
LeglslaUve Ceunse! 

I am enclosing the responses to several questions 
posed to our wltness -- Donn Knight, Vice President of 
GEICO -- at the hearings on the Motor Vehicle Theft Pre
vention Act held June 10. 

Please let me know if I can be of further 
assistance to you in your consideration of this important 
legislation. 

Sincerely yours, 

0.C::A. ~;l~ ( 7lC-
Legislative Counsel 

Encl. 
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1. We estimate that if auto manufactUl'ers were to mark major component parts 
with identifying numbers, the "chop shop" process of stealing, disassembling 
and reselling automobiles would be reduced by as much as 7C1'/o. (Primary 
source: Thomas J. Horrigan, Security Claims Investigator, GEICO, who was 
a police officer for twenty-five years with the Washington, D.C. Hetropolitan 
Police Department, including tldrteen years in the Criminal Investigations 
Division, Auto Theft Unit. He is Executive Secretary and past President of 
the International Association of Auto Theft Investigators, a member of the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police Auto Theft Committee, instructs 
state and municipal law enforcement officers countrywide on auto theft inves
hgation, and is author of Basic Vehicle Theft Investigation.) 

2. Given a $3-5 cost for manufacturers to mark major component parts with 
identifying numbers and a resultant lC1'/o reduction in auto thefts, we would 
anticipate, at the very least, a lC1'/o reduction in the theft portion of the 
comprehensive premium. ,lith the annual theft portion at $2 billion in 1980, 
that would mean a $200 million premium savings to the J\merican consumer. 
(The real savings would be felt in many other areas of the $4 billion cost 
of vehiCle theft, e.g., societal and law enforcement coat reductions.) 

3. Several rating plans already take into account installation of anti-theft 
devices. Adoption of such plans is on an individual, company bElsis. ISO's 
program is attached as an example. 

6. Vehicle. Equipped With Antl·Theft Device. '* 
I COMPREHENSIVE COV£nAG~ ONLY I 

To qualify for a discount on Compreh.nslve Cove13go, 
the vehicle must be equipped with (a) • hoed lock 
which can only b. released from Ins Ida the vehiele, and 
(b) a device meeting tho criteria of either p3lagraph 
1. or 2. below, If a vehicle Is equlppod with more th3n 
one qualifying device, only the Single highest dis<~"nt 
shall apply. 
Refer to Company for required evidence of Installation 
of anti· theft devices meeting the following crlterlo prl· 
or tOo granting a discount 

1. Alarm ONLY and Actlve Disabling Devices 
A 5% discount on Comprehensive Coverage sholl 
be afforded on vohlcles .qulpped with (0) alarm 
only devices which sound an audible al3rm that can 
be hoard at a distance of at least 300 feet tor a 
minimum of thte. minutes, or (b) activo dl~obllng 
devlco, which dlsablo tho vehicle by mal:ine the 
fuel, Ignition Dr starting system Inoperative, A cisn· 
bllns devlco Is categorized as active If a separate 
manual step IS required to engase the devlte. 
2. Passive OisabU:ig O\!vlt:as 
A 15% discount on Comprehensive Coverago shall 
be afforded on vahlcl"s oQulppad with pa .. lva oisa· 
bll"F devices which disable th, vehicle by m.~lng 
tho f~31, Isnltlon or startln8 systom Inoperative, A 
disabling device is categorlzod as passlv.1f a sepa
rate manual step Is NOT required to encage the da
vlc.'J. 



Mr. SCHEUER. Margaret ~ 
Ms. DUHBIN. You may have covered this to some eAi;ent. I wanted to 

point out that the Justice Department earlier targeted three problem 
areas of insurance procedures. They cited preinsurance inspection of 
the vehicle, salvage procedures and claims processing. 

Are there efforts underway in these areas ~ 
Mr. KNIGHT. Efforts are underway in the last two areas. I would 

say in general nearly every company, every major company, is im
proving its efforts along those lines. 

The insurance inspection question has not been-there is no uniform 
viewpoint in the industry oil that. To the extent that an inspection 
can be done-as was suggested this morning-based on a profile of a 
likely fraudulent policyholder, we have no prbolem with that. That 
is a discretionary thinD'. 

We have great problems with the cost to the consumer of a manda
tory law. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you, Mr. Knight. We are very appreciative. 
""Ve know we have run late. You have been very cooperative. 

Mr. KNIGHT. IVe will be glad to see the law passed, directed at the 
people making money out of auto theft and not just directed at those 
who are stealing them. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You agree wholeheartedly with the rightness of our 
perception that the VINS in effect would reduce the incentive for the 
organized crime rings? 

Mr. KNIGHT. Yes. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much. 
[Mr. Knight's prepared statement follows:] 

'----------------------~------ --- ----- --
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to 
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Foreign Affairs Committee 
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and . 
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittees: The National AssoC!iation of In

dependent Insurers (NAIl) supports H.R. 4178, the Motor VehiC!le Theft Prevention 

Ad, as a means of reduC!ing auto theft, whiC!h last year cost Americans $4 billion. 

The insurance industry and state governments have, for years, led the fight against 

vehicle theft. But the recent alarming increase in thefts, coupled with the inter

state nature of the C!rime, suggests that federal legislation is also neC!essary. I am 

pleased to tell you that The Alliance of American Insurers, the AmeriC!an Insurance 

Association, and State Farm Insurance Company join with us in endorsing this 

legislation. 

I am Donn Knight, Vice President of Government Employees Insurance Company 

(GEICO), the fifth largest automobile stock insuranC!e company in the country. 

NAIl, of which GEICO is a. member, is a voluntary national trade association of 

more than 460 insurers, representing a true cross-section of the automobile, 

casualty and fire insurance business in America. NAil's f!1embers provide more than 

one-half of all auto insuranC!e ~verage written in the country. 

While many may simply shrug off the $4 billion annual cost of motor vehicle theft, 

thinking, "it doesn't matter, insuranC!e C!ompanies will pick up the tab" - it is 

actually the public that pays. 

THEFTS UP 

From 1967 to 1978, auto theft increased 36%, and in 1979 alone, the 

increase soared by ll%. 

RECOVERIES DOWN 

In 1960, 92% of all vehicles stolen were recovered. But in 1979, only 

40% were recovered. The recovery rate has decreased so dramatically, 

in part, because resale of stolen parts is now a major reason for vehiC!le 

theft. 

DOI"LAR LOSSES UP 

From 1977 to 1978, the dollar loss due to vehiC!le theft inC!reased 20%. In 

1979, the average insured theft loss was more than $2,000, and, 

altogether, the' publiC! paid about $4 billion for vehicle theft. 
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PREMIUMS UP 

As a consequence of increased vehicle theft, fewer recoveries of those 

stolen vehicles, and higher dollar losses, insurance consumers will pay 

$2 billion in premiums for vehicle theft coverage in 1980. Countrywide, 

vehicle theft ~ the largest single factor in the cost of that compre

hensive coverage, and accounts for approximately 50-60% of the 

comprehensive premium. 

The financial burden imposed upon the public by vehicle theft is not limited to 

increased insurance premiums. Taxpayers also pay the annual $1 billion related law 

enforcement costs. So you can see, vehicle theft is not a "victimless crime." The 

insuring public and, in fact, all of our citizens pay for it. If vehicle theft could be 

significantly reduced, and insurers' theft loss costs thereby decreased, those savings 

could be passed along to the insuring public. 

Although the drastic escalation of vehicle theft is recent, the insurance industry's 

concern about the problem is not. Nearly 70 years ago, the industry created the 

National Auto Theft Bureau (NATB), a non-profit organization funded by the in

surance industry. NATB collects theft data from insurers and other sources, in

vestigates fraud, and helps train law enforcement personnel. Members report 

stolen vehicles and late model salvage vehicles to the NATB. NATB maintains 

computer records of this data to assist law enforcement in tracing stolen vehicles 

and fraudulently used VINs. In this manner, member insurers reported over 210,000 

stolen vehicles to the NATB in 1978 and, as a result, more than 55% of those re

ported stolen vehicles were recovered. And insurance company theft reporting 

activity was up 15% in 1979. 

In addition, insurers are working to combat auto theft by their participation in and 

financial support of the Insurance Crime Prevention Institute (ICPIl, state Anti-Car 

Theft (ACT) committees and the Coalition to Halt Automotive Theft (CHAT). The 

industry also has initiated and aggressively encouraged citizen involvement 

campaigns and company internal security programs. 

But all this state and industry activity has not been enough. Vehicle theft is still 

too easy, too lucrative, and of too Iowa risk. NAn believes that effective im

plementation and enforcement of H.R. 4178 could result In greater protection of 

vehicles from theft, and help reduce the market for stolen parts. 

-2-

-
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First, the bill provides for the Secretary of Transportation to require improved 

locking devices for ignition, doors, trunk and hood. Time is the auto thief's biggest 

enemy, and improved locking devices increase both the difficulty of entry and the 

odds of getting caught in the act. 

Second, the Secretary of Transportatiorl would be empowered to require the 

marking of key component parts with vehicle identification numbers (VINs)~ We 

estimate that if auto manufacturers were to mark major component parts with 

identifying numbers, the "chop shop" process (if. stEl!iling, disassembling and 

reselling automobiles would be reduced by as much as 70%. And we understand 

that to so mark component parts would cost a mere $5 per vehicle. 

Because many valuable stolen parts are not presently numbered, they cannot be 

identified by police and evidence of the crime is therefore nearly impossible to 

obtain. Thieves and their accomplices are well aware of this critical law 

enforcement gap and deal in these unidentifiable stolen parts with impunity. They 

know they can't get caught because it can't be proved that the tmnumbered parts 

they're stealing, warehousing and selling are stolen. 

Third, the bill provides strict penalties and forfeiture provisions for tampering with 

vehicle identification numbers and trafficking in stolen vehicles or parts. 

Law enforcement officials must be given the tools provided by this bill to success

fully apprehend and prosecute those who profit from auto theft. 

Moreover, the probable reduction of vehicle thefts that would result from effective 

implementation and enforcement of this bill could lead to greater highway safety, 

since the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates the 

accident rate for stolen vehicles is as much as 200% greater than for other 

vehicles. 

Pine.lly, we believe this bill would provide the most effective countermeasure to 

the highly mobile criminal activities of auto thieves whereby they simply move 

their operation across state lines as new laws are passed a'ld enforcement toughens 

in their state. 

Thank you for the opportl'nity to express our support of H.R. 4178. 

-3-
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Mr. SCHEUER. We will now hear from Mr. Russell McKinnon, and 
then Mr. Johnson. We have a rollcall vote on now. "Ve don't know 
how long we will be, because those bells mean there are several 5-min
ute votes after the 15-minute vote. She will tell you and then you will 
know it willtake us about 15 minutes to come back from the vote, and 
just add on 5 minutes for every vote after that. 

[Brief recess.] 
Mr. SCHEUER. We will hear now from Mr. Russell McKinnon, of 

the Automotive Dismantlers & Recyclers of America. 
Your prepared testimony will be printed in the record [see p. 446J, 

so you might want to proceed by chatting informally with us and I 
am sure we will ask yon some questions when you are finished. 

STATEMENTS OF RUSSELL F. McKINNON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI· 
DENT, AUTOMOTIVE DISMANTLERS & RECYCLERS OF AMER
ICA, ACCOMPANIED BY JEFF WERNER, CHAIRMAN, MOTOR VE· 
HICLE THEFT PREVENTION C01't!MITTEE, ADRA; AND THEODORE 
W. JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COALITION TO HALT 
AUTOMOBILE THEFT 

Mr. McKINNON. My name is Russell F. McKinnon and r am the 
executive vice president of the Automotive Dismantlers & Recyclers 
of America, ADRA, located in \Vashington, D.C. 

r have with me today.J eff "Varner, who is vice president of Academy 
Auto Parts in Miami, Fla. Jeff is the ehairman of our motor vehicle 
theft preventioJl committee and Jeff may be able to amplify some 
of the responses we would have. 

Basically, ADRA has been involved since 1.974 in pursuing a solu
tion to the auto theft problem in the United States. The main reason 
for this is that our legitimate small businesses cannot compete against 
people who deal in stolen parts. 

·Since 19N: we have worked with the Justice Department, the De
partment of Transportation, the Interagency Committee on Auto 
Theft Prevention and others. 

Our industry represents about 5,000 companies employing over 
100,000 people. According to a 1972 report, we sold over $5 billion a 
year in used auto parts and related items, making us the 16th largest 
industry in the country. 

r also run pleased to report that I am chairman of the Coalition 
to Halt Automotive Theft and I am very pleased to note that as mem
bers of our coalition we have been able to solicit and gain the mem
bership of the Honorable Edward King of Massachusetts, the Gov
ernor of Massachusetts, and also the Consumer Federation of America, 
which I think indicates the degree that consumers in the United States 
are concerned about this problem. 

Ted Johnson will speak for the coalition, but I wanted to point 
out the pleasure we have had in gaining these two groups as m.~m
bers of our coalition. 

One of the problems we are facing is that used auto parts are increas
ing in value and make it more lucrative for the chop-shop operations 
to deal in stolen parts. The average car is selling for something in the 
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nei~hborhood of $8,000 this year-$8,000 per copy-and some cars are 
sellmg up around $20,000 apIece. 

For instance, when you take these cars apart, the front-end assembly 
could be worth from $2,000 on up, therefore it is quite lucrative. 

As you are aware, the theft of stolen vehicles was up 10 percent in 
1979. We are quite aware of the fact 38 percent of all the cars stolen 
are stripped for parts. 

Mr. BOHE'UER. Forty-two percent are sold in this country and a few 
percent of that goes overseas, I take it ~ 

Mr. MoKINNON. Yes, sir; that is what we believe. 
Mr. SOHEUER. About 40 percent ends up in a chop shop ~ ! 

Mr. MoKINNON. Yes, sir, according to statistics from the Justice 
Department and crime reports. 

A major concern is that only 1 percent of those involved in stealing 
automobiles are ever convicted. Basically, the result is that punishment 
does not deter the crime. It is a high profit business and the rewards 
are quite great for those who deal in stolen parts. 

We would also like to point out that we are in somewhat disagree
ment with the previous witness from Ford Motor Co.; engines and 
transmissions are sold quite often in our industry-one of the top two 
or three items in our industry. Chop-shop operations tend not to deal 
in these parts becfJ,Use the parts are numbered. 

There is no concrete evidence to this fact, probably because witnesses 
are difficult to come by, but those witnesses who did testify in the past, 
especially before the hearings in the Senate Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations, did specifically testify that those parts that had 
numbers were the first to be disposed of, even at a great loss. Even 
though those engines might sell for $800 or $1,000, they would still be 
disposed of because of the identifiability of the product. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Because of what ~ 
Mr. MoKINNON. Because the engine itself would be identifiable and 

traceable back to its source. 
We have seen, and it is our belief, that there are. a number of indus

tries that are involved in auto theft and the solutions to auto theft. 
There is no question that our industry is somewhat involved and that 
there are parts moving through chop-shop operations and the salvage 
industry, but also the manufa.cturers are involved, in the sense that 
they could be a major part of the solution and they have parts stolen 
from their shiploads and trainloads of cars that are moving to new car 
dealershiJ?s. 

In addition, citizens are paying tremendous costs, something in 
the neighborhood of $4 billion a year. 

ADRA, in seeking a solution for auto theft, worked with "60 
Minutes" and we were very happy to see a show produced in March 
19'78 on the subject of chop shops. CBS Nightly News, in January 
19'78, also produced a show on chop shops. ADRA was able to get 
substantial coverage of the auto theft problem by this. 

We also worked with various States around the country, attempt
ing to seek solutions for auto theft problems in those specific States. 

We also worked with the Justice Department and the Department 
of Transportation, as we previously mentioned. 

In March 19'78, we were able to hold the first conference that brought 
together people from law enforcement and motor vehicle adminis-

68-093 0 - ao - 29 
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trations, Customs Service, National Auto Theft Bureau, congres
sional aides, auto theft investigators, manufacturers, our association, 
and the scrap processors, among others. . 

Mr. SCHEUER. Would you tell us what your recommendations are, 
what your conclusions are, after meeting with all those groups and 
studying the matter ~ 

Mr. McKINNON. We fully support the legislation and would urge 
its passa~e, and we strongly support the inclusion of title II in the bill, 
and that It not be watered down. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You feel the VIN's on the major parts that are sold 
in ille~al commerce would establish a deterrent and that there would 
be a sIgnificant reduction of car thefts as a result of the deterrent 
factor that the VIN's would provide ~ 

Mr. McKINNON. Absolutely, sir, and we feel the testimony of the 
witnesses involved in 'both stealing cars and law enforcement people 
who testified at the hearings in December confirm that. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Could you elaborate a little on the testimony we have 
already heard about the export of stolen cars and stolen parts from 
Miami~ 

Mr. McKINNON. ~t me turn that question over to Jeff Werner, 
since he is from that area. 

Mr. WERNER. I believe that the figures that were given-the average 
may be 50 cars a day-possibly is low, because we feel there are a lot 
of cars being bought at salvage auctions for export purposes. For 
whatever, they go out of the city of Miami to the port!'1 because 
customs agents do not have any power whatsoever . .All they do is 
check for documentation, which document could be a handwritten 
bill of sale, which I could hand you. Titles are not required in foreign 
countries. 

We were in the market of bringing some antique cars into the 
United States. When I called the tag agency in Miami to find out how 
to register them, all they require is a bill of sale, which would mean 
the same would hold true for anyone-anybody could make up a no
tarized bill of sale, send the car to South America. 

In my business alone, we export several types of used ,automobile 
parts including parts for rehtively new Dodge Darts, Aspens, Volares, 
,and because these parts are for oars that are relatively new-the cars 
get there somehow-we believe that these new cars are getting there 
in an illegal manner, and one of the local TV statioIlS--

Mr. SCHEUER. Are getting where ~ 
Mr. WERNER. To my lmowledge, South Amerioo.. Venezuela, in par

ticular, because I do a lot of business in Venezuela. There 'are a lot 
of industries that do a lot of Latin American trade. Jamaica stopped 
the import of cars but there are many countries that do not ban any 
type of import of automobiles, and I think South America is one of 
the major a,reas cars are slipped to out of Miami. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Please proceed. 
Mr. McKINNON. I think the last point we would like to make is 

that this bill would be a substantial curb on auto theft chop-shop opera
tions ,and that it would be a great aid to the citizens of this country 
in hoping to curb a $4-billion-a-year fraud. 

Mr. SCHEUER. W11y would it provide a substantial curb ~ 
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Mr. McKINNON. Because we feel ,it would make it very difficult for 
chop-shop operatIons to -continue in 'business anJ, two, it would reduce 
the marketability of parts that thieves are ()urrently passing through 
the salvage industry. 

Mr. SCHEUER. How do you lmow that ~ Where do you get your infor
mation ITom, and what is your belief founded on ~ 

Mr. McKINNON. Mainly th'a.t engines and transmissions are not 
being sold on the marketplace. 

Mr. SCHEUER. You just heard the Ford representativt:'l-were you 
here when he testified ~ 

Mr. McKINNON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SCHEUER. He was saying with 100,000 cars their _experience has 

bee,n over 6 months that that was a lO-percent reduction in thefts. He 
did not find that very convincing and the apparently felt they needed 
a lot more data th'an that. 

Do you find that data convineingi Does it .fit in with general knowl
e<4!:e you have as 'a very wise and experienced l?'ractitioner in the .field ~ 

Mr. It;fcKINNON. I am not so sure I 'am so WIse and experienced, but 
I think 10 percent is a significant impact. I am sure he is worried 
about the sbatistical base he is working from, but 10 pereent of $4 bil
lion is $400 million. If he is talking tlIbout $5 per car at the maximum 
that is only $50 million. 

The cost/benefit ratio there is quite significant right off the top. If 
he can oome anywhere clese to 10 percent reduction--

Mr. SCHEUER. How much does a car owner pay for auto car theft 
insut'ance ;8.llJ1ually ~ 

Mr. McKINNON. I would notllave that inform~tion. 
Mr. JOHNSON. It Vll,ries on the part of t.he country. It varies widdy. 

I don't mea..'l to be passing the buck, but that IS not my area of 
expertise. . 

Mr. SCHEUER. Is it at least $100 a year ~ 
Mr. J OHNsoN.On s.werage I would guess, $60 a year. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Even if there is a 10-percent reduction in losses, it 

seems to me that part of that would 'be reflected in reduction of pre
miums. Maylr,) half of it would. And if you reduce premiums $3 a 
year, according to FOl'd you would cover the 'Cost of that serial process 
every year. It OI1.ly cost them $3. General Motors may be up to $5. 
Ford said $3. So if only half of the savings to the insurance comp!l.ny 
were passed on to the consumer, the consumer would have that paid 
for every year. 

Mr. McKINNON. I agree, Based on GEICO's statistics, they would 
come up with greater savings. 

Mr. SCHEUER. What I said was wrong. Half the savings would be 
in the hundreds of millions of dollars or in the billions of dollars. 
If it were $4 billion, you would save $400 million. 

Mr. MoKINNON. That is at 10 percent. 
Mr. SCHEUER. They would save $400 million. That would be a pretty 

hefty hunk of what we are paying for auto theft insurance. 
I am going to wait very eagerly for the GEICO figures. I can't 1m

Have they are not going to show a very significant cost/'benefit relation· 
ship between expending $3 or $4 or $5 per car and 'Cutting insurance 
theft 10 percent. 

Congressman Green? 



Mr. GREEN. I have no questions. 
Mr. MoKINNON. I think one point we would like to make regarding 

the theft of automobiles today-in the marketplace we are seeing a 
change away from stealing the large gas-guzzlers-type car and we are 
seeing more Monte Carlos, Firebirds and Grand Prix stolen than other 
types of vehicles, and it is mainly because the consumer is using those 
cars more than the larger cars, and the demand is now for parts in 
those areas, as opposed to your Lincoln Continental and Cadillac Se
villes, et cetera. 

Mr. SOHEUER. ;Margaret ~ 
Ms. DURBIN. Th~ Justice Department pointed out in its testimony 

that, as a result of growing chop-shop problems, the legitimate salvage 
vehicle industry in some geographical areas is teetering on the edge of 
destruction because it is confronted with growing control of its activity 
by the criminal elements. 

Could you comment on that statement ~ 
Mr. MoKINNON. This was very true in the State of Michigan prior 

to about a year ago, when the State of Michigan acted to curb auto 
theft problems in that State. It was almost impossible for our people 
to buy late-model salvage, the reason being-this was especially true 
where peoFe would come in for the purpose of buying cars for the 
salvage switch type of operation-they would bid not just the $2,000 
that was quoted here earlier-they would bid as high as $3,000 for 
what we would consider a basket case. Such a cal' has no usable parts. 
The only thing of value in that car is the vehicle identification num
bers, No.1, and, 2, the title that goes with that basket case. 

So, in this case the St!tte acted through the automotive recyclers of 
Michigan to curb this problem. 

Ms. DURBIN. Are there other geographic areas you would care to 
mention~ 

Mr. "VERNER. Maybe I can answer'that a little better, because I !liffi 
in the business. 

In Florida in particular, we have experienced several problems 
mainly because the only way one can purchase an automobile is 
through a salvage pool, through an insurance company or through 
private individuals. 

There are yards that we know for a fact that purchase at none of 
these, yet they have more merchandise than the biggest yards, and yet 
I myself have 50 acres and I am one of the largest legitimate dealers 
in Florida. This man can outsell me every day of the week. We have 
a list we won't buy from. Yet we still see doors, for instance, that 
come in with no locks on them, the reason being that a lock can be 
traced, the number would show up eventually from General Motors 
or from Ford. They have an identifying number. If you bought a 
front clip section, "\vhich is a front end of a car, you would never get 
a fuel section because it has a mot')r vehicle number on it. You could 
never buy a frame section from these people because it has an identi
fying number. I see an awful lot of transmissions and motors, which 
is a big business, because the cars now are becoming lighter weight 
and they almost self-destruct. Motors and transmissions, especially 
on older cars for people who want to keep their cars running, are a 
big seller; but you won't find these items in chop shC'ps because they 
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have numbers and nine times out of ten they will dump them or give 
them a way for next to nothing to get rid of the evidence. 

Mr. SCHEUER. That was very interesting. 
[Testimony r6sumes on p. 475.] 
[Mr. McKinnon's prepared statement with attached proposed 

amendments follow;] 
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MY NAME IS RUSSELL F. MCKINNON, AND I AM THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRE

SIDENT OF THE AUTOMOTIVE c'DISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS OF AMERICA (ADRA) , 

LOCATED IN WASHINGTON, D.C. I AM A NATIVE OF MASSACHUSETTS, A GRADUATE 

OF THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS, A~1D A FORMER NAVAL LIEUTENANT WITH 

'SERVICE IN VIET NAM. I HAVE SERVED AS THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF 

ADRA SINCE AUGUST OF 1977. 

I AM ALSO CURRENTLY SERVING AS THE NATIONAL CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COALITION TO HALT AUTOMOTIVE THEFT (CHAT). THIS COALITION HAS BEEN 

ORGANIZED TO COMBAT AUTO AND TRUCK THEFT AND SPECIFICALLY ADVOCATES 

THE PASSAGE OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION NOW PENDING BEFORE THE U.S. CONGRESS. 

THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979. THE COALITION IS 

'PLEASED TO NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING ARE ACTIVE OR AFFILIATE MEMBBRS OF 

CHAT: 

ACADEMY AUTO PARTS 

AMERICAN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION 

AUTOMOTIVE DISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS OF AMERICA 

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE COUNCILS 

CHESTERFIELD AUTO PARTS COMPANY 

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY 

CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA 

GEl CO 

GREATER CLEVELAND CRIME PREVENTION COMMITTEE 

INSTITUTE OF SCRAP IRON AND STEEL 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 

HONORABLE EDWARD J. KING; GOVERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT INSURERS 
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NATIONWIDE INSURANCE COMPANIES 

NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY ANTI-CAR THE~r COMMITTEE 

STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUTO THEFT INVESTIGATORS, AND 

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AUTO BODY ASSOCIATION, 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

FINALLY, THE NATIONAL AUTO THEFT BUREAU IS ACTING AS AN ADVISOR 

TO THE COALITION. 

I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THE SUBCOMMITTEE 

ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE OF THE HOUSE INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN 

COMMERCE COMMITTEE, AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS OF 

THE HO?SE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. THE ALARMING INCREASE IN THE 

INCIDENCE OF VEHICLE THEFT IS A MAJOR PROBLEM FOR THE· MOTORING PUBLIC 

AND IS OF GREAT CONCERN TO THE AUTOMOTIVE DISMANTLING AND RECYCLING 

INDUSTRY. OUR INDUSTRY HAS BEEN GREATLY CONCERNED WITH THE AUTO THEFT 

PROBLEM IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1974, AND SINCE THAT TIME, HAS 

WORKED CLOSELY WITH AGENCIES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, INCLUDING 

THE INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON AUTOMOTIVE THEFT PREVENTION, SEVERAL 

STATES OF THE UNITED STATES, AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES IN DEVELOPING 

SOLUTIONS TO THE AUTO THEFT PROBLEM. OUR INDUSTRY STRONGLY SUPPORTS 

LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS AND LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS, AT THE STATE AND 

FEDERAL LEVEL, TO IMPLEMENT EFFECTIVE AUTO THEFT PREVENTION MEASURES. 

THE AUTOMOTIVE DISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS OF AMERICA IS A NATIONAL 

TRADE ASSOCIATION COMPOSED OF SMALL BUSINESSES, MANY OF WHICH ARE 

FAMILY-OWNED AND OPERATED. ACCORDING TO A 1972 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 

COMMERCE SURVEY, IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THERE ARE OVER 15,000 AUTO DIS-
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MANT~ERS IN THE AUTO S~VAGE BUSINESS, EMP~OYING OVER 100,000 PEOPLE. 

IT WAS ESTUIATED THAT THE INDUSTRY OOES OVER FIVE BILLION DOL!,ARS IN 

SALES EACH YEAR, MAKING IT THE SIXTEENTH LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE COUN

TRY. FURTHER, OUR ASSOCIATION FEELS THAT THESE FIGURES HAVE INCREASED 

SIGNIFICANTLY SINCE THIS STUDY WAS PUBLISHED IN 1972. 

OUR INDUSTRY PROVIDES A V~UABLE SERVICE TO THE MOTORING PUBLIC AND 

TO THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL. THE MEMBERS OF THE INDUSTRY ARE IN THE BUSI

NESS OF BUYING MOTOR VEHICLES THAT ARE NO LONGER FIT FOR TRANSPORTATION, 

DISMANTLING THESE VEHICLES, AND MAKING THEIR COMPONENT PARTS AVAILABLE 

FOR THE REPAIR OF OTHER VEHICLES. MOST OF THE VEHICLES WE DISMANTLE 

ARE WREC;(:e:D OR DAMAGED OR OTHERWISE RENDERED INOPERATIVE. THEY ARE 

PURCHASED FROM INSURANCE COMPANIES OR PRIVATE OWNERS AS SALVAGE VEHICLES. 

MANY OF THE V;HICLES, WHILE DAMAGED, 00 CONTAIN UNDAMAGED, CHOICE USABLE 

PARTS. THESE PARTS ARE SOLD FOR THE REPAIR OF VEHICLES DAMAGED IN 

ACCIDENTS OR FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF PAR'rS WORN OUT BY USE. THOSE PORTIONS 

OF SALVAGE VEHICLES NOT SUITAB~E FOR S~E AS USED PARTS ARE SO~D AS 

:'CORE PARTS" FOR PART REBUI~D;tNG PURPOSES OR THEY ARE CONSIGNED TO 

SCRAP PROCESSORS. 

THE AGE OF VEHICLES walCH ARE DISMANTLED RANGES FROM THOSE JUST OFF 

THE SHOWROOM FLOOR TO THOSE THAT ARE SEVERAL YEARS OLD. HOWEVER, OUR 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY IS IN VEHICLES THAT ARE LESS THAN SIX YEARS OLD. 

MANY OF THE PARTS WE ARE ABLE '1'0 SALVAGE FOR S~E CANNOT BE DUPLI

CATED BY THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER AND, IN MOST CASES, WE ARE ABLE '1'0 

SAVE THE BUYER CONSIDERABLE WAITING TIME OVER WHAT WOULD HAVE BEEN 

REQUIRED FOR A NEW PART '1'0 BE SH1PPED AND ASSEMBLED. MORE UIPORTANTLY, 
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WE ARE ABLE TO PROVIDE DEPENDABLE USED PARTS TO THE INSURANCE INDUS'fRY, 

REPAIR SHOPS AND THE INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER. 

OUR INDUSTRY THUS PROVIDES INSURANCE COMPANIES WITH A REASONABLE 

MEANS OF DISPOSING OF SALVAGE VEHICLES. A SOURCE OF INCOME FOR THIS 

SALVAGE, AND A METHOD OF REPAIRING DAMAGED VEHICLES THAT SAVES A CON

SIDERABLE AMOUNT OF TIME AND EXPENSE, WHEN COMPARED WITH NEW REPLACEMENT 

PARTS. THE INDUSTRY ALSO SERVES AS A MEANS FOR INDIVIDUALS TO DISPOSE 

OF UNWANTED VEHICLES, AND HELPS LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WITH ABANDONED VEHICLE 

PROGRAMS. 

IN ADDITION. RECY~LERS ARE ALSO PROUD OF THE CONTRIBUTION WE MAKE 

TOWARD THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY THROUGH RECYCLING USED PARTS WITHOUT 

CONSUMPTION OF SIGNIFICANT ADDITIONAL ENERGY. OUR PROCESS OF MANUFAC

TURING IS TO REMOVE THE PART, TEST IT OR CLEM~ IT AS NECESSARY, AND 

SUPPLY IT TO THE USER. THESE USED AUTO AND TRUCK PARTS SAVE CONSUMERS 

DOLLAR:; SINCE THEY ARE USUALLY ONE THIRD TO ONE HALF LESS THAN NEW 

PARTS - AN EXCELLENT MEANS OF COMBATTING INFLATION. TODAY, AS THE COST 

OF NEW CARS RISES, MORE AND MORE PEOPLE HOLD ON TO THEIR VEHICLES, 

THE VALUE OF USED AUTOMOTIVE PARTS CONTINUES TO RISE. 

THIS, IN CAPSULE, IS HOW OUR INDUSTRY SERVES THE NATION. 

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT_ 

MR. CHAIRMAN, A MAJOR CONCERN OF OUR INDUSTRY IS MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 

AND THE TRAFFICKING IN STOLEN OR "HOT" MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS. AUTO THEFT 

AND THE DISMANTLING OF STOLEN VEHICLES FOR CO~WONENT PARTS AND THE DIS

TRIBUTION AND SALES OF STOLEN PARTS FOR REPAIR PURPOSES ~.VE REACHED 

CRISIS PROPORTIONS. AUTO THEFT IS EXTREMELY COSTLY TO THE DRIVING PUBLIC 

---------------------------
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AND TO THE LEGITIMATE SALVAGE DEALER WHO FINDS IT DIFFICULT TO COMPETE 

IN THE OPEN MARKET WITH THE THIEF WHO HAS LITTLE OVERHEAD AND WHO OPERATES 

RELATIVELY FREE FROM THE FEAR OF PROSECUTION. 

THE PRICE OF A NEW AUTOMOBILE HAS TAKEN A DRAMATIC JUMP IN THE LAST 

FIVE YEARS. THE AVERAGE PRICE FOR A 1980 AUTOMOBILE IS IN THE AREA OF 

$8,000. SOME TOP OF THE LINE .VEHICLES NOW SELL FOR WELL OVER $20,000. 

SIMILARLY, THERE HAS BEEN A CORRESPONDING RISE IN THE PRICE OF NEW PARTS. 

THE PRICES OF THESE NEW PARTS HAVE RISEN SO THAT A USED DOOR FROM A LATE 

MODEL VEHICLE WILL SELL FOR $300 OR MORE. A LATE MODEL ENGINE MIGHT 

BRING ANYWHERE FROM $800 TO $1,000 AND HIGHER; A FRONT END ASSEMBLY 

WHICH INCLUDES, THE FENDERS, HOOD, GRILL AND BUMPER, AS A UNIT, MAY 

BRING $1,500 TO $2,000 AND HIGHER. THEeE COMPONENTS FROM LATE MODEL 

AUTOMOBILES ARE NOW WORTH SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNTS OF MONEY, AND THEREFORE 

ARE HIGH PROFIT ITEMS TO POTENTIAL THIEVES. 

ACCORDING TO RECENT TESTIMONY BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE PERMANENT 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGAT!ONS, AUTO THEFT NOW REPRESENTS A $4 BILLION 

A YEAR CRIMINAL ACTIVITY FOR WHICH THE Al-IERICAN PUBLIC PAYS A SUBSTAN'rIAL 

~RICE. THESE TOTALS REPRESENT LOSSES OF $3 BILLION IN INSURANCE CLAIMS 

AND ANOTHER BILLION DOLLARS A YEAR SPENT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. 

ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL AUTO THEFT BUREAU, ABOUT ONE MILLION 

VEHICLES ARE STOLEN EACH YEAR, OR ONE VEHICLE EVERY 33 SECONDS. 

REGRETABLY, THE PROBLEM IS ESCALATING, AND ACCORDING TO THE F.B.I. 

UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS, FOR THE YEAR 1979, THE RATE OF MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 

WAS UP NATIONALLY lO~. AND, THESE THEFTS ARE NOT JUST AUTOMOBILES, BUT 

INCLUDE: VANS, PICKUPS, TRACTOR TRAILER TRUCKS, BUSSES, FOUR WHEEL 

DRIVE VEHICLES, FARM EQUIPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT. 
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MORE IMPORTANTLY, THE RECOVERY RATE OF TaESE VEHICLES IS DECREASING. 

IN 1967, 86% OF ALL STOLEN VEHICLES WERE RECOVERED, WHILE IN 1978, ONLY 

61% WERE RECOVERED. THIS IS A MAJOR INDICATOR THAT STOLEN VEHICLES ARE 

NO LONGER BEING TAKEN BY JOY RIDERS, BUT THAT AUTO THEFT IS INCREASINGLY 

A CRII~E COMMITTED BY PROFESSIONALS. FOR THE YEAR 1978, THE NATIONAL 

AUTO THEFT BUREAU ESTIMATED THAT 38% OF ALL STOLEN VEHICLES ~IERE STRIPPED 

FOR PARTS. IN NEW YORK CITY, POLICE OFFICIALS ESTIMATED THAT IN 1976, 

AT LEAST 55% OF THE STOLEN VEHICLES IN THAT CITY WERE STOLEN FOR THEIR 

PARTS. YET, IN SPITE at THESE FACTS AND THE CONTINUED GROWTH OF THE 

PROBLEM, ON A NATIONAL BASIS, ONLY 15~ OF AUTO THEFTS END IN ARREST OF 

THE OFFENDER, AND THE RE-ARREST RATE FOR CAR THEFT IS 75%, ACCORDING TO 

THE NATIONAL AUTO THEFT BUREAU. FURTHER, ACCORDING TO THE F.B.I., ONLY 

1~ OF THOSE ARRESTED ARE CONVICTED. OBVIOUSLY, THE PROFITS ARE HIGH 

AND THE RISK IS LOW; AND THE PUNISHMENT DOES NOT DETER THE CRIME. 

ADRA MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION EFFORTS 

OUR INDUSTRY IS DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT FINDING SOLUTIONS TO 

THESE PROBLEMS. SINCE 1974, OUR MOTOR VEHICLE ANTI-THEFT CO~ruITTEE HAS 

WORKED WITH INTERESTED PARTIES IN AN EFFORT TO CURTAIL VEHICLE THEFTS. 

IN THAT ~EGARD, ADRA HAS CONSISTENTLY PROPOSED SIX MAJOR THEFT PREVENTION 

RECOMMENDATIONS. THESE INC!,.UDE: 

1. VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS BE REQUIRED TO PLACE IDENTITY (V.I.N.'S) ON 

THREE ADDITIONAL MAJOR COMPONENTS: FRONT END ASSEMBLIES, DOORS, 

AND REAR BODY SECTIONS. 

2. A MAJOR PENALTY BE PRESCRIBED FOR THE REMOVAL OR C~FACEMENT OF 

V.I.N.'S WITH INTENT TO CONCEAL IDENTITY. 

3. EACH STATE BE REQUIRED TO INSTITUTE A PROGRAM OF TITLE SURRENDER 

AND ISSUANCE OF A SALVAGE CERTIFICATE ON ALL LATE MODEL SALVAGE 

MOTOR VEHICLES. UNIFORMITY BETWEEN STATES IS IMPERATIVE. 
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4. EAed STATE BE REQUIRED TO LICENSE AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS AND 

INSTITUTE THE NECESSARY REGUL1;TIONS walCH WILL ALLOW A COMPLETE 

AUDIT TRAIL. AGAIN, UNIFORMITY IS IMPORTANT. 

S. EACH STATE BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT 

PROCEDURES. WE RECOMMEND THAT A PROGRAM OF FEDERAL FUNDING 

BE ENACTED TO ENCOURAGE THE STATES TO IMPLEMENT THIS MANDATE. 

6. IT IS MADE A FEDERAL CRIME TO STEAL A LATE MODEL MOTOR VEHICLE 

AND APPROPRIATE PENALTIES BE PRESCRIBED. 

OUR INDUSTRY BELIEVES THAT THERE ARE SEVERAL PROBLEMS THAT l:EED 

TO BE RESOLVED IF AUTO THEFT'IS TO.BE CURSED. FIRST, WE RECOGNIZE 

THAT APPROXIMATELY 3B~ OF ALL STOLEN VEHICLES ARE STRIPPED FOR PARTS 

AND THAT THEY ARE MARKETED THROUGH TEE SALVAGE INDUSTRY. TRAFFIC IN 

STOLEN PARTS CONSISTS MAINLY OF: FRONT-END ASSEMBLIES (FENDERS, HOOD, 

GRILL AND THE BUMPER) AND ALSO DOORS AS COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES. THERE IS 

SOME TRAFFIC IN REAR BODY SECTIONS (QUARTER PANELS, DECK LID, AND 

FLOOR). THE OTHER MAJOR COMPONENT PARTS ARE THE ENGINE AND THE TRANS

MISSION. ON AMERICAN MADE VEHICLES, THE ENGINES AND TRANSMISSIONS 

CARRY VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (V. I. N. 'S) AND BECAUSE THEY ARE 

READILY IDENTIFIABLE, THEY ARE USUALLY SCRAPPED BY THIEVES AS SOON AS 

POSSIBLE. THr. RISK IN SELLING THESE ITEMS IS OFTEN TOO GREAT. THERE 

IS A GREAT DEMAND FOR THE FIRST TWO MAJOR COMPONENTS CITED: FRONT

END ASSEMBLIES AND DOORS. AS PREVIOUSLY STATED, THE FRONT-END 

ASSEMBLY OFTEN RUNS $1,500 OR MORE AND DOORS CAt! SELL FOR SEVERAL 

HUNDRED DOLLARS. 

IT SHOULD BE NOTED TBAT IN MANY CASES OUR INDUSTRY BECOMES THE 

MEANS FOR MOVING THE PARTS TO THE CONSUMER, HOWEVER, INSURANCE COMPANU':S 

AND REPAIR SHOPS ARE THE ULTIMATE PURCHASERS OF THESE STOLEN PARTS. 
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EVEN THE MANUFACTURERS OF NEW CARS ARE HURT BY THE PROCESS WHEN NEW 

AUTOMOBILES ARE STOLEN FOR PARTS PRIOR TO EVER GETTING TO THE SHOWROOM 

FLOOR. FOR THESE REASONS, THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY AND THE REPAIR 

INDUSTRY HAS GIVEN A GREAT DEAL OF SUPPORT TOWARDS HALTING AUTO THEFT. 

BUT A MAJOR PROBLEM REMAINS WHEN ATTEMPTING TO IDENTLFY STOLEN PARTS 

ONCE THEY HAVE LEFT THE "CHOP SHOP." FRONT-END ASSEMBLIES AND DOORS 

LACK A PE~\NENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, THUS, ONCE SEPARATED FROM THE 

VEHICLE, THESE PARTS ARE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO IDENTIFY. FOR THIS 

REASON, LEGITIMATE AUTO DISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS, INSURANCE COMPANIES 

AND REPAIR SHOPS CAN UNKNOWINGLY HANDLE STOLEN PARTS. MARKING MAJOR 

COMPONENT PARTS WOULD REDUCE THE "MARKETABILITY" OF THESE PARTS. 

A SECOND MAJOR PROBLEM IS THE PRACTICE OF SWITCHING THE VEHICLE 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (V.I.N.'S) TO AN IDENTICAL STOLEN VEHICLE. THE 

RESULT IS A STOLEn VEHICLE WITH A TITLE AND MATCHING V.I.N. AT VERY 

LITTLE COST. THE ISSUANCE OF A SALVAGE CERTIFICATE IN EXCHANGE FOR 

THE TITLE PRIOR TO SELLING THE SALVAGE ELIMINATES THIS PROBLEM IF 

THE PROCEDURE IS FOr,LOWED. OWNERS OF SALVAGE VEHICLES COULD ALSO BE 

REQUIRED TO EXCHANGE THE TITLE FOR A SALVAGE CERTIFICATE, AT THE -rIME 

OF SETTLEMENT OF THE CLAIM WHERE THE OWNER RETAINS THE SALVAGE. THE 

OBJECTIVE IS TO ELIMINATE THE "BLACK MARKET" IN TITLES. IN NEW MEXICO, 

SALVAGE CERTIFICATES ARE NOT USED, BUT DISMANTLERS MUST GIVE FIVE 

WORKING DAYS NOTICE TO STATE OFFICIALS PRIOR TO DISMANTLtNG A VEHICLE. 

WHATEVER THE METHOD THAT IS USED, THE PROCESS MUST BE RAPID SINCE A 

TOTAL LOSS VEHICLE HAS GREATEST VALUE THE DAY AFTER THE ACCIDENT. THE 

LONGER THE PROCESS TAKES, 'raE GREATER THE TEMPTATION TO SKIP THE PRO

CEDURE. 
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THERE IS ANOTHER PROBLEM THAT IS RELATED TO THIS SITUATION THAT 

INVOLVES "REBUILT" OR "RECONSTRUCTED" VEHICLES. IF A SALVAGE CERTIFI-

CATE IS ISSUED AND A VEHICLE IS "REBUILT," THEN A TITLE WILL BE ISSUED. 

HOWEVER, PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE TITLE THE VEHICLE MUST BE 

INSPECTED AND APPROVED. WHETHER THIS INSPECTOR SHOULD BE A LAW ENFORCE

MENT OFFICER OF A LICENSED DEALER WOULD DEPEND ON THE DEGREE OF THE 

~ROBLEM IN A STATE. IN ANY CASE, THE PERSONS INSPECTING THE VEHICLE 

MUST BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR ACTIONS. IT MUST BE KEPT IN MIND 

THAT THE DEALERrN 'STOLEN VEHICLES AND STOLEN PARTS IS MAKING SEVERAL 

HUNDREDS OF .THOUSANDS OF~LLARS A YEAR AND FOR THAT TYPE OF MONEY, 

THEY MAY BE WILLING TO TAKE THE RISK OF FRAUDULENTLY REPRESENTING THE 

VALIDITY OF OWNERSHIP AND ORIGIN OF THE REPLACEMENT PARTS. A TRAINED 

INSPECTOR MAY BE THE ONLY RECOURSE. 

ANOTHER AREA FOR SERIOUS CONSIDERATION IS THE SCRAPPING PROCESS. 

AUTO DISMANTLERS, AFTER SELLING THE USED PARTS AND THE REBUILDABLE 

PARTS FROM A VEHICLE, WILL OFTEN FLATTEN THE REMAINING HULK FOR 

TRANSPORTATION TO A LOCAL SCRAP PROCESSOR. USUSALLY 16 VEH!CLES 

FLATTENED TO· ABOUT 14 INCHES HIGH WILL BE LOADED ON A FLAT BED SEMI

TRAILER AND SHIPPED SEVERAL MILES TO THE PROCESSOR. 

IN' DRAFTING LEGISLATION AND REGULATION, THIS LEGITIMATE MEANS OF 
l 

DOING BUSINESS MUST BE KEPT IN MIND. IN A FLATTENEll CONDITION, THESE 

HULKS DO NOT RESEMBLE VEHICLES AND THE VEHICLE IDEN~IIFICATION NUMBERS 

CANNOT BE IDENTIFIED. FURTHER', IT SHOULD BE REMEMBE\l.ED THAT SCRAP 

PROCESSORS ARE IN BUSINESS FOR THE PURPOSE OF REDUCING VEHICLES INTO 

~~TALLIC PIECES. IN THIS PROCESS, THE VEHICLE AND THE VEHICLE IDENTI

FICATION N~MBER ARE DESTROYED. LAWS AND REGULATIONS MUST ALLOW FOR 

THIS PROCESS. 

. , 
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IT HAS ALSO BEEN SUGGESTED THAT AUTO DISMANTLERS MIGHT BE HELD 

RESPONSIBLE FOR MARKING MAJOR COMPONENT PARTS OF THE VEHICLE RATHER 

THAN ALLOW THE MANUFACTURERS OF VEHICLES TO MARK THESE PARTS. TIllS 

SUGGESTION FAILS TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THAT "CHOI' SHOPS" COULD 

EASILY TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SUCH A SYSTEM AND THEREFORE CIRCUMVENT THE 

PURPOSE OF MARKING PARTS. 

FINALLY, IT HAS ALSO BEEN SUGGESTED AT TIMES THAT VEHICLE IDEN

TIFICATION NUMBERS SHOULD BE REMOVED AND SHOULD BE SENT TO STATE 

AUTHORITIES. MOST LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES NOW AGREE THAT SUCH A 

PRACTICE "LEGITIMIZES" THE VERY OPERATIONS OF "CHOP SHOPS." SWITCHING 

V. I • N. I S IS A COMMON PRACTICE AMONG "CHOP SHOPS," AND THIEVES DO NOT 

WANT TO BE CAUGHT WITH PARTS BEARING IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS. ALLOWING 

THE ALTERING OR TAMPERING OF A V.I.N. WOULD ONLY MAKE IT EASIER FOR 

THE THIEF. 

IN ATTEMPTING TO COMBAT AUTO THEFT, ADRA HAS CONSISTENTLY SOUGHT 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIX PREVIOUSLY STATED RECOMMENDATIONS AND 

WE HAVE SET FORTH FOUR GOALS. FIRST, WE HAVE ATTEMPTED TO MAKE THE 

AMERICAN PUBLIC MORE AWARE OF THE PROBLEM OF AUTO THEFT. TO THIS END, 

WE WORKED CLOSELY WITH CBS IN THE PRODUCTION OF A SEGMENT FOR THE SHOW 

"SIXTY MINUTES" THAT WAS FIRST AIRED IN MARCH 1978. IN ADDITION, 

WE WORKED WITH NBC NEWS IN THE PRODUCTION OF A SEGMENT FOR THE NBC 

!IIGHTLY NEWS AIRED IN JANUARY 1978. THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF ADRA AND 

THE COALITION TO HALT AUTOMOTIVE THEFT AND OTHERS, NATIONAL COVERAGE 

WAS GIVEN TO THE AUTO THEFT PROBLEM DURING THE DECEMBER 1979 HEARINGS 

OF THE U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS. 

SECOND, ADRA HAS WORKED ACTIVELY WITH THE LEGISLATURES AND ADMIN

ISTRATIVE AGENCIES OF SEVERAL STATES,. INCLUDING: ALABAMA, CALIFORNIA, 
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COLORADO, ILLINOIS, LOUISIANA, MICHIGAN, NEW YORK, OHIO. OKLAHOI~, 

TEXAS. VIRGINIA. AND ~~SSACHUSETTS. WE HAVE ALSO P.~TICIPATED IN THE 

E~FORTS OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON UNIFCP~! TRAFFIC LAWS AND ORD!NANCES 

REGARDING A SERIES OF ~~NDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM VEHICLE CODE RELAT~NG 

TO MOTOR VEBICLE THEFT PIUNENTION. 

THIRD, WE HAVE WORKED CLOSELY WITH FEDE~ REGULATORY AUTHORITIES 

INCLUDING THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, THE 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION. ;'1'ID 

TilE INTER-AGENCY COMl4IT'l'EE ON ~\UTO THEFT PRE\1'~NTION. OUR ASSOCIATION 

CC'SPu~SORED WITH THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. AND THE U.S. DEPART

MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, A MEETING IN ~CH 1978 WHICH BROUGHT TOGETHER 

FOR THE FIRST TIME S£'IERAL GROUPS INTERESTED IN MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 

PREVENTION. THESE INCLUDED: FEDERAL AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSO

~IATIONS. FEDERAL AND STATE OFFICIALS (INCLUDING MOTOa VEHICLE ADMIN

ISTRATORS AND CUSTOMS OFFICIALS). REPRESENTATIVES OF THE NATIONAL AUTO 

THEFT BUREAU, CONGRESSIONAL AIDES. AUTO THEFT INVESTIGATORS. REPRESEN

TATIVES FROM THE MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS, AND REPRESENTATIVES 

FROM THE RECYCLING AND SCRAP PROCESSING INDUSTRIES. 

FINALLY, WE HAVE WORKED WITH THE CONGRESS IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

PASSAGE OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PRE'lENTION ACT OF 1979. WE ARE 

PLEASED WITH THE SPONSORSHIP OF THIS BILL BY SENATORS SOSEPH BIDEN 

(D-DEL.) AND CHARLES PERCY (P-ILL.) AND WITH CONGRESSMAN S. WILLIAM 

GREEN (R- N.Y.). THIS LEGIS~\TtON IS NOW PENDING BEFORE TH~S 

CQIlGRESS AND IF PASSED, SHOULD GO h LOIlG WAY TOWARL)S CURBING THE 

INTERSTA'rE TRAFFIC IN STOLEN VEHICLES AND STOLEN VEHICLE PARTS. 

68-093 0 - 80 - 30 
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MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979 

THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979 AS PRESENTLY 

WRITTEN CALLS FOR: 

1. AUTHORIZING THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION TO SET RULES 

REGARDING It.:;: STARTING OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND 

IDENTIFYING OF MAJOR COMPONENT PARTS. 

2. PENALTIES FOR ALTERING OR REMOVING HOTOR VEHICLE 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS. 

3. FORFEITURE OF MOTOR VEHI~LES AND THEIR PARTS WHICH HAVE , 
HAD IDENTIFICATION NUr.mERS ALTERED OR REMOVED. 

t.. PENAl.TIES FOR TRAFFICKING IN [40TOR VEHICLES OF THEIR PARTS 

WHICH HAVE BAD IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS ALTERED OR REMOVED. 

5. ~ENALTIES FOR,UNLAWFUL IMPORTATION OR EXPORTATION OF 

STOLEN SELF-PROPELLED VEHICLES, 'VESSELS, OR AIRCRAFT. 

6. A REPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE AREA OF THE THEFT OF 

OFF-~~GHWAY VEHICLES AND THE STEPS TAKEN TO HELP 

PREVENT THEIR THEFT. 

REGARDING POINT ONE, BOTH ADRA AND CHAT FEEL THAT IT IS MOST IMPOR

TMIT THAT MANUFACTURERS OF MOTOR VEHICLES BE REQUIRED TO MARK MAJOR 

COM."'ONEKT PARTS. THE MANUFACTURERS ARE THE ONLY LOGICAL GROUP THAT CAN 

MARK PARTS EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY SO AS TO ELIMINATE FRAUD. WE 

STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT THIS LEGISLATION NQ! AUTHORIZE OR REQUIRE 
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DEALERS OF USED AUTOMOTIVE PARTS TO MARK MAJOR COMPONENT PARTS OF THE 

VEHICLE. SUCH A REQUIREMENT WOULD BE MOST BURDENSOME ON THE SMALL 

BUSINESSES THAT MAKE UP OUR INDUSTRY. FURTHER, THE ABILITY TO REGU

l~TE AND ADMINISTER SUCH A PROGRAM WOULD BE SO CUMBERSOME AS TO 

EMASCULATE THE INTENT OF THE LEGISLATION. 

REGARDUIG THE EXPORTATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES, THERE CAN BE NO 

QUESTION THAT THIS IS A SEVERE PROBLEM.IN OUR COUNTRY, IF THE FINDINGS 

OF THE SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, THE REPORTS 

IN THE MEDIA AND THE REPORTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION ARE TO BE BELIEVED. 

IT IS ALL IMPORTANT THAT WE PREVENT FURTHER TRAFFICKING OF "HOT" PARTS 

AND STOLEN VEHICLES INTO THE NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES OF CANADA AND MEXICO. 

FINALLY, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE INTERESTS OF THE CITIZ~NS OF 

THE UNITED STATES MUST BE PROTECTED. CURRENTLY, AUTO THEFT IS COSTING 

AMERICANS SOME $4 BILLION A YEAR. THESE COSTS ARE BEING BORNE BY EACH 

INDIVIDUAL THAT INSURES A MOTOR VEHICLE. THE COST FOR AUTO THEFT CAN 

REPRESENT ANYWHERE FROM 20% OR MORE OF AN INDIVIDUAL'S INSURANCE PRE

MYUM. SOMETHING MUST BE DONE TO HELP OUR CITIZENS IN THIS REGARD. 

PASSAGE OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT ACT WILL CURB AUTO THEFT AND SHOULD 

HELP HOLD DOWN FUTURE INSURANCE PREMIUMS. 

THE AUTOMOTIVE OISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS OF AMERICA AND THE COALI

TION TO HALT AUTOMOTIVE THEFT STRONGLY URGE THIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW 

THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979 AND TO SUPPORT ITS 

PASSAGE INTO LAW, THEREBY HELPING TO STEM THE GROWTH OF AUTO THEFT. 

AUTO THEFT DOES NO"" STOP AT STATE BORDERS BUT IS TRULY A NATIONAL CRIME. 

THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979 IS A MINIMAL BILL ~riAT 

IS A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. WE URGE ITS PASSAGE. 
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THANK YO~MR. CHAIRMAN,. AND WITH THIS TESTIMONY WE ARE SUBMITTING, 

FOR THE RECORD, SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PRE

VENTION ACT AS APPROVED BY THE COALITION TO HALT AUTOMOTIVE THEFT AND 

THE AUTOMOTIVE DISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS OF AMERICA. 



,---------~-~----
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AMENDMENTS 

PROPOSED BY THE COALITION TO HALT AUTOMOTIVE THEFT 

TO THE MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979 5.1214 AND H.R.4178 

TITLE II 

Section 202 (b) (4) be renumbered as (b) (5) and new sUbsection 

(b) (4) be added to read as follows: 

Before issuing any final rule on major component identification, 

the Secretary of Transportation shall fully review the results 

of any pilot project on component part identification insti-

tuted by any motor vehicle manufacturer. 
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Include in Title II, as Section 204 of the bill: 

Unless the Secretary of Transportation and the Attorney 

General jointly certify to the congress in the final 

repor~ required under Section 502 of this Act that this 

title has been effective in curbing thefts of motor 

vehicles and motor vehicle parts, all authority given 

to the Secretary under this title shall expire at the 

submission of such final report to the Congress. 



TITLE II, 

Section l02(a) : 

463 

In exercising the authority given to the Secretary of 

Transportation under Section l03(j) of the National 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 

1392) as added by Section 201 of this Act, the Secretary 

shall consult closely with the Attorney General, the 

International Association of Chiefs of Police, the Inter

national Association of Auto Theft Investigators, the 

National Automobile Theft Bureau, the American Associa

tion of Motor Vehicle Administrator's, the automobile 

insurance industry and other groups and individuals in

terested in or affected by the motor vehicl~ theft problem. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TITLE IIi-OF S.12l4, 
"MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 1979" 

S5l0. Altering or emoving motor vehicle identification 
numbers. 

"(a) Whoever knowingly removes, obliterates, tampers with, 

or alters any identification number for any motor vehicle or 

part thereof required under regulations issued by the Secretary 

of Transportation shall -be fined not more than $5,000, imprisoned 

not more than five years, or both. 

(b) Subsection (a) above shall not apply to a scrap pro-

cessor or demolisher when such person loads, unloads, crushes, 

flattens, destroys, grinds up, handles or otherwise reduces a 

motor vehicle or motor vehicle part into metallic scrap for pur

poses of recycling such metallic content provided such person 

complies with appropriate state laws, if any, concerning the 

disposition of such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part. 

(c) Subsection (a) above shall not apply to a person 

acting under authority of the Secretary of Transportation or 

under the authority of state law when such person restores or 

r~places any such identification number for a motor vehicle or 

motor vehicle part. 

(d) For purposes of this sectior, the term-

(1) 'scrap processor' means any person, firm or cor-

poration engaged in the business of buying motor vehicles or motor 

vehtcle parts to process into scrap metal for remelting purposes, 
, 

who, from a fixed location, utilizes machinery and equipment for 

processing and manufacturing ferrous or nonferrous metallic scrap 

into prepared grades, and whose principal product is metallic scrap 

for such purposes; and 
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(2) 'demolisher' means any per~on. firm or corpora

tion whose business is to cruRh, flatten or otnezwise reduce a 

motor vehicle or motor vehicle part to a condition where it can 

no longer be considered ~ motor vehicle or mo~or vehicle part." 

(e) For purposes of sections 510, 511, and 2319 of this 

title the term 'motor vehicle' has the meaning given to it in 

section 102 of the National ~raffic and Motor Vehicle safety 

Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 1391). 
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Proposed Amendm~nts to Title III of 5.1214, 
'Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" 

5511. Forfeiture of motor vehicles and their parts which 
have had identification numbers altered or removed 

"(a) PROPERTY SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE --Any motor vehicle or 

motor vehi~le part required to have an identification number pur

suant to regulations issued by the Secretary of Transportation 

which has had such numbers removed, obliterated, tampered with, 

or:altered shall be subject to seizure and forfeiture to the 

United States unless--

(1) such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part has been 

attached to a motor vehicle owned by an innocent purchaser of 

such part; 

(2) such motor vehh '.e or 11l0tor vehicle part has a replac

ment identification number which is authorized by the Secretary of 

Transportation or is in conformity with the applicable law of the 

State where such motor 'vehicle or motor vehicle part is located; 

(3) such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part had its iden

tification number removed, obliterated, tampered with, or altered 

by. cOllision or fire involving damage to the part of the motor 

vehicle containing such a number; 

(4) such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part had its identi

fication number required pursuant to regulations of the Secretary 

of Transportation removed, 'obliterated, tampered with, or alter 

by condu~t in accordance with Section 510(b) of this title; or 

(5) such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part is in the 

possession or control of a scrap processor, as defined in Section 

510 of this title, unless ~uch scrap processor possessed knowledge 
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that such number had been removed, obliterated, tampered with, 

or altered otherwise than by the process of loading, unloading 

crushing, flattening, destroying, grindin9 up, handling, or 

otherwise reducing such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part 

into metallic scrap for processing. 

l 
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Proposed Amendments to Title III of S.12l4, 
"Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" 

S23l9. Trafficking in motor vehicles or their parts which 
have had identification numbers altered or removed 

"(a) Whoever buys, receives, possesses, or obtains control 

of, with intent to sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or other

wise dispose of, any motor vehicle or motor vehicle part, knowing 

that an identification number required pursuant to regulations 

issued by the Secretary of Transportation has been removed, ob

literated, tampered with, or altered, shall be fined not more than 

$25,000, imprisoned not more than ,ten years, or both. 

(b) This section shall not apply to: 

(1) a motor vehicle or motor vehicle part which has a 

replacement identification number'which is authorized by the 

Secretary of T;,ansportation or is in conformity with the applicable 

law of the state where such motor vehicle part is located; 

(2) a motor vehicle or motor vehicle part whose iden

tification number required pursuant to regulations issued by the 

Secretary of Transportation was removed, obliterated, tampered with, 

or altered as a result of damage caused by a collision or fire to 

s\1ch part of the motor vehicle cont:aining such a number; 

(3) a motor vehicle or motor vehicle part which had its 

identification number required pursuant to regulations of the Secre

tary of Transportation removed, obliterated, tampered with, or alter 

by conduct in accordance with Section SlO(b) of this title; or 

(4) a scrap processor, as defined in section 510 of this 

title, when the scrap processor bought, received, possessed, or 

obtained control of, with the intent to sell, tr.ansfer, distribute, 
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dispense or otherwise dispose of by processing or manufacturing 

into prepared grades of metallic scrap, (i) a motor vehicle 

which has been crushed, flattened, destroyed, ground up, handled, 

or otherwise reduced to a condition where i·t could no longer be 

considered a motor vehicle or (ii) a motor vehicle part, provided 

such scrap processor did not possess knowled.ge that such motor 

vehicle or motor veh",cle part was stolen, or had had its identi

fication number, required pursuant to regulations issued by the 

Secretary of Transportation, removed, obliterated, tampered with, 

or altered other than by the process of loading, unloading, crush

ing, flatte~ing, destroying, grinding up, handling, or otherwise 

reducing such motor vehicle or motor vehicle part into metallic 

scrap for processing. 

(c) The table of sections for chapter 113 of title 18, 

united States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the 

following: 

'2319.. Traffickin'} in motor vehicles or their parts 
which have had identification numbers altered 
or removed. II 
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It is also proposed that the legislative history of the 

Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act clearly reflect the 

fact that major component parts discussed in the bill 

should be limited to no more than ten component parts, 

for example those listed in the u.s. Department of 

Justice's "Talking Paper II - Component Parts Revisited," 

Section (E) (2) (i.e., the engine; the transmission; each 

door allowing entrance or egress to the passenger compart

ment; the. hood; the radiator core support of the front end 

assembly; each front fender.; the deck lid; tailgate, or 

hatchback (>1hichever is present); the truck floor pan; the 

the frame, or in the case of a unitized body, the support

ing structure which serves as the frame; and one additional 

confidential location selected each year by the manufacturer 

liith notification to law enforcement of the exaot location) • 

The Coalition to Halt Automotive Theft hold the position 

~at component parts so listed are the only major component 

parts that should be effected by the bill, and that notifica

tion of the confidential location of the VIN should be made 

to the Attorney General for dissemination to law enforcement. 

(It is understood that trucks and motorcycles would have dif

ferent major component parts.) 
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.• easons for Proposed Amendments to Title III. Section 510 

Three ~ew subsections are added to section 510. 

Subsection (b) states that the provisions of sUbsection 

(a) making it a crime to knowingly remove, obliterate, tamper 

with, or alter an identification number do not apply to a scrap 

processor or demolisher when during their normal business opera

tions they reduce motor vphicles and parts to metallic content. 

The provision, however, requires such persons to comply with 

appropriate state laws, if any, concerning the disposition 

of such mate.rials. This provision reorganizes the 'value to 

society of the recycling of such materials. Moreover, it recog

nizes that the identification numbers of such vehicles and parts 

will be destroyed during such legal recycling activity and that 

no criminal penalties should be attached to such business endeavors. 

Subsection (c) makes certain there is no criminal wrongdoing 

involved when an authorized individual replaces or restores an 

identification number for a motor vehicle or part. Nothing con

tained in this subsection, howev~r, permits any such person to remove 

any such identification number if he does not replace it with another 

acceptable identification number. 

Subsection (d), defines a "scrap processor" and a "demolisher", 

Both definitions are patterned upon a recent statute in the State 

of Virginia. The term "demolisher" is intended to describe a func

tion in the recycling process'which, under different statutory 

frameworks' in the various states, could be legally performed by a 

dismantler, mobile crusher, transporter, etc. 
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SUbsection (e) incorporates by reference the definition of 

"motor vehicle" set forth in the National Traffic and Motor 

Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 1391). In that definition 

motor vehicle means "any vehicle driven or drawn by mechanical 

power manufactured primarily for use in public streets, roads, 

and highways, except any vehicle operated exclusively on a rail or 

rails". This provision was added to clearly shqw that sections 

510, 511, and 2319 deal witi'. "road" vehicles and to ensure uni

formity of coverage between all three sections. Consequently, 

trailers would now also be covered under section 2319. 
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Reasons for Proposed Amendments to Title III, Section 511 

Three neW paragraphs are added to section Sll(a) and para

graph (al (2) is changed to read where "located" instead of where 

"seized". 

Paragraph (3) ensures that any motor vehicle part whose 

identification number was damaged as a result of an accident would 

not be subject to seizure. Basically, these parts are "junk" and 

have value only for their metallic content. 

paragraph (4) removes f~'om the possibility of seizure any 

motor vehicle or part whose identification number was removed or 

damaged during the process in which it was lawfully reduced to 

its metallic content. 

Paragraph (5) removes from the possibility of seizure under 

this section any motor vehicle or part which is in the inventory of 

a scrap processor and whose identification number has been removed 

or falsified unless it can be shown the scrap processor knew the 

vehicle or part had its identification number removed or altered 

other than by the normal recycling process. This paragraph reflects 

the valid concerns of the scrap processor that he buys such parts 

purely for their metallic content and not for resale as a used 

part. Moreover, he often buys parts by the truck load by weight 

and has little knowledge of the individual items making up such 

a load. Where, however, guilty knowledge can be established, this 

provision affords no protection to illegal activities. 

68-093 0 - 80 - 31 
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Reasons for Proposed Amendments to Title III. Section 2319 

This amendment adds a new subsection (b) to section 2319. 

It parallels the four exceptions to seizure created in paragraphs 

2-5 of section 5l1(a) and makes them applicable to section 2319 

for the same reasons. Moreover, paragraph (5) would not give the 

scrap processor any protection if it can be shown he knew the 

motor vehicle or part to be stolen. 
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Mr. SOHEUER. We will now go on to Mr. Ted Johnson of the Coali
tion to Halt Automotive Theft. 

I don't know what the relationship between you chaps is. You are 
president and chairman? 

Mr. MoKINNON. I am chairman of the coalition. Ted is thl'; executive 
director. I testified for the Automotive Dismantlers and Ted will 
testify for the coalition. 

I would be happy to support Ted in any of his testimony. 
Mr. SOHEUEH. You haven't heard him yet. 

STATEM~T OF THEODORE JOHNSON 

Mr. JOHNSON. Let me first correct or make sure I did not leave the 
wrong impression. The $60 figure I quoted you was a guess or estimate 
of the comprehensive premium. 

Theft, depending on the locality of the country, could account for a 
huge proportion of that comprehensive premium as it would in New 
York. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Are you talking about $60 a year for a comprehensive 
policy? 

Mr. JOHNSON. The comprehensive coverage of your policy covering 
theft, damage by winds, glass damage·, someone breaking your aerial 
off, things like that. It does not include liability coverage or collision 
coverage or anything like that. It is called comprehensive and it is that 
portion of the premium that the theft claim is drawn from, but that 
would not account for the whole $60. 

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for conducting a hearing today 
that I believe is establishing a very commendable record on this sub
ject. You and your colleagues have worked hard and long and it is 
apparent. I want to thank you for that. 

Mr. SOHEUER. I want to make it clear Congressman Green is the 
lead sponsor of this bill. 

Mr. JOHNSON. 'rYe are much indebted to Congressman Green, not 
only for sponsoring the bill but also more than that, the efforts he has 
undertaken in support of it. 

Our goal is to see this bill enacted in this present session of Con
gress. It is important and it is urgent. I believe that the record that is 
established today would enable you as a committee to proceed to con
sideration of this bill. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Let's forget about what has happened. We want to 
have you help us establish a record. 

What have you got to say? 
Mr. JOHNSON. I would like to point out, you have heard ample testi~ 

mony from a number of sources, that the vehicle idcntificationnumber
ing will be a significant deterrent to professional auto theft. 

I would also like to point out that in addition to serving that de
terrent function--

Mr. SOHEUER. Do you have any further light to shed on that? You 
heard the insurance companies. You heard the representative from 
Ford and General Motors question their own data and question the 
lessons to be drawn from their own period of 6 months testing with 
100,000 cars. 
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They don't really have confidence in the figures that their own tests 
have adduced. 

Now, what do you have to give us in terms of hard data or field 
experience that would buoy up our sense of confidence that we are on 
the right track ~ 

Mr. JOHNSON. l!'irst, there is the experience which Mr. Werner and 
Mr. McI(ilIDon just gave you regarding engines and transmissions 
wh.ich presently a.re numbered. Second, there is the experience that 
has been documented by th.e Permanent Senate Investigation Sub
committee-which you migh.t want to include by reference in your 
own record. These hearin¥S repeatedly heard persons who had been 
convicted of auto theft crImes, the operators of chop shops, and law 
enforcement personnel testify that the numbering of crash parts, key 
component PM'ts, would serve as a major disincentive to the commis
sion of the crime in the first place. 

Another point I think needs to be stressed is, in addition to doing 
that, it will also give law enforcement tools that it presently does 
not have to prosecute the criminal. Right now auto theft is considered 
by the criminal as a pretty safe crime. Not only is it lucrative but 
there is also little chance of prosecution, or being caught or going 
to jail. 

The numbering will enable law enforcement to identify a J?art as 
stolen, trace it through the person who trafficked in it,. trace It back 
to the chop shop, trace it back to the person who stole the carl and 
finally back to an original owner, with evidence that. will stand up in 
court. 

Right now in a court of law, a law enforcement officer can know in 
his bones that the part was stolen, but the owner of the car fu'om 
which the part was chopped can't identify it. 

Would you be able to identify your right front fender in a court 
of law as havin~ come from your cad And if a defense attorney said, 
"Are you sure It diel not come from another car of the same make, 
yeUlr, color and model" could you answer affirma.tively ~ 

Mr. SCHEUER. My ri~ht front fender has a unique pattern of dents 
and gashes from the lllgh risk experience it has been through under 
my tutelage. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Many of us have the same circumstances, and still 
would not be able to identify the part conclusively. Numbering the 
part provides law enforcement with that tool. This bill also gives 
them the authority to seize parts, in effect, denying the criminal of 
t.he proceeds of his crime. 

I will be happy to answer any questions you have. 
[Testimony resumes on p. 483.] 
[Mr. Johnson's prepared statement follows:] 
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Good morning Chairman Scheuer, Chairman Yatron and members of the 

Subcommittees. We very much appreciate this opportunity to ap

pear before you today. 

My name is Theodore W. Johnson. I am the Executive Director of the 

Coalition to Halt Automotive Theft. This organization was formed 

last fall for the sole purpose of supporting the enactment of 

H.R.4178, the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. Our goal is to 

see this bill enacted in the present session of Congress. Accord

ingly, we urge you to consider the bill in the near future and to 

report it promptly and favorably from these Subcommittees. 

The Coalition to Halt Automotive Theft has served as the focal 

point for the efforts of a variety of organizations, corporations 

and individuals that believe this bill will stem the growing prob

lem of motor vehicle theft in our nation. The affiliates of the 

Coalition are drawn from three principal groups: the automotive 

services industry, the insurance industry and associations of'law 

enforcement professionals. Others, including consumer groups and 

public officials, also participate. 

The following presently are active members and affiliates: Academy 

Auto Parts, American Insurance Association, Automotive Dismantlers 

and Recyclers of America, Automotive Service Councils, Inc., Ches

terfield Auto Parts Company, Commercial Union Assurance Company, 

Consumer Federation of America, Government Employees Insurance Com

pany, Greater Cleveland Crime Prevention Committee, Institute of 

Scrap Iron and Steel, International Association of Auto Theft In

vestigators, International Association of Chiefs of Police, The, 

Honorable Edward J. King, Governor of the Commonwealth of Massa

chusetts, National Association of Independent Insurers, Nationwide 
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Insurance companies, New York/New Jersey Anti-Car Theft Committee, 

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company and Washington Metro

politan Auto ~ody Association. The National Automobile Theft Bureau 

serves as an advisor to the Coalition. 

The Coalition to Halt Automotive Theft is convinced there is an 

urgent need for this legislation to be enacted at the earliest 

possible time. And, I believe, the public generally joins in echo

ing this sentiment. Auto theft is an impoktant consumer concern. 

The media attention given last week to the field hearing in New 

York City of these Subcommittees shows the high level of interest 

in a workable solution to the problem of motor vehicle theft. 

People are looking for relief from inflation, relief from paying 

ever increasing prices for goods and services. Auto theft contri

butes to that inflation and is reflected in the insurance premium 

paid by every motorist. The Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act 

provides the means to reduce auto theft and to relieve some of 

the pressure that produces the present insurance premium spiral. 

Citizens harbor a mood of scepticism about their government. They 

wonder if it actually is doing anything that is relevant to their 

personal lives and that provides them with any personal benefit. 

This bill has relevance and benefit. to the people of this country. 

And, more importantly, there is no other way that benefit can be 

provided. 

Let me stress this point, because it would be easy to consider this 

bill another attempt to regulate the automobile .industry at a time 

when it is already burdened with federal regulation. Such a view 

is mistaken because it ignores the fact that motor vehicle theft 

L-______________________________ . _____________________________________________ .. -
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is a crime. This bill has one, primary purpose and that is to 

strengthen the ability of law enforcement to attack effectively an 

extremely costly and growing criminal problem. This problem has 

been fully documented in hearings by the Senate Permanent Subcom-

mittee on Investigations. I recommend that its findings be incor-

porated into the record of these hearings. 

The one indisputable fact that emerges is that law enforcement 

presently lacks adequa,'i:e tools and authority, to attack this prob

lem effectively. This bill provides a remedy-- new. tools and ex

panded authority are made avai.lable to law enforcement officials 

to attack the crime of auto theft in a major assault. This bill 

is directly aimed at cracking down on the major auto theft cper-

ations, especially those with links to organized crime. 

Wisely, the bill does this in two related ways: first, it provides 

the tools law enforcement authorities need to identify, arrest, 

and successfully prosecute and punish the criminal. Second, and 

just as important, it strikes at the crime itself by diminishing its 

profitability to the criminal and, therefore, the incentive to com-

mit the crime in the first place. 

The permanent numbering of major component automotive parts and 

the stringent penalties for altering or removing the identification 

number will work to put the car thief and chop shop operator out of 

business. It will, in effect, dry up the market for stolen parts, 

just as the current nwnbering of engines and.transmissions has al-

ready made those parts worthle~s to the thief. In fact, these 

presently numbered parts-~ the most valuable in the vehicle-- are 
r 

more than worthless to the thief •. They are a liability because 

they can tie him clearly to a crime. 
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In this regard.. I would note that the true value of numbering 

key component parts is not: simply to en<tble law enforcem~nt offi

cials to identify a part as stolen. Instead, it is to give them the 

ability to track that part b<tck to the st.olen vehicle from which it 

w<ts removed and to provide conclusive evidence of the c·rime th<tt will 

stand up in court. This will make it possible to obtain convictions 

of all who were involved in the crime-- the person distributing or 

selling the part, the person who chopped it from the original vehi

cle and the thief who stole the car in the first place. 

At present, without such numbering of parts, there most often is 

no conclusive evidence of the crime and a sharply diminished abil

ity to obtain conviction. Why? If you will, Mr. Chairman, imagine 

if you would be able to identify your right front fender after it 

had been chopped from your car. Could you swear in court with cer

tainty that it did ~ belong to some other car of the same make, 

model, year and color? 

The possibility of tampering with the vehicle identification num

ber does not diminish the impact of this legislation. First of 

all, there is little incentive for such tampering to occur. The 

p<trts th<tt presently are numbered-- the valuable engine and trans

mission-- are routinely and quickly discarded by the chop shop 

operator. The risk of possession of an identifiable part is too 

great and the cost in human labor of removing one number and re-

placing with another is too high. It is also impossible to per

form a forgery that cannot be detectEld, at least by sophisticated 

means. But, even if such tampering should occur, the criminal 

sanctions of the bill apply to those who alter the Vehicle Iden

tification Number as well as those who possess p«rts with altered 

numbers. 
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Finally, I stress that this bill is not intended to increase the 

burdens on any element of the motor vehicle community except the 

criminal element. The true objectives of the Motor Vehicle Theft 

Prevention Act are to diminish the profitability of motor vehicle 

theft, strengthen criminal penalties, provide new tools and expand

ed authority to law enforcement and to make motor vehicles more 

impervious to theft. We believe that this bill addresses those 

objectives forthrightly and in a strong, aggressive fashion. 

We offer some amendments to H.R.4l7B which the Coalition proposes 

principally to remove some unintended ambiguities with the bill's 

language. We will be happy to discuss these with you or with 

staff if you wish. The amendments are largely technical in nature. 

The Coalition to Halt Automotive Theft urges your prompt and 

favorable action on the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979. 

I will be happy to answer any questions you have. Thank you for 

the opportunity to present testimony today. 



Mr. SOHEUER. The subcommittees heard from various witnesses, Mr. 
Johnson, regarding locking and other security devices for cars. Do 
you believe that NHTSA should be enrubled by us to require the manu
facturers to develop more sophisticated locking systems, assuming such 
systems were found to be cost beneficial ~ 

Mr. JOHNS?N. Yes. ",Ve are really talking about two types of prob
lems, professIOnal theft and amateur theft. ""Ve have concentrated, 
I think deliberately, on the professional crime. The amateur crime is 
still occurring. Generally the amateur is primarily interested in obtain
ing ready transportation, whereas the professional is looking for parts 
or retagged vehicles that he can market. 

There is a big difference, and because the problems are different they 
demand different solutions. 

Numbering, frankly, would not be much of a deterrent to the joy
rider. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Because he is not going to sell the car ~ 
Mr. JOHNSON. What he is going to do with it is either crash it into 

a tree to get rid of it or abandon it. That car usually can be identified 
by a license number. It does not need a vehicle identification number 
for law enforcement to identify it and trace it. 

This is very different from the professional crime where the number 
is the only means law enforcement has to trace the vehicle or its parts. 

Mr. SOHEUER. You said he will rubandon or crash it into a tree to 
get rid of it ~ 

Mr. JOHNSON. When he is done with it. 
Mr. SOHEUER. How does he do that, with him inside it ~ 
Mr. JOHNSON. Not necessarily. 
Mr. SOHEUER. That is a rural crime, I take it ~ 
Mr. JOHNSON. It can be. He most often abandons it. I have seen 

stathltics that show a large number of recovered vehicles that have 
been damaged, and it appears deliberately, rather than just a result 
of reckless driving. But on the other side of the coin, while theft 
devices will prevent the amateur criminal, they can also slow down' 
the professional. Whethe,r or not it will prevent the professional en
tirely from stealing a vehicle is another question. So the answer to 
your question is, we need both. 

",Ve need both the numbering of key component l)arts and more 
s~urity on the vehicle. It appears to me that until there is some action 
and some role played here by NHTSA in this area that the manufac
turers will not of their own accord come up with sufficient and secure 
enough antitheft devices for cars. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Do you know of any efforts that are being undertaken 
by the individual States to require the installation of YIN's ~ 

Mr. JOHNSON. Some States have had legislation introduced. Ohio and 
New York come to my mind quickly. But those bills have :frankly not 
gone anywhere because there has been the recognition that one State 
trying to do this kind of thing is at an extreme disadvantage. 

'My view is that the place for that to be done is right here. 
Mr. SCI-IEUER. What position do manufacturers take on State legis

lation ~ 
Mr. JOHNSON. I do not have knowledge in that area. 
Mr. MoKINNON. There is a move to defeat those efforts in Ohio and 

Illinois. The Now York experience I don't know. 



Mr. SOHEUER. What reasons do they give ~ 
Mr. MOKINNON. I don't know what their testimony was, but I am 

sure it could be made available to the committee. 
Mr. SOHEUER. What are the States ~ 
Mr. MoKINNON. Illinois, Ohio, and the State of New York. Also to 

share an experience with you, in the State of Virginia one of our 
cochairmen of our motor vehicle theft committee last year from that 
State attempted to have the same thing done through the Department 
of Motor Vehicles in the State 9f Virginia. The Department of Motor 
Vehicles in Virginia was very reluctant to take on the manufacturers 
in this issue. 

Mr. GREEN. On the question of securing the car better than it now 
is, do you see that that is likely to be cost effective ~ I had the impression 
you are talking of higher cost there then when you are talking about 
VIN's~ 

Mr. JOHNSON. That remains to be seen. I have been contacted by 
independent engineers, vendors, and designers who claim that their 
products, if installed in a vehicle on a mass basis, would cost no more 
than $10 per car. Some of these, at least based on their descriptions, 
could be highly effective. 

I have not seen them operate nor do I have the teclmicallniowl
edge to judge whether their claims are valid or not, but I would like 
to believe that cost would be possible. 

Mr. GREEN. Earlier the automobile ma;nufacturers' representatives 
raised the question of whether it would be possible to establish per
formance standards for these security devices. Do you have any views 
on that? Has your group looked into that? 

Mr. JOHNSON. 'iV e have not. I am not really capable of judging 
whether that criticism is valid or not. It does seem to me that, at least 
on the basis of logic, some kind of performance standard could be 
devised. For me to describe it is something of which I am not capable. 

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SOHEUER. Margaret? 
Ms. DURBIN. You recommend that the legislative history of the bill 

state that the major component parts for the purpose of this bill be 
limited to no more than 10 component parts. You then cite a list of 
examples. Vr11Y have you made this recommendation? 

Mr. JOIP'q-SON. Because there has been concern voiced to the coalition 
and to various organizations that are involved with the coalition. To 
put the cone~rn in its bluntest form, a number of groups fear the 
regUlatory authority of the U.S. Government and feel that there is 
need for some constraint, some limit on that authority. I have had 
people contact me in vehement opposition to this bill because they 
wronglv believe it is going to require the numbering of carburetors. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Require what? 
Mr .• JOHNSON. The numbering of carburetors. They just do not 

understand the intent of the bill. Many are in the automotive service 
industry. . 

Mr. SCHEUER. The after market people ~ 
Mr. JOHNSON. Or body shop people, auto repair people. They fear 

they are going to :'.ave a lot of burdens as a result of this bill. 
In my view. this bill win create no burden for anyone other than 

the criminal element. . 
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Mr. SOHEUER. The only burden requiring serializing and identify
ing, stamping the VIN on the carburetor, it seems to me, would be on 
the manufacturer. 

Mr. JOHNSON. If its cost is $3 to $5 a vehicle, that is not much of a 
Durden. 

Mr. SOHElJER. Their estimate would include the carburetor? 
Mr. JOHNSON. No one is seriously talking about including the caJr

bUl'etor. That was the reason we suggested including a list of parts in 
the legislative history. The coalition would be reluctant to see the 
actual parts itemized in the legislation itself. Legislative history pro
vides a means to state the likely parts to be selected for identification, 
but the act.ual decision is up to the Secretary of Transportation, if he 
is given this authority. 

Ms. DURBIN. Could you explain why you would be reluctant to in
clude a specific listing in the statute? 

Mr .• JOHNSON. I don't think that is appropriate. As a matter of 
principle, I don't think it is appropriate legislation and, second, I 
don't think that the coalition could make such a recommendation to 
you as to wha;t those parts should be. . 

I think it requires more study by the people promulgating the rules. 
IvIr. WERNER. I believe-not only to strengthen what Mr. Johnson 

said. but also on the main 10 component parts, those Ulre the ones that 
are most salable. People don't buy stolen cal'buretors. It is just not 
feasible. 

'When you talk about 10 major component parts-the chop-Shop 
operations a.re looking ltt front clips, doors, rear ends, rear body sec
tions, motors, transmissions, and frames, and I think that is where the 
10 are. 

Ms. DURBIN. Tlat's just it. There seems to be some agreement as to 
what the parts are, doesn't there? 

Mr. ·WEHNER. I believe that is where it came from. Instead of going 
into a major numbering of items of everything, I believe it you limit 
it to the 10 basic items that are needed the most by the chop-shop 
operations, those are what fall under that category and that is why 
we establish our position. 

MI'. MeKr::moN. If 1 might add to thrut: part. of 'the reason why the 
coalition and members of the coalition are not interested in having 
Nle items listed hl the legislation is becruuse the design of the autQll1lo
bile is changing 'and it is changing rapidly. If you think of ·theaut'O
mobile today or what it was 5 years, ago, what it might be in 1985, espe
cially if it i~ ele~tric powered-d;he engine will not be an engine as we 
Imow it today. and perhaps tlhe most valuable item in the cars will be 
the batteries. ' 

It might be 2,000 pounds 'Of brutJteries in the vehicle, the power 
sourcE', so the need to mark those parts might vary every 5 years or so. 

'1'here£ore., I think it would be perhaps lmwise rto put in legislation 
wh'!l.t t.ho parts should be. The regulatory process could handle it beltter. 

Mr. SCIIEUEH. You are suggesting the battery £01' the electric car 
would be a great deal more valuable than the battery for the inrf:0l'llal 
combustion engine, and while it might not be worth it to mark a $30 or 
$<10 battery today, the baJttery in the electric car might be worth many 
times t,ha;t, and it. would be worth marking because it would be sold in 
this illegal commerce ~ 
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Mr. MoKINNON. 'J'lhrut is one possibility. Wh:rut Ithe car will look like 
in .1985 or 1990 isanybody's guess right now. 

Mr. 'SOHEUER. We could put language in the commitJtee report just 
expressing the consensus that I3!t least for the present that it would be 
disabling for NHTSA Ito limit the items that would be marked to the 
10 that you have suggested, and we could name them in the commit
rtee report for the ,guidance of NHTSA ~ 

Mr. MoKINNON. That is wh!lit the coalition had in mindasa solu
tion to the prOblem: striatly provide guidance to people years down the 
road. 

Mr. SCHEUER. We thank you very much for your very illuminating 
testimony. 

Are you prepared now to support what he just said ~ 
Mr. McKINNON. I will try. 
Mr. SOl-lEUER. "Ve thank you for your patience and tolerance. 
The commitJl;ee stands a.djourned until Thursda.yat 10 o'clock in this 

same room. 
[\iV-hereupon, at 2 :05 p.m., the hearin&, was 'fl,djourned, to reconvene 

rut 10 a.m. on Thursday, Jlme 12, 1980.J 
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THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1980 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOl\1l\II'lTEE ON CONSUl\:[ER 
PROTECTION AND FINANCE, COl\UIITl'EE ON INTETISTATE 
A:I>l1) FOREIGN COJlUIERCE, AND 'I'HE SUBCOJlIMITTEE ON 
INTER-AJlIERICAN AFFAIRS, COMl\IITTEE ON FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS, 

W(J,shington, D.O. 
The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2322, 

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer, chairman, 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance, and Hon. Gus 
Yatron, chairman: Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs, presid
ing jointly. 

Mr. YATRON. Good morning. The subcommittees will come to order. 
The Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs and the Subcommit

tee on Consumer Protection and Finance are meeting in a joint hear
ing to examine the widespread problems of exported stolen vehicles 
and auto parts through "chop shop" operations. 

I am happy to join with my colleague from New York, :Mr. Scheuer, 
chairman of the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance, 
in holding these hearings. Nationwide, it is estimated that American 
consumers lose over $4 billion annun Uy from this illegal ftctivity. 

Along our border re&ions, professional car thieves and chop shop 
operators enjoy a lucrative business and minimal risk at the expense of 
the American consumer. It is our hope that H.R. 4178, the Motor 
Vehicle Theft Prevention Act, will help to curtail this activity and 
assist American law enforcement officials in their efforts. 

Today our witnesses are: Barry Matheson, special prosecutor with 
the Canadian Department of Justice; Chief William Rodriguez, chief 
of police, El Paso Police Department; and Lt. Luis Barba, Auto-Theft 
Bureau, El Paso Police Department. 
. At this point, I would like to recognize my cochairman for any open
mg remarks he may have. Mr. Scheuer. 

Mr. SOlIEaR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,V'(, have had several in
teresting days of hearings that I think make u, good case for the fact 
that marketing of component parts will have a deterrent effect on auto 
theft. ,Ve have had estimates from Ford in a small research and demon
stration program they carried out for the last 6 months which seem to 
indicate where they are marking parts other than transmission and en
gines there is something like a 10-percent reduction in auto thefts 
which, wl?-en you assume it costs in the neighborhood of $3 to $5 a car 
for markmg these other parts, you save 10 percent of the cars that 
would have been stolen from beillg stolen. You have an extraordinary 
cost-benefit situation there. 

(487) 
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"lV' e seemed to have made a good case for that and I am interested 
in finding out whether the experts in the international trafficking of 
stolen cars and stolen parts feel their marking of component parts in 
addition to engines and transmissions will help reduce the interna
tional flow of parts and cars. 

So, with that I look forward to the hearings, Mr. Chahman. 
Mr. YATRON. Thank you, Chairman Scheuer. And at this point I 

would like to call on Congressman S. William Green, of New York, 
one of the prime svnsors of H.R. 4178. 

Mr. GUEEN. Thailk you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to thank you for 
arranging for the "'itnesses for today's hearing. Although in the pre
vious 2 days of hearings the question of international transmission 
either of whole, cars 01' pa.rts has been touched on, we have not gone 
into it as deeply up until now as we have the domestic. problem. I am 
looking forward to the testimony we will be getting from today's 
witnesses to give us a better picture of the international problem. 

~Ir. YATRON. Tha:llk you, Mr. Green. Mr. Preyer, would you care 
to make any comment at this time ~ 

Mr. PREYER. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am happy to join you 
and Mr. Schener in these hearin~s today. 

Mr. YATRON. Mr. Matheson, If you would like to proceed with your 
statement, we can then begin wit.h questions. 

STATEMENT OF BARRY MATHESON, SPECIAL PROSECUTOR, 
CANADIAN DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Mr. MATHESON. I am Barry Matheson from St. Catharines, Ontario, 
Canada. I am a priYllte practitioneJ' in that city with 10 other lawyers. 
However, for the last 10 years I have been retained by the Federal 
Government of Canada to prosecnte cases on an individual basis under 
the Food and Drug Act, Narcotic Control Act, Income Tax Act and 
the Customs Act. 

I have also been appointed by the Solicitor General of Canada as a 
rdesignated agent to make applications to the supreme or county courts 
to intercept private communications. 

I wish to make it clear that I speak only on my own behalf and not 
for the Department of J-'Jstice, as I am a private practitioner. 

Approximately from the late 1960's until about 1976, there was a 
serious problem of the importing of cal' parts into Canada-these 
parts would eit.her be undervalued or, in fact, stolen. 

In those years, the Canadian dollar was at a premium with respect. 
to the American dollar and, therefore, it was cheaper to buy in the 
United States. The situat.ion has changed and the reverse is happening. 

The problem of the improper importing of car parts has eased 
slightly because of the difference in the Canadian dollar. The problem 
of stolen parts 01' cars still exists, and is of concel'll to the legal au
thorities and also reputable c1e!tlers who find their legitimate market 
undercut. 

In my jurisdiction, there have been several cases of a fairly lengthy 
and costl~, nature, which ended in acquittals due to the fact that the 
Provincial crown attorneys were unable to establish that the cal' parts 
had been stolen. 
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These individuals and their companies remained in business. I was 
brought into the picture due to the fact that a Provincial wiretap au
thorizatiol1 indicated that Federal statutes might have been infringed. 

As a result of that review~ an application was made for a Federal 
interception. Some several months later, sufficient evidence was ob
tained to lay charges and seize documents. 

'With the cooperation of t.he authorities, documents were obtained 
whieh, when compared wit.h the wiretaps, indicated an undervaluation 
of the car parts, which were mainly front-end clips imported into 
Canada. 

The cost. of the invt'stigation and the approach to the trial date was 
expensive. At t.he courtroom door, the mfLttel' was resolved and a plea 
of guilty was entered. 

It would appear that car models change slowly but the value for the 
parts increases. By this I mean that a front end of a 1976 New Yorker 
would be almost. identical to a 1975 New Yorker, but if claimed at the 
earlier year for cllstoms' purposes would be assessed duty at a lower 
amount. 

Attached to this address is a partial transcript of a wiretap author
ization and the list of actual document which show the undervaluation. 
All documents and transcripts are scheduled A which would show that 
undervaluation. 
If you would look at the transcript at the back of schedule A, page 1 

through 3, and if you would also look at schedule A, page 5, I believe 
we can establish how this operation worked. 

Basically this is a telephone communication from a citizen of the 
United States to Mr. Gdanski. Mr. Gdanski was one of the owners of 
Homer Salvage & Auto \V"reckers Limited. This call took place on the 
15th of N oyember, 19'78. 

Mr. GDANSKI. Home Auto 'Vreckers. 
ASWEIIED. Joe? 
Mr. GDANSKI. Yeah. 
AMERICAN. It's Ralph. 
Mr. GDANSIU. Hi, Ralphie. 
AMERICAN. All right I need some prices from you. 
Mr. GDA .. !'SKI. Uh huh. 
AMERICAN. Ya got a minute? 
1\11'. GDANSKI. Yeah. 
AMERICAN. Seventy-.six New Yorker. 
Mr. GDANSKI. OK. Just a sec. I gonna look that up in a minute, okay, now I'm 

look, look nt some of the other prices we put through here. Hull, seventy-six New 
Yorlcer. 

AMERICAN. l\Ial,e it a four. 

Mr. SCHEUER. vThat does that mean, make it a four? 
Mr. NL\THESON. Going back to 1974 New Yorker. The American was 

fI, little more knowledgeable about the model changes because-he goes 
011--

Mr. GDANSK!. Purdon? 
AlIIERICAN. It could be a four. 
1\11'. GDANSKI. Now when did they start that type of u front? Five? Maybe 

make it a five. 
AlIfEIlICAN. Make it a five. 

If you look at the invoice from the American, there is a 1974 
Chrysler front end assessed at $350 which is what is quoted in the 
transcript later on. . 

68-093 0 - 80 - 32 
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Mr. SOHEUER. When they talk about a 1977 Camaro, "make it a 
four". Does that mean $400? 

Mr. MATHESON. No, that is 1974. The transcripts will go all the way 
through, if you compared this schedule--I don't think it is necessary 
to go through the whole transcript-but if you compare that transcript 
with the schedule A page 5 you will see that they record specifically 
the cars that are referred to in these transcripts. They also give the 
prices that they agree upon for purposes of customs and it amolmts 
to $350 for the 1975 Chrysler which is, in fact, a 1977. 

Then you go to the top left-hand corner of the schedule and you will 
see the actual price paid by Mr. Gdanski which instead of being the 
$2,975 which was claimed at Canadian Customs, the actual price paid 
was $5,~"r;O. It was an undervaluation. 
If you Jook at page 4 of the scehdule you will see that on the bottom 

left-hand cornel' American bank draft for $5,750. The check is made 
out to $6,845 which is, in fact, the exchange on the, or the premium on 
the American dollar. 

Those were seized in the records of Mr. Gdansld. He fortunately, 
from the crown's point of view, was able to keep all his records together 
which would show his complicity in this crime 

I don't believe it is necessary, unless you want to, to read through 
all the transcripts. 

Mr. YATRON. I don't think it is necessary. It will be part of the 
record [see p. 494]. Mr. Matheson, I would like to respectfully request 
that we take a 10- or 15-minute recess. vVe have a vote on the floor. 

We will return shO!ily. 
[Brief recess.] 
Mr. YATRON. The subcommittee will resume the hearing. 
At this point, due to the sensitive nature of some of the testimony 

to be presented today, the Chair would like to move that at some point 
in the hearing we will go into executive session and under the rule a 
rollcall is automatic. We would like to keep the roll open so that addi
tional members will be able to respond. 

At this time, I would like to ask the clerk to read the roll. 
Mr. FRIEDMAN. MI'. Yatron. 
Mr. YATRON. Aye. 
Mr. FRmmIAN. Mr. Fascell. 
Mr. F ASOELL. Aye. 
Mr. FRIED:1IfAN. Mr. Lagomarsino. 
Mr. I.u\.GOllIAHSINO. Aye. 
Mr. YATRON. The roll will be kept open. vVe have three members 

at this point. 
Mr. Matheson, if you would like to proceed with your testimony. 
n.fr. MATHESON. Down on the transcripts or a portion of them, as 

you can see, I have deleted the name of the American who was a party 
to the crime as he and his company remain llnindicted, coconspirators 
in Canada. 

Also attached is a schedu1e which was prepared by the Royal Cana
dian Mounted Police as schedule B which shows the value lost to the 
CanadlL Customs. 

If you will look under paragraph L, the value not declared at Cana
dian Customs from the period of July 29, 1976, to November 16,1978, 
the value not declared in Canadian Customs was $53,103. I believe 
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this committee shou1d take into account that this was a schedule p.re
pared under my direction for purposes of going into court. 

These were the items that I felt we could prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt. There were other transactions ootween this company and Homer 
Salvage & Auto Wreckers, but the value lost was $53,103. The revenue 
on that would be $13,806 as you can see under schedule B. 

]\'11'. YATRON. Mr. Matheson, if you would suspend, I would like to 
call on my cochairman, Mr. Scheuer, to take a roll of his 
subcommittee. 

Mr. SCHEUER. I move under rule 11 that we go into executive ses
sion because of the possibility that there may be some sensitive in
formation in these hearings, Mr. Devine. 

Mr. DEVINE. I note my presence and I am in agreement with the 
motion. 

Mr. SOHEUER. It is so ordered. 
Mr. YATRON. Mr. Matheson, you may proceed. 
Mr. MATHESON. Mr. Joe Gdal1ski and Homer Salvage & Auto 

'Wreckers Limited are now before the civil Federal court facing civil 
assessments in the amount of roughly $53,103.2'7 ; although the original 
revenue lost to Canada Customs was $13,806.'75. 

We used the Canadian Customs Act to attempt to stop the importa
tion of these items into Canada because other statutes that would be 
more appropriate such as the Criminal Code proved not to be useful. 

During the investigation there were some video tapes taken partic
ularly with respect to the importation of the items reiel'l'ed to in sched
ule A of the communication of the Novembel' 15, 1978, with the Amer
ican citizen and ~fr. Joe Gdanski. There is audio and voice tape that is 
here and if Nancy could play it. 

If I could stand on that side because there is a lot of repetition. 
Mr. YATRON. While you are doing this, we have two additional mem

bers who walked in and the roll is open for the Subcommittee on Inter
American Affairs. If the clerk wilJ call the other nameS on the roll. 

Mr. FRIEDlIIAN. Mr. Gilman. 
Mr. GILMAN. Aye. 
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Mr. Guyer. 
Mr. GUYER. Aye. 
Mr. YATRON. Five memoors having voted, a quorum is present. We 

will move into executive session a.t the appropriate time. 
I would like to also have in the record that Mr. Devine from Ohio 

was an FBI agent having been stationed in New York Oity during 
the early 1940's. He has had extensive background in investigating 
stolen cal' cases. 

[Tape being shown.] 
Mr. MATHESON. This was a tape taken as a result of interception 

of November 15, 1978. It will show the front-end clips referred to in 
the transcript as they leave the New YOJ'k Thruway and exit through 
your part of Lewistown and enter through our part of Queenstown 
in the Province of Ontario. 

During t.he showing there will be a number of areas where I will 
ask Nancy to move the tape forward because it is repetitious. They 
were waiting for various individuals to show up which would be of 
no consequence as far as this subcommittee is concerned. It was for 
purposes of proof in a court of law. . 
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He was supposed to phone from that booth. He never did. That is 
why we have a picture of the phone booth. 

These are the tollgates from New York Thruway. It is late at night, 
or early in the morning I should say. The pietures were takl'n some
times from a moving vehicle so we don't have the truek's approach. 

Mr. GUYER. You have those trucks spotted ~ , 
Mr. :MATHESON. Yes, the truck was following on the New York 

Thruway. 
Mr. GILlVIAN. Is there a great deal of trade of that nature moving 

across the border ~ 
Mr. :MAT.HESO:N'. I will have some figures for the snbeommittee later. 

It is a substantial amount. 
This is the truck. 
Mr. SCHEUER. They didn't make any attempt to hide it ~ 
Mr. MATHESON. No, sir. They were delivering them but they were 

undervaluating them. It was our belief the parts were stolen so their' 
cost base was slightly less. They just paid their toll at the New York 
Thruway. These were taken from an unmarked cruiser. 

They are on the highway approaching Lewistown in New York 
State. 

They are now at the Canada Customs clearing. They llire not yet 
legally into Canada. The officer, Stan Krysa, took these pietures. That 
1S one of the, drivel'S. That is the Canada Customs Office. Those are 
the drivers and his assistant. There will be a closeup of the front-end 
clips shortly. 

Mr. SCHEUER. These are the truck drivers ~ 
Mr. MATHESON. Yes. 
Mr. GUYER. If they were tipped off, they would not have any 

inspectionary knowledge, would they ~ 
:Mr. :NL\TIIESON. The drivers~ 
Mr. GUYER. Yes. 
::\fr. l\L\THESON. The drivers did. 
Mr. GUYER. The Customs people wouldn't know any different. They 

we,re not told. 
Mr. MATHESON. No. That is one of the problems. Those are the front

end clips at the front and I believe the picturl' goes to the back 'We can 
play the whole tape. But there will be a lot of pictures like this. They 
are waiting for individuals to arrive. 
If we go to a fast forward, we will get the S!lme. 
Mr. YATRON. Is that. a New York license on the transport truck~ 
Mr. )L\TIIESON. Rhode Island license. During this period of time 

they W'l're communicating 'with lVIr. Gclanski. 
lVIr. GUYER. Isn't it true IllOSt of these pads have no markings on 

them~ 
Mr. j\fATllESON. That's correct. There is a pict.ure of the-hopefully 

they show all the parts. There is the, front end now. Previous to this 
prosl'cntion which I C'onc1nctl'Cl, tl1('rl' had 111.'('11 a 3- to 4-week trial by 
the Proyincial (']'own attorney, your (li~tl'ict attornev, which ended in 
failure due to the fact they were unable to establish that the parts had 
been stolen. 

The reason that they were unable to do that was that the chop shop 
in Rhode Island-here is a description. 
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Mr. Chairman, do you wish to see more of this? Basically it would 
be repetitious. 

Mr. Y NI.'RON. I think we have the general idea. 
Mr. llUTllESON. The next portion of the tape would be entering 

Canada. That was for evidentiary purposes. That vehicle was then 
followed to Homer Salvage & Auto Wreckers Limited in St. Cath
arines and investigations of the vehicles were again established by 
officers. 

If you will note from the transcripts, you will see some of the parts 
were allegedly damaged. None of those parts in the observations of the 
officers appeared to be damaged. 'While some appeared to be 1975, 1976 
vehicles, they also appeared not to have evet been on the road whicl' 
would indicate that there was a determined effort to, in this case, fo.L' 
purposes of Canada Customs, under,raluate. 

If I may go on. If one tn.kes into account the possibility what the 
situation would be if the car parts were illegally obtained, and the fact 
that there were five other American auto dealers, the loss of Federal 
revenue to the Canadian Government would be exceedIngly high. 

Basically what I am saying is that the cost of detection is high and, 
in most cases, higher than the revenue recovered. Also one must take 
into account that due ro the cost and complicated manner of obtaining 
a conviction, It number of prosecutions are not proceeded with. 

If all of the parts and replacement parts of automobiles were marked 
by an appropriate identification number, the problem of detection and 
prosecution would be greatly resolved. If these items were stamped 
then it would be relatively easy to establish if a theft had taken place 
and the individual in possession would have to have a very good 
explanation and would not be able to rely on the crown's difficulty or 
inability to properly identify the item alleged to have been stolen. 

When I say crown 1 believe you should refer to the district attorney 
here. 

It is my belief that crimes of this nature are better controlled by 
detection rather than punishment, which is usually a financial penalty. 
Or, as one crown official said, a license to st~al. 

Right no,v, un individual can bring front-end clips across the borde x 
into Canada, even it t.lwy are stolen or undervalued, with impunity. 
One cannot expect a customs officer to be able to correctly identify a 
model change of only 2 or 3 years-and since it is almost impossible to 
proY<.' theft. 

To give an amount of the loss of revenue caused by these operations 
would be impossible; needless to say, the size of the problem is 
immense. 

I have Some figures which are be~t estimates for later on. 
The crown attorneys and prosecutors now must rely too great nn 

extent on luck in the detection of this type of crime-certainly that is 
no way to operate. 

I feel that both Governments, Canadian and American, would and 
should cooperate in order to suppress this type of crime. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The attachments to Mr. Matheson's prepared statement follow;] 
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DATE OF COMHUNICATION: 

'l'II1E OF cmmUNICA.IION: 

PLACE OF COMNUNICATION: 

494 

15 November, 1978 

0917 hours . 

32-34 Cushman Road 
Homer Salvage and Auto 
.i'frecking Ltd. 

PARTIES TO :mE COMNUNICATION: X' ... -,'. to. 
Joe. GDANSKI 

GDANSK! 

x 

GDANSKI 

X-

GDANSK I 

x 

GDANSKI 

X 

GDANSKI 

x 

GDANSKI 

x 

GDA."ISKI 

x 

GDANSKI 

x 

GDANSKI 

x 

CDAl'ISKI 

X 

c:nMISKT 

Homer Auto i'freckers. 

Joe? 

Yeah. 

It's Ralph. 

(sounds like) Hi Ralpnie. 

Alright, I need some prices from you. 

Dh huh. 

Ya got a minute? 

Yeah. 

Seventy six New Yorker: 

O.K., just a sec, I gon'na look that up 
in a minute, o.lt., now I'm, look, look 
at some or the other prices we put stu 
through here. Huh, seventy six ~ew 
Yorker. 

~Iake it a four. 

Pardon? 

It could be a rour. 

Now when did they st~rt that type or 
a front? Five? !-Iaybe make ita five. 

Make it a five. 

Yeah. 

Alright, how much money? 

Oh, seventy five, three and a half'. 

Alright, ah, seventy seven Camero, 
~le' 11 make ita rour. 

Yeah, th~ould be no problem. 
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GDANSK! 

X 

GDANSKI 

X 

GD~IS!U 

X 

GDANSKI. 

X 

GDANSK! 

X 

GD~ISKI 

X 

GDANSKI 

X 

GDANSKI 

X 

·GDANSKI 

X 

. GD~ISKI 

X 

GDftl·ISKI 

X 

GDAIISKI 

X 

GD~ 

2 
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Alright, hew much money? . 

Ah, seventy four car, two seventy five. 

That's IN prime anY',ay, eight Cougar, 
make it a seven. 

Yeah. 

That's in prime. 

In what? 

That's ~n primer. 

Uh, huh. Seventy seven, ab, ah, 
seventy. seven Cougar, four. 

Even. 

Yeah, I'm just looking. I brought in 
Honte Carlo, yeah, that should be 
alright. 

Alright. 

Beoause its primed right. 

Yup. ah, six T-B~rd, make it a th~ee • 

. Yeah. 

How much money? 

For three, ah, three and a half. 

Alright, six Toro, one headlight is 
missing, rad's missing, full primer 
on th·" t'ren t: ot' the hood. 

Eh, better put; like a, let's ~ee, 
what ~lill we mark seventy. 

Cotta go five cause of the square 
lights. 

Yeah, put five, less a rad a.nd damage .• 

Buok seventy five. 

Pardon? 

Hundred and seventy five dollars. 

Na~/. you have to go, for heavy stuff 
yeu have stick up the, put it fer abo~ 
three. 

Seventy seven Impala, we'll leave thai 
at seven. 

Huh, huh. 
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•• ' CDANSK! 

... • *.' '~" .• :.~'- • 

GDANSIG: 

GDANSK! 

·x 

• ~ GDANSK! 

.X 

.• GDAN~K! .. ' 
..... x 

GDANSK! 

'x 

GDJlliSKI 

GDANSKI 

x 

GDANSKI 
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That's got a new hood and a new ~ender 
on it. 

Alright seventy seven, a new, r had 
one come tr~OUgh here, seven~y seven, 
seven~ seven Chevy, ~our and a hal~. 

O.K. Seventy six Hark, you can make 
.it a three. 

Yeah, ~our and a hal~. 0° ':' 

Alright •. now this' ha", got the· grill 
busted and .two parking lights busted. 

" ...... 
That's alright, keep it at three and 
a hal.f'. 

Ya wanna put it damaged. 

Yeah, put .it damaged at ah, put it 
damaged at f'our then. 

Damaged at f'our. 

Yeah. 

Alright, seventy eight Trans Am. make 
it a seven. 

Seven, yeah • 

.• 51:!,..:... little dent in one fender,' 

Pardon? 

Small dent in one ~ender, not a mark 
' .. _ ... ":, on that • 

.. . ~. 

.' ' .. 

Well you ca~ put damaged because you 
got· those a, spoilers damaged.' 

Right, therels some •• 

( X interru~ts) 

Yup, yeah (not audible). 

You put damaged they just take a look 
and sometimes they s'.y to point it ou 
sometimes they donlt. 

O.K. 

Ah, ~our and a half'. 
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Mr. YATRON. Thank you, Mr. Matheson, for an excellent statement 
and presentation. 

A.re the parts' devaluation operations always conducted with stolen 
parts or are some of the parts which are devalued legitimate ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. I would have to say that the parts that we saw com
ing into Canada-we were under the impression they had been stolen. 
We were unable to establish that fact. The reason we used the Cana
dian customs approach was we had no other statute. If we could have 
established that the parts were in fact stolen, we would have been able 
to proceed under the theft charges of the criminal code. 

We were unable to do so. It would be very difficult to say whether 
they were stolen or underevaluated. It would be a guess. I would as
sume if people are going to cheat the revenue on that stage that they 
would have no compunction to steal automobiles. From the tapes we 
had on this case with Mr. Gdanski, he would phone down to the opera
tor in the States and say that he wanted to have say a 1976 front-end 
Camaro. 

The individual would say he did not have same. Two days later, the 
1976 Camaro front end would be available for sale. They certainly did 
not indicate on the tapes they had gone out and stolen them. But a logi
cal inference I think could be drawn from that. 

Mr. YATRON. A.re these parts' devaluation and chop-shop operations 
separate problems ~ 

Mr. ~fATHESON. I would say yes. The chop shops, as I understand the 
meaning of the term, would be an illegal operation. The devaluation, 
of course, is in effect on the Canada customs. So, to that extent, one is 
dealing with stolen parts and another one is dealing with de·valuation 
of revenue from the Federal Government. 

Mr. YATRON. Would identifying parts with VIN deter both chop 
shops and parts devaluation operations ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. Definitely. There is no question in my mind that we 
are now dealing with people that are relatively prominent in the social 
and economic scheme both on this side and on the American side of the 
border. 

If there was the real' of detection, the high risk of detection early on, 
they would not do so, in my opinion. They would go into other fields 
where the detection rate would be much lower. The more VIN num
bers you can put on a vehicle I think, the better it would be, both for 
Canada and for the United States. . 

I also speak as a private citizen. I cannot bind the Federal Govern
ment in any way. 

Mr. YATRON. Can you tell us the extent of the problem and anyesti
mates of losses incurred bv the Canadian Government or the U.S. 
Government ~ • 

Mr. MA'r:HESON. As vou saw in my opening remarks, I indicated that 
it would be impossible to say, but you have a very persuasive indi
vidual on your staff. In the case that you have just seen, the one with 
Joe Gdansld, in the previous trial I am led to believe he was talking 
of overpn.ying the American, not in this, the case of the Rhode Island 
one, but in another American-$800,OOO. 

Now. that is one individual. I received information last night that 
in three shops in the Canadian Niagra Peninsula in Hamilton, there 
were at the time of investigation $1 million owing from those three 
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shops to Americans in the Toronto area share for stolen parts-stolen 
or underevaluated. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Parts or cars ~ 
Mr. MATHESON. They are all parts. 
In the Toronto area, t.here was an estimate placed on one shop alone 

of three-quarters of a million dollars. The officer was lma'ble to defi
nitely state that figure because they were able to clear out most of the 
parts before the officers arrived at the scene. 

It is difficult to estimate in the Province of Quebec. We don't have 
the figures although there is a tremendous degree of cooperation be
tween the two provinces. If you take into account the figures of the 
Niagra Peninsula in Toronto and transpose that to the Dominion of 
Canada as a whole, the amount of parts improperly in Canada either 
from devaluation or being stolen would be in the neighborhood of 
approximately $20 million. 

But it is difficult to establish that. There is also the fact of the turn
over. We are not able to estimate what the turnover in stolen parts is. 

Another. way of looking at the situation is that in Ontario last 
year-Ontario is one of the Provinces of Canada-there were approxi
mately 30,000 automobiles stolen of which there was a, recovery rate 
of 27,000 vehicles. Three thousand vehicles were completely lost. 

The figure that the Ontario Provincial police use for a stolen car 
not recovered is $5,000 as an average. Therefore, last year there were 
$10 million worth of cars lost. That does not take into accOlmt the cost 
incurred by the cars stolen and later recovered. There obviously would 
be a loss there. 

In the Province of Quebec last year I am led to believe there were 
50,000 cars stolen of which there was a recovery rate of 44,000 vehicles 
01' a net loss of 6,000 cars. Therefore, there was a loss in the Province 
of Quebec of $30 million not taking into account the loss and incon
venience of the cars stolen and returned. 

Needless to say those are gllestimates and estimates. I notice in your 
bill that I had a chance to read last night you refer to $4 billion. A rule 
of thumb is that you could take 10 pel'cent of that and it would be 
fairly close to the Canadian scene. 

We always see:;l to do everything one-tenth of the Americans. It is 
needless to say it is an horrendous ftmount. The cost to the insurers and 
the individual car owners is very high. 

Again, I wish to say those are the figures supplied to me under the 
best estimate that I have availa;ble. 

Mr. YATRON. Thank you, Mr. Matheson. 
Chairman Scheuer. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Your testimony has been extraordinarily interesting 

to us, Mr. Matheson. A number of my questions have already been 
asked by Chairman Yatron. Has the Canadian Government made 
any attempt to require auto manufacturers to mark component parts 
in Canadian manufactured assembled cars ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. Under section 312 of the Criminal Code of Canada 
it is an offense to obliterate and remove vehicle identification num
bers. To my knowledge, vehicle identification numbers are required 
on cars manufactured in Canada. 

Mr. SCHEUER. On all major component parts ~ 
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Mr. MATHESON. Basically, Mr. Ohairman, we follow the American 
auto manufacturers. They are required to, I understand, now to 
place two vehicle numbers on the vehicles. In Oanada it would be 
identical because with the auto pact there are vehicles moving across 
the border manufactured in Oanada, sold in the States and vice 
versa. 

If we did not have that degree of cooperation--
Mr. SOlIEUER. Let me say right now we are required to put the 

VIN on the engine and the transmission. And we find, because the 
VIN is on the engine and transmission, even though they are high 
value parts, when a car is stolen and sent to the chop shop they don't 
send those parts into the illegal commerce because of the high risk, 
exactly as you described it. 

They send the other parts. So, I take it you are just where we are 
and you have not moved into applying the VIN to the other parts 
other than engines and transmissions. 

Mr. ~.fATHESON. That is my understanding. 
Mr. SCHEUER. If we moved into the other component parts along 

the lines of this bill, do you think your Government would follow 
suit and require it for autos manufactured in Oanada and sold in 
t.he United States ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. I am here as a private citizen. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Your judgment. 
Mr. MATHESON. Yes, it would be the only practical solution Wp 

would have because then you would have to have two manufacturers 
units, one for Oanadian cars making V -8'8, large cars, and another 
one for the American market and that would not be-from a practical 
point of vi~w-it would not be possible. -There would be, I assume, a 
degree of cooperation. 

Mr. SCHEUER. Now, is there any mechanism for Oanadian law 
enforcement officials to have ~tccess-in other words to plug into the 
NOlO, National Orime Information Oenter, as well as the NATB, 
National Automobile Theft Bureau, computer systems ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. I don't want to get into the teclmical aspect of it. 
I can say this, that as a prosecutor on n nUlrrber of these customs 
charges, we have been able to have complete cooperation with all 
American police enforcement agencies, and so forth. There has been 
no problem. 

Mr. SOHEUER. Does ROMP, Royal Oanadian Mounted Police, plug 
into our computer system, the two I described ~ NOlO and NATB ~ 

Mr. MA'!'~IESON. I can't answer that. 
Mr. SCI-IEUER. Oan you push a button and get a printout out on 

stolen cars so you can identify whether, let's say, an engine or trans
mission that you picked up has been stolen ~ Oan you access our 
computers~ 

Mr. MATHESON. I can't answer that specifically. All I can say is 
the Royal Oanadian Mounted Police have close liaison with the FBI 
and if the FBI is able to get that information, I believe we would 
be able to get it as well. But we certainly don't have a computer print
out in Oanada. 

Mr. SOHEUER. If you could access our system, you could have a 
computer printout instantaneously. 
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Mr. MATHESON. There is a tremendous degree of cooperation, yes. 
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much. I think your testimony is' ex-

tremely interesting. 
Mr. YATRON. Thank you. 
Mr. Gilman. 
Mr. GILUAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Matheson, have there 

been any estimates besides your own of the extensiven6ss of the border 
trafficking between the United States and Canada ~ Do you know 
whether your Justice Department or other appropriate department 
has made some estimates of the extensiveness of the traffic? 

Mr. MATI-mSoN. The information I supplied came from a senior 
officer in the Province of Ontario. It was not my information. It is a 
very senior officer that gave me that information. With respect to 
the all over picture I have never been able to obtain from the Federal 
Government an estimate as to the extent. I don't like giving estimates 
on the value of the parts that are stolen because that is all they are. 
They are estimates or guesses. It is a serious problem. The Federal 
Government certainly would not want to go on the line as to the 
extent. 

Mr. GILlIAN. You estimated for us the amount of parts going 
across the border. Do you have any estimate of the number of stolen 
vehicles crossing the border? 

Mr. MATHESON. I would say the number of stolen vehicles would 
be fairly low. Presumably they would have £0 be driven across or 
taken on flat beds. If it contains parts that could be identified they 
would not come across. It is easier to come across with an allegedly 
broken down front end ancltmdervaluate it. 

Mr. GILlIAN. ,;Vere you the special prosecutor for all of Ontario? 
Mr. MATI-mSoN. No, I am the special prosecutor in the Niagara 

Peninsula on a case-by-case basis. I am not the standing Crown. I 
got involved because I was the designated agent under the protection 
of privacy section under the criminal code. I also have had 10 to 12 
years experience in prosecutions. I can accept or I can reject any case. 
I am in private practice. 

Mr. GILlIAN. 'Would you be able to obtain for our committee any 
statistical information from your Federal Government with regard 
to the number of stolen vehicles recovered and the extensiveness of 
the traffic crossing the border? 

Mr. }rUTHESON. I will make my best effort, Mr. Gilman. I know the 
officer I talked to last night has tried. Possibly another attempt would 
get that information and I will try. 

Mr. GILlIAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to request if that informa
tion is available, Mr. Matheson could furnish it to us and it would be 
made a part of the record at this point. 

Mr. Y.\TRON. Without objection. . 
[The information requested was not available to the subcommIttee 

at the time of printing.] 
Mr. GILlIAN. You recommended that detection is preferrable to 

punishment and that there is a great deal more that snould be done 
at the border. What specifically do you recommend? 

Mr. MATHESON. I specifically would recommend many more vehicle 
identification numbers on all parts. 

Mr. GILlIAN. Besides the identification numbers ~ 
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Mr. MATHESON. I thin.k if you got the ve:hicle identification numbers, 
you would have the problem licked. 

Mr. GILl\IAN. Apparently then we are going to have to pursue the 
communication problem too of making certain you have access to our 
identifica,tion numbering and you are not certain whether you have 
that access ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. That's correct. I believe I could say the Federal 
Government is interested in surpressing this crime and if a valid tech
nique is to be used to dissuade people from getting into this field, there 
would be no problem. 

MI'. GILl\IAN. So with identification number and access, do you think 
that could correct pretty much the problems we have today ~ 

Mr. MATHESON. It would certainly get the organized individuals out 
of the field. They would go into other areas. 

Mr. GILlilAN. No further questions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. YATRON. Thank you, Mr. Gilman. Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. No questions. 
Mr. YATRON. Mr. Guyer. 
Mr. GUYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I missed some of 

your testimony. I think you have opened the window here on some
thing that we need to follow up on rather than you. For example. 
I don't know if the committee "'ould have any idea how many stolen 
cars and trucks there are in onr country. But I know it runs close to 
a million a year. In fact, someone said we have more cars stolen than 
Russia has entirely in their country. 

But what I would be interested in would be the breakdown. For 
example, this is something we should look into, even though it is not 
international in scope, how many cars that are stolen are not stripped 
clown? ,:Vhat percentage? "Ye would need to know that. If we had 
better information from the shops as to how they operate-anybody 
can steal a car, it is the most successful thing there is and the carownel'S 
help. 

It is so simple, children can do it. So that is no problem. The 
problem as I understand it is immediate getaway-drive into a truck, 
the truck takes you to a shop, and in half an hour it can be stripped 
down and repainted and resold. 

In those oases they are not trying to sell parts. They are trying to 
just simply sell cars. It makes it very simple as you pointed out. By 
the minimal numoors of identification marks on a cal', outside of a 
motor and here and there, there is just nothing to identify them. But 
I have a feeling in America, there are two separate oper:ations. 

One is the theft Itnd reseUing of cars and the other is the stripdown 
and selling of parts. It would probably help us a great deal and help 
you if we could get some information through the FBI and also 
through some of our city police authorities as to the number of thefts, 
the recovery of thefts, what happens to the cars when they a.re stolen. 

This wOlild 00 very helpful to me. 
MI'. MATHESON. Mr. Guyer, as I indi.cated, in Ontario there were 

30,000 vehicles stolen of which 27,000 were recovered. There was a, net 
loss of 3,000. We can either assume they ended up in the St. Lawrence 
River, in Lake Ontario, or they were stripped down. 

Mr. GUYER. I have a feeling our recovery rate is not as good as 
yours. 
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Mr. SCHEUER. Nowhere nearly as good. 
)11'. GUYER. I am certain it is not. Perhaps we can learn more from 

you than you learned from us. But since you have opened the door of 
this big problem, I would hope that maybe our committee could make 
a more intensive study ana look into some of the, figures of the opera
tions that I ,am sure are available. of the stripping down of cars and 
the reselling of cars. Anel also we could join hands, as you suggested 
here, with the cooperation of the automobile companies. 

They cert.ainly would have no big problem when they come off the 
assembly line of marking the parts. It would not take a lot of money 
to do that and it ,voulel help us in In.:w enforcement and recovery. I 
think your testimony is very valuable [md it gives us-even though 
it is in a regJOnal area-it gives us a good showcase and sample of a 
prototype of what we can see across our country. 

I thank t11e chairman. 
Mr. YATRON. Thank you very much. Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think t,he witness has very 

adequately documented the case that there is a problem in terms of 
parts moving across our northern border into Canada and I have no 
further questions. 

1'fr. YATRON. Thank you, Mr. Green. Mr. Mathe..')on, I want to thank 
you wry much for a,ppearing here today. vVe do have some additional 
questions, hut in the interest of time we woulcllike to submit them to 
you in writ.ing for your response. 

[The following questions and responses were received for the 
l'e,cord :] 

68-093 0 - ao - 33 
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Questions submitted in writing by the Honorable Gus Yatron, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs to Mr. 
Barry H. Matheson and responses thereto .................. . 

1. Do Canadian Customs officers inspect all parts 
shipments from the United States? 

Canadian Customs officers do not inspect all 
parts from the United States until it is during a zero 
hour when a full inspection is taking place, but even 
with a full inspection, it is very difficult to ascertain 
the exact year of the automobile part due to the slow 
change of the various model years. 

2. What do they inspect parts for? 

If the parts are inspected, it is to ascertain 
that they coincide with the bill of lading and that the 
correct duty is applicable. 

3. Ho~V" is the value of auto parts determined, and 
by whom? 

A schedule is prepared and in the normal 
course of events, the value is accepted by Customs 
Officers. If there is a discrepancy, the Officers 
have the power to increase the value, but it would have 
to be on market value. 

4. Is the cooperation between United States and 
Canadian law enforcement officers extensive enough that 
Canadian customs officers would be aware of vehicles 
stolen in the United States or having a listing of 
Vehicle Identification Numbers for stolen cars? 

There is a good working relationship between 
the Police Force in the United States and in Canada; 
and if a car is picked up in Canada, and it is 
believed not to have duty paid on it or is stolen, 
certainly the Vehicle Identific!ation Numbers could be 
checked with the American authorities which is done 
fairly extensively, however, if the vehicle is 
cannabilized, it may not be possible to check with any 
degree of certainty, as to where that particular car 
had in fact been stolen. 
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5. Mr. Matheson, in your experiences as a prosecutor, 
have you come to recognize if chop shop or devaluation 
operations in the United States and Canada are individual 
operations or organized rings? 

It would be difficult to say with any degree 
of certainty that organized crime in the sense of the 
Mafia, are involved, howp.ver, from my experience and 
in talking with other Officers, the degree of 
sophistication and knowledge with which the "chop shops" 
are organized would indicate to me that it is a fairly 
sophisticated operation. 

6. To your knowledge, is Canada planning any 
steps similar to the parts marking initiative? 

I am now ascertaining from the Ca~adian 
authori ties if there are any s tepLl being taken to 
further identify automobile parts and as soon as 
I have this answer, I will advise. 

7. Can you give us an estimate of what the 
cost is to investigate and prosecute this case? 

With respect to the Gdanski trial, if one 
takes into account the previous trial on the charge of 
possession of stolen automobile parts, which trial lasted 
some two weeks, the direct expense to the Crown for 
Police Officers and the prosecution, I would estimate that 
the costs would be $250,000. Out trial, which ended in a 
plea of guilty at the court room door under the Customs 
Act, probably cost in the neighborhood of $100,000. 

8, Why are the costs of detection so high for 
this type of crime? 

The cost of detection is so high in that extensive 
work mus t be done with the various records, not only at 
Customs and the recipient in Canada of the automobile 
parts, but also documentation must be obtained in the 
United States and if there was not the cooperation of the 
various authorities in the United States, it would be 
most difficult to obtain that evidence and even with 
that cooperation, the amount of time involved is fairly 
extensive, and therefore the costs rise, 

9. You state that without the wiretap, you doubt 
if charges could have been brought. What information 
led you to authorize the wiretap? 

....•... Was this information developed through intensive 
investigation, or by luck? 
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With respect to the Gdanski matter, this was 
one of the first times that an authorization was obtained 
for this type of crime, The manner in which it arose 
was a result of a remark I made to several of the Officers 
who I personally k~ew on the previous charge of possession 
of stolen goods, where I said to them that what they 
really needed was to proceed under the Customs Act 
where there is a "reverse onus". I said it in an 
off-the-cuff manner without any expectation that I would be 
taken up on this. When the acquittal of Mr. Gdanski was 
obtained, various Officers of the Ontario Provincial 
Police, the Niagara Regional Police and the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police asked if they could discuss the matter 
with me. I discussed the matter with them, reviewed 
some of the other evidence that they had obtained and 
indicated to them that on the basis of that evidence, 
they had sufficient grounds to obtain an authorization 
to intercept private communications. As a result, an 
application was made, an Order obtained, and the evidence 
sufficient to convict was on the tapes. As a result of 
the success of that trial, other successful interceptions 
were made of other individuals and convictions obtained. 
Under the circumstances, I would suggest that as far as 
the obtaining of a conviction was concerned, it was as 
a result of an off-the-Luff remark by myself, but there 
was extensive evidence obtained which was sufficient 
for a conviction of possession of stolen automobile 
parts but of the lack to identify. 

10. Would you care to comment on the impact of 
H.R. 4178 on chop shop operations? 

I have reviewed H.R. 4178 and I feel that the 
major component from a deterent point of view would 
in fact be the identifications of the various parts 
by the Vehicle Identification Numbers. This type of 
crime is committed by individuals who have an extensive 
amount of money tied up in buildings, equipment, etc. 
This means that they would be relatively prominent in the 
community, and if they felt that the Police would be 
able to identify the stolen parts by the VIN numbers 
and therefore obtain convictions, they would in most 
cases, not deal in stolen car parts because of the 
risks to them in addition to their convictions, would 
have an adverse affect on their business. 

I would suggest the inclusion of a reverse onus 
section in the event of obliteration of the VIN numbers, 
i.e. if the VIN number is obliterated, then it would be 
up to the owner or possessor of the vehicle or its part, 
to establish that he had no knowledge of who the number 
was in fact obliterated by. In addition, upon conviction 
under this section of your Act, possibly the removal 
of the license could be made automatic or at least put 
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to suspension pending a review by the licensing authorities. 
Section 312 of the Canadian Criminal Code, has what I 
referred to as having a reverse onus section, and I enclose 
a copy of this section for your perusal. 

11. Could you tell us appro.ximately what the value 
difference is between a 1975 New Yorker front end and 
a 1976 front end? 

With respect to the difference between a 1975 
New Yorker front end and a 1976 New Yorker front end, 
assuming they were both in good conditions, the difference 
would be in the neighboIhood of $500, but it would vary 
due to market circumstances. 
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PART VII-SECTIONS 310·312 287 

An instrument is "suitable" within the meaning of this section .t>ro
vided any reasonable person would assume or believe that it was ca?,aole, 
adequate or suitable for the purpose notwithstanding there is eVIdence 
t11at in fact the instruments could not break into the device: R. v. GAR
LAND AND CLOWE (1978), 41 C.C.C. (2d) 346, 3 C.R. (3d) 206 
(Nfld. Dist. Ct.). 

EXJ?ert evidence merely to the effect that thf' instrument was suitable 
for 'pIcking locks is not evidence that it was within the specific category 
of Instruments suitable for breaking into a coin-operated device: Re 
MACKIE and THE QUEEN (1978),43 C.C.C. (2d) 269,4 C.R. (3d) 
263 (Ont. H.C.].). " . 

SELLING, ETC., AUTOMOBILE MASTER KEY-Terllls lind conditlon. of 
licenee--Reeord to be kept-Failure to compI,. with n. (3)-"Automoblle 
muster key". . 
. 311. (1) Everyone who 

(a) sells, offerll Cor sale or advertises in a province an automo
. bile master key otherwise thau under the authority of a licence 

issued by the Attorney General of that province, or 

(b) purchaseB or has in his possession in a province an auto
mobile master key otherwise than under the authority of A 
licence issued by th~ Attorney General of that province, 

is guilty of an indictable offence anci is liahle to imprisonment for 
two years. 

(2) A licence issued by the Attorney General of a province as 
described in paragraph (1) (a) or (b) may contain such terms and 
conditions relating to tbe sale, offering for sale, advertising, pur
cha~ing Ot' having in possession of an automobile master key as the 
At'LOrney General of that province may prescribe • 

. (3) Everyone who sells an automobile master key 
(a) shall keep a record of the transaction showing the name 
and address of the purcllaser and particulars of the licence 
iSBued to the purchaser 8S described in paragraph (1) (b), antI 

(b) shall produce stich record for inspection at the request of 
a peace officer. . 

(4) Every one who fails to comply with subsection (3) is guilty 
of nn offence punishable o~ summary conviction. . 

(5) For the purposes of this aection, "automobile master key" 
includes a key, pick, rocker key or olJ-.er instrument designed or 
adapted to operate the ignition or other switches or locks of a series 
of motor vehicles. 1968-69, c. 38, s. 19. . . 

Having in Po.ue3sion 
POSSESSION OF PROPERTY OBTAINED BY CRIME - Obliterated vehicle 
identification number - "Vehicle identification number" defined. . 

312. (1) Everyone commits an offence who has in his possession 
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any property or thing or any proceeds of any properly or thing know
ing that all or part of the property or thing or of the proceeds was 
obtained by or derived directly or indircctly from 

(a) the commission in Canada of an offence lmnishable by in
dictment; or 

(b) an act or omission anywhere Ihal, if it lJlld occurred in 
Canada, would have constituted an offencc Imnishable by in
dictment. 

(2) In proceedings in respect of 8n offence under subsection (1), 
evidence that a person bas in his possession a motor vehicle I1lC 
vehicle identification number of which has been whoUy or partially 
removed or obliterated or a part or:.~ L,otor vehicle being a part 
hearing a vehicle identification J1uniBer tllat has bcen whoUy or 
partially removed or obliterated is, in the absence of any evidence 
10 the contrary, proof that Ihe motor ychicle or part, 8S the case 
may be, was obtained, and that such person had the motor vehicle' 
or part, as the case may be, in his pO'isession knowing that it was ob· 
tained, 

(a) by tile commission in Canada of an offence punishable hy 
indictment; or 

(b) by an act or omission any"where that, if it llad oceu~re<l in 
Canada, would have constituted an offence punishahle hy in
dictment. 

(3) For the purposes of subsection (2), "vehicle identification 
number" means any numher 0>:" other mark Illaced upon a 1110101' 

velticle for the purpose of distinguishing the motor vellic1e from 
other similar molor vehicles. 1972, c. ]3, s. 27; 1974.75.76, c. 9~, 
B,29, 

Subsec. (1). In TREMBLAY v. THE QUEEN, [1970] 4 C.C.C. 120. 10 
D.L.R. (3d) 3-16 (S.C.C.), the Court (5:0), per Fauteux, j., as he then 
was, in a possession conviction appeal where stolen bonds were received 
by the accused the day after their theft and where at trial his explanation 
was a denial that he had even thought that' the bonds were stolen ancI 
that he had participated for a fee in their sale in order to assist an un· 
known person to evade federal income taxes, delivered at pp. 350·] 
a complete statement on the charilcter of the explaniltion needed to 
rebut the presumption arising from recent possession: 

"The Judge must invite the jury to consider, whether, in the light of 
all the circumstilnces of the case, the explanation given by the accused 
could be true, and the directions which he must then give them must 
make c1eilr to them (i) the obligation they have to acquit the accused, 
if they are of the view that the explanation given by him could be tr\le, 
even though they are not convinced that it is, and (ii) the right, but 
not the obligation, which they have, when relying upon the presullll)' 
tion arising out o[ recent possession, to convicl the nccused if they (0 

not believe the explanation given by him, or find it 1m reasonable to 
believe." 
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In R. v. GRAHAM (1972),7 C.C.C. (2d) 93, [1974] S.C.R.206 (7:0), 
the Court while unanimous in restoring the accused's conviction divided 
on the question of the doctrine of recent possession. Ritchie, J. (Mart
land, Judson and Pigeon, ]J., concurring), IIeld as follows: (1) in relying 
on the presumption of guilt flowing frolU the possession of goOds recently 
stolen the Crown does not have the burden of proving that no explana
tion has been given prior to trial or that if such explanation is given it 
could not reasonably be true;' (2) if an unsworn statement is introduced 
and the accused also testifies the explanation which might reasonably be 
true refers to the sworn testimony; (3) if the Crown chooses to introduce 
a statement by the accused it becomes evidence for or against him and if 
such declaration is capable of being construed as, an explanation which 
might reasonably be true the accused is entitled to all the advantages of 
it; (4) explanatory statements made by an accused upon his first being 
found "in possession" constitute part of the ,'es gestae and are necessarily 
admissible in any description of the circumstances under which the crime 
was committed; (5) but, ". slat~ment which is not made contem
poraneously with the offepce but after time for due consideration, in this 
case after two hours from the time of arrest, is not admissible at the 
instance of the defence. Spence, J., would not allow the Crown to rely on 
the presumption by simply proving the theft and recent possession and 
leave to the accused the task of giving in evidence any explanation which 
he gave at the time of the offence or shortly thereafter as this would force 
him into the witness box. Laskin, J. (Hall, j., concurring) , held that the 
"presumption" of guilty knowledge arising from possession of goods 
recently stolen is merely an "inference" which "may" not "must" be 
drawn. It is a qqestion of law whether the possession was recent. It is also 
a question of law whether the out of Court explanation was contem
poraneolls. If it was contemporaneous the accused may elicit it in cross
examination if the Crown, while still seeking to rely on the inference, 
chooses not to introduce the explanation, or the defence may lead it 
during the accused's own evidence. 

In R. v. NEWTON (1976), 28 C.C.C. (2d) 286, 34 C.R.N.S. 161 
(S.C.C.) (9:0), at trial for break, enter and theft the Judge on the 
evidence relating as to whether or not there was an explanation 
refused to charge the jury with respect to the dOl:tr:ve of recent 
possession. The majority in the Court of Appeal (!:C\7 1t , 21 C.C.C. 
(2d) 550, [1975] 2 W.W.R. 404) found him in en~l.·~;' dismissed 
the Crown appeal on the ground that such instruction would violate 
s. 4 (5) of the Canada Evidence Act. On appeal it had been conceded 
by the respondent that there was evidence before the jury that he 
was in possession of recently stolen goods. Ritchie, J. (Martland and 
de Grandpre, JJ. concurring), was of the opinion that the trial Judge 
erred in thinking that it was incumbent upon the Crown to call evidence 
of no explanation before it could rely on this rule of e\'idence and further 
that the majority of the Court of Appeal erred in believing that the 
charge on this rule, particularly where no explanation was given, would 
amount to a comment on the accused's failure to testify. Pigeon, J. 
(Martland, Judson, Spence and Beetz JJ. concurring), while agreeing 
with Ritchie, J., further observed that since there was ~o evidence of an 
explanation the rule could have been put to the jury on the limited 
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basis that where it has been established thar.: the accused was in possessi~n 
of recently stolen goods this evidence standing alone raises a prima facie 
case upon which they are entitled to bring in a verdict of guilty. Dickson, 
J. (Laskin, C.J.C. concurring), also agreed that the trial Judge erred, 
. there being no duty on the Crown to lead negative evidence in those 
circumstances, and held that "I should think it would be better to con· 
tinue what I have understood to be the practice in this matter. If the 
accused has offered an explanation to the police, it is open to his counsel, 
if the accused does not wish to testify, to cross·examine the police wit
nesses for the purpose of bringing forth evidence of the explanation." 
His Lordship also expressed the view with reference to the question of 
violation oE s. 4 (5) of the Canada Evidence Act that any reference to ex- , 
planation in the minds of the jury would only be in connection with 
the time when the accused was found in possession of the stolen goods. 

, Where it was the theory of the Crown that !he accused was the actual 
thief and the Crown did not rely on the doctTi<je of recent possession the 
trial Judge is not in error in failing to direct the jury on the doctrine: 
HEWSON v. THE QUEEN (1978),42 C.C.C. (2d) 507,89 D.L.R. (3d) 
573, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 111 (5:4). 

Where an accused is found in possession of goods proved to have been 
recently stolen the Judge or the jury, as the case may be, may infer not 
only that he had possession of goods knowing them to have been stolen 
but that he particIpated in whatever offence was committed by which the 
goods were stolen. It is for the Judge or the jury to decide having regard 
to all the circumstances whether the presumption arising from the recent 
possession of stolen goods supports a charge of theft or break and enter 
or robbery as the case may be or merely possession of stolen goods. This 
permissible inference, however, may be rebutted or displaced by evidence 
of innocent possession. 'Where the trier of fact rejects the accused's 
explanation. he is left with no explanation at all and he must then decide 
whether, applying the presumption, the circumstances are consistent not 
only with possession of stolen goods but also with such possession having 
been obtained by the accused by the commission of the offence by which 
the goods were obtained: R. v. NICKERSON (1977), 37 C.C.c. (2d) 
337 (N.S.S.C. App. Div.) . ' 

Evidence of the accused's fingerprint upon a recently stolen item war
rants a finding of possession and the application of the doctrine of recent 
possession: R. v. BOWES (1974) J 21 C.C.C. (2d) 367,9 N.B.R. (2d) 675 
(S.C. App. Div.) . 

In R. v. O'KEEFE (1958), 121 C.C.C.273, 28 C.R.l84 (Ont. C.A.} it was 
held (2:1) that in ;t char&e of break and ent~r and commit theft .therein 
where the Crown, 10 relymg upon the doctnne of.recent posseSSIOn, led 
evidence of the accused's fingerprints being placed upon some of the 
stolen items within ten days of their disappearance, it established evidence 
from which an inference could have been drawn that he had possession 
in law. 

It is incumbent on the Crown to prove that the goods were in fact 
obtained by the commission of an indictable offence. An admission by the 
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accused merely that she knew the goods were stolen cannot supply that 
proof as it is pure hearsay: R. v. O'NEILL (1976), 31 C.C.C. (2d) 259 
(Ont. C.A.). .. . 

On the question whether there is any evidence of theft to send a case to 
the jury for possession of stolen goods. the burden upon the Crown does 
not include the negativing of every conjecture to which circumstantial 
evidence might give rise and which might be consistent with the accused's 
innocence, but only requires evidence upon which a properly instructed 
jury might reasonably draw the i~ference that the goods had been stolen: 
R. v. PAUL (1975),27 C.C.C. (2d) 1,33 C.R.N.S. 328 (S.C.C.) (6:3). 

The majority theory (6:1) ir- COTE v. THE QUEEN (1974),18 e.C.C. 
(2d) 321,26 C.R.N.S.26 (S.C.C.) that in law there is no bar to a convicted 
thief. who is subsequently found with the very stolen articles, being can· 
vic ted of unlawful possession should be carefully considered in view of the 
difficulty of establishing when the thief had consummated his theft and 
when the offence of his unlawful possession of the same property com· 
rnenced. Although there is a division of opinion the weight of the pre· 
vious authorities seems to be in favour of the proposition that where 
possession and theft are proximate the thief cannot also be convicted of 
illegal possession of the same articles: FERGUSSON v. THE QUEEN 
(.1961) ,. 13~ C.e.C.1I2, 36 C.R.271 (S.C.C.), R. v. SIGGINS (1960), 127 
C.C.CA09, 32 C.R.306 (Ont.C.A.), R. v. VARKONYI, [1964] 1 C.C.C.3H, 
42 W.'V.R.507 (Man.C.A.), R. v, PRYCE, f19671 3 C.C.C.13, 50 C.R.80 
(B.C.C.A.), and R. v. HUNT, [1968] .{ C.C.C.366, 4 C.R.N.S.lI86 
(N.S.Co.Ct.). Contra R. v. MacQUARRIE, [1964] 3 C.C.C.26I, 43 C.R.97 
(P.E.I.S.C.), per MacGuigan j.. dissenting. and R. v; McKAY, [1968] 4 
C.C.C.355.4 C.R.N.S.380 (N.W.T.T.C.). 

Where a count named the property's owner with some imprecision, but 
:;till furnished the accused with reasonable information to identify the 
alleged owner, there was no error fatal to conviction: R. v. EMMONS 
(1970), 1 C.C.C. (2d) 468, 13 C.R.N.S.310 (Alta.S.C.App.Div.). 

A charge of possession of stolen clothes the property of a person or 
persons unknown was held to be valid on the ground that for either theft 
or possession the Crown need only prove ownership in some person or 
persons other than the accused: R. v. McDOw.eLL, [1970] 5 C.C.C.374, 
18 C.R.N.S.I93 (Ont.C.A.). Affirmed [1971] S.C.R. vi, ]8 C.R.N.S.195n. 

A count alleging possession of property without alleging the owner or 
without even in the alternative alleging ownership in a person 01' persons 
unknown is valid: R. v. HALLIDAY (1975), 25 C.C.C. (2d) 131, 12 
N.S.R. (2d) 1 (S.C. App. Div.). 

Where the indictment spells out the particulars of the actual com· 
mission of the offence punishable by indictment, from which the property 
originated, it is not necessary for the Crown to prove knowledge of th'ose 
particulars on the part of the accused: R. v. GOWING and JOHNSON 
(1970),2 C.C.C. (2d) 105, 12 C.R.N.S.139 (Alta. S.C. App. Div.). 

Where the indictable offence is specified in the indictment as "theft" it 
is misdirection to instruct the jury that the offence is proven if the goods 
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were obtained by fraud: R. v. BEA UDET . (1977), 34 C.C.C. (2d) ISO 
(Ont. C.A.). 

An accused may be convicted of this offence though he is in possession 
of goods stolen by a juvenile who would in the ordinary course be tried 
in juvenile Court by way of summary conviction for theft. The phrase 
"an offence punishable by indictment" describes generically the class of 
offence that must be proven to have been committed and does not pre
scribe that the very offence by which the particular goods in an individual 
case were obtained must have been committed by someone who can be 
prosecuted by indictment fOT having committed it: R. v. CLARK (1977), 
35 C.C.C. (2d) 319 (Ont. C.A.) . .. 

"Punishable by indictment" includes those ambivalent offences alter
natively punishable by way of summary conviction: R. v. REED (1975), 
23 C.C.C. (2d) 121 (B.C.S.C.). 

Subsec. (2). The presumption does not 1>pcrate to provide proof of the 
type of indictable offence specified in the m'dictment by which the vehicle 
left the hands of its righ([ul possessor: R. v. LESLIE (1975). 23 C.C.C., 
(2d) 343 (Ont. C.A.) . 

This subsection operates to provide proof both that a motor vehicle 
was illegally obtained from someone else and that the accused had that 
knowledge: R. v. LEBLANC (1974), 18 C.C.C. (2d) 125,28 C.R.N.S.IS 
(Que.Sess.) . . . _. 

Once evidence to the contrary had been adduced the prcsumption does 
not apply and should not 1?e mentioned to the jury since "any evidence 
to the contrary" means any evidence at all whether or not it would' be 
accepted by the jury: R. v. BEA UDET (1977). 34 C.C.C. (2d) 150 (Ont. 
C.A.). 

I" :-" 

PUNISHMENT. 
313. Every one who commits an offence under sectlon 312 

(a) is guilty of an indictable offence and is liable 10 imprison. 
ment for ten years, where the subject-mailer of the offence is 
a testamentary instrument or the value exceeds IWO hundred 
dollars; or 

(b) is guilty 
.. (i) of an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment 

for two years, or • 
(ii) of an offence punishable on summary com'jclion, 

where the value of wbal is in his possession does nol exceed 
two hundred dollars. 1953-54, c. 51,8.297; 1972, c. 13, s. 28; 
1974-75-76, c. 93, s. 30. 

An item's retail value prima facie establishes its value: R. v. BELAN
GER (1972),6 C.C.C. (2d) 210 (B.C.C.A.). 
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Mr. YATRON. We thank you. very much for giving us the benefit of 
your expertise. . 

Mr. MATHESON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. YATRON. We have another rollcall. We will recess for 10 min-

utes and begin with the oiJher two witnesses. 
[Brief reeess.] 
Mr. YATRON. The sU'bcommitrt:.ees will resume rthe hearing. 
Gentlemen, I want ,to welcome both of you here, Chief Rodriguez 

and Lieutenant Barba. I apologize. for the interruptions. 
We welcome you. You may proceed with your statement. 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM RODRIGUEZ, CHIEF OF POLICE, CITY 
OF EL PASO, TEX., ACCOMPANIED BY LT. LUIS BARBA, AUTO 
THEFT BUREAU, EL PASO POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Ohler RODRIGUEZ. I am going to give ,the main strutement and some of 
the details will be answered by ,the lieutenant. 

Mr. YATRON. Without objootion. 
Chief RODRIGUEZ. We are here today u:bout the auto theft problem 

in the El Paso area. ':Dhis problem is enhanced by the nearness of Mex
ico to the. United States through the El Paso area which is just across 
the 'border. 

The accessibility to the Mexican side of 1Jhe border' is through two 
main ports, the Bridge of the Americas and the El Paso del Norte 
Bridge, 'approximately 2 million crossings 'a month on these two 
bridges. 

'1'he problems are twofold in the crossing of stolen vehicles into 
Mexico. One of them is that the vehicles are driven directly across into 
Mexico. There is no checkpoint or stoppage of these cars going intO' 
Mexico by our authorities, the customs agents, on the U.S. side of tJhe 
border. It is a straight drive into the Mexican area. 

The ,other problem is that we get very l:iJbtle or no cooperation in the 
recovery of vehicles from the Mexican authorities. This includes the 
Mexican judicial police as well as other 'authorities in Mexico. 

For example, our Mexican city police officers lare involved in auto 
thefts. A police officer :£rom Mexico arty was arrested in a stolen ve
hicle in J'a,urez, Mexico. He was arrested by local authorities in a 
vehicle stolen in EI Paso, Tex. He was accompanied by three other srrb
jacm: all of whom were Uirmed. One of the subjects was a female 
from EI Paso,a lrnown heroin addiot. The other two subjects falsely 
iderutified themselves as Federal police officers. 

An El Pasoan recovered his stolen vehicle which was being used by 
a Juarez city police officer. He recovered it from near the Juarez City 
Police Station where it was parked. Papers and police uniform equip
ment belonging to the policeman were found inside the vehicle. 

Mexico's state police officers are involved in auto thefts. They use 
criminals to steal the vehicles. A known auto thief was used to steal 
vehicles for two state policemen. He was previously arrested by them in 
possession of a stolen vehicle. He was not imprisoned as long as he kept 
stealing vehicles for them. We have documents on that. 

The vehicles that are recovered are not reported stolen to our side of 
the border. 

The vehicles are instead picked up and converted to personal and 
official use. 
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A stolen vehicle was seized from a state officer by the Registro Fed
eral. Two stolen vehIcles were seIzed from a state JUClICI~l cOllll?~nder 
and his assistant. A state judIclal subcommander was seen drlvlllg a 
stolen l!}l .l;'aso police motorcycle. ~Igl1t vehIcles from a list of sixteen 
were verified as stolen and were subsequently recovered from the state 
police. 

Tlle,state police were named in a confession obtained from a subject 
arrested in l!}l .Paso for numerous auto thefts. They received over 60 
stolen vehicles from these subjects. The deputy commander and two 
of his agents were found in possession of foul' of these vehicles. 

Mexico's federal police oflicers are involved in !Luto thefts. 'l'hey also 
use criminals to steal vehicles. This substantiated not in regard to the 
one that was mentioned earlier. 

These people were named in a confession obtained from subjects 
arrested in l!il Paso for auto theft, not the sam.e subjects mentioned 
under the state police heading. 

A known narcotics trafficker is working for them in exchanging 
narcotics for stolen vehicles. They afford auto thieves protection. They 
aborted efforts of Juarez city police to raid an enclosure filled with 
stolen vehicles i 15 to 20 vehicles were in the enclosure. They also 
prevented an official of the mayor's office from inspecting this enclosure. 

There are powerful objections under the name of the 'White Brigade 
that have uncontrolled powers and movement throughout Mexico, and 
other police agencies within the Mexican structure do not deal with 
these people in asking questions, as they have fear of their arrest powers 
in their statute within the Mexican Government. So they fear even 
investigating within this ageney. 

If this 'White Brigade is seen committing a crime or driving a stolen 
vehicle, there is a reluctance on the part of the Juarez offieials to 
confront them for fear of being arrested themselves. 

Recently, a Juarez auto theft detective was arrested by them when 
he failed to heed their threats. He continued to recover stolen vehicles 
from where they resided. He was physically beaten into confessing 
responsibility for stolen vehicles entering Mexico. Two other subjects 
arrested with him were later released, but he was sentenced to 4 yea.rs 
in the penitentiary. 

Two Federal officers from Mexico City, Mexico, were arrested in 
possession of five vehicles stolen from EI Paso, Tex. They were arrested 
by other Federal offirpl's, DFS, in .Tuarez. The disposition of the sub
jects was never released by the authorities. 

A Federal judicial eommancler's apprentice was found in possession 
or 10 sets of Ford product vehicle keys. He was questioned in El Paso 
when found in an area with a high auto theft rate. The keys were 
capable of opening and starting 20 Ford procluct vehicles. 

Mexico's Government officials are involved in auto theft'). They 
sell stolen vehicles. Information was received that the son-in-law or 
the President of Mexico sold a vehicle stolen out of Chicago, IlL 

Mexican citizens stopped at U.S. ports 6f entry in stolen vehicles 
have documentation showing the vehicles were purchased from Gov
ernment officials. They accept bribes in rerurn for special favors. 

A Mexican Army colonel was given a stolen vehicle in return for 
ignoring illicit activities of auto thieves. The thieves were involved 
in exchanging narcotics for stolen vehicles. 
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A medical doctor for an army installation was buying stolen vehicles. 
Payment was made upon delivery of the stolen vehicles to his residence 
in Juarez, Mexico. The vehicles were then delivered to Mexican police 
officers for distribution throughout Mexico. 

That is the substance of my statement at this point. Some of the 
detailed questions should be directed at Lieutenant Barba. He has 
the details in most of these, and most of the information that was 
¢ven to you in. the statement and all the information given to you 
ill the statement is also related in your transcripts that you have 
befol'eyou. 

Mr. YATRON. Thank you for a very informative and interesting 
statement, Chief Rodriquez. 

Lieutenant Barba, from information available to you, could you 
provide us with an estimate of how many vehicles were transported 
illegally across the Mexican border on an annual basis ~ 

Lieutenant BARBA. No, sir. Those figures we do not have at all. The 
only figures we have would be the ones to the EI Paso area in the city 
itself, not in the county or State of Texas but only for the city of El 
Paso. 

Mr. YATRON. How many vehicles were stolen and transported across 
the Mexican borde.r Jast year from El Paso ~ 

Lieutenant BARBA. In 1979-you have to understand we are just 
guessing; these are all guess figures that we have-from January 
1980 up until April, the end of April 19801 we conducted some form 
of survey on the vehicles we felt were bemg stolen and taken into 
Mexico. The way we selected this type of vehicle is from informers 
that we have that were working previously for these individuals that 
have been mentioned before. 

The type of vehicles-some that were seen in Mexico itself ready for 
delivery into the interior of :Mexico-and we came back in January of 
this year and started keeping statistics on this particular type of vehi
cles-and we came up with a figure in 1980 of 264 vehicles that we 
felt in the first quarter went into Mexico. 

I am just talking about new cars which would be 19'79 and 1980 
models, possibly some four-wheel drive 19'78's. 

Mr. YATRON. Out of that number, how many were recovered? 
Lieutenant BARBA. On newer vehicles, 1980, I would say very little. 

Maybe as little as 10 l?ercent at the most. However, this way we went 
back to 1979, with tIns figure and came up as to the number of cars 
that possibly might have been taken to Mexico of the newer models, 
which at that time would have consisted of 19'78 and 19'79 and possibly 
some 19'7'7, and it would be arouncl 600 to 650 cars that we felt went 
into Mexico during 1979. 

These are all guesstimates. 
Mr. YATRON.JustfromEIPaso? 
Lieutenant BARBA . • T ust the city of EI Paso, not even the county of 

EIPaso. 
In 1979 the city of EI Paso recovered 158 vehicles from Mexico. Out 

of that 158 vehides I would say that 85 percent of them were older 
models, so we are just talking about 15 percent of the newe.r vehicles 
being recovered, so we are not tapping 'i:he area as to the survey that 
we conducted from January 1 to AprIl 3(\ of this year to give us the 
other figures. 
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We cannot really tell how many went but that is a rough idea. 
Money figures-the vehicles lost ran about $2 million. 
Mr. YATRON. Have you experienced similar pl'oblems with other 

types of vehioles such as construction equipment, agricultural equip
ment, aircraft, {It' boats? 

Lieutenant BARBA. On that we have yery limited experience, the rea
son being most of the farm equipment and heavy-duty equipment 
would be reported to the specific department which handles the 'County 
of El Paso-either sheriff department or department of public safety. 

"Ve don't handle those vehicles at all. However, as far as airplanes, 
over the last month, evel-ything broke loose in Juarez and El Paso 
and accusations were made on both sides of the hordeI'. U.S. consulate 
came up with three aircraft,. As to who had them and all, I could not 
tell you. 

Mr. YATRON. You have evidence the Mexican officials have been in
volved in the theft of automobiles but are you aware of any involve
ment of Mexican officials in the theft of construction 01' agricultural 
equipment or boats or aircraft ~ 

Lieutenant BARBA. No, sir; we don't have any of those statistics at 
all. 

Mr. YA'l'RON. In your opinion, based on information available to you, 
which Mexican agencies are the most heavily involved in the theft 
rings? 

Lieutenant R\RB:,. As stated hefore, the most heavily involved prob
ably would be. the Federal judicial police. This information comes to 
us from informers. 

Other agencies are reluctant to confiscate vehicles that they feel are 
in possession of those agencies. 

Mr. YATRON. Mr. Green~ 
~rr. GREEN. I gather from vour testimony that the bulk of your auto 

theft problem, unlike what ,ve haye seen iil the rl:'st of the country, is 
not a theft for parts but a thl:'it to get possl:'ssion of the whole cad 

Lieutl:'uant BARBA. Right, sir. 
Mr. GREEN. So you don't seem to have the chop-shop kinds of prob

lem WI:' discussed ~ 
Lieutenant BARlU. No, sir. 1V 0, have very limited operations of that 

nature in El Paso. . 
:MI'. GRl~EN. Do you think that anything in t.he p1'Op0sediegisiation 

could deal with your kind of probTel1\, where apparently there is com
plicit.y on the part of the :L\[exican allthoriHl:'s with this situation? 

Lieutenant BARM. Could yon give me that one back again? 
)fl'. GUEEN. 1Ye havl:' been talking abollt whicle idl:'ntification mun

bel'S and possible harc1l'ning of the locking systl:'m on thl' ignition sys
tem as the two major devices-thl' vehi('1e idl:'utification llumbl'l' bl'ing 
addressl'd primarily to thl' profl'ssional thie,f prohll'm, the hardening 
of the lo('king for the joyrider problem ~ 

Lil'utenant BARBA.' Federal legislation would really help us if we 
could gl:'t some form of uniform registration throughout. the country. 
As it is right now. it is kind of a hit-and-miss typ(' of operation. Every 
State has its own different way of doing it. Consequently, when we 
('oml' across ve11i('ll's from anothl'l' State we don't really know what 
procl'dnrl's they \wnt through, and it makes it very.difficult for us. 

I have a couple of other suggestions: I don't know If anybody would 
be able to take them up. 
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California is an area that I feel would help us a lot. The~ carry the 
registration of the vehicle on the steering post of the vehicle itself at 
all times and are required by law to do so. That would help the law 
enforcement officer a lot, to be able to check the person that has that 
vehicle and corresponding with the car itself, see if he is the owner 
or not. 

Also a suggestion that I might have, would be that would 'really 
help if it could be done, a sticker on the rear window of the cal', and 
this they have come out with in Mexico. They do this on some of the 
vehicles. They have It registration stickel' on the window-not registra
tion, a license plate sticker on the window, that corresponds with the 
license plate itself. In this way the switching of plates cannot occur 
without loCl'aping the stickel' and being ILble to get another one that 
corresponds with that number. 

That would really help law enforcement a lot in that area itself. 
Another area that would really help a lot would be prosecution 

of some sort on interstate transportation of stolen vehicles. 1Ye have 
none at this time, either on the Federal level or local levels. 
If you want me to, I ,vill explain to you why we don~t have it. 
For instance, we recover a lot of ptolen cars in El Paso that come 

back from Mexico. These ar{' the cars that may be stolen out of El 
Paso and the thief is not aware the car is going' to be checked after 
it returns from Mexico by customs officials. So it goes through NCIB 
or through the computpr as being stolen. They call us; we pick np the 
people and lock tl1l'l1l up and contact the law enforcement agencies 
throughout the country. 

At that time they have no proof that this individual stole that cal'. 
The. Federal Govei'nment will not prospcute. Herp we have a perfect. 
indication of inter::,tate transportation. Thc~Y will not prosecute. I 
don't know for what 1'paSon8. 

Our local district Ilttol'npvs cannot charge· that person with a theft, 
but with unauthorized n8e~that is what we charge them with in 
Texas-and they wonld he willing to do that. HmYCyel" the expense 
of bringing people to testify from other parts of the country for thnt 
are great. 

Teeh~icalIy, that. problem belongs to thl' people that had the car 
stolen. ;:so they are not ,vi1ling to pay for all thes{\ expenses to trv that 
individual. Con~equen~ly, these people, just get free rides throughout. 

I am not. taJInng of Just one 01' two Isolated cases; ,ve have ns many 
as five a week that we recover stolen vehicles in EI Paso from other 
parts of the country, and there is no prosecution available at all. 

Mr. GREEN. 1¥hat sort of documentation do those people have when 
you catch them ~ 

Lieutenant BARBA. These cars that are stolen from other parts of the 
country havE', none. It is just a stolen car and they are driving it, but 
they did not know they were going to get checkpd, and that. is why they 
crossed. 

~rr. GREEX. Do you fepI we need stronger statutes or is it a case 
that the prosecntol'ial officials are not. willing to put in the time and 
effort ~ 

LieutE'n'ant. BARB.\. I think prohablv it is a matter of money in both 
cases, California does. Each one feels the problem belongs to the other. 
Consequently, when California picks up our people, we are also not 
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willing to bring this guy back and money is just a problem. It is expen
sive to prosecute a case. 

Mr. GREEN. That is all I have, MI'. Chairman. 
Mr. YATlWN. Thank you, Mr. Green. 
Are you aware of a narcotics for stolen car exchange along the 

border reO'ion ~ 
Lieuten~nt BARBA. Yes, sir. We do have know] edge of such incidents. 

Again through informers, and also from other law enforcement agen
cies. They have documented some cases. 

Mr. YATRON. On Tuesday ,ve heard testimony from the Department 
of Justice which indicated vehicle trafficking from the border regions 
to the interior of Mexico is checked for yehicle registration at customs 
check points. "'",. ould it be possible for the theft rings to operate with
out the complacency of the Mexican officials to bypass the checkpoint ~ 

Lieutenant BARBA. No, sir, I don't feel it could be. It is mamhttory, it 
is my understanding of :Mexican law, that all vehicles entering Mexico 
have to stop at these checkpoints and produce ownership papers or 
authorization to travel into Mexico. So, consequently, equipment or 
vehicles that are stolen cannot get in beyond this point unless-if 
somebody is allowing them to do it. 

Mr. YATRON. It is obvious from your testimony that the involve
ment of Mexican officials in crimes committed in the united States is 
widespread. ",Yould you outline the J?ossible reasons, such as underpay, 
failure to provide vehicles for thell' use, as contributing factors to 
this type of activity ~ 

Lieutenant R\Rlu. Yes, sir; it appears like the main two areas are 
right there, low '\'ages to the It.w enforcement officials and lack of 
providing proper equipment. 

Another area I feel is also lack of training for law enforcement 
officials in Mexico. They arc just appointed throughout. The!'p. is no 
basis for any education whatsoen'r on the law enforcement officers 
throughout .Mexico. It is a different sys+r1n than ours, completel}, and 
this is why It lot of our problems OCC1.11'. 

Their way of life is completely difrerent from ours, so con~equently 
all these problems occur, and they are just condoned to a certam extent. 

)11'. YA1'RON. Has the invoh'ellwnt of Mexican officials ever led to any 
violeneo with any of your oHicers? 

Lieutenant R\Iuu. X 0, sir; we do not interfere with their operation 
in )1exieo at all IV hatsoevel'. 

)11'. YATROX. Has tht're been any effect on auto thc.ft activity since 
the publishing of the neWSI>llper al'tides detailing the involvement of 
)lexican polieo officers'~ 

Lieutenant. BARBA. Yes j sir; there has been a reduction, in the survey 
I spoke about earlier that we .. tnrted keeping" figures on in 1080. We 
were keeping close tab:> on ChedeR and Fords mainly, plus other spe
cial cars tha.t they were taking . 

. A reductIOn has been almost, to zero. ",Ye have just completely 
dropped to zero. "'VI) had had an inerease in El Paso in comparing 1979 
and 11)80 fignres. 

For the first quarter we had eXIWl'iellcl'(l a 28-percent increase. Since 
this thing OCCUlTed i"j w('eks ngo, we hayc dropped down to zero, almost 
zero on all this type of vehicl('s tukl'll . 

.MI'. YATRON. In your opinion, what caused this reduction ~ 

6B-093 0 - 80 - 34 

L-_________________________ . __ 
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Lieutenant BARBA. V\T e have been working on this for some time, 
getting our documentation together and the U.S. Consulate Office in 
Juarez has helped us tremendously into Mexico. This consulate official 
has gone and presented the problem to the higher officials in Mexico, 
and I feel that this is why we have gotten a response through the 
federal agencies into investigating the problems on the Juarez side 
of it. 

Mr. YATRON. On Tuesday we heard testimon:y from the Department 
of Justice which stated that after the negotiatIOn of a new treaty for 
the return of stolen vehides, that cooperation with Mexica.n. police 
agencies had greatly im proved. "Would you agree that a new treaty will 
make a significant dift'erence in the conduct of the Mexican police 
officers? 

Lieutenant BARBA. Yes, sir. vVe would first of all have to know what 
the new treaty would be about. "Ve would have to be probably talked 
to by these officials that draft this treaty. vVe can explain to them what 
problems we have. Maybe they are already working on that area and 
maybe they know all om' problems. 

I don't know. But we have not been contacted by them for that pur
pose. If we knew what the treaty was and to what extent it is going
I know the problems we have with the present treaty and the new one 
perhaps could be improved. 

Chief RODRIGUEZ. I think any treaty that should be developed, 
Mr. Chairman, should be developed with the people who live on the 
border and the. bordering cities and they certainly should involve 
some of the law enforcement agencies wit.hin those cities to bring to 
light these problems t.hat. we have continually. ' 

vVe feel we can work them out through cooperation with both 
countries, but I think involvement by the cities on the borders needs 
to take place. 

M'r. YATRON. I agree, with both of you. 
Could you describe for us the current procedure for returning a 

stolen vehicle from Mexico back into the United States ~ 
Lieutenant BARBA. On that question, I have three pointe; that I out

lined as to the methods of bringing vehicles baek at this time from 
Mexico. 

vVe have at times excellent cooperation froIT., some of the officials, 
some of the police agencies, on limited areas. Let us say we receive a 
call f,rom one of the officers by phone and he says, "Do you have such 
and such a cal' stolen ?" lYe, look it up throu~h the computer and 
come up with a car stolen right there. ,Ve adVIse him we do have a 
stolen car report on that, and we start the procedure. 

vVe contact Colorado and get a copy of their stolen car report and 
find out who the insurance adjuster is, if the car has been paid off or 
if it is a local car we contact the owner in El Paso. 

H no insurance payment has been made, then we place this officer 
and this owner or adjuster together. At that point the officer will get 
from whoever is claiming that car proper registration, translated 
pape.rs, whatever is needed. 

Also payment for wrecker fees, storage fees, which he himself had 
to payout of his pocket. The agency does not provide this money to 
these officers. Consequently, this officer has to work out his own deal. 
All the time and effort that is spent by this officer on this is on his own, 
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th~ agency is not really doing it. He is doing it. Otherwise,. he would 
lelwe the cal' abandoned on the streets if that is where he located it. 

This is the easiest way for the car to be returned. 
Our department assists people from anywhere in the State to go 

there and help them up to this point. 'Vhen payments are made, we 
are not involved. "Ye are not even around. "Ve are not going to get 
involved in that at all. . 

The second way of getting the car back-and by Mexican law the 
car has to be returned to the Registra Federal throughout the States 
in Mexico. Somehow or other, we have good re1ationships with the 
commandante. vVe get all the paperwork which makes it very, very 
difficult for us to get translated and certified by the Mexican consulate 
on this side of the border from whatever city the paperwork is coming 
from before we can get all the paperwork into Mexie-o. 
. It is too short-72 hours to get all this donp-o That is spelled out 
III the treaty. 

This man cooperates with us very well and we don't go through the 
entire treaty, but we, submit the propel' paperwork and then we get 
the vehicles back. 

Then the third way in both instances before the vehicles have the 
battery, the spare tire and the radio or stereo system missing, always. 
You seldom recover one with any of those items. 

The third step is going through the treaty and that can last between 
at the shortest time 6 months by the time all the paper,York is sub
mitted all the way up to Mexico, through the embassies and back on 
out, and between 6 months and 2 years before ,ye get a cal' back. 

By the time we get it back, it is a total wreck, not worth anything. 
So, the treaty can be improved a lot. 
I would like to state on a couple or the statements. Mr. Chairman

I don't know if you would be willing to-but we do have documented 
information. vVe have some photographs, some video tapes, that per
haps could be of interest to you, and other documentation; but it would 
have to be done in executive session. 

Mr. Y ATRON. I want to thank you both for appearing here today. 
I have no further questions at this point. I don't know If Mr. Green 
has any. 

Mr. GREEN. From your relationships with other law enforcement 
officers along the border, do other border communities have the same 
kinds of problems you are having ~ 

Lieutenant BARBA. I would assume they do, but El Paso being the 
largest city on'the Mexican border, we just take about the bulk of 
the problem. 

Mr. GREEN. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. YATRON. At this point, we "'ould like to go into executive ses

sion. I realize you have a plane to catch and in the interest. of t.ime, 
we ask those who are not certified to be hen" to lea.ve the room. 

[The following letter and statements were receiyed for the record:] 
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lhe Honorable James H. Scheuer, Chairman 
'ntel'state and Forei gn Commerc~ Commi ttee 

Subcommittee on Consumer Protection 
and Finance 

3275 House Office Building Annex No.2 
\~ashington, D.C. 20515 

and 

The Honorable Gus Yatron, Chairman 
Foreign Affairs Committee 

Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs 
709 House Office Building Annex No.1 
Hashington, O.C. 20515 

Dear Messrs. Scheuer and Yatron: 

Robert W, Landon UN 4 4 1980 
Olyrnpla,WA 

While the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) is generally 
supportive of the Bill as a whole, it has come to our attention that there 
may be some exceptions in the pending Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act 
(HR 4178) which are of concern to our membership. In that regard, I wish 
to advise you that our mewbership addressed those issues at our last Annual 
Conference and at that time, passed a resolution entitled "Endorsement of 
the Hotor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979," which specifically dealt with 
the fr110wing three issues: 

WHEREAS, The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act- of 1979" 
(S. 1214 and H.R. 4178) will help prevent the theft of motor 
vehicles by requiring their manufacturers to improve its 10cking 
systems and number its major components; and 

WHEREAS, The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" will 
create strong penalties for persons who remove the identification 
numbers of motor vehicles and motor vehicle parts and who illicitly 
traffic in such vehicles and parts; and 
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WHEREAS, The "Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" will 
give the United States Customs Service a clear mandate to help its 
sister law enforcement agencies in the fight against motor vehicle 
theft by giving it authority in the area of the importation and ex
portation of the stolen motor vehicie; 

A full copy of the resolution is enclosed for your review. We hope that you 
will give this matter full consideration as it reflects a composite viewpoint 
of law enforcement executives nationwide. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely. 

f(,H,~ 
R. H. Sostkowski 
Director 
Division of State and 

Provincial Police 
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ENDORSENENT OF THE "WlTOR VEHICLE 
THEFT PREVENTIml ACT OF 1979" 

1979 

WHEREAS, Hotor vehicle thefts approached 1,000,000 vehicles in 197fl 
and cost the consumer and taxpayer more than $4 billion; ann 

WHEREAS, The prel iminary statistics for the first three months of 1979 
show a 15:1: increase in motor vehicle tLefts; and 

WHEREAS, This increase is reflected in all geographical' areas of the 
nation; and 

WHEREAS, The seriousness of motor vehicle theft has for too long been 
neglected by the legislators and policy makers of our nation; and 

WHEREAS, A concerted effort by all levels of govern~ent, the private 
sector, and the motor vehicle owner is cl"ucial to the curbin[J of this growin9 
epidemic; and 

WHEREAS, Hhile motor vehicle theft remains within the primary responsi
bilities of state and local novernment, the Federal Government as the national 
govel'nment has an obl igation' to act in those areas ~/here it has the constitu
tional authority and responsibility; and 

WHEREAS, The "flotor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" (S. 1214 and 
h.R. 4178) 1~i11 help prevent the theft of motor vehicles by reauiring their 
clanufacturers to improve its locking systems and number its major cOl'lponents; 
ilnd 

WHEREAS, The "Notor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" will create strong 
penalties for persons 11ho remove the identification numbers of motor vehicles and 
[,,(Itor vehicle parts and who illicitly traffic in such vehicles and parts; ami 

WHEREAS, The "Notor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979" 11ill give the 
Lnited States Customs Service a clear mandate to help its sister law enforce
ment agencies in the fight against motor vehicle theft by giving it authority 
in the area of the importation and exportation of the stolr.n motor vehic1'e; 
r.ow, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police supports 
the passaqe by the Congress of S. 1214 and H.R. 4178 as amended by the members 
in meeting at the 1979 Annual Conference ann attached hereto; and oe it 

fURTHER RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
c~lls upon its members to actively encourage their perspective ConQression~l 
de1eqations to ~ive this important crime orevention measure their full support; 
dnd be it . 

fURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be sent to all the members 
of the Senate :nd House Committees having jurisdictions over these bills. 
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We are pleased to have this opportunity to submit this 

statement to the Subcommittee pursuant to its investigation of 

automobile theft and theft prevention. APAA represents nearly 

every company that is engaged in the design, manufacture, 

distribution, sales and installation of aftermarket vehicle 

security devices and thus we feel uniquelY qualified to con

tribute to these hearings. While we wholeheartedly endorse the 

subcommittee's efforts in the areas of improved vehicle and 

part identification, and increased criminal penalties for those 

engaged in illegal activities, we are opposed to the concept of 

federally-mandated OEM installation of anti-theft devices. 

APAA agrees wholeheartedly that something more must be done to 

prevent the huge losses currently being suffered by vehicle 

owners, but we are not at all certain that forced factory 

installation of security devices is an appropriate response to 

the problem. 

As the representatives from Ford, GM and Chrysler stated 

in their testimony before a Senate Subcommittee in December of 

1979, factory installation of vehicle security devices might 

well be counter-productive, in that the broad dissemination of 

repair information would make it even easier for a thief to 

determine how most easily to defeat the device. One of the 

greatest advantages aftermarket installation of a security 

device gives an owner over OEM installation is the ability to 

use a device that is relatively tailored to that particular 
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owner's car. Also, individual installation can take advantage 

of the opportunity to attach and hook up a device in a unique 

manner -- routing wires a certain way or placing the acti

vating device in a particular position. 

Aftermarket installation also gives the consumer an 

opportun~ty to choose an auto-theft device that is appropriate 

not only to his or her vehicle, but also to the environment in 

which the car is maintained. Past testimony has shown that 

certain cars are more desireable to thieves, and that some areas 

have a substantially more severe theft problem than others. 

Thus, a Corvette owner in a high-crime area may want (and need) 

four security devices while a station wagon owner in a bucolic 

village may need only to lock the car doors to get equal 

security. Consumers should be allowed to retain this flexibi

lity and freedom of choice, and should not be forced to pay for 

universal devices that mayor may not be adequate or appropriate 

for their vehicles or environment. The difference in cost to 

the consumer can be substantial, as is demonstrated by the 

following example: a basic alarm which honks and flashes 

lights when doors are tampered with now costs between $140 and 

$175 as a factory option in an average car; the same device 

would cost between $19 and $25 if the consumer were to buy 

the alarm over the counter and install it himself or herself. 
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Vehicle security devices are an unfortunate but definite 

necessity in today's society, and the aftermarket has a commend

able record of being responsive to changing demands in the market. 

The number of different security devices available beyond the 

door locks and steering column ignition lock now standard in all 

vehicles is a demonstration of the aftermarket efforts to meet 

the specific needs of vehicle owners. The security device busi

ness has developed into a $20-$30 million industry comprised 

almost exclusively of small businesses. These small businessmen 

concentrate on staying one step ahead of the thief -- the vehicle 

manufacturer has more than enough other government regulations 

to comply with and cannot be expected to contribute signifi

cantly to the leading edge of anti-theft technology. 

APAA is convinced that a major impact can be made on the 

auto theft industry with a program that is significantly less 

costly than OEM security device installation and is, in fact, a 

prerequisite to ~ success in preven~ing this illegal business 

from getting out of hand. We are speaking, quite simply, of a 

substantial information and consumer-education program, spear

headed by the Federal government, with the participation and 

cooperation of industry and consumer groups. 

A security device will never be effective if owners are 

not actively involved in the battle against theft. One out of 

five theft-victims leave their keys in the ignition -- an alarm 

certainly would not help theml One way to discourage thefts is 
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to make cars less theft-prone, and there is a lot of ground that 

can be gained in this area before ~ devices are needed. 

Education and awareness can make far greater inroads at this 

point than can any form of regulation, and the former are 

clearly more cost-effective. 

The National Automobile Theft Bureau, an insurance indus

try coalition, has a pamphlet which provides basic information 

about auto theft and some excellent suggestions on how to make 

one's vehicle less desireable to a thief. Information such as 

this should pe more broadly disseminated, possibly through 

television and radio as well as print media. 

Vehicle owners must be convinced that they, and they 

alone, are the most important link in any chain of efforts 

to curtail the theft that is increasing at an alarming 

pace. Owners must first learn to use fundamental anti-theft 

techniques and common sense against thieves before any 

government- or industry-designed mechanical devices will be 

of any assistance. So long as owners persist in leaving 

vehicles unlocked, parking in poorly-lit areas, and ignoring 

other theft-prevention suggestions, theft will continue. 

Owners should be encouraged to report when street lights are 

out, when strangers are observed hanging around a "desireable" 

car, or when their cars appear to have been tampered with, 

even if it is not stolen or damaged. 
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Basically, we would prefer to see a conc~Lted education 

effort take place before any further government-mandated devices 

are installed on vehicles. Simul taneo.usly, we believe there 

should be some improvements and standardization in the method 

by which theft data is reported and compiled. Auto theft is a 

national, not a state or local, problem and should be analyzed 

without the hindrance of state lines and their accompanying 

differences in definition and methodology. The federal govern

ment can be most helpful by providing the assistance needed to 

coordinate and rationalize the activities of the numerous law

enforcement agencies involved in combating auto theft. The 

broad authority delegated to the Secretary of Transportation in 

H.R. 4178 should be used to standardize the reporting of theft 

data and facilitate the communication of information between 

police and governmental agencies. We submit that this will be 

a far more profitable use of the Secretary's authority than the 

unfettered mandate to "issue proposed notices of rulemaking 

covering the areas of unauthorized starting of the motor vehicle 

and major component identification." 

Presently only a small percentage of the companies 

writing automotive insurance offer a discount to owners who 

install appropriate security devices in their vehicles. 

Further, such discounts are not widely advertised nor promoted. 

The government should encourage insurance companies to continue 

and expand programs wherein consumers are given credit for 
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efforts to make their vehicles less theft-prone. The carrot 

is still the best motivation known for increasing one's atten

tion-span and performance. Such an incentive should increase 

the likelihood that vehicle owners will become an integral 

part of the fight against auto theft. 
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STATEMENT OF THE Al1ERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
BEFORE A JOINT HEARING OF 

THE SUBCOMllITTEE ON INTER-AMERICAN A~'FAIRS 
OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

AND 
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE 

OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE 
RE H.R. 4178, MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION ACT 

June 10, 1980 

The American Far~ Bureau Federation, the largest general farm 
organization in the United States, appreciates the opportunity to 
comment on the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of 1979. We commend 
the members of these Subcommittees for efff)rts to help reduce crime. 

Farm Bureau is aware of the economic hardships and inconvenience 
that result from the loss of personal propel'ty. Recent evidence has 
indicated significant increases in the incidence of auto theft. We 
support your efforts to reduce such crime which would result in a 
decrease of personal loss. We believe H.R. 4178, the Motor Vehicle 
Theft Protection Act, is designed toward that end. 

While the main thrust of H.R. 4178 deals with the problems of 
auto theft and resulting "chop-shop" activities, Farm Bureau is pri
marily interested in Title V of the legislation. This deals with the 
problems of theft in the agricultural and construction industries. 

A direct interest of farm and ranch families is the occurrence of 
theft in rural areas of farm eqUipment, farm commodities, livestock, 
and other personal property. Unlike the problem of auto theft, the 
lack of specific data has made it difficult to determino the nature 
and scope of this problem. Our best estimates place national losses 
between $500 million and one billion dollars annually. Farmers and 
I'anchers in this country can ill afford such losses; and it is our 
hope that Title V will point the way towards solving the problem 
without the creation of burdensome government regulations. 

The voting delegates to our 1980 annual meeting adopted the 
following policy regarding this issue: 

"Rural theft is a major problem. While we do not object 
to a federal survey of the scope of the problem, any 
federal role must be limited to assistance to states in 
publicizing the need for identification of machinery and 
other personal property. We are opposed to the titling, 
registration and licensing of farm machinery at the state 
or federal level. 

"Farm Bureau supports use of the standardized 10-character 
machinery identification system, which includes the National 
Crime Information Center (NCIC) number." 

We believe the appro?riate solutions to this problem will be 
found at state and local levels. As a result, Farm Bureau, in 
cooperation with state and local law enforcement agencies, has deve
loped a nationwide crime prevention program. A main facet of this 
program is the utilization of owner-applied numbers (OAN) on imple
ments of husbandry. To date 40 State Farm Bureaus have programs 
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underway, and we believe this to be the most comprehensive program 
currently being used. Our goal is to assist law enforcement officials 
to identify the criminal, to establish the means by which property can 
rightfully be recovered, all ... , as a result, build an effective 
deterrent to rural crime. 

Farm Bureau's program uses a basic 10 character number recognized 
by the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and other la\~ en
forcement agencies. The participating farmer or rancher applies an 
OAN to his property with the use of engraving tools in a standard 
location as well as locations known only to himself. Confetti with 
the farmer's OAN is available fol' mixing with grain and other com
modities. He then registers the identified property with a designated 
law enforcement agency, generally the county sheriff. Once property 
has been repol'ted stolen, notice is sent to all states requesting 
that an alert be distributed of the reported theft and that the sto
len property can be identified by the individual OAN. Gate signs 
indicating that farms have identified property are available. 

It is our intention to create as much awareness as possible 
among law enforcement personnel to the theft problem. This includes 
informing law enforcement officers of the resulting losses due to the 
increasing value of farm machinery and equipment as well as "down 
time" losses to farmers. To assist local law enforcement personnel, 
identification system manuals have been printed showing pictures of 
typical farm machinery to aid in identification, and locations where 
OAN's are generally applied to assist in confirming owner identity. 
For the record we are including a copy of our crime prevention program 
manual for your information. 

~lhile Farm Bureau is generally supportive of H.R. 11178, we have 
two concerns relative to Title V. 

First is the terminology of noff-highway" vehicles found in 
Title V. In addition to off-highway vehicles farmers and ranchers are 
faced with the potential theft of propelled equipment as well as 
self-powered equipment. In addition, potential targets are tools, 
welding eqUipment, parts, supplies, chemicals and fertilizers. Farm 
Bureau recommends that references in Title V to "off-highway 
vehicles n also include implements of husbandry. 

Our second concern deals with titling and registration of farm 
eqUipment. Farm Bureau has long opposed any effort in this area 
because of fear of eventual licensing and tax levies for such 
eqUipment. The cost to many individual farmers would be excessive due 
to the number of individual piece~ uf equipment necessary to operate 
even a small acreage. Title V, Sec. 501(a), subpection 10 states 
that the report shall include information on the passage of any state 
laws relating to the titling or deeding of off-highHay vehicles. Farm 
Bureau recommends that report language specifically indicate that 
regulations not be imposed to require titling, registration, and/or 
licensing of farm machinery at the state 01" federal levv1. 

Farm Bureau believes that the proviSions of Titl~ V will provide 
meaningful data to determine the scope of the problem dealing Id th 
the theft of farm machinery. This information, along HUh efforts in 
the private sector, will help bring about appropriate solutions to 
the problem without creating burdensome government regulations. 

We appreciate your consideration of Farm Bureau's views and 
request that our comments be made a part of the hearing record. 
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[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the subcommittees proceeded in execu
tive session, under separate transcript and the hearing was adjourned.] 
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